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1. Introduction
This thesis investigates the interaction between syntax and information structure
within a Minimalist model of grammar. As an aspect of language use, information
structure has not traditionally been a focus of investigation within generative syntax,
but recent years have seen an increased interest in exactly this aspect of language
and its influence on word order. In this thesis, I aim to shed light on the question of
interaction between syntactic and information-structural factors by investigating
two developments in the history of English that have been shown to be influenced
by both syntax and information structure: verb second (V2) and the passive. The loss
of V2 in the fifteenth century—a dramatic change in the syntax of English with farreaching consequences for the possibilities left to reorder arguments, and hence
information, in the sentence—incorporates both syntactic and informationstructural changes. At the same time that V2 was lost, significant changes also took
place in the passive: not only was there a remarkable increase in types of passives
around 1400, but the use of passives overall increased from the sixteenth century
onward. One of the central properties of the passive is that it reorders arguments,
which leads to changes in the order of information in a sentence—a function which
the V2 system in Old English (OE) also performed. This raises the question whether
the two developments are related through their syntactic and information-structural
properties. In this thesis, I investigate the relation between the syntactic and
information-structural factors that play a role in the loss of V2 on the one hand and
the changes in the passive on the other hand, through four case studies, spread
across the periods of the history of English, from the ninth century until the present
day. The main conclusion that I will draw is that there is clear evidence of the
influence of syntax on information structure, but only limited evidence of influence
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from information structure on syntax. Although information structure has a major
influence on the choice between options that the syntax makes available and the
frequency and use of particular positions and constructions, it does not influence
the syntactic options that are available, in that it does not trigger syntactic
innovations.

Section 1.1 Background
The proposed connection between the passive and V2 in the history of English as
outlined above builds on their shared information-structural function: they both
allow for a reordering of arguments in the sentence to achieve a particular effect
and both go through quite a remarkable development, as can be seen in the
increase in types of passives and the loss of V2. At the same time, the constructions
are syntactically fundamentally different. The syntactic developments, when
combined with the shared information-structural function, lead to a scenario in
which the loss of one construction—V2—affects the use of another construction—
the passive.
1.1.1
The exceptional nature of the passive in English
The passive in Present-day English (PDE) is exceptional in two respects: first, it has
been observed that the passive is more frequently used than in closely-related
languages (e.g. Siewierska 1984: 218, Halliday 2000); second, English has a wider
range of passive constructions than its West-Germanic sister languages, including
types that are rare cross-linguistically, as illustrated in (2)-(4), in addition to the
standard passive in (1).
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The book was written by John.
Mary was given the book.
The doctor was sent for.
John was believed to be a liar.

In the regular, direct passive in (1), the direct object of a transitive verb is passivized
and becomes the subject of the passive sentence. In (2) the indirect object of a
ditransitive verb has been passivized, resulting in what I will call, following Allen
(1995), a recipient passive. Example (3) shows a prepositional passive, in which the
complement of a preposition (ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ ĚŽĐƚŽƌ) has been passivized. Finally, the
example in (4) illustrates the ECM passive, a term based on that for its active
counterpart (dŚĞǇ ďĞůŝĞǀĞĚ :ŽŚŶ ƚŽ ďĞ Ă ůŝĂƌ) which has become known as the
Exceptional Case-Marking construction in Government and Binding theory (see
Chomsky 1981).
The passives in (2)-(4) were not present in all earlier stages of the language. In
fact, until roughly 1400 AD, English had only three types of passives: the direct
passive as in (1); the impersonal passive as in (5); and a marginal morphological
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passive as in (6).
(5) ĂĐŚŝŵŶčƐŐĞƚŝĝŽĚĝčƌĞůǇƚůĂŶůŝƐƐĞ
but him.DAT not-was granted that small favour.GEN
‘But he was not granted that small favour’
(,ŽŵI 23.330.29; Denison 1993: 108, his 29)
(6) ĂŶĚƐĞŵƵŶƵĐŚĂƚƚĞĂďďŽ
and that monk was-called Abbo
(>^II 32.3; Denison 1993: 421, his 33)
It is only around 1400 that the new passives in (2)-(4) begin to appear in the
language, a development which has been documented in detail in various studies—
for instance in the voluminous works on OE syntax by Visser (1963-1973) and
Mitchell (1985). The following examples show the first attested examples, including
their date, of the prepositional passive (7), recipient passive (8), and ECM passive
(9), based on a detailed (re)examination of the data by Denison (1985, 1993), Allen
(1995) and Warner (1982).
(7) ƊĞƌǁĞƐƐŽƌŚĞƚĞƐĞŽŶŚŝƌĞůĞŽĨůŝĐŚůŝĐŚĨĂƌĞŶƐŽƌĞŽǁůŝĐŚĞǁŝĝ
there was sorrow to see her dear body dealt so cruelly with
(c1225; ^ƚ͘:ƵůŝĂŶĂ(Royal) 22.195; Denison 1993:125, his 10)
(8) /ƚĞŵĂƐĨŽƌƚŚĞWĂƌŬĞƐŚĞŝƐĂůŽǁǇĚǀĞƌǇǇĞƌĞĂĚĞƌĞ
‘Item: as for the park, she is allowed a deer each year’
(1375; wardBlount p.205; Allen 1995: 393, her 256)
(9) XĂƚŵĂŶŝƐƐĞŝĚƚŽŚĂǀĞĂĨĞŶĚǁŚŽŵƊĞĨĞŶĚĚŝƐƐĞǇǀĞƊ͕ĂƐŚĞŝƐƐĞŝĚƚŽŚĂǀĞ
ĂŶŚĞĞĚƊĂƚŝƐŚĞĚĞĚďŝƊŝƐŚĞĚĞ͖͙
‘…as the man who is dominated by a head is said to have this head.’
(c1400; Serm i.125.2; Warner 1982: 136, his 9)
The prepositional passive is the first of the new cross-linguistically rare passives to
occur, with examples dating to the early thirteenth century, while the first examples
of the recipient and ECM passive are from the late fourteenth century. The number
of examples of prepositional passives in the thirteenth century, however, is limited,
which means that these three new and rare passives are introduced within the span
of roughly one century. After their introduction, all three passives gain foot in the
language, becoming more frequent at different rates over the following centuries,
and they remain not only grammatical but also productive in the English language
up to the present day (see the studies cited above, and Seoane 1999b, Los 2005,
2009).
It is not just in types of passivization that the English passive shows a
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remarkable development, but also in terms of frequency. Seoane (1999a, 2000,
2006) has shown that there is an increase in the use of passives compared to active
clauses in the fifteenth and sixteenth century. She finds that the percentage of
passives with respect to active transitive clauses—i.e. those transitive clauses which
can be passivized—increases from 18.0% in M4 (1420-1500) to 24.1% in E3 (16401710) (Seoane 2006: 371, Table 15.1). In addition, several authors have stated that
PDE uses the passive to a greater extent than its closely related languages
(Siewierska 1984, Halliday 1967, 2000, Hawkins 1986), although I have found no
publications which provide evidence for this from corpus studies. This prominence
of the passive in PDE, and the increase in frequency in the fifteenth and sixteenth
century can be seen as another indication for what could informally be called ‘the
rise of the passive’.
1.1.2
Verb second and its information-structural aspects
The major changes in the passive take place during the same period as one of the
major syntactic changes in English since its recorded history: the loss of V2. The V2
constraint, a characteristic of modern Germanic languages such as German and
Dutch (see Vikner 1995, Zwart 1997), entails that the finite verb in main clauses
always occurs in the second position in the clause, leading to inversion of subject
and finite verb in those sentences that have a non-subject in clause-initial position,
as in (10).
(10) XĂgemette ŚĞĝčƌčŶŶĞƊĞĂƌĨĂŶŶĂĐŽĚŶĞ
then met he there a beggar naked
‘Then he met a poor man, naked’
(ÆLS (Martin) 61—62; Los 2009: 100, her 2)
This sentence starts with the adverb XĂ͕ which is followed by the finite verb
ŐĞŵĞƚƚĞ, in turn followed by the subject ŚĞ͘ The standard analysis for modern V2
languages is that the first element occurs in Spec,CP and the finite verb in C (Vikner
1995) in all main clauses. Matters in OE are not nearly as straightforward, however.
In the literature, most authors now make a distinction between two types of V2 (see
e.g. Haeberli 2000, Fischer et al. 2000). The first type—illustrated in example (10)—
is similar to German and Dutch, in that inversion invariably occurs: in clauses
beginning with an operator, a negator or the discourse adverbs ƊĂ and ƊŽŶŶĞ͕ the
finite verb always occurs in second position. This type of inversion survives into PDE
as question inversion (tŚĞƌĞdidǇŽƵďƵǇƚŚĂƚĚƌĞƐƐ͍) and subject-auxiliary inversion
(EĞǀĞƌďĞĨŽƌĞhave/ďĞĞŶƚŚŝƐŚĂƉƉǇ).
The second type of V2 is more variable and occurs in sentences which have a
non-operator in clause-initial position. The following examples illustrate how, when
the first element is a prepositional phrase (PP) (or indeed, an object or adverb),
subjects can occur either before or after the finite verb.
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(11) DŝĚƊƵƐĞŶĚƐĞĂƌŽĐƌčĨƚƵŵ woldeƐĞƐǁŝĐŽůĂĚĞŽĨŽůƊŽŶĞŚĂůŐĂŶǁĞƌŽŶƐƵŵĞ
ǁŝƐĂŶďĞƐǁŝĐĂŶ͕
‘With a thousand wily arts did the treacherous devil strive in some way to
deceive the holy man,’
(o3, coaelive,ÆLS_[Martin]:710.6427)1

(12) KEƐƵŵĞƌĞƚŝĚĞDĂƌƚŝŶƵƐstahƚŽĂŶƌĞƵƉĨůŽƌĂ͕
‘On one occasion Martin was mounting to an upper floor,’
(o3, coaelive,ÆLS_ [Martin]:601.6358)
The usual analysis for these sentences is that the verb does not move to the highest
head in the clause (C in CP), but to a lower position. In split-IP proposals this position
is identified as AgrSP (Haeberli 2000, Warner 2007), or FP (Fischer et al. 2000), a
functional projection on top of TP. This in turn leads to a situation where there are
two landing sites for subjects in the IP—either before the finite verb in FP (Spec,FP)
or after it (Spec,TP)—giving rise to surface verb-second or verb-third sentences.
Note that even though the order of PP, subject, and verb in (12) is similar to that in
the PDE translation, the syntactic analysis is different: the PDE verb is in T while the
OE verb is in AgrS/F, a position which is lost when V2 is lost.
One of the factors that determine whether the subject occurs before or after
the finite verb in this second type of V2 is whether it is pronominal or nominal:
pronouns always occur before the finite verb, while nouns generally follow it (Van
Kemenade 1987, Pintzuk 1991, 1993). While several authors have tried to find other
syntactic factors that can explain the variation in subject positions, none of their
accounts are able to explain all variation. Recent proposals, such as Bech (2001),
Hinterhölzl & Petrova (2010) and Van Kemenade & Westergaard (2012), have
proposed an information-structural explanation for the word order variation in the
OE V2 system: they propose that discourse-old subjects occur before the finite verb,
while discourse-new subjects occur after the finite verb.
Another information-structural aspect of the V2 organization of main clauses in
OE is that it entails a different function for the clause-initial position. Specifically, it
has been proposed that the clause-initial position is mainly used to encode
discourse-old information and to provide a link to the immediately preceding
discourse, a function which has been called “local anchoring” (Los 2012, Los &
Dreschler 2012; for similar proposals, see Van Kemenade & Westergaard 2012 and
Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2010). This function is illustrated in (13).
(13) ‘They would then have soon perished before their enemies, if they had not
broken into the city by a device, which was most shameful, though it was
afterwards thought most worthy of them; […]’
1

Examples taken directly from the YCOE are given according to their file name (all starting with “co…”).
The subperiod is included before the file name (see Section 1.3).
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Þysne nyttan cræft͕ƊĞŚŚĞĂƌůŝĐŶčƌĞ͕ĨƵŶĚĞŚĞŽƌĂƚŝĐƚĂƚŽƌ͕ĂŵŝůůŝƐŚĂƚƚĞ͘
this useful device, though it honourable not-was, found-out their dictator,
Camillus called
‘This useful device, though it was not honourable, was found out by their
Dictator, Camillus.’
(coorosiu,Or_2:8.51.24.983)
What makes the clause-initial position in OE stand out is that it is used to express
these local anchors as well as marked, or contrastive links, a function it retains in
PDE. These marked and unmarked information-structural functions can be
expressed through a range of syntactic means, including both adjuncts—such as the
PPs in (11) and (12)—and arguments, such as the contrastive objects in (14).
(14) ‘Then went he through all the Egyptian land, sowing God’s seed, and healed
the sick.
HreofligeŚĞŐĞĐůčŶƐŽĚĞĨƌĂŵĝčƌĞƵŶĐůčŶĂŶĐŽĝĞ͕WodeŚĞŐĞŚčůĚĞ
lepers he cleansed from the unclean disease, possessed he healed
‘He cleansed the lepers from the unclean disease; he healed the possessed’
(o3, coaelive [Mark]:6.3189)
While the marked, contrastive use of the initial position survives into PDE, the
unmarked discourse-linking function which is characteristic of OE V2, and indeed,
modern V2 languages, is no longer possible in PDE: PPs and objects in first position
are overwhelmingly contrastive, or used as frame setters, elements which provide
the context for a following statement, as in (15) (see Los 2009, 2012; Hasselgård
2010; Krifka 2007; Speyer 2010).
(15) A: How is John?
B: Healthwise / As for his health, he is fine.
(Krifka 2007, his 47)
Fundamentally different, syntactically, from PDE SVO, OE builds on a different
interaction between word order and information-structural principles. The question
is when the use of the first position as a ‘local anchoring’ position changes and what
happens to the information-structural aspects both of subject placement and of the
first position when V2 is lost.
1.1.3
Consequences of the loss of verb second: proposals by Los and Seoane
The recent approach to the analysis of V2 in terms of information structure has also
led to a new view on the loss of V2 and specifically on the consequences for the
language when the system was lost. Los (2005, 2009, 2012) provides a scenario in
which the loss of V2—which for the major part took place in the fifteenth century—
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limited information structure in such a way that new syntactic constructions arose
as a result, specifically the cross-linguistically rare recipient, prepositional and ECM
passives. Seoane (2006) follows with a proposal which also connects the passive to
the loss of V2: she ascribes an increase in the use of passives with respect to actives
in Early Modern English (EModE) to this same scenario of information-structural
consequences of the loss of V2. Specifically, both Los and Seoane propose that with
the loss of V2, the subject becomes the only way to begin a sentence in an
unmarked way, thereby creating the need for more strategies to place an argument
in subject position.
Los’s proposal builds on the information-structural character of the first
constituent in OE as a V2 language, based on, among other things, observations
about the first position in modern V2 languages like German and Swedish (she refers
to Bohnacker & Rosén 2007). Specifically, she proposes that OE had two
information-structurally unmarked positions for discourse-old information at the
beginning of the clause: the presubject position and the subject position. Both these
positions can host old information and by virtue thereof link the sentence to the
previous discourse, as illustrated in the following example.
(16) ĞƊčƌĞŚĞŐĞƐƚƌǇŶĚĞĝƌǇƐƵŶĂ,ĞƌΘKŶĂŵΘ^ĞůĂ.
By that he begot three sons Er & Onan & Shelah.
‘He had three sons with her: Er, Onan and Shelah.’
(cogenesiC,Gen_[Ker]: 38.3.83; Dreschler & Hebing 2011: 59, their 5)
In (16), both the clause-initial PP ĞƊčƌĞand the subjectŚĞ represent discourse-old
information, and thus provide a link to the preceding discourse.
The situation in PDE is decidedly different: Los (2012) and Los & Dreschler
(2012) present suggestive evidence that the clause-initial position has become
“pragmatically marked” and that the subject position is the only remaining position
for unmarked themes. For instance, clause-initial PPs containing typical discourseold elements such as pronouns show a decline (Los & Dreschler 2012: 866). The
consequence of this development is that the subject becomes increasingly
important as a clause-initial element. It also takes over part of the ‘discourse-linking’
function that the first constituent could before perform, under the assumption that
discourse-linking and expression of unmarked themes remain important functions in
the language (see Komen et al. 2014).
Los (2009) presents two different types of consequences of the increased
importance of the subject which will be central to this thesis. On the one hand, she
points to passives, which she describes as the “prototypical way” to place an
argument in subject position. The new passives were introduced around the time
that V2 was lost, and the use of these passives and of passives in general increased
in Early Modern English, the period immediately following the loss of V2, as reported
by Seoane (2000, 2006). Los’s original proposal is built around the ECM passives,
whose motivation, she claims, is “overwhelmingly information-structural” in PDE
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(2009: 119). Consider the following examples provided by Los, which would all be a
grammatically possible follow-up to a sentence in which several names are
introduced; the old information is given in bold.
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

Many of them are generally assumed to be Americans.
People generally assume that many of them are Americans.
It is generally assumed that many of them are Americans.
Of these people it is generally assumed that they are Americans.
(Los 2009: 120, her 36-38)

While all options are grammatically possible, it is example (17) that provides the
best information-structural transition, in encoding the discourse-old ŵĂŶǇŽĨƚŚĞŵ
as the clause-initial subject. In (18) and (19), the discourse-old information is too far
from the initial position; and in (20), it is encoded as a marked initial PP. In contrast,
this last example would be a good information-structural fit in OE, where the initial
PP would be unmarked. In a later publication, Los (2012) also includes the
prepositional passive and recipient passive in this same scenario. Another type of
‘subject strategy’ that is described by Los (2009) as a consequence of the increased
importance of the subject is the range of non-agentive subjects that is used in PDE,
as discussed in detail by Rohdenburg (1974). Example (21) illustrates.
(21) 2004 saw the advent of routers with turbo modes.
(Los 2009: 118, her 33a)
The subject in (21), the year ϮϬϬϰ, is not the agent of the verb ƐĂǁ. Nevertheless,
this non-agentive subject is allowed in PDE, which has the effect that this argument
now occurs in subject position, the position for unmarked themes, instead of being
expressed as an adverbial /Ŷ ϮϬϬϰ. Los proposes that this range of strategies that
can place an argument in subject position is a result of the loss of V2, or more
specifically, the increased importance of the subject and increased marked nature of
non-subjects in initial position.
Seoane (2006) also proposes a relation between the loss of V2 and the passive,
but in a somewhat different way, focusing not only on the subject-creating function
of the passive, but also on the information-rearranging function of long passives. In
earlier work, Seoane (2000) reports an increase in the use of passives in EModE and
shows the importance of the (long) passive in reordering the arguments in the
sentence, thereby ‘restoring’ the neutral given-before-new order of information in
the clause. Consider the context in (22) and the following active and passive
sentences in (23)a and b respectively.
(22) John crossed the street
(23) a. A car hit him.
b. He was hit by a car.
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In the active sentence, the information flow is disrupted because a new referent, Ă
ĐĂƌ͕ precedes the old referent Śŝŵ. This flow is restored in the passive sentence,
which allows ,Ğ to be the subject and occur in the unmarked position for old
information in the clause. In a later publication, Seoane (2006) includes Los’s
scenario in her study of this information-rearranging function of the passive. Where
Los focuses on passives as subject strategies, Seoane focuses on the rearranging
function of the long passive and achieving a given-before-new order of information.
She describes the passive as “a word order rearranging strategy which can, in
addition, create subjects/unmarked topics” (370), whose relevance increased
because of the new importance of subjects as unmarked themes after the loss of V2.
Two scenarios present themselves on the basis of these two proposals and the
other data we have about the loss of V2: (i) a causal relation between the loss of V2
and the introduction of new passives and new subject strategies; (ii) a looser
relation between passives and the loss of V2, in that what is important are the
consequences of the loss of V2, rather than the loss of V2 itself, since those
consequences create the need for subject-creating and information-rearranging
strategies. The two proposals make different predictions for a syntactic model. In
the first scenario, which is the one that Los proposes, an information-structural
need leads to a syntactic change: “syntactic change (the loss of verb-second) affects
discourse, and pressure from discourse results in syntactic change (i.e. the
emergence of new constructions)” (2009: 121). The predictions from the second
scenario—corresponding to Seoane’s observations—imply that the syntax stands on
its own and the differences over time only affect the frequency of use of a
construction. This latter scenario can gain even more strength if we take into
account the fact that there are constructions that were lost in English that are likely
alternatives to the passive for expressing the information-rearranging function, such
as the impersonalization strategy ŵĂŶ (see Los 2002) and rearranging strategies of
object fronting (see Speyer 2010) and to a lesser extent PP-fronting.
1.1.4
The problem of interaction between syntax and information structure from a
Minimalist perspective
Within a Minimalist model of grammar, it is not at all evident that syntax and
information structure interact. Language use has not played a major role in the
models of grammar in the generative syntactic tradition, sparked off by Chomsky's
(1957) ^ǇŶƚĂĐƚŝĐ ^ƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƐ. Chomsky made famous the distinction between
competence and performance, and states explicitly in dŚĞDŝŶŝŵĂůŝƐƚWƌŽŐƌĂŵ—the
book that was the start of this latest version of generative syntax—that the aim of
the program is to build a model of competence in language; it is not to account for
instances of performance. In fact, Chomsky speaks of describing or explaining
language in “the idealized conditions of a homogeneous speech community” (1995:
19). Moreover, he proposes focusing on the core system (“pure instantiations of
U[niversal] G[rammar]”), leaving more peripheral matters like “historical accident,
dialect mixture, personal idiosyncrasies, and the like” aside (ŝďŝĚ. 19-20). Generally
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speaking, issues of language use belong more to the periphery than the core, more
to performance than competence.
Despite these aims, factors of language use or discourse have in fact been
included in several Minimalist analyses, for the simple reason that in some cases the
influence of discourse elements cannot be ignored as a determining factor in the
use of a construction or in explaining variation. Two examples of constructions
where discourse notions have featured are Scandinavian Object Shift and
Scrambling (Richards 2004: 4-5, see also Chomsky 2001): in both Object Shift and
Scrambling, there is variation in the position of the object; crucially, when it is
moved leftward, it receives a defocalized (or old/topical) reading. Richards (2004)
argues that in these cases, there is an optional EPP-feature, which is motivated by
these interpretative effects and in turn licenses the movement. In other words, a
different selection of elements in the numeration—in this case the selection of an
EPP-feature—leads to interpretive effects, although the feature itself is not defined
in terms of these effects. In a different type of solution, Aboh (2010) has proposed
that information-structural notions should be translated as features in the
derivation, just like case or person. He illustrates this with the following examples:
(24) I like John very much.
(25) John, I like him very much.
(26) John I like very much.
(Aboh 2010: 15, his 4, 3a and 3c)
While (24) is the basic order and John receives a neutral reading, in the leftdislocation in (25), :ŽŚŶ receives a topic reading and in the focus movement
sentences in (26), :ŽŚŶreceives a focus reading. Aboh states that these readings are
“additional meanings” which the sentences acquire, which cannot be “directly
ascribed to syntax” (2010: 17) and that syntax cannot be responsible for the
observed discourse effects. Aboh proposes, on the basis of data from Gungbe, that
Topic, Focus and Interrogative Force should have their own features (and own
projections), because Gungbe has lexical elements (i.e. syntactic positions) whose
only function is to mark topic or focus. Following the principles of UG, he takes this
as evidence that these features are present in other languages as well.
In addition, following Rizzi's (1997) influential work, syntactic approaches have
included reference to information structuring in the representation of clauses, i.e.
not just acknowledging the relevance of information-structural factors but
specifically including it in the syntax. In this so-called ‘cartographic’ approach, the
CP-level of the clause is divided into several functional projections, the contents of
which correspond to specific information-structural notions, most notably topic and
focus. Abstracting away from the details of the features and positions involved,
movement to these positions takes place for information-structural purposes on the
basis of a stipulated formal feature; for instance, the topic of the clause moves to
the specifier position of the Top[ic]P. This approach includes the conviction that
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information structure determines word order, and also seems to assume that at
least parts of it—notions like topic and focus—are restricted enough to describe in
sufficient detail, i.e. that there are specific aspects that can be shown to be the
driving force for movement. The attraction is that information structure can explain
word order variation and processes in the language that have previously not
received a satisfactory explanation, such as topicalization or left-dislocation. This has
led to a large body of literature on the interaction (or mapping) between syntax and
information structuring, and a wealth of information-structurally motivated
projections in especially the Left Periphery (for OE, see Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2010
and Walkden 2015).
In short, the connection between syntax and information structure presents a
challenge in a Minimalist framework, although several views on acknowledging
information structure as an influence, or including it in the derivation, have been
proposed. The necessary first step, however, in any undertaking to assess their
interaction based on a particular case study—as indeed many studies have already
aimed to do—is to establish how important information-structural factors are in
explaining particular instances of grammatical variation and change, or the use of a
particular construction.

Section 1.2

Research question and plan

Based on the developments and questions outlined in the previous section, the main
aim of this thesis is (i) to investigate the relation between the loss of V2 and the
‘rise’ of the passive and other subject strategies in the history of English and (ii) to
identify the syntactic and information-structural factors involved, with the aim of
determining to what extent syntax and information structure interact. In order to
answer these questions, the body of this thesis consists of four case studies which
investigate the information-structural and syntactic factors of different
constructions at various stages of the language. The case studies combine analyses
of syntactic patterns and structures with analyses of information-structural
motivations, based on the annotation of information status.
The first case study, focusing on fourteenth-century material, investigates the
introduction of three new passives—prepositional, recipient and ECM—and aims to
determine the time of their introduction with respect to the loss of V2. It provides
the basis for the other case studies by establishing when and why these passives
were introduced. The results of this study provide the data to establish whether
there is a close relation between the loss of V2 and the developments of the passive,
i.e. whether the introduction of these passives follows the loss of V2. In addition to
determining the time of introduction with respect to V2, this case study also
considers the possibility of a structural relation between the changes that make up
the loss of V2 and the introduction of the new passives. Although the introduction of
these passives has been described in quite some detail, the syntactically annotated
corpora that have since become available (see Section 1.3) make it possible to trace
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the developments in a more systematic way. These additional data can shed more
light on the reasons for and the time of the introduction of these cross-linguistically
rare passives.
The second, third and fourth case studies together aim to provide an account
of the relation between the passive and V2 in a different way, focusing on the
information-structural aspects of V2 and the information-structural consequences of
the loss of V2 from a more general perspective. The presence of object and PP
preposing in OE, of the type that places unmarked old information in initial position,
in addition to the strategies that remain in PDE, such as subject-initial clauses and
passives, points to the possibility that a similar function, that of creating a givenbefore-new order of information, was expressed by a wider range of constructions
in OE than in PDE. This suggests both a less prominent role for the passive in OE
than it has in PDE, and a scenario where the loss of these alternatives leads to an
increased importance of the passive. This means a scenario where the loss of V2—to
which we assume these constructions to be crucially connected—led to an
increased importance of the passive. In addition, the increased importance of the
subject, also an effect of the loss of the presubject first position for unmarked
themes, could also have led to an increase in the use of passives and other subjectcreating constructions. In order to establish the likelihood of this scenario, we need
to gather evidence in the shape of the relative time frames of the developments and
their relation to each other, both syntactically and functionally.
The second case study, therefore, looks in detail at the information-structural
aspects of V2 as it is found in OE, and aims to determine to what extent different
word orders are determined by information-structural factors. It investigates the
information-rearranging properties of passives, object fronting and PP preposing—
which all rearrange arguments in the clause—as well as determining the
information-structural properties of the clause-initial position in this range of
constructions. The information status of the subject is considered in detail because
of recent proposals (Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2010, Biberauer & Van Kemenade 2012)
that subject placement in OE is information-structurally determined.
The third case study specifically looks at how the two information-structural
aspects of V2—rearranging possibilities and use of the first position—change after
the OE period. This case study is based on data from 1500 up to the twentieth
century, but focuses on the sixteenth century, the period immediately following the
end date usually given for the loss of V2. It focuses on the use of the first position
and the properties of the subject, again investigating both the syntax as well as the
information structure. The case study aims to trace the increasingly subject-initial
nature of English and aims to establish what the information-structural effect of this
is on other clause-initial elements. More specifically, it investigates whether these
clause-initial elements indeed became marked and if so, when this aspect of the loss
of V2 took effect.
The fourth case study, finally, investigates possible consequences of the loss of
V2 in the form of several subject-creating strategies that are introduced or increase
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in use after the sixteenth century. First, it considers long passives as creators of
given-before-new order. Second, it determines the status of several strategies as
subject-creators and traces their development: (i) the new passives; (ii) middles
;ƵƌĞĂƵĐƌĂƚƐ ďƌŝďĞ ĞĂƐŝůǇͿ and (iii) non-agentive subjects (dŚŝƐ ǇĞĂƌ ƐĂǁ ƚŚĞ
ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶŽĨϰ'ŶĞƚǁŽƌŬƐͿ͘It considers the information-structural function of all
these subject-creating strategies as well as their frequency in the corpora in the
periods after the loss of V2.
The combined insights from the first case study on the relation between V2
and the passive on a syntactic level, and the second, third and fourth case studies on
a more general information-structural level, are used to establish the interaction
between syntax and information structure in these developments. Because the
influence of syntax on information structure seems clear, I specifically aim to assess
whether there is any evidence of information structure influencing syntax, i.e.
changes in the structural options that are available to speakers of a language. In
such a scenario, syntax and information structure can really be shown to interact
and work together.

Section 1.3

A note on method and methodology

The corpus studies of diachronic English are based on the following syntactically
annotated corpora that have become available in recent years:
x
x
x
x

thezŽƌŬͲdŽƌŽŶƚŽͲ,ĞůƐŝŶŬŝWĂƌƐĞĚŽƌƉƵƐŽĨKůĚŶŐůŝƐŚWƌŽƐĞ (YCOE; Taylor,
Warner, Pintzuk & Beths 2003);
the WĞŶŶͲ,ĞůƐŝŶŬŝ WĂƌƐĞĚ ŽƌƉƵƐ ŽĨ DŝĚĚůĞ ŶŐůŝƐŚ, second edition
(PPCME2; Kroch & Taylor 2000);
theWĞŶŶͲ,ĞůƐŝŶŬŝWĂƌƐĞĚŽƌƉƵƐŽĨĂƌůǇDŽĚĞƌŶŶŐůŝƐŚ (PPCEME; Kroch,
Santorini & Diertani 2004);
the WĞŶŶ WĂƌƐĞĚ ŽƌƉƵƐ ŽĨ DŽĚĞƌŶ ƌŝƚŝƐŚ ŶŐůŝƐŚ (PPCMBE; Kroch,
Santorini & Diertani 2010).

All examples in this thesis follow the standard format for references from these
corpora; detailed documentation on the texts that are included in the corpora is
2
available on their websites. Table 1.1 shows the periods covered by these
corpora—based on the conventional division of the stages of the English language—
as well as the subperiods and their abbreviations.

2 For the YCOE, this is <http://www-users.york.ac.uk/~lang22/YcoeHome1.htm>; the other corpora can
be accessed via <http://www.ling.upenn.edu/hist-corpora>
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Table 1.1 Period divisions for the historical corpora of English
Old English
Middle English
Early Modern
(OE)
(ME)
English
(EModE)
O1
450-800
M1 1150-1250 E1
1500-1569
O2
850-950
M2 1250-1350 E2
1570-1639
O3
950-1050
M3 1350-1420 E3
1640-1710
O4
1050-1150 M4 1420-1500

Modern British
English
(MBE)
B1
1700-1769
B2
1770-1839
B3
1840-1914

For most studies, the entire corpora are used, but the PPCEME needs a bit more
explanation: it consists of a first edition—the Helsinki part—and two additions (p1
and p2); for each study, it will be indicated which part of the corpus was used. The
corpora were searched with the programme ŽƌƉƵƐ^ƚƵĚŝŽ (Komen 2011), which
builds on the search programme ŽƌƉƵƐ^ĞĂƌĐŚthat originally came with the corpora
(Randall 2005-2007). Throughout this thesis, I will specify in as much detail as
possible (and relevant) how the different results were achieved by giving the queries
that were used.
The use of historical corpora is not without its drawbacks, as has been widely
discussed in the literature (for a discussion of the corpora used here, see e.g.
Kohnen 2007, Kytö & Pahta 2012). In order to avoid some of the common problems,
this study consists of a combination of larger quantitative studies and smaller-scale
detailed qualitative studies. Where necessary, the findings are supported by data
from other corpora. The main limitation of corpora for the present study is that
some of the passives, middles and non-agentive subject constructions are either not
frequent, or to a large extent lexically determined. The syntactically annotated
corpora turn out to be too small to provide a reasonable number of examples for a
substantial corpus study. In these cases, I have tried to build on other studies or
other corpora, but as is the case for historical corpora more generally, we
sometimes have to work with whatever is available and the only solution is to treat
the results with care. Where possible and appropriate, statistical tests have been
applied to consider the validity of the results.
An added difficulty in this study is the coding of information structure in a
historical corpus, which means that it is necessary to make assumptions about the
writer’s and reader’s knowledge, which, up to more than 1,000 years after the texts
were written, is not straightforward. Moreover, the numerous annotation schemes
that are available for modern languages show that even with the help of speakers,
decisions on information structure are not always easy to make. Nonetheless, there
is sufficient knowledge of the historical context at the time that the texts in the
corpora were written to be certain of at least the general notions which most
people were familiar with. In addition, in recent years several researchers and
project groups have undertaken the task of annotating information structure in OE,
which means there is now considerable consensus on at least the basics of such an
annotation (cf. Bech 2001, Komen et al. 2014, Haug et al. 2014, Taylor & Pintzuk
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2014). One of the questions in this thesis, in fact, is to what extent finer-grained
distinctions play a role in the constructions—something which also has a bearing on
the study of information structuring in modern languages. Due to the nature of the
investigation, the numbers for the information-structural information are relatively
small. I do believe, however, that they are representative enough for generalizations
to be made. Moreover, the focus on a smaller selection of texts allows for a detailed
study of the entire text and more precise annotations than a larger-scale study could
achieve.
In this thesis, I will use a minimal version of Minimalist syntax, as outlined in
Chomsky (1995, 2000) and adapted in various syntactic publications since—see
Biberauer & Roberts (2005) for an application to OE clause structure. This means
that I will use the basic principles but at the same time will simplify some discussions
that are not directly relevant to the present study. Two principal decisions need to
be explained here. First, the theory of movement will be based on a Probe-GoalAgree configuration (see e.g. Chomsky 1995, Pesetsky & Torrego 2007). The main
assumption is that lexical items enter the derivation with sets of features, e.g. tense,
aƐƉĞĐƚ͕Žƌʔ-features like person and number. These features can at that stage be
either valued or unvalued. Unvalued features need to be valued in the derivation,
which takes place under an Agree relation: a Probe with unvalued features looks
down the derivation for an element, the Goal, with matching features, but crucially a
valued version of these features. Under this Agree relation (matching features), the
features on the Probe are valued. Agree does not necessarily lead to movement;
movement only takes place if there is an additional EPP-feature on the Probe, which
stipulates that its specifier must be filled—a further extension of the Extended
Projection Principle. The second decision is that Case is taken to be one of the
features that need to be valued (following Pesetsky & Torrego 2007; see also
Platzack 2005). This means that case is no longer assigned (as in Government &
Binding) or checked (as in early Minimalism), and crucially, that the case feature
does not by itself drive movement if there is no EPP feature on the Probe. Finally,
because one of the questions central to this thesis is that of the possible interaction
between syntax and information structure, I will not take this to be a given by
including information-structurally motivated projections, as in Rizzi’s (1997)
approach, in the representations of the clause structures.

Section 1.4

Outline

The aim of this thesis is to unravel the syntactic and information-structural factors
involved in the development of the passive and the loss of V2, and to subsequently
determine to what extent these factors show an interaction. I argue that the
influence of syntax on information structure is evident: syntax limits the options
available for information-structural effects, but speakers make the best use of the
means that ĂƌĞavailable. In addition, I argue that there is only limited evidence for
influence of information structure on syntax; limited, because I find no evidence for
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syntactic innovations that are driven by information structure, but despite that, the
influence of information structure on the language in general is clear, because it
changes the frequency and function of particular constructions. The main arguments
of the separate chapters are outlined below.
Chapter 2 provides the starting point for the investigation, by elaborating on
the reasons for the hypothesized connection between the loss of V2 and the
developments in the passive. In this chapter, I argue that V2 in OE and the passive
have two information-structural functions in common: they can rearrange
arguments to achieve a given-before-new order of information, and they can place
topical information in the preferred position for topics, the initial position in the
clause. This chapter also reviews in more detail the proposals by Los (2009, 2012)
and Seoane (2006) that the loss of V2—more specifically the importance of the
subject as the unmarked theme—led to an increase in the use of passives and other
subject-creating strategies. Finally, I argue that in the investigation into the givenbefore-new function of the passive and V2, two interpretations of givenness need to
be taken into account: givenness as discourse-oldness and givenness as cognitive
accessibility. The last section of Chapter 2 provides the basics for the annotation of
these notions in the historical corpora.
Chapter 3 shows that the introduction of the new passives—the recipient,
prepositional and ECM passive—precedes the earliest date for the initial stages for
the loss of V2; the new passives are already attested before 1400, albeit marginally.
This leads me to conclude that the loss of V2 did not contribute to the introduction
of these new passives. Only in the case of the recipient passive can one aspect of
loss of V2 be said to be the cause: the recipient passive became possible only after
the dative-fronted passive, in turn facilitated by fronting of datives to the topic
position in V2 clauses, was lost. I propose that the introduction of the new passives
is caused by specific changes in the context for these passives, connecting it to other
changes taking place in the transition from OE to ME. Most crucially, however, it is
clear that the introduction of these new passives precedes the informationstructural consequences of the loss of V2, with the loss of V2 more or less
completed only around 1500, over a century after the first attested examples of the
three new types of passives.
Chapter 4 shows that in OE V2, three constructions—passives, object fronting
and PP preposing—share a function of information-rearranging, while they also have
additional individual functions. The passive already functions as an informationrearranger in OE, although to a more limited extent than in later periods. Clauseinitial PPs and objects represent alternatives to the given-before-new function of the
passive. In addition, clause-initial PPs and objects are shown to have a diverse
nature with respect to information-structural behaviour, in the majority of cases
containing unmarked ‘local’ links to the discourse, but in a considerable number of
examples marked, i.e. contrastive or focused, elements. The analysis of the
information status of subjects shows that there is a general tendency for given
subjects to precede the finite verb and for new subjects to follow the finite verb, but
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that these are only tendencies and cannot be translated into a stricter relation
between position and information status. In sum, Chapter 4 shows that the givenbefore-new principle surfaces in different aspects—subject placement, use of first
position—and with different purposes: it either determines variation, as in subject
placement, or it is the main motivation for the use of a particular sentence type, as
in the choice between passive, object fronting and PP preposing.
Chapter 5 investigates the information-structural aspects of the loss of V2. It
adds to the existing body of literature on the loss of V2 by providing details on the
loss of inversion in PP-initial clauses, which turns out to be slightly later than in
object- and adverb-initial clauses. What also makes the PP-initial clauses stand out is
that in EModE, a pattern of late subjects emerges that heralds the so-called locative
inversion pattern in PDE. These sentences, often with a locative PP in first position,
still show inversion in PDE (/ŶƚŽ ƚŚĞ ƌŽŽŵ ĐĂŵĞ Ă ǁĞĂƚŚĞƌ ŵĂŶ). The studies in
Chapter 5 also show that there is a considerable increase in the proportion of
subject-initial clauses in the language, most notably in the transition from EModE to
MBE. At the same time that subjects become the default way to begin a sentence,
the information-structural character of clause-initial PPs changes, in that they are
less often a neutral discourse-linker, and more often contrastive or a discourse-new
frame setter. The observations on the aspects of the loss of V2 and the changing
character of the clause-initial position lead me to conclude that apart from the loss
of one of the subject positions, most of the changes connected to the loss of V2 are
in fact related to the information-structural character of the positions, rather than a
loss of syntactic possibilities.
Chapter 6 investigates possible consequences of the loss of V2, specifically
following the increased importance of the subject as the clause-initial element. It
presents a study of the frequency of passives, both of short passives and long
passives and of the new passives. These studies all show a general increase in the
use of passives, roughly from EModE to MBE. I also discuss middles and nonagentive subjects and show their close structural relation to passives, which lies in
their ability to allow an internal argument to surface as the subject. I conclude that
this entire range of non-prototypical subject strategies—passives, middles and nonagentive subjects—represents a response to the greater need for subject strategies
after the loss of V2. They are all constructions that allow for a non-agentive and
often base-generated object to occur in the subject position, thus providing the
syntactic means to create those subjects that English needs, but also providing
additional options for rearranging arguments, specifically for information-structural
aims, in the limited freedom PDE has for reordering.
Chapter 7 provides an answer to the main question of this study: what does the
case study of passives and the loss of V2 show about the interaction between syntax
and the information-structural principle of given before new? I argue that these case
studies do not provide evidence for information-structural factors influencing
syntax, in that information-structural factors do not cause syntactic innovations. For
instance, the subject strategies as constructions cannot be shown to be introduced
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precisely because of V2. Another main indication is that while subject placement in
OE follows general given-before-new tendencies, the non-strict relation can only be
taken to mean that the placement is not information-structurally driven. What also
becomes clear from the studies, however, is that there is a large area of the
language where information structure has an important influence on the choice of
the syntactic construction. Information-structural needs can, for instance, lead to an
increase of specific constructions, such as passives and middles, because of a lack of
other means to express a similar information-structural function. They can also
completely change the use of one position, such as the change from the versatile
first position in information-structural terms to the marked position it becomes in
PDE. Ultimately, then, information structure depends on and is limited by what the
syntax makes available, but within those limits it has freedom and can change the
face of a language entirely.

2. The Information-Rearranging
Potential of Passives and Verb
Second
Section 2.1

Introduction

Before the corpus studies are presented in the following chapters, this chapter
outlines in more detail the reasons behind the hypothesized connection between
the loss of verb second (V2) and the developments of the passive in the history of
English. I show that V2 and the passive have in common a potential for informationrearranging, with the purpose of either creating an unmarked given-before-new
order of information or placing topical information in clause-initial position, the
unmarked position for such information. As a result, it is highly probable that
syntactic developments in either of these clause types have an influence on the use
of the other clause type because of their shared information-structural function.
V2, originally seen as a purely syntactic constraint, has in recent years been
readdressed in terms of its information-structural properties, in general and for Old
English (OE) in particular. The variability in the OE V2-system—with variation
between V2 and verb-third (V3) main clauses—means that a strictly syntactic
account cannot do justice to the system as it was in place. Most importantly, it has
been proposed that the variation in subject positions is determined by informationstructural factors (cf. Van Kemenade & Los 2006; sĂŶ<ĞŵĞŶĂĚĞ͕DŝůŝđĞǀΘĂĂǇĞŶ
2008). In addition, it has not only been proposed that the system itself is governed
by information-structural factors, but also that there are certain properties that
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follow from this sensitivity to information structure, such as a specific use of the
presubject initial position for discourse-linking (Los 2009).
Like V2, the passive is first and foremost a syntactic phenomenon, but it has a
clear function of information-rearranging and reordering arguments in the sentence
for discourse cohesion purposes, with proposals describing this function going back
at least to the sixties (e.g. Halliday 1968, Chafe 1970). While traditional syntactic
accounts have focused on grammatical aspects of the original position of the subject
in the passive, functional and discourse linguistics have for a long time focused on a
different property of the passive, namely that it can rearrange arguments in the
clause, thereby also rearranging the information in the clause. This way the passive
can be used to make a proposition fit better into the discourse (cf. Halliday 1968,
Siewierska 1984).
What V2 and the passive have in common, then, is that they rearrange
arguments in the clause and in that way can be used for information-structural
purposes; however, the details of the overlap in function are not evident. Most
importantly, while the information-structural function of the passive is reasonably
well-defined and has been described in quite some detail, the OE V2 system allows
for different types of information-structural functions, for instance not only
reordering arguments and placing arguments in clause-initial position, but also
variation in other positions in the clause with reference to information-structural
principles. This chapter therefore aims to arrive at a clearer view on the type of
information-structural functions that have been described in the literature for a
range of other constructions, and, since we depend on corpora for historical
research, how these information-structural functions can be studied in a corpus.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 describes the details of the V2
system as it was used in OE, including the information-structural properties and the
syntactic possibilities, followed by an overview of the time and details of the loss of
V2 and the proposed information-structural and syntactic consequences of this loss.
Section 2.3 turns to the passive, providing a definition of the construction, a
description of its functions, and a Minimalist analysis of passive clauses. Section 2.4,
finally, zooms in on the literature on information-structural functions, in order to
define in more detail the functions that could be applied to describe the overlap
between the passive and V2. This section concludes with a discussion of several
schemes that have been used to annotate information-structural notions in corpora,
both for PDE and OE. Section 2.5 concludes this chapter.

Section 2.2
aspects

Old English verb second and its loss: information-structural

This section outlines the information-structural potential of the syntactic properties
of the V2 system in OE and the information-structural aspects that are involved in
the loss of the system over the course of the Middle English (ME) period. The system
in OE is variable, and syntactic factors alone cannot explain all of the attested
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variation. In recent years, the focus has therefore shifted from syntactic factors to
information-structural factors as an underlying principle to account for the variation.
This section first discusses in more detail the technicalities of the V2 constraint in OE
and then aims to provide a general time frame for the loss of V2, identifying relevant
factors which influence inversion. Finally, this section discusses recent
publications—most notably Los (2009, 2012) and Seoane (2006)—which focus on
the information-structural properties of the V2 system in OE and the consequences
of the loss of the syntactic constraint: an increased use of passives, the introduction
of new passives, and an increased use of (relatively) new subject strategies, some of
which are likely to have been introduced after the loss of V2.
2.2.1
Categorical and variable verb second in Old English
The V2 constraint, most commonly associated with present-day Germanic languages
such as German and Dutch, involves an asymmetry between main and subordinate
clauses, and entails that the finite verb always occurs in second position in main
clauses, either following a subject in first position, or following an XP—in which case
the finite verb itself is followed by the subject. Following Van Kemenade’s (1987)
proposal for a V2 system in OE, the properties of the constraint in OE have been
investigated in detail, and there is by now a substantial body of literature on the
irregular nature of the constraint. While earlier attempts at explaining the variation
have focused on syntactic factors, such as a possible clitic status of pronouns (Van
Kemenade 1987) or variability in the position of the head I within the IP (Pintzuk
1991, 1993), in recent years the attention has shifted to information-structural
factors as a governing principle for surface variation in the order of subject and
finite verb.
In the literature on OE V2, most authors now make a distinction between two
types of V2: categorical and variable. The first, categorical type of V2 is similar to
German and Dutch V2 in that it is regular; it occurs in main clauses beginning with
an operator, a negator or a discourse adverb like ƊĂor ƊŽŶŶĞ. In these sentences,
illustrated in (1), the finite verb always occurs in second position.
(1) XĂgemette ŚĞĝčƌčŶŶĞƊĞĂƌĨĂŶŶĂĐŽĚŶĞ
then met he there a beggar naked
‘Then he met a poor man, naked’
(ÆLS (Martin) 61—62; Los 2009: 100, her 2)
The analysis of these sentences follows the standard analysis of V2 in present-day
languages (e.g. Vikner 1995): the initial element is in Spec,CP and the verb always
moves to C, as illustrated in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, based on the modern Dutch
examples (2) and (3), which show the alternation between a subject-initial and an
XP-initial clause.
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(2) /ŬbenǀŽƌŝŐĞǁĞĞŬŶĂĂƌDĂŶĐŚĞƐƚĞƌŐĞǁĞĞƐƚ.
I am last week to Manchester been.
‘I went to Manchester last week’
(3) sŽƌŝŐĞǁĞĞŬben ŝŬŶĂĂƌDĂŶĐŚĞƐƚĞƌŐĞǁĞĞƐƚ.
Last week am I to Manchester been.
‘Last week I went to Manchester.’

Figure 2.1 Structure of subject-first main clauses


Figure 2.2 Structure of XP-initial main clauses

As in modern V2 languages, the finite verb in clauses beginning with such an
operator-like element is assumed to always move to C, with the subject immediately
following it, in Spec,IP; in split-IP models (following Pollock 1989), this position is
Spec,TP. Note that for ease of representation and to show the similarities between
the two sentences, Figure 2.1 presents the subject in the subject-initial clause in
Spec,CP and the finite verb in C—as it is in the V2 clauses—but this is not
uncontroversial (see e.g. Van Kemenade 1997; Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2010: 321-322
and references cited there): it has both been proposed that subject-initial clauses do
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not have a C-domain (Zwart 1997) and that all clauses have a C-domain, in which
case the verb always occurs in C, regardless of whether it is preceded by a subject or
an XP (Vikner 1995). Part of the discussion is the question whether the Spec,CP
position is reserved for topics only, which ŵĂǇbe subjects, or whether it is always
lexicalized, even when—as in subject-initial clauses—movement of subject and finite
verb is not visible. Since the focus in this thesis is on possible V2 contexts in clauses
not beginning with subjects, this issue need not be resolved here.
The second, variable type of V2 in OE occurs in clauses where the first element
is not an operator but a PP, object or adverb. It is in these sentences that variation is
found in the order of subject and finite verb, as illustrated in (4) and (5), which is
why the focus in recent years has been on this type of sentence.
(4) DŝĚƊƵƐĞŶĚƐĞĂƌŽĐƌčĨƚƵŵ woldeƐĞƐǁŝĐŽůĂĚĞŽĨŽůƊŽŶĞŚĂůŐĂŶǁĞƌŽŶƐƵŵĞ
ǁŝƐĂŶďĞƐǁŝĐĂŶ͕
‘With a thousand wily arts did the treacherous devil strive in some way to
deceive the holy man,’
(o3, coaelive [Martin]:710.6427)

(5) KŶƐƵŵĞƌĞƚŝĚĞDĂƌƚŝŶƵƐstahƚŽĂŶƌĞƵƉĨůŽƌĂ͕
‘On one occasion Martin was mounting to an upper floor,’
(o3, coaelive [Martin]:601.6358)
Example (4) shows a V2 clause: the initial element—the PP DŝĚ ƊƵƐĞŶĚ
ƐĞĂƌŽĐƌčĨƚƵŵͶis immediately followed by the finite verb ǁŽůĚĞ͕ which is in turn
followed by the subject ƐĞ ƐǁŝĐŽůĂ ĚĞŽĨŽů͘ Example (5), in contrast, shows a verbthird clause: the clause-initial PP KŶ ƐƵŵĞƌĞ ƚŝĚĞ is immediately followed by the
subject DĂƌƚŝŶƵƐ, and only then by the verb ƐƚĂŚ. The by now standard analysis for
these sentences is that the verb does not move to the CP domain but only up to the
IP domain. In split-IP proposals this position is identified as AgrSP (e.g. Haeberli
2000, 2002, Warner 2007) or FP (e.g. Fischer et al. 2000, Van Kemenade 2012), a
3
functional projection on top of TP. This, in turn, leads to a situation with two
landing sites for subjects in the IP—either before the finite verb (Spec,FP) or after
the finite verb (Spec,TP)—giving rise to the surface V2 or V3 sentences, as illustrated
in Figure 2.3.

3

Because object pronouns can also occur in the specifier of this projection (see discussion in Fischer 2000
et al.: 125-126), I will use FP for this projection, and not AgrSP.
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Figure 2.3 Subject positions in OE XP-initial main clauses.

During the past three decades several factors have been shown to determine
at least to some extent the variation between these subject positions. One such
factor is the nature of the subject: pronous are shown to occur almost invariably
before the finite verb while nominal subjects generally follow it (Van Kemenade
1987, Pintzuk 1991). Both Van Kemenade (1987) and Pintzuk (1991, 1993) have
proposed that personal pronouns behave like clitics, which are attached to either
the left or the right of the verb, although the details of their analyses differ
fundamentally. However, it has been demonstrated in later studies that it is not the
case that only pronouns occur in verb-third sentences, as already illustrated in
example (12) above, although it is true that pronouns hardly ever occur after the
finite verb. Another factor which has been shown to determine some of the
variation is the type of XP. Even within the class of non-operators there are
differences between the extent to which certain types of adverbs ‘trigger’ inversion
of subject and finite verb. Warner (2007), for instance, has shown that in ME, ƚŚĞŶ͕
ƚŚƵƐand ŶŽǁalmost invariably trigger inversion, comparable to ƊĂandƊŽŶŶĞin OE͖
crucially these adverbs also trigger inversion with pronominal subjects, indicating
that these clauses have the categorical type of V2 rather than the variable type.
None of these proposals, however, are able to account for the variation in a
principled way.
More recently, proposals have incorporated information-structural aspects to
account for the variation found in OE main clauses, based on observations about the
distribution of information and specifically the information status of subjects in
different positions in the clause. The first study to take the information status of
subjects into account in a systematic way is Bech’s (2001) investigation of word
order in OE and ME. She presents a study of different word orders and investigates
the ‘information value’ of subjects in these sentence types, using the term low
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information value, corresponding roughly to ‘discourse-old’, and high information
value, corresponding to ‘discourse-new’ (2001: 150-151; 156). Bech finds that
preverbal subjects in early OE tend to be old, with 85.2% and 89.8% of the subject
being old in non-conjunct clauses and conjunct clauses, respectively (ŝďŝĚ͘ 160). In
inversion clauses, subjects tend to be new: 69.5% in non-conjunct clauses and 71.4%
in conjunct clauses (ŝďŝĚ͘162). 4
Similar observations about subject placement in V2 main clauses have been
made on the basis of studies of the behaviour of subjects in subclauses, by Van
<ĞŵĞŶĂĚĞ ĂŶĚ >ŽƐ ;ϮϬϬϲͿ͕ sĂŶ <ĞŵĞŶĂĚĞ͕ DŝůŝđĞǀ Θ ĂĂǇĞŶ ;ϮϬϬϴͿ ĂŶĚ sĂŶ
Kemenade & DŝůŝđĞǀ;ϮϬϭϮͿ͘&ŽůůŽǁŝŶŐŽďƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶƐƚŚĂƚƉƌŽŶŽŵŝŶĂůƐƵďũĞĐƚƐĂůǁĂǇƐ
occur before the adverbs ƊĂ and ƊŽŶŶĞ, they find evidence that nominal subjects
that occur before ƊĂ and ƊŽŶŶĞ in subclauses are likely to be definite (i.e. plausibly
given), while subjects occurring after these adverbs tend to be indefinite (i.e. likely
to be new). These observations are later taken to generalize to main clauses as well,
with Van Kemenade & Westergaard (2012) and Biberauer & Van Kemenade (2011)
identifying the finite verb in a similar role as the adverb in separating given from
new subjects.
Some researchers have taken these observations as the basis of a formal
analysis, most importantly Biberauer & Van Kemenade (2011) and Hinterhölzl &
Petrova (2010). Abstracting away from the details of Biberauer & Van Kemenade’s
analysis, the crucial aspect is that all subjects, old and new, move to Spec,TP (in their
account either on their own or as part of the vP). Only those subjects that represent
5
old information move on to Spec,FP, the higher subject position. The subjects that
6
remain in Spec,TP position, then, are predicted to be new. A similar proposal about
the information-structural aspects of the high and low subject positions has been
made by Hinterhölzl and Petrova (2010), who claim that the finite verb in main
clauses acts as an information-structural divider in OE. They propose that in nonoperator contexts 7 the finite verb separates the aboutness topic and “other
background elements”—defined as given discourse referents—from the focus
material (2010: 319). Their explanation for subject placement in OE, then, is that V2
occurs “by accident”, if there is only one given element in the clause (ŝďŝĚ͘).
In addition to the two high positions—showing variation between V2 and V3
order—surface inversion can also occur when the subject occurs towards the end of
the clause, in a position which is predominantly restricted to verbs which take no

4

These are Bech’s (2001) figures for subject-verb clauses when ƊĂͬƊŽŶŶĞ and pronominal subjects are
excluded, which she unfortunately does not do in all her studies.
5
Biberauer & Van Kemenade formalize this by proposing that these DPs have an additional feature that
needs to be valued. Interestingly, this is not an information-structural feature, but a morphological one
(gender/person).
6
It is not entirely clear whether the prediction is that they should be new or rather that they cannot be
old.
7
Hinterhölzl & Petrova do not use this term, but make a distinction between coordinating and
subordinating relations, which seems to correlate to the operator and non-operator contrast.
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external argument, i.e. unaccusative verbs and passives. The standard analysis for
these sentences is that the grammatical subject (the internal argument) remains in
its original position inside the VP (cf. Van Kemenade 1997, Warner 2007). Example
(6) illustrates an inverted subject and (7) a so-called ‘late subject’ (Warner 2007).
(6) ŶĚƊĞŶƐĞŝĚþe deuellesƚŽŚĂŵ͘͘͘
and then said the devils to them
‘And then the devils said to them ͘͘͘’
(RevPurg, line 534; Warner 2007: 85, his 3b)
(7) ƊĂŶŶĞǁĞŶƚĞŽƵƚƚŽ/ŽŶþe puple of Ierusalem
then went out to John the people of Jerusalem
‘Then the people of Jerusalem went out to John’
(Wyclifite Sermons, vol. III 124.29; Warner 2007: 85, his 3cii)
While both inverted subjects and late subjects occur after the finite verb, only
inverted subjects occur in the Spec,FP position immediately after the finite verb; in
these examples the additional material in the VP—the prepositional phrases ƚŽŚĂŵ
and ƚŽ/ŽŶͶworks as a diagnostic to determine the position of the subject as inside
or outside of the VP. Figure 2.4 illustrates the structural analysis of these late
subjects, with the subject in its original internal argument position inside the VP.
Figure 2.4

Position of late subjects in OE main clauses

Like the inverted subjects, these late subjects are likely to be new, as shown by
Warner (2007: 93-96) for ME: he provides evidence that indefinite subjects and
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heavy subjects (measured by length) occur more often in the late subject position
than in either of the two higher subject positions and points out that indefiniteness
and weight have a strong correlation with new information. Biberauer & Van
Kemenade (2011: 34), for OE, also predict that these late subjects are new: old and
negative subjects are raised out of the VP, and so stranded subjects must be old.
In short, V2 in OE comes in two types—categorical/V-to-C and variable/V-toF—and the variable type of V2 allows for three subject positions—high, inverted,
and late—which have been associated with particular information-structural
properties: high subjects are expected to be old, while inverted and late subjects are
expected to be new. With respect to the structure of the main clauses and the
variation between V2 and verb-third main clauses, two questions remain unresolved
for now. The first question is to what extent the information status of the subject
determines the variation between the two subject positions. The second question is
a theoretical one: based on the strength of the correlation, can subject placement
be said to be formally driven by information-structural principles?
2.2.2
A time frame for the loss of verb second
It is generally assumed that V2 is lost during the fifteenth century (Van Kemenade
1987, Fischer et al. 2000: 129-137), but, as various studies have shown, the timing of
this loss is not straightforward for a number of reasons: the system was variable in
OE to begin with; inversion does not decline at the same rate in all contexts; and
finally, not all types of inversion are lost over the course of the centuries. This section
presents an overview of studies tracing the loss of V2 in different contexts, focusing
on the V-to-F contexts, i.e. the type of V2 that was variable in OE. I focus on the
studies that follow the analysis of V2 presented above instead of only incorporating
surface patterns. As Fischer et al. (2000), Los (2009) and Warner (2007) point out,
failure by scholars to take these fundamental structural aspects into account is one
of the reasons for the lack of a coherent account in the literature for the exact time
of the loss of V2.
The first type of V2 that was identified in the previous section, that which
occurs in negative contexts and in questions—with the initial element in Spec,CP, the
verb in C and the subject in Spec,TP—is in fact not lost: it survives into PDE as
question inversion (8) and subject-auxiliary inversion (9).
(8) When did this happen?
(9) Rarely did I hear such overtones of gratitude as went into the utterance of
this compound noun. [=Green 1980, ex. 32e]
(Birner& Ward 1998: 157, their 199)
What has changed, however, is that V-to-I movement is lost and as a consequence
this type of inversion in PDE only occurs with auxiliaries and dummy ĚŽ, and no
longer with lexical verbs, as was the case in OE. As Fischer et al. (2000: 134) argue,
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the loss of V-to-I is a separate development from the loss of V2, i.e. the loss of V-to-C
or V-to-F movement; it should therefore not concern us here. A special case within
the group of V-to-C type of inversion in OE is the ƊĂͬƊŽŶŶĞ group, which, in contrast
to negative-initial clauses and questions, no longer trigger inversion in PDE (cf. *dŚĞŶ
ǁĂƐ ŚĞ ŬŶŝŐŚƚĞĚ). Haeberli (2007: 23, for ME) and Van Kemenade (2012: 830-831,
for ME and EModE) provide data on the loss of inversion after ƚŚĞŶ and other
members of the ƚŚĞŶ-group: the rates of inversion already decrease throughout the
ME period and inversion is almost completely lost by the end of the EModE period.
The loss of this specific type of inversion must be seen as a separate, specific
development within the loss of V2 and will therefore not be considered further.
The second, variable, type of V2—with a non-operator in Spec,CP, a nominal
subject in Spec,FP and the finite verb in F—is lost at different speeds in different
contexts. Fischer et al. (2000: 132-133), summarizing findings from Jacobsson (1951)
and Schmidt (1980), provide the following timing: a “sharp decline” in the late
fourteenth and early fifteenth century, variability in the sixteenth century, and a final
loss in the seventeenth century. Since then, several studies have been published
which present increasingly detailed quantitative data—something which has become
possible because of the availability of the syntactically annotated corpora (the
PPCME, for instance, became available in 2000; the YCOE in 2003). It is important to
note that inversion, in the earliest periods, is not the only possible word order, as the
discussion on the variability of this pattern has already made clear. For OE, Haeberli
(2002) reports rates of inversion between 70% and 75% (in text dated before 950
and after 950, respectively). Within this general rate of inversion, there are
considerable differences between individual texts, ranging from 40.5% (Gregory C) to
84.8% (Apollonius) (2002: 250). These widely varying rates persist for a number of
centuries: Kroch & Taylor’s (1997) provide similar percentages for early ME, with an
overall rate of inversion of 71.4%, which is within the range provided by Haeberli for
OE (average percentage provided by Haeberli 2002).
It is towards the end of the fourteenth century that the situation starts to
change. Haeberli (2002) shows that the rates of inversion in the late fourteenth and
fifteenth century have become considerably lower, and he characterizes inversion as
a “clear minority pattern” in this period: inversion is down to less than 50% in most
of his text samples (2002: 254-5), while it is lower than 25% in roughly half of his
8
selected texts. Another general overview of the rates of inversion in the fourteenth
and fifteenth century is presented by Warner (2007) 9, who reports an overall rate of
inversion of 40%. Like Haeberli, Warner notes that there is considerable variation
between individual texts (2007: 48).
Variation not only exists between different texts—as Warner and Haeberli both
find—but also between different types of contexts. First, several adverbs have been
8

Haeberli only selects non-pronominal subjects with non-operators in initial position, and excludes
unaccusatives and clause-initial ƊĂ͕ƊŽŶŶĞ and ŶƵ.
9
His study is based on 120 main declarative clauses from 32 texts (Warner 2007: 47).
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identified which behave similarly to ƊĂͬƊŽŶŶĞ in that they trigger inversion almost
invariably; Warner calls these the ƚŚĞŶͲgroup͕ consisting of ƚŚĞŶ͕ ƚŚƵƐ and ŶŽǁ.
Second, the syntactic category of the initial element influences inversion. Van
Kemenade & Westergaard (2012) investigate inversion in ME in sentences with
adverbs and objects in initial position, which they identify as information-structural
links to the preceding discourse—adverbs as “discourse continuation” and objects as
marked, often contrastive, links (2012: 103). Their results show that inversion in
these two types of clauses declines at a different rate: while inversion—in a selection
of clauses with transitive/unergative verbs and nominal subjects—after adverbs is
down to just over 20%, inversion after objects is still at 82.5% in M4 (although this is
based on a small number of examples). Finally, variation has been found with respect
to the syntactic status of the clause-initial element: Warner (2007: 99) finds that it
makes a difference in his data for ME, the period of change, whether the clauseinitial element is an argument of the verb or an adjunct: arguments occur more
often with inversion.
In addition to the type of element in first position, the type of verb has also
been shown to influence inversion. Early studies, such as Van Kemenade (1997) and
Haeberli (2002), single out the category of unaccusatives, which show higher rates of
inversion than other types of verbs. Van Kemenade & Westergaard (2012) attempt to
determine in more detail the effect of the type of verb, distinguishing between
unaccusative main verbs, auxiliaries and transitive/unergative verbs. They provide
substantial evidence confirming earlier observations that inversion is lost at a lower
speed with unaccusative verbs: while inversion with nominal subjects and
10
transitive/unergative verbs declines in ME (from 66.8% in M1 to 22.9% in M4 ),
inversion with auxiliaries and unaccusatives remains high (48.9% and 57.2%,
respectively). Van Kemenade (2012) provides a follow-up to this study, narrowing
down the focus to adverb-initial clauses but extending the period to include EModE.
She finds that in these adverb-initial clauses, transitive/unergative and auxiliary
verbs show a steady decline of inversion from M1 onwards, while unaccusative verbs
continue to occur with inversion. Most importantly, Van Kemenade’s data show that
subjects of unaccusatives continue to occur after the finite verb even when inversion
with transitive/unergative and auxiliary verbs is lost already. In E3—roughly the
second half of seventeenth century—inversion with transitive/unergative and
auxiliaries is down to 15.6% and 12.7%, respectively; at the same time, however,
unaccusatives still show inversion in 38.3% of clauses beginning with an adverb
which is not in the ƚŚĞŶ-group (2012: 829).
One reason why unaccusatives are particularly relevant is that these are the
verbs that can occur with late subjects, i.e. the internal argument in these clauses
can remain inside the VP. Unlike the rest of the V-to-F category, this type of inversion

10

For these particular numbers, Van Kemenade & Westergaard (2012) do not distinguish between types
of initial constituent.
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is not lost completely: it survives partly in PDE as locative inversion, illustrated in
(10).
(10) There are huge cartons and tins of nuts, vanilla, honey, peanut butter.
Varieties of herbs tea are visible. KŶ ƚŚĞ ĐŽƵŶƚĞƌ ĂƌĞ ůŽĂǀĞƐͶǁŚŽůĞ ǁŚĞĂƚ͕
ĐŝŶŶĂŵŽŶƌĂŝƐŝŶ͕ŽĂƚŵĞĂů͕ƌǇĞ͕ƐŽǇƐƵŶĨůŽǁĞƌ͕ĐŽƌŶŵĞĂů͘[Terkel 1974:607]
(Birner & Ward 1998: 156, their 198a)
This type of inversion pattern in PDE is different from the subject-auxiliary inversion
and question inversion in (10), in that it is an optional pattern. As in OE and ME, it
occurs predominantly with unaccusative verbs, and in PDE it almost exclusively
occurs with locative PPs—something which does not seem to have been the case in
OE, and something for which the precise motivation and development is as yet
unclear. With respect to the decline of this pattern, it is important to note that not
all unaccusative subjects are necessarily late subjects in earlier English (cf. Van
Kemenade & Westergaard 2012: 102). Consider example (11), which illustrates the
ambiguity in structure for late and immediately postverbal subjects.
(11) KĨƊĞƐĞƐĞƵĞŶĞŚĞƵĞĚĞƐĐŽŵĞŶalle manere of synnes
from these seven heads come all manner of sins
‘From these seven heads spring all manner of sins’
(Vices and Vertues 11.8; Warner 2007: 94, his 11)
As Warner (2007: 93) points out, it is not possible to tell whether the subject is in
immediately postverbal position (the V2 position, i.e. Spec,TP) or whether it has
remained low, within the VP. These late subjects seem to have acquired a separate
function of introducing new (or indefinite and long) information, and their
development is likely to be different from that of the inverted subjects, as indeed the
data on unaccusatives already suggest. It is not the case, however, that the
information-structural function for this type of subject is reserved for subjects of
unaccusatives, since, as Warner (2007) shows, subjects which occur in clause-final
position in clauses with other types of verbs are also often new and/or long (2007:
97f). The following examples illustrate the difference between the clause-final
position (12) and what Warner calls the “internal context”, as in (13).
(12) ůƐǁĂ͕ĐůĞŶŶĞƐŽĨŵŽƵƚŚ͕ŬĞƉĞƐthre thynges͗ŶĞĞƐƊĂƚƊŽƵƵŵƚŚǇŶŬƊĞ
ďĞĨŽƌĞ͕ŽƌƊŽƵƐƉĞŬĞ͘
also, cleanness of mouth preserve three things one is that you consider you
before ere you speak
‘Also three things preserve purity of mouth. One is that you reflect before
you speak.’
(Rolle, The Form of Living, 25; Warner 2007: 98, his 13b)
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(13) ΘƊƵƐŐĂƚkyng acabƚŚĞǀŝŶĞࢯĂƌĚ͘
and thus got King Ahab the vineyard
‘And thus King Ahab obtained the vineyard.’
(Lavenham 9.37; Warner 2007: 99, his 14b)
The subject in (12) occurs in clause-final context; what follows is a new clause. The
subject in (13), in contrast, occurs clause-internally: it is followed by an object. The
most straightforward analysis of subjects as in (13) is that they are not situated in
the low position inside the VP, but in Spec,TP, meaning that they do not only occur
with unaccusative verbs, but can occur with all types of verbs. In other words, while
unaccusatives provide the option of clause-final subjects most straightforwardly
because they allow for a subject to remain within the VP, this information-structural
function of presenting new information in final position is—within the word order
options in OE and ME—available for subjects of other verbs as well, in those cases
where there is no additional material inside the VP.
In conclusion, what these corpus studies on specific V2 contexts in OE show is
that the major change from inversion as a frequent pattern to a minority pattern
takes place between 1400 and 1500. What also becomes clear, however, is that
there are considerable differences between contexts, both at the time that V2 was
still in place as well as in the decline of the inversion pattern. Two factors seem to be
especially relevant: first, the type of verb, with unaccusatives occurring with
inversion more frequently and for a longer time than other types of verbs; and
second, the clause-initial element: not only are there the operator-like elements
which almost invariably trigger inversion, but among the class of non-operators
there are certain elements which trigger inversion more often than others, such as
arguments, certain adverbs and locative PPs.
2.2.3
The pragmatic consequences of the loss of verb second
The new view on the nature of V2 in OE and the information-structural principles
underlying subject placement in OE has in recent years also changed the ideas on
what the loss of such a system means for the language. This specifically concerns the
environments in which there is variation between V2 and V3 sentences, i.e. nonoperator initial clauses with V-to-F movement. In particular, it seems that the V2
system allows for more word order options and brings with it a specific use of the
clause-initial position, a view that is based on observations on both old and presentday V2 languages (see e.g. Los 2009, Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2010). The main
consequence of such a view is that the loss of the syntactic constraint on verb
placement is likely to have had both syntactic and pragmatic consequences for the
language.
Los (2005, 2009, 2012) proposes that the loss of V2 is not only a matter of
syntactic changes, but that the syntactic changes are accompanied by pragmatic
changes in the use of the subject and the presubject position. Central to Los’s
proposal is the idea that there is a change from OE to PDE in the encoding of
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unmarked themes, a Functional Grammar term, which Los—referring to Downing &
Locke (1995) and Halliday (1994 [1985])—explains as being used to denote “old
information with [a] lack of prominence” (2009: 113). Languages can differ in the
means that are available for encoding unmarked themes, which Los illustrates with
the following example of a translation of a Dutch sentence from Hannay & Keizer
(1993).
(14) ŶĚĂĂƌŵĞĞǁĂƐĚĞƚƌĂŐĞĚŝĞǀĂŶĞƌŐŬĂŵƉĐŽŵƉůĞĞƚ
and with.that was the tragedy of Bergkamp complete
‘and that made Bergkamp’s tragedy complete’
(Los 2009: 113, her 20)
Los explains how a literal translation of ĞŶ ĚĂĂƌŵĞĞ with ĂŶĚ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĂƚ would be
syntactically possible in PDE but how this would place more prominence on this
phrase than it has in the original Dutch sentence: in PDE ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĂƚ is a marked
theme while ĚĂĂƌŵĞĞ in Dutch in an unmarked theme. The only way to translate
ĚĂĂƌŵĞĞas the unmarked theme is to make it the subject of the English sentence,
as in ƚŚĂƚŵĂĚĞĞƌŐŬĂŵƉ͛ƐƚƌĂŐĞĚǇĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞ͘Los proposes that the distribution of
unmarked themes has changed from OE to PDE: where OE, much like present-day
Dutch, had two positions available for unmarked themes—the subject and the
presubject clause-initial position—PDE only has one, the subject position.
What stands out most about the presubject position in OE in comparison to
PDE is its versatility: in addition to unmarked themes, it can—using a variety of
syntactic categories—also express marked themes, the type that remains available
in PDE. The following two examples illustrate how both the subject and the element
in presubject position can be unmarked themes.
(15) Be þære ŚĞŐĞƐƚƌǇŶĚĞĚƌǇƐƵŶĂ,ĞƌΘKŶĂŵΘ^ĞůĂ͘
By that he begot three sons Er & Onan & Shelah
‘He had three sons with her: Er, Onan and Shelah.’
(cogenesiC,Gen_[Ker]: 38.3.83; Dreschler & Hebing 2011: 59, their 5)
(16) After þysum dadumŚŝ ƚĂŶĐŽĚŽŶƌŝŚƚŶĞ͘
After these deeds they thanked Lord
‘After these deeds, they thanked the Lord.’
(coaelive [Maccabees]:504.5170; Dreschler & Hebing 2011: 59, their 7)
In (15) and (16), both the clause-initial PP and the subject represent discourse-old
information and thus both provide a link to the preceding discourse in an
information-structurally unmarked way. Example (17) shows that a fronted object—
associated with focus in PDE—could be an unmarked theme in OE, providing a
similar link to the previous sentence.
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(17) Þone asende se Sunu,
this sent the Son
‘The son sent this one’
(coaelhom,ÆHom_9:114.1350; Speyer 2010: 38, his 17a)
XŽŶĞis discourse-old information and there are no indications in the text that it has
a contrastive or focused nature (Speyer 2010: 38). What this means is that object
fronting and PP preposing can be used to place old information in initial position,
and crucially, to place old information before any new information in the sentence.
At the same time, the presubject position in OE could do more than only express
unmarked themes: marked themes, such as contrastive or focused elements are
also already used, as illustrated in (18).
(18) ‘Then went he through all the Egyptian land, sowing God’s seed, and healed
the sick.’
HreofligeŚĞŐĞĐůčŶƐŽĚĞĨƌĂŵĝčƌĞƵŶĐůčŶĂŶĐŽĝĞ͕WodeŚĞŐĞŚčůĚĞ
lepers he cleansed from the unclean disease, possessed he healed
‘He cleansed the lepers from the unclean disease; he healed the possessed’
(o3, coaelive [Mark]:6.3189)
The clause-initial objects ,ƌĞŽĨůŝŐĞ and tŽĚĞ are contrasted with ƚŚĞ ƐŝĐŬ in the
preceding sentence and with each other.
In the periods after OE, the presubject position remains available syntactically,
but becomes information-structurally marked: in PDE it can no longer express
unmarked themes. As Los & Dreschler (2012: 864) point out, corpus studies and
modern grammars point out that presubject place adverbials are marked in PDE and
have become relatively infrequent (e.g. Biber et al. 1999: 803; Breivik & Swan 1994).
In addition to being infrequently used, these adverbials are often used contrastively
or as frame setters, as in (19).
11

(19) A: How is business going for Daimler-Chrysler?
B: [/Ŷ'ZŵĂŶǇ]Frame the prospects are [GOOD]F,
but [ŝŶDƌŝĐĂ]Frame they are [losing MOney]F.
(Los 2012: 26, her 8; from Krifka 2007: 45)
Los & Dreschler (2012: 864) provide suggestive diachronic data for this
development. Their search in the syntactically annotated corpora of historical
English (see Section 1.3) shows that subjects become more frequent in clause-initial
position at the expense of other elements: the percentage of subjects in initial
position increases from 44% in OE to 65% in Late Modern English while the
percentages of objects and adverbials decrease from 4% to almost 0% and 35% to
11

In this example, the small caps indicate accent and F stands for focus.
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20%, respectively. Interestingly, this change in markedness is a consequence which
does not directly follow from the ƐǇŶƚĂĐƚŝĐchanges, because a presubject position is
still available in PDE.
Another piece of evidence for the observation that the changes in the use of
the initial position are not purely syntactic is that a functional change takes place
which is not related to the syntactic status of the initial element—the loss of deictic
referencing. Evidence from Bohnacker & Rosén (2007) on Swedish and German, as
reported by Los (2009), shows that these two V2 languages use the initial,
presubject, position differently: German makes more use of deictic referencing in
first position. It seems that OE behaves like German in this respect and also uses the
first position for deictic reference, as Los (2009) shows, on the basis of a comparison
of an OE and a PDE translation of Genesis (2009: 106). The use of the first position
changes in later centuries, however, and Los (2012: 37-41) argues how the
impoverishment in the demonstrative system, such as the loss of gender, is central
to the loss of deictic referencing, in that it meant a loss of possibilities to use a
demonstrative for a specific reference. Evidence for the decrease in deictic
referencing is provided by Los & Dreschler (2012: 866) and Komen et al. (2014: 103):
PPs containing pronominal and demonstrative elements become considerably less
frequent in initial position from OE to LModE. This means that the first position lost
a functionality which is connected to the morphological system, but which cannot
be explained with reference to syntax only: deictic referencing is still possible to
some extent in PDE, but seems to be used only infrequently; crucially, singular
independent demonstratives can no longer refer to human referents, as they can in
OE.
The first position loses another function after the OE period, that of local
anchoring: providing a referential link to the preceding discourse. Hinterhölzl &
Petrova (2010) propose that the verb in OE separates given from new material—as
can be seen in examples (15) and (16) above. Los & Dreschler (2012) similarly point
out that a frequent function of this preverbal material is to provide a link to the
immediately preceding discourse, which they call ‘local anchoring’. This local anchor
can be expressed syntactically in different ways: as subject, object or adverbial.
Komen et al. (2014) show that the function of local anchoring is lost in the following
century, in their study of the referential character of clause-initial PPs in a selection
of main clauses. Their results show a clear decrease in the proportion of referential
12
PPs from ME to Late Modern English, from 58% to 22%.
There are also indications that the function and use of the subject itself change
under the influence of the developments in the presubject position. Los & Dreschler
(2012: 868-9) point out some of these aspects on the basis of a single text,
comparing an OE and PDE version of 'ĞŶĞƐŝƐ: the percentage of subject-initial
12

Komen et al. (2014) find a (statistically not significant) increase from OE to ME; the corpus is small (in
this case, 3 OE texts and 4 ME texts), which means that the number of examples overall is low (ranging
from 22 to 124 for the periods).
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clauses is higher in PDE than in OE (75% against 55%); and the percentage of ellipted
is lower in PDE than in OE (7% against 17%). Komen et al. (2014) provide further
evidence for this. They aim to find evidence for the hypothesis that the subject takes
on more functions after the versatile presubject position is lost. What they predict is
that the subject becomes less ‘stable’ because it takes over some of the functions
from the OE presubject position: while the presubject position cannot express
unmarked themes any longer, the need to express unmarked themes remains, in
addition to the functions the subject already expressed. This increased the
functional load of the subject. This would mean that the subject will be increasingly
likely to refer to a different referent from one sentence to the next—instead of for
instance only encoding the protagonist in a story. The results of their studies suggest
that this is exactly what happens after ME. First, subjects are less often ellipted in
PDE than in OE, which suggests they are less predictable. Second, subjects are more
often inanimate, which can be explained by their new function as encoding local
anchors, which are unlikely to be animate. Finally, they show that subjects more
often change: in the selected PDE texts the subject of a sentence is more often
different from the subject in the previous sentence than in the selected OE texts
(roughly 55% in OE against just over 70% in ME, EModE and late ModE).
The consequences of the loss of V2 in terms of the use of the first position and
the changing function of the subject in turn led to other changes in the language.
Los (2009) concludes that the increasingly marked status of the presubject position
leads to “a greater need” for subjects, because the subject is now the only way to
start a sentence in an information-structurally unmarked manner (2009: 118). This
follows from an assumption that the need for unmarked sentence beginnings is
likely to have stayed as strong over the periods. The way the language responds to
this, she argues, is through an increase in subject strategies, i.e. ways to put an
argument in subject position. Most specifically, Los points to the introduction and
establishment of new passives: the ECM passive, the prepositional passive and the
recipient passive—which were all introduced around the time that verb second was
lost; ECM passives especially, according to Los, are motivated by informationstructural needs. Another strategy pointed out by Los (2009) is the use in English of
a range of non-agentive subjects, which Rohdenburg (1974) has shown to be
ungrammatical in German.
(20) a. 2004 saw the advent of routers with turbo modes.
b. In 2004 kwamen de eerste routers met turbo modes op de markt.
c. *2004 zag de komst van de eerste routers met turbo modes.
(after www.cnet.com.au/wireless/routers/; Los 2009: 118: her 33)
A final strategy that can also be placed in this category are middles or middle-like
sentences—as in ƵƌĞĂƵĐƌĂƚƐďƌŝďĞĞĂƐŝůǇor dŚŝƐdsŶĞĞĚƐĨŝǆŝŶŐ—which have been
described as another innovation in the ME and EModE periods by Hundt (2007) and
Toyota (2008).
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Another perspective on the scenario of the increase in subject strategies is
provided by Seoane (2006), who connects earlier studies about the frequency of the
passive and the use of the passive as an information-rearranger to the proposal by
Los. Seoane (2000, 2006) shows how the long passive is already used in Early
Modern English as it is in PDE: it places topical information in subject position, and
places given information before new information. In addition, she finds an increase
in the frequency of passsives with respect to active transitive clauses, from 18.0% in
M4, to 24.1% in E3 (2006: 371). In Seoane (2006), she explains this increase as
another consequence of the loss of V2, i.e. the need for strategies that can place
topical information in subject position.
In conclusion, the relevant information-structural change that takes place in
conjunction with the loss of V2 is the loss of the presubject position as a possible
encoding of unmarked themes, with the result that the subject becomes the only
unmarked theme. As a consequence of this, there is an increased need for subject
strategies, as well as a greater functional load for the subject. This development
results in new, or an increased use of existing, subject strategies such as passives in
general and ECM passives, prepositional passives and recipient passives in
particular. In addition, there is a range of non-agentive and inanimate subjects that
English allows which also seem to function exactly to fill the gap created by the loss
of the presubject position for unmarked themes.
2.2.4
Summary and conclusions
This section has provided an overview of the V2 system as it was in place in OE,
focusing on the two different types of V2 that are found in OE: a categorical and a
variable type, where the variable type has been said to be largely determined by
information-structural factors. It is this second type of V2 that is relevant to the
introduction of the passives and an increase in use of passives and subject strategies
as proposed by Los (2009, 2012) and Seoane (2006). In addition, the V2 system as it
was in place in OE allowed for more word order variation, such as object fronting
and PP preposing, which could be used by speakers for at least two informationstructural effects: (i) rearranging of arguments to create given-before-new order of
information; and (ii) placing topical information in clause-initial position, the
unmarked position for topical information. This section has also provided a general
time frame for the loss of V-to-F movement and the corresponding V2 word orders,
beginning from around 1400, with different contexts showing a different rate of the
loss of inversion—most notably, type of verb and type of initial element. Finally, I
have reviewed in more detail the proposals by Los and Seoane that the additional
positions that the V2 system made available to express unmarked themes was lost
over the course of the centuries and that the subject became the only way to
express unmarked themes. As a consequence, the language is likely to have looked
for new opportunities to create these unmarked theme-subjects and to have found
it in an increased use of passives, new types of passives and non-agentive subjects.
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Section 2.3

Syntactic and functional properties of the English passive

Like the word order options made available by V2, the syntax of the passive provides
a potential for information-structural functions, most importantly rearranging
information in the sentence to achieve a given-before-new order of information, as
well as complying with general tendencies for subjects to express topical
information. At the same time, however, the passive may also serve other functions,
such as demoting the agent. This section provides a definition of the passive, and
explains the information-rearranging function and the subject-creating function of
the passive in more detail. In addition, I present a Minimalist analysis of the passive.
2.3.1
A definition of the passive
Passives are a quite common feature of the languages of the world, but their
properties vary from language to language, and discussions in the literature have
shown that providing a definition of the passive is not straightforward (e.g.
Siewierska 1984, Wanner 2009). In addition, a discussion has taken place about the
function of the passive, with different defining aspects being considered as the main
function by various authors. This section presents both the formal definition and the
main function of the passive (short and long) that forms the basis for the studies in
the following chapters.
Characteristics of the passive
As a starting point for a definition of the passive, let us first review the basic
descriptive properties of the passive in English. The passive is usually defined in
comparison to its active counterpart—in part due to theoretical considerations,
especially in early Generative theory, that the active is the basic form (cf. Chomsky
1957). Example (21)a illustrates an active sentence and example (21)b a passive with
the same propositional content.
(21) a. Pat stole my surfboard.
b. My surfboard was stolen by Pat.
(Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 1427, their 3i-ii)
The link between active and passive is intuitively clear: even though an argument is
missing in (21)b, we know that both sentences refer to the same verb ƐƚĞĂů͕with the
same basic argument structure͘ On the basis of this example, Huddleston & Pullum
provide the following list of syntactic differences between the active and the
passive:
(22) a. The subject of the active (WĂƚ) appears in the passive as the complement of
the preposition ďǇ͘
b. The object of the active (ŵǇ ƐƵƌĨďŽĂƌĚ) appears as the subject of the
passive.
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c. The verb of the active appears in the passive in the past participle form
(ƐƚŽůĞŶͿ.
d. The passive contains an extra verb, the auxiliary ďĞ͘
(ŝďŝĚ͘2002: 1428, their 4i-iv)
The ďǇ-phrase can of course be obmitted; and PDE has developed a second passive
auxiliary in ŐĞƚ͕which is usually characterized as a less formal option, and is often
used with dynamic, as opposed to stative, verbs (cf. Huddleston & Pullum 2002:
1440-1443).
While these descriptions may seem limited in their ability to capture the
essential properties of the passive, cross-linguistic work shows that it is in fact
difficult to provide a universal definition of the passive beyond its properties in
specific languages. First of all, the passive does not occur in all languages: less than
half (43.4%) of the languages included in the tŽƌůĚ ƚůĂƐ ŽĨ >ĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ ^ƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƐ
KŶůŝŶĞ make use of passive constructions (Siewierska 2013). Among the languages
that do have a passive, there are considerable differences in the properties of these
constructions, as Siewierska (1984, 2013) has shown. She gives the following
properties as being shared by passives in all languages:
(23) a. They have a subject which corresponds to a non-subject in the active;
b. The action or event expressed by the verb is brought about by some
person or thing which is not the subject;
c. The person or thing if not overt is at least strongly implied and can function
as a potential subject of the active.
(Siewierska 1984: 79)
These defining characteristics build on a relation between the passive and active
form of the sentence, stating essentially—as in Huddleston & Pullum’s (2002)
description—that the active object becomes the passive subject and the active
subject becomes an adjunct in the passive sentence. What this list of characteristics
adds, however, is the notion of the ‘implied actor’. Indeed, this is how Cornelis
(1997) ultimately defines the passive in Dutch—which because of the close relation
between the two languages can also shed light on the passive in English: “process
towards a final state, the agent of which should not be identified with” (95). Note
that these types of definitions already move towards the function of the passive
rather than only describing the syntactic properties.
Both the description by Huddleston & Pullum (2002) and the definition from
Siewierska (1984) build on quite a close relation between active and passive, and
although this relation is not entirely straightforward, it does provide a clear
reference point in terms of thematic properties of verbs. While Siewierska (1984:
30-31) points out that the propositional content of an active and passive with the
same arguments is generally the same, the passive—especially the short passive—
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carries an ambiguity in meaning that is not present in the active, as illustrated in the
following examples.
(24) a. Janet was killed.
b. Someone killed Janet.
c. Some people killed Janet.
d. Lightning killed Janet.
e. Boredom killed Janet.
(Siewierska 1984:30, her 7a-e)
As Siewierska explains, the short passive in (24)a does not specify who killed Janet,
and (24)b-d present several options which in the absence of any further information
are all possible. Another example against a direct correlation between active and
passive is the observation that not all active transitive clauses can be passivized,
even when a fundamental requirement of transitivity is fulfilled, as illustrated in
(25)a and (25)b.
(25) a. A strange adventure befellhim.
b. *He was befallen by a strange adventure.
(Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 1432, their 16ia-b)
In addition, not all passive clauses have an active counterpart, meaning that it can
be problematic to say that all passives are derived from an active form. Short
passives do not have an “exact” active counterpart (Huddleston & Pullum 2002:
1428), and many ECM passives do not have an active version, as the following
examples show. 13
(26) Pat is reputed to be very rich.
(27) a. Kim is said to be a manic depressive.
b. *They say Kim to be a manic depressive
(ŝďŝĚ. 1435-1436, their 31i,iii and no number)
The verb ƌĞƉƵƚĞ does not have an active form, and, as (27)b shows, there is also no
active equivalent of the use of ƐĂǇ as in (27)a. Despite these exceptions, the relation
between active and passive provides, in general, a useful point of departure for
understanding the properties of passive clauses, especially selectional requirements
and thematic roles.

13

Huddleston & Pullum do not use the term ‘ECM passive’ but simply say that there is a group of verbs
with a special complementation pattern.
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The function of the passive
The most remarkable of the syntactic properties of the passive is the fact that the
agent is either demoted from subject to adjunct status (in long passives) or
completely excluded (in short passives). Considering that, according to several
thematic or semantic hierarchies, an agent is the most likely candidate to become
the subject of a clause (cf. Givón 1984, Siewierska 1984: 220), there must be a
strong motivation for omitting it. The exclusion of the agent necessarily has the
effect that the patient is promoted, because in a regular transitive clause, it is the
only remaining argument of the verb. Both aspects—agent demotion and patient
promotion—have been described as the most important reason for using the
passive. In this section I argue that the primary motivation for using the passive is
the promotion of the patient because of its relevance for placing topical information
in the unmarked position for topics, thereby facilitating cohesion in the discourse.
Let us first consider some examples that illustrate the function and cohesive
properties of the passive in a text. The examples were taken from a Wikipedia entry
on J.D. Salinger. The overarching topic of such an encyclopaedic text is stable
throughout, since everything in the text should contribute to the reader’s
knowledge about this particular person. This means that in principle this person is
the topic of each sentence and is expected to be the subject of active sentences
when aspects of his life are discussed. This is illustrated in (28)a-c, which gives the
first three sentences of the entry.
(28) a. Jerome David Salinger […] was an American writer who won acclaim early
in life.
b. He led a very private life for more than a half-century.
c. He published his final original work in 1965 and gave his last interview in
1980.
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._D._Salinger, accessed 15 August 2014)
Salinger is the subject of each of these sentences, and these sentences adds
information about him: who he was and what he did. All verbs are active: ǁĂƐ͕ǁŽŶ͕
ůĞĚ͕ƉƵďůŝƐŚĞĚandŐĂǀĞ͘Nevertheless, people are not always the agents or actors in
their own lives and they may be affected by actions of other people or by outside
forces. In these cases, an active sentence with the agent as the subject may still be
possible, but a far better choice is to use a passive with the patient as the subject.
The following examples illustrate three passive choices in the text on Salinger (in
bold), given with the context in which they occur; the subjects and their antecedents
are underlined.
(29) a. As a youth, Salinger attended public schools on the West Side of
Manhattan.
b. Then in 1932, the family moved to Park Avenue, and Salinger was enrolled
at the McBurney School, a nearby private school.
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(30) a. The same year, Salinger began submitting short stories to dŚĞEĞǁzŽƌŬĞƌ.
b. Seven of Salinger's stories were rejected by the magazine that year,
including "Lunch for Three", "Monologue for a Watery Highball", and "I Went
to School with Adolf Hitler".
c. In December 1941, however, the publication accepted "Slight Rebellion off
Madison", a Manhattan-set story about a disaffected teenager named
Holden Caulfield with "pre-war jitters".
d. When Japan carried out the attack on Pearl Harbor that month, the story
was rendered "unpublishable";
e. it did not appear in the magazine until 1946.
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._D._Salinger, accessed 15 August 2014)
In (29)a Salinger is the subject of an active clause, and in the second clause in (29)b,
Salinger is retained as the subject of the passive clause; Salinger is clearly the topic
of the sentence, while it is irrelevant who enrolled him. In (30)a, Salinger is again the
subject of an active clause, and the object ƐŚŽƌƚ ƐƚŽƌŝĞƐ is new. This object then
becomes the subject and topic of the following clause—ƐĞǀĞŶŽĨ^ĂůŝŶŐĞƌ͛ƐƐƚŽƌŝĞƐͶ
where it is the patient of the passive verb phrase ǁĞƌĞƌĞũĞĐƚĞĚ͘A similar shift takes
place in (30)c and (30)d: the object ͞^ůŝŐŚƚZĞďĞůůŝŽŶ͙͟͞ƉƌĞͲǁĂƌũŝƚƚĞƌƐ͟ becomes the
subject of the passive main clause in the following sentence.In short, the choice for
the passive in (29)b, (30)b and (30)d allows for either retaining the overall topic of
the text or the continuation of a topic that is introduced in the preceding clause or
sentence.
This function of ‘foregrounding’ the patient has been described in various ways
in the literature, in many cases formulated in terms of the information-structural
notions of topic, theme, or givenness (cf. Halliday 1967, Thompson 1987). An
example of such a definition is presented by Siewierska (1984), who describes the
function of the passive as ‘topicalizing’, defined as the “assignment of subject/topic
or just topic function to a non-agent” (1984: 217). ‘Topic’ is used by Siewierska with
two different meanings which both determine the use of the passive: (i) topic as the
initial element in the clause; and (ii) topic as given information. Taking these two
definitions, the passive either places a non-agent in initial position—a comparable
14
function to fronting strategies —or it places a given referent in the position for
given information, i.e. in initial position. Crucially, Siewierska defines this second
function as a relative constraint: the given information does not just occur in initial
position, but it precedes the new information that is expressed by the agent ďǇ14

Keenan & Dryer (2006), for instance, compare the function of passives to that of topicalization (ĞĂŶƐ/
ůŝŬĞ) and left-dislocation (ƐĨŽƌƚŚĞƉƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚ͕ĐŽŶŐƌĞƐƐŵĞŶĚŽŶ͛ƚƌĞƐƉĞĐƚŚŝŵĂŶǇŵŽƌĞ), describing it as a
“foregrounding” device. They conclude, however, that the foregrounding function of the passive seems
to be weaker than it is for topicalization and left-dislocation, and that there is not really a competition
between the passive and these constructions.
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phrase. Another aspect of the function of the passive described by Siewierska is the
effect of using a passive, especially a short passive, in the discourse, namely,
“facilitat[ing] the linking of successive clauses”, especially in written texts (1984:
230). As the discussion of examples (29) and (30) shows, the notion of linking, topic
continuation and given/new information are closely related.
Although demotion of the agent is an important characteristic of most
passives, it cannot be the primary motivation for using the passive, as some have
argued (e.g. Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 1445-1446 for short passives). One of the
arguments in favour of agent demotion as the primary function is the observation
that the majority of passives are agentless, with percentages ranging from 70% to
80% (e.g. Biber et al. 1999: 940, Wanner 2009: 168, Siewierska 1984: 38). The
reasons for omitting the agent vary, as the following examples from Givón (2001)
illustrate.
(31) He was killed in the Boer war.
(Givón 2001: 125, his 80, from Jespersen 1924: 167)
(32) The soldiersinvaded the village. Soon the place was burned down.
(ŝďŝĚ͘125, his 81)
(33) The plane was brought down safely.
(ŝďŝĚ͘125, his 83, from Trout, sĞŶƵƐŽŶƚŚĞ,ĂůĨƐŚĞůĨ͕39-40)
Givón explains how in (31), the agent is “unknown or unrecoverable” (2001: 125). In
(32) and (33), adding the agent is unnecessary, because in (32), it is anaphorically
given and in (33), it is predictable: there is no need to explain that the plane was
flown by pilots. While these are obviously correct observations, at the same time we
can see that in all sentences the promotion of the patient to topic is also relevant:
sentence (31) is about ŚĞ͕not the killer; (32) is about ƚŚĞƉůĂĐĞ, not about soldiers;
and (33) is about ƚŚĞ ƉůĂŶĞ, not pilots. In other words, while the reason for the
exclusion of the agent is different, the effect of it is similar in each case: the topical
patient is expressed as the subject. Moreover, as Siewierska (1984: 37) points out,
some languages always require their passives to have an agent, which means that
excluding the agent cannot be the main motivation to use a passive. In fact, she
points out that in English it is also not always possible to exclude the agent phrase:
compare KŶ ŚŝƐ ĚĞĂƚŚ ŚŝƐ ĚĂƵŐŚƚĞƌ ƐƵĐĐĞĞĚĞĚ Śŝŵ and *KŶ ŚŝƐ ĚĞĂƚŚ ŚĞ ǁĂƐ
ƐƵĐĐĞĞĚĞĚ (1984: 38). In conclusion, patient promotion is a defining property of all
passives—long and short—while agent suppression or focus on the agent can best
be seen as a consequence of this promotion.
Types of passives
There are a number of aspects to the definition of passives which are potentially
relevant for the selection of passives in a corpus study; these are both related to the
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structure and function of the passive, and to the nature of the agent phrase. In this
section, I will briefly explain these contrasts and discuss whether these
classifications are relevant or applicable to the studies in the following chapters.
One widely-used distinction is that between so-called verbal (or syntactic)
passives and adjectival (or lexical) passives, with the second class generally regarded
not as passives but as copular constructions (cf. Wasow 1977, Chomsky 1981). In
this line of thought the two types of passives are formed differently: while verbal
passives are in formed in the syntax—object becomes subject—adjectival passives
come directly from the lexicon—no object is selected. As Huddleston & Pullum
(2002: 1431) point out, the term adjectival ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ is misleading, but the overlap
seems to be there inherently, considering that the periphrastic passive started out
as a copular construction (see e.g. Givón 2006, Fischer & Van der Wurff 2006: 152154) The distinction between the two types builds on the similarities between
certain participles and adjectives, cf. examples (34)a and (34)b.
(34) a. John was chased by the dog.
b. John was frightened by the dog.
The difference in status between the participle in a and the adjective in b can be
established with the use of several tests (see e.g. Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 14361440, Chomsky 1981: 54-55). First, while verbal passives can only be formed with ƚŽ
ďĞ͕adjectival participles can follow other verbs than ďĞ, as illustrated in (35)a-c.
(35) a. John seems sad.
b. John seems frightened.
c. *John seems killed.
(Chomsky 1981: 54)
Second, adjectival participles can be used in pre-nominal position, but verbal
participles cannot, cf. (36)a-c.
(36) a. The sad man.
b. The frightened man.
c. *The killed man.
Third, adjectival participles can be preceded by the prefix ƵŶͲ (ƵŶŶŽƚŝĐĞĚ), but verbal
participles cannot (ΎƵŶŬŝůůĞĚ)͘Finally, adjectival participles can be modified by ǀĞƌǇ
or ƚŽŽ(ǀĞƌǇĨƌŝŐŚƚĞŶĞĚ), in contrast to verbal participles (*ƚŽŽŬŝůůĞĚ).
It could be argued that only verbal passives are truly passives, in the sense that
they re-arrange word order, and thus only those types of passives should be
included in a study of the passive. However, the distinctions are not always
straightforward. Consider, for instance, the following example, which is ambiguous
between verbal and adjectival (cf. (34)b above).
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(37) They were married.
(Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 1436, their 32)
Huddleston & Pullum provide the following two readings, one in which the participle
is verbal—dŚĞǇǁĞƌĞŵĂƌƌŝĞĚůĂƐƚǁĞĞŬŝŶ>ŽŶĚŽŶͶand one in which the participle is
adjectival—,ĂƌĚůǇĂŶǇŽŶĞŬŶĞǁƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇǁĞƌĞŵĂƌƌŝĞĚʹƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇŚĂĚďĞĞŶĨŽƌŽǀĞƌ
ƚĞŶǇĞĂƌƐ͘The fact that the distinction cannot be made on the basis of the type of
verb, or the form of the verb, as this example with ŵĂƌƌŝĞĚ shows, provides a
complication for a large-scale corpus study. In addition, for the present study, the
limited number of data and the lack of native speaker intuitions means that it more
difficult to make this distinction in earlier stages of the language. 
The same problem exists for another functional distinction, which has been
proposed to follow from the distinction between adjectival and verbal passives,
namely between dynamic and stative passives. Generally speaking, adjectival
passives are taken to be stative, i.e. describing a state, and verbal passives are taken
to be dynamic, i.e. describing an event. Some, such as Embick (2004), make a further
distinction by subdividing the category of stative into resultative and stative,
(38) a. The metal was flattened by the smith.
b. This metal is flattened.
(Embick 2004: 365, his 25a-b)
Again, however, examples may be ambiguous. For instance, some verbal passives
are stative, witness the following example from Huddleston & Pullum (2002).
(39) She is loved by everyone.
(2002: 1438, their iib).
As Huddleston & Pullum explain, ůŽǀĞ is a stative verb in the active and it retains this
stative meaning in the passive. What makes these distinctions especially difficult is
that the same form can be used in two different interpretations. In addition,
although a study by Toyota (2008: 17) suggests that the passive may have changed
from a mostly stative to a predominantly dynamic construction between OE and
PDE, it is not clear that this functional difference is relevant to the present study.
Most importantly, the choices that are relevant for information-structural purposes,
i.e. choices about the order of elements (:ŽŚŶǁĂƐŬŝůůĞĚďǇƚŚĞĐĂƚor dŚĞĐĂƚŬŝůůĞĚ
:ŽŚŶ) and the choice of subject, need to be made in all passives, whether they are
dynamic or stative.
Just as with the question as to what constitutes a real passive, there has been a
discussion about what constitutes a real agent phrase, because of a number of
factors. First, although it is always a prepositional phrase with ďǇ that encodes the
agent in PDE, it is not the case that all prepositional phrases with ďǇ in passives are
agents, as illustrated in (40).
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(40) If the Cardinals heed Manager Gene Mauch of the Phillies, they won’t be
misled by the Pirates’ slower start this season. [Brown Corpus]
(Birner & Ward 1998: 195, their 248b)
In fact, some ďǇͲphrases can be used in active clauses as well (tĞƚĂůŬĞĚďǇƉŚŽŶĞ͕
ŝďŝĚ͘). In addition, passive clauses may contain prepositional phrases which do not
start with ďǇ and which are not clearly agentive, but which can nevertheless be
translated into the subject of an active, as illustrated in the following examples.
(41) Abel was killed ŽƵƚŽĨŚĂƚĞ͘ 
(42) Abel was killed ǁŝƚŚĂũĂǁďŽŶĞ͘

> ,ĂƚĞkilled Abel.
Cause
хũĂǁďŽŶĞkilled Abel. Instrument
(Svartvik 1966: 103)

Finally, it was not until the EModE period that the ďǇ-phrase became the established
way to express the agent (see Moessner 1994). It could again be argued that only a
subclass of passives should be included in a corpus study, namely those with a ďǇͲ
phrase which represents a true agent. However, with respect to the informationstructural function, there is a similar argument as for the distinction between verbal
and adjectival passive: the considerations of word order and the choices that
speakers make are also present in passives with a non-agentive ďǇ-phrase. This
means that the best solution is to include all ďǇ-phrases that can be translated into
15
an acceptable passive, while they do not necessarily have to be agentive (cf. Birner
& Ward 1998: 195). In conclusion, most of the finer-grained contrasts for passives
and ďǇ-phrases are either not directly relevant for the present study, or are too finegrained for a diachronic corpus study.
2.3.2
The information-rearranging function of the passive
In addition to the patient promotion function of the passive, another function has
been identified for long passives, namely their ability to reorder arguments to
achieve a given-before-new order of information. As Siewierska (1984: 222)
explains, with reference to Halliday (1968), Chafe (1970), Hutchins (1975), Hinds
(1975) and Dik (1978), long passives allow for a given referent to occur as the
unmarked topic or theme in a sentence, and for a new referent to occur as the
information focus, an order of information which would be disrupted in the active
version of the same sentence. This widely discussed function has been further
substantiated for PDE with a corpus study by Birner (1996) and Birner & Ward
(1998), while Seoane (2000), with a similar type of corpus study, has shown that it is
already a function of the long passive in EModE.

15

This would be a reason to use the term ďǇ-phrase throughout, rather than the term agent phrase (cf.
Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 1428). However, because of the variation in prepositions in OE and ME, I will
use the term agent phrase for these periods.
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Present-day English: Birner & Ward (1998)
Birner & Ward (1998), based on Birner (1996), compare the information status of
the subject and the agent phrase and propose that the passive is regulated by a
relative information-structural constraint: the ďǇ-phrase must not be more given
(“more familiar”) than the subject. Their study is based on 200 ďǇ-phrase passives
from the Brown Corpus (Kucera & Francis 1967). The following examples from Birner
& Ward, one felicitous passive and one infelicitous passive, illustrate their basic
claim.
(43) a. The mayor’s present term of office expires Jan 1. ,ĞǁŝůůďĞƐƵĐĐĞĞĚĞĚďǇ
/ǀĂŶůůĞŶ:ƌ͙͘
b. Ivan Allen Jr. will take office Jan 1. #dŚĞŵĂǇŽƌǁŝůůďĞƐƵĐĐĞĞĚĞĚďǇŚŝŵ͘

(Birner & Ward: 1998: 200, their 253a-b)
In the first example, the subject ŚĞ is discourse-old, referring to ƚŚĞ ŵĂǇŽƌ in the
previous sentence. It is followed by a discourse-new ďǇ-phrase, ďǇ/ǀĂŶůůĞŶ:ƌ͘The
second example is problematic because the subject of the passive clause, ƚŚĞŵĂǇŽƌ͕
is discourse-new, while the information in the ďǇͲphrase is discourse-old, with Śŝŵ
referring back to /ǀĂŶůůĞŶ:ƌ͘ in the preceding sentence.
Birner & Ward use a binary distinction between discourse-old and discoursenew referents, based on whether or not these referents occur in the discourse
preceding the relevant sentence. Table 2.6 repeats the results of their study of the
discourse-status of subject and ďǇ-phrase in 200 long passives. It provides evidence
that three orders occur: old-before-new, new-new and old-old. There are no
exceptions to the constraint; that is, no examples like (43)b above. The table also
shows that the majority of the subjects and ďǇ-phrases in fact have a similar
discourse-familiarity (37.5% d-old/d-old and 18.5% d-new/d-new).
Table 2.6 ŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞͲ^ƚĂƚƵƐ ĂŶĚ WĂƐƐŝǀŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ (Birner & Ward 1998:
percentages mine)
Subject NP
D-Old
D-New
D-Old
37.5% (75)
0.0% (0)
By-phrase NP D-New
44.0% (88)
18.5% (37)
Total
81.5% (163)
18.5% (37)

201, their 4.1;

Total
37.5% (75)
62.5% (125)
100.0% (200)

Birner & Ward make two further points with respect to the function of the passive
which are relevant to the corpus studies in this thesis. First, they state that it is
discourse-familiarity, and not hearer-familiarity, that is relevant, meaning that the
knowledge of a hearer of a referent (such as /ǀĂŶůůĞŶ:ƌ͘ in example (43)) does not
count, but only the occurrence of a referent in the discourse. Second, Birner & Ward
propose that the passive has a linking function, by having a subject which refers
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back, i.e. connects, to the previous discourse (cf. the topicalization function
described above). There is only one type of exception to this ‘linking function’,
namely those passives which have a new subject and a new ďǇ-phrase, as in the
following example.
(44) An alert 10-year-old safety patrol boy was congratulated by police today for
his part in obtaining a reckless driving conviction against a youthful motorist.
[…] [Brown Corpus]
(Birner & Ward 1998: 204, their 257)
Sentences like these usually occur in the beginning of a discourse, where it is more
likely that all information in the sentence is new: the function is to introduce the
discourse, rather than continue the discourse (cf. Lambrecht’s event-reporting
sentences, 1994: 124). What these examples illustrate most importantly is that
there is no absolute requirement that the subject of the passive be given.
In short, Birner & Ward’s study provides corpus evidence for the function of
the long passive as creating or maintaining a given-before-new order of information.
Interestingly, there are no exceptions in their database. It is also relevant to note
that most of their examples consist of sentences where the subject and ďǇ-phrase
have an equal discourse-familiarity, which means that there is no relative ordering in
those examples. Finer-grained distinctions in information status may be able to shed
more light on this.
Early Modern English: Seoane (2000, 2006)
Seoane (2000, 2006) proves that information rearranging is also a valid
characterization of the function of long passives in EModE. In the majority of
examples in her study, based on a corpus spanning 1420-1710, the passive obeys
the same given-before-new constraint as shown by Birner & Ward (1998). Like
Birner & Ward, Seoane uses a binary distinction between given and new, but unlike
Birner & Ward, she bases her two categories not only on discourse occurrence but
also on what Birner & Ward call ‘hearer-familiarity’. Table 2.7 repeats her results,
which show that all orders occur, but that there is a clear majority (96.4%) for the
orders which also occurred in Birner & Ward study: given-new, given-given and newnew.
Table 2.7 /ŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ĐŽŶǀĞǇĞĚ ďǇ ƚŚĞ ƐƵďũĞĐƚ ĂŶĚ ĂŐĞŶƚ ŝŶ ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ ĐůĂƵƐĞƐ
(adapted from Seoane 2006: 378)
Subject NP
Given
New
Total
Given
8.1% (36)
3.6% (16)
11.8% (52)
By-phrase NP New
64.3% (283)
23.8% (105)
88.2% (388)
Total
72.5% (319)
27.5% (121)
100.0% (440)
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Interestingly, in contrast to Birner & Ward’s study, Seoane’s database contains a
number of examples which do not follow the constraint: 16 examples (3.6%) have a
new-given order. It is unfortunate that Seoane does not comment on these
examples in her article, because they could provide an interesting insight into how
the constraint may be different in EModE from how it is in PDE. Specifically, it could
provide an answer to the question whether these examples are really to be
considered exceptions or whether the given-before-new principle is as yet less
strongly present in EModE. What she does provide as an interesting example is (45),
in which the patient-subject follows rather than precedes the agent ďǇ-phrase. In
other words, the argument-rearranging function of the passive is undone, as it were,
by the change in word order.
(45) ǇŚƵƌĞƊĞĚĞǁĞůůŝƐƉƵƚƚŝŶŐƌĞƚĚƌĞĚĞ͘
(QM3/4_IR_SERM_ROYAL:176; Seoane 2006: 379, her 14)
Nevertheless, as Seoane argues, this example provides additional evidence for the
relevance of the information-structural constraint, because the ďǇ-phrase is in this
example the more given referent. In these cases, then, the ďǇ-phrase provides the
link to the preceding discourse, functioning as a local anchor (see Los & Dreschler
16
2012).
While Seoane (2000, 2006) uses a binary given/new distinction, in a follow-up
study, Seoane (2012) compares two different ways of annotating givenness in long
passives, roughly corresponding to Birner & Ward’s discourse-familiarity and hearerfamiliarity. 17 The first approach used by Seoane measures the distance from a
referent to its antecedent in the text, based primarily on work by Givón (1983, 1990)
and Toole (1996); the second approach is based on Prince’s (1981, 1992)
classification scheme, which determines the cognitive availability of referents to the
hearer based both on the text and on world knowledge. Seoane concludes that
Prince’s approach can describe the cognitive accessibility of referents more
precisely, something which is however inherent in the approach, especially when it
18
is compared to an approach like Givón’s, which considers fewer variables. In
comparing the two approaches, she unfortunately does not address the question
whether the rearranging function of the passive builds on discourse-familiarity or
hearer-familiarity. Her data do suggest, nevertheless, that something may be gained
from looking at finer-grained distinctions of givenness.

16

What Seoane (2006) also provides is an analysis of other aspects said to be related to information
status; she finds that weight influences occurrence of long passives (not surprising since weight and
information status are generally assumed to be related), but animacy and semantic roles do not.
17
Seoane’s study is based on 100 long passives from Early Modern English (Helsinki Corpus, 1500-1710),
Late Modern English (ARCHER, 1650-1900), and PDE (FLOB, early 1990s).
18
Seoane does not take into account anchors (as ŚŝƐin ŚŝƐŵŽŶĞǇ) as discourse links, something which
other scales do (for instance, Birner & Ward’s discourse-old category), so this may affect the results.
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In conclusion, both for EModE and for PDE there exists evidence from corpus
studies that the long passive functions is an information-rearranging device, by
reordering arguments to achieve a given-before-new order of information. While
the constraint seems to exist in roughly the same way in EModE and PDE, no such
account exists for OE, and most of the studies have used coarse-grained
information-structural categories while finer-grained distinctions may provide more
insight into the aspects of the constraint, especially when it needs to be compared
to the information-structural functions of V2.
2.3.3
A Minimalist analysis of the passive
This section presents an analysis of the passive within a Minimalist model of syntax.
The analysis presented in this section builds on the similarities between passives,
unaccusatives and middles, in a way that captures their shared property of lacking
an external argument which expresses the thematic role of agent. The analysis of
the special passives—prepositional, recipient, ECM—will be left to Chapter 3, where
I discuss the analysis for each of the passives and identify the change that occurred
in ME to make these passives possible.
An important first decision with respect to the syntactic analysis of the passive
is whether the external argument—the subject in the active, which is left out in the
passive or expressed as an adjunct PP—is initially merged or not. In other words,
does the passive in (46)a start out with the same arguments as the active, as in
(46)b, with a deletion of the agent in the process of the derivation, or is the agent
argument not merged in the structure, as in (46)c?
(46) a. Sagan was beaten in the sprint on the Mall.
b. Kittel beat Sagan in the sprint on the Mall.
c. [e] beat Sagan in the sprint on the Mall.
In the earliest version of generative grammar, the derivation of the passive was
based on a full symmetry between active and passive: Chomsky’s (1957)
Transformational Rewrite Rule simply took an active sentence with subject and
object and rewrote it as a passive (1957: 42-43, 78-81). In Government & Binding,
the standard analysis of the passive (Chomsky 1981; Jaeggli 1989, Baker, Johnson &
Roberts 1989) made a similar decision of base-generating the external argument,
but in a crucially different way: the passive suffix ͶĞŶ was itself analysed as an
ĂƌŐƵŵĞŶƚĂŶĚŝƚĂĐƚƐĂƐƚŚĞĞǆƚĞƌŶĂůĂƌŐƵŵĞŶƚ͕ŝŶƚŚĂƚŝƚŝƐĂƐƐŝŐŶĞĚƚŚĞĂŐĞŶƚɽ-role.
dŚĞ ĞǆƚĞƌŶĂů ĂƌŐƵŵĞŶƚ ŝŶ ƚƵƌŶ ĂƐƐŝŐŶƐ ƚŚĞ ĂŐĞŶƚ ɽ-role to the ďǇ-phrase (so
technically, the real external argument), through a chain which does not trigger
movement. In other words, while the derivation of the passive is crucially different
from that of the active from the start, what is similar in active and passive is the
generation of the external argument in both versions, the processes of assignment
ŽĨɽ-roles and checking of Case .
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Working in a Minimalist model, Collins (2005) returns to Chomsky’s original
rewrite rule, in that he proposes that the positions for initial merge of the external
and internal argument should be similar in the active and passive: the external
argument is merged in Spec,ǀP and the internal argument is merged in the
complement-of-sƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶ͘ůƚŚŽƵŐŚŽůůŝŶƐŝŶŝƚŝĂůůǇƉŽƐƚƵůĂƚĞƐƚŚĂƚƚŚĞɽ-role of the
ďǇ-phrase is checked in Spec,ǀP, he ultimately proposes that this checking takes
place in an additional projection on top of the ǀP (called VoiceP). Collins gives two
arguments for his proposal to merge the external argument in the passive just as it is
merged in the passive. Firstly, he argues against deriving the passive in a crucially
different way from the active. In Government & Binding terms, this violates Baker’s
(1988) Uniformity of Theta-Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH) and a similar principle
ŚŽůĚƐŝŶDŝŶŝŵĂůŝƐŵ͗ɽ-role assignment is configuraƚŝŽŶĂů͕ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐƚŚĂƚĂƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐɽrole is associated with a specific syntactic position (2005: 83-84). Secondly, a similar
initial merge in active and passive clauses captures the observed symmetry between
active and passive: selectional restrictions found in the active can be copied in the
passive without additional stipulations, cf. Ύ:ŽŚŶ ĨƌŝŐŚƚĞŶƐ ƐŝŶĐĞƌŝƚǇ and Ύ^ŝŶĐĞƌŝƚǇ
ǁĂƐĨƌŝŐŚƚĞŶĞĚďǇ:ŽŚŶ (84), an argument which was already presented by Chomsky
(1957).
There are, however, several considerations that raise questions for such a strict
symmetry between active and passive. Firstly, the symmetry between passive and
active is by no means complete, as we have already seen in Section 2.3.2.1, which
means symmetry accounts need to explain such exceptions. Secondly, the accounts
above only succeed in making the derivation similar in ƐŽŵĞƌĞƐƉĞĐƚƐ͗ǁŚŝůĞɽ-role
assignment in both Baker et al.’s and Collins’s analysis is similar in passive and active,
the derivations are not completely similar and specific operations are necessary to
derive the passive and ensure that the ďǇͲƉŚƌĂƐĞ ƌĞĐĞŝǀĞƐ ƚŚĞ ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ ɽ-role.
Thirdly, with respect to the selectional requirements, it is not the case that only an
identical derivation can express these similarities. In particular, we need to consider
the existence of verb alternations, such as the pair in (47), and more generally, the
fact that verbs can be used with different complementation patterns, as illustrated
in (48).
(47) a. He opened the door.
b. The door opened.
(48) a. He made a cake.
b. We made him president.
Specifically, the transitive/intransitive pair in (47)a and b shows that thematic roles
of specific arguments can be maintained even if no completely similar initial
structure is assumed—ƚŚĞĚŽŽƌ is in both cases thematically the internal argument
of ŽƉĞŶͶwhile (48)a and b show that verbs can more generally be used with
different argument structures; no separate operations are usually assumed for these
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alternations. In configurational approaches (cf. Hale & Keyser 1993, 2002), these
differences are accounted for by stating that the semantic relations are expressed
based on the position in which arguments are merged. Considering the existence of
such alternations, it seems unclear why the passive/active alternation is treated
differently by assuming that they start out as identical structures.
An alternative which allows for a view of the passive as an independent
structure instead of a derived active is provided by accounts such as Marantz (1984),
Kratzer (1996) and Embick (2004). These authors propose that that the external
argument is not initially merged in the passive, following a long-standing tradition of
analysis for unaccusatives and middles (e.g. Hale & Keyser 1993, 2002). Generally
speaking, these accounts postulate that no external argument is merged in Spec,ǀP
and that in the absence of an external argument the internal argument moves to the
subject position.
The possibility for clauses to be merged without an external argument has
generally been used in the literature to account for transitive/intransitive verb
alternations (see Hale and Keyser 1993, 2002, Levin & Rappoport Hovav 1995 and
references cited there). Levin & Rappoport Hovav (1995) build on the Unaccusative
Hypothesis, first proposed by Perlmutter (1978) and later adapted by Burzio (1981),
which divides the class of intransitives into two categories: unergatives and
unaccusatives. Unergatives, such as ƐůĞĞƉ͕ take a single external argument, while
unaccusatives, such as ĐŽŵĞ͕ take a single internal argument. In both cases, this
single argument subsequently moves to the surface subject position. Hale and
Keyser (2002) extend this type of analysis to the analysis of other
transitive/intransitive alternations, such as in (49)a and (49)b.
(49) a. The cold turned the leaves red.
b. The leaves turned red.
Figure 2.5 Structure of transitive verb (Hale & Keyser 2002)

Figure 2.6 Structure of intransitive verb (Hale & Keyser 2002)
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The basic structure for both verb types is similar: a verb ƚƵƌŶ and an Adjective
Phrase ƌĞĚ͘ In the transitive version, (49)a, the verb structure has an additional
verbal layer which means it takes another specifier—the external argument dŚĞ
ĐŽůĚ. This external argument becomes the grammatical subject of the clause; in
(49)b this is the internal argument. As Hallman & Kalluli (2013: 3) point out, this
configurational view of unaccusatives and transitivity alternations conforms closely
ƚŽĂŬĞƌ͛Ɛ;ϭϵϴϴͿhd,͕ŝŶƚŚĂƚɽ-roles are assigned to positions under a structural
configuration.
Several authors—such as Ahn & Sailor (to appear), Embick (2004b)—have
proposed a similar analysis for the passive: no external argument is merged, and as a
consequence the internal argument becomes the grammatical subject. Ahn & Sailor
use this type of analysis to account for middles such as dŚŝƐƉŝĞďĂŬĞƐĞĂƐŝůǇ, in which
the verb also only takes an internal argument (see Chapter 6, Section 6.4.1). Building
on these principles, Figure 2.7 provides the basic analysis of the passive which will
be used in this thesis.
Figure 2.7 Derivation of the passive

In this analysis, the internal argument is merged in the complement-of-V position,
and no external argument is merged in Spec,vP. Because the subject position needs
to be filled, the internal argument moves to Spec,TP. Under standard assumptions
(cf. Chomsky 1995), the lexical verb (in this case, the participle) moves to ǀ͘ Note
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that I assume that the auxiliary is merged in T (cf. Biberauer & Roberts 2005) and
that there is no separate projection for the participle (cf. Collins who proposes a
PartP as the complement of ǀ͕in turn taking a VP as its complement).
Having decided on this basic analysis which assumes that no external argument
is merged in the passive, there are three issues that still need to be resolved: (i) how
is the lack of an external argument accounted for? (ii) why does the internal
argument move to subject position? and (iii) how does the ďǇ-phrase receive its
ĂŐĞŶƚɽ-role if it is not related to the external argument in the active?
Until now, I have simply assumed that the external argument is not merged,
but the question is how exactly to account for this alternation in structural terms. In
addition, the analysis should also account for the differences between passives,
middles and unaccusatives, because while they may share the lack of an external
argument, they are still clearly different constructions, most noticeably in the
morphology and the possibility of expressing an agent. There are broadly speaking
two types of proposals in the literature which can be used to formalize a structure
which lacks an external argument: using either a VoiceP or little ǀ as the locus of the
passive/active alternation.
The first approach is to assume a VoiceP—first proposed by Kratzer (1996)—on
top of ǀP, which determines the type of clause. In some proposals this VoiceP is
simply assumed and used as a landing site for elements, while no further
explanation is provided for how it determines the nature of the clause. Collins
(2005), for instance, makes use of such a VoiceP, but in a very basic way: his use of
the VoiceP is based on evidence that there is a VoiceP in Kiswahili, as shown by
Hinnebusch & Mirza (1998:111), which he assumes to be evidence for the existence
of a VoiceP in Universal Grammar (UG). He then uses the VoiceP as a landing site for
the passive participle and as the original merge position for ďǇ͕but does not address
the issue of how the VoiceP determines the passive character of the clause. Other
approaches provide a more articulate characterization of the VoiceP and how it is
involved in the formation of the passive. Ahn & Sailor (to appear) propose that the
head Voice can be either [Active], [Middle] or [Passive]. The features on these
different types of head determine whether a sentence is active, passive or middle.
Specifically, if there is no feature for the selection of an external argument—as in
the passive and middle—no external argument is merged. The problem of using
VoiceP is that it assumes an additional projection, which does not, in all of these
accounts, have a specific function other than stipulating the type of clause. In
addition, it is not obvious that it is necessary to assume a VoiceP for active clauses.
More problematically, if an active clause is said to trigger the presence of an
external argument, then this account does not lend itself well to accounting for
unaccusatives in a way that is similar to the derivation of passives.
A different type of approach is presented by the so-called ‘flavours-of-v’
approaches (cf. Folli & Harley 2005), following work, such as Chomsky (1995), that
attributes a central role to ǀ in determining the type of clause. Alexiadou &
Anagnostopoulou (2004), summarizing earlier work, list several properties of ǀ, such
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as the presence of ǀ in transitive and unaccusative clauses. Two crucial properties
for the present analysis are first, that the features on ǀ are responsible for the
“licensing and interpretation of external arguments”, and second, that the
introduction of an external argument by ǀ is optional (2004: 119). As Alexiadou &
Anagnostopoulou point out, the features on ǀ combined with the presence or
absence of an external argument determine the difference between a range of verb
types: transitive, passives, reflexives and unaccusatives (ŝďŝĚ͘). In other words, ǀ
determines whether an external argument is present and also determines the
19
interpretation of this external argument when it is. In other proposals, these
features have been specified further. For instance, Embick (2004) adds a further
distinction between unaccusative and passives: he proposes a feature for a proposal
of an AG (agent) feature, which is present in passives but not in unaccusatives and
which gives passives the agentive “flavour” (in Hallmann & Kalluli’s 2013 words) that
unaccusatives lack.
Both the so-called flavours-of-ǀ (see Folli & Harley 2005) and the VoiceP
approach allow for the analysis of the passive in which an external argument is not
present, but the flavours-of-ǀ approach presents a more insightful relation between
passives, unaccusatives and middles, without the need for additional projections,
20
instead using features. There is one aspect that the flavours-of-ǀ approach does
not immediately account for, namely the morphological differences between the
passive and unaccusatives. Again, this is something that can be assumed to be
determined by the feature specifications on ǀ͘ For ease of representation, I will not
specify in detail the features and subheads involved, which means that in the
following chapters I will abstract away from the details of the analysis. It is
interesting in this respect that Embick (1998, as quoted by Alexiadou &
Anagnostopoulou 2004) proposes that the difference between actives and passives
is a morphological difference that does not need to be represented in the syntax.
The second question is why the internal argument moves to subject position.
Most early proposals within the Government and Binding framework formalize this
in terms of Case. Following Burzio’s Generalization (1986), the patient DP cannot be
assigned Case within the VP (cf. also Chomsky 1981: 124), and so it needs to be
assigned case in a different position. This is why the internal argument moves to the
subject position (Spec,IP or SpecTP, depending on whether or not a split-IP analysis
is used, cf. Pollock 1989), where it is assigned Nominative Case (Chomsky 1981,
Baker, Johnson & Roberts 1989).
19

In fact, Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou themselves propose a Voice head inside the ǀP (but crucially not
a full VoiceP).
20
Hallmann & Kalluli (2013) distinguish between two types of approaches: a feature approach on the one
hand and a configurational approach on the other. The analysis presented here combines the two: it is
partly configurational, building on the original positions of arguments, but also uses features to allow for
different types of clauses. In my opinion, the two approaches do not contradict each other, but instead,
the feature-approach provides a formalization of the assumptions or stipulations of a configurational
approach, and in addition, allows for finer-grained distinctions in describing the type of clause.
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In Minimalism, following the Probe-Goal-Agree system (cf. Section 1.3), the
motivation for movement has changed from the Case-related principles in
Government & Binding to the existence of an EPP-feature which triggers movement.
Rather than starting from the object DP which needs to be assigned Case, it is T that
ƐƚĂƌƚƐůŽŽŬŝŶŐ;WƌŽďŝŶŐͿĨŽƌĂ'ŽĂů;ǁŝƚŚŵĂƚĐŚŝŶŐĂƐĞĂŶĚɽ-features) lower down
the derivation. T has an EPP feature, which essentially means that the clause needs
to have a subject (cf. the original Extended Projection Principle, Chomsky 1981). The
presence of an EPP-feature on T means that once an Agree relation between Probe
and Goal has been established on the relevant features—i.e. valued and unvalued
features on both heads which match—movement of the relevant DP to the specifier
of T is triggered, movement which would not take place in the EPP feature was not
present. When we consider the initial derivation of the passive as proposed here,
the absence of an external argument means that the patient-DP in the complementof-V position is the closest available argument to satisfy T's EPP, and in many cases
the only argument. Compare the active and passive in Figure 2.8 and 2.9.
Figure 2.8. Derivation of active

Figure 2.9. Derivation of passive

In this Minimalist configuration, Case only plays a limited role in that the object has
Case features which need to be valued. This valuing can take place under an Agree
relation, but it does not necessarily lead to movement. It is only because T has an
EPP-feature that movement takes place (for a more detailed account of the features
involved in the formation of a passive, see Platzack 2005).
The final question is how the ďǇ-ƉŚƌĂƐĞ ƌĞĐĞŝǀĞƐ ŝƚƐ ĂŐĞŶƚ ɽͲrole if it is not
related to the external argument in the active. In other words, if it is assumed that
ƚŚĞĂŐĞŶƚɽ-role is not assigned in the passive, then how can a ďǇ-phrase have this
ɽͲrole? The first thing to note in this respect is that the derivation of the ďǇ-phrase
ĂŶĚ ŝƚƐ ɽ-role is a problem for the accounts which assume that the external
ĂƌŐƵŵĞŶƚ͕ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐƚŚĞĂŐĞŶƚɽ-role, are merged. For instance, in Baker, Johnson &
ZŽďĞƌƚƐ͛;ϭϵϴϵͿĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ͕ƚŚĞɽͲrole is assigned to the morphology, theͶĞŶsuffix on
the past participle. They then need an additional operation to ensure that it ends up
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on the ďǇ-phrase, which they do by stating that a chain is established between ͲĞŶ
and the ďǇ-ƉŚƌĂƐĞĂŶĚƚŚĂƚďǇǀŝƌƚƵĞŽĨƚŚĂƚ͕ƚŚĞɽͲrole is assigned to the ďǇ-phrase.
Collins’s account, which entails that the ďǇ-phrase is merged in Spec,ǀP is not
without problems either, most notably that of how a prepositional phrase can be
merged in Spec,ǀP and how it can subsequently move to its surface position in the
sentence. Collins proposes that ďǇ is in the head of Voice, which is on top of the vP
and ďǇchecks the case of the DP in Spec,vP (2005: 95).
Following the analysis that no external argument is merged in the initial
ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞĂŶĚƚŚĂƚŶŽɽ-role is assigned or needs to be assigned, I will assume that
ďǇ-phrases are interpreted as having an agent role by a default process that
interprets all prepositional phrases, in all types of clauses, in relation to the verb,
including non-agentive adjuncts. The lack of an external argument in the initial
structure means that other options will never be straightforward, but there are
additional reasons why such an analysis is not an undesirable option. We have seen
in Section 2.3.2.1 that the semantics of ďǇ-phrases, as well as their structural
relation to the verb, are complicated, witness the fact that there are prepositional
phrases that are not necessarily agents but still bear a close relation to the verb. In
addition, the agent phrase is absent in the vast majority of passives, and in some
cases is simply said to be an adjunct, in which case an analysis similar to adjuncts
seems fitting.
In this section I have outlined an analysis of the passive which builds on the
assumption that the external argument is not merged in passive clauses, something
which passives have in common with unaccusatives and middles. The consequence
of this is that the internal argument is the only remaining DP in the derivation which
can move to Spec,TP to satisfy the EPP-feature on T—or in other words, to fulfil the
requirement that every clause needs a grammatical subject. I have further proposed
analysing the passive within a flavours-of-ǀ approach, where the features on ǀ
determine the presence or absence of an external argument and possibly the
agentive reading of passives which unaccusatives lack. Finally, I have proposed that
the ďǇ-phrase in the passive—if present—behaves syntactically like an adjunct and
should be represented in the derivation as such.
2.3.4
Summary and conclusions
This section has aimed to define several key properties of the passive, in order to
understand both its structure and its function. What we have seen is that the
passive is best described on the basis of its formal properties and most easily
understood in relation to corresponding active clauses. At the same time, we have
seen that there is not always a direct relation between active and passive, and that
syntactically, the passive is not a derived form of the active, but similar to
unaccusatives in that it lacks an external argument in the initial derivation. Most
importantly, the syntactic properties of the passive—its ability to rearrange
arguments from how they are ordered in the active, and its ability to place a nonagent (syntactically, an internal argument) in subject position—allow it to be used
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for two specific information-structural purposes: (i) placing topical information in
the preferred or unmarked position for topical information; (ii) reordering
arguments so that an given-before-new order of information is achieved. These two
properties make the passive a relevant alternative to V2 in performing similar
functions, and a likely candidate to take over some of these functions as V2 is lost.

Section 2.4

Operationalizing information-rearranging functions

The information-structural relation between V2 and the passive as identified in the
previous section builds on their shared ability to reorder arguments in the sentence,
which can be used for two information-structural purposes: (i) reordering
arguments to achieve an unmarked given-before-new order of information—subject
and ďǇ-phrase in the case of the long passive, and object/PP and subject in the case
of V2; and (ii) placing topical or given information in initial position, which is the
unmarked and preferred position for this type of information—the subject in the
passive, and the object, PP, and possibly the subject, in V2 clauses. Until now we
have been assuming a working version of these given-before-new and given-first
principles; this section aims to define the relevant notions in more detail. Most
importantly, it aims to answer the question how givenness should be understood—
as referentiality or cognitive accessibility—and how for other constructions the
observations on the use of particular clause types have been translated into
information-structural functions, thus providing a model for determining the
function of V2 and passive throughout the history of English in the following
chapters. Finally, it reviews earlier corpus studies and their annotation schemes in
order to establish which information statuses are necessary to include in the corpus
studies.
2.4.1
Given-before-new as the unmarked order of information
The function of reordering information to achieve an unmarked given-before-new
order of information or to put the most given information in initial position can be
defined in different ways, most notably based on whether givenness is purely a
textual notion, or whether it should be taken to represent speaker’s and hearer’s
knowledge. In addition, givenness is closely related to other information-structural
notions, such as topic and theme, and these notions may or may not function
independently of each other. This section presents a definition of the given-beforenew principle as it will be used in the following chapters and addresses how the
notion of markedness plays a role in the given-before-new principle.
The given-before-new principle
The observation that given information tends to precede new information is by no
accounts a recent one, with early formulations going back to the beginning of the
twentieth century (e.g. Behaghel 1909, 1932 and Mathesius 1928). The observations
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about this order of information in the sentence have become part of the study of
what is referred to as information structure, or information-packaging. An oftencited definition of information structure is that of Prince (1981), who uses the term
information packaging, earlier coined by Chafe (1976):
… the crucial aspect [of given-new distinctions] seems to be the tailoring of an
utterance by a sender to meet the particular assumed needs of the intended
receiver. That is, information packaging in natural language reflects the
sender’s hypotheses about the receiver’s assumptions and beliefs and
strategies.
(Prince 1981: 224)
The important aspects of Prince’s definition are the interaction between sender and
receiver, and the fact that this interaction is inherently unbalanced (crucially
different from, say, a syntactic construction), because from the beginning it is based
on assumptions from the sender.
What has often been noted in these studies on information structure is a series
of dichotomies: a division of the sentence into two parts, generally considered in
terms of their order with respect to each other. Kruijff-Korbayová & Steedman
(2003: 254) provide a detailed schematic overview of the dichotomies in the
literature from the early twentieth century onwards (Russel 1905, Mathesius 1929)
and how the notions used in these works—for example, topic/focus,
topic/comment, theme/rheme—relate to each other. The first widely used
dichotomy concerns the relations between parts of the sentence, with terms being
used such as theme/rheme (e.g. Mathesius 1928, Firbas 1966, Halliday 1967) or
ground/topic (Vallduví 1990). For example, theme is defined as the ‘point of
departure’, to which information is added, the rheme (e.g. Firbas 1966, Halliday
1967, 2004). Although theme is not always defined in terms of the order of
elements in the sentence, it is often the case that the theme precedes the rheme.
The notions of theme/rheme are related to Lambrecht’s (1994) use of the terms
topic/focus, where the topic is understood as the part of the sentence or the
referent about which something is added, and focus represents what is added about
the topic, either new information or the establishment of a new relation (1994:
207).
The second widely used dichotomy is given/new, which considers the status of
individual referents in the sentence, with the observation that given information
tends to precede new information (e.g. Halliday 1967, Chafe 1976, Prince 1981,
Gundel 1988). As an illustration of what this ordering principle looks like in a text,
consider the following opening sentences of a newspaper article.
(50) a. The former professional Michael Boogerd, one of the Netherlands’ most
popular riders, has admitted doping for a decade during his career.
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b. Boogerd says he used the banned blood booster EPO, cortisone and, late
in his career, blood transfusions.
c. The confession, in an interview with the national broadcaster NOS being
aired on Wednesday, came after several reports linked the former Rabobank
rider to doping practices.
(www.guardian.co.uk, 6 March 2013)
The first sentence, (50)a, by virtue of being discourse-initial, presents new
information, with both the subject dŚĞĨŽƌŵĞƌƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂůDŝĐŚĂĞůŽŽŐĞƌĚ͕ŽŶĞŽĨ
ƚŚĞ EĞƚŚĞƌůĂŶĚƐΖ ŵŽƐƚ ƉŽƉƵůĂƌ ƌŝĚĞƌƐ and the clausal complement ĚŽƉŝŶŐ ĨŽƌ Ă
ĚĞĐĂĚĞ being new to the discourse—and considering this is an article in a British
paper about a Dutch cyclist, quite plausibly new to the reader. Note that the subject,
DŝĐŚĂĞůŽŽŐĞƌĚ͕has several modifiers to anchor the referent to information that is
more accessible to the reader. The second sentence, (50)b, starts with ŽŽŐĞƌĚ͕
who is by now given information͕and continues with another clausal complement,
which adds new information to the story; it further specifies the previously
mentioned ĚŽƉŝŶŐ with new-to-the-discourse substances: ŚĞƵƐĞĚƚŚĞďĂŶŶĞĚďůŽŽĚ
ďŽŽƐƚĞƌWK͕ĐŽƌƚŝƐŽŶĞĂŶĚ͕ůĂƚĞŝŶŚŝƐĐĂƌĞĞƌ͕ďůŽŽĚƚƌĂŶƐĨƵƐŝŽŶƐ͘ The last sentence,
(50)c, again starts with old information, ƚŚĞĐŽŶĨĞƐƐŝŽŶ͕which is given in this context
by virtue of being linked to the verb ĂĚŵŝƚƚĞĚin the first sentence, while both the
adjunct PP ŝŶ ĂŶ ŝŶƚĞƌǀŝĞǁ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞ ŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů ďƌŽĂĚĐĂƐƚĞƌ EK^ ďĞŝŶŐ ĂŝƌĞĚ ŽŶ
tĞĚŶĞƐĚĂǇ and the complement PP ĂĨƚĞƌ ƐĞǀĞƌĂů ƌĞƉŽƌƚƐ ůŝŶŬĞĚ ƚŚĞ ĨŽƌŵĞƌ
ZĂďŽďĂŶŬ ƌŝĚĞƌ ƚŽ ĚŽƉŝŶŐ ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƐ represent new information. In all but the first
sentence, then, the given information occurs clause-initially, while the new
information which is added to the speaker’s knowledge occurs clause-finally. This
has the effect that the order in these sentences is given-before-new. Even the first
sentence shows this, with the cyclist being the more accessible information and the
confession that he has doped the new information (literally the ‘news’ in this case).
A definition of givenness
Givenness itself has been defined in different ways, partly due to the different
purposes of each account which deals with givenness; for instance, some accounts
use givenness to establish the relative order of elements in the discourse (Birner &
Ward 1998), while others try to establish the relation between givenness and other
information-structural notions, such as topicality (Lambrecht 1994), or
morphological forms (Gundel, Hedberg and Zacharski 1993). Simplifying some of the
contrasts, this section highlights two types of approaches to givenness, which may
both be the type of givenness that characterizes the information-structural
functions of the passive and V2: one that focuses on the familiarity of a referent
based on text and context (e.g. Prince 1981), and another that focuses on the
degree of accessibility (e.g. Gundel et al. 1993, Lambrecht 1994).
The first type of approach focuses on different ways in which referents become
accessible for the hearer, based both on the discourse itself and the wider context.
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Given referents in this view are understood to be known to the reader or, in other
words, referents for which a mental representation exists in the reader’s mind. Most
of these approaches focus on a binary distinction between given or new, although
many of them also recognize an additional middle category of information which is
not strictly speaking given but still somehow familiar for the hearer. Prince (1981)
calls this type of givenness “shared knowledge” or “assumed familiarity”, referring
to Kuno (1979) and Clark & Haviland (1977), and she defines it as follows: “The
speaker assumes that the hearer “knows,” assumes, or can infer a particular thing
(but is not necessarily thinking about it)” (1981: 230). Lambrecht (1994) uses the
term “identifiability”, for which he gives a definition which is similar to Prince’s
definition for “assumed familiarity”: “the speaker’s assessment of whether a
discourse representation of a particular referent is already stored in the hearer’s
mind, or not” (1994: 76). Prince points out that it is not relevant whether the
information is mentioned in the discourse or whether it is only inferred from the
context (1981: 231). This does not just apply to deictic references to the situation,
but also to concepts or people that the speaker assumes that the reader knows. The
following examples illustrate some of these categories.
(51) a. Have you heard from Jane-Carol recently?
b. We got some beer out of the trunk and it was warm.
c. Where were your grandparents born?
(Prince 1981: 231, her 18a-c)
In example (51)a, the question can only be felicitous when :ĂŶĞͲĂƌŽů is known to
both speaker and hearer, while (51)b is an example of a referent which is newly
introduced to the discourse and which can then be referred back to in the following
clause. Example (51)c, finally, shows a referent which is linked: the speaker may not
know the hearer’s grandparents, but the anchor ǇŽƵ and the knowledge that
everyone has grandparents (even though they may be dead), together make the
sentence felicitous. When this type of approach is applied to corpus studies (see e.g.
Prince 1981, 1992, and Birner 2006), the main goal lies in establishing the different
ways in which something becomes familiar or identifiable. Section 2.4.3 explains the
annotation practices in more detail.
The second type of approach to givenness is represented by models that focus
on the “saliency”, “predictability” or “activation” of a particular referent. These
models do not make a binary distinction between given and new, but define
givenness as a scalar notion and aim to capture the extent or degree to which a
referent is accessible. Givenness-as-saliency is defined by Prince (1981)—with
reference to Chafe (1976)—as follows: “The speaker assumes that the hearer has or
could appropriately have some particular thing/entity/ . . . in his/her
CONSCIOUSNESS at the time of hearing the utterance.” (1981: 228). Prince adds that
a referent can only be given if it has been explicitly present in the discourse before.
In this approach, then, a referent cannot be given only on the basis of presence in
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the hearer’s mind at a random point in time. Lambrecht (1994) uses the term
“activation” for a similar notion, following Chafe’s (1987) definition: “the speaker’s
assessment of the status of the representation of an identifiable referent” (1987:
76). These methods which aim to establish the degree of givenness often use this
scale to relate it to other aspects of the discourse. Lambrecht (1994), for instance,
uses his notion of activation as the basis for his Topic Acceptability Scale, which
expresses the degree to which a referent is acceptable as an aboutness topic in the
following sentence. To give an example, a referent which is active—i.e. “in focus of
consciousness”—is most acceptable as a topic because it is easy to process, while a
completely new element (brand-new unanchored) requires considerable effort: a
referent first has to be established before something can be said about it, otherwise
the hearer cannot process the message (1994: 94). When these scalar types of
approaches are applied to corpora (e.g. Gundel et al. 1993, Ariel 1988 & Givón
1983), the main goal is to establish the ĚĞŐƌĞĞ of givenness, based on scales of
accessibility; see Section 2.4.3 for a more detailed description of the annotation
practices.
We have seen in the discussion on V2 and the passive in the previous sections
that both types of givenness have been used to describe (part of) their informationstructural function: the distinction between subject positions seems to build on
shared knowledge, as do the topicalizing function of the passive and Seoane’s work
on the long passive in EModE; Birner & Ward (1998), however, describe the
rearranging function of the long passive in PDE specifically in terms of discourseoldness, and the local anchoring function defined by Los (2012) and Los & Dreschler
(2012) also builds on the notion of (short) discourse links. This means that in
describing the overlap between the information-structural function of these clause
types, it is important to consider both interpretations of givenness, but consider
them separately, in order to determine the effect of each.
The relation between givenness and other information-structural notions
Given referents share properties with other information-structural notions such as
theme and topic and syntactic notions such as the subject, with the result that
givenness has often been equated with these notions. While the correlations are
clear, however, in most cases these relations are only the effect of the notions often
occurring together.
First, givenness has often been equated with theme, a term which is defined by
Halliday (1967: 212) as “what comes first in the clause”. With given-before-new as
the general order of information in the sentence, the two notions necessarily often
coincide. Nevertheless, the two concepts are not similar, as Halliday explains:
“[W]hile 'given' means 'what you were talking about' (or 'what I was talking about
before'), 'theme' means 'what I am talking about' (or 'what I am talking about now');
and […] the two do not necessarily coincide.” (212). In other words, where given
information refers back to what has been said before, theme is forward-looking. In
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addition, there exist examples which show that ‘what comes first’ does not have to
be given; an example is the topicalized object in (52).
(52) FIFTY SIX HUNDRED DOLLARS we raised yesterday. 21
(Lambrecht 1994: 295)
The initial element here, i.e. the theme, is new information. It seems, then, that
there is no inherent relation between theme and givenness, but rather that they
often coincide because of independent principles.
The second notion which has often been related to givenness is that of topic,
specifically ‘aboutness topic’, i.e. the referent about which a statement is made in
the sentence (cf. Lambrecht 1994: 131). Topic is one half of the other often-used
dichotomy, topic/focus, and Lambrecht presents the generalization that the topic
comes first in the sentence (199-205), and that it precedes the focus, roughly
speaking defined as the information that is added about the topic referent (213). In
Lambrecht’s work, topic and focus build on given (‘presupposition’) and new
information (‘assertion’), respectively, but cannot be equated with them. Most
importantly, a topic needs to be given information (150), but that does not mean
that all given information is automatically the topic of the sentence. Other authors
have also claimed that a referent must be given in order to qualify for topic status. Li
& Thompson (1976), for instance, state that a topic must be definite, a notion which
they describe in terms of hearer knowledge or accessibility (1976: 461). Gundel
(1988: 213) also describes givenness as a condition for topichood. The correct
description of the relation between topic and givenness, then, is that a topic needs
to be given information but that not all given information is necessarily part of the
topic of a sentence.
The final concept to overlap with givenness is the subject, because subjects are
generally said to express given information. This is especially true for an SVO
language like English, where the subject often coincides with theme and aboutness
topic, which are often given for independent reasons. Halliday (1967: 213) indeed
states that in declaratives, the subject is the unmarked theme, referring to Firbas
(1966), while given-before-new is the unmarked information order (Halliday 1967:
211-212); as a result, the subject is generally given. Even in English, however,
counterexamples can be found, for instance in what Lambrecht calls “eventreporting” sentences (1994: 124), such as (53).
(53) (What happened?) The CHILDREN went to SCHOOL!
(Lambrecht 1994: 121, his 4.2c)
Lambrecht explains that this sentence contains no presupposition, i.e. given
information, because the function of this sentence is not to add information about a
21

The small caps indicate sentence accent in all examples from Lambrecht (1994).
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specific referent, but to narrate something which has happened, with the
consequence that all information is new. In conclusion, the relation between
givenness and the notions of theme, topic and subject must be seen as resulting
from independent principles which have the effect that they often—but crucially not
always—coincide.
Information-structural markedness
One final issue that I would like to address here is the notion that given-before-new
is the unmarked order of information. Generally speaking, this notion has been
explained in two ways: (i) given-before-new is the unmarked order of information
structure regardless of the syntactic status of a clause, and (ii) given-before-new is
the information structure in unmarked, i.e. canonical, clauses.
The first explanation is along the lines of Halliday (1967), who defines
information structure as a separate level of language and proposes that givenbefore-new is the unmarked order for this level. This notion of ‘unmarked’ is not
explicitly defined by Halliday but can be understood as normal, basic or most
frequent: it is the general order but exceptions are possible. In Halliday’s model,
then, information structure is independent of the syntax and can by itself be marked
or unmarked. This view also seems to be inherent in any cross-linguistic study
investigating syntactic constructions in different languages which are used to create
an unmarked given-before-new order of information. One such study is Gundel
(1988), who finds that the 30 languages she investigates all have means to achieve
given-before-new order, but these syntactic means differ from language to
language. In such a view of interaction between the information-structural level and
the syntactic means available in a language, a particular information-structural
function can remain the same throughout time, while syntactic means to express
them may change—for independent reasons (cf. Lambrecht 1994: 29). In the case of
the passive and V2, this would mean that while at one point they shared a function,
changes in the syntax—such as the loss of V2, or the introduction of new passives—
may have led to a situation where the balance between these syntactic options
changes.
A different view on information-structural markedness is presented by
Siewierska (1984: 218-219), who explains the unmarked order of information as the
order that occurs in unmarked syntactic structures. This implies a more direct link
between information structuring and syntax: given-before-new is unmarked by
virtue of occurring in unmarked syntactic structures. It also emphasizes the notion
of markedness or canonical orders in the syntax, something which is not as
prominently present in the first view. Such a view of markedness requires an
investigation not only of unmarked information-structural orders, but also of
syntactic markedness, and it does not allow for a consideration of markedness in
information structure independent from the syntax. Any change in such an
interaction would be complex to conceptualize because of a two-way interaction: if
a syntactic structure becomes marked, does that mean the information-structural
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that is connected to it also becomes marked? Most importantly, this view seems to
be mostly suitable for a synchronic study and less so for a diachronic study.
The third view is provided by Lambrecht (1994: 15-17), who positions himself
somewhere between the two previous options, combining observations on
unmarked word order with unmarked aspects of information structuring. With
respect to syntax, he assumes that SVO is the “pragmatically unmarked” constituent
order in the three languages that he discusses—English, French, Italian—while the
clause-final position is the “pragmatically unmarked sentence-accent position” for
lexical arguments. Because in the unmarked sequence, the preverbal subject will be
topic and the postverbal object focus, the “unmarked information-structure
sequence”, must be topic-focus. Unmarked in Lambrecht’s view does not mean
“pragmatically neutral”—there is no such thing according to Lambrecht; neither are
unmarked options more natural. Rather, they have a “greater distributional
freedom”, i.e. can perform more discourse functions than alternatives and hence
occur more frequently (1994: 17). Like Siewierska’s view, this builds on a direct
relation between syntactic and information-structural factors, and it seems mostly
suitable for describing a synchronic situation while leaving little room for change.
In the case of the passive and V2, what we have are several syntactic options
(position of subject) and non-canonical clause types (passive) which are used to
achieve an unmarked given-before-new order. In the case of object fronting and PP
preposing in OE, we can ask ourselves whether these are syntactic options or
whether they represent a non-canonical order; for PDE the answer to this question
is clearer because there is a stricter canonical word order. The types of syntactic
options in OE and PDE, then, are crucially different and the interaction between the
options and their information-structural function must also be different. It seems
that the option of seeing information structure as a separate level of linguistic
description from syntax is more suitable for the present study because it allows for a
stable information-structural function which can be expressed through different
means as the language changes. However, this view does not allow for informationstructural needs influencing syntax, an option which we also need to take into
account (cf. Los 2009, 2012). Another question that needs to be considered is
whether unmarked syntactic structures can have a marked information structure
and unmarked information structure can occur in marked syntactic structures. From
the description of V2 and the passive in this chapter, it seems to be the case that in
OE, the options provided by the syntax are used to the best information-structural
effect, while in PDE options for expressing information-structural needs are limited
by the strict SVO order—to such an extent that the syntactic functions of subject
and object themselves acquire a default information-structural status (given and
new, respectively)—and other syntactic means are used to achieve the same
information-structural effects.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, this section has defined the given-before-new principle by discussing
two different interpretations of givenness—shared knowledge (roughly following
Prince 1981) and saliency/activation (Lambrecht 1994, Givón 1983)—which can both
be used as a deciding factor in creating, maintaining or restoring a given-before-new
order of information in the subject. Givenness in both interpretations often
coincides with theme, topic and subject, but while these often occur together, there
is no direct relation. In light of the comparison between passives and V2, both types
of givenness seem to be relevant, while it needs to be established to what extent
word order and information structure work together, and to what extent this
interaction differs in OE, where word order is relatively free and more options may
exist to achieve given-before-new order of information, from PDE, where the strict
SVO order limits information structure. The next section turns to studies of other
constructions than V2 and the passive which have been identified as having a givenbefore-new motivation, in order to determine the possibilities in describing the
function of V2 and the passive in the following chapters.
2.4.2
Given-before-new as a function of syntactic variation
With given-before-new as the unmarked order of information, conflicts arise with
the syntax in those cases where an unmarked or canonical word order stipulates an
order of arguments that is not in line with a given-before-new order of information.
When such conflicts arise, marked or non-canonical constructions can be used to
restore the unmarked given-before-new order of information. Different types of
constraints have been formulated in the literature which build on restoring or
achieving given-before-new order, three of which will be discussed in this section: (i)
a particular information status is a condition for movement; (ii) a non-canonical
order is used to restore a relative constraint on given-before-new; and (iii) givenbefore-new order determines the word order where this is variable. All three
applications are potentially relevant for a description of the relation between the
information-rearranging functions of V2 and the passive: while the passive and V2
both obey a relative constraint, we have also seen that there might be conditions of
a different type for the subject of the passive and the clause-initial constituent in V2
sentences in OE: there is the possibility that either of them need to be old or
familiar, regardless of the information status of other arguments in the clause.
Finally, subject placement and possibly the use of the clause-initial position show a
type of variation that may be (partly) explained with reference to given-before-new
but achieving given-before-new order may not necessarily be their main function.
Information status as a condition for movement
The first type of information-structural function which has been defined for the use
of specific constructions is one that requires a moved element to have a certain
information status. Non-canonical clause types which have been described in such a
way are preposing and postposing constructions. The following examples illustrate
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the two preposing constructions which Birner & Ward (1998) include in their
discussion: topicalization in (54) and focus preposing in (55). 22
(54) Colonel Bykov had delivered to Chambers in Washington six Bokhara rugs
which he directed Chambers to present as gifts from him and the Soviet
Government to the members of the ring who had been most co-operative.
KŶĞŽĨƚŚĞƐĞƌƵŐƐŚĂŵďĞƌƐĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚƚŽ,ĂƌƌǇĞĐƚĞƌtŚŝƚĞ͘ [Nixon 1962:58]
(Birner & Ward 1998: 46, their 40a; context abbreviated)
(55) There’s some fresh coffee in the kitchen. ǁŚŽůĞƉŽƵŶĚ/ŵĂĚĞ͘
(ŝďŝĚ͘85, their 97a)
The fronted elements, KŶĞŽĨƚŚĞƐĞƌƵŐƐand ĂǁŚŽůĞƉŽƵŶĚ͕are both discourse-old
in Birner & Ward’s annotation: KŶĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞƐĞ ƌƵŐƐ is a member of the set that is
mentioned in the previous sentence (Ɛŝǆ ŽŬŚĂƌĂ ƌƵŐƐ) and Ă ǁŚŽůĞ ƉŽƵŶĚ (an
amount) is activated by ƐŽŵĞ in the previous sentence. What both types of
preposing constructions share is that they place discourse-old information in initial
position. Crucially, Birner & Ward point out that givenness when understood as
hearer-familiarity—instead of discourse-familiarity—would not adequately describe
the function of these constructions and that there is no condition on the relative
order of information in the clause, only on the moved element.
A mirror-type function—placing new information in late, postverbal position—
is identified by Birner & Ward (1998) for the postposing constructions in (56) and
(57), existential ƚŚĞƌĞand presentational ƚŚĞƌĞ, respectively.
(56) “dŚĞƌĞ͛ƐĂǁĂƌŵƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉ͕ĂŐƌĞĂƚƌĞƐƉĞĐƚĂŶĚƚƌƵƐƚ” between [United Air
Lines]’s chairman, Stephen M. Wolf, and Sir Colin Marshall, British Air’s chief
executive officer, according to a person familiar with both sides.
(Birner & Ward 1998: 102, their 116a)
(57) Famous men came—engineers, scientists, industrialists; and ĞǀĞŶƚƵĂůůǇ͕ ŝŶ
ƚŚĞŝƌ ƚƵƌŶ͕ ƚŚĞƌĞ ĐĂŵĞ :ŝŵŵǇ ƚŚĞ ^ĐƌĞǁƐŵĂŶ ĂŶĚ EĂƉŽůĞŽŶ ŽŶĂƉĂƌƚĞ͙
[Upfield 1950:2]
(Birner & Ward 1998: 108, their 124a)
The two postposed elements, Ă ǁĂƌŵ ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉ and :ŝŵŵǇ ƚŚĞ ^ĐƌĞǁƐŵĂŶ ĂŶĚ
EĂƉŽůĞŽŶŽŶĂƉĂƌƚĞ͕are new, or in Birner & Ward’s terms unfamiliar, information.
There is a difference between them, however, because while ĂǁĂƌŵƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉis
22

The difference between the two types has to do with the focus, as the name already indicates: in focus
preposing the preposed element is focused (and accented), while in topicalization, the element that is
preposed is not the focus, and both the preposed element and the focus later in the sentence are
accented.
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hearer-new information, Birner & Ward propose that presentational ƚŚĞƌĞdepends
on discourse-newness, which means that the presented information does not need
to be hearer-new (although it often is). Similar to preposing constructions, then,
there is a requirement on the information status of a moved element to make the
use of the construction felicitous. In both cases, this condition does not seem to be
connected to the syntax of the construction—both preposed and postposed
elements can belong to different grammatical categories and the information23
structural constraint cannot directly be translated into a syntactic requirement —
but to the pragmatics, with information status as a consideration on a different level
from the syntax.
Birner & Ward’s observations illustrate two underlying aspects of the givenbefore-new principle, which may or may not work together: given-first and new-last.
The type of constraint for the preposing and postposing constructions may be
applicable to specific aspects of passives and V2, either as a condition on the
element in first position as discourse-old/hearer-old (the subject of the passive or
topicalized elements in V2); or as a condition that the element that occurs late in the
clause should be discourse-new/hearer-new (late subjects and passive ďǇ-phrases).
At the same time, the studies discussed in Section 2.3 suggest that at least for the
long passive, givenness is not a condition on the subject of long passives because
the combination of a new subject and a new ďǇ-phrase is also found.
Restoring given-before-new with a non-SVO order
Another type of given-before-new function related to a clause type is represented
by passivization (see Section 2.3.2) and inversion; these constructions reorder two
arguments according to a relative constraint which stipulates that the second
element cannot be more given than the first. In the case of the long passive, this
concerns the order of subject and ďǇ-phrase; in the case of inversion, it concerns the
position of the subject and a postverbal constituent, for instance a PP, as illustrated
in (58).
(58) There are huge cartons and tins of nuts, vanilla, honey, peanut butter.
Varieties of herbs tea are visible. KŶ ƚŚĞ ĐŽƵŶƚĞƌ ĂƌĞ ůŽĂǀĞƐͶǁŚŽůĞ ǁŚĞĂƚ͕
ĐŝŶŶĂŵŽŶƌĂŝƐŝŶ͕ŽĂƚŵĞĂů͕ƌǇĞ͕ƐŽǇƐƵŶĨůŽǁĞƌ͕ĐŽƌŶŵĞĂů͘[Terkel 1974:607]
(Birner & Ward 1998: 156, their 198a).
24
These examples, with a PP in clause-initial position (so-called locative inversion ),
are the most frequent type in Birner & Ward’s (1998) database, but other elements
in initial position are also possible, for instance adjectives, NPs or verbs. Crucially,

23

In split-CP models, where the CP contains several focus and topic positions, it may be possible to define
this for topicalization and focus preposing, but the details of such an analysis are beyond the scope of this
chapter.
24
Only “so-called”. The peculiarities of locative inversion will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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this type of sentence involves inversion of the subject and the entire verb phrase,
distinguishing it from, most notably, subject-auxiliary inversion, inversion with ƚŚĞƌĞͲ
insertion, and quotative inversion (see Section 2.2.2 and 5.2.1).
Birner & Ward define the information-structural function for inversion—on the
basis of a corpus study of 1290 tokens—in terms of discourse-familiarity: inversion
“allow[s] the presentation of relatively familiar information before a comparatively
unfamiliar logical subject” (1998: 165). Their notion of discourse-oldness takes into
account both whether there is a reference to the previous context, and the distance
to the antecedent. Table 2.1 repeats the results of their corpus study (percentages
mine), which show that, similar to the passive, three of the four possible orders
occur: d-old/d-old, d-old/d-new, and d-new/d-new.
Table 2.1 ŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞͲ&ĂŵŝůŝĂƌŝƚǇŽĨWƌĞƉŽƐĞĚĂŶĚWŽƐƚƉŽƐĞĚŽŶƐƚŝƚƵĞŶƚƐ(1998: 169,
their Table 4.1)
Preposed
D--Old
D--New
Total
D--Old
10.7% (138)
0.0% (0)
10.7% (138)
Postposed D--New
78.2% (1009)
11.1% (143)
89.3% (1152)
Total
88.9% (1147)
11.1% (143)
100.0% (1290)
The table shows that the majority of sentences show given-before-new order
(78.2%), the order which most clearly illustrates the relative order prescribed by the
constraint. Example (59) illustrates.
(59) They have a great big tank in the kitchen, and ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ƚĂŶŬ ĂƌĞ ƐŝƚƚŝŶŐ Ăůů ŽĨ
ƚŚĞƐĞƉŽƐƚƐ͘[Jeff Smith, Frugal Gourmet, 6/17/89]
(Birner & Ward 1998: 166, their 211c)
In this example, ƚŚĞƚĂŶŬ is discourse-old information because it is mentioned in the
preceding clause, and ĂůůŽĨƚŚĞƐĞƉŽƐƚƐis discourse-new information. Interestingly,
as with long passives, there are no violations of the constraint (d-new/d-old), but
what is crucially different from passives is that the category d-old/d-new is clearly
the majority category, which means that in general the contrast between the two
elements is larger than for the passive. This also means that the initial element is
generally old (although it is not an absolute constraint), and the postverbal subject
generally new.
Birner & Ward provide an additional dimension to the constraint on discoursefamiliarity, by also considering saliency—operationalized as distance to the
antecedent. When the initial element and the postverbal subject have the same
information status, saliency licenses inversion, as illustrated in (60).
(60) Tich made tea in a blackened billy and McPherson filled a telescopic cup he
took from a pocket. Seated on a form, he helped himself to sugar and then
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proceeded to cut chips from a tobacco plug, the cold and empty pipe
dangling from his lips against the full grey moustache. ^ĞĂƚĞĚ ŽƉƉŽƐŝƚĞ Śŝŵ
ǁĂƐdŝĐŚ͕ǁĂŝƚŝŶŐĨŽƌŐŽƐƐŝƉ͕ǁŽŶĚĞƌŝŶŐŚŽƉŝŶŐ͘[Upfield 1940]
(1998: 169, their 215a)
Both Śŝŵ and dŝĐŚ are discourse-old information, but Śŝŵ is mentioned more
recently than dŝĐŚ͗ dŝĐŚ͛Ɛ last mention is in the first sentence, while Śŝŵ refers to
DĐWŚĞƌƐŽŶin the first sentence and ŚĞin the second sentence.
Although the type of inversion discussed by Birner & Ward is syntactically
different from the inversion in OE V2, it has a bearing on the late subject clauses,
which may share this information-structural motivation. In addition, the functional
relation between passives and Birner & Ward’s inversion is evident, and this may
also extend to V2 types of inversion, especially object fronting and PP preposing as
used in OE. The discussion also shows that considering discourse-familiarity as a
scalar notion sometimes provides additional insight into the use of a particular
clause type.
Given-before-new as an explanation for word order variation
The third and final type of application of given-before-new as a function is different
from the previous two because given-before-new order is not considered as the
main motivation for the use of a construction, but is used to explain otherwise
optional variation. The influence of information structure here seems to be more
limited because it interacts with other factors, more so than in the previously
described functions. One type of word order variation for which information
structure has been used as an explanatory factor is the dative alternation in English:
the variation of the order NP indirect object-NP direct object as in (61), and NP
direct object-PP indirect object as in (62).
(61) I gave her a book.
(62) I gave a book to her.
Several studies have identified information structure as one of the determining
factors, with the more given object preceding the newer object (e.g. Rappaport &
Levin 2008, Krifka 2003). However, Bresnan et al. (2005), using a logistic regression
model to investigate variation in the ^ǁŝƚĐŚďŽĂƌĚ ĐŽƌƉƵƐ (Marcus, Santorini, and
Marcinkiewicz 1993), provide evidence that givenness is only one of the determining
factors, together with, for instance, animacy (with animate objects preceding
inanimate ones). This confirms the intuition that information structure does not
always by itself determine or explain variation, but interacts with other factors. This
is also likely to be the case in V2 variation, and especially in the use of the passive,
which has additional functions such as impersonalization and patient promotion.
Another example of an application of information status as an explanation for
variation is provided by Taylor & Pintzuk (2011, 2012a, 2012b), who provide
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evidence that object placement in OE subclauses is determined by the information
status of the object: new objects are more likely to occur after the finite verb than
given objects. Examples (63) and (64) illustrate the variation between OV and VO
orders (for sake of presentation, these examples exclude one additional variable, the
position of the auxiliary). The object is given in bold, the verbs are underlined.
(63) ŐŝĨŚĞŽþæt bysmorĨŽƌďĞƌĂŶǁŽůĚĞ
if she that disgrace tolerate would
‘if she would tolerate that disgrace’
(coaelive,ÆLS_[Eugenia]:185.305; Taylor & Pintzuk 2012b: 836, their 1a)
(64) ƐǁĂƊčƚŚĞŽďŝĝĨŽƌůŽƌĞŶþam ecan life
so that it is lost the eternal life
‘so that it is lost to the eternal life’
(coaelive,ÆLS_[Christmas]:144.117; Taylor & Pintzuk 2012b: 837, their 1d)
Taylor & Pintzuk (2011, 2012a, 2014) use a binary distinction between given and
new, with a detailed explanation of how they categorize each of their seven
subcategories (see Section 2.4.3.2). They find that 68% of the new objects occur in
postverbal position, against 46% of given objects (Taylor & Pintzuk 2012a: 51, Table
2.2). In their work, they also provide evidence that this effect of information status is
strongest for simple (unmodified) objects, and does not hold for complex and
clausal objects: among the simple objects, 23% of the given objects occurs
postverbally against 35% of the new objects (2012b: 839). For complex subjects, this
is 60% against 53% (showing the opposite effect) and for clausal objects, it is 91%
and 87%. In addition to recognizing complexity as a separate factor, they also find
that weight is an independent factor in predicting the postverbal occurrence of the
verb and does not interact with information status (2012a: 51-52). Taylor &
Pintzuk’s work underlines the importance of taking into account the interaction
between information-structural factors and factors such as weight and length. These
factors may either reinforce each other or create independent effects. It is likely that
the type of given-before-new function of subject placement interacts with other
factors in a similar way, i.e. that givenness is only one part of a bundle of factors that
determine the position of the subject.
These two applications of the given-before-new principle are very similar to
the proposals that subject placement before or after the finite verb is determined by
information status (see Section 2.2.1͕ĞĐŚϮϬϬϭ͕sĂŶ<ĞŵĞŶĂĚĞ͕DŝůŝđĞǀΘĂĂǇĞŶ
2008, Van Kemenade & Westergaard 2012, Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2010). For this
type of variation, it seems even more important than for the previous two functions
to take into account related concepts that may have an independent influence on
the word orders and may obscure effects of information status or strengthen these
effects.
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Conclusion
The constructions discussed here illustrate the different ways in which the givenbefore-new principle can be the function of a particular word order option. The type
of function ranges from an absolute constraint on the one hand, as in topicalization,
where the preposed element needs to be given, to relative constraints on the other
hand, which can be seen both in inversion, where the fronted element needs to be
more given than the subject, and in the position for the object, where given-beforenew is a tendency but can be overruled by other factors. The discussion highlights
the importance of two elements in the approach: (i) separating discourse-familiarity
from hearer-familiarity; and (ii) the interaction between information status and
factors such as weight, animacy or topichood.
2.4.3
Annotating givenness in a corpus
Over the years many annotation schemes for givenness in corpora of modern
languages (and mostly English) have emerged from the numerous publications on
information structure. More recently, these annotation schemes have also been
used by researchers to annotate givenness in historical corpora, which present
additional challenges because of the limited access to the context and the hearer’s
assumptions. This section outlines some notable PDE annotation schemes in detail
as well as how they have been applied to OE texts, in order to determine the
relevant information status distinctions for the present study.
2.4.3.1 Annotation schemes for PDE
The two definitions of givenness that exist in the literature—givenness as cognitive
accessibility and givenness as occurrence in the discourse (see Section 2.4.1)—
correlate with two different approaches to annotating givenness in corpora. One of
the major works within the first approach, which aims to establish what speaker and
hearer know on the basis of both text and context, is Prince (1981). In addition to
making the previously mentioned distinction between discourse-familiarity and
hearer-familiarity, she identifies three main categories of “assumed familiarity”:
Evoked, Inferrable and New.
Prince’s first category, Evoked, contains elements which are given or old, i.e.
known to the hearer and speaker, either because of previous mention (Textually
Evoked) or deictic presence (Situationally Evoked), as in (65) and (66), respectively.
(65) A guy I work with says he knows your sister.
(66) Pardon, would you have change of a quarter?
(Prince 1981: 233, her 22d and a)
In (65), ŚĞ is Textually Evoked because the referent has been mentioned in the
discourse: ĂŐƵǇ/ǁŽƌŬǁŝƚŚ. In (66), ǇŽƵis Situationally Evoked because the referent
is present in the speech context.
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Prince’s second category, Inferrable, is used for referents which are cognitively
accessible for the hearer (or so the speaker assumes), not because of previous
mention, but because they are triggered by or deducible from the presence of
another element, as in (67).
(67) I got on a bus yesterday and the driver was drunk.
(Prince 1981: 233, her 22c)
Prince explains that it is possible to construct ƚŚĞĚƌŝǀĞƌfrom ĂďƵƐ because of the
knowledge that buses have drivers. She also identifies a subset of inferables, which
she calls ‘containing inferables’. An example is (68).
(68) Hey, one of these eggs is broken!
(Prince 1981: 233, her 22e)
In this example, the inference point for the complete referent (ƚŚĞƐĞ ĞŐŐƐ) is
contained in the NP, hence the term ‘containing’. Inferables are a separate category
in Prince’s scheme, but are, as a group, difficult to characterize along the discoursefamiliarity/hearer-familiarity distinction. In fact, Birner (2006), following Haviland &
Clark (1974), makes a further distinction between elaborating inferables, as in (69),
and bridging inferables, as in (70), and categorizes these differently.
(69) The house was particularly spacious. Set well back from the road, it was
almost surrounded by wide lawns on which, each side of the house, grew a
huge palm tree. ĞǇŽŶĚƚŚĞƌŝŐŚƚͲŚĂŶĚƉĂůŵĐŽƵůĚďĞƐĞĞŶĂĐůŽƚŚĞƐůŝŶĞ͘
[A.W. Upfield, dŚĞtŝĚŽǁƐŽĨƌŽŽŵ͕1950; Charles Scribner’s Sons re-print,
New York, 1985, pp. 110-111]
(Birner 2006: 40, her 10b)
(70) Mary took the picnic supplies out of the trunk. The beer was warm.
[Haviland and Clark 1974]
(ŝďŝĚ͘ 40, her 11)
The difference, Birner explains, lies in the direction of the reference: forwardlooking elaborating inferences prepare, at the time of utterance, for pick-up in the
following sentence, while backward-looking bridging inferences are only made when
the element ƚŚĞ ďĞĞƌ is mentioned. Birner proposes categorizing elaborating
inferences as discourse-old/hearer-old, i.e. together with referents which are
mentioned in the discourse, and bridging inferences as discourse-old/hearer-new
(2006: 40-42).
Prince’s final category, ‘New’, is used for referents that are newly introduced to
the discourse, either as Brand-new or Unused referents. In the case of Unused
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referents, the referent is assumed to be accessible but it has not actually been
mentioned in the discourse. Example (71) illustrates.
(71) Noam Chomsky went to Penn.
(Prince 1981: 233, her 22b)
EŽĂŵŚŽŵƐŬǇ, discourse-initial, is new to the discourse but assumed to be in the
hearer’s knowledge. The Brand-new referents are further subdivided into anchored,
as in (72), and unanchored, as in (73).
(72) A guy I work with says he knows your sister
(73) A person bought a Toyota.
(Prince 1981: 245, her 33d and e)
While both referents are new to the discourse, in (72) the brand-new entity is linked
(‘anchored’) to another entity in the discourse, /͘In summary, Prince’s classifications
allow for three general information status distinctions: discourse-old/hearer-old,
discourse-new/hearer-old, discourse-new/hearer-new, and a separate category of
inferables, which contains subtypes that behave differently with respect to
discourse-familiarity and hearer-familiarity.
Prince’s approach specifies different ways in which a referent becomes
accessible (or remains new), but what it lacks is a degree to which something can
become given. Other schemes on cognitive accessibility which build on Prince’s
distinctions have incorporated exactly this aspect, such as Lambrecht (1994).
Lambrecht’s (1994: 94) identifiable referents (roughly corresponding to given) are
categorized according to their ‘activation’ state, in turn based on Chafe’s (1987)
distinctions: active (currently in use), accessible (short-term memory), or inactive
(long-term memory). A different type of scale which combines cognitive accessibility
with a scalar approach is Gundel et al.’s (1993) Givenness Hierarchy, which aims to
link cognitive states to particular referential expressions. While some of the insights
from these two models may be relevant, Gundel et al.’s approach is not directly
applicable to other languages because it builds on specific referential expressions in
PDE, such as demonstratives and articles, and as is well known, the demonstrative
system in OE is considerably different. Lambrecht’s model, in turn, is more
theoretical and is difficult to operationalize for purposes of annotation. Most
importantly, including a degree of givenness as part of the cognitive accessibility
schemes does not allow for a separate consideration of the two factors.
The second approach for annotating givenness focuses on the occurrence of
referents in the discourse, and, specifically, the distance between a referent and its
antecedent. One of the relevant annotation practices in this regard is Givón
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(1983) 25, who provides a measure for referential distance, determined by counting
the number of clauses between a referent and its antecedent. The value is simply
given as a number: a value of 1 when the antecedent occurs in the immediately
preceding clause, a value of 2 when it occurs in the clause preceding that one, etc.
The maximum value is 20; this value is also assigned when no antecedent is present
in the text. Although the choice for 20 clauses is somewhat arbitrary, Givón also
states that short-term referencing is “the crucial psychological correlate” of
referential distance and the window of relevant clauses should therefore be kept
relatively small (1983: 13). The values can be used to calculate an ‘average
referential distance’ for a category of elements, such as the subject or topic (for an
example, see Givón 1983: 32). An adaptation of Givón’s measure is provided by
Gregory & Michaelis (2001), who instead of the 20 clauses only consider 5 preceding
clauses and do not assign values but use three categories: prior mention, member of
a previously mentioned set, and no prior mention. These choices mean that the
possibility of calculating the average referential distance is lost, but a separate
annotation type for members of a previously mentioned set is a valuable addition.
While Seoane (2012) found that Givón’s approach was less useful in describing
the function of the passive than Prince’s (1981, 1992) approach (see Section 2.3.2),
the referential distance approach can provide an indication of the degree to which
an element is given in a very straightforward way. For the present study, this insight
into the discourse behaviour of referents—distinctive from accessibility—is
especially relevant because of the function of local anchoring, where the distance to
the antecedent is hypothesized to play a role. In addition, we have seen in the
previous sections that in some functions, the discourse-familiarity and sometimes
the relative discourse-familiarity—i.e. saliency—determines the use of a particular
construction.
In conclusion, Prince’s (1981, 1992) scheme provides a basic categorization of
different types of information status of referents in the discourse, while also
addressing some of the different ways in which referents can become accessible.
Givón’s (1983) scheme adds to this a degree of discourse-oldness, i.e. distinguishing
between a referent which is mentioned recently, or a number of clauses preceding.
The combination of cognitive accessibility and referential distance provides a good
basis for the annotation of the two relevant types of givenness as identified in the
previous sections.

25

Givón (1983) provides measures for what he calls ‘topic continuity’, which capture the availability of
referents, essentially comparable to givenness and not topic in the sense of aboutness topic. While he
acknowledges that identifiablity is clearly influenced by factors outside the text, what he focuses on in his
1983 study are only the textual factors, the grammatical expressions and the behaviour of referents in
the discourse.
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2.4.3.2 Annotation schemes for older (Germanic) languages
The measure of referential distance can be applied to other languages without
problems, but the schemes to determine cognitive accessibility that were discussed
in the previous section were devised for PDE and are not necessarily applicable to
older stages of the language. In recent years, however, several projects have started
to annotate information status in historical corpora, most notably the following:
(i) Haug et al. (2009, 2014), who annotate information structure in Greek,
Latin, Gothis, Classical Armenian and old Church Slavic, in the PROIEL project
(‘Pragmatic resources in old Indo-European languages’);
(ii) Taylor & Pintzuk (2011), who use a binary distinction of given/new for their
OE data but provide a detailed explanation of subcategories, and Taylor &
Pintzuk (2014), who compare different schemes that are available and test it
against an information-structural diagnostic;
(iii) Los & Komen (2012) and Komen et al. (2014), who present the ‘Pentaset’, a
system of information status primaries, which together with syntactic
information provides the necessary details to study information structure in
OE.
This section reviews these annotation schemes in order to determine which
contrasts will be necessary to include in the corpus studies in the following chapters.
Rather than discussing each scheme in detail, I will focus on comparing these
schemes and highlighting the basic categories that they all distinguish, roughly
based on four of Prince’s (1981) original contrasts: discourse-old/hearer-old,
discourse-new/hearer-old, inferables, and discourse-new/hearer-new.
First, all schemes distinguish a category for information that is mentioned in
the discourse, corresponding to discourse-old/hearer-old or dĞǆƚƵĂůůǇ ǀŽŬĞĚ in
Prince’s work. The categories are called /ĚĞŶƚŝƚǇin Komen et al. (2014), K>in Haug
et al. (2014), and WƌĞǀŝŽƵƐůǇ ŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚ in Taylor & Pintzuk (2011)͘ Example (74)
provides an OE example. 

(74) ΘŽĨĝčƐƚƌĞŽǁĞƐǁčƐƚŵĞƊĞŝƐŽŶŵŝĚĚĂŶŶĞŽƌǆŶĂǁĂŶŐĞ͕'ŽĚďĞďĞĂĚƵƐ͕
ĝčƚǁĞŶĞčƚŽŶ͕ŶĞǁĞðæt treow ŶĞŚƌĞƉŽĚŽŶĝŝůčƐĝĞǁĞƐǁĞůƚŽŶ͘
and of the tree’s fruit which is in middle paradise God bid us that we NEG eat
nor we the tree NEG touched lest we die
‘and of the fruit of the tree which is in the middle of Paradise, God bid us that
we may not eat, nor may we touch the tree lest we die.’
(cootest,Gen:3.3.123; Taylor & Pintzuk 2014: 58-9, their 4)
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In (74), ĝčƚƚƌĞŽǁ refers back to an earlier mention of the tree in the first part of the
sentence, ĝčƐƚƌĞŽǁĞƐǁčƐƚŵĞ͘Since we have seen in the previous discussions that
discourse-familiarity may be a different consideration from cognitive accessibility, it
is important to separate this type of discourse-old information from other types of
accessible information. Most importantly, the proposed function for local anchoring
(Los 2012, Los & Dreschler 2012) is characterized not only by encoding accessible
information, but specifically by establishing links to the immediately preceding
discourse. While none of these schemes specify the distance or window, this can be
done using Givón’s measure for referential distance.
Second, all schemes recognize at least one category for referents that are not
mentioned in the discourse but are still somehow cognitively accessible to the
reader, corresponding to Prince’s discourse-new/hearer-old, which contains both
^ŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶĂůůǇ ǀŽŬĞĚ referents and hŶƵƐĞĚ referents. Komen et al. (2014) call this
category ƐƐƵŵĞĚ; Taylor & Pintzuk (2011) use the label ƐŚĂƌĞĚͬĐƵůƚƵƌĂůŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ͖
and in PROIEL, there is a choice between the label ACC-SIT, used for deictic reference
(the situation), or ACC-GEN, used for world knowledge (encyclopaedic knowledge).
Example (75) illustrates an instance of world knowledge.
(75) KŶĚƊĞĂŚƊĞǁčƌŐĐǁĞŽĚŽůĞGodes rice ŐĞƐŝƚƚĂŶŶĞŵčŐĞŶ
And although those-that-curse God’s kingdom occupy NEG may
‘And although those that curse may not occupy God’s kingdom ...’
(cobede,Bede_4:27.356.26.3595; Taylor & Pintzuk 2011: 76, their 8)
The phrase 'ŽĚĞƐƌŝĐĞdoes not need to have an explicit mention in the preceding
discourse to become accessible to the reader: it can be assumed that someone
reading ĞĚĞ knows the concept of 'ŽĚ͛Ɛ ŬŝŶŐĚŽŵ from the broader cultural
context.
Another group of referents that can be classed under discourse-new/hearerold is the category of generics, defined by Taylor & Pintzuk (2014) as “reference to
kinds (classes/types) or specimens of kinds, rather than to individuals or groups”
(2014: 60). Taylor & Pintzuk (2011), as well as PROIEL (using the tag KIND), separate
generics from the category ǁŽƌůĚ ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ͕ while Komen et al. (2014) do not.
Example (76) illustrates a generic referent in New Testament Greek.
(76) ŽƵŬĞƉ͛ĂƌƚƃŝŵŽŶƃŝǌĤƐĂƚĂŝŚŽĂŶƚŚƌƃƉŽƐ
not by bread alone will-live the man.KIND
‘Man shall not live by bread alone.’
(Mt 4:4; Haug et al. 2014: 36, their 38)
The subject of this example is not one specific person, but mankind in general.
Taylor & Pintzuk (2014) test the distinction between the two types of hearer-old
information—discourse-old and accessible—using the diagnostic of postverbal or
preverbal occurrence of objects, which in previous work (e.g. 2011) they have
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shown to be sensitive to information status, with new objects more likely to show
VO order (cf. Section 2.4.2). They find that there is a difference between the two
types of old discussed here: discourse-old referents show 31.1% VO order, while the
various types of accessible information (generic / general knowledge / situation)
show 38.3% VO, with only small differences between the three categories; however,
the differences are not statistically significant. These findings once again underline
the importance of recognizing discourse-old referents as a separate class, while the
data also indicate that the different types of accessible information do not need to
be considered separately but can be taken to behave roughly as one group.
The third category that is distinguished by all schemes is that of inferables. The
Pentaset and PROIEL have one category of inferables (/ŶĨĞƌƌĞĚfor the Pentaset, ACCINF for PROIEL). Komen et al. (2014) define inferables as referents which have a
textual link, but instead of an /ĚĞŶƚŝƚǇ link, they have for example a part-whole
relation, as in (77).
(77) a. My father was one of the three sons of Captain J. Fayrer:
b. the eldest was the Rev. Joseph Fayrer, rector of St Teath, Cornwall;
(Komen et al. 2014: 88, their 10c,d,e)
The referent ƚŚĞ ĞůĚĞƐƚ in (77)b is part of the set ŽŶĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƚŚƌĞĞ ƐŽŶƐ in (77)a.
Taylor & Pintzuk (2011) dinstinguish between two types of inferables, following
Birner (2006): elaborating inferables—as in (78)—and bridging inferables—as in
(79).
(78) ,ĞĂůĚĂĝ ŵŝŶĞ ďĞďŽĚƵ Θ ŵŝŶĞ ĚŽŵĂƐ ĝčƚ ŐĞ ůŝďďŽŶ eower lif ďƵƚĂŶ čůĐĞƌĞ
ƐŽƌŚŐĞ͘
Keep my commands and my judgements so-that you may-live your life
without any sorrow
‘Keep my commands and my judgements so you may live your life without
any sorrow’
(Lev:25.18.3864; Taylor & Pintzuk 2011: 76, their 6)
(79) ĝčƚŝƐ͕ĝčƚŝĐƐĞƚƚĞminne renbogan ŽŶǁŽůĐŶƵŵ
that is, that I set my rainbow in clouds
‘that is, that I set my rainbow in the clouds’
(cootest,Gen.9.13.388; Taylor & Pintzuk 2011: 77, their 10)
Both ĞŽǁĞƌůŝĨ and ŵŝŶŶĞƌĞŶďŽŐĂŶare anchored to a referent in the text, but the
elaborating inference in (78) is accessible without the anchor, while the bridging
inference in (79) is not; Taylor & Pintzuk therefore class elaborating inferables as
given and bridging inferables as new. They point out that elaborating inferables in
their database are often body parts or inalienable possession, like ǇŽƵƌůŝĨĞin (78),
while bridging inferables are often alienable possession. In Taylor & Pintzuk (2014),
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evidence is provided for this classification, based on their diagnostic of object
placement: elaborating inferences have 30.4% VO order, comparable to d-old/h-old
referents, while bridging inferables have 45.1% VO order, which is closer to dnew/h-new referents (2014: 68). Since this difference is directly reflected in their
results and crosses the border between given and new in a binary system, it is
necessary to separate them.
The final category recognized by all schemes is that of new referents,
subdivided by Prince into anchored and unanchored referents. This subdivision is
not followed by all schemes, but some schemes add other types of new referents.
Komen et al. (2014), for instance, make a distinction between /ŶĞƌƚ and EĞǁ: in
contrast to a ‘regular’ new referent, an inert referent is not available as an
antecedent for the following sentence. They give the following example.
(80) the third, Edward, a midshipman in the navy, was drowned when H.M.S.
Defence foundered, with all hands, in a gale of wind in the Baltic in 1811.
(Komen et al. 2014: 88, their 10e)
Komen et al. argue that ǁŝŶĚin (80) cannot be picked up in the following sentence
because ǁŝŶĚdescribes the gale but is itself not an independent referent. Taylor &
Pintzuk (2011) have a similar category, but one which is defined specifically for
objects, called semantic incorporation; example (81) illustrates.
(81) ƊčƚŚŝŵŽƐƚŽŶwite ƊƌŽǁŝĂŶĨŽƌĐƌŝƐƚĞ
that they might torture suffer for Christ
‘that they might suffer torture (i.e. ‘be tortured’) for Christ.’
(coaelive,ÆLS_[Chrysanthus]:216.7456; Taylor & Pintzuk 2011: 77, their 11)
The noun ƚŽƌƚƵƌĞconstitutes a unit with the verb ƐƵĨĨĞƌ, and is not an independent
referent which can be referred to in following sentences. Another distinction for
new referents is made by PROIEL and Taylor & Pintzuk (2014) between specific and
non-specific referents. Taylor & Pintzuk show that specific referents behave like dnew/h-new referents and non-specific referents behave like d-old/h-old referents in
terms of object placement with respect to the verb. They point out, however, as
PROIEL do, that the distinction between non-specific—classed as new—and
generic—classed as given—is difficult to make, something which may affect the
validity of the annotation. Finally, Taylor & Pintzuk (2011, 2014) and PROIEL, with
reference to Karttunen (1976), add a separate category for short-term referents,
which can only be referred to within a limited context. Example (82) illustrates.
(82) ĞĂŚƊĞŚǁĂǁŝůůĞŚĞƌŽŶůŝĨĞŚĂďďĂŶgode dagas͕ŚĞŶĞŵčŐ ŚŝŚĞƌĨŝŶĚĂŶ
Yet whoever will here in life have good days, he NEG can them here find
‘Yet whoever will have good days here in life, he cannot find them here.’
(coaelive,ÆLS[Ash_Wed]: 82.2748; Taylor & Pintzuk 2011: 76, their 5)
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Considering the categories of new referents, it seems that the distinction between
anchored and unanchored is relevant for the present study because of the
difference in discourse behaviour: while these referents may be new in terms of
cognitive status, they are still linked to the discourse through the anchor. The
remaining distinctions between types of new information will be less relevant
because the distinctions are too fine-grained for the present purposes.
In conclusion, Prince’s four main categories—old, accessible, inferable, new—
are distinguished by all schemes, although some schemes make further distinctions,
most notably between types of accessible referents and types of new referents. The
following table provides an overview of the information status categories discussed
in this section.
Table 2.3

Comparison of annotation schemes for OE to Prince (1981)
Prince (1981)
Haug et al.
Komen et
Pintzuk & Taylor
(2014)
al. (2014)
(2011, 2014)
Identity
Previously
d-old/h-old
Textually
OLD
NONSPEC-OLD
mentioned
Evoked
d-new/h-old Situationally
ACC-SIT
Assumed
Shared/cultural
ACC-GEN
Evoked
knowledge
ACC-INF
Unused
Generic
KIND
Situationally
QUANT
Evoked
NONSPEC-INF
Inferable
Containing
ACC-INF
Inferred
Elaborating
inferrable
inference Bridging
Noncontaining
inference
inferrable
d-new/hBrand-new
NONSPEC
Inert
New
new
anchored
New
Specific
Brand-new
Non-specific
unanchored
Short-term
referents
Semantic
incorporation

Following this discussion of annotation schemes, and given the aims of the current
study, three contrasts need to be included in the corpus studies in addition to a
binary distinction between given and new: discourse-old vs accessible, bridging vs
elaborating inferables and anchored vs unanchored referents. This selection means
that there are also some contrasts that seem to be less relevant for the present
study, most notably between types of accessible information and types of new
information.
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2.4.4
Summary and conclusions
This section aimed to define in more detail the notion of ‘information-rearranging
potential’ of the passive and V2 that was identified in the previous sections and to
determine the most suitable approach for annotating givenness in a(n historical)
corpus. Most importantly, this section has shown that two widely-used
interpretations of givenness—cognitive accessibility and saliency—both need to be
considered, and that several information-rearranging functions exist which could
provide the characterization of the function of the passive and V2: absolute
conditions on the information status of a moved element, a relative constraint for
two elements in the clause, or information status as one of the factors determining
word order variation. Finally, this section addressed the annotation of givenness in a
corpus, for which both PDE and OE schemes that are available in the literature were
discussed. Most importantly, this section has provided the definitions and method
necessary to establish the information-structural potential of passives and V2
through a corpus study of various stages in the history of English.

Section 2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has aimed to provide a more detailed explanation of the hypothesized
relation between passives and V2, while at the same time reviewing the possible
contrasts and functions that will be relevant to the studies in the following chapters.
I have highlighted the information-structural aspects of the V2 system as it was in
place in OE, as well as the information-structural functions of the passive. In
addition, I have discussed several issues of operationalization that provide the basis
for the study of these functions and their interaction in the following chapters.
The first part of this chapter showed that the properties and especially the
variation in the OE V2 system are difficult to explain with reference to syntactic
principles only and that in recent years information-structural explanations have
been proposed to account for this variation: most crucially, given subjects are said
to occur before the finite and new subjects after the finite verb. The V2 constraint
was lost roughly in the fifteenth century, although the developments differ per
context: the type of clause-initial element and type of verb are two of the important
factors that need to be taken into account. I also discussed several recent proposals
(Los 2009, Seoane 2006, Los & Dreschler 2012, Komen et al. 2014), which argue that
the information-structural properties of the presubject position as well as that of the
subject changed and that this led to a greater importance of the subject, because
the subject remained as the only unmarked theme. This greater importance of the
subject is in turn likely to have led to an increase in the use of specific strategies for
speakers to create more of these subjects, which is where the passives, middles and
non-agentive subjects come in.
The discussion of the properties of the passive showed that the passive is often
considered in relation to active syntactic clauses and that a definition of the passive
in syntactic terms soon leads to a consideration of its function. The most basic
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function is to promote the patient, which reflects the syntactic differences between
active and passive. In information-structural terms, this has been defined in two
ways: (i) topicalization—placing the aboutness topic or the most given element early
in the sentence—as the main function of short passives; (ii) long passives—which
rearrange patient and agent—as rearrangers of the information in the clause,
supported by a corpus study for PDE by Birner & Ward (1998), and for EModE by
Seoane (2000, 2006). I argued against a syntactic analysis which takes the passive to
be a derived active, and connected the passive as a speaker’s choice in the selection
of arguments to the derivation of unaccusatives and middles.
The final section in this chapter aimed to define the given-before-new principle
as the unmarked order of information and provided a principal definition of
givenness as shared knowledge and saliency. I also showed how the principle of
given-before-new order of information has been used to account for the use of
several constructions, with either givenness or discourse presence—or in some
cases both—as the main motivation for the choice for a particular construction.
Finally, this section aimed to identify the relevant information status contrasts based
on previous annotations of givenness: four general categories were reviewed that
were used both in PDE as well as OE studies: discourse-old, hearer-old (but
discourse-new), inferable, and hearer-new.
In conclusion, this chapter has identified the shared information-rearranging
potential of passives and V2, while at the same time explaining how these functions
may have interacted in the history of English, as well as reviewing ways in which
these functions may be defined in more detail. Most crucially, one of the questions
that need to be answered is whether discourse-familiarity or hearer-familiarity is
most important for these two constructions in OE and later periods, while at the
same time the interaction between information-structural functions and syntactic
principles needs to be established. The studies in the following chapter will establish
which of the functions discussed in this chapter are most applicable to the passives
and V2 in the history of English, and which of the information status contrasts
capture these functions most accurately.
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3. The Introduction of New
Passives in the Fourteenth
Century
Section 3.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the results of a study of the introduction of the new passives
in the fourteenth century: the prepositional passive, the recipient passive and the
Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) passive. It aims to establish the time of introduction
as well as the reasons for introduction of each individual passive. While these issues
have been widely debated, the syntactically annotated corpora that have become
available since 2000 allow for a re-examination. In this chapter, I argue that the new
passives were only very marginally around before the first stages of the loss of verb
second (V2), i.e. around AD 1400, and that their introduction was due to very
specific circumstances in the context for each passive. This means that the
introduction of these passives cannot be considered as one larger development, due
to the loss of V2.
The new types of passives are illustrated in (1)-(3). The passives in the (a)
examples seem to be the result of the passivization of a prepositional object in (1),
the passivization of an indirect object in the recipient passive of (2) and the
passivization of an ECM object in (3). The (b) examples show the corresponding
active sentences.
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(1) a. The pocket is being reached for.
b. The referee reaches for his pocket.
(2) a. She was given a bracelet for her birthday.
b. Peter gave her a bracelet for her birthday.
(3) a. Seven hundred people are reported to have died.
b. Some report seven hundred people to have died.
These passives are both grammatical and productive patterns in English, even
though their use is restricted for lexical reasons—they all depend on the availability
of a specific type of verb: verbs taking prepositional objects for the prepositional
passive, ditransitive verbs for the recipient passive, and ECM verbs for the ECM
passive. What makes these passives stand out is not only the fact that they were
introduced around roughly the same time (cf. Denison 1993, Allen 1995 and Warner
1982), but also that they represent a unique feature of English: none of its closelyrelated languages have similar passives, and the passives are cross-linguistically rare
beyond the Germanic languages (see Denison 1993: 103, 125). These observations
prompt the question of the origin of these special passives and their development
throughout the history of the English language.
The prepositional passive and recipient passive feature in the earliest syntactic
works on historical syntax, such as the detailed studies by Van der Gaaf (1929, 1930)
and Visser (1973), who both claim that these passives were both introduced in the
thirteenth century. Detailed scrutiny of the early examples has led Denison (1985,
1993) to conclude that the first example of the prepositional passive dates from the
early thirteenth century, while Allen (1995) concludes that the first example of the
recipient passive dates not from the thirteenth century but from the late fourteenth
century. The introduction of the ECM passive, on the other hand, represents a
different type of scenario: it has mostly been considered in relation to its active
counterpart, which itself represented an innovation and was introduced in English in
the late fourteenth century (Warner 1982, Fischer 1989).
The exceptional nature of these passives, in combination with their respective
times of introduction—which seem to lie within the span of one century—raises the
question whether the use of the new passives represent a single development. In
other words, the time of introduction and the structural similarities might suggest
that a change took place in the passive construction during this period, in that the
passive could now target not only direct objects, but also prepositional objects,
indirect objects and lower-clause objects. Such a scenario has been proposed for
recipient and prepositional passives by Lightfoot (1981) and Van Kemenade (1987)
in terms of the loss of inherent case. Case, however, has come to play a less
important role in the passive in generative syntax with the introduction of the
Minimalist Program. The necessary first step towards answering the question
whether the new passives represent one development is to re-assess the structural
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connection between the passives, and to reconsider how close together the times of
introduction in fact are.
The timing of the introduction of the passives also needs to be considered in
relation to the timing of the loss of V2, following the proposed connection between
the loss of V2 and the introduction of these passives as outlined in the previous
chapters. The scenario proposed by Los (2009) sees the need for new subject
strategies, and crucially unmarked subjects, result in the introduction and/or
establishment of new passives. Timing alone, however, is not a strong enough
argument to prove this connection; in investigating the relation between the loss of
V2 and these new passives, we also need to consider the possibility of a structural
relation. While Chapter 4 and 5 study in more detail the changes in the Left
Periphery said to have influenced the subject and indirectly the role of the passive,
the relevant part for the present chapter is to consider whether causes said to have
influenced the introduction of the new passives are in fact aspects of the loss of V2.
As an example, Allen (1995) has argued that the loss of the dative-fronted passive—
a precursor of the recipient passive—is a direct consequence of the limitations of
(indirect) object fronting, in its turn part of the series of events that constitute the
loss of V2: the increasing limitations on fronting of datives meant that passives in
which a dative object is fronted were also gradually lost.
In this chapter, I argue that (i) the times of introduction of the three passives
coincide more closely than previously suggested, locating the crucial changes in the
second half of the fourteenth century; (ii) despite this, there is no structural
innovation that ‘suddenly’ allowed passivization of different types of objects across
the board; and (iii) the introduction of the new passives can be ascribed to specific
changes in the context of the relevant verbs, both in the active and passive. Sections
3.2 and 3.3 present new evidence for two of the previously proposed scenarios for
the introduction of the prepositional and recipient passives: the reanalysis of verb
and preposition as one unit for the prepositional passive; and the loss of the dativefronted passive to pave the way for the recipient passive. Section 3.4 provides
further evidence, contrary to some proposals in the literature, that the passive ECM
was introduced at the same time as the active ECM, and I propose that the passive
version caught on more easily than the active verison because of similar passives
that were already available in English. Section 3.5 concludes.

Section 3.2

The introduction of the prepositional passive

This section investigates the introduction of the prepositional passive by reexamining the early examples given in the literature and complementing these with
a corpus study of the prepositional passive in the PPCME2. I argue that the
introduction of the prepositional passive must be located in the fourteenth century
rather than the thirteenth century, as previously proposed in the literature. I also
provide evidence for a scenario which takes the introduction of this passive to be
due to a series of minimal alterations in which reanalysis—i.e. the (perceived) unity
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of verb and preposition—plays a crucial role from the very first examples onwards,
both from a structural as well as a language-user perspective.
The prepositional passive, for example dŚĞ ƉŽĐŬĞƚ ŝƐ ďĞŝŶŐ ƌĞĂĐŚĞĚ ĨŽƌ͕ is
generally said to have been introduced in the early thirteenth century, with the
earliest examples dating from 1230 (Visser 1973, Denison 1993). However, the
examples from the thirteenth century are scarce and not all of them are easy to
interpret. It is only from the late fourteenth-century onwards that more numerous
and less ambiguous examples are attested. The problems with interpreting the
thirteenth-century examples raise the question whether these examples do in fact
represent evidence of a fully grammatical prepositional passive at this period, or
whether, as is often the case with these early examples, they are wrongly analysed
or given the wrong date. If this is indeed the case for some of these early examples,
it will mean that introduction of the prepositional passive proper possibly took place
later than previously assumed.
The reasons for the introduction of the prepositional passive have been widely
debated in the literature (see Denison 1993 for an overview). Some of these
accounts do not focus specifically on the prepositional passive, but focus on general
developments which possibly influence the use of the passive, like the loss of ŵĂŶ
(mentioned by Van der Gaaf 1930, and seemingly supported by Denison 1993), the
increasingly fixed SVX order (Denison 1985) and the loss of inherent case (Lightfoot
1981, Van Kemenade 1987). Other accounts, dealing specifically with the
prepositional passive, focus on the order of preposition and verb (Van der Gaaf
1930, Thornburg 1985, Mustanoja 1960: 113, 441), or the type of verbs first used
with the prepositional passive (see Denison 1985 for an account in terms of lexical
diffusion). Some of these accounts seem ad hoc and there still is no clear answer to
the question of why the prepositional passive was introduced in exactly this period
and in the contexts in which it is first found.
One persistent issue, both in the syntactic analysis of the prepositional passive
and in the use of the prepositional passive in Present-day English (PDE), is the notion
of reanalysis (e.g. Chomsky 1981, Van Riemsdijk 1978, Van Kemenade 1987). This
notion is based on the idea that the verb and preposition at one point come to form
one unit. It is this unit, rather than only the verb, which takes an object, now a
regular NP, and not—as seems to be the case—a PP. This idea of reanalysis has been
central to many formal analyses in describing the mechanics of the formation of
prepositional passives. It has, to my knowledge, not been used as an explanation for
the introduction, despite evidence that it is already relevant from the earliest
examples onwards, with some of the early examples reported by Visser (1973) and
Denison (1993) showing conjunctions of a single verb with a verb+preposition unit.
These signs of reanalysis can be more crucial to the introduction of the prepositional
passive than previously assumed.
This section is structured as follows. Section 3.2.1 defines the prepositional
passive and discusses its use in PDE, with Section 3.2.1.2 presenting a syntactic
analysis of the prepositional passive, building on the mechanism of reanalysis of
verb and preposition as one unit. Section 3.2.2 discusses the earliest examples of
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the prepositional passive—I discount the thirteenth-century examples and give
additional fourteenth and fifteenth-century examples, expanding the database of
verb+preposition combinations that exists in the literature. Section 3.2.3 provides a
new scenario for the introduction of the prepositional passive: I provide evidence
that reanalysis of verb+preposition as one unit takes place from the earliest
examples onwards, and argue that the prepositional passive became possible after
first occurring in relative clauses, where it represents a minimal alteration and may
not have been noticed by speakers as a grammatically different construction.
Section 3.2.4 concludes.
3.2.1
A characterization of the prepositional passive
The prepositional passive is a productive construction in PDE but its use is subject to
several constraints, some of which are not yet fully understood. A clear factor which
determines its occurrence is a close relation between verb and preposition, for
instance in terms of selection of the preposition by the verb (Huddleston & Pullum
2002: 1433); this notion does not, however, account for the grammaticality of all
examples. More problematically, the perceived or structural unity of the verb and
preposition cannot be straightforwardly accounted for in syntactic theory.
3.2.1.1 The prepositional passive in Present-day English
The prepositional passive is the passive of an active verb which is followed by a
prepositional phrase, either an argument or an adjunct. Example (4)a illustrates a
prepositional passive from a newspaper, with a reconstructed active counterpart in
(4)b. In this and following examples of prepositional passives, the subject is
underlined and the participle and preposition are given in bold. In the active
sentences the verb and preposition are also given in bold and the NP complement of
the preposition is underlined.
(4) a. … but the Keens have been renovating their main home and it has not
been lived in for up to a year.
(www.guardian.co.uk͕ 10 July 2009)
b. They have not lived in their main home for up to a year.
The complement of the preposition ŝŶ in the active sentence in (4)b, ƚŚĞŝƌ ŵĂŝŶ
ŚŽŵĞ͕ has been passivized in (4)a, leaving the preposition ŝŶ stranded after the
passive participle ůŝǀĞĚ͘ The usual analysis for the active examples is to take ŝŶƚŚĞŝƌ
ŵĂŝŶŚŽŵĞ to be the prepositional argument of the verb, but analyses on the exact
connection between verb and preposition vary—in some instances a case is made
for the acceptability of a prepositional passive being limited to those instances
where the verb is said to lexically select the preposition (cf. Chomsky’s 1986
L[exical]-marking or Van Riemsdijk’s (1978) subcategorization). It is not the case,
however, that only argument prepositional phrases can be turned into prepositional
passives. Huddleston & Pullum (2002:1433-4) identify two types of prepositional
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passives—one in which the verb selects (“specifies”) the preposition, as in (5)a and
another for which they claim the preposition is “less constrained”, such as (5)b.
(5) a. My mother approved of the plan. The plan was approved of by my
mother.
b. Someone has slept in this bed.
This bed has been slept in.
(Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 1433, their 20i a-b and iv a-b)
While the preposition ŽĨis selected by the verb in the first example, Huddleston &
Pullum state that in the second example, the preposition ŝŶ is not selected by the
verb because other prepositions can also be used in this sentence: ^ŽŵĞŽŶĞ ŚĂƐ
ƐůĞƉƚŽŶͬƵŶĚĞƌͬŶĞĂƌƚŚĞďĞĚ(ŝďŝĚ.). Phrasal-prepositional verbs sometimes also allow
prepositional passive (dŚĞŵĂŝŶŐŽĂůƐƐĞĞŵƐƚŽŚĂǀĞďĞĞŶůŽƐƚƐŝŐŚƚŽĨ͕Huddleston &
Pullum 2002: 1433, their 20iiib), but I will focus on sentences with only a
prepositional object.
Most accounts which attempt to explain the acceptability or grammaticality of
prepositional passives by pointing to the connection between verb and preposition
state that the two elements must constitute some kind of unit (Van Riemsdijk 1978,
Hornstein & Weinberg 1981). This idea of unity is further supported by the existence
of fixed collocations, with verbs like ůŝǀĞoften occurring with the same preposition,
ŝŶ. Van Riemsdijk (1978) provides three suggestions for formalizing the notion of
‘semantic units’. The first suggestion is the notion of ‘subcategorization’, which
entails that the head (the verb in this case) stipulates what type of complement it
occurs with (what type of preposition in this case). To illustrate how this explains the
use of prepositional passives, Van Riemsdijk contrasts (6)a with (6)b, where the
second example ‘subcategorizes’ for the preposition less closely than the first.
(6) a. Shewas provided for quite adequately.
b. *His mother was travelled with by John.
(Van Riemsdijk 1978: 218, his 7a; and 220, his 12)
Van Riemsdijk’s example is perhaps unfortunate because ƚƌĂǀĞů cannot passivize
under any circumstance, making the sentence in (2b) ungrammatical for reasons
other than the lack of subcategorization by the verb. The comparison to another
stranding environment, however, shows that ƚƌĂǀĞůǁŝƚŚdoes allow stranding: tŚŽ
ĚŝĚ :ŽŚŶ͛Ɛ ŵŽƚŚĞƌ ƚƌĂǀĞů ǁŝƚŚ͍ is perfectly acceptable (1978: 145, his 30).
Subcategorization, then, provides a more formal approach to the connection
between verb and preposition and can account for some perhaps unexpected
grammatical examples, such as the active-passive pair in (7), and the selection of the
adjunct in (8).
(7) a. John dashed into the building.
b. The building was dashed into by John.

(Takami 1992: 103, his 44a-b)
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(8) This desk should not be written on.
(Takami 1992: 103, his 46a)
In (8), the adjunct ŽŶƚŚŝƐĚĞƐŬis clearly selected (‘subcategorized for’) by the verb
ǁƌŝƚĞ, as one of the prepositions that can occur logically with ǁƌŝƚĞ͘ At the same
time, subcategorization seems to be mostly a stipulation, based on observations
about frequently occurring collocations or logical options, and does not provide a
further explanation as to the why of these combinations.
Van Riemsdijk’s second suggestion is that the verb-preposition combinations
should have a corresponding single word with the same meaning in order to allow
the prepositional passive (1978: 221). Hornstein & Weinburg (1981) follow up on
this idea and provide the following examples: “Thus, ƚĂůŬĂďŽƵƚ͕ƚĂŬĞĂĚǀĂŶƚĂŐĞŽĨ͕
and ŬĞĞƉƚĂďƐŽŶ mean 'discuss', 'exploit', and 'watch (closely)', respectively.” (1981:
65). However, it is clear that this notion is less successful than the notion of
subcategorization in that it cannot explain all examples of grammatical prepositional
passives, witness (9).
(9) His speech was not listened to.
(Takami 1992: 100, his 31b)
While ůŝƐƚĞŶƚŽmay be a fixed collocation, it is not clear what single-word alternative
would be available for this sentence.
The final suggestion by Van Riemsdijk, echoed by other researchers
(Chomsky 1981 26, Goh 2000, 2001), provides a structural formalization of the
connection between verb and preposition in proposing that they are reanalysed as
one structural unit. Goh (2000) gives the following sentences as evidence for this
reanalysis in the passive (referring to Jespersen (1909-49: part III, vol. I. 15.7)) by
showing that nothing can occur between the verb and preposition in the
prepositional passive, witness examples (10)c and (11)c. The (a) and (b) examples
show that it is possible for material to occur between verb and preposition in the
active.
(10) a. All the committee members agree unanimously on the proposal.
b. On which proposal did all the committee members agree unanimously?
c. The proposal was agreed (*unanimously) on by all the committee
members.
(11) a. The search committee asked politely for additional information.
b. This is the additional information for which the search committee asked.
c. Additional information was asked (*politely) for by the search committee.
(Goh 2000: 156, his 3 and 4)
26

Van Riemsdijk in fact refers to Chomsky (but no specific publication) for the original idea.
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The fact that nothing can occur between ĂŐƌĞĞĚ and ŽŶ͕and ĂƐŬĞĚ and ĨŽƌ in the
passive sentences suggests that their relation is tighter than in the active sentences,
where it is in fact possible to split the verb and preposition.
Despite the widespread idea of the idiomatic nature of the prepositional
passive and the idea of a ‘semantic unit’, however formalized, there are quite a
number of examples of prepositional passives that might not be considered
instances of semantic units. Why, for instance, is (a) grammatical but (b) not?
(12) The bed was slept in.
(13) *New Yorkwas slept in.
Several authors attribute the grammaticality of examples such as (a) to pragmatic
constraints. For instance, Takami (1992) refers to Bolinger (1975) for a first account
in terms of ‘affectedness’—not specifically for prepositional passives but for passives
in general.
(14) a. I was approached by the stranger.
b. *I was approached by the train.
(Bolinger 1975: 68, as qtd. by Takami 1992: 110, his 68a-b)
While (14)a shows the affectedness of the subject, according to Bolinger, in (14)b
there is only a spatial relationship between the subject and the train. He
distinguishes in this manner “true patients” from subjects that “are merely located
with reference to” the other arguments (1975: 68, as qtd. by Takami 1992: 110).
Another indication discussed by Bolinger for the affectedness is the size of the
‘affecter’, witness the contrast in (15)a and b.
(15) a. *He was crawled on by a bug.
b. He was stepped on by an elephant.
The crawling of the bug hardly affects the subject; the stepping on by elephants is
clearly a different case. Takami adds a Characterization Condition (1992: 126) to
Bolinger’s observations, which states that the sentence needs to provide
information about the subject to such an extent that it functions as a
characterization of the subject. He uses this to explain the difference between (16)a
and (16)b.
(16) a. *The stone was stumbled over by John.
b. The stone will be stumbled over if it’s not moved.
(Takami 1992: 125, his 125b and 126c)
While the first sentence does not give any information about the stone, the second
sentence does, and this explains the difference in grammaticality (see also Kuno &
Takami 2004: 148-153).
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A second type of pragmatic constraint, related to the affectedness account, is
presented by Huddleston & Pullum (2002), who state that a prepositional passive is
possible only in those cases where there is a “significant property or change in a
significant property of the subject-referent” (1446). This, they explain, accounts for
the difference in acceptability between (17)a and (17)b.
(17) a. The valley could be marched through in less than two hours.
b. *The village hall could be met in.
(Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 1446, their 65ib and 65iib)
(17)a is grammatical in Huddleston & Pullum’s line of reasoning because the fact of
the two hours means “something significant about [the valley’s] length and the
terrain”, while (17)b adds no significant new information about village halls (2002:
1446-7). They compare this to another example, (18), where the subject is, in
Bolinger’s terms, affected.
(18) This bed has been slept in.
(Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 1447)
The affectedness, according to Huddleston & Pullum, lies in the fact that the bed
“becomes rumpled and the sheets are likely to be treated as no longer clean enough
for someone else to use them” (2002: 1447). While affectedness is perhaps difficult
to formalize in clear terms, these explanations of the grammaticality in terms of
affectedness show that the use of prepositional passives is not only a syntactic
affair, but is determined by semantic factors as well. In short, lexical selection and
the idea of syntactic and semantic units can account for a large number of
prepositional passives, while in some cases additional pragmatic constraints are
needed to account for the acceptability of examples.
3.2.1.2 A syntactic analysis of the prepositional passive
The discussion in the previous section has shown that there are different
grammatical and pragmatic constraints that determine the acceptability of the
prepositional passive. The question a syntactic analysis needs to answer is whether a
similar type of object is targeted in the different contexts: a prepositional object or a
direct object. The first type of analysis (e.g. Lightfoot 1979 and Chomsky 1981: 123)
implies that the passive can target other objects than direct object. The second,
more commonly adopted view (e.g. Van Riemsdijk 1978, Van Kemenade 1987),
entails that the verb and preposition form one verbal unit taking an NP complement.
The basic idea of reanalysis for prepositional passives—as proposed by Van
Riemsdijk (1978: 222) as an application of Chomsky’s (1974) proposal for a general
mechanism of reanalysis—is that the verb and preposition form a larger, verbal,
unit. The NP which is originally the complement of the preposition becomes the
complement of the V+P unit. Example (19) illustrates the two analyses: in (a), the
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verb ƐĂƚis followed by a prepositional phrase ƚŚŝƐďĞŶĐŚ; in (b), reanalysis has taken
place and the preposition now forms a unit with ƐĂƚ, leaving an NP ƚŚŝƐďĞŶĐŚ͘(19)c
shows the passive that is now possible. 
(19) a. Someone [VP sat [PP on this bench]]
b. Someone [VP [sat on] [this bench]].
c. This bench was [VP sat on] [t].
Reanalysis yields the following derivation in the passive, following the general
analysis of the passive proposed in Section 2.3.3.
Figure 3.1 The prepositional passive

The verb and preposition are reanalysed as one unit and occur in the head position
of the VP, which means that ƚŚŝƐ ďĞŶĐŚ, originally the complement of the
preposition ŽŶ, is now the complement of the V+P unit ƐĂƚŽŶ͘Following the analysis
of the passive presented in Section 2.3.3, no external argument is merged in
Spec,ǀP, and ƚŚŝƐďĞŶĐŚis the only available candidate to move to Spec,TP, resulting
in the sentence dŚŝƐďĞŶĐŚǁĂƐƐĂƚŽŶ͘
The reanalysis account faces an important problem because it is not clear
when and why it takes place; more specifically, whether it also takes place in the
active. Van Riemsdijk’s original proposal builds on it taking place in the active as
well. He proposes that reanalysis of verb and preposition should be seen as a rule at
the level of the lexicon: the verb and the preposition are “listed in the lexicon as
semantic units” with a new label of V (1978: 222). This means that they are
generated in the derivation as V[sat on]. Van Riemsdijk’s proposal for positioning the
reanalysis at the lexical level has the consequence that the reanalysis should also
take place in the active; but it is not clear whether enough evidence exists to
support this. Alternatively, they are stored as two separate items in the lexicon: the
verbal unit ƐŝƚŽŶ͕and the verb Ɛŝƚ (which can combine with several prepositions).
Other authors argue that reanalysis in the active is problematic. Newmeyer
(2007), for instance, presents the following examples, from Jones (1987) and Inada
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(1981), respectively, which he claims are problematic for a reanalysis account of
stranding in ǁŚ-clauses, which, like prepositional passives, allow for preposition
stranding.
(20) a. Which shoes did you [walk around Europe in] __?
b. Which of the two knives did you [pay twice for]__?
(Newmeyer 2007: 227, his 6a-b)
The units that the reanalysis creates, ǁĂůŬĂƌŽƵŶĚƵƌŽƉĞ ŝŶ and ƉĂǇ ƚǁŝĐĞ ĨŽƌ are
“utterly implausible” as lexical items, according to Newmeyer (2007: 227). He also
gives the following two examples, which are passive, but in addition show ǁŚmovement.
(21) a. Which problems has Harry been [[talked to] Ğ about] Ğ?
b. Who would you like to be [[sung to] Ğby] Ğ?
(Newmeyer 2007: 227, his 10a-b)
Newmeyer shows that the two reanalyses given in (21)a-b, one for ǁŚͲmovement
and one for the passive, are incompatible: they cannot be both applied in these
examples. Another example from Inada (1981; as quoted by Lee 2007) also seems to
provide evidence that reanalysis cannot in fact take place on a lexical level.
(22) The bale that the goods were ƉĂĐŬĞĚin went bad.
The original form of the first of part this sentence would be ^ŽŵĞŽŶĞ ƉĂĐŬĞĚ ƚŚĞ
ŐŽŽĚƐŝŶƚŚĞďĂůĞ, with ƉĂĐŬĞĚand ŝŶnot adjacent, which means that they cannot
have been a unit at the point of base-generation in the active. Only after ƚŚĞŐŽŽĚƐ
has been passivized can the unit ƉĂĐŬĞĚнŝŶ be formed. While this is indeed a
problematic example, the problem seems to be due to the interaction between the
two types of stranding—ǁŚ-movement and passivization—which cannot be taken as
sufficient evidence that reanalysis never takes place in the active.
Despite the various problems with reanalysis raised by these authors, there is
in fact some evidence that reanalysis also takes place in the active. Interestingly, this
evidence specifically addresses the OE and ME situation. Denison (1993) provides
OE and early ME examples which show conjunction of single verbs with V+P
collocations in the active, in turn suggesting that reanalysis has taken place, i.e. they
behave and are treated as units.
(23) ΘĞĂĐƐǇŵďůĞwiðstodanΘongen fuhtonŚĞŽƌĂĂŐŶƵŵƐǇŶůƵƐƚƵŵ
and also always withstood and against fought their own sinful-desires
‘and also always withstood and fought against their own sinful desires’
(GD 232.1; Denison 1993: 128, his 30)
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(24) ƐĂƵůĝĞƚŝƐĝĞƵĞŽŶĚhateðΘhunteð efterŚŝƌĞ
Saul that is the devil hates and hunts for[=pursues] her
a1250 ((ŶĐƌ͘(Nero) 57.4); Denison 1993: 129, his 38))
In (23), the single verb ǁŝĝƐƚŽĚĂŶ is conjoined with the verb+preposition
combination ŽŶŐĞŶ ĨƵŚƚŽŶ, and they share the same object, ŚĞŽƌĂ ĂŐŶƵŵ
ƐǇŶůƵƐƚƵŵ͘Note that ŽŶŐĞŶis possibly paralleled with the prefix ǁŝĝin the first verb.
Example (24) shows the same structure, with the single verb ŚĂƚĞĝ conjoined with
the verb and preposition ŚƵŶƚĞĝĞĨƚĞƌ and sharing the object ŚŝƌĞ. These examples
show that reanalysis is also possible in active sentences, although it can perhaps
only be argued to have taken place if the evidence, such as conjunction, is there.
Taking into account the evidence from the active sentences in ME, I will
assume that reanalysis also takes place in the active, but only optionally (indeed,
following the spirit of Chomsky (1974), who, according to Van Riemsdijk (1978: 222)
also presents reanalysis as ŽƉƚŝŽŶĂů). I will, however, take it to be a syntactic
operation, rather than one that takes place at the lexical level. This structural
analysis provides the syntactic machinery to analyse the change that took place in
ME with the introduction of these new prepositional passives: we now know that we
need to account for the reanalysis of verb and preposition and not for the possibility
that passives target prepositional objects. But before we turn to that question, let us
first consider the ME data.
3.2.2
The prepositional passive in ME
This section presents a study of the prepositional passive in the PPCME2 (Kroch &
Taylor 2000) which sheds new light on the reason for the introduction of the
prepositional passive. A re-examination of the early examples presented in the
literature—most notably Van der Gaaf (1929), Visser (1973: 2122-2124; §§19501952) and Denison (1993)—in combination with the examples from the PPCME2
leads me to conclude that the introduction of the prepositional passive is later than
previously proposed in the literature: in the fourteenth century instead of the
thirteenth century.
3.2.2.1 Method and selection of examples
The following queries were used to search for prepositional passives in the PPCME2
corpus. As explained in Section 1.3, the searches were carried out with the
programme ŽƌƉƵƐ^ƚƵĚŝŽ (Komen 2011), which makes use of the original search
programme that comes with the Penn-Helsinki-York corpora, ŽƌƉƵƐ^ĞĂƌĐŚ(Randall
2005-2007). Throughout this thesis I will give the queries in the format as shown
below for Query 3.1: this format abstracts away from some of the details, but it
shows the order of the queries and the relevant labels and commands.
YƵĞƌǇϯ͘ϭPrepositional passives
a. IP* idoms *SBJ*
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b. IP* idoms *BED*|*BEP*|BE|BAG|BEN
c. IP* idoms *VAN*
d. IP* idoms PP* & PP* idoms P & PP* idoms NP* & NP* idoms \**
Query 3.1 selects all main and subordinate clauses of all types which have a form of
ƚŽ ďĞ (*BED*|*BEP*|BE|BAG|BEN) and a passive participle (VAN) as clause
constituents (line 3.1a-c). The clause also needs to dominate a prepositional phrase
with a deleted NP-complement of the preposition (line 3.1b).27 The query does not
specify the type of trace, which means that the results include sentences with
relativized or fronted elements. All examples were analysed by hand, and instances
which did not represent prepositional passives were excluded from the selection. In
addition, one of the results is in fact an example of a mistake in the annotation:
(25) /ĐŚĂŵmade atteĂƐĂŵĞƌĞǁǇƊͲŽƵƚĞŶƌĞƐŽƵŶ
I am made [atte] as an animal without reason
1350 (cmearlps, 88.3844)
ƚƚĞ is labeled as a preposition, with a following empty node as its complement
within the PP. If it really is a preposition, the translation would be ‘I was made out’
and this example would represent a very early example of a prepositional passive.
However, given the text of the Latin Vulgate in (26), a version of which is the source
for the Early Psalter, and the King James translation in (27), it seems clear that ĂƚƚĞis
in fact meant to represent ĂƚƚŚĞĞ rather than an obscure preposition.
(26) ƵƚũƵŵĞŶƚƵŵĨĂĐƚƵƐƐƵŵĂƉƵĚƚĞ͕ĞƚĞŐŽƐĞŵƉĞƌƚĞĐƵŵ
as beast made I-am before thee, and I (am) always with-thee.
(Clementine Vulgate, Psalms 72:23)
(27) So foolish ǁĂƐI, and ignorant: I was ĂƐa beast before thee.
(King James Version, Psalms 73:22)
The remaining 44 relevant examples in the PPCME2 are discussed below, together
with the examples previously presented in the literature.
3.2.2.2 Earliest examples
28
The earliest examples according to the literature date from the thirteenth century ,
but they are not without problems. In fact, we will see below that the first
27

In order to let CorpusStudio/CorpusSearch select traces, it needs to be stipulated in the query that
traces are not ignored (i.e. the label “\**” should be excluded in the categories that should be ignored
“add_to_ignore”).
28
There is one proposal that seems to make a different claim: Goh (2000, 2001) claims that the
prepositional passive was not an innovation in the ME period but that it builds on an available structure in
OE, which he calls ‘a prepositional passive in disguise’. Because Goh’s account does not actually provide
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unambiguous examples and more numerous examples only start to appear in the
fourteenth century.
Thirteenth century
There are three thirteenth-century examples that are candidates for the earliest
attestation of a prepositional passive. The first is given by Visser (1973), from two
different manuscripts, (28) and (29), as an apparent counterexample to the existing
claim in the literature at his time of writing that there are no instances of
prepositional passives before the fourteenth century.
(28) ŚĞŽƐĐŚĂůbeoŐƌĞĂƚƚƌĞŝďŽůůĞŶ͘ůĞĂĨĚŝůƵŬĞƌleoten ofƊĞŶĂůĞĂĨĚŝŽĨŚĂŵĞƐ͕͙
she shall be more-greatly honoured, more.ladylike thought of than a lady of
homes
c1225 (Ancrene Wisse (ed. Tolkien) 58, 7)
(29) ,ĞŽƐĐŚĂůbeo͙ůĞĂĨĚŝůƵŬĞƌleoten of͙
she shall be … more.ladylike thought of…
‘she shall be more greatly honoured, thought of as more ladylike than a
housewife’
c1225 (Ancr. R. (Corp-C) 58)
(Visser 1973: 2122, §1950; translation Van Kemenade 1987: 209)
However, this example is discounted by Denison (1981, 1993), because he claims
that it is not, in fact, a prepositional passive, or indeed a passive at all. First, he
presents a different translation: ‘and she shall be more self-important, shall behave
29
in a more ladylike way, than a lady of property’ (1993: 142, for his 86 ), although
still allowing for ƚŚŝŶŬ ŽĨ as the right translation—indeed, the MED includes this
example under the meaning ƚŚŝŶŬŽĨfor ůĞŽƚĞŶŽĨ. A more important argument by
Denison is that he questions both the status of ůĞŽƚĞŶand ŽĨ, proposing that ůĞŽƚĞŶ
is an infinitive and ŽĨis elliptical, meaning that it probably did not have an object to
begin with, or that the status of the preposition-like element as a preposition is not
evident (1993: 161, note 11). Denison does not comment on the reasons why ůĞŽƚĞŶ
would be an infinitive rather than a past participle combining with ďĞŽ in the
earlier examples of the prepositional passive, but only a precursor, I have not included it here in the
discussion. Besides, the details of his account are not convincing. Most importantly, at least a substantial
part of the examples of what Goh claims to be a ‘prepositional passive in disguise’ in OE do not seem to
constitute passives at all. Consider, as an illustration, the following example, which is a perfect rather
than a passive.


ŚŝĞƊĞĂŚƐǁĂƵŶĚƌčĚĞŶĚůŝĐĞŐĞďŝĚŽŶƊčƚƐĞĞŐĞŽĨĞƌͲŐŽŶŐĞŶǁčƐ,
they however fearfully awaited that the terror over-gone was
‘however, they fearfully awaited for the terror to be passed over’
(Or 160.30-1; Goh 2001: 212, his 19)
29
For support, Denison points to a French translation, which has ‘behave more like a lady’ (1981: 75, fn
63; 1993: 161, end note 11) and another instance in the ŶĐƌĞŶĞ (1993: 161, note 11, ŶĐƌ͘ 36a.18).
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previous clause, but does provide examples of active clauses with ůĞŽƚĞŶŽĨ, which
clearly show that ŽĨcan be elliptical (cf. a verb like ůĞĂǀĞŽĨĨ) when ůĞŽƚĞŶŽĨmeans
ƚŚŝŶŬŽĨ(1993: 143). Although not all aspects of Denison’s objections are sufficiently
supported, his remarks question the status of the example, and especially the status
of ŽĨ͕ to such an extent that this cannot be taken to be the first unambiguous
example.
The second thirteenth-century example is given by Denison (1993), who adds
(30) to the examples from Visser (1973).
(30) ƊĞƌǁĞƐƐŽƌŚĞƚĞƐĞŽŶŚŝƌĞůĞŽĨůŝĐŚůŝĐŚfarenƐŽƌĞŽǁůŝĐŚĞwið
there was sorrow to see her dear body dealt so cruelly with
c1225 (^ƚ͘:ƵůŝĂŶĂ(Royal) 22.195; Denison 1993:125, his 10)
This example is from a text which, like the previous example, survives in two
different manuscripts: the Royal and the Bodley, both from the early thirteenth
century. Example (30) is the example from the Royal manuscript, while the PPCME2
contains the Bodley version, which has the following version of the same sentence
(also already given by Denison 1981: 219, fn 36):
(31) ƊĞƌǁĞƐƐŽƌŚĞƚŽƐĞŽŶŽŶŚŝƌĞĨƌĞŽůŝĐŚĞĨůĞƐĐŚŚƵŚĂferdenƊĞƌͲwið͘
there was sorrow to see on her dear body how they had.fared therewith
‘there was sorow to see on her dear body how they had fared with it’
c1225(?c1200) (^ƚ:ƵůŝĂŶĂ(Bodley) 104.137)
This version has a finite clause beginning with complementizer ŚƵ, and there is no
passive and also no stranding of the preposition. The idea put forward in the
PPCME2 corpus description is that the Royal, which has example (30), is earlier and
closer to the Latin original: the Bodley manuscript is “an expansive revision of the
original text [the Royal], a translation of a popular Latin life” (Kroch & Taylor 2000, in
30
the discussion on the Katherine group ). The fact that the first manuscript has a
prepositional passive, but the revised manuscript finds a different solution suggests
that the prepositional passive was at that stage not yet (completely) acceptable (cf.
Warner 1982: 138ff. for a similar argument concerning ECM passives, see section
3.4.2.1 for more details). Note that it is not the fact that it is a translation from Latin
that is relevant here—after all, Latin does not have prepositional passives—but the
revision. The revision possibly indicates that the prepositional passive was, at this
stage, not yet accepted, which means that again, this example cannot be considered
the first unambiguous example of a prepositional passive. What it does show,
however, is that this period may represent an initial stage in the development
towards a fully grammatical prepositional passive.
30

http://www.ling.upenn.edu/histcorpora/PPCME2-RELEASE-3/info/katherine-group.html [accessed
31.05.2013]. Kroch & Taylor base most of their discussion on Savage & Watson (1991) and Dobson (1972,
1976).
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The PPCME2 provides the third thirteenth-century example which could qualify
as an early prepositional passive. 
(32) ^ƵŵŝƐĂůĚĂŶƚĨĞďůĞĂŶƚŝƐƊĞůĞƐƐĞdred of
Some are old and weak and are the less feared of
c1230 (cmancriw,I.44.43-6)

ƌĞĚ here has the label VAN, and if it is indeed a passive participle, the translation
will be ‘Some are old and feeble and are to be feared less of’. Indeed, Savage &
Watson (1991: 49) provide a similar translation of ‘One is old and weak and is the
less to be feared for’. However, ĚƌĞĚ also occurs as a noun in ME, in which case the
translation will be ‘Some are old and feeble and there is less fear of them’.
Unfortunately, the other instances of ĚƌĞĚ in the PPCME2 do not immediately solve
this puzzle: some are labelled as a noun (N) and others as a passive participle (VAN),
even though the structural difference is not immediately clear, witness (33) and
(34). The translations are from Savage & Watson (1991: 119 and 128, respectively),
on which the parse of the text in the PPCME2 is also based (Kroch & Taylor 2000).
(33) 'ĂƐƚůŝĐŚĨŽŶĚƵŶŐĞƊƚŝƐŵĂƌĞEĚƌĞĚŽĨ͖DĞŝďĞŽŶĨŽƌƊĞƉĞƌŝůŝĐůĞŽƉĞĚďƌĞĂƐƚ
ǁƵŶĚĞ.
spiritual temptation which is more fear of; may be for the danger called chest
wound
‘Spiritual temptation, which is more to be feared, can be called a chestwound, on account of its danger.’
c1230 (cmancriw, II.146.1971)
(34) ΘŚǁĞŶŚĂĞĨƚĞƌĨĞŽůĞۏĞƌĨĞůĞĝŚĂŵƐĞƐƚƌŽŶŐĞ͘ǁƵŶĚƌĞĝŚŝƌĞƐǁŝĝĞΘŝƐŽĨ
sEĚƌĞĚůĞŽƐƚĞŐŽĚŚĂďďĞŚŝƌĞĂůĨŽƌǁĂƌƉĞŶ͘
and when she after many years feels them so strong, wonders her very and is
of feared lest god has her all away cast
‘And when after many years, she feels strong temptations, she is very
shocked, and afraid that God has cast her away completely.’
c1230 (cmancriw,II.161.2217-8)
Interestingly, the noun is translated with a participle by Savage & Watson, while the
participle in (34) is translated with a noun, ĂĨƌĂŝĚ͘ More support for treating ĚƌĞĚas
a noun comes from Bosworth & Toller (1898), who include ŽĨĚƌĎĚ a single word in
their Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, with the meaning ‘terrified, afraid’. Denison (1985, as
discussed by Denison 1993) includes an example similar to (32) in his discussion of
quasi-ellipsis, treating ĚƌĞĚas a noun and ŽĨas elliptical.
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(35) ۏĞƚŝƐŵĞĂƐƚĚƌĞĚŽĨŚǁĞŶƊĞƐǁĞŽŬĞŽĨŚĞůůĞĞŐŐĞĝƚŽĂƊŝŶŐ
yet is most fear of when the deceiver of hell incites to a thing
‘Yet there is most fear when the Deceiver of Hell incites one to something’
c1230(?a1200) (ŶĐƌ͘60a.19; Denison 1993: 142, his 87)
Following the ambiguous status both of ĚƌĞĚ and ŽĨ͕ and the likelihood that ĚƌĞĚ
should be interpreted as a noun, example (32) cannot be considered as an early
example of a prepositional passive. This means that there are no unambiguous
examples in the thirteenth century. While the ambiguous examples point to a
development towards prepositional passives as marginally possible, the lack of
unambiguous examples in the same period sheds doubt on the status of these three
ambiguous examples as proof for the acceptability of early prepositional passives in
this period.
Fourteenth and fifteenth century
Visser (1973) gives a total of 28 examples for the fourteenth century, adding his own
examples to Van der Gaaf’s (1929) collection of 11. Denison (1993: 160) later
discounts 7 of Visser’s and Van der Gaaf’s examples, for a variety of reasons: three
because they do not really represent prepositional passives (like ůĞŽƚĞŶ ŽĨ above,
and examples with ƌƵŶ ĂƚͬĂďŽƵƚ and ƐĞƌǀĞĚ ǁŝƚŚĂů); one because it is wrongly
attributed—not from Rolle’s WƐĂůƚĞƌ (1340) but Hilton’s KŶ ƚŚĞ DŝǆĞĚ >ŝĨĞ (Thrn,
c1440); and two because they are “unsafe” according to Denison. These are given as
(36) and (37).
(36) tĂůƚĞƌĞtĂƐsmyten þorghǁŝƊĂůĂŶĐĞ.
Walter was pierced through with a lance
c1338 (Rob. Of Brunne [D: Mannyng], Chron. Pt. II, 2040)
(37) ,ĞƊĂƚǁĂƐŵĂƐƚforgiven till͕DĂƐƚĂŐŚƚƚŽůƵƵĞŚŝŵǁŝƚƐŬŝůů.
He that was most forgiven to, most ought to love him with skill
13.. (Curs. M. 14048)
(Visser 1973: 2123, §1951; glosses mine)
Denison (1993) refers to Denison (1985) for example (36), stating thatƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ has a
“confused categorial status” in ME, because it can be prefixal, adverbial or
prepositional (1993: 141). In (37), the uncertainty may be due to the fact that it
occurs in a poem which uses end rhyme, in this example shown by ƚŝůů and ƐŬŝůů,
although Denison does not seem to use this argument for other examples.
The example that Denison presents as the earliest unambiguous example from
the fourteenth century is not entirely without problems. It is one of Visser’s
examples but with a later date for the manuscript (c1330(?a1300) instead of c1300).
Note that this new date means that there is a considerable gap of about a hundred
years between the alleged first examples from the early thirteenth century and this
example.
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(38) XŝƐŵĂŝĚĞŶ͙ĨĞůĞĚĂůƐŽďŝŚĞƌƊŝͮƊĂƚƐĐŚĞǁĂƐyleyen bi
this maiden … felt also by her thigh that she had.been lain by
‘This maiden felt then by her thigh that she had been lain with’
c1330(?a1300) (ƌƚŚƵ͘ΘD͘(Auch) 849) 31; Denison 1993: 125-6, his 11)
Considering the fact that ŽĨƌƚŚŽƵƌΘŽĨDĞƌůŝŶis metrical and, more importantly,
uses end rhyme, the question is whether this prepositional passive is influenced by
those factors: Ɗŝ in the first line rhymes with the stranded preposition ďŝ in the
second line. This is not to say that all poetry should be disregarded or that this is
not, in fact, an example of a prepositional passive. Like the previous examples,
however, it is problematic as an early example because it does not unambiguously,
i.e. without effect of rhyme or metre, show that prepositional passives are fully
acceptable at this stage.
Denison has a further 7 examples whose manuscript and composition date
both fall in the fourteenth century. The PPCME2 has another 8 examples with both
composition and manuscript date before 1400. This means there are a total of 16
examples pre-1400 in the collection. The first unambiguous examples of
prepositional passives are given in (39)-(42).
(39) tĂƐŶĞƵĞƌƉƌŝŶĐĞ͕/ǁĞŶĞ͕ƊĂƚ/writen ofĨŽŶĚ͕DŽƌĞŚĂĚƚƌĞŝĞΘƚĞŶĞ 32
[there] was never a prince, I know, that I written of found, who had more
suffering
c1338 (Rob. Of Brunne, Chron. Pt. II, p235; Visser 1973)
(40) ,ĞǁĂĂƐƉŝůĞĚĂŶĚŝͲƌŽďďĞĚ͕ĂŶĚfare wiþĂƐŝƚǁĞƌĞĂƊĞĞĨ͘
he was plundered and robbed and dealt with as.if (he) were a thief/as.if it
were a thief (they were dealing with)
a1387 (Trev. ,ŝŐĚ͘VII 7.ix.385.14; Denison 1993: 126, his 18)
(41) Ƶƚ ďǇƉŽƉĞ ^ĞƌŐŝƵƐŚŝƐƉŝƐƚĞů ƊĂƚǁĂƐ ŝͲƐĞŶƚ ƚŽ ĂďďŽƚŽůĨƌŝĚƵƐ ŝƚŝƐŝͲŬŶŽǁĞ
ƊĂƚ ĞĚĂ ǁĂƐ i-sent after ĂŶĚ ŝͲƉƌĂǇĞĚ ĨŽƌ ƚŽ ĐŽŵĞ ƚŽ ZŽŵĞ ĨŽƌ ƚŽ ĂƐƐŽǇůĞ
ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽƵŶƐƊĂƚǁĞƌĞƊĞƌĞŝͲŵĞǀĞĚĞ͘
‘But by pope Sergius’s letter that was sent to Abbot Colfridus, it is known that
Bede was sent after and asked to come to Rome in order to answer questions
that were raised there.’
a1387 (cmpolych,VI,223.1599)

31

Visser gives Kölbing 852 as the reference.
This is a complicated example because of the presence of relativization, passivization, an unusual word
order, and the omission of, among other things, a finite form of ƚŽďĞto combine with dŚĞƉƌŝŶĐĞ͙
ǁƌŝƚƚĞŶŽĨ. In my opinion, the right paraphrase here is /ŶĞǀĞƌĨŽƵŶĚĂƉƌŝŶĐĞ;ǁŚŽǁĂƐͿǁƌŝƚƚĞŶŽĨĂŶĚŚĂĚ
ŵŽƌĞƐƵĨĨĞƌŝŶŐ, which shows more clearly that it is a prepositional passive.

32
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(42) ۏŝĨƊĞǁĂƌĚĞǇŶƐŽĨƊĂƚۏĞĞƌďĞŶsent after
If the Wardens for that year are sent for
1389 (>ŽŶĚ͘'ŝůĚ͘ZĞƚŝŶŬ͘>ŽŶĚ͘ 52.52; Denison 1993: 126, his 19)
There are a further 9 examples in Denison and 4 in the PPCME2 whose composition
date is before 1400 but whose manuscript date is after 1400. The following two
examples illustrate the productivity of prepositional passives through their
occurrence is non-standard contexts.
(43) dŚĂŶ͕ ŝĨ ƊŽƵ ͙ ůĂƚŝƐ ƊĂŵ ƐƉŝůů ĨŽƌ ĚĞĨĂƵƚĞ ŽĨ ŬĞƉǇŶŐĞͲ ƵŶĂƌĂǇĞĚĞ͕ ƵŶŬĞƉŝĚĞ͕
ĂŶĚŶŽŐŚƚĞtente toĂƐƊĂŵĞĂƵŐŚƚĞĨŽƌƚŽďĞ͕ͲƚŚŽƵƉůĞƐĞƐ,ǇŵŶŽŐŚƚĞ
then, if thou … lets them spill for default of keeping – unarrayed, unkept and
not tent to as them ought for to be – thou pleases him not
‘Then, if you … let them waste away because of a lack of keeping – untidy,
unkept, and not cared for as they ought to be cared for – you do not please
him’
c1440(a1349) (cmrolltr,29.617) 33
(44) ǁŚĞŶĂŶǇ͘͘͘ŚĂǀĞƐĞŶǀǇƚŽƊĂŵƊĂƚĞƐspokyn mare gode ofƊĂŶŽĨƊĂŵ͖
when any...feel envy towards them that are spoken more good of than of
them
‘when any...are envious of those who are praised more than them’
a1450(?1348) (Rolle, &ůŝǀŝŶŐ86.43; Denison 1993: 154, his 122)
Example (43) shows a participle and preposition that seem to have been used
adjectivally and example (44) is given by Denison as the first attestation of a phrasal
prepositional passive, i.e. a passive of a verb which takes both a prepositional object
and an adjective, such as ƚŚĞǇƐƉĞĂŬǁĞůůŽĨƚŚĞŵ.
Having established the first unambiguous examples, let us look at the
distribution of these examples. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 provide an overview of the dates
of the early examples in detail. Figure 3.2 gives the dates of composition for those
examples that occur in manuscripts where there is a considerable gap between date
of composition and date of the manuscript and the manuscripts which have a similar
date for composition and manuscript. What this figure shows, then, is the earliest
possible scenario.

33

Visser gives the date 1340; Denison (126-127, his 20) gives a very similar example, but shortened, and
provides the following reference: c1390 Hilton, D>(Vrn) 272.37
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Figure 3.2 Prepositional passives before 1450, by composition date
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This figure includes two of the early ambiguous examples, ǇůĞǇĞŶďŝand ůĞŽƚĞŶŽĨͶ
while excluding the third early example ĚƌĞĚ ŽĨ because it is the clearest case of
misanalysis͘ The figure shows that the examples in unambiguously dated
manuscripts before the late fourteenth century are rare: there are the two
ambiguous examples at 1225, then one example at 1338, and four between 1350
and 1375. There are a further 10 examples with composition dates before 1375, but
with later manuscript dates. The figure clearly shows that the thirteenth-century
ambiguous examples occur well before the prepositional passive begins to occur in
reasonable numbers at all: there is a gap of more than 100 years between them and
the first unambiguous example (1225-1338) and a slightly smaller gap, but still of
100 years, between the early thirteenth-century examples and the first example by
date of composition (1225-1325). 
Figure 3.3 presents a more careful picture of the introduction of the
prepositional passive, excluding the ambiguous early examples and considering the
manuscript dates instead of the date of composition. This, then, is the
representation of the ‘slowest’ scenario for the introduction of the prepositional
passive.
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Figure 3.3 Prepositional passives before 1450, by date of manuscript
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In this presentation of the introduction of the prepositional passive, the first
attestations appear much later—with two examples around 1325, and a first larger
clustering of examples from 1350 onwards. What remains similar to Figure 3.1 is
that it is only in the late fourteenth century that they start to appear more
frequently. Following these observations, I will take the middle of the fourteenth
century to be the proper date of introduction of the prepositional passive—i.e. the
time when it became an acceptable, grammatical construction—while allowing for
the possibility that the early examples already point to a development in the
direction of a prepositional passive.
A second question that is relevant to the introduction of the prepositional
passive is the type of verb and preposition combinations, because these may point
to a particular scenario of introduction. Table 3.1 presents the combinations per
subperiod for the PPCME2 examples and Denison (1993), Van der Gaaf (1929) and
Visser’s (1973) collection separately. Examples which occur in both collections are
given between brackets. Denison, in fact, claims he has 39 examples with
composition dates prior to 1400 with 24 different verb-preposition combinations,
34
but this does not follow from the explanation of his selection of examples.

34

He discounts 7 of Visser’s 29 examples (1973: §1950 and 1951) with composition dates before c1400:
ůĞƚĞŶ ŽĨ͕ ƌŽŶŶĞŶ ĂďŽƵƚĞ͕ ƐĞƌƵĞĚĞ ǁŝƚŚͲĂůůĞ͕ ǇŵĞĚůŝĚ ǁŝƊ͕ ƐŵǇƚĞŶ ƊŽƌŐŚ͕ ĨŽƌŐŝǀĞŶ ƚŝůů, and ůƵŬĞĚĞ ƚŽ. He
includes 4 examples from Visser’s §1947 with P-V order: ƐƉĞŬĞŶŽĨ͕ƐĞŶĚĞŶĂĨƚĞƌ͕ůĞƚĞŶŽĨ͕and ƐƉĞŬĞŶŽĨ͘
He adds 8 examples of his own: ĨĂƌĞŶǁŝĝ͕ĚŝƐƉĞŶƐĞŶǁŝƊ͕ůĞƚĞŶŽĨ (twice), ǁŽŶĚĞƌƵƉƉŽŶ͕ƚĞŶĚĞŶƚŽ͕ĨĂƌĞŶ
ǁŝƊ͕ and ůĞƚĞŶďǇ. This all adds up to only 34 examples. It is possible that he has included examples from
§1952 with composition dates before c1400, but he does not comment on this.
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Table 3.1 Verb-preposition collocations in early examples of prepositional passives

Composition
and Composition before Composition
and
manuscript
date 1400, manuscript manuscript between
before 1400
after 1400
1400 and 1500
PPCME2
ŝͲƐĞŶƚ ĂĨƚĞƌ͕ ;ƐƉǇƚ ;dĞŶƚĞ ƚŽͿ͕ ƐƉŽŬǇŶ ĐŽŵĞŶ ƚŽ ;ϯͿ͕ œŽƵĞŶ
ǀƉŽŶͿ͕
ƚŽůĚ
ďǇ͕ ŵĂƌĞ ŐŽĚĞ ŽĨ͕ ĂͲ ƚŽ͕ ƐƉŽŬĞŶ ŽĨ͕ ƐĞŶƚ ƚŽ
ĚŝƐƉĞŶƐƵĚ ǁŝƊ͕ ƐĞǇĚ ĨĞĞƌĚŽĨ͕ůŽŬŝĚƚŽ
;ϮͿ͕ŵĂĚĞƐŽƌǁĞĨŽƌĞ͕
ŽĨ͕ ŚŽůĚĞŶ ǀƉƉĞ͕ ŝŶ
ƐŽŶŐĞŶ ŽĨ͕ ƐĐŚƌǇƵĞŶ
ĐůŽƊĞĚĞ͕ƐĞŶƚĂĨƚĞƌ
ŽĨ͕ ƊŽŐŚƚ ŽŶ͕ ƉůƵĐŬǇƚ
Ăƚ͕ĨĞƌĚǁǇƚŚ
Total
8
4
13
PPCME2
Van der ĨĂƌĞŶ ǁŝĝ͕ ǇůĞǇĞŶ ďŝ͕ >Ğƚƚ ŽĨ͕ ůĞƚĞŶ ďŝ͕ ŽŵĞŶ ƚŽ͕ ƌĞĂĚ ŽĨ͕
Gaaf/
ǁƌŝƚĞŶ ŽĨ͕ ƚƌŽǁĞŶ ŽŶ͕ ǁŽŶĚƌǇĚ
ƵƉŽŶ͕ ǁǇƚ ĚŽŶ͕ ŝͲƐĞƚ ďǇ͕
Visser/
ŝͲƚŽůĚ ŽĨ͕ ĨĂƌĞ ǁŝƊ͕ ǁŽŶĚĞƌŝĚ ƵƉƉŽŶ͕ ƌƵŶŶĞŶĂƚ͕ůĞƚƚĞďǇ
ƐĞŶƚ ĂĨƚĞƌ͕ ;ƚĞŶĚĞĚ œĞƵĞƚŽ͕ǁĂĂĚŽƵĞƌ͕
Denison
ƚŽͿ͕ ;ƐƉǇƚ ƵƉŽŶͿ͕ ŽĨ ƚŽůĚ ďŝ͕ ĚŝƐƉĞŶƐŝĚ
ƐƉŽŬƵŶ͕ ĂĨƚĞƌ ƐĞŶĚ͕ ǁŝƊ͕ƚŽůĚďǇ͕ůĞǇŶďǇ
ůĞƚĞŶŽĨ͕ƊŽŐŚƚŽŶ
Total
13
10
6
vdG/V/D
Total
21
14
19
With only a handful of combinations occurring more than once, there is no
generalization to be made among these combinations. For instance, one
combination that occurs a number of times is ƐĞŶƚĂĨƚĞƌ͕but all four instances occur
in the first column. ŽŵĞŶƚŽalso has four instances in the third column, but these
are all from the same text: ƚŚĞůŽƵĚŽĨhŶŬŶŽǁŝŶŐ. If there are any generalizations
to be made with respect to semantic groups, only one coherent group can be
identified, the verbs of saying and thinking, making up 10 of the early examples:
ƐĞǇĚŽĨ͕ŝͲƚŽůĚŽĨ͕ŽĨƐƉŽŬƵŶ͕ƊŽŐŚƚŽŶ͕ƐƉŽŬǇŶŵĂƌĞŐŽĚĞŽĨ͕ƚŽůĚďŝ͕ƚŽůĚďǇ͕ƐƉŽŬĞŶ
ŽĨ͕ƐŽŶŐĞŶŽĨ͕and ƐĐŚƌǇƵĞŶŽĨ͘
The range of verb+preposition combinations shown in Table 3.1 suggests that
the introduction of the prepositional passive was truly a syntactic, i.e. structural,
innovation rather than one limited to one group of verbs as previously suggested by
Denison (1985, 1993). He proposes a lexical diffusion account based on occurrences
of ůĞƚĞŶ ŽĨͬďǇ͕ ƐĞƚƚĞŶ ŽĨͬďǇ and ƚĞůůĞŶ ŽĨͬďǇ with the shared meaning of ‘regard,
esteem, think of’ (1993: 141). He finds that 12 of his 39 early examples (i.e. before
the fifteenth century) belong to this group, and also occur at least 14 times in the
fifteenth century (ŝďŝĚ. 125). His claim is that they constitute a group based both on
semantic and phonological similarities, and he takes their frequency to support a
scenario where the prepositional passive was first used with these verbs and later
spread to other verbs (ŝďŝĚ͘ 141). However, the additional examples from the
PPCME2 mean that this dominance of ůĞƚĞŶverbs is no longer clear and crucially no
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longer provides enough evidence for an account of this kind in terms of lexical
diffusion.
The data in this section have highlighted the ambiguous status of early
examples of prepositional passives presented previously in the literature and I have
argued that the earlier proposed thirteenth-century examples should not be taken
as evidence that the prepositional passive was used as a grammatical construction
at that stage. The first unambiguous examples date from the middle of the
fourteenth century (c1338) and I will take this as the time of introduction. The fact
that the prepositional passive is used with a wide range of verbs from the beginning
suggests that the introduction of the prepositional passive is not a lexical innovation
but truly a syntactic one.
3.2.3

A new account for the introduction of the prepositional passive

Based on the data from the previous section, this section provides a new account for
the introduction of the prepositional passive, based on two principles: on the one
hand, the notion of reanalysis as an important factor from the very first moment the
prepositional passive was used; on the other hand, a scenario where steps of
minimal alteration led to a first use of the prepositional passive and then to it
becoming an accepted construction. The discussion in this section is based on all the
examples from the literature and the additional examples found in the PPCME2.
3.2.3.1 Further proof for reanalysis
There are clear indications that the notion of reanalysis, the unity of verb and
preposition, is relevant from the very first instances of prepositional passives
onwards. The crucial aspect here is not just the theoretical notion of reanalysis, but
the observation that speakers at that time treat them as units, suggesting that they
perceive them to be closely connected. This section presents two pieces of evidence
that they are perceived as units.
Conjunction with single verbs
The first indication that the verb and preposition are perceived as a unit is the fact
that 7 of the 35 early examples, i.e. those dated around 1400, are in fact
conjunctions of single verbs with verbs occurring with a stranded preposition. One
example is (40) above; the other examples are given in (45)-(50).
(45) ŚĞǁĂƐtormentidĂŶĚĂĨƚǇƌŚĞǁĂƐspyt vpon͘
he was tormented and afterwards he was spat upon
c1400 (cmwycser,391.2966)
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(46) ĂŶĚĐŚĞƐƵŶŚĞŵĂŶĞǁǁĞǇĞƊĂƚŵƵƚŽĨƚĞƚǇŵĞƐďĞclowtid͕ĂŶĚďĞdispensud
wiþďǇĂŶƚĞĐƌŝƐƚ͕ĂƐƊĞĨĞĞŶĚƚĞĐŚƵƊŚĞŵ͘
and chose for.themselves a new way that must often be clothed, and be
dispensed with by Antechrist, as the Devil teaches him
c1400 (cmwycser,I,338.2006)
(47) ,ĞƐĐŚĂůůďĞ lenedeĂŶĚ louedeĂŶĚ lett ofĂǁŚŝůĞͮtĞůĞŵŽƌĞƊĂŶƊĞŵĂŶ
ƚŚĂƚŵĂĚĞŝƚŚǇŵƐĞůƵĞŶ
he shall be listened.to and loved and thought of a while rather more [=more
highly] than the man who composed it himself
c1450 (1352-c1370) (Winner and W. 27; Denison: 126, his 14)
(48) >ŝƚĞůŝƐŚĞlouid Žƌlete byƊĂƚƐƵĐŚĞĂůĞƐƐŽƵŶƚĞĐŚŝƊ
‘He is little loved or valued who teaches such a lesson’
c1400 (a1376) (PPl.A.(1) 11.29; Denison: 126, his 15)
(49) &ŽƌŶŽďůĞǇŝŶǀĞƌƚƵĞƐƐŚƵůĚĞďĞcoueytid ΘǁŽƌůĚůǇŶŽďůĞǇůŝƚŝůtold by
for nobility in virtues should be coveted and worldly nobility little told by
[=valued]
a1500(?c1378) (tǇĐů͘KWĂƐƚŽƌ͘440.14; Denison: 126, his 16)
(50) ZŽƚĞŶŽƌĚŝŶĂƵŶĐĞŽĨŵĞŶŝƐmore worshipidΘ more told biƊĞŶƊĞŽƌĚŝŶĂƵŶĐĞ
ŽĨĐƌŝƐƚ
rotten government of men is more worshiped and more told by [=more
highly regarded] than the government of Christ
(Wycliff, Eng. Wks. 303; Visser 1973)
All these examples have a single past participle conjoined with a passive
participle+preposition combination. Example (43) above already showed another
type of combination: a passive participle+preposition conjoined with adjectival
participles. There are a further two examples which show a participle+preposition in
close connection to a single verb but under a different configuration, given in (51)
and (52).
(51) œŝĨĂůůĞƊĞůŽƌƵƐ͙͕Ben trewe to be trowen onΘtrusty to leue
if all the directions … be true to be trusted on and reliable to follow
1340-70 (Alexander & Dindimus (ed. Magoun) 829; Visser 1973)
(52) sƉůŽŶĚŝƐƐŚĞŵĞŶ͙ĨŽŶĚĞƊ͙ĨŽƌ to speke Frensce͕ĨŽƌto be i-told of͘
Country men … concern.themselves … for to speak French for to be told of
‘Countrymen … attempt to speak French, in order to be held in high esteem’
c1378 (Trevisa, Higden 2, 159; Visser 1973)
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In (51), ƚƌĞǁĞƚŽďĞƚƌŽǁĞŶŽŶ͕an adjective and a passive infinitive in combination
with a preposition, is conjoined with ƚƌƵƐƚǇ ƚŽ ůĞƵĞ, another adjective but now
followed by an active infinitive. In (52), there is no conjunction, but in both cases ĨŽƌ
ƚŽͶthough structurally different in the two cases, first an infinitive marker and then
a purpose adjunct marker—is followed by an infinitive, first by the active ƚŽ ƐƉĞŬĞ
&ƌĞŶƐĐĞ, and in the second instance by the passive ƚŽ ďĞ ŝͲƚŽůĚ ŽĨ͘ The close
occurrence and their occurrence after ĨŽƌƚŽagain suggests that the single verb and
the verb+preposition are treated as equal structures.
Translation of single Latin verbs
The second indication that the verb+preposition combinations are perceived to be
units by the speakers are those instances where they represent translations from
single Latin verbs. Examples (53)-(56) show the Latin original with the participle that
is translated with a verb and preposition in English in bold as usual.
(53) с(41)
Constat tamen Bedam per epistolam Sergii Colfrido abbati transmissam
invitatum fuisse ut Romam veniret ad enodandum aliquas nuper emersas
quæstiones.
 Ƶƚ ďǇƉŽƉĞ ^ĞƌŐŝƵƐŚŝƐƉŝƐƚĞů ƊĂƚǁĂƐ ŝͲƐĞŶƚ ƚŽ ĂďďŽƚŽůĨƌŝĚƵƐ ŝƚŝƐŝͲŬŶŽǁĞ
ƊĂƚ ĞĚĂ ǁĂƐ i-sent after ĂŶĚ ŝͲƉƌĂǇĞĚ ĨŽƌ ƚŽ ĐŽŵĞ ƚŽ ZŽŵĞ ĨŽƌ ƚŽ ĂƐƐŽǇůĞ
ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽƵŶƐƊĂƚǁĞƌĞƊĞƌĞŝͲŵĞǀĞĚĞ͘
‘But by pope Sergius’s letter that was sent to Abbot Colfridus, it is known that
Bede was sent after and asked to come to Rome in order to answer questions
that were raised there.’
a1387 (cmpolych,VI,223.1599)
 
(54) Quod quidem caelum non his potius est quam sua qua regitur ratione
mirandum.
 dŚĞ ǁŚŝĐŚĞ ŚĞǀĞŶĞ ĐĞƌƚĞƐ ŶǇƐ ŶĂƚ ƌĂƚŚĞƌĞ ĨŽƌ ƚŚŝƐĞ ƚŚǇŶŐĞƐ to be wondryd
upon͘
The which heavens certainly not.is not rather for these things to be
wondered upon
c1374 (Chaucer, Boece III, pr.3, 783; Visser 1973)
(55) quod solum quanta dignum sit ammiratione profecto consideras.
 dŚĞǁŚŝĐŚĞƚŚŝŶŐŽŽŶůǇŚŽǁǁŽƌƚŚǇŝƚŝƐto ben wonderid uppon͘
The which thing only how worthy it is to be wondered upon
c1380 (Chaucer, Boece, IV, pr. 1, 1148; Visser 1973)
(56) torrentem quem non potui pertransire. quoniam intumuerant aquæ profundi
torrentis, qui non potest transvadari. (Clementine Vulgate).
 dŚĞ ĚĞƉĞ ǁĂƚƌŝƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƐƚƌŽŶĚĞ ŚĂĚĚĞŶ ǁĞǆĞ ŐƌĞĂƚ͕ ƚŚĂƚ ŵĂǇ ŶŽƚ be waad
ouer͘
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‘The deep waters of the stream had waxed greatly, so that they could not be
waded through.’
c1380 (Wycliff, Ezek, 47, 5; Visser 1973)
In all cases the Latin participle is translated with a passive participle+preposition in
the ME text. Note that these examples, like the examples of conjunctions with single
verbs, are among the early examples, all dated in the late fourteenth century. This
shows, again, that the reanalysis is present from the early examples onwards and is
therefore a relevant factor in the introduction of the prepositional passive.
Discussion
The number of examples that bear indications of reanalysis, either because a
verb+preposition is shown in conjunction with a single verb, or because the
verb+preposition unit represents the translation of a single Latin participle, is
considerable, with 14 examples among the 35 occurrences in texts which have a
composition date in the 1400 century (columns 1 and 2 in table 3.1 above). It
suggests that from the earliest use onwards the notion of a close connection
between the verb and preposition is visible, and a determining factor for the use of
the passive. On the basis of these findings, we can conclude that reanalysis does
indeed take place in those passives, which means that the change we need to
account for is this new possibility. The conclusion that the locus of the innovation is
the new structure that is the result of a reanalysis in prepositional passives means
that an earlier proposed scenario from Lightfoot (1981) and Van Kemenade (1987)
in terms of the loss of inherent case is no longer sufficient to account for the
introduction. They propose that prepositional objects cannot be passivized in OE
because that would mean movement of an inherent case-marked object (marked by
the preposition) to a structural case position, the subject position, which results in a
“case-clash” (1987: 211). When inherent case is lost, this problem no longer exists
and any object is free to move to the subject position. However, under a reanalysis
account, the NP is assigned case (or the case feature is valued, in more recent
terminology, cf. Platzack 2005 and Pesetsky & Torrego 2007) by the
verb+preposition unit, i.e. it is assigned structural case and can move to a structural
case position without problems. This makes case in the introduction of the
prepositional passive only a secondary or promoting factor, but not the crucial
change. The question that remains, then, is why speakers would begin to reanalyse
the verb and preposition so as to allow passivization of what was the complement of
the preposition.
3.2.3.2 A new proposal: reanalysis and minimal alterations as keys to the
introduction
In this section I outline a scenario which sees the introduction of the prepositional
passive as a gradual process of increasing acceptability, following minimal
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alterations. This scenario builds on the OE system of stranding in relative clauses and
the ambiguity of perfect and passive constructions in OE and early ME.
Minimal alterations
First of all, consider the following examples. These are among the earliest examples
of prepositional passives and are not translations from Latin and not conjoined with
single verbs. In other words, there is no direct indication that reanalysis plays a role
here.
(57) =(39)
 tĂƐŶĞƵĞƌƉƌŝŶĐĞ͕/ǁĞŶĞ͕ƊĂƚ/writen ofĨŽŶĚ͕DŽƌĞŚĂĚƚƌĞŝĞΘƚĞŶĞ
‘There was never a prince, I know, that I found written of.,..’
c1338 (Rob. Of Brunne, Chron. Pt. II, p235; Visser 1973)
(58) ŶĚƊĞĐŽŵŵĂƵŶĚŵĞŶƚǇƐďƌŽŬƵŶ͕ͮŶĚƊĞŚĂůǇĚĂǇ͕ďǇĨŽƌĞof spokun͘
‘The commandment is broken, and the holy day previously spoken of.’
a1400 (c1303) (Mannyng, HS 1033; Denison 1993: 126, his 12)
In these two examples, the prepositional passive occurs in a relative clause. This is
not merely a coincidence, I believe, but an extremely relevant factor. Stranding of
prepositions in relative clauses was already possible in OE, but crucially not in
passives (see Allen 1980 and Van Kemenade 1987). Regular relative stranding is
illustrated in (59).
(59) KŶƊĂŵŵƵŶƚĞ^ǇŶĂǇ͕ƊĞƐĞůŵŝŚƚŝŐĂon becom͕ǁĞĂƌĝŵŝĐĞůĝƵŶŽƌŐĞŚǇƌĞĚ
on the mountain Sinai which the Almighty on came, was great thunder heard
‘On mount Sinai, on which the Almighty came, great thunder was heard’
(ÆCHom II, 12.1.116.226; Fischer et al. 2000: 66)
The preposition ŽŶ is stranded in the relative clause (but note the P-V order), similar
to examples (57)-(58) above. In those early passive examples, then, the stranding
may be allowed (licensed) by the fact that the NPs sentences are relativized, a
process which is unrelated to their being passivized. What we also find in the same
period are examples of passives occurring in relative clauses, which look very similar
to prepositional passives, but where the stranding is due to relativization, not
passivization.
(60) ĨŽƌ ŶŽŵĂŶ ƚŽ Śŝŵ ŚĂĚĞ ƐƵƐƉĞƐŝŽŶ͕ ĨŽƌ ĞŶĐŚĞƐŽƵŶ ŽĨ ŚŝƐ ŚĂďŝƚ ƊĂƚ ŚĞ ǁĂƐ in
cloþede͕
for nobody to him had suspicion, for reason of his habit that he was in
clothed
‘For nobody suspected him, because of the clothes that he wore,’
c1400 (cmbrut3,63.1884)
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In this example, there is a stranded preposition, but the subject of the relative
clause, ŚĞ͕ is not the complement of ŝŶ; instead, the complement of ŝŶ͕ŚŝƐŚĂďŝƚ, has
been relativized. The occurrence of the passive in either a relative clause, or a
combined clause with relativization and stranding due to passivization, then, may be
an example of a minimal alteration: the passive with stranding is possible only
because the stranding is less noticeable due to the relative clause.
Another observation is that many of the early examples above have the order
of preposition before verb. This makes them similar to two types of OE compound
verbs which consist of a verbal root and a prefix or particle: Inseparable Complex
Verbs as in (61) and Separable Complex Verbs as in (62).
(61) tŝƚŽĚůŝĐĞ ŝĐ ĚǇĚĞ Ɗčƚ ƊĂ ŐĞǁƵƌĚŽŶ ĐƌŝƐƚĞŶĞ ĞĂůůĞ ŝŶ ĝĂŵ ĐǁĂƌƚĞƌŶĞ beclysodeǁčƌŽŶ, …
truly I did that they became Christians all who in the prison in-shut were
‘Truly, I brought about that those shut up in prison all became Christians,…’
(coaelhom, ÆHom 24:170.3871; Los et al. 2012: 144, their 1b)
(62) ŶĚƐĞŽŚĞůůĞƊŽŶĞĚĞŽĨŽůut a-draf
and the hell the devil out PREF-drove
‘And Hell drove out the devil’
(conicodC, Nic [C]: 282.274; Los et al. 2012: 145, their 8)
The Separable Complex Verbs, which later develop into the PDE Verb Particle
Combinations, generally occur with P-V order in OE, while they become “dominantly
postverbal” in ME (Los et al. 2012: 140-3). Another interesting similarity is that the
particle can be stranded by movement of the verb, both in OE and ME, as illustrated
in (63).
(63) ^ƚƌƵƉĞĝŚŝƌĞƐƚĞŽƌƚͲŶĂŬĞƚ͕ĂŶĚheoueð ŚŝƌĞŽŶŚĞŚup
strip her stark-naked, and lift her on high up
‘Strip her naked, and lift her up high’
(cmmarga, 84.471; Los et al. 2012: 143, their 7b)
The similarity to the Separable Complex Verbs in order of P-element and verb, as
well as the close structural relation between particles and prepositions—they are
historically related to adverbs and prepositions (Booij and Van Kemenade 2003, Los
2004)—is another context which could be proof of a minimal alteration, due to the
ambiguity between the different types of P-elements, further supported by the fact
that stranding of particles is also possible. Moreover, the similarity to these
Compound Verbs (both Separable and Inseparable) adds further support for the
notion that verb and preposition can form a unit, in the sense that this idea is not a
foreign one to speakers of English in that period. The order of P-V, similar to that in
SCV which would allow stranding in relatives, makes the stranding in a ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞless
obvious.
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The last issue that contributes to an idea of minimal alteration is the ambiguity
between perfect and passive in OE. As Los (1999) explains, there are two possible
interpretations for causative/ergative verb pairs such as the one illustrated in (64),
either passive or perfect.
(64) ƊĂ ǁčƐ ĂŶ ŐĞƌĞŽƌĚ ŽŶ ĞĂůůƵŵ ŵĂŶĐǇŶŶĞ͘ ŶĚ Ɗčƚ ǁĞŽƌĐ ǁčƐ ďĞŐƵŶŶĞŶ
ŽŶŐĞĂŶŐŽĚĞƐǁŝůůĂŶ
‘then was one language among all mankind and the work was begun against
god’s will’
‘At that time all people spoke one language, and the work had been begun
against God’s will’
(ÆCHom I, 22 318.17)
(Los 1999: 103, her 11)
This example can have both an ergative perfect interpretation (ƚŚĞǁŽƌŬŚĂĚďĞŐƵŶ)
and passive (ƚŚĞ ǁŽƌŬ ŚĂĚ ďĞĞŶ ďĞŐƵŶ). Now consider the examples in (65)-(67),
from O3 (950-1050).
(65) ŝĐƐĐĞĂůčƌĞƐƚĂĨǇůůĂŶƊĂƊŝŶĐŐƊĞŝĐfore asendĞŽŵ
I must first fulfil the things which I for sent am
‘I must first fulfil the things for which I am sent’
(coaelive,ÆLS_[Abdon_and_Sennes]:118.4791)
(66) ŝŶƚŽƊčƌĞĂƌŬĞƊĞŚĞčƌof gesend ǁĂƐ͘
in to the Arc that he earlier of sent was
‘into the Arc that he was earlier sent of’
(coadrian,Ad:21.2.51)
(67) ƊŽŶĞŝůĐĂŶǁĞůĞŐĂŶŵŽŶ͕ƊĞŚĞŽčƌfrom sendedǁčƐ͕
the same wealthy man, who she earlier from sent was
‘the same wealthy man, who she was earlier sent from
(coblick,LS_25_[MichaelMor [BlHom_17]]:199.47.2548)
These are all perfects, and relatives with stranded prepositions. As we have already
seen, stranding in relatives, regardless of whether the verb is a passive or not, is no
innovation, and is already possible under the existing stranding possibilities. What is
relevant here, however, is the ambiguity between passive and perfect, allowing for a
passive reading with stranding. As in the previous examples, the fact that stranding
is not generally acceptable in passives could be obscured by the relative clause and
the perfect reading. Again, this provides an indication that possibilities for stranding
became blurred because of minimal alterations, in the previous case because of
stranding in relative clauses, in this case because of stranding in relative clauses and
on top of that the ambiguity between perfect and passive. With the distinctions
blurred, and structures occurring in the language that are close to prepositional
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passives, this provides a situation in which the possibility arises for full prepositional
passives to occur without much notice, in turn creating the possibility for increasing
acceptability for prepositional passives among speakers of the language.
A note on Dutch
There is suggestive evidence from Dutch, a V2 language with both Separable and
Inseparable Compound Verbs (Los et al. 2012) and more restrictions on preposition
stranding, especially in passives, that prepositional passives are in some cases
marginally allowed. Schippers (2012) includes prepositional passives in a study of
acceptability judgments of preposition stranding in Dutch, through a questionnaire
filled out by 65 adult native speakers of Dutch (2012: 125). Examples (68)-(70)
illustrate the test sentences for preposition stranding in passives.
(68) ĞŵĞĞƐƚĞŽƵĚĞƌĞŶǁŽƌĚĞŶǁĞŝŶŝŐŵĞĞŐĞƉƌĂĂƚ͘
the most elderly become little with talked
‘Most elderly are hardly being talked to.’
(Schipper 2012: 219, her T14)
(69) ηůůĞĞŶƐĞƌŝĞƵǌĞďŝĞĚŝŶŐĞŶŝǁŽƌĚĞŶWWŽƉƚŝŝŶŐĞŐĂĂŶ͘
only serious bids become up in gone
‘Only serious bids will be responded to.’
(70) ηůůĞĞŶďŽǀĞŶŐĞŶŽĞŵĚĞƌĞŐĞůƐŝǁĞƌĚĞŶWWŶĂĂƌƚŝŐĞŬĞŬĞŶ͘
only above-mentioned rules became to looked
‘Only the above-mentioned rules were looked at.’
(ŝďŝĚ͘113, her 12a-b)
Schippers reports acceptability scores of between 2.7 and 3.1 on a 7-point-scale,
with example (68) as the highest scorer (ŝďŝĚ͘ 130). Schippers concludes from this
that pseudo-passives are “(marginally) acceptable” (130). With this score, they are
slightly less acceptable than stranding in left-dislocations, as in example (71).
(71) Aardbeien houd ik van.
strawberries love I of
‘Strawberries I love.’
(ŝďŝĚ͘124, her xii)
Opinion seems to be more divided about these items, because while they receive a
score as high as 4.1, indicating a higher acceptability, the lowest score is as low as
2.4.
The observation that prepositional passives marginally occur in Dutch, or
alternatively are not considered completely ungrammatical, is relevant for the
scenario for the introduction of the prepositional passive in English, because this
could be evidence of a first step in a minimal alteration scenario. What it shows is
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that a construction like the prepositional passive can develop in a language in the
margins. If it is then promoted by other factors, it is likely to become more
acceptable and thus more frequent. There are crucial differences between Dutch
and English that could explain an increasing acceptability in English—notably in this
regard the increasing possibilities for preposition stranding in English, the context of
relative clauses for many early passive examples, and the ambiguity in status and
position of the P-elements. Chapter 5 will show another of the promoting factors
that English has but Dutch lacks: the increasing demand for subject strategies.
3.2.4
Summary and conclusions
This section on the prepositional passive aimed to answer the questions of the time
of introduction of this type of passive and to provide an explanation for this
introduction in the ME period. I have argued that the introduction of the
prepositional passive must be dated in the early fourteenth century rather than the
thirteenth century, as proposed earlier. I also argued that the introduction of the
prepositional passive was due to very specific contexts available in English at that
time. The possibilities for stranding allowed for a scenario based on minimal
alterations and it is telling that the first prepositional passives that are not
translations or conjunctions occur in those contexts.
The study of the prepositional passive in the PPCME2 provided additional
examples to those given in the literature before this annotated corpus had become
available, shedding new light on the frequency and properties of the prepositional
passives in the fourteenth century. Previously, authors such as Van der Gaaf (1929,
1930), Visser (1973) and Denison (1985, 1993) had presented thirteenth-century
examples of prepositional passive, but I have shown that these are ambiguous for
reasons such as influence of rhyme, incorrect translations, or confusion about the
manuscripts they occur in. I therefore concluded that these cannot be taken as
genuine first examples of prepositional passive, with the added observation that the
gap between these early ambiguous examples and the first unambiguous example is
so large that it is unlikely that those ambiguous examples provide evidence that the
prepositional passive was already acceptable. Whether early examples are taken
into account or not, the observation that remains is that the prepositional passive
only starts to become more frequent in the late fourteenth century.
One of the themes that proved to be relevant for the prepositional passive was
the notion of reanalysis: the idea that verb and preposition form one unit. While I
proposed an analysis of the prepositional passive in terms of this reanalysis,
previously shown to be relevant by authors such as van Riemsdijk (1978), Hornstein
& Weinberg (1981), the crucial aspect of my analysis was the role which reanalysis
played from the first instances onwards and I have used the reanalysis as an
explanatory factor, connecting PDE observations to the OE data. This, in
combination with contexts where the prepositional passive was obscured because it
occurred in relative clauses, where stranding was already possible, formed the basis
for a different proposal to explain the introduction of the prepositional passive: it
first occurs in contexts of minimal alterations where the combination of stranding
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and passive is blurred by other factors, such as relatives that already allow stranding,
and afterwards it slowly gains ground in other contexts as well beyond the relative
clauses. Crucially, the change that has taken place is explained with reference to the
context of English syntax in the period under discussion which facilitates the
reanalysis. The question whether the prepositional passive continued to increase
will be addressed in Section 6.3.1, which presents a study of the occurrence of the
prepositional passive after the ME.

Section 3.3

The introduction of the recipient passive

This section investigates the introduction of the recipient passive in the fourteenth
and fifteenth century, and aims to determine the time of and reason for the
introduction of this new passive. It discusses the earliest examples of recipient
passives, based on previous accounts in the literature and complemented by a
corpus study of the PPCME2. In addition to the recipient passive, the corpus study
also includes related passives that play a role in the introduction of the recipient
passive, most notably the theme passive and the dative-fronted passive. Based on
the findings from the corpus study, I argue that it was the loss of the dative-fronted
passive—in all likelihood part of the loss of V2—that led to the introduction of the
recipient passive.
In early syntactic work on the recipient passive, authors proposed that the
recipient passive, as in ^ŚĞ ǁĂƐ ŐŝǀĞŶ ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ͕ was introduced in the early
thirteenth century (Van der Gaaf 1929 and Visser 1973), but Allen (1995) later
argued that the introduction proper took place in the late fourteenth century. At the
time that the recipient passive was introduced, two other passives formed from
ditransitives with two NP objects were used in English: first, the dative-fronted
passive (,Ğƌ ǁĂƐ ŐŝǀĞŶ ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ), which was used in English up to the early
fourteenth century; and second, the theme passive (dŚĞďŽŽŬǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶŚĞƌͿ, where
it is the direct object (theme) rather than the indirect object (recipient) that is
passivized from a ditransitive active with two NP objects. This second type of passive
was lost in standard English (Allen 1995), although it is still used in some British
English dialects (see Siewierska & Hollman 2007 for a discussion). The recipient
passive is a specifically English phenomenon, since no other West-Germanic
languages allows its formation; Dutch and German, for instance, have the dativefronted passive but no recipient passive (Baker 1988).
Most accounts of the introduction of the recipient passive build on a reanalysis
having taken place, but reanalysis of a crucially different kind from the type that
played a role in the development of the prepositional passive. In the case of the
recipient passive, it is not a reanalysis of two elements as one unit, but rather of the
grammatical status of arguments in a clause: on the one hand, there are proposals
that the preverbal position is reanalysed as a subject position in the fourteenth and
fifteenth century and so any element occurring before the verb must occur in
nominative case (e.g. Van der Gaaf 1929); on the other hand, it has been suggested
that the indirect object is reanalysed as a direct object, and consequently this object
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could be passivized like other direct objects (e.g. Lightfoot 1981, Mitchell 1985).
Interestingly, most of these proposals, from both perspectives, state similar factors
as causes for this change, namely the loss of case marking and the increasingly fixed
SVO word order in English.
This section is structured as follows. Section 3.3.1 provides a definition of the
recipient passive in PDE, both in terms of the types of related constructions that are
relevant to its use both in PDE and in earlier stages, as well as a syntactic analysis.
The analysis builds on the notion presented in Chapter 2 that the passive targets the
immediately postverbal NP, whatever its semantic role, in turn providing the basis
for an account of the changes that took place in ME. Section 3.3.2 discusses the
introduction of the recipient passive on the basis of previous literature (because no
earlier examples were found in the PPCME2), both the earliest examples as well as
earlier accounts for the introduction. Section 3.3.3 proposes that it is the loss of the
dative-fronted passive—supported by other changes such as the loss of case
marking and fixation of SVO order that took place at the same time—that is the
cause of the introduction of the recipient passive, based on the corpus study of the
recipient passive in the PPCME2, and building on the analysis of the recipient passive
presented in 3.3.1.2. Section 3.3.4 concludes.
3.3.1
Defining the recipient passive
Several constructions are available in English that are related to the recipient passive
^ŚĞ ǁĂƐ ŐŝǀĞŶ ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ, both active ditransitives as well as different types of
passives that are formed from these. One such construction is the theme passive,
which can be formed from the same active (,ĞŐĂǀĞŚĞƌƚŚĞďŽŽŬхdŚĞďŽŽŬǁĂƐ
ŐŝǀĞŶ ŚĞƌ); another relevant type construction is the passive with prepositional
phrase recipients (,ĞŐĂǀĞƚŚĞďŽŽŬƚŽŚĞƌ͖dŚĞďŽŽŬǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶƚŽŚĞƌ). The theme
passive had been present in ME before the introduction of the recipient passive and
the PP passive was at that time beginning to become established (Allen 1995).
Syntactically, two questions are relevant: (i) is it really an indirect object that is
passivized, as seems to be the case on the surface? and (ii) is there a single analysis
that can account for all different possibilities of passivization of ditransitive actives,
given that most analyses do not opt for a unified account here (e.g. Burzio 1986,
Platzack 2005)?
3.3.1.1 The recipient passive and related constructions in Present-day English
Two types of active ditransitive clause types are relevant to the development of the
recipient passive. The first type of active ditransitives are those that take two NP
objects, one the RECIPIENT and one the THEME, as in (72). In this and the following
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examples, the verbs are given in bold, the
35
THEMES are single underlined.

RECIPIENTS

are in double underlined, the

(72) [Angelica Garnett’s] creativity must have been partly genetic, for she was the
daughter of the artists Vanessa Bell and Duncan Grant, a parentage that gave
her a double share of Bloomsbury inheritance.
(www.guardian.co.uk, 7 May 2012)
In this example ŚĞƌ is the RECIPIENT (or GIVEE), Ă ĚŽƵďůĞ ƐŚĂƌĞ ŽĨ ůŽŽŵƐďƵƌǇ
ŝŶŚĞƌŝƚĂŶĐĞ is the THEME (or GIFT), and Ă ƉĂƌĞŶƚĂŐĞ is the GIVER. The most common
type of passive that is formed from these sentences is the recipient passive, as
illustrated in (73)a and (73)b
(73) a. Labour MP Tom Watson has suggested that News Corporation was given
details of private discussions about the culture select committee's
controversial phone hacking report, in an escalating row with his
Conservative counterpart Louise Mensch.
(www.guardian.co.uk, 3 May 2012).
b. In 1837, the elder Hong had, over the course of 40 days, been gripped by
visions in which he ascended to a “beautiful and luminous place” where he
was given a sword to kill demons.
(www.newyorktimes.com, 30 March 2012)
A second passive can be formed from a ditransitive with two NP arguments, witness
(74)a and (74)b, which show passivization of the THEME. Its use is much more
restricted than the recipient passive—see Huddleston & Pullum (2002: 249), who
state that the recipient passives are “quite strongly favoured”; see also Siewierska &
Hollmann (2007) and references cited there.
(74) a. The cushion on my chair was given me by my daughter Emily, as was the
spoon and fork mobile that hangs behind my head, startling me with its
sweet chime when I collide with it.
(www.guardian.co.uk, interview, 13 April 2007)
b. When I went to Oxford I was surprised to find young men of my own age,
18, having pronounced views about food. They didn't like this, they didn't like
that, whereas I just ate what was given me.
(www.nytimes.com, interview, 16 September 1984)

35

Note that the recipient passive is also referred to as the indirect passive in the literature (e.g. Visser
1973, Denison 1993), or as the ‘first passive’ (Huddleston & Pullum 2002), but I will follow Allen (1995) in
calling it a recipient passive.
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It is important to note that the recipients in these two sentences are pronouns; as
Siewierska & Hollmann (2007) point out in their study of theme-recipient order and
its passives in the Lancashire dialect, pronominal arguments allow for a greater
variety of word orders. It should also be noted that next to the rare theme passive,
there are also dialects which have an additional rare active, as in (75).
(75) a. He gave the book Mary/her.
b. He gave it her.
As both Siewierska & Hollmann (2007) and Huddleston & Pullum (2002: 248) point
out, this is a dialectal variant (specifically in Britain, according to Huddleston &
Pullum). Indeed, some authors claim that this type of active is ungrammatical, either
in British or American English (e.g. Baker 1988, Larson 1988).
As extensively discussed in the literature, the active in (72) alternates with
another type of active, which has the same arguments and the same meaning,
illustrated in (76). The order of RECIPIENT and THEME is reversed, and the RECIPIENT is
realized as a PP, rather than an indirect object NP (see Bresnan et al. 2005 and
Siewierska & Hollmann 2007 for discussion and references).
(76) An 83-year-old man has become the oldest living kidney donor in the UK and
the oldest person in the country to give a kidney to a stranger.
(www.guardian.co.uk, 17 May 2012)
There is only one type of corresponding passive that is possible for this active,
illustrated in (77)a and (77)b below.
(77) a. Zoplicone was given to more than 5.2m patients nationally, making it the
most popular sleeping tablet.
(www.guardian.co.uk, 11 May 2012).
b. The Kerrs expect about 40 partners to be at Aqueduct on Sunday, as well
as a good-size group of people who have helped along the way, like
veterinarians, farriers and the trainers who prepared Notinrwildestdremz for
racing before she was given to Turner in January..
(www.nytimes.com, 19 April 2012)
While there also exist other types of verbs which take two internal arguments, such
as ĨŽƌĐĞin (78), which takes an NP object 'ŽŽŐůĞand a clausal constituent ƚŽďĂĐŬ
ĚŽǁŶ, these will not be discussed here but be left to see section 3.4 because of their
relevance to ECM passives.
(78) Never shy of political calculations, Hollande seized the occasion to be seen as
the one who forced Google to back down.
(www.guardian.co.uk, 4 February 2013)
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Table 3.2 presents an overview of the actives and passives in PDE discussed in this
section. To sum up, two alternations are relevant—one is the expression of the
recipient either as an NP or a PP; the other is whether the recipient and theme are
pronominal or nominal elements, with pronominal objects allowing for more word
order variation than nominal objects.
Table 3.2 Overview of active and passives ditransitives in PDE
Actives
Passives
John gave the book to Mary
The book was given to Mary
John gave Mary the book

Mary was given the book

%John gave the book Mary

%The book was given Mary

3.3.1.2 A syntactic analysis of the recipient passive
Having outlined the grammatical possibilities in PDE, this section turns to the
syntactic analyses of these different types of ditransitive actives and their
corresponding passives. A traditional problem faced by the analysis of the recipient
passive is that despite the common generalization that the passive targets direct
objects only (e.g. Burzio 1986, Siewierska 1984), in this case it seems that the
indirect object is passivized. Another problematic factor is that theme and recipient
passive need to be accounted for in one analysis, in particular for those dialects or
languages that allow both options. As proposed in Chapter 2, I take the passive to
target the immediately postverbal NP rather than the direct object (i.e. not an
analysis in terms of Case or types of objects), which means the problem of it being
the ‘indirect object’ that is passivized no longer exists. This still leaves unresolved,
however, why sometimes the recipient and sometimes the theme is passivized.
Early analyses of the double object construction, such as Chomsky (1981),
Burzio (1986) and Larson (1988), build on differences in Case assignment between
direct and indirect objects, and consequently account for the (un)grammaticality of
the theme and recipient passive with reference to Case as well. Structural Case is
assigned to direct objects by the verb or a preposition and inherent Case is
traditionally only assigned to indirect objects (see Chomsky 1981: 170-1 for an
explanation, but also note that Chomsky takes a different perspective, with an
additional V’ layer). In Larson’s proposal, the grammaticality of the recipient passive
and ungrammaticality of the theme passive is due to his definition of the passive
operation which applies only to inherent Case, and to his proposal that the active
^ŽŵĞŽŶĞ ƐĞŶƚ DĂƌǇ Ă ůĞƚƚĞƌ is already a derived structure, from ^ŽŵĞŽŶĞ ƐĞŶƚ Ă
ůĞƚƚĞƌ ƚŽ DĂƌǇ͘ Burzio (1986: 186-187) proposes that the order of elements in the
derivation determines which element is passivized, i.e. in ^ŽŵĞŽŶĞ ƐĞŶƚ DĂƌǇ Ă
ůĞƚƚĞƌ, the indirect object DĂƌǇ is passivized. The theme passive is ungrammatical
because the indirect object fails to receive Case. Burzio’s and Larson’s accounts both
build on the assumption that  ďŽŽŬ ǁĂƐ ŐŝǀĞŶ DĂƌǇ is ungrammatical (or in
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Larson’s case “marginal” (363)), which is not helpful for an attempt to account for
the changes in the history of English, with ME allowing for both options (Allen 1995).
More importantly, it is not immediately clear how a change could come about in
these systems, unless the basics of case assignment are changed or the nature of
objects changes, as indeed Lightfoot has argued in (1979) and (1981) respectively.
A more recent account is presented by Platzack (2005), who focuses not only
on English but also aims to account for the different possibilities for passivization of
ditransitive verbs across Germanic languages. He compares English, which only
allows the formation of a recipient passive of the active in (79) as in (80), to
languages like German and OE, which only allow the theme passive in (81).
(79) John gave Mary the book.
(80) Mary was given the book.
(81) The book was given Mary.

He gave her the book.
She was given the book.
The book was given her.

Platzack proposes that the recipient and theme passive are based on the same
active structure in (79). He presents an account in terms of the Probe-Goal-Agree
system (see Section 1.3), and provides considerable detail as to the features
involved and their status as valued or unvalued features. His analysis for the
recipient passive as it occurs in PDE is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4 Platzack’s (2005: 6, his 10) analysis of the recipient passive in PDE

36
Platzack proposes that the indirect object lacks the uninterpretable ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞ ʏ͕
which he takes to mean, essentially, that the indirect object lacks structural Case

36

Uninterpretable means that it is a feature which must be checked and deleted in the derivation.
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and is in that way different from the direct object. The derivation of the recipient
passive takes place in two steps. First, v°͕ ǁŚŝĐŚ ŚĂƐ Ă ǀĂůƵĞĚ ʏ-feature and an
ƵŶǀĂůƵĞĚʔ-feature, looks down the tree for a match and finds ƚŚĞďŽŽŬ as the only
element with matching features because DĂƌǇ does not have a ʏ-feature. The
ƵŶǀĂůƵĞĚʔ-feature on v° is valued by ƚŚĞďŽŽŬ͕ǁŚŝůĞƚŚĞƵŶǀĂůƵĞĚʏ-feature on ƚŚĞ
ďŽŽŬ is valued by v°, leading to a deletion of these features. Second, the head T,
ǁŚŝĐŚŚĂƐĂŶƵŶǀĂůƵĞĚʔ-feature and an EPP-feature (demanding movement of an
element to the Spec,TP position), looks down the tree for a matching element and
finds only DĂƌǇ ǁŝƚŚĂŵĂƚĐŚŝŶŐ͕ƵŶǀĂůƵĞĚʔ-feature. The feature on T is valued and
DĂƌǇmoves to Spec,TP.
Platzack’s assumption that the two types of passives are based on a similar
type of active means that the theme passive, as used in Dutch and some British
dialects, presents something of a puzzle, because it is the ƚŚĞďŽŽŬ (the lower NP)
that moves to Spec,TP and not DĂƌǇ. The option that Platzack (2005: 7) chooses to
account for this is to assume that DĂƌǇ’s features are invisible to T. The only
available argument, then, is ƚŚĞďŽŽŬ, which has matching features. Again because
of T’s EPP feature, ƚŚĞďŽŽŬmoves to Spec,TP. Figure 3.4 illustrates this derivation.
Figure 3.4 Platzack’s (2005: 7, his 12) analysis of the theme passive

The first step in the derivation of the theme passive is similar to that in the
derivation of the recipient passive: the features on v° and ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ are valued
against each other. In the second step, T looks down the tree and because DĂƌǇ
does not have any features, it now only finds ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ͕ which still has matching
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features. 37 Because of the EPP-feature on T, the matching element, ƚŚĞďŽŽŬ͕moves
to Spec,TP. These two analyses, Platzack argues, account for the differences
between Modern English and OE and German (which still have dative case).
Platzack’s Minimalist account indeed allows for both passives, but, like the previous
accounts, it builds on a stipulated change in the nature of the indirect object.
I would like to follow up the analysis of the passive targeting the immediately
postverbal NP, as presented in Section 2.3.3, by proposing that the theme and the
recipient passives are, unlike in Platzack’s analysis, the passives of two distinct active
38
constructions.
(82) ĐƚŝǀĞ



a. John gave Mary the book
b. John gave the book Mary

WĂƐƐŝǀĞ
Mary.NOM was given the book.
The book.NOM was given Mary

In both examples, it is the immediately postverbal element that is passivized, as the
closest available argument. This means that DĂƌǇ in the first example is not
grammatically an indirect object, even though it is understood as having a ‘recipient’
or ‘goĂů͛ɽ-role. This is along the lines of Burzio (1986: 186-187): it is the structure
ƚŚĂƚŝƐƌĞůĞǀĂŶƚ͕ŶŽƚƚŚĞɽ-roles or the notion of indirect object. The following figures
illustrate the resulting derivation for the theme and recipient passive.
Figure 3.5 The recipient passive

37

The features on ƚŚĞďŽŽŬhave already been valued by v°. It is not clear to me whether (or which type
of) valued features can twice in one derivation provide a value for unvalued features. If it is indeed the
ĐĂƐĞƚŚĂƚƚŚĞʔ-feature on ƚŚĞďŽŽŬcan provide a value both to v° and T, then why does T in the recipient
passive not choose ƚŚĞďŽŽŬ as its goal, which is a better match in terms of full features than DĂƌǇ?
38
Larson (1988: 362) also states that the passives are based on two different actives and that the passive
targets the immediately postverbal object. However, his active is already a derived structure (:ŽŚŶŐĂǀĞ
ƚŚĞďŽŽŬƚŽDĂƌǇх:ŽŚŶŐĂǀĞDĂƌǇƚŚĞďŽŽŬ), which is different from what I propose.
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Figure 3.6 The theme passive

The highest internal argument, in Spec,VP—DĂƌǇ in Figure 3.5 and ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ in
Figure 3.6—is the closest available argument from the perspective of T, because no
external argument is merged in Spec,ǀP. The argument in Spec,VP moves to Spec,TP
to satisfy T’s EPP feature. When the recipient is expressed as a PP (:ŽŚŶ ŐĂǀĞ ƚŚĞ
ďŽŽŬ ƚŽ DĂƌǇ), the analysis is straightforward: the NP object is the only available
argument to move to the subject position.
A consequence of this analysis for the level of language use is that it suggests
that passives are only possible if the corresponding active is possible, although I
would like to argue that this parallelism only holds to a certain extent, because it is
not true generally that all passives have an active equivalent in the language (cf.
Section 2.3.1). For Standard English, this prediction seems to be borne out: it has the
active and passive pair in (82)a but neither version in (82)b. As previously discussed,
some dialects allow dŚĞďŽŽŬǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶDĂƌǇ, and some dialects allow ,ĞŐĂǀĞƚŚĞ
ďŽŽŬDĂƌǇ͖but I do not know whether this correlation is complete for each dialect
(and perhaps this is not necessary if some versions are archaic forms). The other
West-Germanic languages seem to present a contradiction with respect to this
prediction: Dutch and German have the active corresponding to :ŽŚŶŐĂǀĞDĂƌǇƚŚĞ
ďŽŽŬ, but only allow passivization of ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ͕ which would be the version
corresponding to :ŽŚŶŐĂǀĞƚŚĞďŽŽŬDĂƌǇ. However, what these languages do have
as a seemingly corresponding passive to ^ŚĞ ǁĂƐ ŐŝǀĞŶ ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ͕ is the dativefronted passive, like OE. I will assume that the dative-fronted passive is a theme
passive with a fronted recipient, as illustrated in figure 3.7 below (abstracting away
from some details).
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Figure 3.7 The dative-fronted passive in German and Dutch

In the dative-fronted passive, based on :ŽŚŶ ŐĂǀĞ ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ DĂƌǇ͕ first the direct
object ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ is passivized, and then the indirect object DĂƌǇ is fronted to
Spec,CP.
The analyses presented here for the recipient passive, theme passive and
dative-fronted passive, which build closely on the available active structures, mean
that two questions need to be answered for the introduction of the recipient
passive: (i) what are the active structures available in ME and do they form the basis
for the available passives? (ii) under this analysis, why is the recipient passive not
possible before ME? Before I continue to outline a scenario for the introduction of
the recipient passive based on these syntactic analyses and the data from the
PPCME2, the next section presents an account of the time and reason for the
introduction of the recipient passive according to previous researchers.
3.3.2
Previous accounts of the introduction of the recipient passive
This section discusses the first examples of the recipient passive that have been
presented in the literature, followed by a discussion of previous accounts given for
the introduction of the recipient passive. These accounts are all based on reanalysis,
either of the preverbal argument as the nominative subject, or of the postverbal
argument(s) as a direct rather than indirect object following the loss of distinction
between direct and indirect objects after the loss of case marking on nominal
arguments.
3.3.2.1 Earliest examples
Allen (1995: 389-95) reviews in detail the earliest examples of the recipient passive
given in the early works on early English syntax—Jespersen (1927), Van der Gaaf
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(1929), and Visser (1973). All three authors present examples dating from before the
middle of the fourteenth century, but Allen discards most of these early examples.
One of the main reasons to reject examples is because of what she sees as various
forms of misanalysis, starting with (83) and (84).
(83) ƊĂŚĞwasƊƵƐileteďůŽĚ
when he was thus let blood
‘When he was thus let blood’
(AW 61.24; Allen 1995: 389, her 247)
(84) ĂŶĚƐŽŵĞwere cutƚŚĞŚĂůƐ
and some were cut the neck
‘And some had their necks cut’
(Ch. LGW. 292; Allen 1995: 390, her 248)
Allen (1995: 390) excludes these examples—following Jespersen (1927: 300, 312),
although the examples are still given in Van der Gaaf en Visser—because she
considers ďůŽŽĚ and ŚĂůƐ not to be true direct objects. An important piece of
evidence is that these objects cannot passivize: ŚĞ ǁĂƐ ůĞƚ ďůŽŽĚ is attested, but
ďůŽŽĚ ǁĂƐ ůĞƚ Śŝŵ is not͘ She also notes that these types of verb and object
combinations already allowed what she calls ‘personal passives’, i.e. with the person
as subject, long before recipient passives were grammatical.
Another type of misanalysis, according to Allen, is represented by example
(85), dated around 1300, from Van der Gaaf (1929).
(85) ^ǁǇĐŚĞĂŵĂŶƊĂƚƊƵƐǇƐƐŚƌǇƵĞ͕DĂǇďĞĂƐƐŽǇůĞĚĂŶĚƉĞŶĂŶĐĞۅyue
such a man that thus is shriven may be absolved and penance given
‘Such a man that is shriven thus may be adsolved and given penance’
(H. Synne 10854; Allen 1995: 390, her 250)

Allen gives an alternative interpretation to the translation given in (85): ‘the man can
be absolved, and penance can be given’, with ƉĞŶĂŶĐĞ as the subject, instead of
:ĞƐƵƐ(1995: 391), which means that the sentence no longer has a recipient subject.
Another example from Van der Gaaf, given in (86), should also be excluded because
it has been given the wrong date (it is not early fourteenth but late fourteenth
century).
(86) /ĨĂŶĚ/ŚĞƐƵďŽǁŶĚĞŶĞ͕ƐĐŽƵƌŐĞĚĞ͕gyffeneŐĂůůĞƚŽĚƌǇŶŬĞ͘͘͘
I found Jesus bound, scourged, given gall to drink...
‘I found Jesus bound, scourged, given gall to drink...’
(Hampole Pr. Treatises p. 5; Allen 1995: 390, her 251)
At the same time, Allen gives (87) as an early and similar example to (86), showing
that the same type of passive is in fact already found in the early fourteenth century.
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(87) KĝĞƌ œĞĨ ŵĞ ŝƐ ŝůƵƵĞƚ ŵĂƌĞ ƊĞŶ ĂŶ ŽƊĞƌ ŵĂƌĞ ŝŽůŚŶĞƚ ŵĂƌĞ idon ŐŽĚ ŽĝĞƌ
ŵĞŶƐŬĞ
Or if one is loved more than an other more caressed more done good or
honor
‘or if one is loved more than another, more caressed, benefited or honored’
(AW 93.26; Allen 1995: 391, her 253)
Allen states that it cannot be proven that (87) represents an innovation, saying that
“one would have to demonstrate that such examples are not found in OE writings,
and I do not know whether this is so or not” (ŝďŝĚ͘392). She does state, however,
that ĚŽ did not occur with recipient passives at this time yet and she ultimately
concludes that it is parallelism with the preceding two passives in the sentence,
ůŽǀĞĚ ŵŽƌĞ and ŵŽƌĞ ĐĂƌĞƐƐĞĚ͕ that has led to a “bending of the rules” in this
example (ŝďŝĚ͘392).
A more problematic argument used by Allen to dismiss examples such as (88)
and (89) is that the initial elements are full NPs and, because case marking on
nominals is lost, it cannot be said with certainty that they are nominative subjects
and not dative-fronted passives (1995: 391).
(88) dŚĞƵŬĞDǇůŽŶǁĂƐgevenŚǇƐůŝĨĨ͕ĂŶĚĨůĞǇŐŚŽƵƚŽĨůĂŶĚǁŝƚŚŚǇƐǁǇĨĨ
the Duke Mylon was given his life, and fled out of land with his wife
‘Duke Mylon was given his life, and fled out of the country with his wife’
(Ric.Coer de L. (Auchinleck) 1307; Allen 1995: 390, her 249)
(89) Ŭ/ŚĞƐƵƐnysŽŶĞŽƌƊĞŶŽƵœƚƐŽŵƵĐŚĞŐŽĞĚbyleued͘͘͘
but Jesus not-is on earth not so much good left ...
‘But Jesus is not left so much good on earth..’
(SP 1607; Allen 1995: 392, her 254)
These verbs and types of passives still only occurred with fronted dative pronominal
recipients, as the following example shows.
(90) XĞŶĂƐƐŽŵƵĐŚĞŐŽĞĚygraunted
Thee not-was so much good granted
‘So much good was not granted to thee.’
(SP 1611; Allen 1995: 392, her 255)
Because of the existence of passives with a pronominal dative recipient, Allen
concludes that it cannot be said that the nominal recipients in (88) and (89) are
nominative subjects or fronted datives. While this may be true, it does not rule out
the possibility that they are nominative subjects, as Van Kemenade (1998) points
out. The relevant argument is not that they are definitely not recipient passives or
definitely not dative-fronted passives, but rather that it cannot be stated with
certainty that they are either one or the other. This ambiguity is an interesting point
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in itself, because it could mean the status was ambiguous for speakers as well,
possibly already paving the way for the recipient passive.
The earliest convincing examples, according to Allen, date from the late
fourteenth century, and are given in (91) and (92) (these are from Visser’s original
collection).
(91) /ƚĞŵĂƐĨŽƌƚŚĞWĂƌŬĞƐŚĞis a lowydǀĞƌǇǇĞƌĞĂĚĞƌĞ
‘Item: as for the park, she is allowed a deer each year’
1375 (AwardBlount p.205; Allen 1995: 393, her 256)
(92) ƉůĂǇŶůǇƊƵare forbodynďŽƊĞ
plainly thou-NOM art forbidden both
 ‘Plainly, you are forbidden both.’
(Wyc.Wks XXVI 383.24; Allen 1995: 393, her 256)
Allen states there are more examples in texts written by Wycliffe, and that nominal
subjects in his writing can also be analysed as recipient passives because no dativefronted passives occur in these texts, only PP-fronted passives, showing that
fronting of indirect passives was no longer possible (1995: 393).
Some additional early examples are given by Denison (1993).
(93) ĂŶĚƊĞǇshall be assignedƌĞĚǇƐŚŝƉƉǇŶŐĂŶĚƉĂƐƐĂŐĞ
And they shall be allotted ready shipping and passage
1418 (>Ğƚ͘tĂƌ&ƌĂŶĐĞin Ŭ͘>ŽŶĚ͘͘III.xvi 77.8)
(94) EŽǁŝƐŚĞŶĂǇůĞĚƚŽƚŚĞĐƌŽƐĂŶĚyouenĞǇƐĞůŵĞĚůĞĚǁŝƚŚŐĂůůĞƚŽĚƌǇŶŬĞ
now is he nailed to the cross and given vinegar mixed with gall to drink
a1450 (ĞůƌĞĚ/ŶƐƚ͘;ϮͿ (Bod) 846)
(95) ŝĨ^ĞƌdŚŽŵĂƐƚŚǇŶŬƚŚĂƚŚĞshuld be a-lowydŵŽ͕ŚĞƐŚĂůůďĞ
if Sir Thomas think that he should be allowed more he shall be
‘if Sir Thomas thinks that he should be allowed more, he shall be’
c1453[not before] (WĂƐƚŽŶ47.9)
(96) ĂŶĚǁŚĂŶŚĞwas gyvynƚŚĞŐƌĞďĞŵǇůŽƌĚĞŬǇŶŐĞƌƚŚƵƌĞ
and when he(SUBJ) was given the prize-for-victory by my lord King Arthur
‘and when he was given the prize by my lord, King Arthur’
a1470 (Malory, tŬƐ. 699.19)
(97) ƚǇůůƚǇŵĞƊĂƚ/be paiedĨƵůůǇŵǇƐĂůĂƌǇ
Till time that I be paid fully my reward
‘till the time that I am paid my reward in full’
a1500(?a1450) ('ƌŽŵ͘(Hrl) 88.18)
(Denison 1993: 111, his 46-50)
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Note that in example (94), in contrast to (90), it is clear that the ellipted subject is a
nominative because of the nominative subject ŚĞin the first part of the sentence.
Denison gives 5 early examples, while Allen does not list all her examples nor does
she state exactly how many she has found in total in the fourteenth and fifteenth
century, which means it is not possible to give a total number of examples in this
period. The verbs in the examples given by Denison and Allen are ĂůůŽǁ;ϮͿ͕ĨŽƌďŝĚ͕
ĂƐƐŝŐŶ͕ŐŝǀĞ;ϮͿ͕andƉĂǇ͘
In conclusion, the first examples show up around 1400 and there are a handful
of examples in the fourteenth century. This is about half a century later than the
prepositional passive and a considerably slower introduction, with still only a small
number of examples around 1400.
3.3.2.2 Previous accounts
Across the literature, there seem to be two types of explanation for the introduction
of the recipient passive: one which focuses on the loss of the distinction between
direct and indirect objects, and another which focuses on the reanalysis of any
preverbal element as a subject. Jespersen (1909-49: III 299-311), as discussed by
Denison (1993: 113-114), combines the two approaches, proposing that the loss of
the dative/accusative distinction in the active led to a situation where any object,
direct or indirect, became available for passivization. On the other hand, the loss of
case marking also led to a loss of distinction between subject and non-subject,
leading to a fronted dative to be reanalysed as a subject: dŚĞŐŝƌů;dͿǁĂƐŽĨĨĞƌĞĚ
ĂǁĂƚĐŚbecomes ƚŚĞŐŝƌů;EKDͿǁĂƐŽĨĨĞƌĞĚĂǁĂƚĐŚ͘
Lightfoot (1979: 259-265) connects the introduction of the recipient passive to
an overall change in the nature of the passive: the addition of a transformational
passive to a lexical passive, a comparable distinction to verbal vs adjectival passives
(cf. Section 2.3.1). The transformational passive, crucially, could target arguments
other than direct objects. In a later publication, Lightfoot (1981) seems to abandon
this account and instead attributes a central role to structural and oblique Case
assignment and the loss of Case marking, later followed by Van Kemenade (1987:
211). In this account, the recipient passive is impossible in OE because the indirect
object receives oblique (dative) case in its base-generated position; it cannot move
to the subject position because it would then be assigned another Case, resulting in
a “case-clash” (1987: 211), under the assumption that structural (nominative) Case
is assigned to the subject position. Lightfoot (1981) and Van Kemenade (1987) claim
that oblique case was lost in (late) ME—in turn due probably to the loss of Case
marking (1981: 107)—and that the “case-clash” problem had now been resolved,
making the recipient passive grammatical. Again, then, this is an account which
builds on the blurring of distinctions between direct and indirect objects, and one
which accounts for the change by an extension of the types of objects that could
passivize. A problem with the the loss of case marking as the most important factor
(although it may be a necessary condition) is the observation that Dutch also lost
case marking but did not acquire a recipient passive.
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Other authors have focused solely on the development of the subject as the
key to the introduction of the recipient passive. Van der Gaaf (1929: 60-62)
proposes that the nominal recipient (the “personal object”) came to be reanalysed
or interpreted as the subject, because it occurred in the position “usually taken by”
the subject (61). The dative was lost, Van der Gaaf claims, in the “confusion” about
case marking in the ME period (1929: 1). Visser (1973: §1967) and Mitchell (1985:
360) present a similar scenario, saying the development is analogous to the change
of ‘me thinks’ to ‘I think’ (Visser 1973: 2144). In other words, there is supposedly a
relation between the loss of dative subjects in sentences like (98), which were
replaced with (99), and the loss of dative-fronted passive and the rise of the
recipient passive.
(98) Him was pleased.
(99) He was pleased.
(Allen 1995: 349)
The change is that the dative object which formerly retained its dative case when it
was passivized, as in (117), was now used with nominative case in the passive.
According to Allen (1995: 350), the passive in (99) had replaced the passive in (98)
by the beginning of the thirteenth century. Allen points out that this replacement
does not represent a grammatical change, but only a change in Case marking (ŝďŝĚ͘
377). This claim is especially interesting because the change seems similar to the
change from ,ŝŵǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶƚŚĞďŽŽŬto ,ĞǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶƚŚĞďŽŽŬ͘
Allen (1995) discounts the scenario which attributes the introduction of the
recipient passive to the loss of case marking, as well as the replacement of the
dative-fronted passive ,ŝŵǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶƚŚĞďŽŽŬwith ,ĞǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶƚŚĞďŽŽŬ. In both
cases, her main argument is the timing of the developments. She states that the
change from (98) to (99) took place much earlier than the introduction of the
recipient passive: after this development in the thirteenth century, it takes another
century and a half before the first recipient passives are attested. Moreover, the
dative-fronted passive, which the recipient passive presumably replaces, was no
longer in use by that time, as she states in the following passage:
[T]he dative-fronted passive became infrequent in prose by the beginning of
the thirteenth century, and becomes quite unusual by the middle of the
fourteenth century, even in the rather archaic ۏĞŶďŝƚĞ ŽĨ /ŶǁǇƚ͘ It is
questionable whether the dative-fronted passive was part of ordinary speech
by the late fourteenth century, when the recipient passive was introduced, and
so could have been the basis of a reanalysis. (Allen 1995: 380)
The loss of case marking, too, precedes the introduction of the recipient passive:
Allen shows that the case markings on nouns were lost long before the introduction
of the recipient passive (ŝďŝĚ͘415). This conclusion by Allen relies heavily on the gap
between several developments, but ‘the middle of the fourteenth century’ for the
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loss of the dative-fronted passive and ‘the late fourteenth century’ for the
introduction of the recipient passive do not seem to be so far apart, especially
considering the possibility that more examples may turn up in other manuscripts.
3.3.2.3 Allen (1995)
Allen (1995) proposes a different account for the introduction of the recipient
passive, based on available word orders in ME. She describes how two orders
disappeared from prose texts: topicalization of an indirect object (not introduced by
a preposition), and sentences with two NPs, where the theme NP precedes the
recipient NP, as in ,Ğ ƐŚŽǁĞĚ ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ ƚŚĞ ŬŝŶŐ (1995: 417). This second order,
while initially being “about nearly equally common”, later becomes “a clear
minority” (418). This is illustrated in Table 3.3, in three texts from different periods:
OE (ůĨƌŝĐ), the early thirteenth century (ŶĐƌĞŶĞ tŝƐƐĞ), and the early fourteenth
century (a manuscript of ZŽďĞƌƚŽĨ'ůŽƵĐĞƐƚĞƌ͛ƐŚƌŽŶŝĐůĞ).
Table 3.3 Order of two nominal objects (Allen 1995: 418, her Table 9-4)
Order
REC TH
TH REC
% REC TH
Æfric
60
74
45
AW
19
11
63
Rob.Glo.
33
9
79
Allen concludes that the order with two NPs is lost in the middle of the fourteenth
century. In contrast, the order with a pronominal theme and nominal recipient (,Ğ
ƐŚŽǁĞĚŝƚƚŚĞŬŝŶŐͿis lost much later, in the late fifteenth century, while the order
theme-recipient with two pronominal objects is still possible today in some varieties
of English (1995: 422).
She then explains how speakers in the early ME period would hear the
following orders, where (b) is the order that was lost.
(100) a. V NPREC NPTH
b. V NPTH NPREC
c. V NPTH PPREC
d. V PPREC NPTH”

,ĞŐĂǀĞDĂƌǇƚŚĞďŽŽŬ͘
,ĞŐĂǀĞƚŚĞďŽŽŬDĂƌǇ
,ĞŐĂǀĞƚŚĞďŽŽŬƚŽDĂƌǇ
,ĞŐĂǀĞƚŽDĂƌǇƚŚĞďŽŽŬ
(Allen 1995: 424)

As long as the situation with these four options persisted, Allen claims, it would not
help speakers to analyse the first NP after the verb as a direct object, because the
NP (followed by another NP) could be either a recipient or the theme. However,
when pattern (b) was lost, the speakers’ strategies changed, because semantic
relations could now be “calculated ... on the basis of constituent order” (425): in the
case of two NPs, the first is always the recipient. Allen argues for a strategy which
she summarizes as “[a]ssume that the first postverbal NP is the direct object”, even
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though it complicates deducing the semantic relations (425). This means that in
(100)a, the NPREC would now be analysed as a direct object and passivized
accordingly.
Allen’s approach relies heavily on the presence of word orders in a limited
corpus, which could be problematic as evidence. Her account does provide a more
detailed version of the conflation of direct and indirect objects and finds a specific
reason in the language of the relevant period, something which not all other
accounts that assume this conflation, like for instance Lightfoot (1981), do in such
detail. However, the connection she makes to other changes in this period fails in
one important aspect: although it is clear that the loss of dative-fronted passives
due to the loss of dative fronting in general is a consequence of the loss of V2, Allen
does not mention this important syntactic change that cannot be excluded from any
treatment of ME syntax.
Allen’s account also relies heavily on dismissing the suggestion that the
preverbal argument was reanalysed as the subject in dative-fronted passives, but we
have seen that this gap between loss of the dative-fronted passive and the
introduction of the recipient passive might not be as wide as she claims. The gap
between loss of dative subjects and the introduction of recipient passives, which she
also uses as an argument, could in fact be a strong factor in favour of the
introduction of the recipient passive: in the total absence of dative subjects of
impersonals with the additional later loss of dative fronting in all contexts, preverbal
NPs can only be analysed as nominative subjects. We will turn to the available data
in the PPCME2 to examine this question below, but first, I outline a scenario which
connects the loss of the dative-fronted passive to the introduction of the recipient
passive, but in a different way from the scenarios discussed in this section.
3.3.3
Revisiting the importance of the loss of the dative-fronted passive
There is a central theme running through these accounts for the introduction of the
recipient passive, namely reanalysis or reinterpretation either of the pre- or the
postverbal argument. Almost all authors refer to the fact that case distinctions
between nominative, dative and accusative were lost for nominal arguments, and
that SVO word order became fixed. With the loss of case marking, speakers may
have relied increasingly on word order cues rather than case marking cues, as Allen
(1995) argues in her account. The question for the recipient passive, then, seems to
be whether it is the case that the clause-initial NP is interpreted as a subject rather
than a dative now that case is no longer marked, or whether it is the case that the
dative/indirect object is reanalysed as an accusative/direct object, and can
accordingly be passivized following standard passivization processes. In this section,
I argue that both factors are relevant, in that both the changes in the preverbal
position (loss of dative subjects) and postverbal position (changes in order of
objects) play a role in allowing the recipient passive. However, I propose that the
introduction itself is due to the loss of the dative-fronted passive.
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3.3.3.1 Dative-fronted passive blocks the recipient passive
The analysis presented in Section 2.3.3 where the passive targets the nearest
available NP to become the subject, regardless of whether it is an indirect or direct
object, builds on different underlying structures and does not rely on semantic roles
or (structural or oblique) case. The basic analysis of the recipient, theme and dativefronted passive has already been outlined in Section 3.3.1.2. Let us turn to the
passives that are attested in OE. Most importantly, before the introduction of
recipient passive, OE has both the theme passive (with two NP objects), as in (101),
and the dative-fronted passive, as in (102).
(101) The book.NOM was given Mary.DAT.
(102) Mary.DAT was given the book.NOM.
As previously explained, I will assume that these passives are both based a similar
original (i.e. merged) structure—ŐĂǀĞ ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ.NOM DĂƌǇ.DAT—with subsequent
passivization of ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ. The difference between the two passives is that in the
dative-fronted passive, the recipient dative DĂƌǇ is fronted, or topicalized, to the
Left Periphery because of V2, and the passivized subject remains low.39 In other
words, the dative is not passivized but only fronted. The PP-fronted passive—dŽ
DĂƌǇǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶƚŚĞďŽŽŬ—which becomes possible as PP recipients become more
frequent has a similar analysis to that of the dative-fronted passive: it is essentially a
theme passive, but with a fronted PP. The fronting of the PP is determined by
general fronting constraints.
The recipient passive is crucially different because it is indeed the recipient
that is passivized, but from a different original structure, namely ŐĂǀĞ DĂƌǇ ƚŚĞ
ďŽŽŬ͘
(103) Mary.NOM was given the book.
I would like to propose that as long as the dative-fronted passive is possible in
English, the recipient passive, i.e. with nominative subject, is ungrammatical because
there is already a way to place the recipient in first position, with a similar effect to
passivization, namely the dative-fronted (theme) passive. Only when the dativefronted passive is lost, a development contingent on the loss of V2, does the
recipient passive, with a nominal subject recipient, become possible.
The same system that is in place in English up to the loss of the dative-fronted
passive still seems to be in place in the modern V2-languages Dutch and German,
39

With the dative in topicalized position (Spec,CP or Spec,FP), the finite verb moves to the Left Periphery
as well (to F). Of course, in many dative-fronted passives, the passivized argument occurs after the
passive participle and not, as would be expected with movement of the finite verb across the subject
position, between the finite verb and the subject. The details of this analysis go beyond the scope of this
chapter, but see Sections 2.2.1 and 4.2.2.4 for an account of this and observations on the possibility for
passive subjects to remain in a low position within the VP.
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which have a theme passive as well as a dative-fronted passive. The following
examples illustrate the theme passive (104) and dative-fronted passive (105) in
Dutch.
(104) ,ĞƚďŽĞŬ͘EKDǁĞƌĚDĂƌŝĞ͘dŐĞŐĞǀĞŶ͘
The book was Mary given



(105) DĂƌŝĞ͘dǁĞƌĚŚĞƚďŽĞŬ͘EKDŐĞŐĞǀĞŶ͘
Mary was the book given



The situation in Dutch is different from OE, however, in that the standard order of
elements in actives with two NPs is recipient-theme, as illustrated in (106), although
Dutch allows for different orders when the arguments are pronominal, witness
(107).
(106) :ĂŶŐĂĨDĂƌŝĞŚĞƚďŽĞŬ͘
Jan gave Marie the book
(107) :ĂŶŐĂĨŚĞƚŚĂĂƌ͘
Jan gave it her
The analysis presented earlier would predict that the recipient passive DĂƌŝĞ͘EKD
ǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶƚŚĞďŽŽŬwould be grammatical and not the theme passive dŚĞďŽŽŬǁĂƐ
ŐŝǀĞŶ DĂƌǇ͕ but this is clearly not the case for Dutch. This means we need to
account for the grammaticality of (108) and ungrammaticality of (109).
(108) ;ĂŶͿŚĂĂƌǁĞƌĚŚĞƚďŽĞŬŐĞŐĞǀĞŶ.
(To) her was the book given
(109) ΎŝũǁĞƌĚŚĞƚŐĞŐĞǀĞŶ͘
She was it given
There are two possibilities to explain the unacceptability of (109). One is to say that
there is in fact a principle in Dutch that only direct objects can be targeted by
passivization. Although case marking is lost in Dutch, it could be that Dutch speakers
still have more clues that the immediately postverbal NP has dative Case, although it
is not immediately clear what these clues would be once case markings on nominals
are lost. A more attractive option, in line with the proposal for the introduction of
the recipient passive in English, is to say that because of the existence of the dativefronted passive, (109) is out: either nominative recipients are not allowed or
nominative recipients are not necessary in the language because there is already a
way to front recipients. This would be a similar situation as in ME: the dative-fronted
passive blocks the recipient passive.
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In this scenario, the difference between OE on the one hand and Dutch and
German on the other hand, is that dative/indirect object fronting was never lost in
Dutch and German. Dutch and German still have V2, which means the dativefronted passive remains in use and blocks the formation of a true recipient passive
ŝũǁĞƌĚŚĞƚďŽĞŬŐĞŐĞǀĞŶfrom ,ŝũŐĂĨŚĂĂƌŚĞƚďŽĞŬ. The loss of dative fronting in
English, related to the loss of V2, sets English apart from Dutch and German, and
accounts for the different development in English as the consequence of other
changes which took place in English in the period that the recipient passive became
possible. The following section presents evidence for this scenario from a study of
the PPCME2.
3.3.3.2 Evidence from the PPCME2
The corpus study yields three observations that support the scenario outlined
above: (i) the introduction of the recipient passive can be dated to the late
fourteenth century; (ii) there are indications for a later date for the loss of the
dative-fronted than previously suggested; and (iii) the type dŚĞǇ ŐĂǀĞ ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ
DĂƌǇͶthe sentence type that was also crucial to Allen’s scenarioͶdisappears
before the passive version dŚĞďŽŽŬǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶDĂƌǇdisappears.
Recipient passives: no earlier examples than provided by Allen (1995)
The PPCME2 coding contains two different labels for objects, crucially making a
distinction between ‘first’ objects, roughly corresponding to direct objects (labeled
NP-OB1) and ‘second’ objects, roughly corresponding to indirect objects (NP-OB2). The
distinction is not entirely straightforward because additional material is included in
both groups (predicate nominals for NP-OB1 and “other oblique uses” for NP-OB2, see
Kroch & Taylor 2000). The same labels are used in the passive versions of these
ditransitives to represent role that the objects would have had in the active. This
makes it possible to select recipient passives with the following query.
YƵĞƌǇϯ͘ϮRecipient passives
e. IP* idoms *SBJ*
f. IP* idoms *BED*|*BEP*|BE|BAG|BEN
g. IP* idoms *VAN*
h. IP* idoms NP-OB1
The query first selects clauses with a subject and a passive: a form of ƚŽ ďĞ and a
passive participle, both as main constituents of the IP (line 3.2a-c). It furthermore
stipulates that these passives also dominate a direct object (line 3.2d). The indirect
object has been passivized to become the subject of the passive and is no longer
represented in the passive. However, not all examples that result from this query
are in fact recipient passives, so they needed to be sorted by hand.
The occurrences of recipient passives in the corpus confirm Allen’s findings
that the first recipient passives only start to appear in the late fourteenth century.
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There is one suggestive example from the middle of the fourteenth century, but
there are a number of problems with this sentence, given in (110).
(110) /ĐŚĂŵœĞƵĞŶŝŶůĂŶŐŽƵƌ,
I am given in suffering.
‘I am handed over to suffering’
c1350 (cmearlps,107.4680)
First of all, this instance is given as the only example of ŐŝǀĞŶŝŶůĂŶŐƵŽƌ in the MED
and it is peculiar because it does not seem to be the passive of a relevant (i.e. clearly
ditransitive with two NPs) use of ŐŝǀĞ͘ Secondly, later translations of this psalm have
quite a different translation—/ĂŵƐŚƵƚƵƉ (King James, Psalms 88:8) and /ĂŵƚĂŬĞŶ
ŝŶ (Wycliffe)—which seems to indicate that the speaker of this sentence is himself
the object that is being given, instead of the recipient of some gift (cf. Russom 1982:
679 for a similar argument about another early example of a supposed recipient
passive presented by Lieber 1979). Finally, the same text also has an example of a
dative-fronted passive, given in (111).
(111) ĂŶĚŚǇŵƐŚĂůďŝœĞƵĞŶŽĨƊĞƐĞƌƵŝĐĞŽĨŐŽĚĞ;
and him shall be given of the service of God
c1350 (cmearlps,86.3761)
The fact that dative-fronted passives are still found in the same text makes it seem
unlikely that /ĐŚ in (110) is unambiguously a nominative recipient.
The following examples represent all recipient passives found in the PPCME2.
(112) ĨŽƌƊĞƉƌŝŽƌĞƐƐĞis geuinĂŵĂƚĞƌƚŽďĞƉƌŽǁĚŝŶƊĞďĞŐǇŶŶǇŶŐŽĨŚǇƌ
ŽƌĚŝŶĂŶĐĞ͕ǁŚĞŶƐŚŽŝƐŐĞƵǇŶ ŝŶŵǇŶĚĞďĞŚŝƌĂǁŶĞƚŚŽŐŚƚŝƐƊĂƚƐŚŽŝƐůŽǁƐŝĚ
ŽǁƚĞŽĨƊĞƉŽǁĞƌŽĨŚŝƌĂďďĞƐƐĞ͕
for the prioress is given a matter to be proud in the beginning of her
ordinance, when she is given in mind by her own thoughts that she is freed
out of the power of her abbess
a1425 (cmbenrul,43.1346)
(113) ŶĚǇĞĨƊƵŐƌƵĐŚĞƐΘĚŽƐƊĂƚŝůŬĞƊŝŶŐ͕ŐŽĚesŶŽŚƚpaidƊĂƌͲŽĨ͖ 
and if you complain and do that same thing, God is nothing paid thereof
a1425 (cmbenrul,10.341)
(114) ĂŶĚƊĞŝƊĂƚƚŽŽŬŚĞŵwereƚƌĞƵůǇpayedƚŽŽƊŽƵƐĂŶĚƉŽƵŶĚ͘
and they that took him were truly paid two thousand pound
a1464 (cmcapchr,153.3585)
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(115) ĂŶĚƚŚĞǇwere servydŶĞǆƚĞƵŶƚŽƚŚĞƋƵĞŶĞĞǀĞƌǇĐŽƵƌƐĐŽǀĞƌǇĚĞĂƐƚŚĞ
ƋƵĞŶĞ͖
and they were served next to the queen every course covered as the queen
c1475 (cmgregor,139.584)
Note that example (113) has a nominal subject, but the example below from the
same text shows that ƉĂǇĚĞ already occurs with pronominal subjects (although
there is no direct object in this example).
(116) ŚĞŐŝƵĞǀƐĨŽƌŚŝƐŐƌĂĐĞƊĂƚǁĞŵĂǇƐƵĂǁŝƌŬĞĂŶĚƐƵĂƐĞůůĞ͕ƊĂƚŚĞ be payde
ƊĂƌͲŽĨ͘ 
he gives us for his grace that we may so work and so sell, that he be paid
thereof
a1425 (cmbenrul,37.1207)
The fact that only a small number of examples are found in the PPCME2
corresponds to Allen’s (1995) findings. These low numbers indicate that the
introduction of the recipient passive was slower than the introduction of the
prepositional passive—of which more examples occur in the PPCME2 (cf. Section
3.2.2.2)—but at the same time, it can be seen as the logical consequence of the
greater lexical restrictions on the recipient passive (i.e. the number of available
ditransitive verbs) and the fact that the theme passive with two nominal NPs is still
possible at this stage.
Dative-fronted passive: later examples than provided by Allen (1995)
Allen (1995) dismisses the scenario where the loss of the dative-fronted passive led
to the introduction of the recipient passive, based on her observation that the
dative-fronted passive was no longer in common use in the middle of the fourteenth
century (1995: 380). The PPCME2, however, gives later examples of dative-fronted
passives. The following query was used to select the dative-fronted passives in the
PPCME2.
YƵĞƌǇϯ͘ϯDative-fronted passives
a. IP* idoms *BED*|*BEP*
b. IP* idoms *VAN *
c. IP* idoms NP-SBJ*
d. IP* idoms NP-OB*
e. NP-OB* precedes NP-SBJ*
The query selects clauses with a subject, a finite form of ƚŽ ďĞ and a passive
participle (line 3.3a-c). It then selects clauses which have an object, which precedes
the subject (line 3.3d-e). I included both first and second objects in this study in
order to make sure that I did not miss any examples because of errors in the coding.
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Contrary to Allen’s (1995) claim, I have found instances of dative-fronted
passives later than the middle of the fourteenth century. Examples (117)-(120) show
the last examples of dative-fronted passives that I found in the corpus.
(117) XŽŚǇŵ ǁĂƐi-grauntedƌŝœƚŝŶƊĞĞůĞĐƚŝŽƵŶŽĨƊĞƉŽƉĞ
then he was granted right in the election of the pope
a1387 (cmpolych,VI,267.1945)
(118) ƊĞƌĨŽƌĞ ƊĞ ŬǇŶŐ 'ƵƌƚŚƌǇŵ͕ ƊĂƚ ǁĞ ĐůĞƉĞƊ 'ƵƌŵƵŶĚƵƐ͕ were i-œĞǀĞ ƊĞ
ƉƌŽǀŝŶĐĞƐŽĨƐƚŶŐůĞƐĂŶĚŽĨEŽƌƊŚŽŵďĞƌůŽŶĚĨŽƌƚŽǁŽŶǇĞǇŶŶĞ͘
therefore the king Gurthrym, who we call Gurmundus, was given the
provinces of the East Angles and of Northumberland to live in
a1387 (cmpolych,VI,377.2769)
(119) ŶĞŚǇŵwas owedŶŽƐǇĐŚƌĞǁŵĞ͕ƐŝƊ'ŽĚǁŽůĚĞŶŽƚƊĂƚŚŝƚǁĞƌĞƐŽ͘
not him was owed no such room, since God would not that it were so
c1400 (cmwycser,I,415.3413)
(120) zĞĨŚŝƌbe senteĂŶŝƊŝŶŐĨƌĂŚŝƌĨƌĞŶĚĞ͕ƐŚŽƐĂůŶŽŚƚƌĞĐĂŝƵĞŝƚ͕
if her be sent any thing from her friend, she shall not receive it,
a1425 (cmbenrul,36.1159)
The last two examples, from the tǇĐůŝĨĨŝƚĞƐĞƌŵŽŶƐand theEŽƌƚŚĞƌŶWƌŽƐĞZƵůĞŽĨ
^ƚ͘ĞŶĞƚ͕are especially interesting, because (112) above showed that in theZƵůĞŽĨ
^ƚ͘ĞŶĞƚrecipient passives were already possible, while example (121) shows that in
the tǇĐůŝĨĨŝƚĞ ƐĞƌŵŽŶƐ fronting of the PP in the passive is also possible. While the
example does not have two NP arguments, but one clausal argument, and the
sentence does not have exactly the same structure as a dative-fronted passive, the
example does clearly show the fronting of a PP recipient.
(121) ŶĚƌŝƐƚƐĞǇĚĞǀŶƚŽŚĞŵƊĂƚƚŽŚĞŵǁĂƐgrawntidƚŽŬŶŽǁĞƊĞƉƌǇƵǇƚĞŽĨƊĞ
ƌĞǁŵĞŽĨ'ŽĚ
and Christ said to them that to them was granted to know the privacy of the
realm of God
c1400 (cmwycser,385.2845)
The dative-fronted examples in this section show that the dative-fronted passive
had not completely disappeared from texts at the time that the first recipient
passives are attested, i.e. the late fourteenth century. They also show that in some
cases both the recipient passive and the dative-fronted passive occur in one text
(dŚĞZƵůĞŽĨ^ƚ͘ĞŶĞƚ). This means that the gap between the disappearance of the
dative-fronted passive and the introduction of the recipient passive can no longer be
taken as an argument against a relation between the two developments, as argued
by Allen (1995).
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The disappearance of He gave the book Mary and The book was given Mary
One final issue is the relevance of the order ,Ğ ŐĂǀĞ ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ DĂƌǇ͕ which Allen
(1995) takes to be crucial to the introduction of the recipient passive, because in its
absence DĂƌǇin ,ĞŐĂǀĞDĂƌǇƚŚĞďŽŽŬwould now be analysed as a direct object.
Moreover, the proposed close relation between active and passive in the analysis
presented in Section 3.3.1.2 raises the question whether it is true that the loss of
the active version predates the loss of the passive version, dŚĞďŽŽŬǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶDĂƌǇ͘
The loss of this order means that the corresponding theme passive dŚĞ ďŽŽŬ ǁĂƐ
ŐŝǀĞŶDĂƌǇwould also start to disappear.
Let us first consider the order theme-recipient, as in ,ĞŐĂǀĞƚŚĞďŽŽŬDĂƌǇ͘By
the M3 sub-period (1350-1420), this order occurs almost solely with pronominal
40
arguments. The only two examples in this period that do not have two pronominal
arguments are given in (122) and (123).
(122) ďƵƚŽƊĞƌĞŬǇŶŐĞƐƊĂƚǁĞƌĞŽĨŵŽƌĞƐƚƌĞŶŐƊƊĂŶŚĞ͕binomeŚŝŵŚŝƐůĂŶĚĞ͘
but other kings who were of more strength than he, took-from him his land
‘but other kings, who were stronger than him, took his land from him’
c1400 (cmbrut3,23.684)
(123) ĨŽƌƚŚĞǇbirevenĂůůĞƚŚŝƐĞŚǇŵƚŚĂƚƐŚŽůĚĞǁŽƌƐŚŝƉĞƌŝƐƚĂŶĚŚŽŽůǇĐŚŝƌĐŚĞ͕
ĂŶĚƉƌĞǇĞĨŽƌƌŝƐƚĞŶĞƐŽƵůĞƐ͘
for they take-away all this from-him that should worship Christ and holy
church, and pray for Christian souls
‘For they take away everything from him who worships Christ and the holy
church, and prays for Christian souls’
c1390 (cmctpars,320.C1.1366)
The first example has one pronominal element, Śŝŵ͕ and one nominal argument, ŚŝƐ
ůĂŶĚĞ͘The second example has an NP, ĂůůĞƚŚŝƐĞ͕and a postmodified pronoun as the
second element, ŚǇŵ ƚŚĂƚ ƐŚŽůĚĞ ǁŽƌƐŚŝƉĞ ƌŝƐƚ ĂŶĚ ŚŽŽůǇ ĐŚŝƌĐŚĞ͘ These two
examples do not have two straightforward NP arguments, and it is clear that the
pronominal version is already the preferred possibility in this period.
As for the corresponding passive dŚĞ ďŽŽŬ ǁĂƐ ŐŝǀĞŶ DĂƌǇ, the following
examples show the last examples that occur in the corpus.
(124) ĂŶĚĂŶŽŶĞŚŝƚwas toldeƊĞYƵĞŶĞŚŽǁƊĂƚƊĞ<ǇŶŐǁĂƐĐŽŵĞŶĂůůŽŶĞǁŝƊŽƵƚ
ĐŽŵƉĂŶǇ͖
and immediately it was told the Queen how that the King was come alone
without company

40

The relevant labels that were used to select these clauses are: NP-SBJ*, finite verb, NP-OB1 and NPOB2. Pronominal objects were selected using an additional requirement that the object only dominates
PRO*.
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‘And immediately the Queen was told that the King had come alone, without
company;’
c1400 (cmbrut3,117.3546)
(125) tŚĂŶŶĞƊĂƚwas i-toldeƊĞŬǇŶŐ͕ƊĞŬǇŶŐĞǁĂƐƐǁŝƊĞǁƌŽŽƚŚ͕
‘When that was told the king, the king was very angry’
a1387 (cmpolych,VI,71.499)
(126) XŝƐwas i-toldeƊĞďŝƐƐŚŽƉ͕
‘This was told the bishop’
a1387 (cmpolych,VIII,91.3602)
Note that all subjects in these examples are pronominal, perhaps suggesting that
they are passives of the version ,ĞŐĂǀĞŝƚDĂƌǇrather than ,ĞŐĂǀĞƚŚĞďŽŽŬDĂƌǇ͘
These examples are all dated in the M3 (1350-1420) period. Although the PPCME2
provides only a handful of examples of the relevant sentences, this seems to suggest
that the theme passive of two NPs indeed starts to disappear after the
corresponding active is lost.
3.3.3.3 Conclusion
In this section, I outlined a scenario where the dative-fronted passive was the crucial
factor for the introduction of the recipient passive. I showed that the PPCME2
contains examples of dative-fronted passives dated at the same time that the
recipient passive was already attested (around 1400). I proposed that the existence
of the dative-fronted passive blocked the recipient passive, although there may be a
time of overlap where both nominative and dative recipients in initial position are
possible. When we consider other West-Germanic languages, it is clear that Dutch
and German do have the two actives but only allow the theme passive. However,
both these languages have the dative-fronted passive available for the sentence
:ŽŚŶŐĂǀĞŚĞƌƚŚĞďŽŽŬ, and the difference must then lie in the fact that they retain
fronting of dative objects, making the true recipient passive ungrammatical.
3.3.4
Summary and conclusions
This section set out to establish the time of introduction of the recipient passive, as
well as the reason for its introduction, based on a re-examination of the literature
and a corpus study of the PPCME2. The corpus study confirmed earlier conclusions
that the recipient passive is introduced in the late fourteenth century. It provided,
on the other hand, counterevidence for the claim that the dative-fronted passive
was lost well before the recipient passive was introduced, with examples from
around 1400. I argued that the loss of the dative-fronted passive was the crucial
factor for the introduction of the recipient passive, because as long as fronted dative
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recipients were possible the recipient passive with nominative recipient subjects
was blocked.
The introduction of the recipient passive seems to be much slower than the
introduction of the prepositional passive. After the introduction in the late
fourteenth century, there are only a handful of examples in the PPCME2,
corresponding to earlier findings by Allen (1995) and Denison (1993). This is no
surprise considering the small number of ditransitive verbs and the competition with
the active ditransitives with an NP and a PP argument and their corresponding
passives. The data from the PPCME2 furthermore showed that the dative-fronted
passive remained possible in some texts until roughly 1400, leading to a situation
where both the dative-fronted passive and the recipient passive are attested in the
same period, in contrast to Allen’s findings and indeed, her scenario for the
introduction of the recipient passive.
To explain the introduction of the recipient passive, I proposed a scenario in
which the dative-fronted passive, which I analysed as a theme passive with a fronted
dative, blocked the occurrence of nominative recipient arguments in preverbal
position. With the loss of dative fronting, likely to be related to the bundle of
changes that make up the loss of V2, recipient passives became possible. In other
words, the crucial factor in the introduction of the recipient passive is the loss of
fronting possibilities for datives, in turn also related to the factors that have
previously been said to be the causes for the introduction, the loss of (inherent)
case marking (cf. Lightfoot 1981), loss of distinctions between dative and accusative
objects (cf. Allen 1995) and the fixing of a strict SVX order (cf. Van der Gaaf 1929).
The scenario proposed explains the difference with German and Dutch, closelyrelated languages which do not have a recipient passive. These languages, which in
contrast to English continued to show the V2 constraint, never lost the dativefronted passive and so were never in a position to develop a recipient passive.
Chapter 5 addresses the question of the development of the recipient passive in the
periods after ME.

Section 3.4

The introduction of the ECM passive

This section investigates the introduction and development of the so-called
Exceptional Case Marking passive, another passive that was introduced in the
English language around 1400 AD, at roughly the time that the V2 constraint was
starting to decline. The introduction of the ECM passive is different from that of the
recipient and prepositional passives because it is not just the passive form that is
introduced, but the entire ECM structure. This means that the development of the
active is just as important as the development of the passive, something which
becomes even more important when we consider that the ECM throughout its
history occurs more frequently in the passive than in the active, in sharp contrast to
general active-to-passive ratios. In this section, I argue that the passive version
caught on in English more easily than the active because it is structurally very similar
to passives that were already present in English, meaning that—in contrast to the
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active ECM—it was not a marked construction. Crucially, I argue, there is no
evidence of a direct relation to the loss of V2, both structurally and in terms of
timing.
The introduction of the ECM construction, shown in (127) in its active form and
in (128) in its passive form, has generally been dated to the late fourteenth century
(Warner 1982, Fischer 1989).
(127) They believed John to be a liar.
(128) John was believed to be a liar.
In comparison to the prepositional and recipient passives, there has been less
discussion about what constitutes the earliest unambiguous example of the ECM. As
was the case for those passives, however, the question of why the construction was
introduced has received much attention. One important factor proposed to
contribute to the introduction is the influence of Latin (Warner 1982), based on the
observation that many early ECM examples occur in translations from Latin. Yet this
Latin influence has been doubted as the only factor by Fischer (1989) and Los
(2005), who propose another source for the development of ECM: reanalysis of an
already existing object control construction. Another proposed factor leading to the
introduction and establishment of the ECM passive is the the loss of V2, as outlined
by Los (2005); it is specifically the ECM passive that Los first proposed to be
introduced as a consequence of the loss of V2. This calls for a re-examination of the
data in light of this hypothesis, taking into account, once again, both the time of the
introduction with respect to the loss of V2, as well as factors possibly connected to
V2 leading to the introduction of the ECM construction and specifically the passive.
One aspect which has puzzled researchers for years is the observation that the
ECM is much more frequent in the passive than it is in the active, in contrast to
regular distribution of actives and passives. Interestingly, this dominance of the
passive has been found to exist not only in PDE (Mair 1990, Noël 2008) but already
from the earliest occurrences in ME onwards (Warner 1982, Fischer 1994). For the
first examples, Warner (1982: 136) already notes that the passive is less dependent
on the contexts of Latin translations than the active. The dominance of passive over
active in PDE has in turn led Noël (2008) to propose that the passive has been
grammaticalized into a fixed template with a specific function of encoding
‘evidentiality’. Others have referred to the discourse function of the passive, which
the active version lacks (Mair 1990, Los 2005). Los’s (2005) proposal takes this
unbalanced distribution into account, with a focus on the introduction of the passive
in particular, but as we will see, there are some problems with this scenario, most
importantly the timing of the introduction with respect to V2.
This section is structured as follows. Section 3.4.1 discusses the structure and
use of the ECM construction, both active and passive, in PDE, with a syntactic
analysis of active and passive ECM in Section 3.4.1.2. Section 3.4.2 discusses the
previous accounts for the introduction of the ECM, reviewing the influence of Latin
(Warner 1982) and the reanalysis of object control constructions (Fischer 1989, Los
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2005). Section 3.4.3 then presents the results of the corpus study of the ECM in the
PPCME2. This is used as the basis for an account of the dominance of the passive
with ECM verbs based on similar passives that were already present in English.
Section 3.4.4 concludes.
3.4.1
A characterization of the ECM passive in Present-day English
The ECM in PDE has not only been considered exceptional in terms of its syntactic
structure, i.e. its ‘exceptional’ configuration of case marking, but it has also been
noted for its unusual distribution of active and passive occurrences, with the
passives being much more common and used with a wider range of verbs (Mair
1990, Noël 1998). This has led researchers to focus on the properties of the passive
separately, with Noël (2008) arguing that it has grammaticalized, in the sense that
the form has been linked to one specific function, while Mair (1990) and Los (2005)
focus on the discourse function of the passive subject.
3.4.1.1 The ECM in Present-day English
The ECM construction—sometimes referred to as accusative-cum-infinitive (a.c.i)
after its Latin model (e.g. Fischer 1989), Raising to Object (e.g. Postal 1974) or the
descriptive VOSI (Verb-Object/Subject-Infinitive, Visser 1973) or SVOC (Subject-VerbObject-(Predicative) Complement, Mair 1990)—contains, in the active as in (129), a
matrix verb followed by an NP and (subjectless) infinitival clause. In the passive, as in
(130), this object of the main clause/subject of the subordinate clause has been
passivized to become the subject of the main clause.
(129) They believe him to be a liar.
(130) He is believed to be a liar.
The structure in (129) looks similar to object control clauses as in (131), in which the
main clause verb is also followed by an NP and an infinitive clause.
(131) They commanded him to leave the room.
However, there is a difference in the status of the NP in these two types of clauses.
Object control clauses occur with so-called three-place verbs, which take as their
complements a subject, an object and an infinitive clause. The NP in (131), then, is
an argument of the verb, and there is an empty subject (PRO) in the infinitive clause.
ECM clauses, however, occur with verbs that normally take just two arguments,
such as ďĞůŝĞǀĞͶthese verbs are referred to as monotransitive or two-place verbs,
i.e. verbs that have two arguments: a subject and an object͘This means that in (129)
above, ŚŝŵƚŽďĞĂůŝĂƌ is one argument of the verb; in other words, the NP Śŝŵ is
not itself an argument of the verb ďĞůŝĞǀĞ. The crucial difference between object
control and ECM lies in the fact that the NP in the EW ƚŽ sW sequence in object
control really is the object of the higher verb, while in ECM it is, at least thematically,
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an argument of the lower clause, possibly raised to become an argument of the
main clause (see Postal 1974). This raising explains its accusative case and gives a
structural account of the observation that the relevant NP is thematically both the
object of the main clause and subject of the subordinate clause.
The distinction between two-place and three-place verbs is well-accepted in
the literature, although there has been much discussion on which verbs belong to
which group. The groups are usually called after clear-cut members, like ďĞůŝĞǀĞfor
two-place and ǁĂŶƚ for three-place verbs (Postal 1974) or ĞǆƉĞĐƚ for two-place and
ƉĞƌƐƵĂĚĞ for three-place verbs (Fischer 1989). Postal (1974: 298) claims that the
group of unambiguous ECM verbs, i.e. two-place verbs but with seemingly three
arguments, is usually taken to consist only of ďĞůŝĞǀĞ͕ƉƌŽǀĞ͕ĨŝŶĚand ƐŚŽǁ, but adds
quite a number of verbs, presenting the following list of verbs, which Los (2005: 254)
later calls “verbs of propositional attitude”.
(132) ĐŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ͕ ĂĚŵŝƚ͕ ĂĨĨŝƌŵ͕ ĂůůĞŐĞ͕ ĂƐƐƵŵĞ͕ ďĞůŝĞǀĞ͕ ĐĞƌƚŝĨǇ͕ ĐŽŶĐĞĚĞ͕
ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌ͕ĚĞĐůĂƌĞ͕ĚĞĐƌĞĞ͕ĚĞĚƵĐĞ͕ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞ͕ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞ͕ĚŝƐĐĞƌŶ͕ĚŝƐĐůŽƐĞ͕
ĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚ͕ ĞƐƚŝŵĂƚĞ͕ ĨĞĞů͕ ĨŝŐƵƌĞ͕ ĨŝŶĚ͕ ŐĂƚŚĞƌ͕ ŐƌĂŶƚ͕ ŐƵĂƌĂŶƚĞĞ͕ ŐƵĞƐƐ͕ ŚŽůĚ͕
ŝŵĂŐŝŶĞ͕ ŝŶƚƵŝƚ͕ ũƵĚŐĞ͕ ŬŶŽǁ͕ ŶŽƚĞ͕ ƉŽƐŝƚ͕ ƉƌĞƐƵŵĞ͕ ƉƌŽĐůĂŝŵ͕ ƉƌŽǀĞ͕ ƌĞĐŬŽŶ͕
ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞ͕ ƌĞŵĞŵďĞƌ͕ ƌĞƉŽƌƚ͕ ƌĞǀĞĂů͕ ƌƵŵŽƵƌ͕ ƐĂǇ͕ ƐŚŽǁ͕ ƐƉĞĐŝĨǇ͕ ƐƚĂƚĞ͕
ƐƚŝƉƵůĂƚĞ͕ƐƵƉƉŽƐĞ͕ƐƵƌŵŝƐĞ͕ƚĂŬĞ͕ƚŚŝŶŬ͕ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ͕ǀĞƌŝĨǇ͘
(Los 2005: 254, based on Postal 1974: 305-310)
Fischer’s (1989: 174-175, 184) ĞǆƉĞĐƚ group for OE includes several subgroups
distinguished by Visser (1973: 2250ff), such as perception verbs (e.g. ďĞŚŽůĚ͕ ĨĞĞů͕
ĨŝŶĚ͕ŚĞĂƌ͕ƐĞĞ), causative verbs (e.g. ůĞƚ͕ŵĂŬĞ͕ĐĂƵƐĞ), verba declarandi et cogitandi
(‘verbs of thinking and declaring’) and the verbs expressing a wish or desire. Note,
however, that it is only the last two groups, which includes verbs such as ǁŝƐŚ͕ůŝŬĞ͕
ƚŚŝŶŬ͕ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌ͕ĚĞĐůĂƌĞ͕that are relevant to the development of the ďĞůŝĞǀĞ-ECM in
ME: it is these verbs that start to occur with the ƚŽͲinfinitive in an ECM
configuration.
One complicating factor in classifying the verbs is the observation that some
verbs of the ǁĂŶƚ group occur with both ECM and object control. Postal (1974: 318321) identifies these as ĂůůŽǁ͕ ƉĞƌŵŝƚ and ŽƌĚĞƌ͘ Examples (133) and (134) from
Postal illustrate.
(133) I allowed [Bob to leave] ‘I gave permission for Bob to leave’
(134) I allowed Bob [PRO to leave] ‘I gave Bob permission to leave’
In the first interpretation, Postal states, raising has taken place, i.e. Bob originates in
the lower clause but moves to the main clause, whereas in the second
interpretation, Bob originates as the object in the main clause. Postal discusses
numerous tests which can be used to determine whether raising has taken place, i.e.
whether the NP becomes the object of the higher clause. One such test is to
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determine whether there is a semantic contrast between the active version and a
version in which the infinitive is passivized.
(135) a. I convinced Bob to interrogate the witness
b. I convinced the witness to be interrogated by Bob.
(136) a. I expect Bob to interrogate the witness
b. I expect the witness to be interrogated by Bob
If there is a semantic contrast, as in (135), the NP is truly an object of the main
clause three-place verb, while if there is no contrast, as in (136), the entire infinitive
clause is the complement of the matrix verb. Another test to determine the status of
the ambiguous argument that is discussed in the literature, and also specifically for
ECM in the history of English (e.g. Postal 1974: 151, 320; Mair 1990: 166; Los 1999:
294-5; Fischer 1989: 176-177), is animacy, or ‘mind-possessing’ in Postal’s terms:
when the argument is inanimate, it is likely to be an ECM construction. When the
argument is animate, both an ECM (two-place) and an OC (three-place)
interpretation are possible, as we saw in examples (133) and (134).
Several authors have noted that the passive ECM is more common than the
active ECM in PDE. Postal (1974: 298-301) already notes the restriction on ECM in
the active and in fact, his main reason for extending the group of genuine ECM verbs
beyond ďĞůŝĞǀĞ͕ ƉƌŽǀĞ͕ ĨŝŶĚ and ƐŚŽǁ is that there are many verbs that allow this
pattern in the passive even if they do not allow it in the active. Mair (1990) presents
numbers for the frequency of verbs in several infinitival complement patterns in the
Survey of English Usage, including the ECM configuration—his SVOC pattern
(Subject-Verb-Object-Complement). He finds that passives in this pattern are
roughly twice as common as the actives (64 actives against 109), and calls the
41
passive the “statistical norm” (1990: 175-176). He also repeats the especially
striking observation earlier made by Postal that some verbs do not occur in the
active at all. In Mair’s classification, ECM verbs can also be classed as a
monotransitive pattern with a ƚŽͲŝŶĨŝŶŝƚŝǀĞ which has a subject, such as ĞǆƉĞĐƚ. He
states that a part of these—the relevant ECM verbs—occur “freely, frequently or
even predominantly” in the passive (1990: 113). 42 The ‘skewed’ distribution of active
and passive is further confirmed by Noël’s (2001) study of these verbs in the BNC:
some of the most common verbs in the relevant pattern, ƐĂǇ͕ ƌĞƉƵƚĞ and ƌƵŵŽƵƌ
(2001: 257-259, Table 1) only occur in the passive and not in the active, while all of
the twenty most frequent verbs overall occur more often in the passive than the
active. Only among less frequently used verbs do verbs occur with a higher
frequency for the active than the passive.
41

Mair excludes 63 examples of ďĞƐƵƉƉŽƐĞĚƚŽon the ground that this cannot be seen as a grammatical
passive of a productive active, because it has acquired a separate, additional meaning.
42
Interestingly, he also finds that clauses taking an object and an infinitive (so object control verbs) also
occur more frequently as passives than the general rate of active and passive: these have a roughly 3:1
active-passive ratio, against the regular 9:1 found in Svartvik 1996 (Mair 1990: 158-159).
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In the synchronic literature the dominance of passive over active has been
given various explanations. Noël (2001) proposes that the passive version of the
ECM is a grammaticalized construction which has acquired an ‘evidential’ reading; a
function he explains as “the expression of the kind of evidence a person has for
making factual claims” (2001: 266, based on Anderson 1986: 273). Indeed, many
instances of ECM passives can be interpreted in such a way, a type of use especially
found in news reporting. Consider the following example.
(137) Both are said to be of Chechen origin, and are reported to have moved to the
United States about 10 years ago.
(www.bbc.com, 19 April 2013)
This sentence, which contains two ECM passives, occurs in a news article published
on a developing news story (the manhunt on two suspects of the Boston Marathon
bombings on 15 April 2013). It reports on unconfirmed information about the
suspects, from non-official sources. The ECM passive here allows for the journalists
to report this story but at the same time capture the uncertainty and their distance
to the sources.
A different type of functional account of the passive ECM is presented by Mair
(1990) and Noël (1998), who both focus on the discourse function of the passive
variant of the ECM as improving “textual cohesion” (Mair 1990: 178) or “thematic
progression” (Noël 1998: 1057). Their explanations differ somewhat but what they
both argue and show is that the passive allows the most given or topical element to
occur in the clause-initial position, which is the preferred position for these
elements to occur in. Consider Noël’s example of an ECM passive, followed by a
construed active version.
(138) a. Pub chain trains for Europe
Taylor Walker is benefiting from a customer care programme that it believes
will enable it to compete with its European counterparts. Taylor Walker
managing director David Longbottom said: "Unlike our European
counterparts, in the UK we do not perceive bar work as having professional
status. Bar work is thought to betransitory, undemanding and unskilled. We
are trying to correct this with training programmes and staff recognition
schemes" (A7F 695).
b. In the UK we think bar work to be transitory, undemanding and unskilled.
(Noël 1998: 1057, his 23a-b)
In (138)a, the passive allows for the most topical element to occur in the subject
position of the main clause, providing a fitting transition from the previous
sentence. Mair, moreover, provides an explanation for the infrequent occurrence of
the active ECM by pointing out not only that the active matrix not only does not
provide the benefit for textual fit, but also that the active matrix can be followed by
a ƚŚĂƚͲclause, a thematically similar but less marked structure (1990: 181). It is the
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observations on textual fit by Mair that Los (2005, 2009) uses as the basis for her
proposal that the introduction of the ECM passive was caused by the ability of the
ECM to create a given, and thus unmarked, subject. We will turn to this topic in
Section 3.4.2; the following section first provides a syntactic analysis of the active
and passive ECM constructions.
3.4.1.2 A syntactic analysis of ECM
Exceptional Case Marking constructions have always been considered in close
connection with raising and control constructions, which all contain a finite main
clause and an infinitival subordinate clause. Davies & Dubinsky (2004) provide an
excellent overview of how the construction has been analysed in different versions
of syntactic theory (focusing on generative theory, but including other frameworks
as well). The relevant constructions are given in (139).
(139) a. Barnett believed the doctor to have examined Tilman.
b. Barnett seemed to understand the formula.
c. Barnett tried to understand the formula.
d. Barnett persuaded the doctor to examine Tilman.
(Davies & Dubinsky 2004: 3, their 1-4)
Example (139)a is the relevant ECM construction, known as Raising to Object
preceding the Government and Binding framework, where the crucial idea was that
the subject of the lower clause moved (i.e. was raised) to the object position of the
higher clause (Postal 1974). Example (139)b shows a so-called Raising to Subject
sentence, where the subject of the lower clause moves to the subject position of the
higher clause. In both these cases the subject of the lower clause moves to a
position in the higher clause. In the last two examples, no movement takes place,
but they instead involve control configurations. (139)c is Subject Control, where the
subject of the higher clause controls the PRO subject of the lower clause. (139)d is
an example of object control, where the object of the higher clause controls the PRO
subject of the lower clause.
The analysis of Raising to Object changed in the Government and Binding
Framework, and it was in this framework that the term Exceptional Case Marking
was first used (see Chomsky 1981: 98). The lower-clause subject is no longer said to
move, or be raised, to the object position of the higher clause but now receives case
in its original position in the subordinate clause—made possible by the deletion of
the clause boundary, otherwise a barrier for movement (1981: 66-68). Because this
is a non-standard procedure of case assignment (the standard ways being verb-to-
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subject and verb-to-object), and crucially one taking place across a clause boundary,
it was called ‘exceptional’. 43
The exceptional nature of case assignment in the ECM construction has
become less exceptional in Minimalist configurations. Case assignment is replaced
by case checking (cf. Section 1.3), which takes place in all instances under specifierhead agreement and triggers movement to the specifier of the relevant projection,
with the possibility of covert movement, i.e. movement which is not phonetically
realized. Chomsky (1991) proposed two separate projections for the subject (AgrSP)
and the object (AgrOP) to check their Case features. In this scenario, the object NP
moves to the specifier of AgrOP to check its case features. The consequence of this
is that the configuration for case-marking/checking in active ECM constructions is no
longer exceptional, since in both an object control and ECM structure, the object
now moves to the specifier of AgrOP to check case under specifier-head agreement,
and no case assignment takes place across clause boundaries. AgrOP is now not
standardly assumed in derivations, but I know of no specific treatment of ECM in
recent years which provides a different analysis.
In the passive ECM, unlike in the active version, it is clear that movement has
taken place, namely to the subject position of the main clause. Such movement of a
lower-clause argument to the subject position of the main clause is reminiscent of
raising constructions, and indeed, the structural similarities between the ECM
passive and Raising-to-Subject have repeatedly been noted in the literature (e.g.
Postal 1974, Chomsky 1981, Warner 1982). As Los (2005: 237) explains, they both
ƐŚŽǁĂ͞ŵŝƐŵĂƚĐŚ͟ŽĨĐĂƐĞĂŶĚɽ-role assignment: case is received by the argument
ŝŶĂĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶ;ŵĂŝŶĐůĂƵƐĞͿƚŚĂŶƚŚĞɽ-role (subordinate clause).
(140) John is believed to be a liar.
(141) John seems to be a liar.
In both (140) and (141), :ŽŚŶis thematically an argument of the lower clause ƚŽďĞĂ
ůŝĂƌ, but :ŽŚŶ receives its (nominative) case in the main clause. The same movement
would take place within a Probe-Goal-Agree system with case-checking: the subject
position, Spec,TP, needs to be filled and looks for an appropriate element. The only
available element is the lower clause argument NP :ŽŚŶ͕ and :ŽŚŶ subsequently
moves to the subject position. Figure 3.8 below illustrates the derivation of the ECM
passive, Figure 3.9 shows the derivation of the raising construction.

43

Chomsky (1981: 98) discusses another possible analysis for these sentences, which is similar to Raising
to Object—with Bill as the object of the main clause governing a PRO subject in the infinitive clause—but
he notes that such case marking would still be ‘exceptional’.
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Figure 3.8 Analysis of the ECM passive

Figure 3.5 Analysis of the raising construction

If we compare the ECM passive to the passive of its close counterpart in the active,
the object control construction, it turns out that this derivation is very similar as
well.
(142) They commanded John to leave the room.
(143) John was commanded to leave the room.
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As in the ECM passive and the raising sentence, there is no external argument in the
main clause and the closest available matching argument for the probing Spec,TP
position is :ŽŚŶ͕the object of the matrix clause. In the resulting structure, the only
difference with the ECM passive lies in the original position of what becomes the
grammatical subject: this NP either starts out as the subject of the lower clause (in
subject raising, and in a raising analysis of ECM) or as the object of the higher clause
(in object control, and in a control analysis of ECM). The syntactic operation is the
same in both cases: whatever the original position of the NP, this NP is the closest
available argument with matching features, which means that this NP becomes the
element to fill the Spec,TP position. In other words, the syntactic differences
between object control and active ECM, i.e. the difference in original position and
the difference in case assignment/case checking, are no longer identifiable on the
surface in the passive of these constructions, meaning that in the passive, OC and
ECM are even more similar than in the active.
3.4.2
The introduction of the ECM in the literature
Having identified the structural aspects of the ECM and its status in PDE, let us now
turn to the introduction of the ECM passive and the questions of when and why it
was introduced. In trying to account for the introduction of the ECM passive, all
authors mention the influence of the Latin AcI, following Bock (1931) and Warner
(1982), but Latin influence is not considered by all to be the only source for ECM.
Most importantly, Fischer (1989, 1994) and Los (2005) propose that there is a
language-internal development towards ECM which is independent of Latin
influence.
3.4.2.1 Believe ECM as a loan from Latin
An important early publication on ME ECM is Warner (1982), who provides a
detailed study of early ECM occurrences in an attempt to trace and provide an
explanation for the introduction of the construction. He discusses non-finite clauses
after ‘verbs of knowing, thinking and declaring’ in late fourteenth century sources:
44
the Wycliffe Sermons, the Wycliffe Bible, a collection of examples from Chaucer
and, finally, Visser (1973, §2079, §2081). He distinguishes between two types of
sentences: the first is the active ECM (144), abbreviated as EWƚŽsW; the other type
shows ECM in a context where movement has taken place, including passive ECM as
in (145) and ǁŚ-movement, abbreviated as EW͘͘͘ƚŽsW.
(144) ŶĚƊƵƐƐĞŝƊƌŝƐƚ͕͚ƊĂƚŚĞseiþŚŝƐĞĂƉŽƐƚůŝƐƚŽďĞŚŝƐĞĨƌĞŶĚŝƐ͙͛
‘and thus said Christ, ‘that he says his apostles to be his friends’
c1400 (Serm i.170.25; Warner 1982: 136, his 7)

44

The collection is based on material from Einenkel (1887), Kenyon (1909), Bock (1931) and Tatlock &
Kennedy (1927).
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(145) XĂƚŵĂŶŝƐƐĞŝĚƚŽŚĂǀĞĂĨĞŶĚǁŚŽŵƊĞĨĞŶĚĚŝƐƐĞǇǀĞƊ͕ĂƐŚĞ is seidƚŽŚĂǀĞ
ĂŶŚĞĞĚƊĂƚŝƐŚĞĚĞĚďŝƊŝƐŚĞĚĞ;…
‘…as the man who is dominated by a head is said to have this head.’
c1400 (Serm i.125.2; Warner 1982: 136, his 9)
The first type, showing surface order EW ƚŽ sW͕ occurs with ďŽƐƚĞ͕ ͍ĐŽŶĨĞƐƐĞ ϰϱ͕
ĐŽǀĞŝƚĞ͕ŐĞƐƐĞ͕ŐƌĂƵŶƚĞ͕͍ũƵŐĞ͕ƐĞŝĞ͕and ǁŝƚĞ in the Sermons. The second type, as in
(145), has the same underlying ECM structure but occurs in a different surface
order, e.g. by passivization or fronting in relatives, and it is found with ŚŽƉĞ͕ ƐĞŝĞ͕
͍ƵŶŬŶŽǁĞ͕ďŝůĞǀĞ͕ĚŽƵƚĞ͕ƐƵƉƉŽƐĞ͕ƚĞĐŚĞ͕͍ƚĞůůĞ͕ƊĞŶŬĞ͕͍ƚƌŽǁĞĂŶĚ͍ǁŝƚĞ(1982: 135136). Warner notes, comparing these data to the OED, MED, Visser III.2 and Zeitlin
(1908), that the examples in the Sermons for ƐĞŝĞ are “among the earliest ME
examples known” (137) and for the other verbs are in fact the earliest instances.
In accounting for the introduction of the ECM, Warner, following Bock (1931),
attributes a central role to Latin influence, but with the added observation that the
EW͙ƚŽsW type, which includes passive occurrences, seems to be “less restricted in
occurrence outside Latin translation[s]” (1982: 136). Warner notes that “almost all
ME instances before 1450 are translation[s] from Latin” in Visser’s collection, while
16 out of 23 examples with verbs of knowing and thinking and 5 out of 7 with verbs
of declaring in the collection of examples from Chaucer come from his translation of
ŽĞƚŚŝƵƐ(1982: 141)͘Additional evidence for the relevance of Latin comes from the
Wycliffe translation of the Bible. This translation comes in two versions, as Warner
explains, one being a literal translation from the Latin Vulgate and the other a
revision: “the evidence presented by Fristedt (1953, 1969) implies that we should
view the versions of [the Wycliffe Bible] as stages in a process of revision which
(generally) moves steadily away from English styles closely modelled on Latin” (139).
Warner finds that translations of Latin AcI are often literally translated as ECM in the
early version, but are translated with a finite clause in the late version (120
infinitives in the Early Version, 28 in the Late Version; against 8 finite clauses in the
Early Version and 99 in the Late Version) (1982: 141). This, he suggests, points to the
conclusion that the ECM was not yet completely acceptable in English at that stage
and its use in the early stages, including the Early Version, is to be mainly attributed
to the Latin influence.
Another important conclusion by Warner is that avoidance of EWƚŽsW, i.e. the
active ECM without movement, played an important role in the early stages, and,
crucially, that it still does so today. This avoidance can be achieved by movement of
the NP through, for instance, relativization, topicalization or extraposition. Warner
uses the dominance of these ‘avoidance’ structures to explain the introduction of
the ECM via a back door, as it were, referring to Bickerton (1973, 1975) for the idea
of minimal alterations: “It seems that the Latin accusative and infinitive with such
verbs provides English with a ‘target’ which is normally unacceptable and must
therefore be approached obliquely by a series of changes which are ‘minimal’ or
45

The question marks presumably indicate ambiguous examples in Warner (1982).
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those ‘least noticeable’” (157). A sentence with an active ECM with the EWƚŽsWis
too obviously ungrammatical in these early stages, and the sentences where this
order is avoided obscure this configuration.
Although subsequent researchers recognize the relevance of Latin influence,
not all of them attribute as much importance to it. Fischer (1989: 160) dismisses
Latin as the single cause for the introduction of ECM, based on the observation that
other Germanic languages like Dutch and German allow the AcI at one stage under
Latin influence, but never developed it in the same way as English did. This leads her
to conclude that there must be additional factors specific to English that have
allowed the ECM to become accepted. Los (2005) also looks for other factors,
beyond Latin, but argues more specifically against Warner’s minimal alteration
account, stating that it cannot account for the unbalanced distribution of passive
and active, and specifically that the passive cannot be considered as a minimal
alternation because of the complexity of the movement involved. Most crucially, the
minimal alterations only promoted the active ECM in a limited way, because active
ECM “never really became acceptable” (2005: 255).
Los (2005: 256-259) proposes, specifically for the passive ECM with ďĞůŝĞǀĞͲ
verbs, that the reason the ECM gained ground in English is the loss of V2, following
Mair (1990), who observed that their function is to create unmarked themes. The
crucial property of ECMs in ME, according to Los, is to create subjects which were
previously impossible in the language and which moreover could move given
information to the unmarked position for topics after the loss of V2, the subject
position. The problem with this information-structural motivation is one of timing:
we will see in Chapter 5 that the information-structural consequences of the loss of
V2 only start to play a role much later than assumed by Los. This means that the
relevance of the ECM subject as an unmarked theme cannot as yet have played as
large a role as to lead to the ECM from the earliest instances onwards, although we
will see in Chapter 6 that it may have influenced the use of the passive in general in
later centuries.

3.4.2.2 Reanalysis of three-place verbs
Fischer (1989) and Los (2005) aim to find a language-internal reason for the
introduction and crucially the acceptance of ECM in English, having dismissed Latin
influence as the only explanation. Fischer proposes that there is an additional source
for ECM in reanalysis of the originally three-place ƉĞƌƐƵĂĚĞ verbs as two-place
verbs. Her explanation is based on the change in word order from SOV to SVO,
which she locates in “the course of the ME period” (1989: 205), following Canale
(1978), Bean (1983) and Koopman (1985). An NP occurring immediately preceding a
transitive verb in a finite or non-finite clause in SOV OE, she claims, would be
analysed as its object, while the same NP in an SVO language will be analysed as a
subject. Note that this necessarily means an analysis of non-V2 contexts because V2
potentially changes the order of object and verb. Fischer illustrates these two
possible analyses with the following two examples.
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(146) ͘͘͘ŽŶĞhetŽŶŚŝƐŐĞƐŝŚĝĞƊŽŶĞĚŝĂĐŽŶƵŶƐĐƌǇĚĂŶ
... and commanded in his sight the deacon undress...
‘and commanded (someone) to undress the deacon in his presence’
(ÆCHom I,29 424.11; Fischer 1989: 206, her 83)
(147) DŽǇƐĞƐforbead͘͘͘ƊĂŶǇƚĞŶƵƚŽĞƚĂŶŶĞ
Moses forbade the animals to eat
‘Moses forbade to eat the animals’
(ÆLS (Maccabees) 40; Fischer 1989: 206, her 84)
Fischer argues that PDE speakers would analyse (146) in such a way that ƊŽŶĞ
ĚŝĂĐŽŶ is the object of ŚĞƚͶ‘he is commanded to undress’—while OE speakers
would analyse ƊŽŶĞĚŝĂĐŽŶas the object of the non-finite verb ƵŶƐĐƌǇĚĂŶ, in which
case the deacon is undressed by an unnamed party. Example (147) presents a
similar case: PDE speakers will analyse ƊĂŶǇƚĞŶƵ as the object of the verb preceding
it (the matrix verb ĨŽƌďĞĂĚ), in which case the animals are not allowed to eat, while
OE speakers would analyse it as the object of the verb that follows it, the lower verb
ĞƚĂŶŶĞ͕ in which case it is not allowed for an unnamed agent to eat the animals͘
Fischer points out that the context often makes the interpretation clear. Another
aspect that is discussed by Fischer (176-177), with OE examples (with bare
infinitives), is that the animacy of the NP can help to distinguish between persuade
(three-place) and expect (two-place) verbs: while ƉĞƌƐƵĂĚĞ (three-place) verbs
invariably occur with animate NPs, ĞǆƉĞĐƚ (two-place) verbs allow inanimate NPs.
Los (2005) adopts Fischer’s proposal for a language-internal development
towards ECM, but claims that not all three-place verbs (Fischer’s ƉĞƌƐƵĂĚĞverbs) are
affected by this development. She distinguishes between so-called verbs of
persuading and urging, which are always three-place verbs, and verbs of
commanding and permitting, which can be both three-place and two-place (2005:
237). She proposes that the reanalysis of commanding and permitting, originally
three-place but innovatively two-place with a ƚŽͲinfinitive, dates back to the M1 and
M2 periods of the PPCME (1150-1350), based on an analysis of 8 verbs of causing,
commanding and permitting: ďŝĚĚĂŶ ‘ask’, ĐŽŵŵĂƵŶĚĞŶ ‘command’, ĚŽŶ ‘do’
(causative), ŚĂƚĞŶ ‘order’, ůĞƚĞŶ ‘let’, ŵĂŬĞŶ ‘make’, ĝŽůŝĞŶ ‘suffer’, ƐƵĨĨƌĞŶ ‘suffer’͘
She analyses 13 of the total number of examples with these verbs as ECM rather
than object control structures, as presented in Table 3.5 below.

Table 3.5 Object Control EWƚŽsWcomplements versus ƚŽͲinfinitival ECM after verbs
of causing, commanding and permitting (Los 2005: 243, her table 9.3).

M1
M2
EWƚŽsW;ĐŽŶƚƌŽůͿ
75 (93%)
38 (84%)
EWƚŽsW;DͿ
6 (7%)
7 (16%)

Los’s most important test for analysing a sentence as ECM is the animacy of the NP
in the EW ƚŽ sW sequences, following Postal (1974) and Fischer (1989). What she
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finds is that the NPs in the EWƚŽsWs with verbs of commanding and permitting are
increasingly inanimate, leading to the conclusion that they are no longer recipients
and therefore no longer arguments of the higher verb, but only of the lower verb
(2005: 239-241). This in turn leads to an ECM rather than an object control reading.
Los gives two examples of these commanding and permitting verbs reanalysed
as ECMs, given in (148) and (149) below.
(148) ĂŶĚmakeþƚŽĐŽŵĞŶĂůŽƵƚŽĨƐŵĂŬ͘ĂůƊĞƚŵĞǁĞƐǇǁŽŶĞĚďǇƵŽƌĞƚŽůŽƵŝĞ
‘and he makes completely insipid everything that one used to love’
c1340 (Ayenbi, I, 106.146; Los 2005: 242, her 28)
(149) ƊŽƵcomaundedƊǇĐŽŵĂƵŶĚĞŵĞŶƚƚŽďĞŐƌĞƚĞůŝĐŚĞŬĞƉƚ
‘you commanded your commandment to be carried out to the letter’
(Earlps, 145.2145; Los 2005: 242, her 28)
These examples are clearly ECM constructions: in both cases the relevant NP is
inanimate and so the sentence can never be interpreted as an object control
structure. At the same time, it is interesting to note that these examples occur in
similar contexts to the first examples of the ďĞůŝĞǀĞ-ECM: the first example avoids
surface EW ƚŽ sW, because the ECM object occurs after the infinitive, and both
examples occur in translated texts, the ۏĞŶďŝƚĞ from French, dŚĞĂƌůŝĞƐƚŽŵƉůĞƚĞ
ŶŐůŝƐŚWƌŽƐĞWƐĂůƚĞƌfrom Latin and French. The example from the ĂƌůǇWƐĂůƚĞƌis
interesting in other ways as well: it seems to be a quite literal translation from the
46
Latin sƵůŐĂƚĞ͕as (150) shows.
(150) dƵŵĂŶĚĂƐƚŝŵĂŶĚĂƚĂƚƵĂĐƵƐƚŽĚŝƌĞͬĐƵƐƚŽĚŝƌĞŶŝŵŝƐ. 47
You have-commanded commandments your to-keep/to-be-kept diligently.
(Vulgate, Psalms 118:4)
The use of the passive infinitive leads to an ECM interpretation of the example and
avoids an ambiguity in the status of the NP as either the object of ĐŽŵŵĂŶĚor ŬĞĞƉ.
Because ǇŽƵƌĐŽŵŵĂŶĚŵĞŶƚƐ is inanimate, it cannot thematically be the object of
ĐŽŵŵĂŶĚ, which would be a possible reading for a speaker of an OV language in the
active version zŽƵŚĂǀĞĐŽŵŵĂŶĚĞĚǇŽƵƌĐŽŵŵĂŶĚŵĞŶƚƐƚŽŬĞĞƉĚŝůŝŐĞŶƚůǇ, similar
to example (147) above. Interestingly, the tǇĐůŝĨĨĞ ŝďůĞ, another translation from
the Latin sƵůŐĂƚĞ but two centuries later than the ĂƌůǇ WƐĂůƚĞƌ, has a less literal
translation, which is in addition unambiguous with respect to the status of the NP,
given below.

46

The Vulgate is the source for the Early Psalter (both manuscripts), although there may be differences
with the modern versions of the vulgate (Bülbring 1891: introduction, p. x)
47
There is a difference between versions of the Vulgate with respect to the choice of an active or passive
infinitive.
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(151) Thou hast commanded; that thy behests be kept greatly.
(Wycliffe Bible, Psalms 119:4)
The Latin (passive) infinitive is here translated with a ƚŚĂƚ-clause with a subjunctive
passive infinitive, meaning that it is not possible to interpret this as an ECM example.
The translation in the English <ŝŶŐ :ĂŵĞƐ sĞƌƐŝŽŶ (1611)—which uses the Hebrew
source text rather than the Latin sƵůŐĂƚĞͶhas an unambiguous object control
sentence, with the NP of the EW ƚŽ sW as a clear recipient (i.e. argument) of the
higher-clause verb.
(152) Thou hast commanded us to keep thy precepts diligently.
(King James Version, Psalms 119:4)
Unfortunately, there are no occurrences of ĐŽŵŵĂŶĚin the PPCME2 with an active
infinitive that could shed more light on the behaviour of ĐŽŵŵĂŶĚ, probably due to
the fact that the PPCME2 is small for purposes of lexical searches and ĐŽŵŵĂŶĚ is
an early ME loan.
Most importantly, these examples show that ECM-like sentences are already
attested earlier than the examples with ďĞůŝĞǀĞ͘ Los therefore pushes the
introduction of the type of ECM after verbs of commanding and permitting forward,
i.e. before the introduction of the ďĞůŝĞǀĞ-ECM. Fischer (1989: 205) already located
the change following the OV to VO change, “in the course of the ME period”, and
Los’s examples above date from the twelfth and thirteenth century. This supports
the analysis by both Fischer and Los that the ďĞůŝĞǀĞͲECM and ǁĂŶƚͲECM are two
separate developments, and that their introductions should be taken to be two
separate developments as well. While the timing is difficult to prove because of the
scarcity of examples in M1 and M2 and the ambiguity that is inherent in the
construction, the two developments may have reinforced one another once both
constructions were attested, as Los points out (1999: 293). It is especially interesting
in this regard that similar factors avoiding surface EWƚŽsW are attested in the early
examples of both types of ECM. One of the questions that remain is whether the
passive ECM examples show a similar development, originating from two different
sources of ECM.
3.4.2.3 A separate passive loan (Noël (2008)
Noël (2008) presents an account which disconnects the passive ECM completely
from the active and which can potentially explain the unbalanced distribution that
has been found from the introduction onwards. He claims that the ECM passive with
verbs of thinking and declaring is not in fact a passive of the active ECM but that it is
48
a separate loan from Latin. Latin, according to Noël, had both an AcI (accusativus
48

Note that this seems to be a crucially different account than his grammaticalization account presented
in earlier publications (1998, 2001).
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cum infinitivo) and a so-called NcI (nominativus cum infinitivo). This NcI is a passive
with an infinitive and has what Noël calls an evidential reading, which he describes
as having “an (epistemic modal) auxiliary-like function” (2008: 316), cf. Section
3.4.1.1. He provides the following fifteenth-century examples from the OED where a
Latin NcI is translated with ŝƐƐĂŝĚƚŽ in English.
(153) WƵůƵĞƌŽĨǀŝƚƌŝŽůĐŽŵďƵƐƚĞ͘͘͘is seid to availeĂŐĂǇŶƐƉŽůŝƉĞŝŶƊĞŶŽƐĞ͘
powder of combusted vitriol [or ‘burnt sulphuric acid’] … is said to help
against polyps in the nose
(J. Arderne, dƌĞĂƚŝƐĞĨŝƐƚƵůĂ͕Sloane 6:79)
(154) DĂƌŐĂƌǇƚĞ͕ǁŚǇĐŚĞŐĞŵŵĞŝƐǁŚŝƚĞůǇƚǇůĂŶĚǀĞƌƚƵŽƵƐĞ͘͘͘dŚĞǀŝƌƚƵŽĨƚŚǇƐ
^ƚŽŶĞis sayd to beĂǇĞŶƐƚĞĨĨƵƐǇŽŶŽĨďůŽŽĚ͘
Margarite, which gem is white, little and virtuous … the virtue of this stone is
said to be against effusion of blood
(Caxton, dŚĞŐŽůĚĞŶůĞŐĞŶĚ͕214/2 A)
(Noël 2008: 324, his 24-25, translations mine)
Noël’s scenario in which the NcI is a loan from Latin is only based on a handful of
examples and unfortunately, he seems to have overlooked Warner’s (1982) findings
that the passive ECM is also found outside Latin translations from the first instances
onwards, in contrast to the active ECM. There is an additional complication in his
story—which is also problematic to a certain extent for the grammaticalization
account—in that Noël claims that the surface ďĞͲƉĂƐƐŝǀĞƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉůĞͲƚŽform can have
three different readings, which are however not always easy to distinguish. He
illustrates his three categories with the following examples.
(155) Sometimes authorities are understood to be limited by the kinds of acts
which they can or cannot regulate (given some restrictive ways of classifying
acts). In this book authorities are said to be limited also by the kinds of
reasons on which they may or may not rely in making decisions and issuing
directives, and by the kind of reasons their decisions can pre-empt. (ANH
148)
(156) Horatian metres both dictate and accommodate Horatian syntax; in every
poem there are striking effects of word order which, on the one hand, may
be said to have been contrived, or willed by the poet, but on the other can be
seen as arising from metrical necessity. (J7P 44)
(157) INDEPENDENTS GET BREAK FROM BRAVO
by David Goymour
BRAVO, a new on-screen booking system which puts British hotels and tourist
attractions on travel agents’ counters, has entered its launch phase. It is said
to offer independent hotels the kind of exposure which hotels in big groups
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can derive from international booking systems—owned, typically, by the big
airlines. (A0C 456)
(Noël 2008: 317, his 9-11)
According to Noël, example (155) is a regular passive: the verb ƐĂǇ refers to an
actual speech act, namely in the book. Examples (156) and (157) are different in that
they do not refer to an actual speech act. Example (156) shows an example of what
Noël calls the ‘descriptive NcI’ because it shows “one of the possible descriptions”
(318) of the “striking effects”. Example (157) shows what Noël calls the “evidential
NcI” because the writer indicates that he has a source for the information, but
crucially “sheds responsibility for the truthfulness of this information” (318). If this
distinction is hard to make in PDE, it is likely to be even harder for ME examples.
Despite the complication of the difficult distinctions between the categories, I
believe that the possible evidential function of the ECM passive in PDE is clear.
Whether this is due to a grammaticalization or a loan remains to be seen, but the
evidence for a separate loan seems far from convincing.
3.4.2.3 Conclusion
This discussion of proposals in the literature for the introduction of the ECM
construction, both active and passive, has shown that there are two different types
of ECM that were introduced in ME: one is the ‘genuine’ ECM with ďĞůŝĞǀĞͲverbs, i.e.
two-place verbs; the other is ‘reanalysed’ ECM with ǁĂŶƚͲverbs, i.e. verbs that are
originally three-place, but occasionally occur as two-place verbs under an ECM
configuration. This also means that we need two different explanations for their
introduction. For the ďĞůŝĞǀĞͲverbs, Latin influence, as shown by Warner (1982), is
recognized as an important factor, but it is not considered to be the only relevant
factor by all authors, with Fischer (1989) and Los (2005) aiming to find languageinternal reasons. For Fischer, this is the related reanalysis of object control to ECM
which she ascribes to the word order change from OV to VO; for Los it is the loss of
V2. Warner and Fischer mostly consider active and passive as one construction in
their discussion, while Los (2005) proposes the V2 factor specifically for the ECM
passive, in an attempt to explain why the ECM passive was accepted in English more
readily than the active. Noël (2008) also presents a specific proposal for the passive
ECM, but there are problems with his data. Table 3.6 below summarizes the
different types of active ECMs and their introduction according to the literature.

Table 3.6 ECM and related constructions in the active
Verbs
Type
Time of introduction
Perception verbs
AcI
Since OE with bare-infinitive
Persuading and urging
Object
Since OE with ƚŽ-infinitive
control
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Commanding and permitting
Commanding and permitting

Object
control
ECM

ĞůŝĞǀĞ-verbs

ECM

Since OE with bare-infinitive and ƚŽinfinitive
Los (2005): from early ME onwards,
only with ƚŽ-infinitive
Late ME with ƚŽ-infinitive, first in
translations from Latin

3.4.3
The ECM passive in the PPCME2
The previous section has underlined the importance of distinguishing between
groups of verbs, and the distinction between the different types of ECM that are
introduced in the ME period. The aim of the present section is to investigate
whether the PPCME2 provides new evidence for the scenarios presented in the
literature and whether these data can shed new light on the introduction of the
passive ECM specifically, in relation to the introduction of the active ECM. In this
section, I present three observations from the study in the PPCME2 of the passive
ECM and related passives: (i) ďĞůŝĞǀĞͲECM is introduced with both an active and a
passive form from the first examples onwards, but the passive dominates; (ii) with
the verbs of commanding and permitting, the introduction of the passive is the
result of the introduction of the recipient passive, and these passives provide only
little further evidence for the reanalysis scenario; and (iii) there are several passives
which are structurally alike to the ECM passive, and which, due to their structural
similarity as well as their frequency, I argue play an important role in the
development of the ECM passive.
3.4.3.1 The ECM active and passive with believe verbs
Unfortunately, the ECM passive is not annotated separately in the PPCME2, nor
49
does it have a specific structure on the basis of which it can be selected. The
following query provides only an initial selection: it selects all passive clauses (i.e. a
clause with a form of ƚŽ ďĞ and a passive participle), which should in addition
dominate an infinitival subordinate clause.
YƵĞƌǇϯ͘ϰECM passives
a. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *BEP*|BED*|BEN|BAG|BE
b. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *VAN*
c. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms IP-INF*
d. *BEP*|BED*|BEN|BAG|BE precedes *VAN* precedes IP-INF*
The last line (3.5d) stipulates that the order of elements should be as follows: ƚŽďĞ͕
past participle, infinitival subclause. The results of this query include not only ECM
passives, but also passives of object control; the different types of passives were
49

It is true that some distinctions are in fact made in the corpora—such as whether or not the infinitive
has an (empty) subject node—but the annotation is not entirely systematic.
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selected by hand. I also carried out a number of lexical searches based on the list of
verbs that occur with the ECM from Warner (1982), in order to make sure that I did
not overlook any examples that were annotated differently.
The ECM passives are not frequent in the PPCME2, with only 9 examples, and
they do not occur before the M3 period (1350-1420), corresponding to the previous
findings in the literature. The first three examples in the corpus, given in (158)-(160),
are from WƵƌǀĞǇ͕which is dated at c1388 and crucially not a text that is translated
from Latin.
(158) ĂŶĚŝŶƚŚĞǆǆǆŝŝŝũ͘Đ͘ŽĨƐĞĐŚŝĞů͕ŚĞis seid toĨĞĞĚĞŚŝŵƐĞůĨĂŶĚŶŽƚƚŚĞƐĐŚĞĞƉ͖
and in the 34th chapter of Ezekias, he is said to feed himself and not the
sheep
c1388 (cmpurvey,31.1518)
(159) ĂŶĚƚŚĞƐĞben seid toďĞŵĂĂĚŽĨŶŽƵœƚŝŶƚŽƉƌĞůĂƚŝƐ͕
and these are said to be made from nothing into prelates 50
c1388 (cmpurvey,I,31.1548)

(160) ĂůƐŽŚĞis seid toƐĞŬĞŚŝƐŽǁŶĞƉƌŽĨŝƚŝƐƚĞŵƉŽƌĂů͕
also he is said to seek his own [temporal benefits]
c1388 (cmpurvey,I,31.1519)
An interesting observation about these examples is that (158) does not have the
ECM evidential reading but is a literal passive of ‘someone specific said x’ rather
than the modern type ‘it is allegedly said somewhere by someone but I do not know
who or where and it may not be true’. This is also a likely reading for (159). This
would mean that the ďĞůŝĞǀĞͲECM really starts out as a passive of an active model,
rather than a separate construction, as Noël (2008) proposes. The fact that these
are examples with ƐĂǇ and no translations from Latin also means that Noël’s
proposal of ECM with ƐĂǇbeing a separate loan from Latin cannot hold.
The following table shows the dates, texts, number of occurrences and the
verbs of all ECM passives found in the corpus.
Table 3.7 ĞůŝĞǀĞͲverbs with ECM in the PPCME2
c1388
CMPURVEY
3
c1400
CMWYCSER
2
?a1425 (c1380)
CMBOETH
2
a1450 (c1391)
CMASTRO
2

ƐĂŝĚ
ƐĂŝĚ
ĚĞĞŵĞĚ
ŝŵĂŐŝŶĞĚ

Note that of the four texts, only the ŽĞƚŚŝƵƐ text is a translation from Latin,
confirming Warner’s (1982) observation that the passive is less restricted to Latin
translations. Two of the examples in fact are from the same corpus as Warner
50

A prelate is “an ecclesiastic of high rank” (MED)
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(1982), the Wycliffe sermons. The same verbs occur more than once in the texts,
and all five earliest examples (ordered on the basis of manuscript date rather than
date of composition) have ƐĂǇas the main verb. Examples (161) and (162) illustrate
the two other verbs that are found in the corpus.
(161) &ŽƌƚŚŝůŬĞƐĂŵĞďůŝƐĨƵůŶĞƐƐĞis demed toďĞŶƐŽǀĞƌĞǇŶƐƵĨĨŝƐĂƵŶĐĞ,
for this same blissfulness is deemed to be sovereign sufficiency
?a1425 (c1380) (cmboeth,433.C2.194)

(162) dŚǇƐĨŽƌƐĞŝĚĞŐƌĞƚĞƉǇŶŝŶŵĂŶĞƌĞŽĨĂŶĞǆƚƌĞis ymagyned toďĞƚŚĞWŽŽůƌƚŝŬ
ŝŶƚŚǇŶƐƚƌĂůĂďŝĞ͘
this aforementioned great pin in manner of an axletree is imagined to be the
arctic pole in your astrolabe
a1450 (c1391) (cmastro,665.C2.93)
It is not clear from the context of either example whether these represent instances
of an evidential reading or whether they refer to an actual speech act.
Most of these verbs do not occur in the active ECM in this corpus. Query 3.5
below was used to search for these active occurrences.
YƵĞƌǇϯ͘ϱActive ECM
a. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *VBD*|*VBP*|VB
b. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms IP-INF*
c. IP-INF* idoms TO
d. IP-INF* idoms !FOR
e. VBD*|VBP* iprecedes IP-INF*
As for the passive ECM, the coding in the PPCME2 is not consistent, and so, like
Query 3.4, this query provides only an initial selection of possible relevant sentences
and the relevant examples were selected by hand. Again, I added lexical queries to
search for specific verbs in the active. The results of these queries show that
ŝŵĂŐŝŶĞ does not occur as an ECM active in the PPCME2. ^ĞŝĞ occurs in the active
ECM in Warner’s (1982) examples (from the Sermons), but not in the PPCME2, and
ĚĞŵĞŶ does not occur in the active ECM in the PPCME2 either. This confirms the
dominance of passives over actives that has been noted before, from the earliest
examples onwards. At the same time, it shows that some verbs that do not allow the
active in PDE did allow it in earlier stages, which means that the distribution of
active and passive may have changed throughout the centuries.
3.4.3.2 Verbs of commanding and permitting
With regard to the verbs of commanding and permitting—the group that Los (2005)
proposes show the possibility of reanalysis of object control to ECM—there are two
questions: (i) Los (2005) shows that these verbs take a dative recipient and so there
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is the same question as for the recipient passive: when do recipient subjects of
passives become available? And (ii), do the passives of the verbs of commanding and
permitting show any sign of the proposed reanalysis that has taken place in the
active?
Los (2005) proposes that the original patterns of the verbs of both persuading
and urging and commanding and permitting “persist through history”: the former
take accusative objects, while the latter take dative objects (2005: 249). Because
they take accusative objects, the verbs of persuading and urging can already
passivize in OE. The fact that the verbs of commanding and permitting also start to
occur in the passive towards the end of the ME period can be explained with
reference to the introduction of the recipient passive with two nominal
complements, as described in Section 3.3. Los finds little evidence of these recipient
passives with one nominal complement and one clausal complement in the early ME
periods (PPCME2, M1 and M2), confirming Allen’s (1995) earlier observations. As an
exception, Allen points to ƚĞĂĐŚand ƚŚĂŶŬ(1995: 401), but she concludes that other
examples show that certain verbs could follow two patterns and assign different
cases in clausal than in regular ditransitives (i.e. with two NPs). In the absence of
convincing, i.e. unambiguous, early examples of recipient passives with verbs of
commanding and permitting, it seems safe to conclude that the introduction of
recipient clausal ditransitives is indeed connected to the introduction of recipient
passives with two nominal complements in the late fourteenth century. The
introduction of the passive with verbs of commanding and permitting, then, is not
connected to the introduction of the ďĞůŝĞǀĞͲECM passive.
With respect to the question of reanalysis of object control to ECM of the verbs
of commanding and permitting, it is somewhat difficult to establish whether
reanalysis has taken place in passives that occur with the verbs of commanding and
permitting because of the syntactic similarities between ECM passives and passives
of object control. As we saw in Section 3.4.1.2, some of the crucial differences
between object control and ECM seem to be obscured in the passive versions of
these constructions. One of the clues that is used by Los to determine the status of
the object/subject NP in the active is animacy: if the NP in an EWͲƚŽͲsWsequence is
inanimate, an object control is not possible, while if it is animate, both OC and ECM
are possible. This difference persists in the passive, as illustrated in (163).
(163) a. You commanded [your commandment to be carried out to the letter].
b. *You commanded [your commandment] [PRO to be carried out to the
letter].
c. [Your commandmenti] was commanded [ [ti] to be carried out to the
letter].
The ECM analysis in (163)a is the only possible analysis of this sentence, with the
object control interpretation in (163)b being impossible with an inanimate NP.
When this sentence is passivized, the result is of course a passive with an inanimate
subject, and the structure is as in (163)c.
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The passives of the surface structure ƚŽďĞͲƉĂƐƐŝǀĞƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉůĞͲƚŽwere selected
with the same query that was used to select ECM passives (Query 3.5), and they
were categorized according to the type of verb in the matrix clause. In total, I found
17 examples with verbs of commanding and permitting in the PPCME2, based on
Los’s lists of these verbs (2005: 102). The results of the analysis are given in Table
3.8.
Table 3.8 Animacy of subject of passive with verbs of commanding and permitting
Verb
Animate
Inanimate
ĐŽŵŵĂŶĚ
7
ůĂďŽƵƌΘĐŽŵŵĂŶĚ(conjoined)
1
ŽƌĚĂŝŶ
2
1
ďŝŶĚ
1
ĂƐƐŝŐŶ
1
ĐŚĂƌŐĞ
1
ŵĂŬĞ
1
ĐŽŶƐƚƌĂŝŶ
1
ƉĂƌĚŽŶ
1
Table 3.8 shows that virtually all subjects are animate, providing us with no further
evidence that these examples are ECM structures. There is one example with an
inanimate subject, with ECM as the only possible analysis, given in (164).
(164) ŶĚďǇƚŚĞŬǇŶŐĞĂŶĚŚǇƐĐŽƵŶƐĞůůĞĂWĂƌůǇŵĞŶƚ was ordaynyde toďĞͲŐǇŶŽŶ
^ǇŶ>ĞŽŶĂƌĚĞǇƐĚĂǇŶĞǆƚĞĨŽůŽǁǇŶŐĞ͘
and by the king and his council a parliament was ordained to begin on St.
Leonard’s day immediately following
c1475 (cmgregor,195.1525)
Because of the inanimate subject, the active version cannot be an object control (cf.
ƚŚĞ ŬŝŶŐ ŽƌĚĂŝŶĞĚ Ă WĂƌůŝĂŵĞŶƚ ƚŽ ďĞŐŝŶ). While it does not provide additional
evidence for reanalysis, the dominance of animate subjects among the passives is
not unexpected and can be explained with reference to other factors: while objects
have no restrictions on animacy, subjects are more generally animate, with the
result that subjects are more likely to be animate NPs, both of active and passive
clauses. This could explain the small number of examples with inanimate subjects.
Another indication for an ECM or OC reading is the type of infinitive: a passive
infinitive makes an ECM analysis the only possibility, as we have seen in example
(149) from Los. It has often been observed that a considerable number of potential
ECM examples occur with such a passive infinitive (Fischer 1989: 207-208, Los 2005,
Warner 1982), as in (164).
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(165) ΘƚŚĞƉŽƉĞcommandedƊĂƚƉƐĂůŵƚŽďĞŶƐĞǇĚĞƵĞƌǇĚĂǇĂƚƉƌǇŵĞ
and the pope commanded that psalm to be said every day at Prime [first
hour of daylight]
?a1425(c1400) (cmmandev,96.2331)
When the infinitive is passive, the NP immediately following the matrix finite verb
cannot be a recipient of that verb: ƊĂƚƉƐĂůŵ is not the recipient of the main clause
verb (it is not the psalm that is ‘commanded’ to do something), which means that
this cannot be an object control structure and the ECM reading is the only reading
that is available. This means that a passive infinitive can be another clue for
reanalysis, following both active and passive main clauses, but passive matrix clauses
with passive infinitives do not occur in the corpus.
The clauses with passive infinitives were selected with the following queries.
Note that no distinction is made between different types of verbs – so they could
contain both commanding and permitting verbs well as persuading and urging
verbs; although verbs of persuading and urging do not allow ECM, examples with
passive infinitives are possible (see below).
YƵĞƌǇϯ͘ϲActive object control with a passive infinitive
a. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *SBJ*
b. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *VBD*|*VBP*|VB
c. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms IP-INF*
d. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms NP-OB*
e. *VBD*|*VBP*|VB precedes NP-OB*
f. NP-OB* precedes IP-INF*
g. IP-INF* idoms *VAN*
h. IP-INF* idoms !NP-SBJ*
i. IP-INF* idoms !FOR
YƵĞƌǇϯ͘ϳActive ECM with met passive infinitive
a. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *SBJ*
b. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *VBD*|*VBP*|VB
c. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms IP-INF*
d. IP-INF* idoms NP-SBJ*
e. IP-INF* idoms *VAN*
f. *VBD*|*VBP*|VB precedes IP-INF*
There is only one relevant example in M1 and M2, which is the example given earlier
by Los (2005), see (149). Other possible early examples (on the basis of composition
date rather than manuscript date) are given below.
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(166) ŶĚŚĂƌĚĞůǇ/ĚĂƌďŽůĚĞůǇƐĞǇŶƊĂƚŚĞǁǇůŶŽƚĚĞŶǇĞŚŝƐĨĞĞƚƚŽƊĞ͕ƊĂƚĂƌƚĂ
ŵĂǇĚĞ͕ǁĂŶŚĞgrauntedeŚĞŵƚŽďĞŬǇƐƚŽĨĂƐǇŶĨƵůǁŽŵŵĂŶ͘ 
and hardly I dare boldly say that he will not deny his feet to thee, who are a
maid, when he granted them to be kissed by a sinful woman
c1400 (cmaelr3,43.502)
(167) EŽŐŚƚ ĨŽƌƊŝ ƊĂŶ ŚĞ suffers ƊĂŵ ƚŽ ďĞ ƚĞŵƉĞĚ ŽŶ ƐĞƌĞ ŵĂŶĞƌƐ͕ ďŽƊ ǁĂŬĂŶĚ
ĂŶĚƐůĞƉĂŶĚ͘
nevertheless he then suffers them to be tempted in many ways, both awake
and asleep
a1450 (?1348) (cmrollep,90.438)
From M3 onwards, the numbers of relevant examples increase, but this is also the
period during which the number of ECM examples increases in general.
Unfortunately, it is not possible on the basis of these queries to determine the exact
number of active OC and ECM structures and thus to determine the percentage of
passive infinitives among them.
3.4.3.3 Related passives
There are several structures available in OE and ME which are both on the surface
and on a structural level very similar to ECM passives and may have provided a
model for the ECM passive. Despite their differences in the derivation—which we
have seen in Section 3.4.1.2 are somewhat obscured in the passive (the discussion
of whether an ECM argument starts out as subject of the lower or object of the
higher)—the surface structure is similar in all these passives: subject-ďĞͲpassive
participle-ƚŽ-infinitive. I would like to propose that the existence of these structures
meant that the ECM passive structurally was not an obvious innovation, because the
new ECM configuration could go unnoticed, and that this is the reason why it came
to be accepted easily in English, in contrast to the marked active ECM structure. The
existence of these patterns has already been noted in the literature, including their
structural similarity to ECM, but what the study of the PPCME2 especially makes
clear is that the frequency of these other types of passives must have played an
important role in making the ECM passive a less suspect construction than the active
version.
Verbs of persuading and urging
The first group that is relevant because it has a similar surface structure to the ECM
passive consists of the verbs of persuading and urging. As Los (2055: 249) explains,
these are always unambiguously three-place (i.e. no reanalysis to ECM has taken
place) and take accusative objects, so they could passivize already. At the same
time, Los remarks that “[t]here are occasional examples in ME in which a passive ƚŽinfinitive after verbs of persuading and urging creates structures strongly
reminiscent of ECM” (249). She gives the following example.
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(168) thei be thret to be slayn or presoned
they are threatened to be slain or presoned
‘they are threatened with death or imprisonment’
(PL, Davis 1971: 194, ll. 7–8; Los 2005: 249, her 45)
Similar to what we have seen in the previous section, the infinitive is passive, which
means that the relevant NP cannot be a recipient of the higher verb, which makes it
look like an ECM example, although persuading and urging do not normally allow
ECM. This again adds to the ambiguity that already exists between these structures
in that some of the distinctions in the active may be blurred in the passive.
Because these verbs are three-place and take accusative objects, passivization
was already possible in OE and the PPCME2 should contain examples from the
earliest ME periods onwards. They were selected with the same query that was used
to find ECM passives (Query 3.5), and the relevant sentences were identified on the
basis of the list of verbs from Los (2005). Relevant examples are relatively easy to
find from the earliest periods onwards; the following examples show a selection of
these early examples.

(169) ,ǇƐŚĞƌƚŝƐĚŝœƚƚŽŚŽƉĞŝŶŽƵƌ>ŽƌĚ͕
his heart is ordered to hope in our Lord
c1350 (cmearlps,140.6114)

(170) ĂƐƐǁĂƐĞœĞŵĂœĞŶŝƐĞŽŶ͘ǁĂƚĞƌŚǁĞŶŶĞŵĞWƵŶƚŚŝƚΘƐƚŽƉƉĞĜŚŝƚďŝĨŽƌĞǁĞů
ƊƚŚŝƚŶĞŵĂœĞĚƵŶĞǁĂƌƚƊĞŶŶĞisŚŝƚinedĂœĞŝŶfortoĐůŝŵďĞŶƵƉǁĂƌƚ͘
also so ye may see water when men dam it, and stop if before well that it not
can downward then is it forced again to climb upwards.
‘Just as you can see water, when someone dams it and stops it up firmly so
that it cannot go downward, having to go on rising upward’
c1230 (cmancriw,II.59.596) (translation from Savage & Watson 1991)
(171) XĞƌĂĨƚĞƌĂƚœŽƌŬƊĞǇwere compelled toĚĞĨĞŶĚĞŚĞŵƐĞůĨ͖
thereafter at York they were forced to defend themselves
a1387 (cmpolych,VI,339.2484)
(172) ĂŶĚ was counselyd to ƌĞŵŽǀĞ ƚŚĞŶƐ ƚŽ Ă ƚŽǁŶĞ ǆǆ ŵǇůĞ ƚŚĞŶƐ ƚŚĂƚ ŝƐ ĐĂůůǇĚ
^ŽůǇĞ͘
and was advised to remove thence to a town 20 miles thence that is called
^ŽůǇĞ
c1450 (1438) (cmedmund,173.288)
(173) ,ŝƐƐŽŶĞƐ͕ĂŶŽŶĂƐƊĞŝǁĞƌĞŽĨĂŐĞ͕were lerned toƌŝĚĞĂŶĚƚŽĞǆĞƌĐŝƐĞŚĞŵƐĞůĨ
ŝŶĚĞĚŝƐŽĨĂƌŵĞƐ͘
his sons, as soon as they were of age, were taught to ride and to exercise
themselves in deeds of arms (a1464 (cmcapchr,83.1549))
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(174) dŚǇƐǇĞƌĞ͕ĂͲďƵƚĞDǇĚƐŽŵǇƌ͕ĂƚŚĞƌǇĂůůĞĨĞƐƚĞŽĨƚŚĞ^ĂƌŐĂŶƚǇƐŽĨƚŚĞŽǇĨĞ͕
ƚŚĞDĂǇƌĞŽĨ>ŽŶĚŽŶwas desyryde toďĞĂƚƚŚĂƚĨĞƐƚĞ͘
this year, about Midsomer, at the royal festival of the Sergeants of the Coif,
the mayor of London was desired to be at that festival
c1475 (cmgregor,222.2187)
The fact that these passives with persuading and urging, in an object control
configuration, were already used in English before the introduction of the ECM
passive, together with the syntactic similarities between object control and ECM in
the passive, means that the passive ECM can be seen as a minimal alteration.
Fixed adjectival constructions
Another construction which is relevant to the ECM passive because it also has a
similar structure (by virtue of being like raising verbs, see e.g. Postal 1974) are what I
will call the fixed adjectival constructions. These sentences contain a passive
participle which seems to have lexicalized into a fixed construction where the status
of the passive participle as verbal is no longer clear (cf. the distinction in Chomsky
(1981) between syntactic and lexical passives). Examples (175) and (176) illustrate.
(175) Θwes iwunetŽĨƚĞtoĐƵŵĞŶǁŝĜŚŝŵƚŽŚŝƐŝŶ͘ΘŝƐĞŽŶŚŝƐĚŽŚƚĞƌ͘
and was wont often to come with him to his lodgings and see his daughter
c1225(?c1200) (cmjulia,96.12)
(176) ,Ğwas wone toƐĞǇ͕Ζ/ĞŶƚƌĞĚĞƵĞů͕
he was wont to say ‘I entered evil,
a1464 (cmcapchr,103.2212)
The reason that they are relevant for the ECM passive is not just that they are alike
in surface structure (ďĞͲƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉůĞͲƚŽ), but that they are also very frequent in the
corpus. Examples are present in all subperiods of the PPCME2 and they represent a
considerable number of all ďĞͲƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉůĞͲƚŽ surface orders: in M3, for instance, they
make up more than half of the ďĞͲƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉůĞͲƚŽ examples.
While it is more or less clear that these types of constructions are fixed
expressions in PDE, this is less obvious for the ME period, as they might still be in the
process of becoming fixed: grammaticalizing from a full productive verb into an
adjectival participle with a specific function. However, as we will see, there is
enough evidence to suggest that the most common examples, those with ǁŽŶƚ,
ďŽƵŶĚand ƵƐĞĚ͕are indeed already lexicalised as adjectives and do not function as
verbal participles anymore.
The most common participle, ǁŽŶƚ͕hardly occurs with the meaning of ‘having
a habit’ in the PPCME2. The MED gives an active entry for the verb ǁŽŶĞŶ, but these
represent examples with a specific meaning of ůŝǀŝŶŐƐŽŵĞǁŚĞƌĞ͕ĚǁĞůůorƌĞƐŝĚŝŶŐ͘It
has a separate entry (4b) for passive uses of ǁŽŶƚ, which already have the same
interpretation as in later examples: “to tend by habit (to do sth.), be accustomed;
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also, be accustomed (to have sth.)”. It also has a separate entry for the adjectival
use: “customary, accustomed”. Moreover, most of the examples in the PPCME2 fit
this interpretation, and indeed, the meaning of ĚǁĞůůŝŶŐorůŝǀŝŶŐ does not occur in
the active, nor is there an active equivalent of ďĞĂĐĐƵƐƚŽŵĞĚƚŽ͘
The case for ǁŽŶƚseems quite clear, but for other verbs it is more difficult to
say whether they are indeed already grammaticalized in the ME period. The two
most common verbs are given in (177) and (178).
(177) ĂŶĚ be vsed to ƐǁĞƌĞ ŚŽƌƌǇďƵůů ŽƊǇƐ ďǇ 'ŽĚǇƐ ƐǇĚǇƐ ĂŶĚ ŚŝƐ ďůŽĚ͕ ĂŶĚ
ǀŵďƌĂǇĚĞŶ'ŽĚŽĨŚŝƐƉĂƐƐǇŽŶ͕
and are used to swear horrible oaths by God’s sides and his blood and
reproach God for his passion
a1500(a1415) (cmmirk,132.3512)
(178) XŝƐƉƌĂǇŽƌĞĞƵĞƌǇƌŝƐƚĞŶŵĂŶ is bondon toĐŽŶŶĞ͕ĂŶĚƚŽƉƌĞǇĞƚŽ'ŽĚďǇƊŝƐ
ƉƌĞǇŽƵƌ͕
this prayer every Christian man is bound to know, and to pray to God by this
prayer
c1450(c1425) (cmroyal,12.75)
These sentences are fixed adjectival constructions in PDE, similar to ďĞƐƵƉƉŽƐĞĚƚŽ
(cf. Noël & Van der Auwera 2009 and Mair 1990), but their status in ME is less clear.
For instance, ďŽƵŶĚcan at this time also be used as in (179), where it is possible to
interpret it as a passive with an implied agent rather than only the adjectival
meaning.
(179) XĞƐĞǀŝũǀĞƌŬĞƐƊŽƵ arte bondon toĨƵůĨŝůůďǇǀĞƌŬĞĂŶĚĚĞĚĞœŝĨĨƊŝƉŽǁĞƌĞďĞ͕
͙
These 7 works you are bound to fulfil by action and deed if your power is.
‘You are bound to fulfil these 7 works by action and deed if it is within your
power’
c1450(c1425) (cmroyal,19.167)
Even though ǁŽŶƚand some of the other participles are grammaticalized and in that
sense are not really connected to the passive ECM, which is more clearly a verbal
passive rather than an adjectival one, I think they are relevant because they provide
a template for the ECM, not in the least because of their frequency. As such, the
ECM passive represents only a minimal alteration, and not a full structural
innovation, from these fixed adjectival constructions and the object control passives.
3.4.3.4 Conclusion
The data presented in this section focused on two lines of investigation: (i) the
reason for the introduction of passive ECM with ďĞůŝĞǀĞ͖ and (ii) the proposed
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reanalysis of object control to ECM with verbs of commanding and permitting. The
corpus provides little to no evidence for the second point, as the findings confirmed
earlier proposals that the passives with the verbs of commanding and permitting—
taking dative objects under an object control configuration—became possible with
the introduction of the recipient passive. Only limited evidence is available in the
passive versions that reanalysis has taken place. With regard to the introduction of
the passive ECM with ďĞůŝĞǀĞ͕the examples from the present study suggest that it
started out as a regular passive of the active ECM after that had been introduced,
i.e. the active and passive are introduced around the same time. The reason that the
passive soon became more frequent in English is, I believe, due to the fact that the
passive was not an obvious structural innovation. The passives of persuading and
urging, of commanding and permitting, as well as the fixed adjectival constructions
that were already available in English are both surface-wise and syntactically very
similar to the ECM passive and provide a model for the ECM passive. Where the
active ECM met with restrictions—it was limited to Latin-influenced texts, and had
the apparently problematic EWƚŽsWsequence—the passive did not meet with such
restrictions. The availability of similar constructions which could function as a
template seems to have paved the way for the ECM passive.
3.4.4
Summary and conclusions
This section has investigated the introduction of the ECM passive in ME. It took into
account the introduction of the active as well as the passive, because the
construction as a whole was introduced around this time. The PPCME2 results
confirm earlier findings that the ECM passive with ďĞůŝĞǀĞͲverbs was introduced
towards the end of the fourteenth century, while it could not only provide limited
further evidence for the proposal in the literature for a reanalysis of verbs of
commanding and permitting from object control to ECM. I argued that while the
ECM passive was introduced as a regular passive of the active ECM, its less marked
structure explains the dominance of passive over active that has been observed
from the first occurrences.
The corpus study of the PPCME2 confirmed earlier findings in the literature,
most notably Warner (1982), that the ECM with ďĞůŝĞǀĞ-verbs, both active and
passive, was introduced in the late fourteenth century, although there were only a
handful of examples of passives. Not all of these examples were translations from
Latin, again confirming Warner’s findings that the passive is less restricted in
occurrence to Latin contexts. This also meant that Noël’s (2008) proposal of the
passive ECM as a separate loan from Latin cannot hold. A discussion of Fischer
(1989) and Los (2005) led to a separate line of inquiry with the verbs of commanding
and permitting. I have only found limited further proof in the PPCME2 for the
proposed reanalysis of OC to ECM. However, I would like to argue that this
reanalysis plays a minimal role in the development of the passive ECM (both ǁĂŶƚ
and ďĞůŝĞǀĞ) because of the structural similarities between the passives of these
constructions (as pointed out earlier in the literature).
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These structural similarities are also the reason for the dominance of the
passive, not some other reason to do with its introduction, such as a direct loan
from Latin, or a separate development: the active examples with ƐĂǇshow that the
active is to some extent possible and it really is a passive of an active, i.e. they were
introduced at the same time as one construction. The dominance of the passive is
due to the fact that there are few structural differences between the passive ECM
and related, but crucially structurally distinct, constructions in the active. This means
that a model for ECM was already present and that the passive did not meet the
same restrictions as the active ECM. The question that remains is how these
developments continue after the first introduction; we will turn to this in Section
6.3.
Similar to the recipient and prepositional passives, the ECM passive was
introduced before the loss of V2; most importantly, the information-structural
motivation for ECM—as formulated by Mair (1990), Noël (1998) en Los (2005)—
could not have played a crucial role at the stage of the loss of V2 that the ECM
passive was introduced. In contrast to the recipient passive and prepositional
passive, the introduction of the ECM is not directly related to other changes in the
language in the same period, but nevertheless builds closely on specific
constructions available in the language in the relevant period.

Section 3.5

Conclusion

This chapter has investigated the introduction of the new passives, investigating
both the time of their introduction, as well as the reasons for their introduction and
the extent to which they represent structural innovations. The main conclusions are
that (i) the time of introduction may be even closer than previously assumed, in the
second half of the fourteenth century, with the prepositional passive as the earliest,
but all clearly before the loss of V2 was under way; (ii) there are small-scale changes
in the language that are relevant to the introduction of the prepositional and
recipient passive and the ECM passive is really a passive of the newly borrowed
active ECM; and (iii) the three introductions are independent developments and
cannot be interpreted as a single structural innovation in the passive.
Section 3.2 investigated the introduction of the prepositional passive and I
argued that the time of introduction for the prepositional was later than previously
proposed, most notably by Van der Gaaf (1929), Visser (1973) and Denison (1985,
1993). The early thirteenth-century examples are problematic, and it is only in the
second half of the fourteenth century that less ambiguous examples start to occur,
and more of them. I showed that reanalysis of verb and preposition as a unit was an
important factor from the first examples onwards: many of the early examples
suggest that reanalysis had taken place, for instance because the verb and
preposition are a translation from a single Latin verb. This reanalysis in itself cannot
explain the introduction, which is why I proposed that the introduction is ultimately
due to a series of minimal alterations, leading to increased acceptability: the
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examples in the PPCME2 show that many of the early prepositional passives are
found in relative clauses, where stranding was already possible, even in OE.
Section 3.3 investigated the introduction of the recipient passive, which I
argued was caused by the loss of the dative-fronted passive, in turn related to the
bundle of changes that make up the loss of V2. The corpus study of the PPCME2 did
not give reason to reconsider earlier conclusions by Allen (1995) that the recipient
passive was introduced in the late fourteenth century. It did, however, provide later
examples of dative-fronted passives, up to the late fourteenth century. I concluded,
based on the analysis of the passive that builds on targeting the immediately
postverbal argument and the dative-fronted passive as a theme passive with a
fronted dative, that the dative-fronted passive blocked the formation of a recipient
passive with a nominal subject. When the dative-fronted passive was lost, this
restriction no longer played a role and recipient passives became possible.
Section 3.4 investigated the introduction of the Exceptional Case Marking
constructions, both active and passive, because the entire construction was new to
the language, being introduced in the late fourteenth century. The discussion of
Fischer (1989) and Los (2005) shows that the story of the ECM passive seems to be a
tale of two separate constructions: on the one hand, the ‘true’ ECMs with ďĞůŝĞǀĞͲ
verbs and on the other hand, three-place verbs such as ĐŽŵŵĂŶĚ that are
reanalysed as two-place, i.e. ECM, verbs. The PPCME2 did not provide new evidence
for this scenario of reanalysis with ĐŽŵŵĂŶĚ verbs. For the ďĞůŝĞǀĞ-ECM, influenced
by Latin (cf. Warner 1982), the data show that it was introduced as an entire
construction, active ĂŶĚpassive, meaning that the dominance of the passive cannot
be explained with reference to the introduction (e.g. contra Noël 2008). Instead, I
argued that it lies with the syntactic and surface similarity of the passive ECM to
other passives that were already possible in English. This structural similarity made
the passive more easily acceptable, while the active ECM continued to represent a
marked structure.
The attribution of the development of the prepositional and recipient passive
to individual changes in English explains the exceptional status of the passive in
English within the family of (West)-Germanic languages: the changes can be
ascribed to circumstances taking place in English which did not take place in
languages like Dutch and German, such as the extended possibilities for stranding
and the loss of dative fronting. Crucially, the changes do not rely on loss of case
alone—something which has often been discussed in historical English work, but
which overlooks the fact that Dutch lost case as well but did not develop in the same
way as English. Returning to the overall question of the relation between the
introduction of these passives and the loss of V2, I have shown that neither the
timing nor the factors influencing the introductions indicate a direct relation. The
new passives were introduced in the late fourteenth century, i.e. before what has
usually been taken as the beginning of the loss of V2, 1400. The loss of V2 was not
yet a factor which could drive a change like the introduction of the passives at the
period that they were introduced—especially when what is most important, as in
Los and Seoane’s proposal, are the information-structural effects of the loss of V2,
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rather than the syntactic properties. Moreover, with the exception of the recipient
passive, which is structurally related to the loss of V2 through the loss of the dativefronted passive, there is no evidence of V2 playing a role structurally in the
introduction of the passives. The following chapters assess in more detail the
consequences of the loss of V2 and its role in the development of the passive
throughout the history of English.
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4. The Given-before-New
Principle in Verb-Second Old
English
Section 4.1

Introduction

This chapter investigates the information-structural properties of three Old English
(OE) constructions: the passive, object fronting and PP preposing. 51 Each of these
constructions in OE involves movement and thus a reordering of arguments, which
in all likelihood takes place for information-structural purposes. I focus on the two
information-structural functions that were identified in Chapter 2 as relevant to the
diachronic scenario for the passive and verb second (V2): the given-before-new
principle and the use of the first position for local anchoring. The aim of this chapter
is three-fold: (i) to establish to what extent these three constructions show an
overlap in function in creating a given-before-new order; (ii) to establish to what
extent the given-first, i.e. discourse-linking, part of the given-before-new principle is
relevant to these constructions; (iii) to establish to what extent the syntactic
movement in these constructions is driven by information-structural factors. I show
that there is indeed an overlap in information-structural function between these
three constructions, although only partial, and that even though they cannot in all

51

Some of the material in this chapter, in particular in Section 4.2.2 and 4.3.2, also appears in adapted
form in Dreschler (2014).
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cases be seen as the motivation for movement, the information-structural factors
are clearly relevant to the use of these constructions.
Several authors have observed that the passive in Present-day English (PDE)
does not have many functional alternatives. Siewierska (1984: 222) points out that
PDE makes more use of the passive than related languages, and attributes this to the
lack of other topicalizing and impersonalization strategies in PDE, where she defines
topicalizing as placing given (‘topical’) information in clause-initial position. In related
languages she finds an alternative for this function in object fronting as it is found in
modern V2 languages, where the use of fronted objects is information-structurally
unmarked—unlike in PDE. For PDE, Birner & Ward (1998) claim that the function of
inversion, most common with prepositional phrases (PPs), is to create or restore a
given-before-new order of information, similar to the passive (see Section 2.4.2).
While some of these constructions are still available in PDE, the crucial difference
lies in the fact that in PDE they are pragmatically marked.
These two constructions, object fronting and PP preposing, which could be
alternatives for the given-before-new function of passives, are part of the V2 options
in OE and crucially, there are no indications that their use was marked. While it is
clear that object fronting is limited in PDE, OE had a similar type of unmarked object
fronting to the one that is available in modern V2 languages (see Speyer 2010). At
the same time, while it has been noted for modern English that the use of clauseinitial PPs is marked (cf. Virtanen 1992; Biber et al. 1999: 803; Hasselgård 2010),
unmarked discourse links are possible in this position in OE, as they are in modern
V2 languages.
Within the V2 system in OE, then, it seems that there are alternatives for the
passive in the more extensive range of word order options that are available for a
speaker to create a given-before-new order of information. Indeed, recent studies
have characterized V2 itself in terms of information-structural factors (Los 2009,
Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2010). It has already been shown in the literature that word
order in OE is at least to a certain extent determined by such factors (e.g. Bech 2001;
Van Kemenade & Los 2006; Van Kemenade & Westergaard 2012; Taylor & Pintzuk
2012). What is not yet clear, however, is to what extent information-structural
factors are the driving force behind specific constructions. Moreover, it has not been
demonstrated that the passive already had a function of creating given-before-new
order in OE to the same extent as Seoane (2000) has shown for Early Modern English
or Birner (1996) for PDE, or to what extent constructions with similar informationstructural motivations compete with each other.
In this chapter I argue that the passive, object fronting and PP preposing,
crucially all involving reordering of arguments, were all available for OE speakers to
achieve or maintain given-before-new order, while also having their own specific
motivations. The main conclusions are that (i) the use of the long passive as an
information-rearranger is less established than has been shown for later periods; (ii)
both object fronting and PPs preposing are often used with a given-before-new
order but also have a sizeable category of exceptions in marked, contrastive
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readings; (iii) while all these constructions share the argument-reversal properties
that allow for a reordering to achieve given-before-new order, the strength of the
information-structural motivation for the movement is different for each
construction.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 describes the approach to the
passive that will be used throughout the corpus studies in this chapter, following a
discussion of the existing literature on the OE passive. It then presents a corpus
study of two OE texts, KƌŽƐŝƵƐ and >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ, which finds that the passive is
indeed used for given-before-new ordering, but that long passives are less frequent
in the texts than they are in later periods. The corpus study also looks at the
discourse-linking properties of passive subjects and assesses the informationstructural properties of passive late subjects, concluding that while late subjects are
used for placing new information late in the sentence, this is not their only function.
Section 4.3 investigates the use of object fronting in the two selected texts and
shows that the majority of object fronting sentences create a given-before-new
order but that fronted objects can also be contrastive. It also shows that the majority
of fronted objects function as ‘local anchors’, meaning that they provide a link to the
immediately preceding sentence. Finally, this section’s corpus study investigates the
information-structural character of pre- and postverbal subjects, the findings of
which suggest a preference for given-before-new order, but not to the extent that
information status directly relates to position. Section 4.4 discusses fronted PPs and
shows that they, again, follow given-before-new order, but that there are two distinct
additional categories. The study shows that the majority of clause-initial PPs, like
objects, function as local anchors. It also shows that some of the inversion patterns
of PDE are already present as distinctive patterns in OE. Section 4.5 concludes.

Section 4.2

The passive in Old English

This section investigates the use of the passive as an information-rearranger and the
information-structural properties of passive subjects in OE. It aims to determine
whether the passive was already used to create given-before-new order of
information, and to investigate the information-structural properties of passives
subjects in two contexts: (i) compared to active subjects; and (ii) in post-participle, or
late position. In this section, I show that the long passive is already used as an
information-rearranger in OE, but that it is as yet less established both as a syntactic
construction and as an information-structural device.
Traditional works on OE syntax, like Visser (1963-1973) and Mitchell (1985), as
well as studies focusing on the passive, such as Kilpiö (1989) and Denison (1993),
present the following range of passives as found in OE.
(1) XčƌǁčƌŽŶŐĞŚčůĞĚĞƊƵƌŚĝĂŚĂůŐĂŶĨĞŵŶĂŶĨĞůĂĂĚůŝŐĞŵĞŶ
there were healed through the blessed woman many sick men
(>^I 20.113; Denison 1993: 416, his 11)
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(2) ĂĐŚŝŵŶčƐŐĞƚŝĝŽĚĝčƌĞůǇƚůĂŶůŝƐƐĞ
but him(DAT) not-was granted that small favour(GEN)
‘But he was not granted that small favour’
(,ŽŵI 23.330.29; Denison 1993: 108, his 29)
(3) &ŽƌĝčŵƐĞĝĞŚŝƐčƌƚŝĚĞŶĞƚŝŽůĂĝ͕ƊŽŶŶĞďŝĝŚŝƐŽŶƚŝĚƵŶƚŝůĂĚ
‘then it will be unprovided in respect of him when the time comes’
(ŽĞƚŚŝƵƐ67.11; Mitchell 1985: 355)
(4) ĂŶĚƐĞŵƵŶƵĐŚĂƚƚĞĂďďŽ
and that monk was-called Abbo
(>^II 32.3; Denison 1993: 421, his 33)
Example (1) shows a sentence with the patient ĨĞůĂĂĚůŝŐĞŵĞŶ of the transitive verb
ŚĞĂůas the subject of a passive sentence. Example (5) shows a passive with a fronted
dative and example (3) with a fronted genitive. Next to the periphrastic passive with
an auxiliary and past participle, as in examples (1)-(3), OE had a morphological
passive with ŚĂƚĂŶ͕as in (6).
While it has been shown for EModE by Seoane (2000) and for PDE by Birner
(1996) that the passive is subject to a given-before-new constraint, no such studies
exist for OE. Since the long passive was already in use in OE, it might be expected
that this is at least already one of the functions of the passive. However, there are
additional impersonalization, information-rearranging and topicalizing strategies in
OE that were lost in later periods, suggesting that the passive could have had a
different function in OE than in PDE because there is more competition, or,
alternatively, that it had not yet acquired all functions it performs in PDE.
This section is structured as follows. Section 4.2.1 reviews previous studies and
studies of the OE passive, in an attempt to arrive at a clear definition of which types
of sentences should be taken into account in a corpus study of the OE passive in
KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ. Section 4.2.2 presents the results of the corpus study of
the information-structural properties of passives and focuses on three aspects of the
OE passive: (i) the relative information status of subject and agent phrase in long
passives; (ii) the information-structural behaviour of passive and active subjects; (iii)
passive subjects that occur in a late position in the clause. Section 4.2.3 concludes.
4.2.1
A characterization of the Old English passive
This section aims to establish which factors of form and function are relevant to the
selection of the passives in the corpus, and at the same time the discussion serves as
a characterization of the passive in OE. There are several issues for the passive in this
period that have been debated in the literature—most notably in Visser (19631973), Mitchell (1985), and Kilpiö (1989)—which are relevant to the corpus study of
the passive in OE in the next section. What is most striking is that the passive in OE
was not yet as standardized a construction as it is in PDE; on the other hand, some of
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the issues concerning the classification of the passive in OE are familiar because they
also were discussed for PDE in Section 2.3.
There are two issues relating to the form of the passive construction which are
consequently directly relevant to the selection of passives in the corpora. The first is
the widely debated variation between the two sets of auxiliaries that were available
in OE to form a passive: example (5) below illustrates the use of ďĞŽŶ/ǁĞƐĂŶ, while
example (6) illustrates the use of ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ.
(5) ĂůĂƊƵďĞƐĐĞŽƉƚŽďǇƐŵŽƌĞƐǇŶĚŐĞƚĂǁŽĚĞƊĂƐĞĂƌŵĂŶůĂŶĚůĞŽĚĂ.
behold thou bishop to shame are brought the poor-people of-this-land
‘Behold, thou bishop, the poor people of this land, are brought to shame’
(ÆLS 32.64; Mitchell 1985: 305, translation from Skeat 1966)
(6) ^ĞŵƵŶƵĐƊĂďďŽ͘͘͘ǁĞĂƌĝƐŽŶĂƚŽĂďŽĚĞŐĞƐĞƚ.
this monc then Abbo … was immediately to abbot appointed
‘This monk Abbo ... was almost immediately appointed abbot.’
(ÆLS 32.10; Mitchell 1985: 306, translation from Skeat 1966)
tĞŽƌĝĂŶ is eventually lost as a passive auxiliary during the ME period (see e.g.
Mustanoja 1960, Petré & Cuyckens 2008). It was already less common than
ďĞŽŶͬǁĞƐĂŶ in OE; Kilpiö (1989: 13, 61), for instance, finds no examples in Bede, and
only 62 out of 641 passives in ƵƌĂ WĂƐƚŽƌĂůŝƐ are formed with ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ. Mitchell
(1985: 331) refers to Klingebiel (1937: 101-4) and Wattie (1930: 141), who find that
ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ is not common with the present tense, while it is “much more frequent” in
the past tense. The debate regarding the nature of the variation between
ďĞŽŶͬǁĞƐĂŶand ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ has focused on the suggestion that the auxiliary expresses
the stative (ďĞŽŶͬǁĞƐĂŶ) or actional/change of state (ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ) nature of the
passive. Mitchell refers to Klaeber (1923) and Frary (1929) for this distinction, but
argues against it himself, claiming that ďĞŽŶͬǁĞƐĂŶ could express “an action or
process as well as a state” (1985: 330). Likewise, Kilpiö, even though he finds that
ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ is more common in the past tense and is only used in an “actional” way,
calls Frary’s distinction “artificial” (1989: 64-67).
Petré (2010) revisits the idea of a functional distinction between ďĞŽŶͬǁĞƐĂŶ
and ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ. He claims that in adjectival passives (:ŽŚŶǁĂƐĨƌŝŐŚƚĞŶĞĚ͕ cf. section
2.3.1) there is indeed a difference between the two, with ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ indicating a
change of state and ďĞŽŶͬǁĞƐĂŶan “existing state” (2010: 100). For the resultative
passive (dŚĞ ŵĞƚĂů ǁĂƐ ĨůĂƚƚĞŶĞĚ͕ cf. Section 2.3.1), he proposes the following
working definition of the difference: ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ is “preferred for actions involving a
high degree of energy exchange by both agent and patient”, while ďĞŽŶͬǁĞƐĂŶ is
“preferred for actions that lack such a high active involvement of the agent” (103).
This is based on an examination of ǁĞĂƌĚͬǁĂƐ ŽĨƐůĂŐĞŶ examples from Orosius,
ChronA and ChronE, first presented by Mitchell (1985: 332), who shows—contra
Frary (1929)—that there is no distinction between ďĞŽŶͬǁĞƐĂŶ and ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ
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ŽĨƐůčŐĞŶ. Mitchell shows that of 186 examples with ŽĨƐůčŐĞŶ, based on data from
Hoffman (1934: 12), 79 are used with ǁčƐͬǁčƌŽŶ and 107 with ǁĞĂƌĝͬǁƵƌĚŽŶ͕and
concludes that they are used interchangeably. This is where Petré brings in the
difference in context: “Whereas ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ is invariably used when the patient was
killed in battle ǁŚŝůĞĨŝŐŚƚŝŶŐ͕and the expression is part of the main narrative, ǁčƐ is
used in all other cases, all (except for the backgrounded ones) involving some form
of dying without fighting (mostly murder)” (2010: 105). Petré then suggests, based
on data from the late chronicle A&F, that the distinction is “bleached and probably
finally lost altogether during late Old English” (ŝďŝĚ͘ 106). While the potential
difference between the two auxiliaries is interesting, it is clear that they cannot be
used straightforwardly to distinguish between different types of passives, and for
that reason both sets of auxiliaries will be included in the corpus studies in this
chapter.
The second difference in form with PDE is that there is no standardized way yet
to express the agent in OE. Mitchell (1985) and Kilpiö (1989) point out that the agent
can also be expressed as an instrument with a case form, as in example (7).
(7) ƊĂƊĞmanna handumŐĞǁŽƌŚƚĞǁčƌŽŶŽĨĞŽƌĝůŝĐƵŵƚŝŵďƌĞ, …
which by men’s hands formed were from earthly timber
(Bede III 2345 (O); Kilpiö 1989: 154, translation mine)
However, Mitchell states that the expression of an agent with a prepositional phrase
is “the norm” (1985: 335). He presents the range of prepositions that can be used
for this purpose and discusses these in quite some detail: čƚ͕ďĞ͕ĨŽƌ͕ĨƌĂŵ͕ŵŝĚ͕ŽĨ͕
ƊƵƌŚ͕ ǁŝĝ (1985: 336-348). The most interesting of these is of course ďĞ͕ the
predecessor of present-day ďǇ, although it is by no means the most frequently used
preposition in OE, and often still has a different meaning; Mitchell claims that ďĞwas
not used to express the “principal agent” (337). He also states, however, that there
are some examples with ďĞ which are similar to the PDE use of ďĞ: these “come
close to the first use” as a principal agent, rather than what he calls the immediate
or subordinate agent (337). He gives the following example:

(8) ^ƵŵĞĂǁĨčƐƚŵĂŶƐĞŶĚĞĝĂŵŚĂůŐĂŶǁĞƌĞƚǁĞŐĞŶďƵƚƌƵĐĂƐŵŝĚǁŝŶĞƚŽůĂĐĞ͕
be anum cnapan͘
‘A pious person sent to the holy man two flasks of wine as a gift, by a boy.’
(ÆCHom ii. 170. 13; Mitchell 1985: 337, translation from Thorpe 1846 [2013]:
171)
While Mitchell states that this example is close to the PDE use, he also points out the
possibility that it is not just the lack of a fixed preposition but also the lack of the
notion of a personal agent that distinguishes the OE passive from later periods: he
proposes that it is possible that “the personal agent in the sense in which we mean it
today was not expressed in English until the usage with ‘by’ became established”
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(1985: 347). In other words, while we find long passives in OE texts, they are not
straightforwardly comparable to PDE long passives.
Kilpiö (1989), like Mitchell (1985), discusses the difficulty of determining what
constitutes a real agent and ultimately defines the agent as “originator or the
instrument of the action expressed by the passive predicate, and which in most
instances can be converted into the subject of the corresponding active
construction” (1989: 136). Kilpiö lists fewer prepositions than Mitchell and
discussses these on the basis of frequency, with ĨƌĂŵ(9)͕ƊƵƌŚ(10)͕and ŵŝĚ(11)as
the most common ones.
(9) ƊĂĝĞǁčƌŽŶfram nædranŐĞƐůĞŐĞŶĞ
then they were by an-adder slayn
(Bede I 139 (Ca); Kilpiö 1989: 140, translation mine)
(10) Θðurh usƐĐǇůĞŶďŝŽŶŚŝŽƌĂƐĐǇůĚĂŐĞƐƚŝĞƌĞĚŵŝĚĐƌčĨƚĞΘŵŝĚůĂƌĞ͘
and through us shall be their shields guided with strength and with
knowledge
(CP(H) 117.20; Kilpiö 1989: 144, translation mine)
(11) ΘƐŽŶĂƐǁĂŚŝƚďŝĝĨŽƌůčƚĞŶĨƌŽŵ'ŽĚĞ͕ƐǁĂďŝĝŚŝƚŐĞĚƌĞĨĞĚmid diofles ege͘
and immediately when it will-be left by God, so will-be it disturbed by thedevil’s eyes
(CP(H) 465.13; Kilpiö 1989: 147, translation mine)
In other words, both Mitchell and Kilpiö show that there is no straightforward or
syntactically fixed way to form long passives in OE. The consequence of this as yet
non-standardized way to express the agent is that it is not possible to select agent
phrases in the corpus on the basis of form only.
In addition to these two issues of form, there have been attempts to classify
the OE passive semantically or functionally, similar to the distinctions that have been
made for PDE. There are two types of distinctions that are generally made: stative
and dynamic on one hand, and adjectival, resultative and verbal passives on the
other hand. Toyota (2008) presents a study of the distinction between stative and
dynamic passives throughout the history of English, starting with OE. He dismisses
the traditional tests for stativity (most importantly the choice of auxiliary, but also
the use of the ŐĞͲprefix on the participle which has been said to mark stativity), and
bases his classification primarily on “undergoer orientation” and the “presence of
outer cause” (24), which according to Toyota both point to a dynamic passive. His
results show an increase in the proportion of dynamic passives during the OE period.
Table 4.1 repeats his data, showing the percentage of dynamic, stative and
ambiguous passives for each of the four OE subperiods.
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Table 4.1 Aspectual change during OE (Toyota 2008: 17, his 2.3)
OE1
OE2
O3
OE4
Dynamic
0
43
157
195
(0%)
(23.3%)
(32.1%)
(40.7%)
Stative
2
122
293
244
(100%)
(65.9%)
(59.9%)
(50.9%)
Ambiguous
0
20
39
40
(0%)
(10.8%)
(8.0%)
(8.4%)
Total
2
185
489
479
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)

Total
395
(34.2%)
661
(57.2%)
99
(8.6%)
1155
(100%)

Toyota’s data for OE already show a considerable change between the periods in the
percentage of stative passives: from 65.9% in OE2, to 50.9% in OE4. That said, the
tests for stativity are not entirely reliable and it remains to be seen how likely it is
that such a development already takes place throughout the OE period, considering
the differences in corpus size per subperiod. Toyota’s study does suggest that the
distinction between stative and dynamic is important in the history of the English
passive, because stativity seems to be an area of change even in OE. At the same
time, however, the distinction between the two categories cannot be made on the
basis of form, and, as discussed above, there are few reliable clues: Toyota shows
that many of the tests—such as the selection of auxiliaries—are not reliable, but he
himself also uses notions which are ultimately multi-interpretable, such as ‘presence
of outer cause’.
Toyota (2008) and Petré (2010: 37-40) distinguish the same three types of
passives that were discussed in Section 2.3.1 for PDE passives: adjectival, resultative
and verbal. Examples (12)-0 from Toyota illustrate these three categories:
(12) &ŽƌƊŽŶ ŝĐ ĞŽŵ ŐĞƐĞƚƚ ďĞƚǁĞŽŶĞŶ ƊŝƐƵŵ ĨŽůĐĞ͕ ƐǁĂ ƐǁĂ ƐĐĞĂƉ ďĞƚǁĞŽŶŽŶ
ǁƵůĨƵŵĂŶĚŝĐĞĂŵďĞĨĂŶŐĂŶĞĂůƐǁĂƐƉĞĂƌǁĞŽŶŶĞƚƚĞ͙
since I am set between these folks just like sheep between wolves and I am
enclosed completely like sparrow in net
‘since I am trapped between these people just like a sheep between wolves
and I am completely enclosed like a sparrow in a net…’
(HC OE4 comarga; Toyota 2008: 30, his 32)
(13) /ĐƐĞĐŐĞĞŽǁƚŽƐŽƊĂŶƊčƚƐŝďŝƐĨŽƌŐŝĨĞŶ'ŽĚĞƐŐĞůĂĝƵŶŐĞ
I say to you in truth than peace is given God.gen congregation
‘I say to you truly that peace is granted to God’s congregation.’
(HC OE3 coaelive; Toyota 2008: 29, his 26)
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(14) ΘŚĞŚŝƐĨĞŽƌŚŐĞŶĞƌĞĚĞΘƊĞĂŚŚĞǁčƐŽĨƚŐĞǁƵŶĚĂĚ
and he his life saved and yet het was often wounded
‘and he saved his life, although he was often wounded’
(HC OE2 cochroa2; Toyota 2008: 31, his 37)
Petré points out, however, that the distinctions between the three types are
sometimes difficult to determine. One aspect that he presents as aiding
identification of adjectival and resultative passives is the fact that predicative
participles, like predicative adjectives, “generally agree in case and number with the
Subject”, which he illustrates with (15).
(15) ŶĚ ƊĂ /ƵĚĞĂƐ ǁčƌŽŶ ofslagene ƊĂŵ ĨƵůŽƐƚĂŶ ĚĞĂĝĞ ĂŶĚ ŚĞŽƌĂ ŶĂŵĂŶ
ƐǇŶĚŽŶadylegodeŽĨĞƌĞĂůƌĞĞŽƌĝĂŶ͘
And the Jews were killed:NOM.PL the foulest death and their names:NOM.PL are
destroyed:NOM.PL over whole earth
‘And the Jews were killed with the foulest death and their names are erased
over the whole earth.’
c1075 (VSal 1 [Cross]: 30.4; Petré 2010: 40, his 55)
Petré points out that, in contrast to case and number, there is no agreement in
gender, but he refers to Mitchell’s (1985: 16-21) observation that such agreement is
not always present for predicative adjectives either. This observation about form
means that it is, to a small extent, possible to make the distinction between verbal,
adjectival and resultative passives on the basis of form alone, i.e. the presence of
agreement.
Petré (2010) discusses the overlap between adjectival and resultative passives
and what he calls adjectival copular constructions: intransitive structures with a nonagent subject. The verbal passive, in contrast, is not intransitive, because “the
Subject is no longer merely a non-agent, but is the patient of a transitive event,
whose personal agent is also always evoked by the context (if not necessarily
expressed)” (2010: 40). The difference between adjectival/resultative and verbal, in
other words, does not only lie with the more often dynamic nature of the verbal
passive, but with the implication of an agent (cf. Toyota’s distinctions). Petré suggests
that in OE the verbal passive had not yet developed from an earlier adjectival use,
referring to Mustanoja (1960: 440), Toyota (2008), McFadden & Alexiadou (2006),
and Haspelmath (1992) for (cross-linguistic) studies which show that adjectival use
precedes the verbal use. Petré’s discussion shows that there is an (inherent) overlap
between different types of passives and that these distinctions cannot be made on
the basis of form alone. Moreover, as discussed in Section 2.3.1, these distinctions
may not be essential for the present study because of the focus on informationstructural aspects, which are relevant for both verbal and adjectival passives.
Therefore, these distinctions will not be included in the corpus studies.
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Yet another issue that is specific to OE is the fact that there is a potential
overlap with perfect constructions. This overlap, or ambiguity, arises from two
different factors. The first factor is that while the perfect in PDE is always formed
with ŚĂǀĞ as the auxiliary, OE also uses ďĞŽŶͬǁĞƐĂŶ and even ǁĞŽƌðĂŶ, the same
auxiliaries that are used for the passive͘ This overlap is only small, because, as
Mitchell and Petré both state (on the basis of different corpora), this type of perfect
is not frequent, and in fact, Mitchell (1985: 299-304) questions whether
ďĞŽŶͬǁĞƐĂŶͬǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ are real auxiliaries in these perfects, instead of presumably
copulas. The second factor, already discussed in Section 3.2.3.2, is that there was no
marking of perfectivity on passives, i.e. ƚŚĞďŽŽŬŝƐǁƌŝƚƚĞŶcould both be a present
passive as well as a perfect passive ŚĂƐďĞĞŶǁƌŝƚƚĞŶ. This means that a passive of a
present perfect and a simple present look similar, witness (16), repeated from
Section 3.2.3.2.
(16) ƊĂ ǁčƐ ĂŶ ŐĞƌĞŽƌĚ ŽŶ ĞĂůůƵŵ ŵĂŶĐǇŶŶĞ͘ ĂŶĚ Ɗčƚ ǁĞŽƌĐ wæs begunnen
ŽŶŐĞĂŶŐŽĚĞƐǁŝůůĂŶ͖
then was one language among all mankind and the work was begun against
god’s will
‘At that time all people spoke one language, and the work had been begun
against God’s will’
(ÆCHom I, 22 318.17; Los 1999: 103, her 11)
Recall from the discussion in chapter 3 that there were two possible interpretations
for these causative/ergative pairs, as pointed out by Los (1999: 103): either a passive
of ‘X began the work’ or the perfect ‘the work had begun’.
I have discussed in this section the most important aspects of form and
selection of passives in OE: the choice of auxiliary between ďĞŽŶͬǁĞƐĂŶ and
ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ͕the variety of ways to express the agent, the semantic classification such
as the distinction between adjectival and verbal passives and stative vs dynamic
passives, and finally, the overlap between passive and perfect. While some of these
distinctions are in theory relevant to any study of the passive in OE, I have argued
that the choice of auxiliary and the functional classification are not crucial for the
present study because the focus is on information-structural factors, which are not
restricted to one type of passive. I therefore conclude that the selection of passives
should be determined solely on the combination of one of the auxiliaries
ďĞŽŶͬǁĞƐĂŶͬǁĞŽƌĝĂŶ and a past participle. While using this method of selection, it
should be taken into account that there is the probability that some of the examples
are in fact copular/adjectival constructions. In contrast, the selection of long passives
should be done manually because of the different prepositions that can express the
agent.
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4.2.2
A corpus study of passives in YCOE
This section presents the results of a corpus study of the passive in two OE texts,
>ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐand KƌŽƐŝƵƐ, from the YCOE. I show that long passives are indeed used
for information-rearranging purposes. I also show that there are no clear indications
that passive subjects behave differently from active subjects. Finally, I argue that
passives are relevant to late subject constructions because they provide a
grammatical option for a subject to surface late, like unaccusatives, which can be
used for information-structural purposes.
4.2.2.1 Method of selection and analysis
Selected texts
All studies in this chapterare based on KƌŽƐŝƵƐ͕a text in the West Saxon dialect from
the second subperiod of the YCOE (O2, 850-950), and >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ, a slightly later
text (from O3, 950-1050) in the same dialect͘ 52The two texts are among the longest
in the corpus, and as such offer enough material for the specific constructions under
investigation in this chapter. >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ, classified in the YCOE as ‘Biography’ and
‘Lives’, is a collection of saints’ lives—i.e. short narratives—but also contains several
sections that are more expository in nature. >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ is written by Aelfric, who
is known as a highly stylistic writer, which may in some cases lead to idiosyncrases in
the text (see e.g. Sato 2012, Ohkado 2004). KƌŽƐŝƵƐ is classified by the YCOE as
‘History’ and contains descriptions and narratives of historical events. At the same
time, it also contains parts that are similar to a travelogue in that these describe
regions and locations of countries with respect to each other or other geographical
features. Most importantly, both texts contain large stretches of narrative, which
makes them particularly suited for a study of information-structural factors: there
are many instances of new referents that are introduced in the discourse, while
other referents remain the topic of the conversation for a considerable length of
time.
Selected clauses
Because the aim of this section is to investigate the information-structural properties
of the passive as a rearranging device and so-called subject creator, rather than
defining the OE passive in terms of semantic or functional character, the selection of
the passive is based on form only: any main clause with a form of ƚŽďĞ and a past
participle is selected. The YCOE does not have a separate label for passive
participles, but through the added selection of ďĞas an auxiliary, the majority of the
unambiguous perfective past participles (i.e. with ŚĂǀĞ) can be excluded. The OE
52

I used the translation from the edition used for the YCOE for >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ (Skeat 1966), and the
translation from Bosworth (1859) for KƌŽƐŝƵƐ͕ because the edition used for the YCOE (Bately 1980) does
not contain a translation. In some cases, I have modernized the translation or changed it to represent the
order of elements in the OE examples.
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auxiliary ǁĞŽƌĝĂŶis coded as ďĞin the YCOE, and is thus included automatically in
the following query.
YƵĞƌǇϰ͘ϭPassive main clauses in the YCOE
a. IP-MAT idoms *BED*|*BEP*
b. IP-MAT idoms *VBN*
Line 4.1a selects all main clauses with a form of ƚŽďĞ, while line 4.1b selects all main
clauses with a past participle as constituent. Only main clauses were selected
because of the focus in this thesis on V2, a main clause phenomenon. Selecting only
main clauses will allow for a straightforward comparison of passives with the V2
alternatives for information rearranging, object fronting and PP preposing. To keep
the database as clean as possible, I only included IP-MAT main clauses, instead of IPMAT*, meaning that direct speech is excluded, as well as appositive or parenthetical
sentences. Excluding direct speech is especially relevant from the perspective of
information-structural coding, because for direct speech the context in which an
utterance is expressed is even more difficult to determine. For those aspects of the
studies where the position of the subject was of interest, I included one extra
element in the query, namely that IP-MAT should immediately dominate (‘idoms’) a
non-ellipted subject.
For the selection of long passives I added the following element to the query:
YƵĞƌǇϰ͘ϮPrepositional phrases
a. IP-MAT idoms PP*
This query was executed on the results of Query 4.1, yielding all passive clauses
which also contain a prepositional phrase; these sentences were manually analysed
to determine whether the prepositional phrases were indeed agent phrases. Again,
because the focus lies with information-structural aspects rather than grammatical
or semantic aspects, the selection of agent phrases was not restricted to personal
agents, and some PPs denoting instruments were also included, thus increasing the
number of long passives in the selection.
Method of analysis
The subject and agent phrases of the passives in OE were analysed with respect to
three aspects: information status, anaphoricity, and persistence. For information
status, four categories were used, which are mainly based on Prince’s (1981) work,
and which build on existing annotation practices for OE as described in Section 2.4.3.
The first category is OLD, which consists of discourse-old referents, illustrated in (17)
and (18). The examples provide the context in which the sentences occur, with the
relevant antecedents underlined.
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(17) ‘The soul is a rational spirit […]. The benevolent Creator let it have the
command over its own choice; then it became corrupt by its own free-will,
through the Devil’s teaching;’
HeoǁčƌĝčĨƚĂůǇƐĂĚƊƵƌƵŚ'ŽĚĞƐŐŝĨĞ͕ŐŝĨŚĞŽ'ŽĚĞŐĞŚǇƌƐƵŵĂĝ͘
it shall-be again delivered through God’s grace, if it God obeys
(coaelive [Christmas]:176.135)
(18) ‘…and they led Abraham’s brother’s son Lot, with his family, out of the city;
[…]’
ĂŶĚLoth se rihtwisaǁĞĂƌĝĂŚƌĞĚĝƵƌŚ'ŽĚ͘
‘and Lot, the righteous, was delivered by God’
(coaelive [Pr_Moses]:211.2980)
As can be seen from the provided context, the subjects in (17) and (18), ,ĞŽ and
>ŽƚŚƐĞƌŝŚƚǁŝƐĂ͕ have been mentioned before. The antecedent for ,ĞŽin example
(17) is in the immediately preceding clause, while the antecedent for >ŽƚŚƐĞƌŝŚƚǁŝƐĂ
is three clauses preceding the one in which it is mentioned. This difference in
distance to the antecedent is not relevant to the information status category, but is
captured by the additional measure of anaphoricity.
The second category, ACCESSIBLE, contains elements which have not been
present in the discourse, but which are nonetheless considered to be “shared
knowledge” of both speaker and hearer (cf. Prince 1981: 230). This category is, in
part, similar to Lambrecht’s (1994) notion of accessible (hence the term), but with
the difference that Lambrecht uses the term ‘accessible’ for referents that ŚĂǀĞ
already been mentioned in the discourse—his definition is that they are present in
the interlocutor’s “peripheral consciousness” but are not “active” anymore (1994:
76). The difference between the OLD and ACCESSIBLE categories as presented here lies
in the fact that OLD referents are necessarily mentioned in the preceding discourse,
while ACCESSIBLE referents are not. Examples (19) and (20) illustrate.
(19) ĂŶĚ ŚĞ ǁĞĂƌĝ ŐĞŚčůĞĚ ƐŽŶĂ þurh þone ælmihtigan God͕ ĨŽƌ ^ǁǇĝƵŶĞƐ
ŐĞĞĂƌŶƵŶŐƵŵ,
‘and he was healed instantly by the Almighty God, for Swithun’s merits’
(coaelive [Swithun]:394.4466)
(20) ĂƐŵĂƌƚǇƌĂƐŶčƌŽŶŶčĨƌĞŽŶůŝĨĞƊƵƌŚwifďĞƐŵǇƚĞŶĞ͕
these martyrs not-were never in lives through women defiled
‘These martyrs were never, throughout their lives, defiled with women’
(coaelive [Eugenia]:380.420)
Both relevant referents in these examples, ƚŚĞůŵŝŐŚƚǇ'ŽĚand ǁŝĨ͕have not been
mentioned in the preceding discourse, but they can still be considered as shared
knowledge: 'ŽĚ is part of the speaker’s and hearer’s world knowledge in the context
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of the OE saints’ lives, while ǁŽŵĞŶ is generic and thus accessible. The category
ACCESSIBLE also includes elaborating inferrables, i.e. roughly speaking, referents which
can be inferred from the mention of a related concept. For instance, if ďƵƐhas been
mentioned, ĚƌŝǀĞƌis inferrable through the knowledge that buses have drivers (see
Birner 2006, Taylor & Pintzuk 2011, 2014).
The third category, ANCHORED, is used for referents that are new to the
discourse, but at the same time are linked to the discourse through an ‘anchor’
which is discourse-old.
(21) ‘Elisha also healed a nobleman from the dreadful leprosy; he was called
Naaman, of the land of Syria, and he believed in God through the great
miracle which God wrought in him.
Fela oðre tacnaŐĞĨƌĞŵĞĚĞ'ŽĚƊƵƌŚŚŝŶĞŽŶ/ƐƌĂŚĞůĂĝĞŽĚĞ͕
‘Many other signs performed God through him among the nation of Israel’
(coaelive [Book_of_Kings]:313.3892)
(22) ‘The sea, Propontis, lies on the east of Constantinople.’
& be norðan Constantinopolim ƌĞĐĂ ďǇƌŝŐ ƐĐǇƚ ƐĞ ƐčĞĂƌŵ ƵƉ ŽĨ Ɗčŵ Ɛč
ǁĞƐƚƌŝŚƚĞƊĞŵĂŶŚčƚƵǆŝŶƵƐ͖
and on the.north of.Constantinople of.the.Greeks city shoots the sea-arm up
from the sea western that they call Euxine
‘and on the north of Constantinople, a city of the Greeks, the arm of the sea
shoots up right west from the Euxine;’
(coorosiu,Or_1:1.18.5.349)
Both &ĞůĂŽĝƌĞƚĂĐŶĂ and ďĞŶŽƌĝĂŶŽŶƐƚĂŶƚŝŶŽƉŽůŝŵare new to the discourse but
contain an element which is linked to the discourse and which in turn connects these
subjects to the preceding discourse. The ANCHORED category also includes Birner’s
(2006) second type of inferables—bridging inferables—which are inferable elements
which are not accessible without the anchor, in OE often expressing alienable
possession (see Taylor & Pintzuk 2011, 2014).
The fourth and final category is that of NEW referents, i.e. referents that are
newly introduced to the discourse, without any element that links them to the
discourse, as illustrated in (23) and (24).

(23) Sume gedwolmennǁčƌŽŶƊƵƌƵŚĚĞŽĨƵůďĞƐǁŝĐĂŶĞ
‘Certain heretics were by the devil beguiled’
(coaelive [Christmas]:7.6)
(24) XčƌǁčƌŽŶŐĞŚčůĞĚĞƊƵƌŚĝĂŚĂůŐĂŶĨĞŵŶĂŶfela adlige menn͕
‘There were healed by the holy woman many sick men,’
(coaelive [Æthelthryth]:113.4208)
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Neither ^ƵŵĞ ŐĞĚǁŽůŵĞŶŶ nor ĨĞůĂ ĂĚůŝŐĞ ŵĞŶŶ are in any way inferable or
anchored to the discourse. The category includes all types of new referents that
were discussed in Section 2.4.3.2: specific and non-specific referents, inert referents,
and short-term referents, i.e. referents which are available only within a limited
context (see Taylor & Pintzuk 2011, 2014 and Haug et al. 2009, 2014). Table 2.5
summarizes the information status categories, including some of the subcategories
from the literature.
Table 4.2 Annotation scheme for information status
Category
Categories from other models included in each
category
OLD
Prince’s (1981) dĞǆƚƵĂůůǇ ǀŽŬĞĚ, Komen et al.’s
(2014) /ĚĞŶƚŝƚǇ, Pintzuk & Taylor’s (2011, 2014)
WƌĞǀŝŽƵƐůǇŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚ͘
ACCESSIBLE
Prince’s hŶƵƐĞĚand ^ŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶĂůůǇǀŽŬĞĚ͕Komen et
al.’s ƐƐƵŵĞĚ͕ Taylor & Pintzuk’s ^ŚĂƌĞĚͬƵůƚƵƌĂů
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ͕^ŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶĂůůǇǀŽŬĞĚ͕Haug et al.’s (2014)
'ĞŶĞƌŝĐ͕Birner’s (2006) ůĂďŽƌĂƚŝŶŐŝŶĨĞƌĂďůĞƐ
ANCHORED
Birner’s ƌŝĚŐŝŶŐ ŝŶĨĞƌĂďůĞƐ͕ Prince’s ƌĂŶĚͲŶĞǁ
ŶĐŚŽƌĞĚ
NEW
Prince’s ƌĂŶĚͲEĞǁ hŶĂŶĐŚŽƌĞĚ͕ Taylor & Pintzuk’s
and Haug et al.’s ^ƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ͕ EŽŶͲƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ and ^ŚŽƌƚͲ
ƚĞƌŵƌĞĨĞƌĞŶƚƐ͕Komen et al.’s /ŶĞƌƚ

Binary
distinction
‘Given’

‘New’

Note that these distinctions are preliminarily considered to be a scale or hierarchy,
implying that ACCESSIBLE referents are ŵŽƌĞŐŝǀĞŶthan ANCHORED referents, although
the evidence in the corpus studies may lead to a different conclusion. Any
ambiguous cases will be discussed where relevant in the discussion of the corpus
studies. The first two categories constitute what is usually considered ‘old’ or ‘given’
in a binary distinction, and the last two categories constitute what is generally taken
as ‘new’. Where applicable, I will use a binary distinction, merging the categories, to
compare my findings to previous studies which have used such a binary distinction.
The other categories of analysis—anaphoricity and persistence—calculate the
presence in the discourse within a selected window defined as 5 preceding and 5
following main clauses of the relevant main clause, calculated automatically by
ŽƌƉƵƐ^ƚƵĚŝŽ. These measures are based on Gregory & Michaelis’s (2001) study on
the comparison between topicalization and left-dislocation, in turn based on Givón
(1983, 1984). For persistence, Givón originally considered 10 subsequent clauses,
which Gregory & Michaelis bring back to 5 clauses. Based on earlier work, which
showed that most anaphoric links were either close or non-present (Dreschler 2010),
and the current interest in ůŽĐĂů links (Los & Dreschler 2012), the window for
anaphoricity was also limited to 5 clauses. This smaller window for anaphoricity also
allows for a distinction between anaphoricity and information status: if all or most of
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the preceding text is taken into account discourse-old referents are always also
anaphoric. Using a smaller window of 5 clauses means it is possible to distinguish
between a referent that has been mentioned 20 clauses before (no previous
mention but OLD) and 1 clause before (previous mention and OLD). Persistence in
Givón’s (1983, 1984) and Gregory & Michaelis’s (2001) work was used specifically for
aboutness-topic persistence, but is used here for any referent, even when it is not
the topic. Table 4.3 shows the categories.
Table 4.3 Annotation categories for anaphoricity and persistence
Anaphoricity
Persistence
Distance to antecedent: ϭͲϱ
Distance to subsequent mention: ϭͲϱ
Distance to anchor: ϭͲϱ
Distance to subsequent inference: ϭͲϱ
No prior mention
No subsequent mention
The antecedent, anchor, subsequent mention and subsequent inference can be
either a subject or a complement (object or part of a prepositional phrase). Note
that the table distinguishes between actual prior mention and the reference to an
anchor; this also includes reference to a set of which one member is selected, as in
dŚƌĞĞĐĂƚĞŐŽƌŝĞƐ͙dŚĞĨŝƌƐƚĐĂƚĞŐŽƌǇ͘͘͘
4.2.2.2 The order of information in long passives
This section presents a study of the relative information status of the subject and the
agent phrase in long passives, in an attempt to establish whether the observations
with regard to the information-rearranging function of the passive in PDE by Birner
(1996) and in Early Modern English by Seoane (2000) already apply to the OE
passive. The data show that there are only a handful of exceptions to the givenbefore-new order of information and so the majority of examples indeed have an
information-rearranging function, restoring the unmarked given-before-new order of
information in the sentence.
Table 4.4 first shows the frequencies of both types of passives in the OE texts
used for this chapter.
Table 4.4 Long passives in main clauses in KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ
Short passive
Long passive
Total
Ŷ
%
Ŷ
%
Ŷ
%
Orosius
191
84.5
35
15.5
226
100.0
Lives of Saints
465
92.6
37
7.4
502
100.0
Total
656
90.1
72
9.9
728
100.0
Between the two texts: ʖ² (1) = 11.52, p < .001
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As can be seen in the table, there is a considerable difference between the two texts
in the percentage of long passives: 15.5% long passives with respect to short
passives for KƌŽƐŝƵƐ͕ against 7.4% for >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ͘ Additionally, there is a
considerable difference between the average for these two OE texts (9.9%) and the
percentage found by Seoane (2000), as well as percentages for Modern English in
several studies. Toyota (2008: 11) claims that 20-30 percent of the passives in PDE
are long, referring to Jespersen (1924: 168), Svartvik (1966: 141), Givón (1979: 5764), Huddleston (1984: 441) and Dixon (1991: 278). Seoane’s (2000) percentages for
EModE are somewhere in-between the percentages for PDE and the data from
KƌŽƐŝƵƐ and >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ: 15.4% on average for EModE (2000: 28). The lower
frequencies add to the picture of the passive as a construction that was not clearly
defined yet in all respects.
Table 4.5 presents the results of the analysis of the relative information status
of subject and agent phrase. Note that the total number of long passives included in
this table is 63 and not the 72 given in the table above: only long passives with a
subject preceding the agent phrase and with the agent in a prepositional phrase
were included. The other long passives are discussed separately below. The
information status of the subject is given in the rows and the information status of
the agent in the columns. The shaded cells indicate those instances in which the
information status of the subject is lower than or equal to that of the agent phrase.
Table 4.5 Relative information status of subject and agent phrase in long passives
Agent phrase
OLD
ACCESSIBLE ANCHORED
NEW
TOTAL
41.3% (26) 15.9% (10)
9.5% (6)
22.2% (14) 88.9% (56)
OLD
ACCESSIBLE
Subject
3.0% (2)
3.2% (2)
ANCHORED
1.6% (1)
3.2% (2)
3.2% (2)
7.9% (5)
NEW
42.9%
%
(
27)
22.2%
(14)
12.7%
(8)
22.2%
(14)
100.0%
(63)
Total
ʖ² (6) = 13.38, p < .05

Table 4.5 shows that a majority of the sentences, 56 of 63 (88.9%), fall into the
shaded cells: the information status of the subject is equal to (26 examples, 41.3%)
or lower than (30 examples, 47.6%) the information status of the following agent
phrase. In other words, the majority of examples follow the given-before-new
principle. The percentage of 88.9% is slightly lower but still comparable to Seoane’s
(2000) figures: she found that 95.9% of the examples either showed given-beforenew order or an equal information status of subject and agent phrase. Finally, the
information status of the agent phrase is clearly different from that of the subject:
only 42.9% of the agent phrases are OLD, against 88.9% of the subjects, and 22.2% of
the agent phrases are NEW, against only 7.9% of the subjects.
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Examples (25)-(27) illustrate the categories where the information status of the
subject is more given than that of the agent phrase. In these and following examples,
the subjects are given in bold and the agent phrases are underlined.
(25) =(20)

Ðas martyrasŶčƌŽŶŶčĨƌĞŽŶůŝĨĞƊƵƌŚǁŝĨďĞƐŵǇƚĞŶĞ͕
‘These martyrs were never, throughout their lives, defiled with women’
(coaelive [Eugenia]:380.420)
(26) XĂǁĞĂƌĝAlexanderŽĨƐůĂŐĞŶhis broðorĨƌŽŵŚŝƐĂŐĞŶƌĞŵĞĚĞƌ
then was Alexander slain, his brother, by his own mother
(coorosiu,Or_3:7.61.15.1175)
(27) ĂĐheoǁčƐĞĂůůĨƌĞƚĞŶ͙ƊƵƌŚĨƵůĞŚƵŶĚĂƐ͘
‘but she was all devoured … by foul dogs’
(coaelive [Book_of_Kings]:352.3921)
In all three examples, the subject is OLD—ĂƐŵĂƌƚǇƌĂƐ(25), ůĞǆĂŶĚĞƌ (26) and ŚĞŽ
(27)—while the agent phrases belong to different categories: ACCESSIBLE ǁŝĨ in (25),
ANCHORED ŚŝƐĂŐĞŶƌĞŵĞĚĞƌ in (26), and NEW ĨƵůĞŚƵŶĚĂƐ in (27). Example (28) below
illustrates the category where the subject and agent phrase have the same
information status, OLD. 

(28) ĂŶĚhiǁƵƌĚŽŶŐĞŚčůĞĚĞ͕ƊƵƌŚƊŽŶĞŚĂůŐĂŶǁĞƌ͘
‘and they were healed through the holy man’
(coaelive [Oswald]:200.5497)
In this example, both Śŝand ƊŽŶĞŚĂůŐĂŶǁĞƌhave been mentioned in the discourse
before and are therefore both OLD.
As for the 7 exceptions to the expected pattern, i.e. instances where the agent
phrase is more given than the subject, there are a number of observations worth
making. First of all, there seem to be at least 4 examples which can be characterized
as “event-reporting” in Lambrecht’s terms (1994: 124). These sentences, according
to Lambrecht, have a different information structuring pattern (i.e. no regular topiccomment structure), which could explain why they are exceptions to given-beforenew in this database. Examples (29) and (30) illustrate, both with a NEW subject and
an ACCESSIBLE agent phrase.
(29) =(23)

Sume gedwolmennǁčƌŽŶƊƵƌƵŚĚĞŽĨƵůďĞƐǁŝĐĂŶĞ
‘Certain heretics were by the devil beguiled’
(coaelive [Christmas]:7.6)
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(30) Xčƌ ǁƵƌĚŽŶ ŐĞŚčůĞĚĞ čƚ ĝčƌĞ ŚĂůŐĂŶ ďǇƌŐĞŶĞ eahta untrume menn͕ ͙
ǁƵŶĚŽƌůŝĐĞƊƵƌŚ'ŽĚ͘
‘There were healed, at the holy tomb, eight sick men, miraculously, by God’
(coaelive [Swithun]:132.4296)
Example (29) is one of the first sentences in this particular Saints’ life, and both the
subject ^ƵŵĞ ŐĞĚǁŽůŵĞŶŶ and the agent phrase ƊƵƌƵŚ ĚĞŽĨƵů are new to the
discourse. In example (30), the focus is on the entire event, rather than one
particular aboutness topic, while the link to the previous discourse is formed
through the prepositional phrasečƚĝčƌĞŚĂůŐĂŶďǇƌŐĞŶĞ rather than through the
subject. 
Another aspect that stands out in the exceptions to the given-before-new
pattern is that many of the subjects occur after the participle, i.e. they are late
subjects (see Warner 2007 for a discussion of late subjects in ME). Example (30)
above and (31) and (32) below illustrate.
(31) KĨƚǁƵƌĚŽŶĞĂĐŐĞŚčůĞĚĞfela untrume menƊƵƌŚŚŝƐƌĞĂĨĞƐĨŶčĚĂ
‘Often were likewise healed many sick men by the borders of his garment’
(coaelive [Martin]:569.6335)
(32) KŶĝĞƌĞƐƚŽǁĞďĞŽĝŐĞŚčůĞĚĞgehwilce untrumeƊƵƌŚƊčƌĂŵĂƌƚǇƌĂ
ŐĞĞĂƌŶƵŶŐĂƊĞŽŶƊčƌĞƐƚŽǁĞĝƌŽǁŽĚŽŶ͘
on that spot are healed any sick-people [that come] through the martyrs’
merits who in that place suffered
(coaelive [Julian_and_Basilissa]:125.1012)
Late subjects are known to have a separate information-structural motivation and to
favour new(er) subjects, which could indicate that in the late subject constructions
this motivation is more important than retaining a given-before-new order of subject
and agent phrase. It also means that there are other elements occurring before the
subject (Xčƌin (30) KĨƚin (31) and KŶĝĞƌĞƐƚŽǁĞin (32)), whose information status
may be equally relevant. Note also that the agents in (31) and (32) are not only more
given, but are also both much heavier than the subject: the subjects are ĨĞůĂ
ƵŶƚƌƵŵĞŵĞŶ and ŐĞŚǁŝůĐĞƵŶƚƌƵŵĞ(both NEW)͕while the agents are postmodified
with a relative clause, the ANCHORED ƊƵƌŚ ŚŝƐ ƌĞĂĨĞƐ ĨŶčĚĂ͕ ƊĞ ĨĞůĂ ŵĞŶ ŽĨ ĂƚƵŐŽŶ͕
ĂŶĚďƵŶĚŽŶŽŶƊĂƐĞŽĐĂŶ in (31) and the OLD ƊƵƌŚƊčƌĂŵĂƌƚǇƌĂŐĞĞĂƌŶƵŶŐĂƊĞŽŶ
ƊčƌĞ ƐƚŽǁĞ ĝƌŽǁŽĚŽŶ in (32). The agent phrase in (30), however, is light, only
consisting of one word, the ACCESSIBLE 'ŽĚ͘
Finally, one of the exceptions to the given-before-new order—example (33),
showing ANCHORED before OLD—suggests that it is not just the the information status
that determines the order of elements, but that the presence of and distance to an
antecedent plays a role as well (cf. Birner & Ward’s (1998) observation about
passives, Section 2.3.2).
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(33) ĂŶĚeall his teamǁĞĂƌĝŐĞǁƵƌĝŽĚƊƵƌŚ'ŽĚ͘
‘and his whole family was honoured by God’
(coaelive [Æthelthryth]:5.4147)
The subject ĞĂůůŚŝƐƚĞĂŵis linked to the previous sentence through the anchor ŚŝƐ͕
while the agent 'ŽĚ, though discourse-old, has not been mentioned in the
immediately preceding five sentences. This suggests that anaphoricity and
information status are both relevant, but should be considered as independent
factors. The same reasoning might be applied to the following example, where the
subject is linked to the previous sentence by an anchor, while the agent has a
weaker, inferred, link.
(34) ĨƚĞƌƊĂŵ͕ĂŶƊƵŶŽƌƚŽƐůŽŚŚĞŽƌĂĂƉŝƚŽůŝƵŵ͕ƊčƚŚƵƐƊĞŚĞŽƌĂŐŽĚĂƐŝŶŶĞ
ǁčĂƌŽŶ͕Θhiora bibliotheocoǁĞĂƌĝŽŶďčƌŶĞĚĨƌŽŵůŝŐĞƚƚĞ͕
afterwards a thunderbolt shattered their Capitol, the house which their gods
in were, and their library was set-on-fire by lightning
(coorosiu,Or_6:14.142.1.2976)
This example is interesting for yet another reason, because ďŝďůŝŽƚĞŽĐŽ and ůŝŐĞƚƚĞ
represent two different types of inferables, with one having an explicit contrast to an
antecedent ƊƵŶŽƌand the other being assumed to be part of a city, which has been
mentioned four sentences before this sentence. The discussion of these exceptions
shows that there is no single explanation to account for the fact that these examples
do not show the expected given-before-new order, but there are known factors,
such as anaphoricity and event-reporting sentences, that go some way toward
explaining why such exceptions occur.
Table 4.5 above only included those long passives where the subject precedes
the agent phrase. There are four clauses in the database in which the agent phrase
occurs before the subject. These sentences, while having an unexpected order of
arguments, do nevertheless show the expected given-before-new order of
information, as illustrated for two of these examples in (35) and (36).
(35) Xčƌ ǁƵƌĚŽŶ ŐĞŚčůĞĚĞ ƊƵƌŚ ĝŽŶĞ ŚĂůŐĂŶ ǁĞƌ feower wanhale menn ďŝŶŶĂŶ
ĝƌǇŵĚĂŐƵŵ͕
‘There were healed, by the holy man, four sick men within three days’
(coaelive [Swithun]:143.4303)
(36) DŝĚ Ɗčŵ ďƌǇŶĞ hio ǁčƐ ƐǁĂ ƐǁŝƊĞ ĨŽƌŚŝĞŶĞĚ Ɗčƚ ŚŝŽ ŶčĨƌĞ ƐŝƊƊĂŶ ƐǁĞůĐ
ŶčƐ͕
by that burning it was so much wasted that it never afterwards such not-was
‘It was so much wasted by that burning that it never afterwards was such [as
it had been]’
(coorosiu,Or_6:1.133.15.2815)
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Note that the first sentence is similar to examples (30), (31) and (32) in that the
subject occurs after the participle. While the order of subject and agent phrase is
reversed, the order of given-before-new is maintained: in (35), ƊƵƌŚĝŽŶĞŚĂůŐĂŶǁĞƌ
is OLD, while ĨĞŽǁĞƌǁĂŶŚĂůĞŵĞŶŶ is NEW, and in (36) both DŝĚƊčŵďƌǇŶĞand ŚŝŽ
are OLD. In (36), the PP clearly functions as a local anchor in providing a link to the
preceding discourse, one of the main functions of presubject material in OE (cf. Los
& Dreschler 2012).
There are 4 examples in >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ (and none in Orosius) which have what
is translated as an agent phrase, but where the agent is expressed through a casemarked NP (cf. Mitchell’s example in (7)).
(37) ĂŶĚseo hlæfdigeďŝĝƊčƌĞǁǇůŶĞƵŶĚĞƌĝĞŽĚĚ͖
and the mistress is the bondmaid.ACC subjected
‘and the mistress is subjected to the bondmaid’
(coaelive [Auguries]:10.3541)
(38) Heo ǁčƐŵĂŶŶƵŵŐĞƊƵŚƚƐǁǇůĐĞŚĞŽŚŝƐŐĞŵčĐĐĂǁčƌĞ͘
she was men.DAT thought as-if she his wife were
‘It seemed to men as if she were his wife.’
(coaelive [Basil]:470.787)
(39) Ðas feower godspellerasƐǇŶĚŽŶ'ŽĚĞŐĞĐŽƌĞŶĞ͕
These four Evangelists are God.DAT chosen
‘These four Evangelists are chosen by God,’
(coaelive [Mark]:174.3309)
(40) ĂĐDunstan and AþelwoldǁčƌŽŶƌŝŚƚŶĞ ŐĞĐŽƌĞŶĞ͕
but Dunstan and Æthelwold were God.DAT chosen
‘but Dunstan and Æthelwold were chosen by God,’
(coaelive [Swithun]:457.4499)
Example (37) has an OLD subject and an OLD agent; examples (38)-(40) have an OLD
subject and an ACCESSIBLE agent. These examples were not included in the table
because of their different syntax, but interestingly, they do follow a given-beforenew order of information: the information status of the subject (mentioned first) is
more given than or equal to the information status of the agent NP.
This study of long passives in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ and >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ has shown that the
majority of long passives, roughly 90%, show an order of information which
conforms to the given-before-new order of information for subject and agent
phrase. These data, similar to the findings for PDE and EModE, provide evidence that
the long passive was already used as an information-rearranger in OE. At the same
time, the percentage of long passives in the two selected texts in comparison to
short passives is lower than in later periods, suggesting that the (long) passive was
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perhaps as yet less important as an information-rearranging strategy in OE. This
correlates with the findings in Section 4.2.1 that the syntactic character of the long
passive is also less stable at this time, with different ways to express the agent and
more options to order agent phrase and subject.
4.2.2.3 Passive subjects as discourse linkers
In Chapter 2, we already saw that it is not just the relative information status of
subject and agent phrase that is relevant to the use of the passive, but part of the
scenario presented by Seoane (2006) and Los (2005, 2009) that explains the rise of
the passive is based on the discourse-linking function or topicality of the passive
subject. The focus in this section is on the information status of passive subjects,
rather than for instance topicality, and for two reasons. Firstly, although Seoane’s
scenario is based on topicality, her data show that of all features contributing to
topic status, information status (a binary given/new in her studies) is the most
relevant factor. Secondly, the information status of the subject is the central notion
in Los’s scenario of unmarked themes: “old information with [a] lack of prominence”
(2009: 113). This section investigates three aspects of passive subjects as discourselinkers in OE: information status, anaphoricity scores, and a comparison of passive
subjects to active subjects. The data in this section are based on the same two texts
that were used for the study in the previous section: KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ͘
Table 4.6 below repeats the data from Table 4.5 above, but now only includes
the information status of the subjects.
Table 4.6 Information status of subjects in long passives in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ and >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ
^ĂŝŶƚƐ
Information status
n
%
OLD
56
88.9
ACCESSIBLE
0
0.0
2
3.2
ANCHORED
5
7.9
NEW
Total
63
100.0
The table shows that the overwhelming majority of subjects in passives in Lives of
Saints and Orosius are OLD (88.9%), while only a small percentage are ANCHORED
(3.2%) or NEW (7.9%). As a further investigation of the information status, Table 4.7
shows the anaphoricity scores, which indicate whether a subject has an antecedent
in the preceding 5 main clauses, either in the immediately preceding clause (‘1 main
clause’), or in the second up to fifth preceding clause (‘2-5 main clauses’), or
whether it is not mentioned before (‘No antecedent’).
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Table 4.7 Anaphoricity results for subjects of long passives in KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ
^ĂŝŶƚƐ
Distance to antecedent
n
%
1 main clause
38
60.3
2-5 main clauses
11
17.5
No antecedent
15
23.8
Total
63
100.0
These scores show interesting differences with the previous table. While roughly
three-quarters of the subjects (49 examples, 77.8%) have an antecedent in the
preceding 5 clauses, which means they are clearly OLD, the category of nonanaphoric subjects is larger than the category of ANCHORED and NEW subjects in the
previous table, with 23.8% against 7.9%. This reflects the difference between the
two measures: information status does not take distance of the antecedent into
account, while the anaphoricity scores aim to capture exactly that. What the table
also shows is that if there is a link to the preceding discourse, it is likely to be ‘local’:
over half (60.3%) of the referents have an antecedent in the immediately preceding
main clause; the category of antecedent in earlier main clauses is much smaller
(17.5%). The following examples illustrate.
(41) ‘A certain man fell on ice and broke his arm, and lay in bed very severely
afflicted, until some one fetched to him, from the aforesaid cross, some part
of the moss with which it was overgrown,’
 ĂŶĚ se adliga ƐŽŶĂ ŽŶ ƐůčƉĞ ǁĞĂƌĝ ŐĞŚčůĞĚ ŽŶ ĝčƌĞ ǇůĐĂŶ ŶŝŚƚĞ ƊƵƌŚ
KƐǁŽůĚĞƐŐĞĞĂƌŶƵŶŐƵŵ͘
and the sick-man was forthwith in sleep healed in the same night, through
Oswald’s merits
(coaelive [Oswald]:34.5408)
(42) =(18)
‘…and they led Abraham’s brother’s son Lot, with his family, out of the city;
[…]’
 ĂŶĚLoth se rihtwisaǁĞĂƌĝĂŚƌĞĚĝƵƌŚ'ŽĚ͘
‘and Lot, the righteous, was delivered by God’
(coaelive [Pr_Moses]:211.2980)
The subjects of these sentences, ƐĞ ĂĚůŝŐĂ in (41) and >ŽƚŚ ƐĞ ƌŝŚƚǁŝƐĂ in (42) are
both discourse-old, but where the antecedent for ƐĞ ĂĚůŝŐĂ is in the immediately
preceding sentence, the antecedent for >ŽƚŚƐĞƌŝŚƚǁŝƐĂis just outside the window
of 5 clauses. The analysis of the information status and anaphoricity scores for the
passive subjects, then, clearly shows that the majority of these subjects are indeed
both given and anaphoric.
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A focus on the discourse-linking function of passives (cf. also Mair 1990, see
Section 3.4.1.1) carries with it an assumption that there could be differences
between these passive subjects and active subjects in terms of their information
status or anaphoricity. The first implication of this assumption is the idea that passive
subjects are discourse-old, according to the notion that the main motivation to use
them is to put a given argument in subject position. As an approximation, Table 4.8
presents the relative frequency of pronominal and ellipted subjects—in all likelihood
53
representing given information —in active main clauses, versus those in passive
54
main clauses. The selection of clauses does not take into account the position of
the subject, but only considers the number of pronominal subjects with respect to
nominal subjects.
Table 4.8 Percentage of pronominal and ellipted subjects in passive and active main
clauses inKƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ
Total no. Pronom..
% Pronom.. Ellipted
%
of subjects subjects
subjects
Ellipted
Ŷ
Ŷ
%
Ŷ
%
Active clauses
8161
1714
21.0
2441
29.9
Passive clauses
708
151
21.3
76
10.7
2

2

Pronominal subjects active/passive: ʖ (1) = .04, p = .84; Ellipted subjects active/passive: ʖ = 117.86, p = 0

The table shows that the percentage of pronominal subjects in passive and active
main clauses is very similar: 21.0% in active clauses against 21.3% in passives. The
percentage for ellipted subjects, however, shows a considerable difference: 29.9% of
the active subjects are ellipted, against 10.7% of the passive subjects. These results,
then, do provide some evidence that passive subjects are given more often than
active subjects, because they are more often ellipted and ellipsis is only possible
when the subject is given. At the same time, we need to take into account the
general tendency for subjects to be given, irrespective of the voice of the clause or
the semantic role of the subject. 55

53

I also selected subjects consisting of only a D-element, but those numbers and percentages are very
low and there is only a small difference between active and passive (1.7% and 2.3%, respectively).
54
The following queries were used: Active main clauses: IP-MAT idoms subject (NP-NOM|NP-NOMRSP|NP-NOM-1) and a finite verb (*VBD*|VBP*|*MDD*|*MDP*|*AXD*|*AXP*|
*BED*|*BEP*|*HVP*|*HVD*); Passive main clauses: IP-MAT idoms subject, a finite form of ƚŽďĞ
(*BED*|*BEP*) and a past participle (*VBN*); Pronominal subjects: (on the output of one of the
preceding queries): IP-MAT idoms subject and subject idomsonly *PRO*; Ellipted subjects: IP-MAT idoms
subject and subject idomsonly *con*. For all queries, traces were not ignored.
55
KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ behave quite differently from other texts. The percentage of pronominal
subjects in active clauses in the entire YCOE is much higher, at 31.0%, while the percentage of ellipted
subjects in active clauses is lower, at 24.8%. The percentages for the passive clauses, interestingly, do not
show those types of differences, with 23.6% pronominal subjects, and 6.3% ellipted.
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If we approach this from the opposite direction, we would expect that there
are few new subjects among passive subjects. As an approximation of new
information, Table 4.9 presents the frequency of typically new subjects: those
modified by ƐƵŵ͕ as in (43)͕a number as in (44), or a quantifier, as in (45).
(43) Sum werǁčƐďĞƚŽŐĞŶƊčƚŚĞǁčƌĞŽŶƐƚĂůĞ͕
‘A certain man was accused of stealing’
(coaelive [Swithun]:265.4385)
(44) ĂƊĂ^ĞƌƵŝƵƐ&ƵůƵŝƵƐΘ&ůĂĐĐƵƐYƵŝŶƚƵƐǁčƌŽŶĐŽŶƐƵůĂƐ͕ǁĞĂƌƊŽŶZŽŵĞ an
cildŐĞďŽƌĞŶ͕ƊčƚŚčĨĚĞ////ĨĞƚΘ////ŚĂŶĚĂ͕Θ////ĞĂŐĂŶ͕Θ////ĞĂƌĂŶ͘
‘When Servius Fulvius Flaccus, and Quintus Calpurnius Piso were consuls, a
child was born in Rome, that had four feet, and four hands, and four eyes,
and four ears.’
(coorosiu,Or_5:2.116.23.2444)
(45) Fela halige menn fram frymðe middaneardes ǁčƌŽŶ ďĞĨŽƌĂŶ ƵƐ ǁƵŶĚŽƌůŝĐĞ
ŐĞƊŽŐĞŶĞ͕
many holy men from the-beginning of-the-world were, before us, wondrously
perfected
(coaelive [Ash_Wed]:279.2857)
One type of passive clause was excluded in this study of new subjects, namely late
subjects, i.e. those sentences in which the subject follows both the finite verb and
the passive participle, because they are clearly a separate category (see Warner
2007 and the next section). When these clauses are excluded, the total number of
remaining clauses is 8161 active and 630 passive clauses; these were used to
calculate the percentages in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9 Typically new subjects in active and passive main clauses in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ and
>ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ(excluding late subjects)
Active
%
Passive
%
Subject with ƐƵŵ
Subject with number
Subject with quantifier

151
157
443

1.8
1.9
5.4

11
20
58

1.7
3.2
9.2

Active vs passive, ƐƵŵ͗ʖϸ;ϭͿс͘Ϭϰ͕Ɖс͘ϴϱ͖ǁŝƚŚŶƵŵďĞƌ͗ʖϸ;ϭͿсϰ͘ϲϰ͕Ɖф͘Ϭϱ͖ƋƵĂŶƚŝĨŝĞƌ͗ʖϸ;ϭͿсϵ͘ϯϰ͕Ɖ
< .005

The table shows that, contrary to the prediction, new subjects are slightly more
frequent among the passive than among the active subjects. The differences overall
are not large—and only statistically significant for subjects with a number or a
quantifier—and it is not possible to tell here whether there are specific explanations
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for individual examples in the table, but this suggests that passive subjects are not
more often OLD than active subjects. It needs to be noted, however, that the
category of quantifiers may not be as reliable a clue for new subjects as the other
two; it includes the ƐƵŵ-subjects and contains some examples with old subjects, as
in (46).
(46) ĂŶĚhi ealleǁƵƌĚŽŶĂŶĞƐĚčŐĞƐŐĞŚčůĞĚĞƊƵƌŚƊčƐŚĂůŐĂŶĝŝŶŐƵŶŐĞ͕
and they all were one day healed through the saint’s intercession
‘and they were all healed in one day through the saint’s intercession’
(coaelive [Swithun]:187.4336)
This sentence has a quantifier, ĞĂůůĞ͕ as part of its subject, but the subject is, by
virtue of the pronoun, clearly discourse-old. Still, the data in the table do not provide
evidence that passive subjects are less often new than active subjects. Again, if we
consider the general tendency for subjects to be given, whether active or passive,
these results are not surprising. However, it remains to be seen whether any of these
tendencies change over time.
The second implication of the notion that passive and active subjects behave
differently in terms of information structure because of the discourse-linking of
passive subjects lies in the number of clause-initial subjects. If passive subjects are
specifically used as unmarked themes from ME onwards, they should increasingly
occur in clause-initial position, with the subject as the only theme, i.e. the given
element. The question is, then, whether passive subjects occur less or more often
than active subjects in clause-initial position, i.e. whether there is an indication of a
difference in this indication for discourse-linking between active and passive subjects
in OE. Table 4.10 shows the clause-initial elements in active and passive sentences in
KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ, in addition illustrated with the pie charts in Figures 4.1
and 4.2.
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Table 4.10 Clause-initial elements in active and passive main clauses in KƌŽƐŝƵƐand
>ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ 56
Active
%
Passive
%
NP, subject
Adverb
PP
NP, no subject
Verb
Clause
Other

5212
1445
550
268
76
344
279

63.8
17.7
6.7
3.3
0.9
4.2
3.4

371
170
70
6
21
21
43

52.8
24.2
10.0
0.9
3.0
3.0
6.1

Total

8174

100.0

702

100.0

ʖϸ;ϲͿсϵϬ͘Ϭϱ͕ƉсϬ

Figure 4.1 Clause-initial elements in active main clauses

NP, acc/dat
3%

Verb
1%

Clause
4%

Other
3%

PP
7%
Adverb
18%

56

NP, subject
64%

The same queries for active and passive main clauses were used as before, now again including the
post-VBN subjects. The following simple query was used in a series of queries, substituting the relevant
element, to determine the clause-initial elements: IP-MAT idomsfirst subject/PP*/ADVP*/NP-ACC*/NPDAT*/VB*/CP*/IP*. The complement file of these queries was used to determine the number of ‘other’
elements. Conjunctions were ignored. Note: as for NP-NOM, subjects are included in the category ‘NP,
subject’, other types, such as left dislocations, in ‘Other’.
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Figure 4.2 Clause-initial elements in passive main clauses
Verb
3%

Clause
3%

Other
6%

NP, acc/dat
1%
PP
10%

NP, subject
53%
Adverb
24%

The table and figures show that the passive clauses are in fact less often subjectinitial than active clauses: 52.8% of the passive clauses are subject-initial against
63.8% of the active clauses. The elements that occur in clause-initial position in nonsubject initial clauses are similar in passive and active clauses, and their order of
frequency is mostly similar: adverbs are the second-largest category in both clause
types, followed by PPs. The remaining categories are small, between 0.9% and 6.1%.
These data suggest that, at least in OE, there is no clear indication that the passive
subject is more often used as a discourse-linker than the active subject, because it
occurs with other material, presumably mostly given, in the Left Periphery more
often than active subjects.
In conclusion, this section has shown that in the OE data there is limited
evidence to suggest that the information status of passive subjects is different from
that of active subjects. While it is true that the subjects of the long passives are
indeed mostly given and anaphoric—as a scenario about passives as discourselinkers would suggest—the subjects of active and passive main clauses in fact show
the same percentage of definitely given (pronouns) and presumably new (e.g.
quantified) subjects, i.e. there are no indications that passive and active subjects
behave differently in this respect. The only exception are the ellipted subjects,
whose percentage is considerably higher in active subjects than in passive subjects.
Contrary to expectation, there are indications that passive subjects appear in clauseinitial position less often than active subjects in OE, which suggests that in OE the
passive subjects are not used more often than active subjects for local anchoring. As
we have seen, the passive ďǇͲphrase can also function as a local anchor, which may
explain the lower percentage of subjects in initial position. Section 6.2.2.1 follows up
on this issue and presents the data for EModE to answer the question whether there
are any changes in the comparative information status of passive and active subjects,
or in the number of clause-initial subjects in passive compared to active clauses.
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4.2.2.4 Late subjects
Recall from Section 2.2.1 that passives are one type of clause in which subjects are
sometimes found to occur late in the clause (cf. Van Kemenade 1997, Warner 2007).
The following example illustrates such a late subject.
(47) ĂŶĚŝŶƊŝƐďĂƚĂŝůĞǁĂƐƐůĂǇŶĞNemion͕ƊĂƚǁĂƐĂƐƐŝďĂůĂŶƵƐďƌŽƊĞƌ
and in this battle was slain Nemion that was Cassibalanus’ brother
‘and in this battle, Nemion, who was Cassibalanus’ brother was killed’
(Brut 32.14; Warner 2007: 92, 10b)
In (47) the subject occurs after both the finite verb ǁĂƐ and the passive participle
ƐůĂǇŶĞ and presumably stays within the VP. Passives thus provide a distinctive word
order option in that they allow for a subject to surface in this late position in the
clause, a property they share with unaccusative verbs. Passives, however, have the
advantage that the position of the subject is easier to determine because of the
diagnostic presence of the participle, while this is more difficult for unaccusatives
with a single verb, as in (48).
(48) KĨƊĞƐĞƐĞƵĞŶĞŚĞƵĞĚĞƐĐŽŵĞŶalle manere of synnes
from these seven heads come all manner of sins
‘From these seven heads spring all manner of sins’
(Vices and Vertues 11.8; Warner 2007: 94, his 11)
As Warner (2007: 93) points out, it is not possible to tell whether the subject is in
the immediately postverbal position (the V2 position, i.e. Spec,TP) or whether it has
remained within the VP. Note that in some instances, it is in fact possible to
determine the position of a subject of an unaccusative as late because of other VP
material preceding the subject, as illustrated in (49).
(49) dŚĂŶĞŶƚĞƌĞĚŽŶƚŽƊĞĐĂƐƚĞůůon Jon Butler
then entered into the castle one John Butler
‘Then one John Butler entered into the castle’
(Capgrave Chronicle 239.23; Warner 2007: 92, 10f)
The syntactic structure of these clauses presents an information-structural
opportunity for speakers to place new information later in the clause: indeed, it has
been proposed that late subjects are always (or overwhelmingly often) new—see
Biberauer & Van Kemenade (2011) for OE and Warner (2007) for ME. Biberauer &
Van Kemenade’s (2011: 23) formal analysis makes a very clear prediction: all high
passive subjects should be old, all late passive subjects should be new.
Let us turn to late subjects in passive clauses in the present corpus in order to
establish whether they are indeed mostly new. The initial selection for late subjects
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was based on Query 4.1, i.e. clauses with a form of ƚŽ ďĞ and a past participle, to
which the requirement was added that the clause should have an overt subject and
that this subject should follow the past participle. Note that the subject should not
just follow the finite verb, but specifically the participle because, under the
assumption that it remains in V, it is a diagnostic for the position of the subject,
because any subject that follows it is necessarily in its initial position in the VP. I
analysed the information status, anaphoricity and persistence of these subjects,
according to the categories outlined in section 4.2.2.1 above.
There are a total of 78 late subjects in the two texts: 64 examples in >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ
^ĂŝŶƚƐ (12.7% of the 502 passive clauses), and 14 in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ (6.2% of 226 passive
clauses). One type of sentence was excluded from the selection because it
represents a fixed pattern which is likely to have its own specific function, as
illustrated in (50): these clauses start with an appositive noun, and the subject
proper occurs after the past participle.
(50) ŶĂƐƚĂƐŝƵƐ ǁčƐ ŐĞŚĂƚĞŶ se arwurþa mæssepreost ƊĞ ƐĞ ďŝƐĐĞŽƉ ƚŽ ĨƵŶĚŽĚĞ
ƐǁĂĨčƌůŝĐĞŵŝĚŐĂŶŐĞ͘
Anastasius was called the venerable masspriest, whom the bishop to went so
quickly in journey
‘Anastasius was the name of the venerable mass-priest, to whom the bishop
went so quickly in his journey’
(coaelive [Basil]:466.785)
This pattern accounts for almost a quarter of the examples (18 examples, 23.1%);
there are only two verbs that occur in these sentences: ŐĞŚĂƚĞŶ(16) and ŐĞĐǇŐĞĚ
(2). These sentences introduce a new referent in this late, post-participle position,
and make it available for topic status in the following sentence and thus function as a
type of topic introducing construction (cf. Lambrecht 1994: 176-177). Indeed, these
sentences often occur in the opening of a saints’ life or a new paragraph within such
a saints’ life, where they are clearly used to introduce a new protagonist in the story.
In terms of the information status, all but three subjects are NEW, as in (50). The
three sentences in which the subject is not NEW are presented in (51)-(53).
(51) DĂŶŶĂƐĞƐǁčƐŐĞĐǇŐĞĚEzechias sunu͕
‘Hezekiah’s son was called Manasses,’
(coaelive [Book_of_Kings]:434.3972)
(52) /ŽŚĂŶŶĞƐǁčƐŐĞĐŝŐĞĚþæs Symones sunu͕ƐĞǁčƐčĨƚĞƌŚŝƐĨčĚĞƌĝčƐĨŽůĐĞƐ
ŚĞƌĞƚŽŐĂ͕
‘John was chosen, the son of Simon, who was after his father, the people’s
leader,’
(coaelive [Maccabees]:741.5315)
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(53) ‘A certain shoemaker was sewing the holy man’s shoes, and pierced through
his hand very severely, but the holy man healed him immediately, and
inclined him to baptism, and many others with him.’
 ŶŝĂŶƵƐǁčƐŐĞŚĂƚĞŶse ylca sutere͕
‘This same shoemaker was called Anianus.’
(coaelive [Mark]:23.3207-10;27.3211)
The subjects in (51) and (52) are ANCHORED, meaning that even though they are not
strictly speaking discourse-new, they would be classified as ‘new’ in a binary system
and crucially, even though they are linked to the discourse, the referents themselves
are new to the discourse. Example (53) is more puzzling. The subject is OLD, referring
back to the referent in the preceding sentences, and it seems that the name, rather
than the person, is introduced to the discourse, albeit in an unexpected position. As
a result the name is focused, although it does not become clear from the context
why emphasis or contrast would be appropriate here. The scores for anaphoricity
and persistence make clear that the majority of these 18 sentences indeed represent
cases of topic introduction: 15 of the 18 examples have a subject that is not
mentioned in the preceding sentences, but which is subsequently picked up in the
following sentence.
Table 4.11 presents the analysis of the information status of the remaining 60
subjects.
Table 4.11 Information status of late subjects in >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐΘKƌŽƐŝƵƐ
Information status
n
%
OLD
ACCESSIBLE
ANCHORED
NEW

16
10
2
32

26.7
16.7
3.3
53.3

Total

60

100.0

The table shows that with 53.3%, more than half of the subjects are NEW. This is
clearly a much higher percentage than the previous results for subjects—only 7.9%
of the subjects of long passives were NEW (see Table 4.6). Moreover, it is quite a
deviation from the general observations on the givenness of subjects (cf. Section
2.4.1). Late subjects, then, clearly behave differently from subjects in other positions
and seem to represent a distinct option for structuring information in the sentence.
One telling illustration of this principle are the ƚŚĞƌĞ-clauses, which clearly introduce,
or present, a new element late in the clause.
(54) ŶĚƊčƌǁƵƌĚŽŶŽĨƐůĂŐĞŶĞeahta hund wera ,
‘and there were slain eight hundred men’ (coaelive [Maccabees]:320.5044)
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(55) XčƌǁƵƌĚŽŶŽĨƐůĂŐĞŶĞsume þreo þusend͕
‘There were slain some three thousand’
(coaelive [Maccabees]:357.5066)
(56) ĂŶĚƊčƌǁƵƌĚŽŶŐĞŚčůĞĚĞƊƵƌŚŚŝƐŚĂůŐĂŶŐĞĞĂƌŶƵŶŐĞ fela mettrume menn
ĨƌĂŵŵŝƐůŝĐƵŵĐŽƊƵŵ͘
‘And there were healed through his holy merits many infirm men of various
diseases’
(coaelive [Oswald]:190.5491)
(57) Xčƌ ǁƵƌĚŽŶ ŐĞŚčůĞĚĞ ƊƵƌŚ ĝŽŶĞ ŚĂůŐĂŶ ǁĞƌ feower wanhale menn ďŝŶŶĂŶ
ĜƌǇŵĚĂŐƵŵ͕
‘Then there were healed, by the holy man, four sick men within three days’
(coaelive [Swithun]:143.4303)
With respect to the predictions in the literature, however, it is also clear that this
generalization does not accurately describe the information-structural function of all
late subjects, because there is still a considerable percentage of subjects that are OLD
(26.7%) or ACCESSIBLE (16.7%), suggesting that introducing or just expressing new
referents is not the only function of these late subject constructions, and that there
may be other, syntactic, factors that determine the position of the subject.
It is possible to identify several such factors in the database that influence the
position of the subject, which may either go hand in hand with informationstructural factors or overrule them. First, almost half of the OLD subjects (7 of 16)
occur after ƚŚĞŶ-group adverbs, known to show inversion almost invariably (see
Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2), meaning that in these sentences the subject is postverbal
for syntactic rather than information-structural reasons. Examples (58) and (59)
illustrate.
(58) XĂǁĞĂƌĝŐĞĨƵůůŽĚse foresæda Nicostratus, mid his wife Zoe and þrym and
ðrittigum mannum þe him ær folgodon, and mid him gefullode wæron͘
‘There were baptized the aforesaid Nicostratus, with his wife Zoe, and three
and (coaelive [Sebastian]:127.1288)

(59) XŽŶŶĞďŝĝŽĨĞƌƐǁǇĝĞĚƐǁĂĞĂĐseo galnyss͘
then will-be overcome also the adultery
(coaelive [Memory_of_Saints]:325.3504)
Postverbal position in unaccusative clauses is of course not the same as late, as we
have seen, but it means that in these cases the choice is not between the highest
and one of the lower positions, but only between the two lower positions, Spec,TP
and the late subject position. Another factor which is relevant is weight. Weight has
been shown to often correlate with information status and is sometimes used as a
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short-cut to information status (cf. Warner 2007: 82-83, referring to Wasow 2002).
Indeed, many of the late subjects are quite long, for instance in example (58) above.
Information status and weight do not always correlate in the database, however,
because it also contains examples of subjects which are long but OLD, as in example
(60).
(60) XƵƐǁĞĂƌĝŐĞŽƉĞŶĂĚ se arwurðe mæssepreost, and þæt halige mæden þe his

huses gymde.
‘Thus was made manifest the venerable mass-priest, and the holy virgin who
took care of his house;’
(coaelive [Basil]:490.802)
It could be that weight is an independent factor influencing the position of the
subject as late, or that in some cases it goes hand in hand with information status. A
final factor that seems to be relevant to the OLD late subject is that six of the late
subjects occur in verb-first clauses, as in the following examples.
(61) tĞĂƌĝƊĂŐĞŽƉĞŶĂĚhis earman wifeŚŝƐŵĂŶĨƵůůĂŶďĞŚĂƚƊĂŵŚĞƚŽůĂŶĚĞŽĨůĞ.
[there] was then revealed to-his poor wife his wicked promise to the hateful
devil
(coaelive [Basil]:405.726)
(62) ŶĚǁčƌŽŶŐĞŐĞŽƌĐŽĚĞþa reðan wyta .
and [then] were made-ready the cruel tortures
(coaelive [Eugenia]:196.311)
The reason for the subject occurring late in these examples could be due to the fact
that these are verb-first sentences, which have a specific information-structural
character, described as, for instance, presentational or introductional (see
Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2010). The fact that the clauses are verb-initial may have a
stronger influence on the position of the subject than the information status of the
subject.
There is one further consideration, and that is the question whether new
passive subjects always occur in this late position. In other words, is it a tendency
that works both ways, in that new subjects tend to occur late and late subjects tend
to be new? Table 4.9 already gave an indication that this is not straightforwardly so:
it showed that some of the ƐƵŵ-subjects, which are generally new, do occur in one
of the higher subject positions (in fact, 11 pre-participle against 15 post-participle).
Table 4.6 also already showed that, even though it is not common, new subjects do
in fact occur in the higher subject positions (7.9% of the non-late passive subjects
were NEW).
The data from KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐshow that the late subject position is
predominantly, but not exclusively, used by discourse-new subjects. There is a clear
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preference for the late subjects to be new (or non-late subjects to be old—this is not
clear), but there is also a considerable category of counterexamples, with roughly
one-third of the late subjects in the database being OLD or ACCESSIBLE. The existence
of the counterexamples means that while the tendency is clear, it is not possible to
connect the late subject position exclusively with new information. This has
implications for analyses such as Biberauer & Van Kemenade (2011), which formalize
the tendency as a syntactic rule. In addition, certain syntactic factors also determine
subject placement and some of these may obscure the effect of information status—
such as verb-initial clauses—while others go hand in hand with information status –
such as weight.
4.2.3
Summary and conclusions
This section has investigated the information-structural and syntactic properties of
the passive in OE. The results show that the passive was already used as an
information-rearranger in OE and that achieving given-before-new order was
relevant to the passives in the selected texts. At the same time, it became clear both
from the syntactic properties of the OE passive as well as the lower frequency of
long passives that perhaps the passive is less important as an informationrearranging device than it was to become in later periods.
The section started with a discussion of the literature on the passive in OE, in
order to select criteria for selecting the passives in the corpus study that followed.
The passive in OE was shown to be a less standardized construction than it is is PDE,
most clearly visible in the availability of different auxiliaries as well as a range of
prepositions that could encode the agent phrase. Following the earlier conclusions in
Chapter 2, I argued that the functional or semantic distinctions—between stative
and dynamic, and adjectival, verbal and resultative passive—were to be disregarded
in the corpus study, because the information-structural aspects are relevant across
the different types.
Three aspects of passives in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ and >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ were examined. The
first corpus study aimed to establish the percentage of passives that followed givenbefore-new order and showed that the vast majority (roughly 90%) of long passives
obeyed the given-before-new principle. The second study focused on passive
subjects as discourse linkers and found that both active and passive subjects are
important as discourse linkers—there were no indications that this is true for passive
subjects to a larger extent than for active subjects. The third study focused on late
subjects, which showed a preference for new subjects, but it also became clear that
other factors (like fixed constructions and weight) played an important role in
determining the position of the subject as late or early in the sentence.
It is clear that the main information-structuring function of long passives in OE
is already that of creating a given-before-new order. It shares with short passives the
discourse-linking properties of the subject, where it fits into the existing properties
for subjects in general. In terms of subject positions, the passive is a particularly
useful construction in that it structurally allows for a subject to remain low, which in
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turn can be used for information-structural purposes, namely to place a new subject
in a position later in the sentence.

Section 4.3

Object fronting

This section investigates object fronting in OE and focuses on two aspects: first, the
information-rearranging function of object fronting, which makes it a possible
alternative to the passive in OE; and second, the information-structural
characteristics of the fronted object with respect to the discourse-linking function of
the first position and those of the subject with respect to the interaction between
information status and inversion. In this section, I show that (i) object fronting is
used as an information-rearranging device, showing given-before new order of
information of object and subject; (ii) fronted objects in clause-initial position have
an important discourse-linking function but also a separate function of hosting
contrastive elements; and (iii) although the information status of the subject cannot
be directly linked to a position in the sentence, subject placement follows a general
given-before-new pattern.
Object fronting, a syntactic operation known most commonly as (object)
topicalization, is closely associated with focus or contrast in PDE, and is usually
information-structurally marked. Speyer (2010) distinguishes the following three
57
types of object fronting for PDE.
(63) Beans he likes, but peas he hates.
(64) Pterodactylus, it is called.
(65) This proposal, we discussed at length.
(Speyer 2010: 30, his 4b,d,c)
Example (63) shows what Speyer calls double-focus-topicalization and (64) shows
focus movement. Unlike the first two types, the fronted element in (65), an example
of ‘anaphoric preposing’, is not contrastive and it presents discourse-old information.
The fronted element is what Speyer calls a “propositional topic”, i.e it refers to a
proposition, “the subject matter” of a couple of sentences in the preceding
discourse, rather than a specific referent (2010: 30).
The character of object fronting in OE is crucially different from that in PDE,
witness the additional type of topicalization that Speyer (2010) identifies specifically
for OE. He characterizes it as the fronting of an “aboutness e[ntity]-topic” (2010: 38),
so in contrast to anaphoric preposing, this topic does have a specific referent. The
aspect that stands out is that the fronted element contains topical information (in
57

Speyer also includes one type of topicalization of a non-object, which he calls scene-setting preposing
(as in /ŶƚŚĞĂĨƚĞƌŶŽŽŶ͕/ƵƐƵĂůůǇŐŽĨŽƌĂǁĂůŬ): fronting of a prepositional of adverbial phrase. This type of
topicalization will not be included in this section because of the focus on object fronting.
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the sense of aboutness topic) and it is not contrastive, unlike the topicalizations in
(63) and (64). Examples (66) and (67) illustrate this type of object fronting.
(66) ÞoneĂƐĞŶĚĞƐĞ^ƵŶƵ͕
this sent the Son
‘The son sent this one’
(coaelhom,ÆHom_9:114.1350; Speyer 2010: 38, his 17a)
(67) ne hineŶĞĚƌĞŚĝŶĂŶĝŝŶŐ͕
and-not him not troubled no thing
‘and nothing troubled him’
(coaelhom,ÆHom_11:558.1780; Speyer 2010: 38, his 17b)
Even though this is a type of ordering that is defined by Speyer in terms of aboutness
topic rather than givenness, considering the close relation between topichood and
givenness, it carries implications for the given-before-new principle. Siewierska
(1984: 218) defines this same type of object fronting as enabling the most topical (in
the sense of sentence-topic, see Lambrecht 1994: 131) and/or given (discourse-old)
58
argument to occur in clause-initial position. She points to the existence of this
strategy in German and also points out that English lacks such strategies, with the
exception of the passive.
It is in this respect—the fact that object fronting can place an old element in
clause-initial position and crucially before the subject—that objects are relevant as
alternatives to the information-rearranging function of passives. Consider the
following two examples, two consecutive entries from KƌŽƐŝƵƐ͕both describing the
reign of a king and stating that he was killed by his own men. But where the first
example has a long passive, the second has a fronted object.
(68) ĨƚĞƌƊčŵƊĞZŽŵĞďƵƌŐŐĞƚŝŵďƌĞĚǁčƐǁŝŶƚƌĂΘ>y//͕ĨĞŶŐŚŝƐƐƵŶƵ
ƚŽ ƌŝĐĞ ŶƚŽŶŝƵƐ͕ ĂŶĚ Śŝƚ ŚčĨĚĞ s// ŐĞĂƌ͘ ,Ğ ŚčĨĚĞ ƚǁĂ ŐĞƐǁĞŽƐƚŽƌ Śŝŵ ƚŽ
ǁŝĨƵŵ͘ ,Ğ ŚčĨĚĞ ĨŽůĐ ŐĞŐĂĚĞƌĂĚ͕ Θ ǁŽůĚĞ ǁŝŶŶĂŶ ŽŶ WĂƌƚŚĞ͕ ĂĐ he wearð
ofslagen ŽŶƊčŵĨčƌĞůƚĞfrom his agnum monnum͘
‘Nine hundred and sixty-two years after the building of Rome, his son,
Antoninus, succeeded to the empire, and held it [not full] seven years. He had
two sisters for his wives. He had gathered an army, and wished to fight
against the Parthians; but, in the march, he was put to death by his own men.’
(coorosiu,Or_6:17.142.17.2993)

58

Siewierska calls this “topicalization”, but I will not use this term as it is confusing between the syntactic
operation of (object) fronting—placing an element in initial position—and a specific informationstructural function of placing topical information (regardless of the syntactic status) in initial position in
the clause.
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(69) ĨƚĞƌƊčŵƊĞZŽŵĞďƵƌŐŐĞƚŝŵďƌĞĚǁčƐǁŝŶƚƌĂΘ>yy͕ĨĞŶŐDĂƌĐƵƐ
ƵƌĞůŝƵƐ ƚŽ ZŽŵĂŶĂ ŽŶǁĂůĚĞ͕Θ ŚŝĞŶĞ ŚčĨĚĞ //// ŐĞƌ͘ Hiene ofslogon eac his
agene men͕ΘŚŝƐŵŽĚŽƌŵŝĚ͘
‘Nine hundred and seventy years after the building of Rome, Marcus Aurelius
succeeded to the goverment of the Romans, and held it four years. His own
men slew him, and also his mother.’
(coorosiu,Or_6:17.142.22.2996)
These examples have a similar context and message since they both introduce an
emperor and report how he was killed by his own men, in the same logical structure:
‘the emperor’ is the patient, and ‘his own men’ as agent. But while example (68)
uses a passive to place the more given ‘emperor’ in first position, example (69)
fronts the object to achieve the same effect. These examples suggest that, at least in
some contexts, passivization and object fronting were indeed alternatives in OE.
There is an additional factor which is relevant to the use of object fronting,
which is what has already been described in Chapter 2 as part of the given-beforenew principle: the important function of old information in clause-initial position to
link the sentence to the preceding discourse. The idea is that the first position is
used specifically for discourse-linking (cf. Birner & Ward (1998), who point to the
relevance of anaphoricity even in focus preposing and topicalization). This also ties in
with Los’s (2009) claim that the first position in OE is especially used for unmarked
themes, including but not limited to subjects, and that this is what makes it different
from the use of the first position in PDE, where only subjects can be unmarked
themes (cf. Halliday 1967). Note that all the OE fronted objects in examples (66), (67)
and (69) contain discourse-old information, providing a link to the immediately
preceding sentence.
This section is structured as follows. Section 4.4.1 discusses the selection of the
sentences with fronted objects that were used for this study, illustrating the syntax
of the relevant sentences and explaining why some fronted objects are not relevant
to the present study. Section 4.4.2 presents the results of the study of the relative
information status of the fronted objects and subjects in the database, and aims to
establish whether object fronting was used as an information-rearranging device,
and to what extent there is an overlap with the passive. Section 4.4.3 focuses in
more detail on the fronted objects, and investigates their relevance as discourse
linkers in clause-initial position. Section 4.4.4 focuses on the subjects in the object
fronting clauses and investigates the information-structural properties of pre- and
postverbal subjects, in an attempt to determine whether there is a relation between
the position of the subject and its information status. Section 4.4.5 concludes.
4.3.1
Method and overall frequencies
This section describes the selection of fronted objects for the corpus study and the
method of analysis. Query 4.3 below was used to select the fronted objects in
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KƌŽƐŝƵƐ and >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ͘ It selects all main clauses with a subject and object in
which the object is the clause-initial element.
YƵĞƌǇϰ͘ϯFronted objects
a. IP-MAT idoms subject (defined as NP-NOM|NP-NOM-RSP|NP-NOM-1)
b. IP-MAT idoms object (defined as NP-ACC|NP-ACC-RSP|NP-ACC-RFL|NP-ACC1|NP-ACC-RSP-1|NP-ACC-RFL-1)
c. IP-MAT idomsfirst object
The query states that the clause should have both a subject (line 4.3a) and an object
(line 4.3b) as main clause consituents, with the object in clause-initial position (line
4.3c). Conjunct clauses were excluded or included where necessary by adding the
node *CONJ* to the command ‘add_to_ignore’ in ŽƌƉƵƐ^ƚƵĚŝŽ͖ when this label is
part of the ‘add_to_ignore’ command, conjunct clauses are included because the
programme does not ‘count’ them as clause-initial elements in query line 4.3c͘
Examples (70) and (71) below illustrate the two orders that this query selects,
with (70) showing inversion of subject and finite verb and (71) showing the
uninverted order. In this and the following examples, the fronted objects are given in
bold, and the subjects, where relevant, are underlined.
(70) Twægen þissera dælaŚĂďďĂĝĚĞŽƌĂŶĚŶǇƚĞŶƵŵŝĚƵƐ͕ƊčƚŝƐŐĞǁǇůŶƵŶŐĞĂŶĚ
ǇƌƌĞ͘
two of-these parts have beasts and cattle [in common] with us, that is [to
say], desire and anger;’
(coaelive [Christmas]:100.79)
(71) ĂŶĚ ðas feower godspelleras 'ŽĚ ŐĞƐǁƵƚĞůŽĚĞ ŐĞĨǇƌŶ͕ ŽŶ ĝčƌĞ ĞĂůĚĂŶ č
ǌĞĐŚŝŚĞůĞƊĂŵǁŝƚĞŐĂŶ͘
and these four Evangelists God revealed before, in the Old Law, to-Ezekiel the
prophet
(coaelive [Mark]:174.3311)
Figure 4.2 illustrates the analysis of these two word order options, following the
general analysis of OE main clause syntax as outlined in Chapter 2.
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Figure 4.2 Inversion and non-inversion after clause-initial objects

Because the clause-initial object in Spec,CP is not one of the operator(-like) clauseinitial elements that invariably trigger inversion, the finite verb does not move up to
C, but only to F. This also means that these sentences show the variable type of V2:
the subject occurs either before the finite verb, in Spec,FP, or after the verb, in
Spec,TP, giving rise to V2 and V3 sentences, respectively.
4.3.1.1 Other object-subject orders
59

There are other clauses in which the object precedes the subject and finite verb,
but these were excluded from the corpus study for various reasons. The first type
includes clauses which show the same order as the clauses in the preceding section,
but have an additional XP preceding the object. Depending on the type of this XP,
the finite verb occurs either in C, preceding the object, or in F, following the subject.
Example (72) shows one of the 26 XVOS orders in the database with the operatorlike ƊĂ in clause-initial position, triggering inversion; example (73) shows one of the
16 cases of XOVS order, with a PP in clause-initial position and the verb in a lower
position, after the object.
(72) ƊĂŐĞĨĞŶŐhineĂŶƚƌĞŽǁďĞĝĂŵĨĞǆĞƐŽŶĂ͕ĨŽƌĝĂŶƊĞŚĞǁčƐƐŝĚĨčǆĞĚĞ
then caught him a tree by the hair immediately, because he was long-haired
(coaelive [Alban]:218.4125)

59

These were selected using Query 4.3, lines a and b, with an additional query that the object should
precede the subject, but without line 4.3c stipulating that the object should be clause-initial.
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(73) Θ ŽŶ ĝčƌĞ ŚǁŝůĞ ƊĞ ŚĞ Ɗčƌ ǁŝŶŶĞŶĚĞ ǁčƐ͕ ĨƌĞĨĞůŝĐĞ hiene ŐĞƐŽŚƚĞ
ΨDŝŶŽƚŚĞŽ͕ƐĞŽ^ĐŝƊƊŝƐĐĞĐǁĞŶ͕ŵŝĚƊƌŝŵŚƵŶĚĞǁŝĨŵŽŶŶĂ͕
and on the time that he there fighting was, boldly him sought Minothæa the
Scythian queen, with three hundred women
‘and, while he was fighting there, Minothæa, the Scythian queen, with three
hundred women, boldly sought him out’
(coorosiu,Or_3:9.71.4.1391)
In these examples, the object is pronominal and occurs in Spec,FP, the position
where pronominal subjects normally occur (Van Kemenade 1987, Fischer et al. 2000:
118-120). In the case of an operator in Spec,CP (24 times ƊĂin the examples with
this order in the database, cf. (72), once ŶĞand once Ɗčƌ), the verb is in C, and the
surface order is XVOS. If the XP in Spec,CP is a non-operator, as in (73), the verb
moves to F and the surface order is XOVS. Figure 4.3 illustrates the two different
orders.
Figure 4.3 X-initial clauses with fronted objects

Both these orders have been excluded from the study in this chapter because the
objects are not in clause-initial position and the focus of this section lies specifically
with those clause-initial objects in order to gain insight into the use of the clauseinitial position. In the case of the XVOS examples, there is another issue in view of
the study in Section 4.3.4, which is that inversion is triggered by the presence of an
operator ƊĂ, i.e. inversion is necessarily grammatically rather than informationstructurally driven, which makes the information status of the subject irrelevant.
There is one other order that occurs in the database, which is less uniform than
the patterns above; this is surface XOSV, which occurs 16 times in the two texts. It
comes in two types. The first type, with 8 examples, has a pronominal object, ŵĂŶ as
subject, and an XP in first position. 
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(74) ĨŽƌĝǇhitŵĂŶŚčƚtŝƐůĞŵƵĝĂ͘
therefore it they call mouth-of-the-Vistula
‘therefore, they call it the mouth of the Vistula’
(coorosiu,Or_1:1.16.32.315)
(75) ΘƊĞŚhit ŵŽŶŚčƚĞĂů^ǇƌŝĂ͘
and though it they call all Syria
‘and though it is all called Syria’
(coorosiu,Or_1:1.10.16.141)
(76) &ŽƌƊŽŶhiŵŽŶŚčƚŽŶƌĞĐŝƐĐŵĂǌĂŶĂƐ͕ƊčƚŝƐŽŶŶŐůŝƐĐĨŽƌƚĞŶĚĞ͘
therefore them they call in Greek Amazons, that is in English, seared
‘they were, therefore, called in Greek Amazons, that is in English, seared’
(coorosiu,Or_1:10.29.34.582)
Note that these types of object fronting, with ŵĂŶas the subject, represent a clear
alternative to the passive in terms of their impersonalization function, and that (75)
and (76) are in fact translated as passives in Bosworth (1859). Los (2002: 192-193)
points out that OE ŵĂŶ“exhibits the same functional equivalence with passives as
Dutch ŵĞŶ” and provides two examples of Latin passive sentences which are
translated into English with a ŵĂŶ sentence, even though, as Los points out, a
passive would be possible in OE.
(77) Lat.: Eos qui ducuntur ad mortem eruere ne cesses
Those who ledPASS3PL to death freeINF not hesitate2SG
OE translation:
 ƊĂƊĞman ůčƚƚŽĚĞĂĝĞĂůǇƐŚŝƵƚƐǇŵďůĞ
those whom people lead to death free them out always
‘always set free those who are being led to death’
(Æls (Edmund) 214; Los 2002: 192, her 19)
(78) Lat.: Sicut Filius hominis non venit ministrari sed ministrare
so son of-man not came servePASSINF but serveACTINF
OE translation:
 ^ǁĂŵĂŶŶĞƐƐƵŶƵŶĞĐŽŵƊčƚŚŝŵman ƊĞŶŽĚĞĂĐƊčƚŚĞƊĞŶŽĚĞ
so of-man son not came that him people served but that he served
‘So did the Son of Man not come to be served but to serve’
(Mt (WSCp) 20.28; Los 2002: 193, her 20)
Even though these orders represent a very clear alternative to the passive, they were
excluded for the present study because the sentences are not object-initial, and ŵĂŶ
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subjects are not relevant to the information-structural analysis, as they are always
ACCESSIBLE but cannot be anaphoric.
The other 8 XOSV examples present a more mixed collection of sentences. The
subjects are pronominal or proper nouns (twice), and the clause-initial X can be any
type, an adverb as in (79), a subordinate clause as in (80), or a both an adverb and a
PP as in (81).
(79) ĂŶĚĞĂĐure fyndŚĞŚĞƚƵƐůƵĨŝĂŶ͕
and also our enemies he commanded us to-love
‘and likewise He commanded us to love our enemies’
(coaelive [Memory_of_Saints]:259.3468)
(80) ealle AsiamŚŝĞŐĞŶŝĞĚĚŽŶƊčƚŚŝĞŚŝŵŐĂĨŽůŐƵůĚŽŶ͕
all Asia they forced that they them taxes paid
‘They forced all Asia to pay them taxes’
(coorosiu,Or_1:10.29.7.563)
(81) ΘƊĂčƚŶĞŚƐƚĂŶhyre agene sunuŚŝŽŐĞŶĂŵŚǇƌĞƚŽŐĞůŝŐĞƌĞ͖
and then, at last, her own son she took her to lie-with
‘Then, at last, she took her own son to her bed’
(coorosiu,Or_1:2.22.24.445)
One interesting observation is that the objects occur in a high position, where
normally pronominal objects occur, because Spec,CP is presumably occupied by the
adverb or PP (4 examples are in fact pronominal, as expected). This raises questions
for the syntactic analysis of these sentences, for instance whether the clause-initial
elements are in fact extra-clausal or whether there is an additional position in the
Left Periphery. However, from the perspective of the present study, the additional
adverbial in front of the object makes these sentences irrelevant, for the same
reason that the other XP-initial sentences were excluded.
4.3.1.2 Frequency of object fronting in the database
Table 4.12 presents the frequencies of fronted objects and the other subject-object
orders against all main clauses with a subject and an object in KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ
^ĂŝŶƚƐ (selected with lines a and b of Query 4.3 above and with both conjunct and
non-conjunct clauses included). The table also contains the percentages of the same
queries for all the texts included in the YCOE and the subperiods that the two
selected texts belong to, O2 (850-950) and O3 (950-1050).
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Table 4.12 Fronted objects and other object-subject orders in texts from the YCOE
Active
Fronted % Fronted
Other
% Other
transitive
objects
objects
Obj-Sbj
Obj-Sbj
orders
orders
Ŷ
Ŷ
%
Ŷ
%
KƌŽƐŝƵƐ
612
80
13.1
34
5.6
O2
2004
258
12.9
142
7.1
>ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ
929
75
8.1
24
2.6
O3
7151
660
9.2
240
3.4
Entire YCOE
13573
1403
10.3
582
4.3
Between KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ͕fronted objects͗ʖϸ;ϭͿсϭϬ͘ϭϵ͕Ɖс͘ϬϬϱ

The table shows that object fronting is slightly more frequent in the O2-text KƌŽƐŝƵƐ
than in the O3-text >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ͕ with 13.1% against 8.1% for the object-initial
clauses. The other types of clauses in which the object precedes the subject are also
more frequent in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ than in >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ͕ 5.6% compared to 2.6%. The
percentages for the two texts are comparable to the percentages for all the texts in
their sub-period (13.1% against 12.9% for KƌŽƐŝƵƐ; 8.1% against 9.2% for >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ
^ĂŝŶƚƐ), which means that the difference between the two texts reflect a more
general difference between the two subperiods, with a decrease in the percentage
of fronted objects from O2 to O3. The percentages for the fronted objects are also
reasonably similar to those given in Speyer (2010: 27), who gives an average of
11.2% for the entire YCOE: 11.9% for OE1-2 (which includes KƌŽƐŝƵƐ) and 10.8% for
60
OE3-4 (which includes >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ).
4.3.1.3 Information status and anaphoricity categories, including ‘speech’, ‘event’
and ‘topic’
The method for the information status and anaphoricity categories is similar to the
method in the study of the passive in Section 4.2. Table 4.13 repeats the information
status categories.
Table 4.13 (=Table 4.2) Annotation scheme for information status
Category
Categories from other models included in each
category
OLD
Prince’s (1981) dĞǆƚƵĂůůǇ ǀŽŬĞĚ, Komen et al.’s
(2014) /ĚĞŶƚŝƚǇ, Pintzuk & Taylor’s (2011, 2014)
WƌĞǀŝŽƵƐůǇŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚ͘

60

Binary
distinction
‘Given’

Speyer (2010) does not give his queries, which means that it is not possible to determine in detail
whether exactly the same clauses were included.
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ACCESSIBLE

ANCHORED
NEW

Prince’s hŶƵƐĞĚand ^ŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶĂůůǇǀŽŬĞĚ͕Komen et
al.’s ƐƐƵŵĞĚ͕ Taylor & Pintzuk’s ^ŚĂƌĞĚͬƵůƚƵƌĂů
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ͕^ŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶĂůůǇǀŽŬĞĚ͕Haug et al.’s (2014)
'ĞŶĞƌŝĐ͕Birner’s (2006) ůĂďŽƌĂƚŝŶŐŝŶĨĞƌĂďůĞƐ
Birner’s ƌŝĚŐŝŶŐ ŝŶĨĞƌĂďůĞƐ͕ Prince’s ƌĂŶĚͲŶĞǁ
ŶĐŚŽƌĞĚ
Prince’s ƌĂŶĚͲEĞǁ hŶĂŶĐŚŽƌĞĚ͕ Taylor & Pintzuk’s
and Haug et al.’s ^ƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ͕ EŽŶͲƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ and ^ŚŽƌƚͲ
ƚĞƌŵƌĞĨĞƌĞŶƚƐ͕Komen et al.’s /ŶĞƌƚ

‘Given’

‘New’

The measure of anaphoricity—previously consisting only of ‘no antecedent’ and
‘prior mention’ with the addition of the distance to the antecedent in number of
clauses—is expanded with ‘general’ anaphoricity references. These are necessary for
those cases where there is clearly a reference to the previous discourse, but it is not
possible to find one specific antecedent in the preceding text to which the object
refers. I divided these general references into three categories, illustrated in (82)(84).
(82) ‘Elisha also healed a nobleman from the dreadful leprosy; he was called
Naaman, of the land of Syria, and he believed in God through the great
miracle which God wrought in him.’
Fela oðre tacnaŐĞĨƌĞŵĞĚĞ'ŽĚƊƵƌŚŚŝŶĞ
many other signs performed God through him
(coaelive [Book_of_Kings]:313.3892)
(83) They said that Cornelius sent them to him; ‘He is a Centurion, and hath the
fear of God, a very righteous man,’
þæt ǁĂƚĞĂůůƊĞŽƐƐĐǇƌ͘
that knows all this province
‘… as all this province knows;’
(coaelive [Peter's_Chair]:119.2357)
(84) ‘One natural law is appointed to all mankind, that no man may do harm to
another man, even as the Saviour said in His holy gospel; ‘That which thou
desirest not to befall thyself in thy life, that do not to another man.’
þis ĐǁčĝƌŝŚƚĞŶƐǇůĨ͘
‘This said the Lord Himself.’
(coaelive [Forty_Soldiers]:348.2699)
In (82), the preceding sentence ends the description of a particular miracle, although
the word for ‘sign’ or ‘miracle’ is never mentioned. It is clear from the form of &ĞůĂ
ŽĝƌĞ ƚĂĐŶĂ that it refers back, but it can only refer back to the entire event; these
references were labeled ‘event’. In (83) the reference is equally general: it refers to
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the topic under discussion, and technically refers back to the entire sentence; these
were labeled ‘topic’. The reference is also general in (84), but this time it refers to a
quotation in the previous sentence(s); these were labeled ‘speech’. In all cases the
distance for anaphoricity is analysed as ‘1’: the last mention of, or last piece of the
event, topic or speech is in the immediately preceding clause, even though they may
have been continued for more clauses before that.
4.3.2
Relative information status of fronted object and subject
This section aims to establish to what extent the object-initial clauses in the two
selected texts follow the given-before-new order of information and thus to what
extent they function as information-rearrangers. Table 4.14 presents the results of
the analysis of the information status of the fronted object and the subject, including
both inverted and uninverted sentences, and conjunct as well as non-conjunct
clauses. Three sentences with negative subjects and/or objects were excluded
because of their problematic informations status. As in the table for long passives in
Section 4.2.2.2, the rows show the information status of the first element, the object
in this case, while the columns show the information status of the second element,
the subject in this case. The percentages with respect to the total number of
examples are given between brackets and the shaded cells indicate those instances
where the object and subject have an equal information status, or the object (the
first element) is more given.
Table 4.14 Relative information status of fronted object and subject in object-initial
clauses
Subject

Object

OLD

ACCESSIBLE

ANCHORED

NEW

Total

OLD
ACCESSIBLE
ANCHORED
NEW

42.8%(65)

20.4% (31)

3.9% (6)

4.6% (7)

71.7% (109)

8.6% (13)

2.0% (3)

9.9% (15)

0.7% (1)

Total

66.4 (101)

23.0% (35)

5.3% (8)

10.5% (16)
2.0% (3)

7.2% (11)
10.5% (16)

5.9% (9)

4.6% (7)

100.0%(1
152)

ʖϸ;ϵͿсϮϮ͘ϯϭ͕Ɖф͘Ϭϭ

The table shows that 75.7% (115 out of 152) of the examples occur in the shaded
cells, meaning that the fronted object and the subject have the same information
status, or the object is more given, following a given-before-new order. These
examples represent a clear majority, but the percentage is lower than that for the
passive clauses (88.9%), suggesting that maintaining given-before-new order is not
the only function of object fronting. Another difference with the data for the long
passives is that the subject, as the second element, is in general more given (66.4%
of the subjects in Table 4.14 are OLD, against 42.9% of the agent phrases in Table
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4.5), which is not surprising when we consider the general tendency of subjects to
be given or at least accessible. Of the 115 examples in the grey cells, 71 (46.7% of all
examples) have an identical information status for the fronted object and the
subject, for example OLD/OLD as in (85) or ACCESSIBLE/ACCESSIBLE as in (86).
(85) ‘The soul is the mistress of the body, and governs the give senses of the body,
as out of a royal throne. These senses are thus named: sŝƐƵƐ͕ that is, Sight;
ƵĚŝƚƵƐ͕Hearing; 'ƵƐƚƵƐ, Taste with the mouth; KĚŽƌĂƚƵƐ, Smelling with the
nose; dĂĐƚƵƐ, Touching or feeling with all the limbs, but most usually with the
hands.’
Ðas fif andgituŐĞǁŝƐƐĞĝƐĞŽƐĂǁƵůƚŽŚŝƌĞǁǇůůĂŶ͕
these five senses directs the soul to its will
‘The Soul directed these five senses according to its will’
(coaelive [Christmas]:202.161]
(86) ‘The island, Sicily, is three-cornered. At each corner there are hills: the north
corner is called Pelorus, near to which is the city Messina: the south corner is
called Pachynum, near which is the city Syracuse;’
 Θþone westsceatanŵĂŶŚčƚ>ŝďĞƵŵ͖
and the west-corner they call Lilybæum
‘and the west corner is called Lilybæum’
(coorosiu,Or_1:1.21.5.416)
In (85), both ĂƐ ĨŝĨ ĂŶĚŐŝƚƵ and ƐĞŽ ƐĂǁƵů are mentioned in the preceding
sentences. In (86), ƊŽŶĞǁĞƐƚƐĐĞĂƚĂŶis inferable from the announcement of ‘at each
corner’ in the previous sentence and the mention of the north and south corner,
and ŵĂŶis generic, so they are both ACCESSIBLE.
The rest of the 115 examples which fall into the shaded cells (44 examples,
28.9% of the examples in total) are examples of a fronted object which is more given
than the subject, and so these sentences really show a given-before-new order of
information. The following examples illustrate the orders OLD/ACCESSIBLE,
OLD/ANCHORED and OLD/NEW, respectively.
(87) ‘He is a Centurion, and hath the fear of God, a very righteous man,’
 þætǁĂƚĞĂůůƊĞŽƐƐĐǇƌ͘
‘as all this province knows;’
(coaelive [Peter's_Chair]:119.2357)
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(88) ‘They would then have soon perished before their enemies, if they had not
broken into the city by a device, which was most shameful, though it was
afterwards thought most worthy of them; […]’
Þysne nyttan cræft͕ƊĞŚŚĞĂƌůŝĐŶčƌĞ͕ĨƵŶĚĞŚĞŽƌĂƚŝĐƚĂƚŽƌ͕ĂŵŝůůŝƐŚĂƚƚĞ͘
this useful device, though it honourable not-was, found-out their dictator,
Camillus called
‘This useful device, though it was not honourable, was found out by their
Dictator, Camillus.’
(coorosiu,Or_2:8.51.24.983)
(89) ‘Lo then! Quintianus, Christ’s adversary, went in a ship over Semithetus (the
river Symæthus) about Agatha’s possessions, desiring also to apprehend all
her kindred, but he could not for Christ.’
Hine ŐĞůčŚƚĞĂŶŚŽƌƐ͕ƊĂĝĂŚĞůčŐŽŶĝĂŵƐĐŝƉĞ͕ŚĞƚĞůŝĐĞŵŝĚƚŽĝƵŵ
‘A horse seized him, as he lay in the ship, savagely with its teeth’
(coaelive [Agatha]:211.2145)
In all three examples, the fronted object is OLD: a demonstrative in (87), a NP
containing a demonstrative and lexical repetition in (13), and a pronoun in (89). The
subjects belong to different categories: ĞĂůů ƊĞŽƐ ƐĐǇƌ in (87) is ACCESSIBLE—it is not
mentioned before, but inferable from the situation; ŚĞŽƌĂƚŝĐƚĂƚŽƌ͕ĂŵŝůůŝƐŚĂƚƚĞin
(13) is ANCHORED—it has both a possessive pronoun to anchor it and the addition of
the name shows that it is not assumed to be accessible by the writer; ĂŶŚŽƌƐ͕the
subject of (89), is NEW—it has an indefinite article and is not mentioned in the
preceding discourse, there is no anchor, and again, the explanation in the relative
clause following the subject indicates that it is not assumed to be accessible
information.
The table also shows that the remaining 37 of the 152 (24.3%) examples have
an unexpected order of information from the perspective of the given-before-new
principle, with the fronted object being less given than the subject. A considerable
number of these examples (15 examples) are clearly contrastive, in the sense that
alternatives are present in the text, see Krifka (2007). In some of these contrastive
examples, as in (90) and (91), the two alternatives occurring after one another show
the same object fronting and a similar violation of the given-before-new principle.
(90) ‘Then went he through all the Egyptian land, sowing God’s seed, and healed
the sick.
HreofligeŚĞŐĞĐůčŶƐŽĚĞĨƌĂŵĝčƌĞƵŶĐůčŶĂŶĐŽĝĞ͕WodeŚĞŐĞŚčůĚĞ
the lepers he cleansed from the unclean disease; the possessed he healed
(coaelive [Mark]:6.3189)
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(91) ‘Then the bishop was greatly astonished, and took the housel which the
Saviour had blessed, brake [it] in three, and consumed one portion;’
Þone oðerne dælŚĞĚǇĚĞŐĞŚĞĂůĚĞŶŵŝĚŚŝŵƚŽďĞďǇƌŐĞŶŶĞčĨƚĞƌŚŝƐ
ĨŽƌĝƐŝĝĞ͘Þone ðryddan dæl ŚĞĚǇĚĞŽŶƐƵŶĚŽƌ͕
the second portion he caused to-be-kept with to be buried after his death;
the third portion he caused to-be-set-apart
(coaelive [Basil]:123.531 and 125.532)
In (90), ,ƌĞŽĨůŝŐĞis contrasted with ƚŚĞƉŽƐƐĞƐƐĞĚin the following sentence, while in
0, XŽŶĞ ŽĝĞƌŶĞ Ěčů is contrasted with ŽŶĞ ƉŽƌƚŝŽŶ in the preceding sentence. The
large number of contrastive examples in the selection of given-before-new
exceptions suggests that a deviation from the given-before-new order takes place
when the writer wants to focus something, i.e. when there is the alternative
motivation for use of the first position (cf. Lambrecht 1994: 31-32 on the
competition between unmarked topics and marked foci in the clause-initial position).
What is important here is the definition of contrast in terms of alternatives that are
present in the text, even though not always as literally or explicity as in examples
(90) and 0. Example (92) shows an ACCESIBLE/OLD order of information and (93)
ANCHORED/OLD.
(92) ‘Elisha also healed a nobleman from the dreadful leprosy; he was called
Naaman, of the land of Syria, and he believed in God through the great
miracle which God wrought in him.’
Fela oðre tacnaŐĞĨƌĞŵĞĚĞ'ŽĚƊƵƌŚŚŝŶĞ
many other signs performed God through him
(coaelive [Book_of_Kings]:313.3892)
(93) ‘Six hundred and sixty years before the building of Rome there was that very
great battle between the Cretans and the Athenians. The Cretans gained the
bloody battle,’
& ealla þa æðelestan bearn þara AtheniensaŚŝŐĞŶŽŵĂŶ͕
and all the most.noble children of.the Athenians they took
‘and they took all the most noble children of the Athenians.’
(coorosiu,Or_1:9.28.14.547)
In (92),&ĞůĂŽĝƌĞƚĂĐŶĂ is ANCHORED and it is contrasted with the event described in
the previous sentence (‘the great miracle’), while in (93), the Cretans take the ‘most
noble’ children, but not the other children. In this last example, the contrast is
inferable rather than explicitly mentioned in the text.
Not all of the 37 violations of the given-before-new order are clearly
contrastive in the sense that alternatives are present in or inferable from the text.
Two categories can be distinguished among the remaining examples. The first
category of examples seems to show a different type of focus, or of marked
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information structure, namely emphasis. Consider the following examples, all
showing NEW/OLD order of information.
(94) Swa micele mihteŚĞŚčĨĚĞŵĞŶŶƚŽŐĞŚčůĞŶŶĞ͕
so great might he had men to heal
‘So great might had he to heal men’
(coaelive [Martin]:484.6270)
(95) ‘However, we will tell you of a certain thane, who lived thirty years with his
wife in continence;’
Þry sunaŚĞŐĞƐƚƌǇŶĚĞ͕
three sons he begat
(coaelive [Æthelthryth]:125.4213)
(96) Twa mila  ŚčĨĚĞ DĂƌƚŝŶƵƐ ĨƌĂŵ ŚŝƐ ŵǇŶƐƚƌĞ ƚŽ dƵƌŽŶŝĂŶ ďǇƌŝŐ Ɗčƌ ƐĞ
ďŝƐĐĞŽƉƐƚŽůǁčƐ͕
two miles has Martin from his monastery to Tours city where his episcopalseat was
‘Martin had two miles to go from his monastery to the city of Tours in which
was his episcopal seat;’
(coaelive [Martin]:1198.6764)
The first thing to note in these examples is that all but (95) open a new section or
paragraph. In (94), the addition of ƐǁĂŵŝĐĞůĂindicates emphasis lexically and means
that it carries more emphasis than if it had just been ŵŝŚƚĞ(note also that in the PDE
translation, the quantification ƐŽ ŐƌĞĂƚ is a trigger for I-to-C movement, cf. Section
2.2.2)͘ In (95), there seems to be a contrast or focus on the three sons because of
the context of a story about abstinence: he ĨŝƌƐƚhad three sons but ƚŚĞŶthey lived in
abstinence. In (96), although there is no clear indication for whether dǁĂŵŝůĂneeds
to be considered as a great or small distance, either way it could be focused: ‘it was
only two miles so he went there often’ or ‘it was as big a distance as two miles but
still this great man went there as often as he could’.
The second category of examples that do not follow a given-before-new order
of information and are not contrastive raises questions with regard to the nature of
the distinctions between certain information status categories. While examples such
as (94)-(96) show a clear violation of the given-before-new principle with a NEW
object occurring before an OLD subject, other objects have an information status
which is only one category less given than the subject. Example 0 and (98) illustrate
an ACCESSIBLE/OLD order of information.
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(97) ‘It was so much wasted by that burning, that it never afterwards was such [as
it had been], till Augustus, in the year when Christ was born, rebuilt it so
much better, than it ever was before, that some men said, it was adorned
with precious stones.’
Þone fultum & þæt weorcŐƵƐƚƵƐŐĞďŽŚƚĞŵŝĚĨĞůĂDƚĂůĞŶƚĂŶĂ.
that help and that work Augustus paid-for with many thousand talents
(coorosiu,Or_6:1.133.19.2816)
(98) Þa halgan apostolas Petrum and PaulumŚĞŐĞƐĞĂŚŐĞůŽŵĞ͕
the holy apostles Peter and Paul he saw frequently
(coaelive [Martin]:688.6414)
The fact that there is no clear reason why there should be a violation of the givenbefore-new order in these sentences could be an indication that XŽŶĞĨƵůƚƵŵΘƊčƚ
ǁĞŽƌĐ and XĂ ŚĂůŐĂŶ ĂƉŽƐƚŽůĂƐ WĞƚƌƵŵ ĂŶĚ WĂƵůƵŵ should be considered as OLD
rather than ACCESSIBLE, in which case there would be no violation. XŽŶĞĨƵůƚƵŵΘƊčƚ
ǁĞŽƌĐ were coded as ACCESSIBLE because there is no specific or clearly inferable
antecedent͖the description of the building process as ‘help’ is newly added and is
not present in the earlier sentences. WĞƚĞƌ ĂŶĚ WĂƵů, on the other hand, were
analysed as ACCESSIBLE because they do not occur in the text but are part of the
speaker’s and hearer’s world knowledge. As another type of explanation, it could
also be the case that the unexpected order is allowed because the categories OLD
and ACCESSIBLE are not, in fact, hierarchically ordered, in the sense that ACCESSIBLE
referents (or perhaps only a subset of ACCESSIBLE referents) cannot be considered to
be less given than the OLD subjects. Remember that the category ACCESSIBLE contains
both referents that are expected to be accessible because of world knowledge or
because of inference from the discourse. It could be that there is a difference and
world knowledge should belong to the category OLD. It is not possible to answer the
question on the basis of these data (but cf. Taylor & Pintzuk 2014, who find a small
difference between the different types of what belongs to the current ACCESSIBLE
category, although they also find that accessible referents behave differently from
discourse-old referents).
It becomes clear from this study that the clear majority (75.7%) of object
fronting sentences show an order of information of the fronted object and the
subject that follows a given-before-new pattern, suggesting that object fronting is
indeed used in OE to rearrange arguments, and thus information, according to a
given-before-new principle. In that sense, then, object fronting truly is an alternative
to the passive for this information-structural function. What makes object fronting
different from the passive, however, is that there is a distinct second function for
object fronting, with the majority of the 24.3% exceptions to the given-before-new
order being information-structurally marked. This markedness shows itself in the
contrastive or emphatic nature of the fronted object, similar to the functions of
object topicalization described for PDE. This study, then, illustrates Lambrecht’s
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(1994: 31-32) observations about the first position as showing competition between
unmarked themes and marked foci.
4.3.3
The first position as a local anchoring position
Having established that object fronting indeed has a function of rearranging
information, this section focuses in more detail on the clause-initial objects, and
aims to establish their information-structural function in the important first position
in the clause. The study takes into account not only the information status of the
clause-initial object, which was already partly considered in the previous section, but
also its anaphoricity and persistence. The data in this section show that an important
function of the clause-initial objects is that of ‘local anchoring’: providing an
unmarked (i.e. non-contrastive) link to the immediately preceding sentence.
First of all, let us again consider the information status of the fronted objects,
but now without the comparison to the information status of the subject. Table 4.15
repeats the results for the fronted objects from Table 4.14.
Table 4.15 Information status of fronted objects
Information status

n

%

OLD
ACCESSIBLE
ANCHORED
NEW

108
16
11
16

71.5
10.6
7.3
10.6

Total

151

100.0

The table shows that the majority of objects are OLD (71.5%), but that there are quite
a number of examples that belong to the two ‘new’ categories, with 7.3% ANCHORED
and 10.6% NEW examples. It already became clear from the analysis of the examples
that did not follow a given-before-new order of information in the previous section
that a number of these ANCHORED or NEW PPs in clause-initial position are contrastive
or otherwise focused. It is not the case, however, that there is a direct relation
between newness and contrast/focus: new objects can also be non-contrastive, and
likewise, given objects can be contrastive.
A second issue is the anaphoricity of the clause-initial object. Table 4.16
presents the results of the analysis of the distance between the fronted object and
its antecedent, as well as the type of reference. Note that the category ‘no
antecedent’ in the table below includes not only the NEW objects, but also OLD
referents which are not included in the five preceding clauses (but may have been
mentioned before those five clauses), which is why the category of ‘no antecedent’
is larger than the 27 NEW or ANCHORED objects in the table above.
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Table 4.16 Anaphoricity results for clause-initial objects in main clauses
Distance to antecedent
n
1 clause (event, speech, topic)
1 clause (object, subject, anchor)
2-5 clauses
No antecedent
Total

%

23
83
14
31

15.2
55.0
9.3
20.5

151

100.0

Table 4.16 shows that the majority of fronted objects have an antecedent in the
immediately preceding clauses: the top three rows make up 79.5% of all the
examples. The majority of antecedents for these examples are in the preceding
clause, while the percentage of antecedents for which the distance is larger than 1 is
small, only 9.3%. These results show that when there is a link to the preceding
discourse, this linking takes place very locally, providing evidence that ‘local
anchoring’ is an important function of the clause-initial object. If we compare these
results to the anaphoricity results for the subjects in the same clauses, the difference
in linking behaviour between the first position and positions later in the clause
becomes even clearer.
Table 4.17 Anaphoricity results for subjects in object-initial main clauses
Distance to antecedent
n
1 clause (event, speech, topic)
1 clause (object, subject, anchor)
2-5 clauses
No antedecent
Total

%

0
54
26
71

0.0
35.8
17.2
47.0

151

100.0

The percentage of subjects referring to an antecedent in the immediately preceding
clause is considerably smaller: 35.8% compared to 70.2% for the fronted objects.
What is also interesting is the much higher percentage for a longer distance to the
antecedent (17.2% against 9.3% for objects) and for ‘no antedecent’ (47.0% against
20.5%). Not only do these results show that the subjects in these clauses behave
differently from the fronted objects with respect to anaphoricity, the results are
especially interesting because the majority of subjects in these sentences are in fact
OLD, as we have seen in the previous section (66.4%, Table 4.14, with an additional
23.0% being ACCESSIBLE). This means that these subjects, showing a somewhat similar
percentage of OLD referents to the objects (both around 70%), act differently
specifically with respect to anaphoricity, in turn highlighting the importance of the
(local) linking or anchoring function of the clause-initial objects.
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If we finally look at the scores for persistence for the fronted objects, we see
that, similar to anaphoricity, persistence is either local or absent: the middle
category is rare.
Table 4.18 Persistence results for clause-initial objects in main clauses
Distance to su
ubsequent mention
n
1 clause
2-5 clauses
No subsequent mention
Total

%

66
5
80

43.7
3.3
53.0

151

100.0

The ‘no subsequent mention’ category accounts for just over half of the examples. If
we compare this to the tables above, this seems to suggest that in many cases
linking is indeed important for the objects in fronted position, much more so than
keeping a referent in the discourse. This is especially striking for the ‘event’, ‘speech’
and ‘topic’ categories: none of these 15 examples have a subsequent mention.
Roughly one-third of all examples (35.6%) follow a similar pattern: they have a
referent in the immediately preceding clause but no subsequent mention. Again,
these results point to the importance of local anchoring in the first position: this is
where the link to the previous discourse is made, and while linking back seems a
common pattern, keeping the referent as the topic of the discourse happens less
often.
In terms of combined results for anaphoricity and persistence, there is another
pattern that stands out—these are the cases where the fronted object is the object
in the preceding and the following clause (5 examples), or where object is the
subject of the preceding and the following clause (2 examples). It seems that in both
cases fronting of an object is used as a way to maintain the same characters in the
same grammatical position or, alternatively, in the same role, i.e. the same
aboutness-topic. Consider the following two examples.
(99) ‘In their power, the Samnites were so bold, that the prince called Pontius,
who was their leader, told them to ask the king, his father, who was at home,
whether he would rather that he should kill them all, or order them while
living to be put to shame.’
Hie ƊĂ ƐĞ čƊĞůŝŶŐ ƚŽ ĝčŵ ďŝƐŵƌĞ ŐĞƚĂǁĂĚĞ ƊĞ ƊĂ ŽŶ ĝčŵ ĚĂŐƵŵ ŵčƐƚ
ǁčƐ͕ƊčƚŚĞŚŝĞďĞƌĞĂĨĂĚĞŚĞŽƌĂĐůĂƊĂΘŚĞŽƌĂǁčƉŶĂ͕ΘƐŝĞǆŚƵŶĚŐŝƐůĂŽŶ
ŚŝƐŐĞǁĞĂůĚƵŶĚĞƌĨĞŶŐ͕ŽŶƊčƚŐĞƌĂĚƊčƚŚŝĞŚŝŵƐŝƊƊĂŶĞĐĞƊĞŽǁĂƐǁčƌĞŶ͘
‘The prince then tortured them with the shame, which was the greatest in
those days,—he stripped them of their clothes, and their weapons; and took
six hundred hostages into his power, with the view, that afterwards, they
should always be his slaves. (coorosiu,Or_3:8.66.25.1299)
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(100) ‘He made all things and continueth from everlasting to everlasting’
HineŶĞŵŝŚƚĞŶĂŶƊŝŶŐŐĞǁǇƌĐĞĂŶ͕ĨŽƌĝŽŶƊĞŶĂŶƊŝŶŐŶčƐčƌŚĞ͕
‘nothing could make Him, because nothing was before Him;’
(coaelive [Christmas]:66.53)
In (99), the fronted object ,ŝĞ refers to ƚŚĞ ^ĂŵŶŝƚĞƐ, who are the object in the
preceding sentence, and are again picked up as the object in the following sentence.
The point of this order seems to be to maintain the syntactic structure—ƚŚĞ
^ĂŵŶŝƚĞƐ as the object and ƉƌŝŶĐĞ WŽŶƚŝƵƐ as the subject. In (100), it is the
information structure that is kept the same in the three sentences: the fronted
object ,ŝŶĞ͕ referring to Christ, is the subject in the preceding and the following
sentence, but in all three sentences it occurs as the clause-initial element. A fronted
object, then, can either be used to maintain the syntactic structure or the order of
elements, while in both cases an information structure of given-before-new is also
achieved. Interestingly, example (100) is similar to an example given by Sato (2012:
639) to show Ælfric’s highly planned style: he uses the stylistic device chiasmus (B-AA-B) to emphasize the elements that are different in the two clauses, the verbs.
To conclude, the main function of the objects in clause-initial position seems to
be that of ‘local anchoring’. This is a function that makes it stand out from the
characterizations of object topicalization in PDE. The notion of local anchoring is
supported by the various results discussed in this section: the majority of fronted
objects are discourse-old and non-contrastive, they provide a link to the immediately
preceding sentence and while linking back is common, keeping the referent in the
discourse after the fronted object clause seems to be less important. The
comparison to the subjects occurring after the object, which are also mostly OLD or
ACCESSIBLE, has provided further proof that anaphoricity is especially important for
the clause-initial position: these subjects are less often anaphoric and the distance
to the antecedent is generally larger. In addition to the function of local anchoring,
the results also further confirm the findings from the previous section that a
considerable number of the fronted objects (roughly a quarter) are similar to PDE
object topicalization in that they are contrastive and/or present new information. It
is clear, however, that these sentences represent a minority pattern in OE.
4.3.4
Inversion in object fronting sentences
Where the previous section focused on the fronted objects, this section focuses on
the subjects following those fronted objects. Specifically, it investigates the
predictions presented in the literature (e.g. Van Kemenade & Westergaard 2012,
Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2010, see Chapter 2) that subject placement in OE—
specifically, the variation between the two subject positions in Spec,FP and Spec,TP,
resulting in either V2 or V3 surface word order—is determined by the information
status of the subject. In this section, I show that given subjects tend to occur
preverbally and new subjects tend to occur postverbally, confirming these
predictions, but that there are a considerable number of counterexamples.
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Table 4.19 presents the overall percentage of inversion in the two texts. For this
study, object fronting clauses with nominal subjects were selected, excluding both
pronominal subjects and ŵĂŶ͕because ŵĂŶ generally behaves like a pronoun (Van
Bergen 2000). I have also made a distinction between conjunct and non-conjunct
clauses because these have been shown to behave differently, with conjunct clauses
showing less inversion (see e.g. Bech 2001, but see Bech (in prep)). Note that the
structural ambiguity between two types of postverbal subjects—inverted subjects in
Spec,TP and late subjects which have stayed in the VP (cf. sections 4.2.2.4 and
4.4.3)—does not play a role for fronted object clauses because they are transitive
and the grammatical subject is the external argument in all cases (i.e. originating in
Spec,ǀP and not as an original internal argument within the VP).
Table 4.19 Inversion with nominal subjects in object-initial main clauses
Inversion
Total
% Inversion
O2
9
36
25.0
Conjunct clauses
O3
56
86
65.1
YCOE
110
201
54.7
O2
30
66
45.5
Non-conjunct clauses O3
125
164
76.2
YCOE
212
328
64.6
Entire YCOE, between conjunct and non-ĐŽŶũƵŶĐƚĐůĂƵƐĞƐ͗ʖϸ;ϭͿсϱ͘ϭϰ͕Ɖф͘Ϭϱ

The table shows that there is a difference between the two subperiods, with O2
below the average for the YCOE and O3 above the average for the entire YCOE, for
both conjunct and non-conjunct clauses: O2 has 25.0% and O3 65.1% for conjunct
clauses against an average of 54.7% for the entire YCOE, and O2 has 45.5% and O3
76.2% for conjunct clauses against an average of 64.6% for the entire YCOE. These
data show that inversion is less frequent in conjunct clauses than in non-conjunct
clauses, confirming earlier observations in the literature (but see Bech in prep.).
Having established the rate of inversion in the entire YCOE, and specifically the
two subperiods to which >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐand KƌŽƐŝƵƐbelong, we can now turn to the
rates of inversion in those two texts. Table 4.20 presents the results.
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Table 4.20 Inversion with nominal subjects in object-initial main clauses in >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ
^ĂŝŶƚƐand KƌŽƐŝƵƐ
Inversion
Total
%
Inversion
Non-conjunct
8
13
61.5
Conjunct
3
22
13.6
Orosius
Total
11
35
31.4
Non-conjunct
16
17
94.1
Conjunct
13
15
86.7
Lives of Saints
Total
29
32
90.6
Total of two texts
Non-conjunct and conjunct
40
67
59.7
dŽƚĂůŶƵŵďĞƌƐ͕ďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞƚǁŽƚĞǆƚƐ͗ʖϸ;ϭͿсϮϰ͘ϯϱ͕Ɖф͘ϬϬϭ


The table provides a number of details about inversion in these two specific texts.
First, it is clear that the rates of inversion differ quite dramatically in both texts:
31.4% in Orosius, against 90.6% in >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ. Second, the table shows that the
rates of inversion in conjunct clauses differs from that in non-conjunct clauses and
while in >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ͕ the conjunct clauses still show a similar pattern of high
inversion (86.7%), in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ the rate of inversion becomes much lower in conjunct
clauses. Because the numbers are small, I will not distinguish between conjunct
clauses and non-conjunct clauses when considering the information-structural
aspects of inversion and I will also not distinguish between the two texts, even
though they might also show variation in information-structural motivation for
subject placement.
Table 4.21 shows the distribution of the four information status categories of
the subject in inversion and non-inversion sentences.
Table 4.21 Information status of nominal subjects in object-initial main clauses in
inversion and non-inversion contexts in >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐand KƌŽƐŝƵƐ 
Inversion
Non--inversion
Total
OLD
ACCESSIBLE
Subtotal ‘Given’
ANCHORED
NEW
Subtotal ‘New’

Ŷ
22
4
26
8
5
13

%
52.4
44.4
51.0
88.9
71.4
81.3

Ŷ
20
5
25
1
2
3

%
47.6
55.6
49.0
11.1
28.7
18.7

Ŷ
42
9
51
9
7
16

%
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Total

39

58.2

28

41.8

67

100.0

&ŽƌĂůůĨŽƵƌĐĂƚĞŐŽƌŝĞƐ͗ʖϸ;ϯͿсϱ͘Ϯϳ͕Ɖс͘ϭϱ͖ĨŽƌƚŚĞďŝŶĂƌǇĚŝƐƚŝŶĐƚŝŽŶŐŝǀĞŶͬŶĞǁ͗ʖϸ;ϭͿсϰ͘ϱϵ͕Ɖф͘Ϭϱ
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The table shows quite a clear tendency for NEW subjects to be inverted, i.e. to occur
after the finite verb (71.4%), but it does not show the reversed pattern for OLD
subjects: only 47.6% show uninverted order. If we only consider the binary
distinction between ‘given’ and ‘new’, the tendency for ‘new’ subjects to be inverted
becomes even clearer, with the greater part (81.3%) of these subjects occurring after
the finite verb. The tendency for the ‘given’ subjects does not become more evident,
with 51.0% inversion. In other words, ‘new’ subjects are likely to occur after the
finite verb, but ‘old’ subjects are just as likely to occur before the finite verb as after
the finite verb.
Let us consider some of the exceptions in these results to the general
expectation that preverbal subjects are old and postverbal subjects new. First,
examples (101)-(103) present the two NEW and one ANCHORED subjects that are not
inverted.
(101) Đ hiene 'ĂŶĚĞƐ ƐĞŽ ΨĞĂ ƊčƐ ŽĨĞƌĨčƌĞůĚĞƐ ůŽŶŐĞ ŐĞůĞƚƚĞ͕ ĨŽƌ Ɗčŵ ƊĞ Ɗčƌ
ƐĐŝƉĂŶčƌŽŶ
but them Gyndes the river going-over long hindered, because there ships
not-were.
‘But the river Gyndes long hindered him from going over, because there were
not any boats there.’
(coorosiu,Or_2:4.43.5.809)
(102) ĂĐhiƌĞĂĐĂƐƊčƌŽŶĨƵŶĚŽŶ,
but them Greeks there found
‘but there the Greeks found them’
(coorosiu,Or_1:4.23.15.461)
(103) ΘhieneŚŝƐĂŐĞŶĞĂůĚŽƌŵŽŶƌƚĂďĂƚƵƐďĞƐŝƌĞĚĞΘŽĨƐůŽŐ.
and him his own chief-officer Artabanus plotted-against and slew
‘and his chief officer Artabanus plotted against him, and slew him.’
(coorosiu,Or_2:5.48.24.934)
The subjects in (101) and (102) were analysed as NEW because the referents had not
been mentioned in the text before. The subject in (102), ƌĞĂĐĂƐ, presents an
interesting case because in this case it seems that the Greeks should be considered
as at least accessible precisely because they occur in the position where most given
subjects occur, while if they had occurred after the finite verb, it could have been a
case of topic introduction, in which case they would have seemed newer (although
newness is no requirement for topic introduction, cf. Lambrecht (1994: 176-177) on
topic promotion). In (103), the fact that ŚŝƐĂŐĞŶĞĂůĚŽƌŵŽŶƌƚĂďĂƚƵƐoccurs before
the finite verb again could indicate that this is not a bridging inferable but an
elaborating inferable, i.e. every commander has chief officers and so it can behave
as a ‘given’ subject. As indicated for example (102), regardless of the information
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status, the occurrence of these subjects before or after the subject may indicate
their function in the sentence: as part of the background, or as a new topic. In the
case of topic introduction, and perhaps also in the case of backgrounding
information, this may not always be a question of information status.
What is perhaps more striking than the three inverted NEW or ANCHORED
subjects is the large number of OLD (22) or ACCESSIBLE (4) subjects that occur in
postverbal position. At least a part of these can be explained with reference to
factors shown to influence inversion in OE or ME in earlier studies (e.g. Van
Kemenade 1997, Warner 2007). One of these is the verb ƐĂǇ, as in example (104),
which accounts for 4 examples.
(104) þis ĐǁčĝƌŝŚƚĞŶƐǇůĨ͘
‘this said the Lord himself’
(coaelive [Forty_Soldiers]:348.2699)
There are two further things that stand out in these inverted OLD subjects. The first is
the high number (19) of examples with pronominal objects, as in (104) and the
following example.
(105) HineǁǇůĐƵŵĞĚĞƐĞĐĂƐĞƌĞ͕
him welcomed the emperor
‘The emperor welcomed him’
(coaelive [Agnes]:339.1946)
One way to explain this is from a perspective of language use: the finite verb
functions as a divider of the two arguments, making it easier for hearer to identify
them. Another way to explain this is in structural terms: if the pronominal object in
these clauses is in Spec,FP rather than Spec,CP, i.e. the clause lacks a CP projection,
the only position that is left for the subject is Spec,TP, the position after the finite
verb. The second observation about these OLD inverted subjects is that a
considerable number (13 of 26) are proper names. The information status of proper
names is sometimes difficult to establish and often the fact that the name is used
without any additional information seems to indicate that it is assumed to be
accessible. On the other hand, they may need to be reactivated and for that reason
occur later in the sentence, i.e. in postverbal position.
Whatever the explanation for these old inverted subjects, there is one final
option that needs to be considered. Most of these exceptions (21 of 26) come from
>ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ͘We have already seen that Ælfric is known for highly stylized writing
and that >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ is very rhythmical, which may explain some of the
exceptional patterns. More importantly, Table 4.20 showed that inversion is a clear
majority pattern in >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐand it is likely that a syntactic pattern which is so
strong, in a context where no other factors seem to influence the inversion
(speakers are in fact able to distinguish between different contexts, cf. operator-
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initial clauses), leaves less room for information-structural motivations. In other
words, the syntax overrules information structure.
In conclusion, in this small database there are a considerable number of
counterexamples to the proposal that there is a division between preverbal vs
postverbal subjects in terms of information status. The database is only small but the
number of exceptions suggests that in these two texts at least, information status
seems to be only a secondary factor, amidst syntactic patterns and possibly other
information-structural functions such as topic introduction. The tendency that can
be found is that NEW and ANCHORED subjects are more likely to occur after the finite
verb, while for OLD subjects there was no clear tendency to occur before the verb.
This points both to a general tendency for old information to occur early in the
sentence and/or new information to occur later in the sentence, and to the
possibility that syntactic factors are, possibly specifically at this stage of the
language, more important than information-structural factors, with inversion being
the most frequent pattern in all clauses but the conjunct clauses in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ͘
4.3.5
Summary and conclusions
This section aimed to establish to what extent object fronting was used as an
information-rearranging device in OE. Additionally, it aimed to establish to what
extent the first position was used for unmarked themes and to what extent subject
placement was determined by information-structural factors. The results of the
studies show that object fronting is indeed an alternative to the passive as an
information-rearranger; that objects in clause-initial position for the majority
function as local anchors; and that subject placement follows a general given-beforenew pattern. The studies also showed that for all these general findings, there are
exceptions, for instance in the clear alternative function of fronted objects of
providing contrast.
The properties of object fronting in OE are crucially different from PDE in that
object fronting is in most cases unmarked, i.e. non-contrastive. The data showed that
the majority of object fronting clauses follow the given-before-new principle
(75.7%), suggesting an overlap in function between passive and object fronting.
Indeed, there are several examples of object fronting sentences with ŵĂŶ as a
subject which are clear alternatives, for more than information-structural reasons, to
the passive. At the same time, fronted objects have a distinct separate function,
witness the number of exceptions in the selection. These exceptions could be
characterized as Lambrecht’s marked foci: the objects are in the majority contrastive
or emphatically focused. This second information-structural function of object
fronting shows that the functional overlap with the passive is only partial: there is a
clear alternative motivation for the use of fronted objects.
The second study showed that the function of the majority of clause-initial
objects can be described as that of ‘local anchoring’: these objects provide an
unmarked link to the immediately preceding sentence. This type of function of the
fronted objects is a type that is only a minority pattern in PDE, if it exists at all. In
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contrast, the majority pattern for PDE, contrastive or focused objects in clause-initial
position, was only present as a minority pattern in OE. Considering the diachronic
questions, the fact that this pattern was already in use in OE is significant because
this shows that it was not a later introduction.
The final study of this section addressed the question of influence of
information status on subject placement in the object-initial clauses. The study
showed that there is a general tendency for old subjects to occur before the finite
verb, while new subjects are more likely to occur in postverbal position. However,
there were also a number of counterexamples to this tendency, which I explained
with reference to a number of factors, such as the high percentage of inversion in
the texts, meaning that information-structural factors are perhaps less important.

Section 4.4

Clause-initial PPs

This section investigates the information-structural properties of PP-initial clauses in
the two selected OE texts. The aims are three-fold: (i) to establish to what extent
clause-initial PPs represent local anchors; (ii) to examine the details of inversion after
clause-initial PPs; and (iii) to establish to what extent variation in inversion after PPs
is driven by information-structural factors. In this section, I show that the majority of
clause-initial PPs in OE function as local anchors, but that they have additional
functions of contrast and frame-setting. With respect to inversion, I show that the
type of verb and the type of PP influence inversion, while information status seems
to be a less important factor for subject placement in PP-initial clauses than it was in
the object-initial sentences.
Clause-initial PPs in OE are of special interest because they represent the
prototypical non-operator element described in the literature as showing inversion
to a variable degree, giving rise to surface V2 and V3 orders. Moreover, in light of the
two types of V2, it is relevant to note that PPs come in many different shapes and
sizes—not only do they have a semantic versatility in that they can express different
types of adverbials (such as time, place, manner, means), but they also have a
syntactic versatility in that they can be both arguments and adjuncts. This is
decidedly different from the more uniform clause-initial categories of objects and
adverbs. It has not yet been established in the literature to what extent different
types of PPs trigger inversion, except for a more general suggestion that arguments
may trigger inversion more often than adverbials (see e.g. Warner 2007, Haeberli
2002: 251).
Clause-initial PPs represent one of the few contexts in which inversion can still
occur in PDE, as illustrated in (106), although this use is restricted.
(106) There are huge cartons and tins of nuts, vanilla, honey, peanut butter.
Varieties of herbs tea are visible. KŶ ƚŚĞ ĐŽƵŶƚĞƌ ĂƌĞ ůŽĂǀĞƐ ʹ ǁŚŽůĞ ǁŚĞĂƚ͕
ĐŝŶŶĂŵŽŶƌĂŝƐŝŶ͕ŽĂƚŵĞĂů͕ƌǇĞ͕ƐŽǇƐƵŶĨůŽǁĞƌ͕ĐŽƌŶŵĞĂů͘[Terkel 1974:607]
(Birner & Ward 1998: 156, their 198a)
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This type of inversion has often been referred to as locative inversion, although not
all initial PPs that show inversion are in fact locative, and not all locative PPs trigger
inversion. In addition, this type of inversion is defined with reference to the types of
verb with which it occurs: intransitive verbs, especially unaccusative verbs (see e.g.
Levin & Rappaport 1995). Birner & Ward (1998) propose that this type of inversion
functions as an information-rearranger, while it has also been proposed that locative
inversion has a presentative function (Bolinger 1977, Bresnan 1994). Syntactically,
the explanation for this occurrence of unaccusative subjects after the finite verb has
been ascribed to their properties of originating as the internal argument within the
VP and the possibility to remain in that position, like passive subjects (cf. Section
4.2.2.4).
Unlike objects, PPs are still quite frequent in clause-initial position in PDE, both
with inversion and non-inversion, and although they, like objects, are mainly used
contrastively, some functions seem to be slightly less marked than for clause-initial
objects. For instance, Virtanen (1992) shows how the initial position, specifically for
adverbials (including PPs) is used both for emphasis or contrast as well as textual
cohesion, which she described as a more neutral function. At the same time,
however, Biber et al. (1999: 803) show how only 5% of place adverbials occur in
initial position, and consider presubject adverbials “very marked” (see also
Hasselgård 2010). Krifka (2007), following Chafe (1976), describes frame-setting as
an important function of clause-initial elements: providing a general context in which
a statement should be interpreted. In Krifka’s definition, alternatives are always
implied, which again suggests a function of the initial position as something
resembling contrast, i.e. a marked use.
This section is structured as follows. Section 4.4.1 discusses the selection of
clauses for the corpus study, showing how the annotation of the YCOE allows for a
differentiation of types of PPs. Section 4.4.2 investigates the information-structural
properties of the clause-initial PPs in an attempt to establish whether the function of
clause-initial PPs, like clause-initial objects, is ‘local anchoring’. Section 4.4.3
investigates the rates of inversion after PPs in the entire YCOE, and in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ and
>ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ specifically, and aims to establish whether there are certain factors in
terms of the type and/or form of the PP that determine whether inversion occurs.
Section 4.4.4 asks the same question that was asked for subjects in object-initial
clauses, whether the information status of the main clause subject correlates with
the position in which it occurs. Section 4.4.5 concludes.
4.4.1
Method and selection
The way the PPs are annotated in the corpus means that more distinctions can be
made automatically, which allows for selecting exactly those clauses that are
relevant. Query 4.4 was used to select all main clauses that have a prepositional
phrase as first constituent.
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YƵĞƌǇϰ͘ϰClause-initial PPs
a. IP-MAT idoms subject and finite verb
b. IP-MAT idomsfirst PP*
c. PP* iprecedes finite verb or subject
d. PP* idoms PP*|CP*|IP* (to be excluded from the results)
Definitions
Finite verb:
*VBD*|VBP*|*MDD*|*MDP*|*AXD*|*AXP*|*BED*|*BEP*|*HVP*|*HVD*
Subject: NP-NOM|NP-NOM-RSP|NP-NOM-#
Line 4.4a stipulates that the main clauses should have a subject and a finite verb,
while line 4.4b selects only those clauses that have a PP in clause-initial position.
Line 4.4c selects the clauses in which the PP is followed (without any intervening
material) by either the finite verb (in inversion contexts) or the subject (in noninversion contexts). This line was added to exclude sentences such as (107), in which
the clause-initial PP is followed by another element (an ADVP in this example).
(107) [PP KŶ ĝčŵ ĚĂŐƵŵ ƊĞ ŝƌƵƐ WĞƌƐĂ ĐǇŶŝŶŐ ĂďǇůŽŶŝĂ ĂďƌčĐ], [ADVP ĝĂ] ǁčƐ
ƌŽĞƐƵƐƐĞůŝƊĂĐǇŶŝŶŐŵŝĚĨŝƌĚĞŐĞĨĂƌĞŶĂďǇůŽŶŝƵŵƚŽĨƵůƚƵŵĞ;
at the time when Cyrus, Persians king, Babylon stormed, then was Croesus,
the Lydians king, with army come Babylonians to help
‘At the time, when Cyrus, king of the Persians, stormed Babylon, Croesus, king
of the Lydians, came with an army to help the Babylonians’
(coorosiu,Or_2:4.44.7.830)
The reason why these sentences were excluded is that it is likely to be the second
element that triggers inversion, and not the initial PP. Another type of clause that
was excluded is given in (108); in these clauses the initial PP contains two
coordinated PPs.
(108) [PP zŵď ĨĞŽǁĞƌ ŚƵŶĚĞ ǁŝŶƚƌĂ] & [PP Ǉŵď ĨĞŽǁĞƌƚŝŐ ƊčƐ ƊĞ dƌŽŝĂ ƌĞĐĂ ďƵƌŐ
ĂǁĞƐƚĞĚ ǁčƐ], ǁĞĂƌĝZŽŵĞďƵƌŐŐĞƚŝŵďƌĞĚĨƌŽŵƚǁĂŵŐĞďƌŽĝƌƵŵ͕ZĞŵƵƐĞ
ΘZŽŵƵůƵƐĞ.
about four hundred winters and about forty that when Troy Greek city laidwaste was, was Rome-city built by two brothers, Remus and Romulus
‘The city Rome was built by two brothers Remus and Romulus, about four
hundred and forty years after Troy a city of the Greeks was laid waste.’
(coorosiu,Or_2:2.38.31.742)
These sentences were excluded because the two PPs are embedded within another
PP, which complicates the execution of subsequent queries on the structure of the
clause-initial PP. They were excluded by executing Query 4.4d on the results file of
4.4c and then using its complement file—all clauses which are not selected by
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4.4d—for further queries. Line 4.4d also aims to exclude an idiosyncracy of the YCOE
annotation: some adverbial clauses in the YCOE are coded as PPs with a head P
which contains the complementizer and an IP or CP complement, as in (109).
(109) [IP-MAT ĂŶĚ [PP [P ƐǁĂ [CP-CMP ŚŝŚŝŐĞĂƌŶůŝĐŽƌƐĐĞĂǁŽĚŽŶ]]], ƐǁĂƐĐŝŵŽĚŽŶ
ŚĞŽƌĂĞĂŐŽŶƐǁŝĝŽƌ.]
and so her they more-closely looked, so were-dazzled their eyes more
‘and the more closely they looked at her, the more their eyes were dazzled.’
(coaelive [Agnes]:148.1813)
Finally, similar to the object fronting clauses, conjunct clauses were excluded or
included where necessary by adding the node *CONJ* to the command
“add_to_ignore” in ŽƌƉƵƐ^ƚƵĚŝŽ͘
One of the areas of interest with respect to PPs is the form of the NP
complement of the P, which can be distinguished in the corpus. Most importantly, it
is possible to select the anaphoric elements inside these NP complements:
demonstratives and pronouns. Query 4.5 presents the queries that were used to
select NPs containing pronouns and demonstratives, either as the only element in
the NP, or occurring together with other material.
YƵĞƌǇϰ͘ϱThe anaphoric elements in clause-initial PPs
On clause-initial PPs from previous query:
a. PP* idoms NP*
b. NP* idomsonly D* OR NP* idomsonly *PRO*

On complement file of the query above:
c. PP* idoms NP*
d. NP* idoms D*|*PRO*
Lines 4.5a and b select NP complements of the P that consist of only a
demonstrative, as in (110), or a pronoun, as in (111).
(110) Mid þamǁƵŶŽĚĞĂŶŵčĚĞŶŵčƌůŝĐĞĚƌŽŚƚŶŝŐĞŶĚĞ
‘With him [lit. that] dwelt a virgin, living virtuously’
(coaelive [Basil]:468.786)
(111) Æfter hiereĨĞŶŐƚŽĝčŵƌŝĐĞWĞŶƚĞƐŝůŝĂ͕
‘After her Penthesileia took the sovereignty,’
(coorosiu,Or_1:10.30.22.599)
Lines 4.5c and d select NP complements of the P that contain a demonstrative or
pronoun and additional material, illustrated in (112) with an NP containing a
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pronoun and a noun, and in (113) with an NP containing a demonstrative and a
noun.
(112) Æfter ðysum wordumƐĞĞĂĚŝŐĂWĞƚƌƵƐŐĞŚĂĚŽĚĞƉŽůůŽŶĂƌĞŵĂŶĚŐĞŚĂůŐŽĚĞ
ƚŽďŝƐĐĞŽƉĞ͕
after these words the blessed Peter ordained Apollinaris and consecrated
[him] as bishop
(coaelive [Apollinaris]:25.4540-1)
(113) Æfter his deaðeĨŽƌĂŶĞĨƚĂƌƚĂŝŶŝĞŶƐĞƐĂŶ^ŝĐŝůŝĞŵŝĚƐĐŝƉƵŵ͘
after his death went again the Carthaginians to Sicily with ships
(coorosiu,Or_4:5.91.29.1854)
Query line 4.5a was repeated on the complement file of lines 4.5c and d, to select all
NP complements that do not contain a demonstrative or pronoun, such as (114).
(114) On EasterdagumŚĞǁŽůĚĞĞƚĂŶĨŝƐĐŐŝĨŚĞŚčĨĚĞ.
‘On Easter-days he would eat fish if he had [it].’
(coaelive [Martin]:1267.6800)
The clause-initial PP in (114) only consists of the preposition KŶand the bare noun
ĂƐƚĞƌĚĂŐƵŵ͘
Information status and anaphoricity categories, including ‘speech’, ‘event’ and ‘topic’
The fronted objects were analysed accordiging to the same information status
categories and categories for anaphoricity and persistence as outlined in Section
4.2.2.1. Like the fronted objects, clause-initial PPs often provide a general reference
to the preceding discourse: ‘speech’, ‘event’ and ‘topic’ (cf. section 4.3.1.3). The
following examples illustrate these categories for initial PPs.
(115) ‘... and on them fell the curse which the prophet spake, [...]’
Be swilcumĐǁčĝƐĞŚčůĞŶĚĞĂĐŽŶƐƵŵĞƌĞƐƚŽǁĞ͕
‘Of such spoke the Saviour also in a certain place’
(coaelive [Mark]:119.3282]
(116) ‘Thomas said to her: […]’
Æfter þysumĐŽŵŚŝƌĞǁĞƌƚŽƊĂŵŬǇŶŝŶŐĞDŝŐĚĞƵŵ
‘After this came her husband to the king Mazdai’
(coaelive [Thomas]:300.7725)
(117) ‘Towards his fellow-soldiers, he had kindly feeling, and great love, and modest
patience, and true humility above man’s measure. He had as great
temperance in his food as if he had been a monk rather than a soldier;’
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 ĂŶĚ for his æðelum þeawum ŚŝƐ ĞĨĞŶĐĞŵƉĂŶ ĞĂůůĞ ƊĂ ŚŝŶĞ ĂƌǁƵƌĝŽĚŽŶ ŵŝĚ
ǁƵŶĚŽƌůŝĐƌĞůƵĨĞ͘
and for his noble qualities his fellow-soldiers all him reverenced with a
marvellous love
(coaelive [Martin]:47.5997)
In (115), the reference is labelled ‘speech’: ƐǁŝůĐƵŵrefers to a quotation spanning a
couple of sentences preceding this PP-initial clause. In (116), the PP-initial clause is
also preceded by a quotation of a couple of sentences, but in this example the
reference is not to the content of the speech, but to the act of speaking. XǇƐƵŵ,
then, refers back to the events described in the previous clauses and is labelled
‘event’. In (117), finally, čĝĞůƵŵ ƊĞĂǁƵŵ refers back to the discussion in the text
just before this sentence, where these ‘noble qualities’ of Martin, the protagonist of
this Saint’s Life, are described; this illustrates a ‘topic’ reference. 
4.4.2
Clause-initial PPs as local anchors
The analysis of the information status and anaphoricity of the clause-initial objects in
Section 4.3.3 showed that the primary function of clause-initial objects can be
described as local anchoring: these objects contain a link to the immediately
preceding discourse and they are information-structurally unmarked (i.e. not
contrastive and not focused). This section aims to establish whether clause-initial PPs
have the same function. The approach to the study of the information-structural
character clause-initial PPs as local anchors is different from that in the studies of
fronted objects because there are large categories of PPs that can be shown to be
discourse-old on the basis of form. This section therefore starts by selecting these
PPs, before analysing the information status PPs that do not contain a discourse-old
element.
Let us first consider the overall frequency of clause-initial PPs in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ and
>ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ͕and compare these numbers to the results for the entire YCOE. Table
4.22 gives the results of Query 4.4, selecting clause-initial PPs in both conjunct and
non-conjunct main clauses. The results for KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ are presented
together with the results for the subperiod in which they occur (O2 and O3,
respectively), and the final row shows the results for the entire YCOE.
Table 4.22 shows that there is a striking difference between the two
selected texts, 18.5% for KƌŽƐŝƵƐagainst 3.6% for >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ͘The data for O2 and
O3 indicate that this correlates with a difference between the subperiods from
which the texts are selected, although the gap for the entire periods is smaller, with
9.3% in O2 and 6.2% in O3. The percentage for KƌŽƐŝƵƐ is considerably higher than
the overall percentage for the entire YCOE, with 18.5% against 6.2%, while the
percentage for >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ is lower than this, with 3.6%.
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Table 4.22 Percentage of clause-initial PPs in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ͕ >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ and the entire
YCOE
No. of clause--initial
Total no. of main
% clause--initial PPs
PPs
clauses with Sbj
and FinV
Orosius
380
2056
18.5
O2
692
7477
9.3
Lives of Saints
153
4216
3.6
O3
1193
21108
5.5
Entire YCOE
3198
51630
6.2
Between KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ: ʖ²(1) 392.12, p = 0

It seems, then, that both Orosius and Lives of Saints are quite exceptional in the
frequency with which they use clause-initial PPs, which is possibly due to the specific
genres they belong to, or an idiosyncracy of these two texts: we have already seen
that Ælfric’s work is highly stylistic, while KƌŽƐŝƵƐ contains stretches which are less
narrative and more formulaic, which may skew the numbers. While this means these
texts are not as representative as would be desirable, these extremes could in fact
provide interesting data with respect to use of clause-initial PPs.
Table 4.23 presents a breakdown of the clause-initial PPs according to their
anaphoric elements (demonstratives and pronouns), based on Queries 4.4 and 4.5:
‘P+D’ and ‘P+PRO’ for NP complements with only a demonstrative or pronoun;
‘P+NP(D/PRO)’ for NP complements which contain a demonstrative or pronoun and
additional material; and ‘No D/PRO’ for NP complements which do not contain a
demonstrative or pronoun.
Table 4.23 Anaphoric elements in clause-initial PPs in KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ
Type of PP
Orosius
Lives of Saints
Both texts

61

Ŷ

%

Ŷ

%

Ŷ

%

P+D

175

46.1

23

15.0

198

37.1

P+PRO

14

3.7

4

2.6

18

3.4

P+NP(D/PRO)

164

43.2

90

58.8

254

47.7

No D/PRO

27

7.1

36

23.5

63

11.8

Total

380

100.0

153

100.0

533

100.0

Between KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ: ʖ²(3) 59.14, p = 0

61

There were 4 examples of ‘No D/PRO’ in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ, and 8 in >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ which did in fact contain a
demonstrative or pronoun. They were added to the P+NP(D/PRO) category.
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Table 4.23 shows that roughly 40% of the clause-initial PPs in the two texts are in all
likelihood old: they have a demonstrative (37.1%) or a pronoun (3.4%) as the only
element in the complement position of the P, as in (118).
(118) =(110)

Mid þamǁƵŶŽĚĞĂŶŵčĚĞŶŵčƌůŝĐĞĚƌŽŚƚŶŝŐĞŶĚĞ͕
‘With him [lit. that] dwelt a virgin, living virtuously,’
(coaelive [Basil]:468.786)
Similar to the previous table, there is a considerable difference between the two
texts, with ‘P+D’ making up almost half of the PPs in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ (46.1%), while only
representing 15.0% of the examples in >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ. This means that there is not
only a quantitative difference between the two texts, but also a qualitative one. It is
not clear, at this point, what could explain this difference; I will return to this issue
below.
There are an additional 47.7% of clause-initial PPs which also contain an
anaphoric element, but which contain additional material. These NPs will in all
likelihood be OLD or ACCESSIBLE, because they contain an anaphoric element, but
exceptions are certainly possible (cf. PDE /ŵĞƚƚŚŝƐŐƵǇǇĞƐƚĞƌĚĂǇ, where ƚŚŝƐis used
even though a new referent is introduced). Let us look at this category in more
detail, to determine whether classifying these NPs as discourse-old is justified. The
PPs come in two categories. The first category of examples contains a specific
reference to an antecedent in the preceding clause, as in 0 and (120). The
antecedents are underlined.

(119) ůĐĐƌŝƐƚĞŶŵĂŶƐĐĞĂůĐƵŶŶĂŶŚŝƐƉĂƚĞƌŶŽƐƚĞƌĂŶĚŚŝƐĐƌĞĚĂŶ͘
every Christian man must know his Pater-Noster, and his Creed
Mid þam paternostreŚĞƐĐĞĂůŚŝŶĞŐĞďŝĚĚĂŶ͕ĂŶĚmid þam credanŚĞƐĐĞĂůŚŝƐ
ŐĞůĞĂĨĂŶŐĞƚƌǇŵŵĂŶ͘
with the paternoster he shall to-him pray, and with the Creed he shall his faith
confirm
(coaelive [Ash_Wed]:262.2850-2)
(120) ΘƊŽŶŶĞďĞŶŽƌƊĂŶƊčŵ'ĂŶĚĞƐŵƵƊĂŶ͕ƊčƌƊčƌĂƵĐĂƐŝƐƐĞďĞŽƌŐĞŶĚĂĝ
ŶĞŚƊčŵŐĂƌƐĞĐŐĞ͕ƊčƌŝƐƐĞƉŽƌƚ^ĂŵĞƌĂ͘
and then to the-north of-the Ganges’s mouth, there where Caucasus the
mountain ends, near the ocean, there is the port Samera
Be norþan þæm porteŝƐƐĞŵƵƊĂƊčƌĞŝĞƊĞŵŽŶŶĞŵŶĞĝKƚƚŽƌŽŐŽƌƌĞ͘
to the-north of-the port is the mouth of-the river which they call Ottorogorre
(coorosiu,Or_1:1.9.27.123-4)
In 0, the NPs DŝĚ ƊĂŵ ƉĂƚĞƌŶŽƐƚĞƌ and DŝĚ ƊĂŵ ĐƌĞĚĂŶ have antecedents in the
immediately preceding clause: ŚŝƐ ƉĂƚĞƌŶŽƐƚĞƌ and ŚŝƐ ĐƌĞĚĂŶ͘ The same holds for
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example (120), where Ğ ŶŽƌƊĂŶ Ɗčŵ ƉŽƌƚĞ refers back to ƐĞ ƉŽƌƚ ^ĂŵĞƌĂ in the
preceding sentence͘ In both these examples, there is a specific antecedent in the
preceding clause and part of this NP is repeated in the clause-initial PP.
The second type of PP consisting of a P and an NP containing a demonstrative
has a more general reference to preceding events: the reference is to the
immediately preceding sentence, but there is no specific antecedent, as illustrated in
(121)-(123); cf. the event, topic, and speech categories for objects and PPs.
(121) ‘Then the boy told it to the sacristan, and said, that he had never before been
able to speak, praying that they would sing the appointed hymn of praise.’ 
On þære ylcan tideǁčƐƐƵŵǁǇůŶŐĞŚčĨƚƚŽƐǁŝŶŐůƵŵĨŽƌƐǁǇĝĞůǇƚůĂŶŐǇůƚĞ͕
about the same time was a-certain bondwoman caught to be-flogged for [a]
very slight fault
(coaelive [Swithun]:166.4316-8)
(122) =(112)
“Clearly thou knowest that He is God’s very Son, Who gave to the dead life
after death, and to sick men healing by His Word.”
Æfter ðysum wordumƐĞĞĂĚŝŐĂWĞƚƌƵƐŐĞŚĂĚŽĚĞƉŽůůŽŶĂƌĞŵĂŶĚŐĞŚĂůŐŽĚĞ
ƚŽďŝƐĐĞŽƉĞ͕
after these words the blessed Peter ordained Apollinaris and consecrated
[him] as bishop
(coaelive [Apollinaris]:25.4540-1)
(123) ‘For that fault, his father then ordered him to be put to death: because of
that death, the Romans would not, as was their custom, offer the triumph to
the consul, though he had gained the victory.’
On ðæm æfterran geare þæs͕DŝŶƵƚŝĂŚĂƚƚĞĂŶǁŝĨŵŽŶ͕ƊĞŽŶŚĞŽƌĂǁŝƐĂŶ
ƐĐĞŽůĚĞŶƵŶŶĞďĞŽŶ͘
in the following year from-that, Minucia was-called a woman, who in their
manner, should a-nun be
‘In the following year, there was a woman called Minucia, who according to
their custom should be a nun’
(coorosiu,Or_3:6.60.8.1153-4)
In (121), KŶƊčƌĞǇůĐĂŶƚŝĚĞrefers to the time at which the events discussed in the
preceding section took place, but there is no specific reference. In (122), ĨƚĞƌ
ĝǇƐƵŵ ǁŽƌĚƵŵ refers to the act of speaking, but does not refer back to specific
‘words’. And (123), again, has a clause-initial PP KŶ ĝčŵ čĨƚĞƌƌĂŶ ŐĞĂƌĞ ƊčƐ that
only very generally refers back to the preceding sentence. It is, of course, possible
that there are PPs with an anchored element which is not necessarily old, so this is a
clearly different category from the P+D group. Nevertheless, it seems safe to
conclude that the vast majority of these are in fact discourse-old, which means that
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the total percentage of discourse-old elements in the two texts may be as a high as
87.4%.
The final result from Table 4.23 is that only 11.8% (63 examples) of the clauseinitial PPs in KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ are not clearly discourse-linked on the basis
of their form. Again, the two texts behave differently: where KƌŽƐŝƵƐ only has 7.1%
of the examples with no indication of a discourse link, in >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ, they make
up roughly a quarter of the examples (23.5%). These PPs belonging to the ‘No
D/PRO’ category were manually analysed for information status and anaphoricity,
62
with the exception of 4 examples whose information status could not be analysed.
Table 4.24 shows the results for information status.
Table 4.24 Information status of clause-initial PPs with no anaphoric element in
KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ
Information status
n
%
OLD
ACCESSIBLE
ANCHORED
NEW

16
6
18
19

27.1
10.2
30.5
32.2

Total

59

100.0

ʖ²(3) = 7.24, p = 0.06

The table shows that just over a third of the examples in the rest category are ‘given’,
i.e. OLD or ACCESSIBLE (37.3%, 22 of the 59 examples), while the other two-thirds are
‘new’, i.e. ANCHORED or NEW (62.7%, 37 out of 59). This means that the majority of
examples represent cognitively new referents. If we consider the discourse
behaviour of these elements, however, the picture changes slightly, because twothirds of the examples are in fact linked to the discourse (the OLD, ACCESSIBLE and
ANCHORED categories). In other words, a distinction can be made between cognitive
accessibility and discourse behaviour, and it may be that discourse behaviour is more
important for initial PPs than cognitive accessibility.
The following example illustrate an ACCESSIBLE (124) and a NEW (125) PP.
(124) =(114)

On EasterdagumŚĞǁŽůĚĞĞƚĂŶĨŝƐĐŐŝĨŚĞŚčĨĚĞ.
‘On Easter-days he would eat fish if he had it.’
(coaelive [Martin]:1267.6800)
(125) ON sumere tideŚĞĨĞƌĚĞĨŽƌĝƊƵƌŚĂŶĞďƵƌŚŵďŝĂŶŝƐŐĞŚĂƚĞŶ͕
on a-certain occasion he travelled forward through a town, Amiens called
(coaelive [Martin]:58.6001)
62

One PP was in fact a clause, one was an adverb, and two contained negative NPs and were therefore
excluded.
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These two PPs seem to be frame setters in the sense of Krifka (2007), who defines
frame setters as clause-initial elements which provide the general context for a
following statement, but which also provide the restrictions within which to interpret
the information (Krifka 2007: 36, who reconsiders an earlier definition given by
Chafe 1976). The relevant aspect of Krifka’s definition is his notion of alternatives,
which frame-setters share with contrastive elements. The distinction between
contrast and frame setting that I will use throughout this thesis is based on the
presence or absence of alternatives in the text. This is not a necessary condition for
Krifka, who works with modern languages, but it is a necessary condition for
diachronic work. Whenever there is an alternative present in the text, the example
will be analysed as contrastive, while the contrast can remain implied for frame
setters.
Another aspect of the information-structural behaviour of clause-initial PPs in
OE is the presence of and distance to an antecedent. Table 4.25 presents the results
for the examples belonging to the ‘No D/PRO’ category. The category ‘1 clause’
includes references to a larger set, while ‘1 clause (as anchor)’ includes inferred links,
anchors and alternatives.
Table 4.25 Anaphoricity of clause-initial PPs with no anaphoric element in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ
and >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ
Distance to antecedent
n
%
1 clause
1 clause (as anchor)
2--5 clauses
2--5 clauses (as anchor)
No antecedent

10
17
6
2
24

16.9
28.8
10.2
3.4
40.7

Total

59

100.0

ʖ²(4) = 26.17, p < .001

The table shows that almost half of these PPs (40.7%) are not linked to the preceding
discourse, and only a small number (16.9%) have an explicit antecedent. Combining
these scores with the categories of PP containing demonstratives and pronouns,
which I will take to refer to the preceding sentence, means that in total only a very
small number of the clause-initial PPs do not have an antecedent in the preceding 5
sentences, again showing that discourse behaviour is an important factor, possibly
separate from information status. Interestingly, a considerable number of the 59
examples (27.1%, 16 examples) are contrastive, illustrated in (126) and (127).
(126) ‘Now will we speak about Greece, on the south of the river Danube. The sea,
Propontis, lies on the east of Constantinople, a city of the Greeks. 
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& be norðan Constantinopolim ƌĞĐĂ ďǇƌŝŐ ƐĐǇƚ ƐĞ ƐčĞĂƌŵ ƵƉ ŽĨ Ɗčŵ Ɛč
ǁĞƐƚƌŝŚƚĞƊĞŵĂŶŚčƚƵǆŝŶƵƐ͖
and on the.north of.Constantinople of.the.Greeks city shoots the sea-arm up
from the sea western that they call Euxine
‘and on the north of Constantinople, a city of the Greeks, the arm of the sea
shoots up right west from the Euxine;’
(coorosiu,Or_1:1.18.5.349)
(127) & on Tracio þæm londe ŵŽŶ ŐĞƐĞĂŚ ƐǁĞůĐĞ ƐĞ ŚĞŽĨĞŶ ďƵƌŶĞ͖ Θ on Ariminio
ƊčƌĞďǇƌŐǁčƐŶŝŚƚŽĝŵŝĚŶĞĚčŐ͘
and on Thrace the country they saw as-if the heaven burnt; and on Ariminum
the city was night till mid day
‘and in the country of Thrace, they saw, as if the heaven were burning; and in
the city, Ariminum, it was night till mid-day’
(coorosiu,Or_4:7.98.27.2030-1)
In (126), ďĞ ŶŽƌĝĂŶ ŽŶƐƚĂŶƚŝŶŽƉŽůŝŵ is presented in contrast to ‘on the east of
Constantinople’ in the previous sentence. In (127), the two locations of dƌĂĐŝŽ and
ƌŵŝŶŝŽ are contrasted. The alternatives with which the PPs are contrasted are in
both examples explicitly present in the text. Note, however, that information status
or anaphoricity does not directly correlate with markedness (contrast or framesetting); it possible for a discourse-old element to be contrastive.
This study of the clause-initial PPs in KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐhas shown that
a large part of the PPs in clause-initial position are discourse-old and contain a link to
the preceding discourse, in most cases to the immediately preceding sentence. In
other words, clause-initial PPs—like clause-initial objects—are used to express old
information and to provide a link to the immediately preceding discourse. In addition
to this function of local anchoring, there are other, less frequent but clearly relevant
patterns—frame setting and contrast—which indicate the versatility in informationstructural categories of clause-initial PPs in OE and which show that the patterns
that are dominant in PDE were already present in OE, but as minority patterns only.
4.4.3
Inversion in PP-initial clauses
The second issue which is relevant to the discussion of clause-initial PPs is the
question whether information-structural factors determine inversion of the subject
and the finite verb. This question is slightly different for clause-initial PPs than for
objects, because the variation in syntactic and semantic categories of PPs and the
lack of data in the literature on the effect of these different categories on inversion
(cf. the differentiation for adverbs, with some always triggering inversion) means that
we first need to consider other factors before we can determine the influence of
information status. This section aims to establish whether the type of PP and the
type of verb have an influence on inversion, considering the entire YCOE, but with a
special focus on the periods in which KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐoccur, O2 and O3.
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Table 4.26 shows the rates of inversion with nominal subjects after clauseinitial PPs throughout the entire YCOE, including both conjunct and non-conjunct
clauses. The table includes the PP-initial clauses of the selection in the previous
section, but now only with nominal subjects. 63 Recall the three subject positions in
OE: there is not just a variation between V2 and V3 surface word order, but there is
also the late subject position within the VP to consider. While late subjects are
unlikely to occur in object-initial clauses, which are transitive, for PP-initial clauses it
is important to attempt to distinguish between immediately postverbal and late
subjects, or at the very least, take into account that subjects that occur after the
finite verb are not all the result of V2 inversion, but occur lower in the clause for
other syntactic and information-structural reasons. Nevertheless, the queries used
here do not initially distinguish between inverted (Spec,TP) and late subjects (within
the VP), but only only between preverbal (Spec,FP) and any postverbal subject. The
reason for this is the difficulty in determining the position of the postverbal subject
because diagnostic elements (such as non-finite verbs) may not always be available.
Table 4.26, then, aims to provide a general indication of the number of postverbal
subjects to provide an initial view on inversion in the database.
Table 4.26 Inversion of nominal subjects in PP-initial main clauses in the YCOE
(conjunct and non-conjunct clauses combined)
Inversion
Total
% Inversion
Orosius
153
316
48.4
O2
286
524
54.6
Lives of Saints
95
110
86.4
O3
696
816
85.3
Entire YCOE
1689
2344
72.1
2

2

Between KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ͗ʖ (1) = 48.3, p = 0; Between O2 and O3: ʖ (1) = 153.75, p = 0

The table shows that there is once again a difference between the two texts, similar
to what we already saw for inversion in object-initial clauses: while KƌŽƐŝƵƐ shows
inversion in almost half of the PP-initial clauses (48.4%), inversion is clearly a
majority pattern in >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ, with 86.4%. Again, this seems to be a reflection of
the overall difference between the two periods to which these texts belong, with
54.6% inversion in O2 against 85.3% inversion in O3. The average for the entire YCOE
lies in between these percentages for O2 and O3, at 72.1%.
Although it is not possible to select all late subjects, it is possible to select some
of them. The total number of late subjects in passive clauses—subjects which follow
the participle—is 102 in the entire YCOE, while in KƌŽƐŝƵƐthere is one and in >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ
^ĂŝŶƚƐthere are seven. The overall percentage of inversion for the entire YCOE goes
63

A query was added to those in Query 4.4, which stipulated that the finite verb should precede the
subject (inversion), or the subject should precede the finite verb (non-inversion). An additional query was
added (subject idomsonly *PRO*) to select and then exclude the pronominal subjects.
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down from 72.1% to 70.8% if those subjects are excluded, which can hardly be said
to be a major influence. Another way of selecting possible late subjects, by selecting
clauses with other material intervening between the finite verb and the subject, also
does not help much: there are only a handul such subjects in KƌŽƐŝƵƐand >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ
^ĂŝŶƚƐ(15 and 17, respectively). In addition, while an intervening XP might indicate a
late subject, it does not mean that all these sentences have a late subject (unlike
post-participle subjects).
Before we look at inversion more closely, let us consider the difference
between non-conjunct and conjunct clauses, one of the factors said to influence
inversion in OE. Table 4.27 presents the rates of inversion in conjunct and nonconjunct clauses in O2, O3 and the entire YCOE.
Table 4.27 Inversion of nominal subjects in PP-initial main clauses in the YCOE
(conjunct and non-conjunct clauses compared)
Non--conjunct
Conjunct
Inversion
Total
%
Inversion
Total
%
O2
239
449
53.0
48
75
64.0
O3

590

669

Entire YCOE

1319

1784

88.2

106

147

72.1

73.9

370

561

66.0

2

Entire YCOE, between non-conjunct and conjunct: ʖ (1) = 13.49, p < .001

The table shows that the inversion rates for non-conjunct clauses are roughly similar
to those found in the previous table (just over 50% for O2, over 80% for O3, and over
70% for the entire YCOE), but the percentages of inversion in conjunct clauses are
decidedly different: for O2, O3 and the entire YCOE, the percentages are in the
region of 70%. They still reflect the percentages for non-conjunct clauses—lower for
O2 and higher for O3—but on a smaller scale. Most importantly, the rates of
inversion seem to be more constant throughout all periods, although the exact
reason for this would need a separate investigation. Because conjunct clauses
behave differently, for reasons that are not clear, the rest of this section focuses on
non-conjunct clauses only.
In later stages of the language, several factors have been shown to influence
inversion, often specifically in PP-initial clauses—see e.g. Van Kemenade (1997) and
Warner (2007) for Middle English, and Bolinger (1977) and Birner & Ward (1998) for
PDE. The question is whether these factors already influence inversion in OE and
should therefore be excluded from a study of the information status of the subject.
The first of these factors is the type of verb, with unaccusatives showing more
inversion than transitive verbs. As an approximation of unnaccusative verbs, Table
4.28 shows the rates of inversion in clauses where ďĞis a finite verb, and there may
or may not be an additional non-finite verb in the clause. In most cases the non-
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finite verb will be the passive participle, which means these clauses can justifiably be
grouped with unaccusative verbs. 64
Table 4.28 Inversion with nominal subjects in clauses with ďĞas the finite verb
Inversion
Total
% Inversion
O2
92
119
77.3
O3
233
244
95.5
Entire YCOE
678
749
90.5
2

Between O2 and O3: ʖ (1) = 28.21, p < .001

The table very clearly shows the effect of the unaccusative verb ďĞ, most clearly in
the much higher percentage of inversion in O2 compared to the overall rate of
inversion (77.3% against 53.0%, see Table 4.27); even in O3 and the entire YCOE,
where the percentages were already quite high, an effect is visible, with the
percentages reaching over 90 (95.5% against 88.2% for O3, 90.5% against 73.9% for
all periods).
Another possibility for investigating the influence of unaccusative verbs is to
select transitive main clauses, i.e. clauses which are clearly not unaccusative, by
selecting clauses which have both a subject and direct object, and to compare the
65
rate of inversion in those sentences against the overall rate of inversion. These
sentences only represent one category of transitive clauses because adjectival and
prepositional complements are not included (as this cannot be done on the basis of
form either), but they are prototypical transitive verbs and as such are a reliable
category to contrast with the findings for ďĞ͘Table 4.29 presents the results.
Table 4.29 Inversion after PPs in clauses with a subject and an object in main clauses
Inversion
Total
% Inversion
O2
13
78
16.7
O3
64
87
73.6
Entire YCOE
95
239
39.7
2

Between O2 and O3: ʖ (1) = 53.49, p = 0

The first thing to note in this table is the small number of examples: only 239 in the
entire YCOE (compare the number of examples in the previous table: 749 clauses
with ďĞ). The reason for this is partly that the table represents only a limited
selection of transitive clauses and it excludes not only clauses with prepositional
complements but also clauses with ellipted subjects. Generally, however, it seems to
64

The labels that were used for finite ďĞare (*BED*|*BEP*), and a query selecting these labels was used
in combination with the queries selecting non-conjunct clauses and inversion/non-inversion.
65
The queries that were used were similar to those for transitive clauses in section 4.3, so a subject (NPNOM|NP-NOM-RSP|NP-NOM-1) and object (NP-ACC|NP-ACC-RSP|NP-ACC-RFL|NP-ACC-1|NP-ACC-RSP1|NP-ACC-RFL-1) as main clause constituents. These queries were combined with the other queries used
here to select PP-initial clauses, and inversion vs non-inversion.
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be the case that transitive clauses do not often have a PP in clause-initial position.
Nevertheless, the table confirms the expectations about transitive sentences: the
rates of inversion in this table are lower than the average rates of inversion in the
selected texts. For O2, the percentage is particularly low: only 16.7% inversion,
against 53.0% inversion on average and 77.3% in clauses with ďĞ. These two simple
ways of comparing unaccusative verbs with transitive verbs, then, confirm the
general tendency that unaccusative verbs trigger inversion to a higher degree than
other types of verbs.
The second factor shown to influence inversion in later periods is the type of
clause-initial PP, with locative PPs apparently acting as a trigger for inversion.
Unfortunately, information about the type of PP—in terms of location, time, manner
or means—is not available in the YCOE, but what is possible is to select the PP on the
basis on its preposition. This is not completely reliable since one preposition can
express different functions, with ŽŶencoding both location (ŽŶƚŚĞďĞĂĐŚ) and time
(ŽŶƚŚĂƚĚĂǇ). Nevertheless, the first step, and the one that we can make here, is just
to see whether the choice of preposition makes a difference at all. The following
table presents the rates of inversion after a selection of prepositions. The numbers in
between brackets after the percentage give the number of inverted subjects and the
total number of PPs with this preposition.
Table 4.30 Inversion with nominal subjects in PP-initial main clauses, differentiated
66
on the basis of type of P

On

After

Through

In

To

Wiith

O2

58.2%
(71/122)

28.9%
(37/128)

60.0%
(3/5)

55.6%
(15/27)

50.0%
(3/6)

66.7%
(6/9)

O3

92.0%
(243/264)

79.2%
(80/101)

93.1%
(27/29)

0.0%
(0/1)

88.0%
(22/25)

100.0%
(2/2)

Entire
YCOE

83.5%
(128/775)

52.9%
(135/256)

73.1%
(38/52)

51.0%
(25/49)

65.1%
(28/43)

48.1%
(13/27)

2

2

2

O2: ʖ (5) = 25.35, p < .001; O3 (without ŝŶand ǁŝƚŚ): ʖ (3) = 12.68, p < .01; Entire YCOE: ʖ (5) = 213.55, p =
0

The first thing to note from this table is that the number of examples differs
considerably between prepositions and between periods, ranging from 775
examples of ŽŶ in the entire YCOE to 27 examples of ǁŝƚŚ. The table provides
evidence that the choice of preposition does indeed make a difference for inversion,
but at the same it is difficult to determine the exact influence across different texts.
If we consider O2, for instance, inversion is less common with ĂĨƚĞƌ (28.9%)
compared to the other prepositions, and slightly more frequent than the average
66

All relevant spelling variants of each preposition were included, based on a ‘lexicon’ search by
ŽƌƉƵƐ^ĞĂƌĐŚ͘
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from Table 4.25 in clauses with ŽŶ͕ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ and ǁŝƚŚ (57.9%, 60.0% and 66.7%
respectively, against 53.0%). Similarly, for O3, inversion is less frequent with ĂĨƚĞƌ
(79.2% against 87.4% for all PPs, disregarding ŝŶwhich has 0.0% but based on only a
single example), but roughly equally frequent as the average with ƚŽ (88.0%) and
slightly more frequent with ŽŶ (92.0%) and ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ (93.1%)͘ In short, the range
seems to be wider for O2 and the entire YCOE (from 51.0% to 83.5%), while in O3
inversion rates are relatively stable across all prepositions.
A final way to approach the question of variation after different types of PPs is
to categorize them according to their information status—relevant in light of the
proposed information-rearranging function of locative inversion (see Birner & Ward
1998). The following table presents the rates of inversion, using the distinctions for
information status made previously on the basis of the form of the PPs.
Table 4.31 Inversion with nominal subjects after different PP categories in main
clauses
P+D
P+PRO
P+NP(D/P
PRO)
No D/PRO
O2

43.8%
(92, 210)

100.0%
(5,5)

58.1%
(111, 191)

69.8%
(30, 43)

O3

92.1%
(140, 152)

62.5%
(5,8)

90.6%
(298, 329)

81.7%
(147,180)

Entire YCOE

61.4%
(290,472)

80.0%
(12,15)

80.8%
(780, 965)

71.4%
(237,332)

2

2

O2 (without WнWZK): ʖ (2) = 13.92, p < .001; O3 (without WнWZK): ʖ (2) = 16.32, p < .001; Entire YCOE:
2
ʖ (3) = 63.44, p = 0

If we compare the rates of inversion in this table to the rates of inversion in Table
4.26, it turns out that in O2 and the entire YCOE, inversion is less frequent than on
average after clause-initial PPs that only consist of a preposition and a
demonstrative, such as ĂĨƚĞƌ ƚŚĂƚ (43.8% for O2 against 53.0% average, 61.4% for
entire YCOE against 73.9% for all PPs). The O3 period does not show this: 92.1% in
this table, 87.4% for all PPs). In contrast, inversion is more frequent than average
after PPs consisting of a preposition followed by a noun containing a demonstrative
or pronoun (ŝŶ ƚŚŽƐĞ ĚĂǇƐ): 58.1% for O2 (against 53.0%), 90.6% for O3 (against
87.4%) and 80.8% for the entire YCOE (against 73.9%). There is no immediate
explanation of why the form of the PP might determine inversion. It does seem to be
the case that P+D is a specific pattern and perhaps these clauses favour inversion for
a prosodic reason: the clause-initial element is short (cf. Speyer 2010, who also links
inversion to prosody). A related consideration is the fact that most of these
grammaticalize in later stages into adverbs—as an example, ĂĨƚĞƌƊĂŵ is consistently
translated as ‘afterwards’ in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ (Bosworth 1859)—and it could be that speakers
already perceive them as one word, an adverb, rather than a full preposition and
pronoun at this period, especially in those cases where the pronoun does not refer
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back to a specific antecedent but only provides a general reference. In regular PPs it
is the NP which provides the link to the previous discourse. Once the P and NP have
merged into one adverb, the specificity of referring is lost; adverbs can only make
general references to the previous discourse.
In conclusion, this section has identified several factors that influence inversion
in PP-initial clauses in OE—based on factors shown to influence inversion in PDE—in
addition to the difference between the O2 and O3 subperiods that we previously
identified. Surprisingly, conjunct clauses showed a rather constant rate of inversion
throughout all texts, with hardly any variation; in contrast to what has been said
previously in the literature this did not always mean a lower rate of inversion. As an
approximation of unaccusative verbs, I showed that clauses with ďĞclearly preferred
inversion and straightforwardly transitive clauses (with a subject and a direct object)
disfavoured inversion, confirming what has earlier been proposed for later stages of
the language. The final two studies aimed to establish the influence of the type of PP
and showed that the type of PP does make a difference, but it is difficult to explain
why such a difference might exist, for instance in the case of P+D PPs disfavouring
inversion. What this section has especially made clear is that within the category of
PPs, there is considerable variation between types and properties of the PPs in
triggering inversion—more so than for object-initial clauses—and it remains to be
seen how much room is left for information-structural factors to play a role.
4.4.4
Information-structural factors in Orosius
This section aims to establish the relevance of information-structural factors in the
position of subjects in pre- and postverbal position in PP-initial clauses. Like for the
subjects in object-initial clauses, the question is whether there is a relation between
the position of the subject and its information status: in short, are preverbal subjects
old and postverbal subjects new? In contrast to the previous section, I do not
attempt to distinguish between V2 inversion and late subjects, but only consider the
difference between preverbal and postverbal subjects. The reason for this is, in
addition to the problems of determining the position of the subject, that the
predictions for the information status of these subjects is similar: they are both
expected to be new (see Biberauer & Van Kemenade 2011, Hinterhölzl & Petrova
2010).
First of all, the table below presents the rates of inversion in non-conjunct
clauses in >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐand KƌŽƐŝƵƐ͘
Table 4.32 Inversion with nominal subjects in non-conjunct, PP-initial clauses
Inversion
Total
% Inversion
Orosius
119
267
44.6
Lives of Saints
78
89
87.6
2

ʖ (1) = 50.10, p = 0
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Not surprisingly, the rate of inversion in >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ is high, 87.6%, while in
KƌŽƐŝƵƐ͕inversion and non-inversion are more or less equally frequent, with 44.6%
inversion. The total number of examples is also lower in >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ than in
KƌŽƐŝƵƐ (89 against 267), which, together with the high percentage of inversion,
leads to a very low number of uninverted subjects (11). This number is too low to
allow us to find out whether other factors, such as information status, play a role.
For this reason, I focus in this section on the data from KƌŽƐŝƵƐ, where inversion is
more variable, so that the influence of information-structural factors can be
expected to be stronger. However, based on the discussion in the previous section, a
number of clauses were excluded from the study because they contain a PP or verb
which clearly influences inversion. First, clauses with a finite form of ƚŽ ďĞ were
excluded because they clearly prefer inversion. Second, clauses with a PP consisting
only of a preposition and a determiner were also excluded, because they favour
uninverted order, as shown in the following table.
Table 4.33 Inversion with nominal subjects after different PP categories in main
clauses in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ
Inversion
Total
% Inversion
P+D
30
128
23.4
P+PRO
4
4
100.0
P+NP(D/PRO)
77
127
60.6
No D/PRO
8
8
100.0
Totals
119
267
44.6
2

2

ʖ (3) = 51.32, p = 0; without ‘P+PRO’ and ‘none’: ʖ (1) = 36.21, p = 0

When the clauses with ďĞand the clauses with ‘P+D’ in initial position are excluded,
77 subjects remain, with 49.4% inversion. The information status of these nominal
subjects was analysed and the results are shown in Table 4.34.
Table 4.34 Information status of nominal subjects in PP-initial main clauses in
inversion and non-inversion contexts in >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ and KƌŽƐŝƵƐ,
excluding PPs consisting of only P+D 
Inversion
Non--inversion
Total
OLD
ACCESSIBLE
Subtotal ‘Given’
ANCHORED
NEW
Subtotal ‘New’

Ŷ
15
0
15
15
8
23

%
37.5
0.0
36.6
55.6
88.9
63.9

Ŷ
25
1
26
12
1
13

%
62.5
100.0
63.4
44.4
11.1
36.1

Ŷ
40
1
41
27
9
36

%
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Total

38

49.4

39

50.6

77

100.0

2

2

ʖ (3) = 9.27, p < .5; between ‘Given’ and ‘New’: ʖ (1) = 5.72, p < .5
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NEW subjects have a clear preference for inversion (88.9% against 11.1%), while OLD
subjects have a preference for uninverted order, although the preference is less
pronounced (62.5% non-inversion against 37.5% inversion). The ANCHORED subjects
do not show a preference—48.3% inversion—while the database only contains one
example of an ACCESSIBLE subject. If we consider only the binary distinction, the table
shows that there is a roughly equal preference for inversion with ‘new’ subjects
(63.9%) and for non-inversion with ‘given’ subjects (63.4%). These figures are in line
with the general prediction that OLD subjects generally occur before the finite verb,
while NEW subjects follow it, although there are quite a number of exceptions,
especially for the OLD subjects. Interestingly, the preference for ‘given’ subjects to be
uninverted (63.4%) is higher than it was for objects (49.0%), while the preference for
‘new’ subjects to be inverted is quite a bit lower (63.9% against 81.3%). In all cases,
however, there are quite a number of exceptions and the percentages, while
representing majorities, are not extremely high. Finally, if we consider the
distribution of information status categories, it turns out that the overall percentage
of OLD subjects is relatively low, with 53.2% (41 out of 77), against 88.9% for subjects
in passives and 62.7% for subjects in object-initial clauses. In contrast, the category
of ANCHORED subjects—a category which is particularly ambiguous in terms of
information status and discourse behaviour—is much larger than it was in earlier
studies, at 35.1% (27 out of 77), against 3.2% in passives and 13.4% in object-initial
clauses.
The most exceptional categories among these subjects are OLD or ACCESSIBLE
subjects that are inverted (13), and ANCHORED or NEW subjects that are not inverted
(16). Let us first consider the non-inverted ANCHORED and NEW subjects. The great
majority (13 of 16) of these subjects are proper names, and they often contain an
apposition or another form of postmodification, as illustrated in (128)-(130). The
subjects are underlined.
(128) On þæm dagum^ĞƌŝƵƐ'ĂůƵĂ͕^ĐŝƉŝĂŶŐĞĨĞƌĂ͕ĨĞĂŚƚǁŝĝ>ƵƐŝƚĂŶŝĂŵ͕/ƐƉĂŶŝĂ
ĨŽůĐĞ͕
‘In those days, Servius Galba, a colleague of Scipio, fought against the
Lusitanians, a people of Spain,’
(coorosiu,Or_4:12.111.6.2322)
(129) Æfter þæmWŽŵƉĞŝƵƐƐĞĐŽŶƐƵůĨŽƌŽŶEƵŵĞŶƚŝŶĂƐ͕/ƐƉĂŶŝĂƊĞŽĚĞ͕
‘Afterwards Pompeius, the consul, marched upon the Numantines, a people
of Spain’
(coorosiu,Or_5:2.115.22.2415)
(130) On þære tideDŝƚƌŝĚĂƚŝƐ͕WĂƌƚŚĂĐǇŶŝŶŐ͕ŐĞĞŽĚĞĂďǇůŽŶŝĂŵ͕
‘At that time, Mithridates, king of Pontus, overcame Babylonia’
(coorosiu,Or_5:2.115.31.2422)
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In all three examples the subject is a proper name—^ĞƌŝƵƐ 'ĂůƵĂ͕ WŽŵƉĞŝƵƐ and
DŝƚƌŝĚĂƚŝƐ—which is followed by an explanation of the function of this person:
^ĐŝƉŝĂŶŐĞĨĞƌĂ͕ƐĞĐŽŶƐƵůand WĂƌƚŚĂĐǇŶŝŶŐ͘ Most of the names did not occur earlier
in the text. What makes the information status of these subjects slightly problematic
is that it is not clear whether the names should be considered as part of world
knowledge (for instance when the subject is WĞƚƌƵƐ ƐĞ ĂƉŽƐƚŽů) or whether their
anchoring, such as ‘the king of Pontus’, in fact makes them accessible enough to act
as an OLD/ACCESSIBLE subject, i.e. occur in front of the postverbal verb. From that
perspective, the name is the additional information and the postmodification is the
proper subject. Unfortunately, the behaviour of these ANCHORED subjects in both
inversion and non-inversion sentences does not make this any clearer: they occur
just as frequently in inverted sentences (14) as they do in uninverted sentences (15).
The OLD subjects present a problem of their own, with a considerable number
of old subjects occurring in inverted position, i.e. after the finite verb. What is
interesting in this respect is the difference between anaphoricity and information
status: while the analysis of the information status OLD takes into account the entire
text, anaphoricity only takes into account the five preceding clauses. Consider the
following example.
(131) On þæm dagum ŐĞĐƵƌŽŶƌĞƚƚĂŶŝĞDĂǆŝŵŝĂŶƵƐŚŝŵƚŽĐĂƐĞƌĞŽĨĞƌŚŝƐǁŝůůĂŶ͘
in those days chose Britons Maximum them to emperor against his will
‘In those days the Britons chose Maximus for their emperor, against his will.’
(coorosiu,Or_6:35.153.28.3260)
The subject ƌĞƚƚĂŶŝĞ occurs postverbally, and is analysed as OLD because it occurs
earlier in the text. It does not, however, have a score for anaphoricity, because the
previous mention is in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ͛ book 1, while example (131) occurs in book 6. The
question is whether something that is mentioned so far back can still be considered
discourse-old, or should for instance be understood as world knowledge rather than
discourse-old knowledge, in which case it needs to be reactivated here. Recall from
the discussion of subject placement in object fronting sentences (section 4.3.4) the
observation that placing a subject later in the sentence, i.e. after the finite verb, may
be a type of topic introduction, a function that does not stipulate an element of a
specific information status: a referent can be newly introduced as topic even if it
represents accessible knowledge. The anaphoricity scores, presented in Table 4.35
for all subjects, do not confirm this, however.
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Table 4.35 Anaphoricity scores for inverted and uninverted nominal subjects.
Inversion
Non--inversion
Distance to antecedent
n
%
n
%
1 clause
3
7.9
4
10.3
1 clause (anchor)
2
5.3
1
2.6
2--5 clauses
4
10.5
4
10.3
2--5 clauses (anchor)
3
7.9
3
7.7
No antecedent
26
68.4
27
69.2
Total

38

100.0

39

100.0

The table shows that the percentage of subjects which have ‘no antecedent’ in the
discourse is roughly similar for inverted subjects as for uninverted subjects: 68.4%
and 69.2%. In other words, anaphoricity does not determine the position of the
subject. This also means that for both inverted and uninverted subjects, the
percentage which has an antecedent in the preceding five clauses is low. What this
suggests is that while the initial PPs are overwhelmingly ‘given’ and discourse-old,
nominal subjects—both before and after the finite verb—are considerably less often
‘given’. This stresses once again the importance of that first position as a local
anchoring position, and indicates a relative ordering of elements according to a
given-before-new order in the clause.
The third and final consideration is once again the type of verb, which we have
already seen is especially relevant to the PP-initial clauses. Among the inversion
sentences with an OLD subject, there are indeed a number of typical unaccusative
verbs (4 out of 13), illustrated in (132) and (133).
(132) On þæm morumĞĂƌĚŝĂĝ&ŝŶŶĂƐ͘
‘In these mountains [wastes] dwell Finns’
(coorosiu,Or_1:1.15.24.269)
(133) On þære tideŐĞĨŽƌĂƐƐĂŶĚĞƌ
‘At that time died Cassander’
(coorosiu,Or_3:11.81.28.1627)
In these examples, then, the reason for the subject occurring after the finite verb
(and plausibly remain within the VP) may be due to the fact that the verb is
unaccusative, rather than that it is influenced by the information status of the
subject. However, the remaining inverted sentences with old subjects contain
transitive verbs, as in 0 and (135).
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(134) On ða wraceĨƵŶĚŽŶZŽŵĂŶĞčƌĞƐƚƊčƚŚŝĞƐĐŝƉĂǁŽƌŚƚŽŶ͘
in the revenge found Romans first that they ships built
‘In revenge the Romans first determined to build ships’
(coorosiu,Or_4:6.92.16.1871)
(135) On ðæm gefeohteŐĞĨůŝĞŵĚĞŶƚŝŐŽŶĞƐhŵĞŶŝƐ͕
in the battle routed Antogonus Umenis
‘In the battle, Antigonus routed Umenis’
(coorosiu,Or_3:11.79.15.1567)
As we have seen before, unaccusativity (or the type of verb in general) influences
inversion, and sometimes it seems to overrule information-structural
considerations, while in other cases the information status seems to be more
important. In examples (132)-(135), it may be that additional factors are needed to
explain why inversion occurs (e.g. Speyer’s (2010) prosodic account).
In conclusion, this analysis of the information status of subjects in a selection of
PP-initial clauses in KƌŽƐŝƵƐhas shown that, similar to object-initial sentences, there
is a tendency for OLD and ACCESSIBLE subjects to occur before the finite verb and for
ANCHORED and NEW subjects to occur after the finite verb. The tendency is less
pronounced, however, than it was for the subjects in object-initial clauses, and the
exceptions to the tendencies are not easy to explain, with for instance anaphoricity
and anchoring not providing an answer for why ANCHORED or NEW subjects can occur
before the finite verb. One factor that does clearly play a role is unaccusativity, with
unaccusative verbs preferring inversion, but this factor cannot by itself explain all
sentences showing inversion with an OLD subject. While the percentage of inversion
in this selection was near to 50%, and so was suitable for an examination of the
influence of information-structural factors, it has to be noted that these sentences
represent only one selection of all PP-initial clauses in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ͘ With respect to
informations status, the given-before-new tendency reported in the literature and
found in section 4.3.4 was confirmed, but remains no more than a tendency.
4.4.5
Summary and conclusions
This section aimed to establish the syntactic and information-structural
characteristics of PP-initial clauses in OE. Specifically, it focused on the function of
clause-initial PPs, the rates of inversion after PPs and the information-structural
factors in subject placement in PP-initial clauses. I showed that clause-initial PPs, like
clause-initial objects, perform a function of local anchoring, but that they are also
used for contrast and frame setting. PP-initial clauses already show some tendencies
towards inversion patterns specified for inversion in later periods, with unaccusative
verbs triggering inversion. Finally, subject placement showed a general tendency for
given-before-new, but again, with a considerable number of exceptions.
PPs in clause-initial position turned out to be an even more versatile position
than was already clear from the fact that they express different functions (adverbials
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and arguments). In terms of information-structural behaviour, three categories were
distinguished: local anchoring, contrast and frame setting. While the majority of PPs
follow a given-before-new order, with 87.4% of the clause-initial PPs being old
information, it is also clear that PP preposing is not an alternative to the passive in
the same way as fronted objects are. However, the fact that this varied category
does show a sensitivity to given-before-new confirms the strength of this
information-structural pattern.
With regard to inversion, it became clear that there are a number of factors
playing a role in determining the pre- or postverbal position of the verb, more so
than for object-initial clauses. One of these factors is the type of verb, with
unaccusative verbs triggering inversion to a larger extent, just like they still allow
inversion in PDE. While there was no coding of unaccusativity available, different
approaches to the type of verb made clear that unaccusative verbs indeed occur
more often with inversion in OE. The type of PP also seemed to play a role to some
extent, with for instance a clear preference for PPs consisting solely of a preposition
and a demonstrative in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ to occur with an inverted subject. Throughout this
chapter, then, clause-initial PPs have been shown to behave differently from clauseinitial objects and these tendencies already indicate the foundations for the
remnants of inversion with PPs in PDE.

Section 4.5

Conclusion

This chapter investigated the information-structural properties of the passive, object
fronting and clause-initial PPs in OE. Specifically, it investigated whether these
constructions show an overlap in the function of creating a given-before-new order
of information; what the exact information-structural function of the clause-initial
position is; and finally, to what extent word order choices are driven by informationstructural factors, especially for the subjects in object-initial and PP-initial clauses as
showing or not showing inversion. The overall conclusion is that these constructions
share a function of creating or maintaining given-before-new order, stressing the
relevance of this information-structural tendency across different constructions. It
also became clear that the clause-initial position is used by objects and PPs for socalled local anchoring, providing unmarked links to the preceding discourse, but at
the same time, in the case of object fronting and PP preposing, for contrastive
purposes as well. Finally, while all these sentence types show the relevance of
information-structural factors, I argued that they are not part of the syntax.
As for the overlap in funtion between the constructions, the studies of the long
passive and fronted objects showed that the majority of sentences conform to a
given-before-new order of information of the first element (the subject in the case
of passives, the object in object fronting sentences) and the second element (the
agent phrase of the long passive and the subject in object fronting sentence). The
majority of PP-initial clauses also follows a given-before-new order of information.
There are crucial differences between the three constructions, however, with given-
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before-new being the main motivation in long passives, while in object fronting and
especially PP-initial clauses it is only one of the functions: both fronted objects and
clause-initial PPs occur with contrastive referents, which are in addition higher on
the givenness scale than the elements that follow.
All three constructions showed the relevance of discourse linking in clauseinitial position, with the majority of fronted objects and clause-initial PPs being old,
i.e. having an explicit antecedent in the preceding discourse. In many cases, the
reference was to the immediately preceding sentence, indicating that discourse
linking is an especially ‘local’ phenomenon. With respect to the passive, it is clear
that subjects are often old and link to the preceding discourse, but this is a property
they share with active subjects. A comparison of passive and active subjects showed
that passives were not more often clause-initial, i.e. did not more often than active
subjects function as discourse linkers first and foremost.
The final aim of this chapter was to establish to what extent the variation that is
characteristic of the V2 phenomenon in OE—between V2 and V3 orders in clauses
starting with a non-operator—is determined by information-structural factors. The
analysis of the information status of the subjects in object-initial clauses and PPinitial confirmed the tendencies reported in the literature that preverbal subjects are
usually given and postverbal subjects usually new. There were quite a number of
exceptions, however, and I argued that there was not enough support for a
formalization of this tendency in terms of the syntactic structure of the clauses.
This chapter has established the role of information-structural factors within
the syntactic properties of the OE main clause. Most importantly, it has shown the
function of the clause-initial position as one of local anchoring, and the availability of
a range of word order options to perform a similar function of creating given-beforenew order of information in the sentence. The question that follows from these
observations on the interaction between information-structural and syntactic
functions in OE is what happens when the V2 constraint is lost. Before we turn to the
consequences of the loss of V2, the next chapter first aims to establish what exactly
changes in the use of the clause-initial position and the position and use of the
subject in ME and EModE, building on what we have seen in this chapter for OE.

5. Aspects of the Loss of Verb
Second
Section 5.1

Introduction

This chapter investigates aspects of the loss of verb second (V2) in the Early Modern
English (EModE, 1500-1710) and Modern British English (MBE, 1700-1914) periods.
It adds to the existing body of literature on the loss of V2, building on the
conclusions from the previous chapter where we saw that the clause-initial position
had a special function of local anchoring within the Old English (OE) V2 system, and
that the variation in subject placement was governed by a general informationstructural motivation. The aim of this chapter is to trace what happens to these
aspects when V2 is lost, with a special focus on PP-initial clauses. In this chapter, I
show that towards the end of the EModE period, the presubject position lost its
main OE function of local anchoring in favour of the contrastive and frame-setting
uses. At the same time, the position of the subject became more fixed and over the
course of the MBE period, the subject became the most frequent, and crucially the
only unmarked, way to start a sentence.
We saw in Chapter 2 that the V2 system as it was in place in OE was lost for the
largest part during the fifteenth century, while there were certain contexts that
allowed inversion of subject and verb for a longer time. The first of these contexts is
the type of verb, with unaccusatives showing inversion quite frequently long after
the general V2 organization is lost (see Van Kemenade 2012). The second context
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that is relevant is the syntactic category of the clause-initial element: Van Kemenade
& Westergaard (2012) show that towards the end of the fifteenth century inversion
after objects is still at 82.5% (although based on a small number of examples), while
inversion after initial adverbs is already down to just over 20% (with unergative verbs
and nominal subjects). Similarly, we have already seen that one of the contexts in
PDE in which inversion is still found, locative inversion, is to a large extent (but not
entirely) defined by both the verb and the clause-initial element: unaccusative verbs
and locative PPs. The loss of inversion with this last category of clause-initial
elements has been documented in less detail than the loss of inversion after objects
and adverbs in the literature, and its continuing pattern of inversion provides a
valuable opportunity to add to an understanding of the factors involved in the loss of
V2.
What this chapter specifically aims to do is trace the two information-structural
functions that were identified in the previous chapter—local anchoring and creating
given-before-new order—within the larger context of the loss of V2. We saw in the
previous chapter how the functions of the first constituent in OE were decidedly
different from its functions in PDE: while most of the clause-initial objects and PPs in
OE are non-contrastive and given, the literature on PDE shows that the clause-initial
position is generally used to express contrast (see e.g. Krifka 2007; Speyer 2010; Los
& Dreschler 2012). What is not yet clear, however, is when exactly, in the intervening
centuries, these changes take place, i.e. when the clause-initial position loses its
main function of local anchoring and when the contrastive and frame-setting uses
become dominant.
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the decline in inversion and the
information-structural functions of the clause-initial position, focusing on the most
versatile element in initial position, PPs. One important aspect in studying these
consequences of the loss of V2 is the timing of the various developments, just as the
timing of the introduction of the new passives relative to the loss of V2 was
important in Chapter 3. This chapter specifically aims to establish a timing for two
different aspects of the loss of V2: on the one hand the position of the subject with
respect to the finite verb, and on the other hand the use of the first position by nonsubject elements and the changes in its information-structural motivation. It is these
changes that lead to the increased importance of the subject as an unmarked
theme, in turn increasing the need for passives as subject creators. The studies in
this chapter focus on the sixteenth century, the period immediately following the
end date usually given for the loss of V2, but include data from other periods where
necessary and available.
In this chapter, I show that the largest decline in inversion in PP-initial clauses
takes place towards the end of the EModE period and that the main development
towards a predominantly subject-initial language takes place somewhat later, in the
MBE period. The origins of the locative inversion pattern that remains in use in PDE
are already visible from the beginning of the EmodE period onwards, with the most
important characteristics of unaccusative verbs and PPs (either locative or local
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anchors): inversion in these instances ‘lingers longer’ than inversion in other
contexts. The studies in this chapter provide evidence that the local anchoring
function of the clause-initial position becomes less important and the contrastive
and frame-setting functions become more important, a development which is
already visible in EModE and which continues in the MBE period.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 investigates how the position
of the subject changes and what role information-structural factors play in
determining the position of the subject. Section 5.3 provides evidence for the loss of
local anchoring as the most important function of the presubject position, focusing
again on PP-initial clauses but with an additional discussion of the loss of local
anchoring in object-initial clauses. Section 5.4 concludes this chapter.

Section 5.2

The loss of inversion in PP-initial clauses

This section investigates the loss of inversion in PP-initial clauses from the sixteenth
until the early twentieth century. It focuses on two aspects: on the one hand the
development towards a default position for the subject and on the other hand, the
beginnings of the specific type of inversion that still continues to be used in PDE:
locative inversion. The aim is to answer the question whether the relation between
information-structural factors and syntactic factors has changed since the OE period.
I show that this interaction indeed changes as syntactic options become more
limited: with the fixation of a default subject position, information-structural factors
begin to play a different role, becoming less important for the default subject
position but making full use of the remaining syntactic exception, the late subject
position.
The loss of V2 is of course not limited to just the development of the subject in
PP-initial clauses, but there are several reasons why the category of PP-initial clauses
is especially relevant. Not only do PPs show the range of information-structural
options that any element in first position can show, they are also a versatile category
syntactically, expressing both arguments and adjuncts. In addition, most of the
studies dealing with the loss of inversion, such as Van Kemenade (2012) and Haeberli
(2002), have focused on adverbs or objects in clause-initial position, and less so on
PP-initial clauses, although there are some exceptions, such as Speyer (2010) and
Los & Dreschler (2012). Another aspect of PP-initial clauses is that, unlike objects,
PPs remain quite frequent in clause-initial position in MBE and PDE, which means
they can provide more insight into a change in function.
Inversion in PP-initial clauses, especially when these PPs are locative, is still a
productive syntactic pattern in PDE, although not a very frequent one. Loosely
referred to as locative inversion, this pattern has been said to be dominated by
intransitive (more specifically, unaccusative) verbs and locative PPs in clause-initial
position (see Bresnan 1994, Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995, Birner & Ward 1998).
What is also relevant for the present investigation is that this pattern has been
described as having an information-structural function, either as information-
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rearranging, like the passive, or as a presentational construction (Birner & Ward
1998 and Bolinger 1977, respectively). Already in OE, unaccusatives and passives
allowed for the late subject pattern but it is unclear from which time onwards the
locative inversion pattern emerges and how it interacts with the loss of V2.
This section is structured as follows. Section 5.2.1 discusses the characteristics
of the locative inversion pattern in PDE, aiming to define the pattern in such a way
that it will allow for a search for its origins in the historical corpora. Section 5.2.2
then turns to the EModE period, investigating the rate of the loss of inversion in PPinitial clauses as well as the influence of the information status of the subject on its
position in the clause. Section 5.2.3, finally, turns to MBE and aims to determine to
what extent it still shows old patterns of inversion or whether the locative inversion
pattern is already the only available inversion pattern. Section 5.2.4 concludes.
5.2.1
Locative inversion in PDE: effect of PP and verb
Before we turn to the corpora to trace the loss of inversion and the emergence of
the locative inversion pattern, let us look in more detail at the literature on inversion
in PDE, with a focus on the pattern for locative inversion. The aim of this discussion is
to define the phenomenon of locative inversion, so that it can inform the evaluation
of instances of surface inversion in the corpora. In this section I show that (i) there
are two syntactic aspects that are generally taken to define locative inversion,
although they do not hold for all examples: the type of verb and the type of clauseinitial element; and (ii) two accounts of the function of locative inversion in PDE in
terms information-structural factors have been proposed, but with a slightly
different definition.
Locative inversion should be distinguished from other types of inversion in PDE,
such as quotation inversion in (1) and subject-auxiliary inversion in (2).
(1) “I think the hyper-cars are more hype than anything,” said Larry Carlat, editor
of Toy And Hobby World. [ŚŝĐĂŐŽdƌŝďƵŶĞ, 11/21/89]
(Birner& Ward 1998: 158, their 202)
(2) Rarely did I hear such overtones of gratitude as went into the utterance of
this compound noun. [=Green 1980, ex. 32e]
(ŝďŝĚ͘ 157, their 199)
Quotation inversion, as in (1), is restricted to sentences with verbs of reporting, and
has been shown to be irrelevant to the type of subject-verb inversion which I will be
discussing in this chapter (Warner 2007, Birner & Ward 1998: 157-159). Subject
auxiliary inversion as in (2) also needs to be excluded as this pattern has a syntactic
rather than information-structural trigger, with the verb moving to C in questions
and after initial constituents containing negation (including ƌĂƌĞůǇ) and focus markers
such as ŽŶůǇ͕ŵĂŶǇĂand ƐƵĐŚĂ(cf. Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 95).
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A less well-defined class of inversion, because of its syntactic variability, is what
has become known as locative inversion (Coopmans 1989, Bresnan 1994, Culicover
2001). Consider the following sentences, in which the (a) examples illustrate the
normal order of subject and finite verb, and the (b) examples illustrate the inverted
order.
(3) a. A lamp was in the corner.
b. In the corner was a lamp.
(4) a. The tax collector came back to the village.
b. Back to the village came the tax collector.
(Bresnan 1994: 75, her 1,3)
The alternations in the a and b sentences in (3) and (4) show how the subject, with
its usual position before the finite verb (Ă ůĂŵƉ͕ ƚŚĞ ƚĂǆ ĐŽůůĞĐƚŽƌͿ͕ can also occur
after the finite verb in those instances where the sentence begins with a
prepositional phrase indicating a location, like ŝŶƚŚĞĐŽƌŶĞƌandďĂĐŬƚŽƚŚĞǀŝůůĂŐĞ͘
Two central properties have been discussed in the literature in attempts to define
the context for locative inversion: the type of verb and the type of element in first
position.
First, locative inversion is said to occur only with intransitive verbs (Rochemont
1978), or more specifically, unaccusative intransitives and passivized transitive verbs.
The following examples illustrate the possibility for unaccusative (5) and passivized
transitive verbs (6) to occur with inversion, and the impossibility of inversion with
transitive verbs (7).
(5) Into the room came an elephant.
(6) My mother was seated among the guests of honor.
(Bresnan 1994: 78, her 18a)
(7) *Into the room rolled John the ball.
(Coopmans 1989: 730, his 5a; based on Rochemont 1978)
The presence of passives among the verbs that allow inversion is interesting because
of the impossibility for transitive verbs to occur with inversion and the requirement
for passivization that a verb be transitive, but not surprising because of what
happens in the process of passivization. As Bolinger (1977: 103) phrases it, “[t]he
passive makes it possible to use transitive verbs [with inversion] by avoiding the
problem of too many arguments. The agent is simply deleted.” Moreover, as
discussed before, there is a structural reason why passive subjects are capable of
remaining low in the sentence, because they originate as an internal argument
within the VP.
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The restriction of intransitive verbs to unaccusatives as opposed to unergatives
(cf. Perlmutter 1978) builds on the distinction between unaccusatives and
unergatives with respect to the original position of the grammatical subject in the
clause—i.e. the position where the argument is base-generated in earlier versions of
generative syntax, or merged in Minimalism. While subjects of unergative verbs are
taken to be underlying subjects (external arguments), subjects of unaccusative verbs
are taken to be underlying objects (internal arguments). Following the observation
that unaccusatives but not unergatives allow locative inversion, the possibility to
occur in locative inversion is often taken as a diagnostic for unaccusativity (cf.
Bresnan & Kanerva 1989, Coopmans 1989, Hoekstra & Mulder 1990, Culicover &
Levine 2001). However, there are counterexamples, witness in (8) and (9).
(8) *On the top floor of the skyscraper broke many windows.
(9) On the third floor WORKED two young women called Maryanne Thomson
and Ava Brent…[L. Colwin, 'ŽŽĚďǇĞǁŝƚŚŽƵƚ>ĞĂǀŝŶŐ͕54]
(Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995: 224)
Example (8) illustrates how not all unaccusatives allow inversion, while (9) provides
evidence that some unergatives do allow inversion. Crucially, then, the generalization
that inversion occurs with unaccusatives cannot account for all occurrences of
locative inversion.
Two further observations about the type of verb are in order. First, some
authors make a distinction between inversion with ďĞ, as in (10),and inversion with
other verbs, on the grounds that these are separate phenomena (see Birner & Ward
1998: 183 and Bresnan 1994:76-77).
(10) He was making tea and warming his deeply lined, cracked hands on the pot
— ƵŶĚĞƌ ŚŝƐ ƌĂŐŐĞĚ ŶĂŝůƐ ǁĂƐ ƚŚĞ ŵĞĐŚĂŶŝĐ͛Ɛ ƉĞƌŵĂŶĞŶƚ͕ ŽŝůͲďůĂĐŬ ŐƌŝŵĞ͘
[Irving 1985: 291]
(Birner & Ward 1998: 182, their 229)
The most important argument in support of ďĞ-inversion as a separate phenomenon
is that it occurs more freely, allowing inversion after elements that are not PPs and
not locative. Second, Birner & Ward (1998) propose that inversion is only possible
when verbs are what they call “informationally light” (190), defined as being
accessible to the reader and low in information value, as illustrated in (11).
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(11) He opened the door and took a folded canvas bucket from behind the seat.
ŽŝůĞĚ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ ĨůŽŽƌ ůĂǇ Ă ŽŶĞͲŚƵŶĚƌĞĚͲĂŶĚͲĨŝĨƚǇͲĨŽŽƚ ůĞŶŐƚŚ ŽĨ ďƌĂŝĚĞĚ ŶǇůŽŶ
ĐůŝŵďŝŶŐƌŽƉĞƚŚƌĞĞͲĞŝŐŚƚƐŽĨĂŶŝŶĐŚƚŚŝĐŬ͘
(Birner & Ward 1998: 191, their 241b)
According to Birner & Ward, the verb ůĂǇis light, because it can be inferred from the
context and does not add information—comparable to ďĞ͕ which is always light.
While Birner & Ward’s account does explain some instances of inversion in which the
verb is not unaccusative, it relies rather heavily on interpretation and as such, it is a
problematic diagnostic, perhaps in general but most importantly for an historical
investigation.
The second aspect of the definition for locative inversion is based on the
element in first position: in general, it occurs in sentences where the initial element
is a locative PP. As for the type of verb, it is possible to provide counterexamples
both for the locative element and for the syntactic category of the initial element.
Consider example (12).
(12) You can drive as fast as you like in the outside lane on a West German
highway and may feel like the king of the road — until you look in the rear
mirror. ŽŽŵŝŶŐ ŝŶ ŽŶ ǇŽƵ ůŝŬĞ Ă ŐƵŝĚĞĚ ŵŝƐƐŝůĞ ĐŽŵĞƐ Ă ƌŝǀĂů ĐŽŶƚĞŶĚĞƌ͕
ďƵůůǇŝŶŐǇŽƵƚŽŐĞƚŽƵƚŽĨƚŚĞǁĂǇ͘[ŚŝĐĂŐŽdƌŝďƵŶĞ͕8/8/89]
(Birner & Ward 1998: 183, their 230a)
Birner & Ward (1998) do not want to use the label locative, but their data show that
it is a reasonable generalization: in sentences with inversion and a verb other than
ďĞ͕97% of the initial elements is a locative PP. In addition, while the initial element
may not always be a location, strictly speaking, a broader understanding of the term
‘locative’ explains a considerable number of the exceptions, as in Bresnan’s (1994)
definition: “[locative] subsume[s] a broad range of spatial locations, paths, or
directions, and their extensions to some temporal and abstract locative domains”
(1994: 75). In other words, the PP does not need to be a location, but there needs to
be at least an indication of location or direction in the sentence. Bresnan uses (13) to
illustrate her point.
(13) a. Crashing through the woods came a wild boar.
b. *Crashing came a wild boar.
c. Through the woods came a wild boar.
(Bresnan 1994: 75-76, her 5a and discussion)
Example (13)a does not begin with a locative PP, although the sentence does contain
a locative PP. Leaving out this locative PP, as in (13)b, makes the sentence
ungrammatical, but leaving out the participle ĐƌĂƐŚŝŶŐ does not affect the
acceptability, as shown in (13)c. Moreover, Bresnan provides examples which show
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that verbs that select locative complements allow inversion while verbs that select
no such complements do not allow it, as illustrated in (14)a and (14)b.
(14) a. *Gathered pointlessly in the yard seemed three women.
b. Gathered pointlessly in the yard stood three women.
(Bresnan 1994: 76, her 6a and 7a)
What Bresnan does, then, is expand the notion of location to include sentences in
the group of locative inversion even when the locative element is not obvious. 
In addition to the initial element and the class of verbs allowing inversion,
locative inversion is defined by its discourse or information-structural function. As
discussed in Section 2.4.2, Birner & Ward (1998) propose that the function of
inversion is to place information that is more given before information that is newer,
thereby restoring the unmarked order of information of given-before-new. Crucially,
Birner & Ward define this as a relative constraint: there is no absolute condition on
the preposed element to be given or the subject to be new.
Other researchers have described the function of locative inversion as
‘presentational’, a function that concentrates on the fact that the subject that
follows the verb constitutes new or focused information (Bolinger 1977, Bresnan
1994). Bolinger (1977) describes this function, illustrated in (15), as “present[ing]
something on the immediate stage” and “bring[ing] something literally or figuratively
BEFORE OUR PRESENCE” (93-94).
(15) Across the street is a grocery.
(Bolinger 1977: 93, his 20)
Bolinger presents this definition in tandem with the definition of another type of
sentence, ƚŚĞƌĞ-sentences such as (16), which he analyses as having a comparable
presentational function.
(16) Across the street there is a grocery.
(ŝďŝĚ͘93, his 21)
The difference between the inversion and ƚŚĞƌĞͲsentences, according to Bolinger, is
that the latter “present[…] something to our minds” (94), rather than “before our
presence”; in addition, this ‘something’ may already be known in ƚŚĞƌĞͲsentences,
while in the inversion sentences the presented element is newly introduced. In
contrast to Birner & Ward’s proposal, Bolinger’s account—which Bresnan (1994) also
follows—seems to be defined in terms of focus, i.e. the most important information,
or the newly connected information (see Lambrecht 1994: 207, 213), instead of
information status ƉĞƌƐĞ.
In conclusion, locative inversion in PDE is generally defined by a sentence-initial
locative PP and unaccusative and passive verbs, while there is a range of
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counterexamples to this generalization. In some of these cases, the functional
character can explain the use of inversion better than the syntactic properties, either
the information-rearranging function as proposed by Birner & Ward (1998), or the
presentational function as proposed by Bolinger (1977) and followed up by Bresnan
(1994). Having determined these properties for PDE, the next question is whether
the properties and functions already apply to inversion in earlier periods of English.
5.2.2
Inversion after clause-initial PPs in Early Modern English
This section investigates the loss of inversion after clause-initial PPs in EModE (using
the PPCEME, 1500-1710) and MBE (using the PPCMBE, 1700-1914). The first aim of
this section is to trace the loss of inversion in PP-initial clauses, in order (i) to
compare the loss of inversion in these clauses with the rates of loss of inversion in
object and adverb-initial clauses; and (ii) to determine when the PDE pattern of
locative inversion emerges. The second aim is to establish whether the influence of
information-structural factors in subject placement has changed since the OE period.
5.2.2.1 Method and selection
Because we are moving from one corpus to another (YCOE to PPCEME), some details
in the annotation have changed which need to be incorporated in the selection
criteria. In addition, the syntactic changes that have taken place since OE mean that
several structural analyses are available for each surface option of inversion or noninversion, some of which are different from the analyses in OE.
Subject positions
We have already seen (cf. in particular Section 2.2.1 and 4.2.2.4) that OE main
clauses which show inversion on the surface may be structurally ambiguous; more
specifically, if there are no further diagnostics in the sentence, inverted subjects may
be either immediately postverbal (the low subject position) or so-called late (an even
lower subject position, remaining within the VP). Figure 5.1 repeats the three
subject positions for OE, as identified in the literature.
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Figure 5.1 The three subject positions in OE main clauses

Because the PP in Spec,CP is a non-operator, the finite verb moves to F (rather than
C), and the subject can occur either before or after it, in Spec,FP or Spec,TP.
Representing a separate class of subjects, late subjects originate as complements of
the V within the VP and remain in that position. 67 The word order options for both
inversion and non-inversion become more diverse as the Spec,FP subject position is
lost over time, and verb movement to F is either lost or replaced with another
process, such as V-to-I movement, and the development in the auxiliary and modal
system. In addition, some of the diagnostics for the position of either the subject or
the finite verb are lost. The following table, inspired by a table from Warner (2007:
90, his Table 5) for fourteenth and fifteenth-century word order patterns, shows the
possible analyses of several surface inversion and non-inversion orders after clauseinitial PPs in the transition from V2 to the PDE SVO patterns.

67

Biberauer & Van Kemenade (2011) point to the possibility of another subject position in the vP domain.
They provide the following example where the subject in the subclause is presumably within the vPdomain, but it is not in clause-final position. I will, however, restrict the discussion here to the late
subjects in clause-final position in main clauses only.
XĂǁčƐŚŝŵĞĂůůƵŵŐĞƐĞŐĞŶ͕ƐǁĂƐǁĂŚŝƚǁčƐ͕ƊčƚŚŝŵǁčƌĞĨƌŽŵƌŝŚƚŶĞƐǇůĨƵŵ heofonlic gifu
ĨŽƌŐŝĨĞŶ
then was them all seemed so as it was that him were by the-Lord himself heavenly grace granted
‘Then it seemed to them all, as indeed it was, that a heavenly grace had been vouchsafed him by
the Lord himself.’ (2011: 24, their 12c)
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Table 5.1 Possible analyses of inversion and non-inversion surface orders after PPs
Topic
High
High
Low
Low
PDE
Late
Surface
position
position
subject
position
subject
position
subject
inversion
forfinite
position
forfinite
position
forfinite
position
verb
verb
verb
Spec,CP

1
2
3
4
5
6

PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP

C

Spec,FP

F

Spec,TP

FinV
FinV

Sbj

T

FinV
Sbj
Sbj

VP –
complement
Subject
Subject

FinV
Sbj

FinV
FinV

Y
Y
Y
N
N
N

Let us first consider the three possible analyses for a sentence showing inversion of
subject and finite verb on the surface, i.e. those sentences in which the subject
appears after the finite verb, given in rows 1 to 3 in the table. First, row 1 illustrates
the OE possibility of inversion after non-operators: the finite verb is in F and the
subject occurs in Spec,TP, as illustrated in (17) and (18). As discussed in Chapters 2
and 4, this is the word order option in OE which is to a large extent triggered by the
information status of the subject (see Van Kemenade 2012), the type which
Hinterhölzl & Petrova (2010) call “accidental V2”. In this and the following examples,
the initial PP is given in bold, the subject is underlined and the verb is underlined
with a bold line.
(17) On þæm gewinneŽĨƐůŽŐŶƚŝƉĂƚĞƌŚŝƐŵŽĚŽƌ͕ĂƐƐĂŶĚƌĞƐůĂĨĞ
in the strife killed Antipater his mother, Cassander’s widow
‘In the strife Antipater killed his mother, widow of Cassander’
(coorosiu,Or_3:11.82.1.1634)
(18) On ðæm dagum ǁŝůŶĂĚĞƐƵŵčĝĞůŝŶŐƚŽƌŝĐƐŝĂŶŶĞŝŶƌŐĞŶƚŝŶĞƊčƌĞĝĞŽĚĞ͕
&ĂůŽƌĞƐǁčƐŚĂƚĞŶ͘
in those days wished some prince to rule in Agrigentum the country Phalaris
was called
‘In those days, a certain prince called Phalaris, wished to rule in the country
of Agrigentum.’
(coorosiu,Or_1:12.33.34.657)
In (17), the subject ŶƚŝƉĂƚĞƌoccurs after the finite verb ŽĨƐůŽŐ͕while its occurrence
before the VP-internal object ŚŝƐ ŵŽĚŽƌ͕ ĂƐƐĂŶĚƌĞƐ ůĂĨĞ works as a diagnostic to
determine that the subject has been raised out of the VP. Example (18) shows a
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similar word order and structure, but with a different diagnostic: the subject ƐƵŵ
čĝĞůŝŶŐ occurs after the finite verb ǁŝůŶĂĚĞ but before the VP-internal non-finite
verb ƚŽƌŝĐƐŝĂŶŶĞ͘
The two other possible analyses for surface inversion are late subject orders,
with the subject occurring in its base position as complement of VP and the verb
either in F or T, as illustrated in rows 2 and 3, respectively. There are certain
diagnostics available to determine the position of the subject as late, rather than
immediately postverbal: if the subject follows VP-internal material, such as the nonfinite verb, it is late, i.e. the subject itself has remained within the VP. However, no
such straightforward diagnostics are available for the position of the verb as being
either in F or T. This means that there remain sentences that are structurally
ambiguous between the structures shown in rows 1-3, as in (19)-(21).
(19) On þæm morumĞĂƌĚŝĂĝ&ŝŶŶĂƐ͘
‘In these mountains [wastes] dwell Finns ’
(coorosiu,Or_1:1.15.24.269)
(20) On the side of Were riverŝƐ^ƚĂŶŽƉ͘
(leland-e1-h,70.31) 68
(21) At her rewardĚŝŶĞĚŵǇĐŽƵƐĞŶ&ƌĂƵŶĐĞƐĂŶĚŵǇĐŽƵƐĞŶDĂŐƌĞƚ͘
(edward-e1-h,363.285)
The sentences in (19)-(21) lack the diagnostic elements and it is not possible to tell
whether the subject is late (row 2 or 3), or immediately postverbal (row 1). However,
as V2 is lost, i.e. verb movement to F is lost and the subject position in Spec,FP is
either lost or collapses with Spec,TP (cf. Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2010; Van Kemenade
2012), the analysis in row 2, with the finite verb in T and the subject within the VP,
becomes the only analysis that remains available for surface inversion. Note that
subject-auxiliary inversion—as in (2)—is a separate phenomenon, in which V
continues to move to C right through to PDE (i.e. in I-to-C movement), and is hence
not affected by the loss of FP.
The surface orders which do not show inversion of the subject and finite verb
occur in any of the structures illustrated in row 4-6. The first option, illustrated in
row 4, represents the traditional V3 environment in the OE analysys.
(22) On ðæm gefeohteWŝƌƌƵƐŚčĨĚĞĞĂŚƚĂƚŝŐDĨĞƊĞŶĂ͕ΘsDŐĞŚŽƌƐĞĚƌĂ͘
‘In that battle Pyrrhus had eighty thousand feet, and five thousand horses’
(coorosiu,Or_4:1.86.1.1731)

68

In the examples from the PPCEME, the subperiod is given in the file name, with E1 representing the
years 1500-1569, E2 1570-1639 and E3 1640-1710.
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In (22), the subject WŝƌƌƵƐoccurs in Spec,FP, before the finite verb ŚčĨĚĞin F. This is
the standard analysis of these orders as long as V2 is in place, i.e. as long as the verb
moves to F in non-operator contexts. Row 5 shows an analysis which should be
logically possible as V2 is lost, but it is an unlikely one. In this analysis, the subject
occurs in the same position as in the previous analysis, Spec,FP, but the finite verb
occurs lower than in the previous analysis, in T rather than in F. However, if verb
movement in V2 contexts is taken to be movement to a position which subsequently
needs its specifier to be filled (cf. Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2010), this analysis is out
because head and specifier of the same projection are not filled in row 5.
Interestingly, Van Kemenade (2012: 833) in fact proposes that the position of the
verb may be less important than the position of the subject in accounting for the loss
of V2: rather than the loss of verb movement, the loss of V2 is the result of a change
in the position of the subject, in the absence of evidence for a change in the position
of the finite verb. The final loss of inversion as far as it concerns verb movement
takes place only after the ME, and Van Kemenade hypothesizes that this coincides
with the loss of V-to-I movement.
Finally, the order illustrated in row 6 is the one that increasingly becomes the
standard order when movement of the finite verb to F is lost, with the finite verb in T
and the subject in Spec,TP. In fact, it seems the entire projection F is lost—object
pronouns and subjects no longer occur in the specifier, which then also leaves little
evidence for the verb in F (although there is some evidence from negation contexts,
see Fischer et al. 2000: 135; Rissanen 1994, 1999). In conclusion, the diachronic
development over the course of the centuries consists of the loss of two operations
that characterized the OE system: loss of verb movement to F and loss of the subject
position in Spec,FP, possibly because it collapses with Spec,TP.
Queries and selection
In order to ensure that the data presented in this chapter can be compared to those
in Chapter 4, the selection of clauses is similar to the previous corpus studies. This
means that, following the observation that V2 is a main clause phenomenon 69 and
that the variation in subject positions only applies to nominal subjects, only main
clauses with nominal subjects were selected. The selection is different in one
important respect: while in OE, a distinction was made between conjunct and nonconjunct clauses because of the consensus in the literature that conjunct clauses
disfavour inversion and the results for the study of PP-initial clauses in OE (Section
4.4.3, but see also the discussion in Section 4.3.4 for object-initial clauses), this
distinction seems to have become less of a determining factor once we move to
EModE. I will therefore only comment of the difference between conjunct and non-

69

It is not just that V2 is a main clause phenomenon. Biber et al. (1999: 926) find that inversion is a main
clause phenomenon in their PDE corpus: over 90% of the inversions in their corpus of conversation,
fiction and news occur in main clauses. For academic prose, this is 75%.
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conjunct clauses if relevant. Query 5.1 presents the basic query that was used; the
detailed selection of finite verbs will be explained below.
YƵĞƌǇϱ͘ϭBasic query for inversion and non-inversion in PP-initial main clauses
a. IP-MAT idoms finite verb ĂŶĚ IP-MAT idoms NP-SBJ* ĂŶĚ IP-MAT idomsfirst
PP*
b. PP* iprecedes finite verb ŽƌNP-SBJ*
c. Inversion: finite verb precedes NP-SBJ*
d. Non-inversion: NP-SBJ* precedes finite verb
Line 5.1a selects main clauses with a finite verb, a subject, and a prepositional
phrase in clause-initial position. Line 5.1b states that the PP should immediately
precede the finite verb or the subject, excluding clauses where the PP is followed by
for instance an adverb (cf. Section 4.4.4). Lines 5.1c-d present the queries that were
used to distinguish between inversion and non-inversion of the finite verb and the
subject. Note that the query for inversion does not distinguish between immediately
postverbal (V2-type of inversion) and late subjects.
There are three aspects of the selection of clauses that are different from the
selection in Chapter 4. First of all, not only do we need to exclude pronominal and
ellipted subjects, but we now also need to exclude expletive ƚŚĞƌĞ subjects, as they
70
almost invariably precede the finite verb. The following query was used to select
pronominal and expletive subjects, which were then excluded from the database.
YƵĞƌǇϱ͘ϮSelection of non-nominal subjects
a. IP-MAT idoms NP-SBJ* ĂŶĚNP-SBJ* idomsonly *PRO* or *EX*
The complement file this query, i.e. all sentences that did not contain a pronominal
or expletive subject, was used as input for further queries.
A further distinction was made for type of finite verb, which was possible
because of the availability of a corpus annotated for unaccusativity. 71 The following
classes of verbs were distinguished: finite auxiliaries, unaccusative finite verbs and a
‘rest’ category. Following Van Kemenade (2012), I will call this last category
transitive/unergative, but it should be noted that this group may inadvertently
include a few unaccusatives that were not detected, for instance because of
extremely unusual spellings. The group of unaccusatives includes impersonals,
weather verbs, raising verbs, “verbs of coming and going”, inchoatives, posture
verbs, manner of motion verbs (Van Kemenade 2012: 828). Query 5.3 shows the
70

Only in E1 are there a number of sentences in which ƚŚĞƌĞoccurs after the finite verb (10 examples,
8.3% of the total 121 examples in that period). No examples with inverted ƚŚĞƌĞoccur in E2 and E3 in this
dataset.
71
This corpus was kindly made available to me by Ans van Kemenade (for details, see Van Kemenade
2012; Van Kemenade & Westergaard 2012).
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definitions for each of the verb categories, and the order in which the queries to
select these groups of verbs were carried out.
YƵĞƌǇϱ͘ϯSelection of different types of finite verbs
a. On source file:
IP-MAT idoms finite verb
b. On output line 1:
IP-MAT idoms unaccusative verb
c. On complement file line 2:
IP-MAT idoms finiteaux
d. On complement file line 3:
IP-MAT idoms finite verb
ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶƐ͗
finiteverb:
BEI|BEP*|BED*|UTP|*HVI|*HVP*|*HVD*|*AXI|*AXP*|*AXD*|*MD*|VBI|*VBP
*|*VBD*|*DOI|*DOP*|*DOD*|NEG+BEI|NEG+BEP*|NEG+BED*|NEG+AXI|NEG+
*AXP*|NEG+*AXD*|NEG+*MD|NEG+VBI|NEG+*VBP*|NEG+*VBD
finiteaux:
BEI|BEP*|BED*|UTP|*HVI|*HVP*|*HVD*|*AXI|*AXP*|*AXD*|*MD*|*DOI|*D
OP*|*DOD*|NEG+BEI|NEG+BEP*|NEG+BED*|NEG+AXI|NEG+*AXP*|NEG+*AXD
*|NEG+*MD*
ufiniteverb:
BEI|BEP*|BED*|U-BEI|U-BEP*|U-BED*|U-VBI*|U-VBP*|UVBD*|NEG+BEI|NEG+BEP*|NEG+BED*
Line 5.3a first selects all clauses with a finite verb, while lines 5.3b-d select the
different types of finite verbs: 5.3b selects unaccusative verbs, 5.3c auxiliaries and
5.3d all remaining verbs. In order to ensure that no verbs were selected twice, the
complement files were used in this series of queries. Because ďĞ is included as an
unaccusative, i.e. selected in line 5.3b, passives are grouped with unaccusatives.
Finally, several queries were added to clean up the category of clause-initial
PPs. First, there are two different ways in which PDE referential adverbs like ƚŚĞƌĞďǇ
and ƚŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ are coded as PPs, possibly reflecting an intermediate state in their
lexicalization, where their origin of adverb and P combination is still clearer than it is
today.
(23) [IP-MAT [PP [ADVThere] [P by]] ǇƐƚŚĞƉůĂĐĞĂŶĚĂƐƚŽŶĞůǇŝŶŐǁŚĞƌŽƵƌďůǇƐƐǇĚůĂĚǇ
ŝĞĚĂŶĚĂƐƐƵŵƉƚǇĚ/ŶƚŽŚĞǀǇŶ.]
(torkingt-e1-h,35.186)
(24) [IP-MAT [PP [ADV+PTherefore]] ƉŽǁĞƌ͕ŝƐĚĞƐŝƌĞĚ͕]
(boethco-e1-h,76.373)
In (23), dŚĞƌĞis coded as an adverb, combining with the preposition ďǇ to make a PP.
In (24), dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ is coded as one word, a combination of adverb and preposition,
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but this combination is coded as a PP rather than an ADVP. I selected these PPs with
the following query, and excluded them from the database.
YƵĞƌǇϱ͘ϰAdverbs coded as PPs
a. IP-MAT idomsfirst PP*
b. PP* idoms ADV+P|ADV
These adverbs-coded-as-PPs are found reasonably frequently in E1 and E2,
representing 3.9% and 4.2% of the total number of PP-initial clauses with a finite
verb and a nominal subject (91/877 in E1 and 126/854 in E2), but their number is
considerably lower in E3, with only 4.7% (29/621), presumably because they are
increasingly coded as adverbs instead of PPs.
Another type of PP also needed to be excluded because, as in the YCOE, several
subordinate clauses are coded as PPs in the corpus, illustrated in the following
example.
(25) [IP-MAT [PP [P when] [CP-ADV [C 0 [IP-SUB blyssednes semeth to contayne many
thyngs,]]]] ŝƚŝƐƚŽĚŽƵďƚĞ͕ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌĂůůƚŚĞƐĞƚŚǇŶŐĞƐĚŽŝŽǇŶĞƚŽŐǇƚŚĞƌ͕͙]
(boethco-e1-h,76.311)
In (25), the subordinator ǁŚĞŶis coded as a P, while its complement is a clause, CPADV with an empty (“0”) head. These clauses were selected with the following query
and excluded from the database.
YƵĞƌǇϱ͘ϱClauses coded as PPs
a. IP-MAT idomsfirst PP*
b. PP* idoms CP*
These clauses are in fact quite common in the PPCEME, making up between 22.6%
and 30.0% of all PP-initial clauses with a finite verb and a nominal subject (211, 193
and 186 examples respectively), so failure to exclude these would lead to a serious
problem with the quality of the database of PP-initial clauses.
5.2.2.2 The loss of inversion after PPs
This section presents a study of the rates of inversion in PP-initial clauses in the
EModE corpus, which begins at 1500, the time that is usually taken to present the
final stages of the loss of V2 (see Fischer et al. 2000, Haeberli 2002). However, at the
same time there is variation between contexts, most notably depending on the type
of initial element and the type of verb, as shown by Van Kemenade & Westergaard
(2012). The aim of this section is to establish at what speed inversion after clauseinitial PPs is lost in the EModE period, and crucially, in view of the PDE pattern of
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locative inversion, whether there is evidence for the beginnings of such a pattern,
i.e. whether there are specific contexts in which inversion is lost at a lower speed.
Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2 present the results for the EModE period, based on the
coding for unaccusative verbs, auxiliary verbs and the transitive/unergative group as
outlined in the previous section.
Table 5.2 Rates of inversion in PP-initial clauses in the PPCEME according to verb
type
E1
E2
E3
Ŷ inv
Ŷ
%
Ŷ
Ŷ
%
Ŷ
Ŷ
%
total
inv
inv
total
inv
inv
total
inv
Unaccu
usative

177

338

52.4

79

280

28.2

43

201

21.4

Auxiliary

14

82

17.1

8

83

9.6

4

112

3.6

Transitive/
unergative

28

155

18.1

10

172

5.8

9

93

9.7

Total

219

575

38.1

97

535

18.1

56

406

13.8

2

2

2

E1: ʖ (2) = 35.68, p < .001; E2: ʖ (2) = 40.79, p = 0; E3: ʖ (2) = 20.93, p < .001

Figure 5.2 Rates of inversion in PP-initial clauses in the PPCEME according to verb
type
60%
50%
Total
40%
Unaccusative

30%

Auxiliary
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Transitive/Unergative

10%
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e3

The line with the diamonds in Figure 5.2 shows the percentage of inversion for all
types of verbs, starting with 38.1% in E1, still quite a high percentage considering
this is the time that V2 is generally said to be lost already. This line shows a quite
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steep decline from E1 to E2 (from 38.1% to 18.1%). This decline is echoed in the
results for the different types of verbs, where it is most pronounced for the
unaccusative verbs: from 52.4% in E1 to 28.2% in E2. After this initial decrease, the
percentages for unaccusative and auxiliary verbs continue to decline. The category
of transitive/unergative verbs, however, increases from 5.8% in E2 to 9.7% in E3.
While there might truly be an increase which requires an explanation, it should be
noted that, since this is the category of uncoded or ‘rest’ examples, the category
contains mixed groups of verbs, and there are at least some examples that turn out
to be unaccusatives, such as (26). This group also contains at least one example with
ƐĂŝĚ, given in (27), another verb known to favour inversion.
(26) In the meanetymeĐŽŵŵŝƚŚĞƐŝƌĚǁĂƌĚĞ,ĂƐƚǇŶŐĞƐ͕ŶĞǁůǇŵĂĚĞŵĂƐƚĞƌŽĨĨ
ƚŚĞŚŽƌƐĞƚŽƚŚĞƋƵĞŶĞ͕
(underhill-e1-p2,136.25)
(27) In the second of Haggaie͕ƐƉĞĂŬĞŶŽǁ͕ƐĂŝƚŚ 'ŽĚƚŽŚŝƐƉƌŽƉŚĞƚ͕
(hooker-b-e2-P2,55.85)
Interestingly, this increase in the percentages of transitive/ergative examples is
stronger in non-conjunct clauses (4.9% to 15.0%) than in conjunct clauses, which
show a decrease (7.2% in E2 to 0.0% in E3). The same effect is seen in the
unaccusative verbs: they show a slight increase from E2 to E3 in non-conjunct
clauses (22.8% to 24.1%) but a further decrease in conjunct clauses (38.0% to
16.2%). These two patterns represent the only two differences between conjunct
and non-conjunct clauses in this database, but the data presented here are too
limited to provide any real insight into the difference between conjunct and nonconjunct clauses.
From these data, the effect of the type of verb is clear, with unaccusatives
generally showing a higher percentage of inversion throughout the EModE period. At
the same time, these unaccusatives are also responsible for the main drop from E1
to E2, showing a drop from 52.4% to 28.2%. There are several types of clauses
among the unaccusative examples in E1 that might go some way towards an
explanation of this substantial decrease from E1 to E2. First, there is one clear
pattern that stands out, illustrated in (28) and (29).
(28) To the worshipfull Robart Plompton͕ŬŶŝŐŚƚ͕ďĞƚŚĞƐďǇůůĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚŝŶŚĂƐƚ͘
(aplumpt-e1-h,171.52)
(29) To Sir Richard PlomptonďĞƚŚĞƐďǇůĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚŝŶŚĂƐƚ.
(aplumpt-e1-p1,187.12)
These sentences, with a preposition plus a name, followed by the passive ďĞ
ĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚ͕ seem to represent a fixed construction, supported by the fact that this is a
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mode of address found in several letters in the corpus. Because of their fixed
structure, they can easily be selected with a query, given below.
YƵĞƌǇϱ͘ϳSelection of ďĞƚŚŝƐĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚsentences
a. IP-MAT idoms NP-SBJ* ĂŶĚ NP-SBJ* idoms D*
b. IP-MAT idoms *VAN* ĂŶĚ *VAN* idoms delivered
In this query, line 5.7a selects demonstrative subjects, while line 5.7b—executed on
the output of line 5.7a—selects those clauses with a passive participle ĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚ (I
found no other spelling variants). The query was executed on the entire PPCEME.
Note that this query selects both clauses in which the demonstrative subject follows
the participle and clauses in which it precedes the participle.
There are 31 sentences in total in the entire PPCEME with ďĞ ƚŚŝƐ ;ůĞƚƚĞƌͬďŝůůͿ
ĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚ or the non-inverted version ƚŚŝƐ ;ůĞƚƚĞƌͬďŝůůͿ ďĞ ĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚ, crucially all but
one occurring in the E1 period. The preference for the inverted version is clear: 23
examples show inversion against 8 with no inversion. They all occur in the
unaccusative group in Table 5.2 because the finite verb in all these sentences is ďĞ. If
this specific pattern is excluded from the results, the overall percentage of inversion
with unaccusative verbs becomes slightly lower in E1: 48.9% instead of 52.4% (154
of 315 examples). Although it affects the percentage, the pattern does not by itself
account for the high percentage of inversion with unaccusative verbs, with 48.9%
still a considerably higher percentage than shown for the other groups of verbs.
Another observation with regard to the E1 unaccusative examples with
inversion is that they include some types of clauses that are no longer grammatical
in PDE, again indicating that there may be a particular type of sentence which leads
to the high percentage of inversion in E1 and whose loss would explain the decrease
throughout the rest of the EModE period. The most important type in this group
consists of clauses that show the old V2 type of inversion, where the finite verb has
moved in front of the subject but the participle remains low, within the VP, as in (30)0. The subject in these examples is not late, but presumably in Spec,TP, the V2
position for inverted subjects.
(30) to this folye ǁĞƌĞ ƚŚĞǇƐĞ ĨƌĞƌǇƐ ďƌŽƵŐŚƚ͕ ďǇ ƚŚĞ ĞǆĐǇƚǇŶŐĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĚƵŬĞ ŽĨ
ƵƌŐŽǇŶĞ͕ĂƐƚŚĞĐŽŵŵŽŶĨĂŵĞǁĞŶƚ͘
(fabyan-e1-p1,558.51)
(31) In this yereĂůƐŽǁĂƐ ĚĂŵĞ/ƐĂďĞůů͕ƐŽŵĞƚǇŵĞǁǇĨĞŽĨZǇĐŚĂƌĚĞ͕ůĂƚĞůǇŬǇŶŐĞ
ŽĨŶŐůŽŶĚĞ͕ŵĂƌŝĞĚǀŶƚŽŚĂƌůǇƐ͕ĞůĚĞƐƚƐŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞĚƵŬĞŽĨKƌůĞĂƵΕĐĞ͖
(fabyan-e1-p1,559.72)
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(32) In this yere, and moneth of Ianuary͕ ǁĞƌĞ ĐĞƌƚĂǇŶ ĐŽƵƌƐĞƐ ŽĨ ǁĂƌƌĞ ƌŽŶ ŝŶ
^ŵǇƚŚĨĞůĚĞĂƚǁĞŶĞƐŝƌĚŵƵΕĚĞĞƌůĞŽĨ<ĞŶƚ͕ĂŶĚƚŚĞůŽƌĚĞDŽƌǇĨĂďĂƌŽŶŽĨ
^ĐŽƚůĂŶĚĞ͕ǀƉŽŶƚŚĞĐŚĂůĞŶŐĞŽĨƚŚĞƐĂǇĚ^ĐŽƚƚŝƐƐŚĞůŽƌĚĞ͖
(fabyan-e1-p2,572.44)
Inversion in these sentences may be used for a discourse effect: Los (2013) finds that
V2 is often used as an episode boundary marker, especially after phrases such as ŝŶ
ƚŚŝƐ ǇĞĂƌ in Capgrave Chronicles, a fifteenth-century text. Excluding the ďĞ ƚŚŝƐ
ĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚsentences, which have the same structure, there are 37 examples with the
old V2-type inversion in E1, 11 in E2, and 2 in E3, which explains part of the decline
of inversion after unaccusative verbs from E1 to E2.
Two other types of sentences with unaccusative verbs—subjunctives and late
subjects—become less frequent over the EModE period, although in contrast to the
examples shown in (30)-0, these remain possible in PDE to some extent. The first of
these, the subjunctives, are illustrated in (33), and are also used in the ďĞ ƚŚŝƐ
ĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚand the ďĞŝƚĞŶĂĐƚĞĚtypes.
(33) In the paroch chirch of S. Brandon at Branspeth ďĞ ĚǇǀĞƌƐ ƚƵŵďĞƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ
EĞǀŝůůĞƐ. (leland-e1-h-H,72.65)
The following table shows the frequency of these subjunctives over the course of the
EModE period. 72
Table 5.3 Frequency of subjunctives in PP-initial clauses with unaccusative verbs
E1
E2
E3
No. of subjunctives
48
6
2
Total no. of PP--initial clauses with
338
280
201
an unaccusative verbs
% of subjunctives
14.2
2.1
1.0
2

ʖ (2) = 49.23, p = 0

In E1, where the overall frequency of subjunctives is still quite considerable (14.2%),
the majority of subjunctives occur in an inversion context (60.4%, 29 of the 48
examples). The decrease in these subjunctives in PP-initial clauses reflects an overall
development of a drop in number and proportion of subjunctives, with a decline
from 1.9% in E1 (522/28202) to 0.4% in E3 (96/24970) in all main clauses. 73 The
second type of clause that becomes less frequent are the late subjects in passive
sentences, as illustrated in (34) and (35).
72

Subjunctives are not coded separately in the PPCEME, so I used the following queries, selecting all finite
forms of ƚŽ ďĞ where the actual form of the finite verb was ďĞ: IP-MAT idoms BEI|BEP*|BED*, and
BEI|BEP*|BED* idoms be|Be. The query was executed on PP-initial clauses with unaccusative verbs.
73
The same query was used as given in fn.71, but now on all clauses and compared to the total number of
main clauses (IP-MAT) calculated by ŽƌƉƵƐ^ƚƵĚŝŽ͘
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(34) with this most precious bludǁĂƐŝůůƵŵŝŶĞĚƚŚĞĨǇƵĞŐƌĞĂƚĂƉŝƚĂůůĞƚƚĞƌƐŝŶƚŚŝƐ
ǁŽŶĚĞƌĨƵůďŽŽŬĞ͘
(fischer-e1-p1,396.309)
(35) about the corpsǁĞƌĞ ďŽƌŶĞ ĨŽƵƌ ďĂŶŶĞƌƐ͕Ă ďĂŶŶĞƌ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŽƌĚĞƌ͕ ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ ŽĨ
ƚŚĞƌĞĚƌŽƐĞ͕ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌŽĨƋƵĞĞŶ:ĂŶĞ^ĞǇŵŽƵƌ͕ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌŽĨƚŚĞƋƵĞĞŶΖƐŵŽƚŚĞƌ͘
(machyn-e1-h,40.48)
The following table shows how, within the category of unaccusative verbs in PPinitial clauses, passive main clauses with late subjects become less frequent over the
EModE period, starting at 11.8% in E1 and declining to 4.0% in E3.
Table 5.4 Frequency of late subjects in PP-initial clauses with passive
PPCEME
E1
E2
Number of late subjects in passive clauses
40
23
Total number of clauses with PP and unaccusative
338
280
verbs
% of late subjects
11.8
8.2

verbs in
E3
8
201
4.0

2

ʖ (2) = 9.93, p < .01

Although this table shows a decrease in the frequency of thise type of passive, we
have already seen in Section 5.2.1 that they still occur in PDE. What these specific
categories of examples and their decrease in frequency show is that even though
unaccusatives continue to show inversion at a higher rate, specific subtypes
(subjunctives, late subjects of passive clauses) are lost or become less frequent over
the course of the EModE period, thus accounting for the decrease in percentages in
the unaccusative category. In other words, while inversion with unaccusative verbs
remains possible, it becomes more limited over time.
The group in Table 5.2 with the lowest percentages of inversion throughout
comprises transitive/unergative verbs; indeed, this is the group that generally does
not occur with inversion in PDE. That being said, the few examples that do occur
with inversion provide additional insight into the principles of inversion in this
period. The first observation about these examples is the weight of the subject: a
number of these sentences have a heavy subject, in turn an important consideration
for having a subject late in the sentence.
(36) At the gate therofŵĞƚŚĞƌƚŚĞůĂĚǇŵĂƌĐƵƐŽĨEŽƌƚŚĂŵƚŽŶ͕ƚŚĞĐŽƵŶƚĞƐƐĞŽĨ
WĞŶďƌŽŬĞ͕ ĂŶĚ ĚŝǀĞƌƐ ŽƚŚĞƌ ůĂĚŝĞƐ ĂŶĚ ŐĞŶƚůĞǁŽŵĞŶ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŶŽŵďĞƌ ŽĨ
ƚŚƌĞƐĐŽƌĞ͕
(edward-e1-h,359.244)
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(37) Vpon [the] v. day ƉůĂǇĞĚ ƚŽŐǇĚĞƌ ĂŶ ,ĞŶĂƵĚĞƌ ĂŶĚ Ă ^ƋƵǇƌĞ ĐĂůůĞĚ /ŽŚŶΕ
^ƚĞǁĂƌĚĞ
(fabyan-e1-h,173V.C1.180)
(38) In the selfe same day ĞŶƚƌĞĚ EŽĂŚ͕ ĂŶĚ ^Ğŵ͕ ĂŶĚ ,Ăŵ͕ ĂŶĚ :ĂƉŚĞƚŚ͕ ƚŚĞ
ƐŽŶŶĞƐŽĨEŽĂŚ͕ĂŶĚEŽĂŚƐǁŝĨĞ͕ĂŶĚƚŚĞƚŚƌĞĞǁŝƵĞƐŽĨŚŝƐƐŽŶŶĞƐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŵ͕
ŝŶƚŽƚŚĞƌŬĞ
(authold-e2-h,7,1G.368)
In all three sentences, the subject is a list of names, making it long and complex in
structure. This means that it is likely that the motivation for the late occurrence of
the subject in these sentences lies with principles of end weight, as in for example
Heavy NP shift (see Wasow (2002), who follows Quirk et al. (1972) and Hawkins
(1994)).
The second observation is that in at least some of the examples, the text seems
to be a determining factor, in that it is only certain texts that show inversion with
transitive/unergative verbs while others do not. For example, there are 5 inversion
examples in E3 that occur in the same text, and moreover have the same verb,
ƉƌĞĂĐŚ͘These examples make up over half of the 9 examples in E3.
(39) At St. James's churchƉƌĞĂĐŚĞĚƌ͘ƵƌŶĞƚ͕ŽŶϱ͘ĞƵƚ͗
(evelyn-e3-h,901.125)
(40) At St. MartinesƉƌĞĂĐŚĞĚƌ͘dĞŶŝƐŽŶŽŶ͗Ϯ͘Žƌ͗ϰ͘ϴ͘
(evelyn-e3-h,904.183)
(41) In the Afternoon ƉƌĞĂĐŚĞĚƚŚĞ͗ŽĨĂŶŐŽƌ͗ŽŶϯϳ͗WƐĂů͗ϯϳ͗
(evelyn-e3-p1,916.311)
(42) In the afternooneƉƌĞĂĐŚĞĚƚŚĞĞĂŶĞŽĨ^ƚ͘ƐĂƉŚƐŽŶ͗ϭ͘:ŽŚŶ͗ϱ͘ϰ͗
(evelyn-e3-p1,922.446)
(43) In the afternoone WƌĞĂĐŚĞĚ ĨŽƌ ƌ͘ dĞŶŝƐŽŶ͕ Ăƚ ^ƚ͘ :ĂŵĞƐΖƐ ŶĞǁ ĐŚƵƌĐŚ ƌ͘
ŽŚƵŶĞ ƚŚĞ ƐĂŵĞ ƐĞƌŵŽŶ ŚĞ ƉƌĞĂĐŚĞĚ Ăƚ ĞƉƚĨŽƌĚ͕ ƚŚĞ ϭϬƚŚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ůĂƐƚ
ŵŽŶĞƚŚ͗
(evelyn-e3-p2,884.164)
Not only do these examples, with the verb ƉƌĞĂĐŚ followed by the name of a
preacher and the content of the sermon, work as a kind of fixed format within this
text, they also seem to be typical of the presentative function as defined by Bolinger
(1977): they bring the name of the preacher to the stage (or the pulpit), and possibly
also the topic of the sermon. The fact that examples such as these are limited to
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certain texts means that the occurrence of inversion with transitive/unergative verbs
cannot be generalized to the entire language at this stage.
Finally, there are some examples that build on the OE function of local
anchoring in the clause-initial position, in turn prefiguring the PDE pattern of locative
inversion occurring specifically after anaphoric links (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 911, 914).
(44) to this ďĞůŽŶŐĞĚ dŚƌĞĞ ƐƚĂƚĞůǇ dĂŶŬƐ ǁŝƚŚ Ă ĚĞĞƉ tĞůů͕ ƐŽŵĞ ĂŶ ,ƵŶĚƌĞĚ
&ĂƚŚŽŵƐĚŽǁŶƚŽƚŚĞŽƚƚŽŵ͕ǁŝƚŚĂWŽŶĚ͕ĞŝƚŚĞƌƚŽtĂƚĞƌŽƌtĂƐŚƚŚĞĂƚƚĞů
ŝŶ͕ŚĂƌĚďǇŝƚ͖ƚŚĞƉĞƌĨĞĐƚƉƌŽŽĨŽĨŽƵƌďĞŝŶŐƉĂƐƐĞĚƚŚĞ^ĂŶĚƐ͕ǁŚŝĐŚŚŽůĚŶŽƚ
ĚŝŐŐŝŶŐƐƵĐŚĂĚĞƉƚŚ͕ƚŚŝƐďĞŝŶŐtŚŝƚĞDĂƌůĞ͖
(fryer-e3-p1,2,198.192)
(45) To this place ďĞůŽŶŐ ƚǁŽ ƐŽƌƚƐ ŽĨ sĞƌŵŝŶ͕ ƚŚĞ &ůĞĂƐ ĂŶĚ ĂŶǇĂŶƐ;
(fryer-e3-p2,1,211.47)
The clause-initial PPs provide a starting point in first position and a new element is
introduced after the verb, corresponding to the presentational function that was
proposed by Bolinger (1977) and Bresnan (1994) for PDE, and also to Birner &
Ward’s (1998) relative information-ordering function for inversion. In these cases the
order of information, or more specifically the presentation of new information may
override the syntactic principles of inversion.
In conclusion, inversion after all types of verbs becomes decidedly less frequent
throughout the EModE period, with the overall percentage going down from 38.1%
in E1 to 13.8% in E3. There are considerable differences between the groups of
verbs, with unaccusatives showing the highest percentages throughout and
remaining at 21.4% in E3. At the same time, these unaccusatives are responsible for
the largest drop in the percentages from E1 to E2, from 52.4% to 28.2%. I have
explained this drop from E1 to E2 by identifying specific types of patterns within the
group of unaccusatives that become less frequent throughout the EModE period,
most notably the old V2 type of inversion, where the subject occurs after the finite
verb but before the non-finite verb. What has become clear is that these old
patterns are lost, while at the same time some aspects of the PDE pattern of locative
inversion are visible in the remaining examples: the high frequency of unaccusative
verbs in inversion contexts, as well as the presentative and information-structural
function of inversion. This pattern comes to stand out more as the remnants of the
old V2 type of inversion are lost over time.
5.2.2.3 Information-structural factors in subject placement in E1
The syntactic changes that have taken place involving the position of the subject and
finite verb also have consequences for the influence of information-structural factors
on subject placement. Most importantly, the variation that existed in OE between
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the two subject positions in the variable V2 context is starting to disappear in the
EModE period. From an information-structural perspective, the fact that the
syntactic variation between preverbal (Spec,FP) and immediately postverbal
(Spec,TP) disappears means that there is no longer a role to play in this area by
information-structural factors: Spec,TP is developing into the default subject
position, regardless of the information status of the subject. What does remain
similar to OE, however, is that there is syntactic variation between subjects in
Spec,TP and late subjects, with an information-structural motivation for the late
subjects.
This study is based on a selection of the PP-initial main clauses with nominal
subjects that were used in the study in the previous section. In order to allow for a
qualitative analysis of the examples, the selection of texts was limited to the Helsinki
part of the PPCEME, the E1 subperiod, and non-conjunct clauses (also, in this period,
to avoid any possible influence of conjunctions), resulting in a dataset of 100 PPinitial main clauses with nominal subjects. As in the previous sections, clause-initial
subordinate clauses and adverbs coded as PPs in the corpus were excluded, as were
ellipted, pronominal and expletive subjects. The clause-initial PP should immediately
precede either the finite verb (in an inversion context) or the subject (in a noninversion context). I have not initially, for this study, distinguished between different
types of verbs or the different positions of the subject that occurs after the finite
verb, i.e. between immediately postverbal and late subjects, although these factors
will be considered in the discussion of the examples. For the analysis of the
information status of the subject the same categories as in the studies in Chapter 4
were used. Table 5.5 repeats Table 4.2, giving an overview of the information status
categories.
Table 5.5 (=Table 4.2) Annotation scheme for information status
Category
Categories from other models included in each
category
OLD
Prince’s (1981) dĞǆƚƵĂůůǇ ǀŽŬĞĚ, Komen et al.’s
(2014) /ĚĞŶƚŝƚǇ, Pintzuk & Taylor’s (2011, 2014)
WƌĞǀŝŽƵƐůǇŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚ͘
ACCESSIBLE
Prince’s hŶƵƐĞĚand ^ŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶĂůůǇǀŽŬĞĚ͕Komen et
al.’s ƐƐƵŵĞĚ͕ Taylor & Pintzuk’s ^ŚĂƌĞĚͬƵůƚƵƌĂů
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ͕^ŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶĂůůǇǀŽŬĞĚ͕Haug et al.’s (2014)
'ĞŶĞƌŝĐ͕Birner’s (2006) ůĂďŽƌĂƚŝŶŐŝŶĨĞƌĂďůĞƐ
ANCHORED
Birner’s ƌŝĚŐŝŶŐ ŝŶĨĞƌĂďůĞƐ͕ Prince’s ƌĂŶĚͲŶĞǁ
ŶĐŚŽƌĞĚ
NEW
Prince’s ƌĂŶĚͲEĞǁ hŶĂŶĐŚŽƌĞĚ͕ Taylor & Pintzuk’s
and Haug et al.’s ^ƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ͕ EŽŶͲƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ and ^ŚŽƌƚͲ
ƚĞƌŵƌĞĨĞƌĞŶƚƐ͕Komen et al.’s /ŶĞƌƚ

Binary
distinction
‘Given’

‘New’
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Table 5.6 shows the results of the analysis of the information status of
preverbal and postverbal (both immediately postverbal and late) subjects in main
clauses with all types of verbs, presenting not only the results for each information
status category, but also the binary division between ‘given’ (OLD and ACCESSIBLE) and
‘new’ (ANCHORED and NEW).
Table 5.6 Information status of pre- and postverbal nominal subjects in PP-initial
clauses in E1
Non--inversion
Inversion
Total
Ŷ
й
Ŷ
й
Ŷ
й
OLD
28
70.0
12
30.0
40
100.0
16
64.0
9
36.0
25
100.0
ACCESSIBLE
Subto
otal ‘Given’
44
67.7
21
32.3
65
100.0
ANCHORED
3
60.0
2
40.0
5
100.0
7
23.3
23
76.7
30
100.0
NEW
Subto
otal ‘New’
10
28.6
25
71.4
35
100.0
Total
54
54.0
46
46.0
100
100.0
2

2

ʖ (3) = 16.56, p < .001; between ‘Given’ and ‘New’: ʖ (1) = 14.02, p < .001

The table shows that the majority of OLD or ACCESSIBLE subjects occur before the verb
(67.7%) and that the majority of ANCHORED and NEW subjects occur after the verb
(71.4%). These percentages are comparable to the percentages in Section 4.4.4 for
the subjects in PP-initial clauses in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ, with roughly two-thirds of ‘given’
subjects inverted and the same percentage of ‘new’ subjects showing uninverted
order. As in OE, this supports a general tendency for given subjects to occur early
and new subjects to occur late, although there is no direct relation between
information status and position. Considering the number of counterexamples in
Table 5.6, it may seem that the tendency for given-before-new is not strong, but in
fact many of these counterexamples are independently motivated and represent
cases where information structure is overruled by formulaic conventions and
deliberate archaisms.
The first unexpected pattern from the perspective that given subjects occur
before the finite verb and new subjects follow it is represented by subjects which are
ANCHORED or NEW and which occur before the finite verb. There are 10 such examples
in this database. Half of these are best analysed as event-reporting sentences (cf.
Lambrecht 1994: 124): these sentences do not have a regular topic-comment or
focus-presupposition structure, but present new information entirely, often as a
discourse-initial sentence. Two of these are given in (46) and (47).
(46) In this yere and moneth of Noue~breŽŶĞŶĂŵĞĚƚŚĞtĂůƐŚĞůĞƌŬĞĂƉĞĐŚĞĚ Ă
ŬŶǇŐŚƚĐĂůůĞĚ^ŝƌWĞƌĐǇƵĂůů^ŽǁĚĂŶŽĨdƌĞĂƐŽŶĨŽƌƚƌǇĂůů
(fabyan-e1-h,172V.C2.143)
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(47) Upon a tymeĐĞƌƚĂǇŶǁŽŵĞŶŝŶƚŚĞĐŽƵŶƚƌĞǇǁĞƌĞĂƉƉŽǇŶƚĞĚƚŽĚĞƌǇĚĞĂŶĚ
ŵŽŬŬĞĂĨƌĞƌĞĂůǇŵǇƚŽƵƌƚŚĂƚǀƐǇĚŵŽĐŚĞƚŽǀǇƐǇƚŚƚŚĞŵ͘
(merrytal-e1-h,135.357)
In (46), both the subject ŽŶĞŶĂŵĞĚƚŚĞtĂůƐŚĞůĞƌŬĞand the object ĂŬŶŝŐŚƚĐĂůůĞĚ
^ŝƌWĞƌĐǇƵĂůů^ŽǁĚĂŶare new to the discourse, and the sentence is the first of a new
section after a section break. In (47), again, the subject ĐĞƌƚĂǇŶ ǁŽŵĞŶ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ
ĐŽƵŶƚƌĞǇ is new, as is the event related in the sentence. Like the first example, it
occurs as the first sentence of a new section, a new ‘merry tale’. The clause-initial
PPs in these two examples are frame setters: they provide the context for the
following statement and although there are no contrastive settings in the text, there
is an implicit contrast as the frame setter limits the context to this specific one (cf.
Krifka 2007). The event-reporting nature of these sentences explains the occurrence
of a new subject in a preverbal position because the consideration that given
precedes new does not play a role in a sentence that presents only new information.
Not all of the preverbal new subjects occur in event-reporting sentences, however.
One possible explanation for their preverbal occurrence is that these are the first
signs of a default subject position beginning to emerge, considering that overall less
than half of the clauses show inversion (46.0%, see Table 5.5).
The second unexpected pattern is represented by ‘old’ subjects occurring after
the verb, 21 examples in this database. These sentences are structurally ambiguous
between late subjects (within the VP) and the V2-type of inversion. Inversion in
these cases can, at least to some extent, be explained with reference to the factors
identified in the previous section as promoting inversion. First, almost half of the
‘given’ inverted subjects (10 out of 21) are dŽ ǆ͕ ďĞ ƚŚŝƐ ĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚ sentences,
representing a specific and fixed pattern.
(48) To the worshipful Sir Robart Plompton, kt.ĞƚŚĞƐĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚŝŶŚĂƐƚ.
(aplumpt-e1-h,167.3)
The question for these examples is to what extent the information status is relevant:
not only is this a fixed formula, which may rule out any information-structural
effects, but there is also a deictic element present, with a reference to the real-world
situation, both for the subject ƚŚĞƐ and the clause-initial PP dŽ ƚŚĞ ǁŽƌƐŚŝƉĨƵů ^ŝƌ
ZŽďĞƌƚ WůŽŵƉƚŽŶ͕ Ŭƚ͘, rather than the world of the text, which means that the
information status within the text is difficult to determine. The second explanation
for the occurrence of old subjects after the finite verb comes from the type of verb:
17 of the 21 examples (including the ƚŽ ǆ ďĞ ƚŚŝƐ ĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚ sentences) are
unaccusatives.
Interestingly, three of the four examples in this database that are OLD or
ACCESSIBLE and occur after the finite verb but do not contain an unaccusative verb are
examples of the old V2 type of inversion: they occur after the finite verb but before
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other VP-internal material. In other words, for these sentences it is possible to
determine the position of the subject as immediately postverbal rather than late.
(49) To this bathĚŽŐĞŶƚŝůŵĞŶƌĞƐŽƌƚ͘
(leland-e1-h,142.302)
(50) from that placeŚĂƚŚƚŚĞƐƉŝƌŝƚĞŽĨĨĞĞůŝŶŐŚŝƐĨŝƌƐƚĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶ͕
(vicary-e1-h,32.62)
(51) By them two,ŵƵƐƚƚŚĞ<ǇŶŐĞƐĞĞƵĞƌǁŚĂŶŚĞŚĂƚŚƚŽŵƵĐŚĞ͘
(latimer-e1-h,38L.355)
In (49), the subject ŐĞŶƚŝůŵĞŶ occurs after the finite verb ĚŽ but before the nonfinite verb ƌĞƐŽƌƚ͘In (50), the subject ƚŚĞƐƉŝƌŝƚĞŽĨĨĞĞůŝŶŐoccurs after the finite verb
ŚĂƚŚbut before the object ŚŝƐĨŝƌƐƚĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶ. And finally, in (51), the subject ƚŚĞ<ǇŶŐĞ
occurs after the finite verb ŵƵƐƚbut before the non-finite verb ƐĞ(‘see’). In all three
sentences, then, the subject precedes VP-internal material and must therefore be in
Spec,TP with the finite verb in F.
Finally, this selection of examples sheds a light on the emergence of a pattern
of a presentational construction with clause-initial PPs. Some examples in the
database clearly introduce a NEW referent in the late subject position, as in (52) and
(53).
(52) =(36)

At the gate therofŵĞƚŚĞƌƚŚĞůĂĚǇŵĂƌĐƵƐŽĨEŽƌƚŚĂŵƚŽŶ͕ƚŚĞĐŽƵŶƚĞƐƐĞŽĨ
WĞŶďƌŽŬĞ͕ ĂŶĚ ĚŝǀĞƌƐ ŽƚŚĞƌ ůĂĚŝĞƐ ĂŶĚ ŐĞŶƚůĞǁŽŵĞŶ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŶŽŵďĞƌ ŽĨ
ƚŚƌĞƐĐŽƌĞ͕
(edward-e1-h,359.244)
(53) In the paroch chirch of S. Brandon at Branspeth ďĞ ĚǇǀĞƌƐ ƚƵŵďĞƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ
EĞǀŝůůĞƐ͘
(leland-e1-h,72.65)
The subject of (52), ƚŚĞůĂĚǇŵĂƌĐƵƐŽĨEŽƌƚŚĂŵƚŽŶ͕ƚŚĞĐŽƵŶƚĞƐƐĞŽĨWĞŶďƌŽŬĞ͕ĂŶĚ
ĚŝǀĞƌƐ ŽƚŚĞƌ ůĂĚŝĞƐ ĂŶĚ ŐĞŶƚůĞǁŽŵĞŶ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŶŽŵďĞƌ ŽĨ ƚŚƌĞƐĐŽƌĞ͕ is NEW, as is the
subject of (53), ĚǇǀĞƌƐ ƚƵŵďĞƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ EĞǀŝůůĞƐ͘ While the persons mentioned in
example (52) are not immediately continued in the text, the text from which (53) is
taken goes on to elaborate on these ĚǇǀĞƌƐ ƚƵŵďĞƐ and explains which people lie
there. These, then, are clearly instances of topic introduction or promotion,
following Lambrecht’s (1994: 176-177) definition, with the observation that an
introduced element does not always have to be picked up in the following sentence.
Another interesting point that becomes clear from Lambrecht’s definition is that the
introduced element does not have to be information-structurally new in order to be
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promoted to topic status (ŝďŝĚ. 183). Once this pattern with late subjects becomes
more prominent because of the loss of other types of inversion, an initial function of
introducing an information-structurally new referent can easily expand to topic
promotion a non-new referent. Some examples that suggest that such a function is
developing are (54) and (55).
(54) At her rewardĚŝŶĞĚŵǇĐŽƵƐĞŶ&ƌĂƵŶĐĞƐĂŶĚŵǇĐŽƵƐĞŶDĂŐƌĞƚ͘
(edward-e1-h,363.285)
(55) In the quierŝƐĂŶŚŝŐŚƚƵŵďĞŽĨŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞŵƉŽƌƚƵƌŝĚǁŝƚŚŚŝƐǁŝĨĞ͘
(leland-e1-h,72.66)
The subject of (54), ŵǇ ĐŽƵƐĞŶ &ƌĂƵŶĐĞƐ ĂŶĚ ŵǇ ĐŽƵƐĞŶ DĂŐƌĞƚ, is ANCHORED, and
the subject of (55), ĂŶŚŝŐŚƚƵŵďĞŽĨŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞŵƉŽƌƚƵƌŝĚǁŝƚŚŚŝƐǁŝĨĞ͕is OLD. These
subjects, then, are not new but are nevertheless presented as the focus of the
sentences: in (54), this is clear because the anchored element itself is new to the
text, in (55), it seems to be more important that a new relation is presented
between the topic and comment rather than a presentation of entirely new
elements.
This analysis of the information-structural properties of preverbal and
postverbal subjects in E1 shows that a general principle of given-first and new-last
still plays a role in subject placement in E1, but that in many contexts syntactic
factors have begun to dominate over information-structural factors. Most
importantly, a syntactic default position for subjects before the finite verb is
emerging, while the presence of an unaccusative verb sometimes seems to override
information-structural factors. Where information-structural factors do play an
important role is in the late subject construction, with a specific use of this position
for topic introduction or promotion becoming dominant. In sum, the syntax limits
the options for information-structural freedom for rearranging elements and apart
from the late subject construction, the relevance of information status as a factor in
subject placement is decreasing during the EModE period.
5.2.2.4 Conclusion
This section has investigated the loss of inversion after clause-initial PPs in the
EModE period, aiming to establish the speed of this loss within the overall
development of the loss of V2 and to determine whether the interaction between
syntactic and information-structural factors in subject placement has changed since
OE. I have shown that surface inversion is still at quite a high rate in E1, but that
there is a steep decline in the later EModE periods. This means that the subject
position in Spec,TP before the finite verb in T is becoming the default subject
position, and the additional subject position in Spec,FP and the position for the finite
verb in F are lost. At the same time, the PP-initial clauses continue to occur with
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inverted subjects, even towards the end of the EModE period. I have identified
several factors that influence this type of inversion, representing the emergence of
the PDE locative inversion pattern: unaccusative verbs and presentational or topic
introduction patterns favour inversion. Overall, it seems that the balance between
syntactic and information-structural factors has shifted, with a syntactic default
taking the lead and information-structural functions making use of specific syntactic
options that are exceptions to the syntactic default.
5.2.3
Remnant inversion patterns in Modern British English
With inversion for all verbs already down to less than ten percent for all verbs except
unaccusatives by the end of the Early ME period, this section turns to the MBE
period, aiming to establish whether there remain any exceptions to the PDE patterns
of inversion.
The selection of clauses is similar to the selection in the previous study, with
one important difference: because no coding for unaccusatives is available in the
PPCMBE, the queries cannot initially distinguish between types of verbs; this factor
will be considered separately. The other selection criteria are similar: only PP-initial
main clauses (IP-MAT) with a finite verb and a non-pronominal subject (so excluding
pronominal and expletive subjects) were selected, and both conjunct and nonconjunct clauses were included. In addition, two types of clauses showing inversion
were excluded, illustrated in (56) and (57).
(56) ŶĚ in that dayĚŝĚƚŚĞ>ŽƌĚ'ŽĚŽĨ,ŽƐƚƐĐĂůůƚŽǁĞĞƉŝŶŐ͕ĂŶĚƚŽŵŽƵƌŶŝŶŐ͕
ĂŶĚƚŽďĂůĚŶĞƐƐ͕ĂŶĚƚŽŐŝƌĚŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƐĂĐŬĐůŽƚŚ͗
(b1, burton-1762,1,1.4) 74
(57) In no caseŝƐĂŵŽŶŝƚŽƌƐƵĨĨĞƌĞĚƚŽƚĞĂĐŚŽƌƚĞůůƚŚĞďŽǇƐŝŶŚŝƐĐŝƌĐůĞǁŚĂƚƚŚĞ
ĞƌƌŽƌŝƐ͕ƵŶůĞƐƐƚŚĞǇƐŚŽƵůĚĂůůďĞĞƋƵĂůůǇŝŐŶŽƌĂŶƚ͗
(b2, lancaster-1806,60.378)
Example (56) shows a clause with the finite verb ĚŽ preceding the subject. The 6
examples showing this type of inversion were excluded, on the grounds that the
introduction of ĚŽ-support is a separate phenomenon (see Kroch 1989, Fischer et al.
2000: 134-135). Example (57) and 4 similar examples were excluded because they
show subject-auxiliary inversion, meaning I-to-C movement, which is a different
process from both the old V2-type of inversion and locative inversion.
Table 5.7 presents the results for remaining examples showing surface
inversion in the PPCMBE, i.e. only distinguishing between subjects occurring before
and after the finite verb.

74

In the PPCMBE examples, the year of the text is given in the file name and I have added the subperiod
to which they belong, with B1 representing the years 1700-1769, B2 1770-1839, and B3 1840-1914.
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Table 5.7 Inversion of nominal subjects in PP-initial main clauses in the PPCMBE
(conjunct and non-conjunct clauses combined)
Inversion
Total
% Inversion
B1
17
318
5.3
B2
31
475
6.5
B3
31
469
6.4
Total
78
1262
6.2
2

ʖ (2) = .61.68, p = .74

Table 5.7 shows that throughout the MBE period, inversion is only a marginal
pattern: the percentage of surface inversion has dropped well below 10 percent for
all subperiods. Interestingly, the percentage for B1 (5.3%) already represents a
considerable decline from the percentage for E3 in Table 5.1, which was still at 13.8%
for all types of verbs. This could possibly represent the differences between the two
corpora, rather than a change specifically between the seventeenth and the
eighteenth century, although the general decrease is in line with the development
shown by the subperiods in each corpus.
The sentences in this selection that do still show inversion can quite
straightforwardly be categorized according to the PDE observations about (locative)
inversion. First, the overwhelming majority of these clauses have an unaccusative
verb (86.5%, 75 out of 78 examples); this means that in the entire PPCMBE there are
only three examples that show inversion in a non-unaccusative context. The
unaccusative verbs come in three types. First, 26 examples have an unaccusative
verb as the main verb, as illustrated in (58) and (59).
(58) Over thisŚĂŶŐƐŵǇƐŵŽĐŬ͕ŽĨĂĨŝŶĞǁŚŝƚĞƐŝůŬŐĂƵǌĞ͕ĞĚŐĞĚǁŝƚŚĞŵďƌŽŝĚĞƌǇ͘
(b1, montagu-1718,119.481)
(59) To the right of theseĂƉƉĞĂƌƐƚŚĞƵĞƚ͕ĂĐĂůĐĂƌĞŽƵƐŵŽƵŶƚĂŝŶ͘
(b2, ruskin-1835,1,16.411)
The second category is represented by passive verbs (33.3%, 25 out of 75), as
illustrated in (60).
(60) With thisǁĂƐĐŽŶŶĞĐƚĞĚƐƵĐŚĂsŝĞǁ͕ďŽƚŚŽĨƚŚĞDĂũĞƐƚǇĂŶĚ'ŽŽĚŶĞƐƐŽĨ
'ŽĚ͕ĂƐĐĂƵƐĞĚŚŝŵƚŽůŽĂƚŚĞĂŶĚĂďŚŽƌŚŝŵƐĞůĨ͕ĂŶĚƚŽƌĞƉĞŶƚĂƐŝŶƵƐƚĂŶĚ
ƐŚĞƐ͘
(b1, doddridge-1747,33.271)
Note that the subject in (60) is unambiguously late, with the subject following both
the finite verb and the participle; in total 15 of the 25 passive examples are
unambiguously late. Another type of unaccusative verbs is represented by active
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clauses where ďĞ is the main verb, as in (61), accounting for 24 of the 75
unaccusative verbs (32.0%).
(61) In this PostureǁĞƌĞĨĨĂŝƌƐĂƚƚŚĞ/ŶŶǁŚĞŶĂ'ĞŶƚůĞŵĂŶĂƌƌŝǀĞĚƚŚĞƌĞWŽƐƚ.
(b1, fielding-1749,3,5.335)
These categories of unaccusative verbs still occur with inversion in PDE and so these
MBE examples already show the situation that still exists in PDE. In other words, with
regard to inversion, it seems that few changes have taken place since the MBE
period.
The second factor for which the inversion examples are similar to locative
inversion in PDE is the type of PP: locative PPs and local anchoring PPs dominate the
types of PPs in the database. Examples (62) and (63) illustrate the category of
locative PPs.
(62) On each side of this central mass ĂƌĞ ĚĞƉŽƐŝƚĞĚ ŚƵŐĞ ĨŽůŝĂ ŽĨ ŐƌĂŶŝƚĞ͕ ƚŚŽƐĞ
ŶĞĂƌĞƐƚƚŽƚŚĞĐĞŶƚƌĞďĞŝŶŐǀĞƌƚŝĐĂů͕ŽƌŶĞĂƌůǇƐŽ͕ƚŚĞŶĞǆƚŵŽƌĞƐůŽƉŝŶŐ͕ƚŚĞ
ƐůŽƉĞŝŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐĂƐƚŚĞĨŽůŝĂƌĞƚŝƌĞĨƌŽŵƚŚĞĐĞŶƚƌĞ͘
(b2, ruskin-1835,1,15.393)
(63) Under all roofs of this distracted CityŝƐƚŚĞŶŽĚƵƐŽĨĂĚƌĂŵĂ͕ŶŽƚƵŶƚƌĂŐŝĐĂů͕
ĐƌŽǁĚŝŶŐƚŽǁĂƌĚƐƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶ͘
(b2, carlyle-1837,1,159.590)
The other type of PP that stands out is the type illustrated in examples (64) and (65)
below, where the PP is clearly linked to the previous discourse.
(64) ,ƵƐďĂŶĚƌǇ ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚƐ ŽĨ ŵĂŶǇ WĂƌƚƐ ͙͗ ůů ŽĨ ƚŚĞŵ ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ <ŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ĂŶĚ
ĂƌĞŝŶƚŚĞDĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ͕ďƵƚƐŽŵĞŽĨƚŚĞŵŵŽƌĞ>ĂďŽƵƌĂŶĚǆƉĞŶĐĞƚŚĂŶ
ŽƚŚĞƌƐ͕ĂŶĚƐŽŵĞůĞƐƐ͖
of the last SortŝƐƚŚĞ,ƵƐďĂŶĚƌǇŽĨĞĞƐ͗
(b1, axwell-1747,9.5-8]
(65) /ƚ ŝƐ Ă ƐƚƌĂŶŐĞ ŵƵƐĞƵŵ͕ Ă ƌĞǀŽůƚŝŶŐ ƌĂƌĞĞ ƐŚŽǁ ĨŽƌ ĞǀĞƌǇ ĐŚĂŶĐĞ ĐŽŵĞƌ ƚŽ
ƉĞĞƉ ŝŶƚŽ͕ ĂŶĚ ǁŽŶĚĞƌ Ăƚ͕ ĂŶĚ ĐŽŵĞ ĂǁĂǇ ĨƌŽŵ͕ ĐŽŵƉůĂŝŶŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚŚĞ ĐĂŵĞ
ďĞĨŽƌĞ ďƌĞĂŬĨĂƐƚ ĂŶĚ ŚĂƐ ůŽƐƚ ŚŝƐ ĂƉƉĞƚŝƚĞ͘ dŚĞ ŽůĚ ďŽŶĞƐ ŵŝŐŚƚ ďĞ ůĞƚ ůŝĞ
ƵŶĐƌƵŶĐŚĞĚďǇƚŚĞƚŚŽƵŐŚƚůĞƐƐĨĞĞƚŽĨƐƚĂƌŝŶŐŚƵŶĚƌĞĚƐ͖ƚŚĞĐŽƌƉƐĞƐŵŝŐŚƚďĞ
ůĞƚƐůĞĞƉƵŶŽĨĨĞŶĚĞĚďǇƚŚĞŝƌŐĂǌĞ͘
Above this melancholy habitation ƌŝƐĞ ƚŚĞ ĐƌĂŐƐ ŽĨ DŽŶƚ DŽƌƚ͕ ůŽĂĚĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ
ŵĂƐƐĞƐŽĨƚŚŝĐŬƐŶŽǁ͘
(b2, ruskin-1835,1,25.620-3)
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In (64), the PP selects a subset of what has been mentioned in the previous
sentence, and in (65), the PP refers back with a general description to the scene
painted in the preceding sentences. The two types of PPs, locative and anchoring,
relate directly to the functions of inversion identified for PDE, both the
presentational function identified by Bolinger (1977) as well as the informationstructural function specified by Birner & Ward (1998). Example (65) clearly ‘presents’
ƚŚĞĐƌĂŐƐŽĨDŽŶƚDŽƌƚ͕bringing them onto the scene, and in a similar way example
(62) presents ŚƵŐĞ ĨŽůŝĂ ŽĨ ŐƌĂŶŝƚĞ͘ In addition, all PPs in examples (62)-(65) are
discourse-old, meaning that they all obey Birner and Ward’s relative constraint on
the order of information, with given information preceding new(er) information.
A final observation that is relevant here is that there is very little evidence for
the old type of inversion and the examples that do show this order seem to be
deliberate archaisms. Examples (66) and (67) illustrate.
(66) ĂŶĚof theseǁĂƐƚŚĞǁŚŽůĞĞĂƌƚŚŽǀĞƌƐƉƌĞĂĚ͘
(b3, erv-old-1885,9,1G.357)
(67) After these ThingsĐĂŵĞ:ĞƐƵƐ͕ĂŶĚŚŝƐŝƐĐŝƉůĞƐŝŶƚŽƚŚĞŽƵŶƚƌǇŽĨ:ƵĚĞĂ͖
(b1, purver-new-1764,3,20J.173)
In both examples the verb is likely to be in F, with the subject following it in Spec,TP,
based on the fact that in example (66), the subject precedes the passive participle
and in example (67), it precedes the PP ŝŶƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŽƵŶƚƌǇ ŽĨ :ƵĚĞĂ, which is
presumably also VP-internal material. 8 of the 14 examples that show this order
occur in Bible translations, and are for that reason likely to be archaic. Other
examples also seem to be deliberate archaisms:
(68) In this mannerĂƌĞĂůůƚŚŝŶŐƐǁĞůůĐŽŶĚƵĐƚĞĚ͕ĂƐƚŚĞƐŝŵƉůŝĐŝƚǇƌĞƐŝĚŝŶŐŝŶƚŚĞ
ĚŝǀŝŶĞƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐƉƌŽĚƵĐĞƐƚŚĂƚŝŶǀĂƌŝĂďůĞŽƌĚĞƌŽĨĐĂƵƐĞƐ͖
(b2, boethri-1785,171.399)
(69) ĨŽƌin Thy sightƐŚĂůůŶŽŵĂŶůŝǀŝŶŐďĞũƵƐƚŝĨŝĞĚ͘
(b3, pusey-186X,294.210)
Example (68) is another translation of a formal text, Boethius’s ŽŶƐŽůĂƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ
WŚŝůŽƐŽƉŚǇ, while example (69) is from a set of sermons (from Edward Bouverie
Pusey), which are likely to rely heavily on biblical language. These examples which
show the old V2-type of inversion, then, seem to represent archaisms rather than
productive syntactic patterns during the MBE period.
In conclusion, by the MBE period, inversion has become a minority pattern and
the sentences that do still show inversion can be categorized with reference to the
PDE pattern of locative inversion while others seem to represent archaisms already
in their time. Most importantly, the two PDE factors of unaccusative verbs and
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locative or local anchoring PPs clearly stand out in the examples, while the function
of inversion also seems related its PDE presentational function. While there is still
some evidence for the old type of inversion, with the finite verb moving to a high
position in the clause (F in OE terms) and the subject immediately following it, with
other VP-internal material remaining within that VP, these examples are likely to
represent deliberate archaisms at this period, occurring in bible translations and
religious texts. Apart from this specific niche, inversion has by this time become
limited to the locative inversion pattern that still exists in PDE.
5.2.4
Summary and conclusions
This section has investigated the loss of inversion of subject and finite verb in PPinitial clauses in EModE and MBE. The aim was to trace the decline in inversion in
these sentences with respect to the loss of V2, while at the same time tracing the
emergence of the locative inversion pattern that still exists in PDE. Another aim was
to establish whether the interaction between syntactic and information-structural
factors in subject placement have changed since the OE period. I have shown that
the language developed a syntactic default position for the subject during the
EmodE period, while the late subject pattern—as locative inversion—now remained
the only possibility for language users to manipulate the position of the subject for
information-structural purposes.
The data for EModE showed that inversion was still quite frequent in the first
subperiod, but that it soon became less frequent over the course of the EModE
period, leading to a syntactic default position for the subject before the finite verb
(in Spec,TP). With the development of this syntactic default, information-structural
factors seem to have become less of a determining factor in subject placement,
although the same general tendency of given-before-new as we saw in OE is still
relevant. What has become more relevant for information-structural purposes than
the variation between a high and lower subject position in the Left Periphery is the
variation between the subject in Spec,TP and late subjects. In the EModE period, we
see that the locative inversion pattern—with late subjects, locative PPs and
unaccusative verbs—emerges as an important means of manipulating the order of
arguments, as the other types of inversion are lost. This becomes even more
prominent in the MBE period, with unaccusatives now accounting for nearly ninety
percent of all inversion examples. By this time the old V2-type of inversion has
become extremely rare, with the few examples that remain clearly representing
deliberate archaisms. The MBE period, then, shows little difference from the PDE
pattern of locative inversion. Overall, the data in these studies have shown that the
syntactic changes lead to a limit on the information-structural freedom, while
information-structural principles are expressed through the means that do still
remain, such as late subjects.
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Section 5.3

The loss of local anchoring

Changing the focus from the information-structural properties and position of the
subject to the properties of the elements in clause-initial position, this section
investigates the changes in the use of this clause-initial position from the EModE
period onwards. It aims to establish the effects of the loss of V2 on the informationstructural properties of the clause-initial elements that were discussed in Chapter 4,
most importantly local anchoring by non-subject clause-initial elements. I show how
subjects become more important as clause-initial elements towards the end of the
EmodE period and how local anchoring becomes a less important function of clauseinitial PPs and objects throughout the EModE and MBE periods.
As became clear in Chapter 4, the use of the first position in OE is crucially
different from the use of this position in PDE, something which was most clearly
visible in the function of local anchoring: providing a link to the immediately
preceding discourse by an information-structurally unmarked (i.e. non-contrastive)
element in clause-initial position. At the same time, the clause-initial elements could
also express marked or contrastive elements, although those categories were clearly
less frequent than local anchoring. At the same time, we know that PDE has a
preference for subjects in clause-initial position and that elements that do occur
before the subject are often marked or contrastive, or have a specific textstructuring function (see Virtanen 1992). The question is when the character of the
clause-initial position changes, especially with respect to the loss of V2. In the case
of PPs, it is especially interesting to see how the time for the loss of local anchoring
relates to the time of the loss of inversion in these clauses.
The changing use of the first position, or the loss of local anchoring more
specifically, is relevant on two levels for the central question in this thesis: on the
one hand it represents the loss of rearranging alternatives and restrictions on word
order, which might in turn lead to a greater reliance on the passive for those
functions. On the other hand it entails restrictions on the use of the clause-initial
positions, in that it is more often the subject that occurs in clause-initial position,
which in turn is likely to influence the functions of the subject (cf. Komen et al.
2014). The specific development in the clause-initial position as investigated in this
section allows for a comparison between these information-structural consequences
and the loss of inversion (syntactic V2), in turn putting us in a position to draw
conclusions about the nature of V2 and the extent to which this specific use of the
first position and the frequency of inversion are related.
This section is structured as follows. Section 5.3.1 aims to establish when
English changes into a predominantly subject-initial language. Included in this study
is an analysis of the other elements that occur in first position and an answer to the
question which of these elements become less frequent as the subject becomes
more frequent. Section 5.3.2 zooms in on clause-initial PPs and investigates changes
in the information-structural character of clause-initial PPs compared to OE. Section
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5.3.3 briefly comments on the function of objects in clause-initial position. Section
5.3.4 concludes.
5.3.1
The increasingly subject-initial nature of English
As a first step towards answering the question of what has changed in the use of the
clause-initial position, this section investigates the frequency of different elements in
this initial position. We saw in Chapter 4 that the subject is just one of the many
options to start a sentence, besides objects, adverbs and PPs, while Los (2009) has
proposed that in English the subject is the only unmarked theme, with presubject
material having acquired a marked, often contrastive nature. This section aims to
establish in detail during which period English developed this preference.
First, let us consider the frequency of subject-initial clauses as opposed to
clauses beginning with a non-subject element. For this study I followed the same
general criteria for the selection of clauses as in Chapter 4 and Section 5.2 of this
chapter: all main clauses with a finite verb and a subject were selected, in both
conjunct and non-conjunct clauses. Query 5.8 presents the details of the selection.
YƵĞƌǇϱ͘ϴSubject-initial and non-subject-initial non-conjunct main clauses
a. IP-MAT idoms finite verb and NP-SBJ*
b. IP-MAT idomsfirst NP-SBJ*
c. IP-MAT idomsfirst CONJ* idoms NP-SBJ* ĂŶĚ CONJ* iprecedes NP-SBJ*
Definitions:
Finite verb:
BEI|BEP*|BED*|UTP|*HVI|*HVP*|*HVD*|*AXI|*AXP*|*AXD*|*MD|VBI|
*VBP*|*VBD*|*DOI|*DOP*|*DOD*|NEG+BEI|NEG+BEP*|NEG+BED*|NEG
+AXI|NEG+*AXP*|NEG+*AXD*|NEG+*MD|NEG+VBI|NEG+*VBP*|NEG+*V
BD
Add_to_ignore: \**|QTP|META|LATIN|FW|CODE|LS
QTP: quotations
CODE: text mark-up information, page numbers
META: metalanguage (e.g. stage directions)
FW: foreign words
LATIN: latin words
LS: list markers
Query line 5.8a selects all main clauses with a subject (labelled NP-SBJ*) and a finite
verb, for which the definitions are given below the queries. Line 5.8b selects nonconjunct clauses, while line 5.8c selects conjunct clauses in which the conjunction is
immediately followed by the subject. The final stipulation under ‘Definitions’ is that
the technical categories QTP|META|LATIN|FW|CODE|LS were added to the
add_to_ignore list, meaning that if one of these elements precedes the subject, the
clause is still selected as subject-initial. To calculate the percentage of subject-initial
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clauses, the results from lines 5.8b and 5.8c were combined and divided by the total
number of clauses resulting from 5.8a.
Table 5.8 and Figure 5.3 present the frequency of subjects in clause-initial
position in conjunct and non-conjunct main clauses in Early and MBE.75
Table 5.8 Frequency of subject-initial clauses in PPCEME and PPCMBE in conjunct
and non-conjunct main clauses
E1
E2
E3
B1
B2
B3
Subject-initial

8651

11893

11035

6087

9824

8549

Total no. clauses with
a FinV and Sbj

16628

21627

17917

9504

13913

11780

52.0

55.0

61.6

64.0

70.6

72.6

% Subject-initial
2

2

EModE: ʖ (2) = 341.93, p = 0; MBE: ʖ (2) = 193.85, p = 0

Figure 5.3 Frequency of subject-initial clauses in PPCEME and PPCMBE
80%
70%
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50%
40%
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E2

E3
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The table and figure show that there is an increase over time in the percentage of
subject-initial main clauses with respect to all main clauses: from 52.0% in E1 to
72.6% in B3. The largest differences are between E2 and E3 (6.6%) and between B1
and B2 (6.4%), but more importantly, it is clear that it is a continuous development
over time, with percentages steadily rising in all subperiods, rather than a switch at
one particular point. If we consider the centuries represented by these labels for the
subperiods, it means that the increase starts at the beginning of the sixteenth
century, around 1500—the time usually taken to be the completion of the loss of V2,
cf. Section 2.2.2—and continues until the beginning of the twentieth century.
Although the last subperiod shows a smaller increase than the period before that,
there are no indications that the development stops here.
75

Conjunct and non-conjunct clauses behave in a very similar manner by this period.
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The obvious follow-up question is what types of non-subject clause-initial
elements become less frequent as the subjects become more frequent. I focused on
the categories that are relevant as clause-initial elements in the OE V2 system: PPs,
adverbs, objects. Two extra categories were added because they account for a large
number of examples: the first category consists of clauses; the second category
consists of nominal elements other than subjects and objects, such as vocatives and
left-dislocated noun phrases. The remaining elements, such as verbal elements and
adjectives, were grouped together as ‘Other’. An overview of all queries used is
given in Query 5.9.
YƵĞƌǇϱ͘ϵClause-initial adverbs, PPs, objects and clauses
a.
IP-MAT idoms finite verb and subject
b.
Adverb
IP-MAT idomsfirst ADVP*|ELSE|ALSO|FP|P+N
IP-MAT idomsfirst PP* AND PP* idoms ADV|ADV+P
c.
Clauses
IP-MAT idomsfirst CP*|IP*
IP-MAT idomsfirst PP* AND PP* idoms CP*
d.
PP
IP-MAT idomsfirst PP*
e.
Object
IP-MAT idomsfirst NP-OB*
f.
Nominal
IP-MAT idomsfirst NP*|N
g.
Other
IP-MAT idomsfirst QP*|INTJ*|RP|ADJ*|VAN|BE*|VB*|NEG
add_to_ignore: QTP|META|LATIN|FW|CODE|CONJ*
Definitions:
QP: quantifier phrase
INTJ: interjection
RP: adverbial particles
FRAG: fragment
NEG: negation
Line 5.9b selects all adverbs, using the general label for adverbs, as well as the
individual label for certain adverbs: ELSE for ĞůƐĞ, ALSO for ĂůƐŽ, FP for focus adverbs
such as ŽŶůǇ and P+N for adverbs such as ŝŶĚĞĞĚ͘ The second query under 5.9b
selects a type of adverbs that we have already discussed before: adverbs that are
coded as PPs, such as ƚŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ. Line 5.9c selects clauses, coded in two different
ways: either with a CP or IP as initial element, or as a PP immediately dominating a
CP. Line 5.9d straightforwardly selects PPs, but needs to be executed on the
complement file of the earlier queries to ensure that adverbs and clauses coded as
PPs are excluded. The object and noun queries in 5.9e and 5.9f are straightforward.
The rest category contains verbal categories (VAN|BE*|VB*), adjectives (ADJ*) and a
number of other labels: QP*|INTJ*|RP|FRAG|NEG. The definitions of these
elements are given below the queries. Note that I excluded the condition that the
clause-initial element should immediately precede the finite verb or subject,
because for this particular study doing so would result in a large category of clauses
that would be added to the category of ‘Other’. Moreover, the focus is here only on
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the clause-initial element, regardless of the order of subject and finite verb in those
clauses which do not have a subject as the first element.
Table 5.9 shows the results of the queries above, giving the percentages of
each type of clause-initial elements against the total number of clauses. This table,
then, shows whether the different types of clause-initial elements remain stable
throughout the periods, similar to the question for subjects in initial position. The
remaining percentages represent the subject-initial clauses.
Table 5.9 Frequency of non-subject clause-initial elements with respect to total
number of clauses (i.e. against the total number of clause-initial elements)
E1
E2
E3
B1
B2
B3
ADVP
% ADVP
PP
% PPs
Clauses
% Clauses
Object
% Object
Nominal
% Nominal
Other
% Other
Total no. of
clauses

3270
19.7
1554
9.3
1281
7.7
206
1.2
1124
6.8
540
3.3

3762
17.4
2049
9.5
1503
6.9
255
1.2
1309
6.1
856
4.0

2052
11.5
1438
8.0
1265
7.1
198
1.1
931
5.2
997
5.6

933
9.8
960
10.1
695
7.3
73
0.8
322
3.4
432
4.6

859
6.2
1247
9.0
803
5.8
80
0.6
378
2.7
721
5.2

909
7.7
1078
9.2
570
4.8
62
0.5
240
2.0
371
3.2

16628

21627

17917

9504

13913

11780

Table 5.9 shows that many categories become less frequent over the course of these
periods at the time that the subjects become more frequent, with one category
standing out: adverb-initial clauses show a steady decline, from 19.7% in E1 to 7.7%
in B3, with an even lower percentage for B2, 6.2%. Nominal elements and objects
also become continuously less frequent, with nominal elements starting at 6.8% and
declining to 2.0%, and objects starting at 1.2% and decreasing to 0.5%. Note that
objects are already a very small category in E1 and no longer represent an important
category of clause-initial elements as they did in OE. Clauses also become less
frequent overall, but their decrease in frequency only starts in the MBE period. The
76
remaining categories, PPs and ‘other’, are more or less steady throughout the
76

A note is in order on the ‘other’ category, which, even if it accounts for only 3.2% to a maximum of
5.6% of the examples per period in Table 5.9, still represents a considerable number of examples, up to
997. The largest group in this category are sentences starting with an interjection. Adding this category to
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periods. What this table shows, then, is that the subject becomes more frequent
overall most clearly at the cost of adverbs and other NP elements, but more
generally at the cost of almost all types of clause-initial elements, with the exception
of PPs.
In addition to considering the frequency of each type against the total number
of clauses, let us consider their frequency against the total number of non-subject
clause-initial elements, i.e. excluding the subjects. Table 5.10 shows the type of
clause-initial element as a proportion of only the non-subject clause-initial elements,
i.e. the distribution of each element within the group of non-subject clause-initial
elements.
Table 5.10 Frequency of non-subject clause-initial elements with respect to total
number of non-subject-initial clauses
E1
E2
E3
B1
B2
B3
ADVP
% ADVP
PP
% PP
Clauses
% Clauses
Nominal
% Nominal
Object
% Object
Other
% Other
Total
% Total

3270
41.0
1554
19.5
1281
16.1
1124
14.1
206
2.6
540
6.8
7975
100.0

3762
38.6
2049
21.0
1503
15.4
1309
13.4
255
2.6
856
8.8
9734
100.0

2052
29.8
1438
20.9
1265
18.4
931
13.5
198
2.9
997
14.5
6881
100.0

933
27.3
960
28.1
695
20.4
322
9.4
73
2.1
432
12.7
3415
100.0

859
21.0
1247
30.5
803
19.6
378
9.2
80
2.0
721
17.6
4088
100.0

909
28.1
1078
33.4
570
17.6
240
7.4
62
1.9
371
11.5
3230
100.0

The table shows that PPs come to make up a more considerable percentage of the
non-subject clause-initial elements, from 19.5% in E1 to 33.4% in B3. Apart from
that, most categories show a decline: adverbs drop from 41.0% in E1 to 28.1% in B3
(with an even lower percentage in B2, 21.0%); nominal elements go down from 14.1
to 7.4; and objects go down from 2.6% to 1.9%, also showing a steady decline over
all periods. The only two categories that do not show a decline are ‘Clauses’ and
‘Other’, both of which do show fluctuating numbers over the course of the

the elements that can be ignored by the programme changes the percentages somewhat (especially for
the ‘other’ category of course) but does not affect the trends.
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subperiods but no diachronic development. In order to determine the overall
development throughout the centuries, the following pie charts present the average
of these percentages for each individual corpus, EModE and MBE.
Figure 5.4 Proportions of non-subject clause-initial elements in EModE and MBE

EModE

other
other 10%
NP
14%

object
3%

PP
20%

ADVP
37%

clause
16%

other
14%

MBE

ADVP
25%

other
NP
9%

object
2%

PP
31%

clause
19%

The pie charts highlight the decreased importance of adverbs in clause-initial
position and the increased importance of PPs in clause-initial position: while adverbs
are still at 37% in EModE, they are down to 25% in MBE; PPs are only at 20% in
EModE, but are up to 31% in MBE. Two other categories now also show an increase:
‘other’ from 10% to 14% and clauses from 16% to 19%. In both periods, PPs, clauses
and adverbs are the largest category, but the balance shifts from adverbs as the
most frequent elements to PPs: they become the most prominent member among
the non-subject clause-initial elements.
In conclusion, during the EModE and MBE periods the subject gradually gains
ground as the clause-initial constituent at the expense of most other elements,
except PPs, until around 70% of the clauses start with a subject. Adverbs in particular
become less frequent in clause-initial position, but other NP elements as well, while
objects are already infrequent in the first subperiod of the EModE period. At the
same time, PPs in clause-initial position remain as frequent as they were, but the
decrease in other elements in that position means that PPs gain importance as
clause-initial elements.
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5.3.2
Clause-initial PPs: a decrease in local anchoring and an increase in
contrastive and frame-setting uses
Having established the changes in frequency for each of the clause-initial elements,
this section addresses the question whether these changes are accompanied by
functional changes. More specifically, it addresses the question whether the overall
function of local anchoring—providing unmarked links to the immediately preceding
discourse—and the smaller category of contrastive and frame-setting PPs are
affected by these developments.
5.3.2.1 Loss of P+D/PRO in clause-initial position
The studies in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4.2) revealed that the majority of the PPs
functioned as local anchors, providing an anaphoric link to the preceding discourse.
This became most clear from the fact that roughly 40 per cent of the clause-initial
PPs in KƌŽƐŝƵƐ and >ŝǀĞƐŽĨ^ĂŝŶƚƐ consisted of only a preposition and a pronoun or
demonstrative element, so a necessarily discourse-old element. Given the findings in
the previous section about the increased importance of clause-initial PPs, but also
given what is known about clause-initial PPs in PDE, the question is when the PPs
with typical local anchoring elements as clause-initial elements are lost.
For this study, I selected non-conjunct main clauses with a finite verb, a subject,
and a PP in initial position. As in the previous section, I excluded from the selection
clauses or adverbs which are coded as PPs (see earlier queries for details). All texts
from the PPCEME (so the Helsinki part, as well as the later additions) and PPCMBE
were used. The next step in the selection was to distinguish the PPs in terms of the
formal clues for anaphoricity, for which the procedure was similar to the one
described in Section 4.4.1. The first category consists of PPs containing only a
preposition and a demonstrative or pronoun, which are in all likelihood discourseold. The second category consists of PPs which contain a demonstrative or pronoun,
as well as additional material. The presence of the pronoun or demonstrative means
that there is a good chance that these PPs are accessible to the reader. The last
category consists of PPs with no formal indications for anaphoricity. The following
examples from the PPCEME illustrate the three categories.
(70) With thatƚŚĞƐƉĂƌŬĞƐĂƉƉĞƌĞĚĞƵĞŶĂƐƚŚĞǇŚĂĚĚŽŶĞŽĨǇŽƌĞ͕
(stevenso-e1-h,14.148)
(71) At this question͕ Ăů ǇсĞс ůŽƌĚĞƐ ƐĂƚ ƐŽƌĞ ĂƐƚŽŶŝĞĚ͕ ŵƵƐǇŶŐ ŵƵĐŚ ďǇ ǁŚŽŵĞ
ƚŚǇƐƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐŚŽƵůĚďĞŵĞŶƚ͕ŽĨǁŚŝĐŚĞƵĞƌǇŵĂŶǁǇƐƚŚŝŵƐĞůĨĞĐůĞƌĞ͘
(moreric-e1-h,47.93)
(72) At S. Andres AkelandƚŚĞĞŶĞŽĨŬĞůĂŶĚŚĂƚŚĂŐƌĞĂƚŚŽƵƐĞ͗ĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇĨŽƌ
ďĂƌŶĞƐĂŶĚŽƚŚĞƌŚŽƵƐĞƐŽĨŚƵƐďŽŶĚƌǇ͘
(leland-e1-h,75.140)
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In example (70), the PP ǁŝƚŚƚŚĂƚconsists only of a preposition and a demonstrative,
while in the PP Ăƚ ƚŚŝƐ ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶ in example (71), the preposition is complemented
with both a demonstrative and a noun. The clause-initial PP in (72) does not have an
anaphoric element, consisting only of a preposition and a proper name.
One category was added for PPs that contain a definite article, which OE did
not have, with demonstratives performing both the function of definite article and
demonstrative pronoun (see Breban 2012; Denison 2006; McColl Millar 2000).
Definite articles are coded as demonstratives (D) in the PPCEME and PPCMBE, but
their information-structural nature is clearly different from that of demonstratives:
while demonstratives are typically discourse-old, definite articles are more versatile,
as the following examples illustrate.
(73) ŶĚŝŶƚŚĞŵǇĚĚǇƐŽĨƚŚĞdŽǁĞƌǇƐƚŚĞƉůĂĐĞǁŚĞƌŽƵƌďůǇƐƐǇĚ^ĂǀǇŽƌƌŝƐƚ:ŚƵ
ĂƐĐĞŶĚŝĚǀŶƚŽŚĞǀǇŶ͘sŝĚĞŶƚŝďƵƐŝůůŝƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘
In the same TowerǇƐƚŚĞƐƚŽŶǀƉŽŶƚŚĞǁŚŝĐŚĞŽǁĞƌ^ĂǀǇŽƌƐƚŽŶĚŝŶŐĂƐĐĞŶĚŝĚ
ŝŶƚŽŚĞǀǇŶ͕ŝŶƚŚĞǁŚŝĐŚĞƐƚŽŶĞdŚĞƉƌǇŶƚĞKĨŚǇƐŚŽůǇĨŽŽƚĞǇĞƚƚĂƉƉĞƌĞ͕ŶĚ
ƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇŽĨƚŚĞƌǇŐŚƚĨŽŽƚĞ͘
(torkingt-e1-h,30.108-110)
(74) In the beginnyngeǁĂƐƚŚĞǁŽƌĚĞ͕
(tyndnew-e1-h,1,1J.6)
(75) /Ŷ ƚŚĞ ƉĂƌŽĐŚ ĐŚŝƌĐŚ ŽĨ ^͘  ƌĂŶĚŽŶ Ăƚ ƌĂŶƐƉĞƚŚ ďĞ ĚǇǀĞƌƐ ƚƵŵďĞƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ
EĞǀŝůůĞƐ͘
In the quierŝƐĂŶŚŝŐŚƚƵŵďĞŽĨŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞŵƉŽƌƚƵƌŝĚǁŝƚŚŚŝƐǁŝĨĞ͘
(leland-e1-h,72.65-66)
(76) /Ŷ ƚŚŝƐ ƐŽƵƚŚ ŝƐůĞ͕ ĂƐ / ŚĂƌĚ͕ ǁĂƐ ďƵƌŝĞĚ ƚŚĞ ŐƌĂƵŶƚĨĂƚŚĞƌ ĂŶĚŐƌĂŶĚĞĚĂŵ ŽĨ
ZĂĨĞZĂďǇ͕ĂŶĚƚŚĞǇŵĂĚĞĂĐĂŶƚƵĂƌŝĞƚŚĞƌĞ͘
In the waul of this isleĂƉƉĞƌĞƚŚĞƚƵŵďĞƐĂŶĚŝŵĂŐĞƐŽĨϯ͘ůĂĚǇƐ͕ǁŚĞƌĞŽĨŽŶĞ
ŚĂƚŚĂĐƌŽƵŶĞƚ͕ĂŶĚĂƚƵŵďĞŽĨĂŵĂŶĐŚŝůĚ͕ĂŶĚĂĨůĂƚƚƵŵďĞ͕ǀĂƌŝŝŵĂƌŵŽƌŝƐ͘
(leland-e1-h,76.169-71)
The NPs in which these definite articles occur all represent a different information
status. In (73), it is clear that the NP is discourse-old: ƚŚĞƐĂŵĞdŽǁĞƌrefers to the
tower mentioned in the previous sentence. In (74), the NP is accessible but not
discourse-old: there can only one beginning of the world. In (75), ƚŚĞ ƋƵŝĞƌ is
inferable from the mention of the parish church in the previous sentence, since
churches usually have choirs. In (76), finally, the NP ƚŚĞǁĂƵůŽĨƚŚŝƐŝƐůĞis anchored
through the linking of ǁĂƵůto ƚŚŝƐ ŝƐůĞ͕which in turn is mentioned in the previous
sentence. These examples show the versatility of the definite article in relation to
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anaphoricity, and at the same time show that none of the elements are completely
new and unanchored.
Query 5.10 sums up the queries that were used to select the different
categories of PPs.
YƵĞƌǇϱ͘ϭϬClause-initial PPs
On clause-initial PPs from previous query:
a. PP* idomsonly D*|PRO
On complement file of query a:
b. PP* idoms NP* ĂŶĚNP* idoms D* ĂŶĚD* idoms the


On complement file of query b:
c. PP* idoms NP* ĂŶĚNP* idoms D*/PRO
On output file of query c:
d. PP* idoms NP* ĂŶĚNP* idoms D* ĂŶĚD* idoms a|an|A|An
Line 5.10a selects PPs containing only a demonstrative (D) or pronoun (PRO), while
5.10b and c select PPs containing a definite article, a demonstrative or a pronoun.
Finally, 5.10d selects NPs with demonstratives that are in fact indefinite articles;
these are coded as D, like definite articles and demonstratives. The NPs with
indefinite articles were added to the category of ‘No anaphoric element’. Note that
following the ordering of queries presented here—query 5.11c is executed on the
complement file of 5.10b—a PP with a demonstrative as well as a definite article will
be included in the definite article category. Table 5.11 and Figure 5.5 show the
77
results of these queries.
Table 5.11 Clause-initial PPs categorized according on
elements
E1
E2
E3
P+D/PRO
105
112
83
% P+D/PRO
14.7
9.3
11.8
P+NP(the)
148
240
133
% P+(NP)the
20.7
19.9
18.9
P+NP(D/PRO)
197
180
149
% P+NP(D/PRO)
27.6
14.9
21.2
No anaphoric element
265
674
337
% No anaphoric element
37.1
55.9
48.0
Total
715
1206
702
% Total
100.0
100.0
100.0
77

the basis of anaphoric
B1
64
9.7
142
21.5
150
22.7
304
46.1
660
100.0

B2
46
5.0
230
24.9
159
17.2
487
52.8
922
100.0

B3
29
3.8
180
23.8
88
11.7
458
60.7
755
100.0

If the conjunct clauses are included, the percentages become slightly different, but the overall trends
remain similar.
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Figure 5.5 Clause-initial PPs categorized according on the basis of anaphoric
elements
70%
60%
50%

P+D/PRO

40%

P+NP(the)

30%

P+NP(D/PRO)

20%

No anaphoric
element

10%
0%
E1

E2

E3

B1

B2

B3

The table and figure show two clear developments over time: a decline in use of PPs
containing only a preposition and a demonstrative or pronoun (the bottom line); and
an increase in the use of PPs that do not have any indication in terms of anaphoricity
(the top line). Already in E1, at 14.7%, the percentage for the WнͬWZK category is
quite a bit lower than the OE data, where it was 26.4%, and by the last subperiod of
the MBE period, the percentage is down to 3.8%. The graph shows that the decline
of this category is a more or less continuous development over time, with the
exception of E3, where the percentage increases from 9.3% to 11.8%. What the
graph also shows is that this decline of WнͬWZK examples seems to be to the
benefit of the PPs with no anaphoric elements, because this is the only category that
shows a more-or-less consistent increase over the subperiods. It is interesting that
the development moves towards the category without anaphoric elements, rather
than towards one of the middle categories, which would still represent linking, but of
a weaker type. The two categories that do have one of these elements in addition to
a noun and possible other elements show fluctuations over time, but there is no
clear trend. That being said, WнEW;ƚŚĞͿ category shows an increase from E1 in
comparison to B3, while WнEW;ͬWZKͿ shows a decrease over the entire corpora.
Overall, it seems that the major development for the decrease in WнͬWZK, and
consequently, the increase in elements with no anaphoric elements, takes place in
the MBE period.
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There is one category of PPs which illustrates the development from standard
local anchoring phrases to PPs with no indication for anaphoricity particularly well;
this is a category of anaphoric adverbs that occur as the only element in some PPs,
as illustrated in example (77).
(77) [IP-MAT [PP [P from] [ADVP [ADV thence]]] ǁĞǁĞŶƚƚŽƚŚĞŚŽǁƐĞǁŚĞƌƚŚĞ^ǇŶŶǇƐŽĨ
DĂƌǇDĂǁĚůĞǇŶǁĂƌĨŽƌŐŽǀǇŶ].
(torkingt-e1-h,31.127)
These PPs were easy to select with a simple query 78 and the following table shows
their decline over the EModE and Modern English period.
Table 5.12 Frequency of P+thence PPs in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
E1
E2
E3
B1
P+thence
18
12
17
5
Total PPS
715
1206
702
660
% P+thence
2.5
1.0
2.4
0.8

B2
0
922
0.0

B3
0
755
0.0

While there are still a considerable number of examples in the EModE period, this
type of PP has all but disappeared from the language in the Modern English period.
In conclusion, what these data show is a decreased presence of anaphoric
elements in the clause-initial PPs, which suggests that local anchoring becomes a
less important, or less prominent, function of the initial position. What is especially
interesting with respect to the relation to the syntactic aspects of the loss of V2 is
that the major changes only take place towards the end of the EModE period and in
the MBE period. In terms of the actual dates, this means that it is only after roughly
two centuries after the general loss of V2 that the use of the clause-initial position
changes, during the period that inversion is already a clear minority pattern.
5.3.2.2 A study of the information-structural character of the clause-initial PPs in
E1
Admittedly, the lack of indications for anaphoricity in the complements of the
prepositions in clause-initial PPs does not necessarily mean that these PPs are
indeed discourse-new; in the OE data one-third of the PPs that did not have an
anaphoric element were ‘given’ (Table 4.24, Section 4.4.2). With the category ‘no
anaphoric element’ larger in the EModE and MBE periods, it becomes even more
important to gain insight into the information status of these PPs. This section
therefore investigates the information status and local anchoring properties of
clause-initial PPs. As in section 5.2.2.3, I focused on the E1 subperiod, because this is
78

PP* idoms ADVP ĂŶĚ ADVP idoms henc*|hens*|thenc*|thens*|here|there
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the first period where we might expect changes, while some of the old patterns will
also still be visible.
For this study, I only used the Helsinki part of the PPCEME corpus. Most of the
selection criteria were similar to previous studies in this chapter: only non-conjunct
PP-initial main clauses with a subject and a finite verb were selected and, for the
sake of consistency, the PPs should immediately precede either the subject or the
finite verb. The adverbs and clauses that are coded as PPs were excluded. The
selection is similar to Section 5.2.2.3, with the difference that no selection was made
with respect to the type of subject, so nominal, pronominal as well as expletive
subjects were included. I also did not distinguish between inversion and noninversion, because the focus is solely on the clause-initial PPs.
The result of the query was a selection of 204 clauses, from which I excluded
13 for one of the following reasons. First, there are a number of examples that
turned out to be clauses after all, as in (78). Second, some PPs do not have a clear
preposition+complement structure, as illustrated in (79). And third, some clauses
represented speech, as in (80). These were excluded because it would be too
difficult to determine their information status, since for these examples it is not only
the text which is relevant but also the extra-textual factors.
(78) [PP [P as] [PP [P yf] [CP-ADV a man would ryde for cause of helth]]], ŚĞ
ĚĞƐǇƌĞƚŚŶŽƚƐŽŵƵĐŚƚŚĞŵŽƵŝŶŐƚŽƌǇĚĞ͕ĂƐƚŚĞĞĨĨĞĐƚŽĨŚŝƐŚĞůƚŚ.
(boethco-e1-h,77.379)
(79) Off our cher and well entretyng at the rodys͕ŶĚǁŚĂƚŽŵĨŽƌƚǁĂƐŽŶƚŽǀƐ͕
ĂŶĚ ^ƉĞĐŝĂůů ƚŚĂƚ ǁĂƐ ƐĞŬĞ ĂŶĚ ĚĞƐĞƐǇĚ͕ ďǇ ^ŝƌ dŚŽŵĂƐ EĞǁƉŽƌƚĞ͕ ŶĚ
DĂǇƐƚĞƌ tŝůůŝĂŵ tĞƐƚŽŶ͕ ŶĚ ^Ǉƌ :ŽŚŶ ŽǁƚŚĞ͕ ĂŶĚ ĂĨƚǇƌǁĂƌĚ ďǇ ŽƚŚĞƌ
:ĞŶƚǇůŵĞŶŽĨŶŐůŽŶĚƚŚĞƌ͕ŝƚǁĂƌƚŽůŽŶŐƚŽǁƌǇƚƚĞ͘
(torkingt-e1-h,57.317)
(80) For your good wyl͕/ĚŽŽƚŚĂŶŬĞǇŽƵƌŵĂƐƚĞƌƐŚŝƉŵŽƐƚĞŚĂƌƚĞůǇĞ͕
(mowntayne-e1-h,204.133)
Local anchoring was defined in Chapter 4 as clause-initial elements which are
discourse-old, whose antecedent is in the immediately preceding sentence, and
which are not information-structurally unmarked. The first aspect of the local
anchoring function of the clause-initial PPs is the information status of the PPs. I
used the same information status categories as in the previous studies (see Table
5.5). There were two problematic types of PPs in the current database. First, the
category that already stood out with respect to inversion, that of opening lines of
letters, presents problems with respect to the analysis of information status.
(81) To my right worshipfull and my especiall good father Sir Robart Plompton, kt.
ďĞƚŚĞƐĚĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚ͘(wplumpt-1510-e1-h,220.3)
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The phrases are at the same time accessible and new: they are accessible because
the writer and the intended reader know the person, but at the same time anyone
who needs to deliver the letter may not know the person, and, more importantly, at
the beginning of a stretch of discourse, any information is NEW or at best ANCHORED.
The 10 examples that had this structure were excluded from the results. The second
problematic category for the information status analysis is illustrated in (82) and
(83).
(82) At laste͕/ƚŽŬĞƚŚĞǁĂǇĞƚŽƚŚĞƚŽǁŶĞ͕
(mowntayne-e1-h,208.223)
(83) Yn the meane tyme͕/ƚŽŬĞŵǇǁĂŐŐŽŶ
(mowntayne-e1-h,215.429)
In these examples, again, there is an odd combination of accessible and new
information: while the concept will in all likelihood be inferable to the reader, it is
completely new in the discourse and in addition there is no clear referent in these
PPs, even though they contain an NP. The 8 clauses whose clause-initial PP consisted
of such a phrase were excluded from the database. The exclusion of these two types
of PPs results in 171 examples.
Table 5.14 shows the frequency of the different information status categories
of the remaining PPs in E1.
Table 5.14 Information status of clause-initial PPs in E1

n
OLD
ACCESSIBLE
ANCHORED
NEW
Total

111
22
27
11
171

%
64.9
12.9
15.8
6.4
100.0

The table shows that the majority of clause-initial PPs are OLD (64.9%), while only a
small percentage are NEW (6.4%). The ACCESSIBLE and ANCHORED categories are roughly
equally frequent, 12.9% and 15.8%, respectively. If we only consider the binary
distinction of ‘given’ (OLD+ACCESSIBLE) versus ‘new’ (ANCHORED+NEW), the dominance of
given elements in clause-initial position becomes even clearer, with roughly threequarters ‘given’ (77.8%), and just under a quarter of the examples ‘new’ (22.2%).
However, despite the dominance of ‘given’ elements, the category of ‘new’ elements
is quite considerably larger than it was in the OE study, where only 8.3% of the
clause-initial PPs were analysed as ANCHORED or NEW. What these data show, then, is
that the information status of the clause-initial PPs has changed, while at the same
time, there is still a clear tendency for clause-initial PPs to be given. This tendency is
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not surprising in light of the strength of the general principle of given-before-new
order of information. Even though the balance between marked and unmarked
themes in initial position (cf. Lambrecht 1994: 31-32) may change, it is unlikely that a
language will abandon this principle completely.
The second aspect of local anchoring is the distance to the antecedent if the
referent is discourse-old. In the OE data, only 7.5% of the clause-initial elements
were found to not have such a link to the previous discourse, and of the anaphoricity
scores that were measured, the antecedent was in most cases in the previous
sentence. For this analysis, I used the same categories as in Chapter 4, using a
window of five main clauses automatically selected by ŽƌƉƵƐ^ƚƵĚŝŽ. I added one
category to the ‘general’ links, illustrated in the following examples.
(84) In this yere| and .xx. daye of the Moneth of NouembreǁĂƐĂŐƌĞĂƚŽƵŶƐĂǇůů
ŚŽůĚĞŶĂƚƚŚĞtŚǇƚĞ&ƌĞƌĞƐŽĨ>ŽŶĚŽŶͮ
(fabyan-e1-h,174V.C1.209)
(85) In this chapterŝƐĚĞĐůĂƌĞĚƚŚĞĨŝƵĞƚŚŝŶŐĞƐĐŽŶƚĞǇŶĞĚǁŝƚŚŝŶƚŚĞŚĞĂĚ͘
(vicary-e1-h,28.4)
The reference is to a preceding title, alhough this has not always been included in
the corpus, and this type of reference is different from the other ‘general’ categories
in that the reference is not strictly speaking to the content of the discourse, but only
to the formal layout of the text. There are 8 examples like this in the database and I
have analysed them as OLD, with a distance to the antecedent of 1 clause. Finally, any
item that was contrastive was analysed as ANCHORED, as illustrated in the following
examples.
(86) At another time͕sĂƵŐŚĂŶƐĂŝƚŚ͕dŚƌŽĐŬŵŽƌƚŽŶƐŚĞǁĞĚŚŝŵ͕ƚŚĂƚŚĞŚĂĚƐĞŶƚ
ĂWŽƐƚĞƚŽ^ŝƌWĞƚĞƌĂƌŽĞƚŽĐŽŵĞĨŽƌǁĂƌĚĞǁŝƚŚĂƐŵƵĐŚĞƐƉĞĞĚĞĂƐŵŝŐŚƚ
ďĞ͕ĂŶĚƚŽďƌŝŶŐŚŝƐĨŽƌĐĞǁŝƚŚŚŝŵ͘
(throckm-e1-h,I,67.C1.220)
(87) vpon the Thursdaye folowyngeǁĂƐƉƵƚŝŶƚŽƚŚĞĐŽŵŽŶ,ŽƵƐĞĂďǇůůĚĞƵǇƐĞĚ
ďǇƐǇƌ/ŽŚŶΕĂŐŽƚƚŚĂŶWƌǇƐŽŶĞƌŝŶƚŚĞdŽǁƌĞͮ
(fabyan-e1-h,168V.C1.26]
The PPs ƚĂŶŽƚŚĞƌƚŝŵĞand ǀƉŽŶƚŚĞdŚƵƌƐĚĂǇĞĨŽůŽǁǇŶŐĞare both contrastive to
the event described in the previous sentences and are anchored to the previous
discourse because of this contrast. Table 5.15 below shows the results of the analysis
of the anaphoricity of the initial PPs. It differentiates between three categories: a link
to the previous clause, a link to 2 to 5 clauses before the relevant clause, and no link.
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Table 5.15 Linking of clause-initial PPs in E1
Distance to antecedent
Type of antecedent
1 clause
Object/subject
Topic/title/speech/event
Anchor (and contrast)
^ƵďƚŽƚĂů
2-5 clauses
Object/subject
Anchor (and contrast)
^ƵďƚŽƚĂů
No antecedent
No link
Total

n
12
78
31
121
13
5
18
32
171

%
7.0
45.6
18.1
70.8
7.6
2.9
10.5
18.7
100.0

The table shows that PPs with an antecedent in the immediately preceding clause—
either a specific antecedent or a ‘general’ reference—make up just over half of the
clauses in the database: 52.6%. An additional 18.1% provide a link to the
immediately preceding clause, but only by inference or anchoring. Nearly twenty
percent (18.7%) of the clause-initial PPs have no link to the preceding discourse. The
table clearly shows that if there is a link to the preceding discourse, this link is local:
only in 10.5% of the examples is the antecedent in a clause before the immediately
preceding clause. This trend of a high percentage of local links is comparable to the
findings for OE, but as with information status, the category of examples that do not
have a link to the preceding discourse is already slightly larger in this first EmodE
subperiod. Overall, however, local links remain the dominant pattern, and links to
more than one clause preceding are infrequent.
The last aspect of the local anchoring function is the information-structural
character of the clause-initial PPs, i.e. whether they have a contrastive or framesetting function. I analysed the examples in the database following the same
definitions as in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2: contrastive examples are those for which a
contrastive element is present in the text, as in (88); frame-setting PPs, in addition to
presenting the context for which the statement that follows will hold, show an
implied contrast but the alternative option is not present in the text, as illustrated in
(89).
(88) ƚ ŚĞƌ ƌĞǁĂƌĚ [at a favoured place at table] ĚŝŶĞĚ ŵǇ ĐŽƵƐĞŶ &ƌĂƵŶĐĞƐ ĂŶĚ
ŵǇĐŽƵƐĞŶDĂŐƌĞƚ͘
At mineƐĂƚĞƚŚĞ&ƌĞŶĐŚĞŵďĂƐƐĂĚŽƵƌ͘
(edward-e1-h,363.285-6)
(89) In that timeƐĂǁ/DĂŝƐƚĞƌŽĐƚŽƵƌ>ĂƚƚĞŵĞƌĐŽŵĞŝŶƚŽƚŚĞŐĂƌĚĞŝŶ͕
(morelet2-e1-h,503.15)
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Any PP that does not have a code for contrast or frame-setting is taken to be
information-structurally neutral, and, crucially, when it is discourse-old, is taken as an
example of local anchoring, as in (90). A fourth category was used for examples that
have no code for contrast or frame-setting, but are also not discourse-old, as in (91).
(90) After these thingesĐĂŵ/ĞƐƵƐĂŶĚŚŝƐĚŝƐĐŝƉůĞƐŝŶƚŽƚŚĞ/ĞǁĞƐůŽŶĚĞ͕
(tyndnew-e1-h,3,20J.192)
(91) From Farley / ƌŝĚĚĞ Ă ŵŝůĞ ŽĨ ďǇ ǁŽĚĚǇ ŐƌŽƵŶĚ ƚŽ Ă ŐƌĂƵŶŐ ŐƌĞĂƚ ĂŶĚ ǁĞůůĞ
ďƵŝůĚŝĚ͕ƚŚĂƚůŽŶŐŝĚƚŽ,ĞŶƚŽŶͲƉƌŝŽƌŝĞŽĨŚĂƌƚƵƐŝĂŶƐ͘
(leland-e1-h,139.233)
Table 5.16 presents the frequencies of the four categories.
Table 5.16 Information-structural function of clause-initial PPs in E1

n
Contrastive
Frame
Local anchoring
Other

22
48
91
10
171

%
12.9
28.1
53.2
5.8
100.0

The table shows that contrastive and frame-setting uses make up quite a
considerable part of all PPs, with 41% of all PPs belonging to this category. While this
specific aspect was not separately investigated in Chapter 4, it was clear from the
other evidence that local anchoring was the main function of the initial PPs. This
function of local anchoring is still important, accounting for just over half of the PPs,
but in this first subperiod of EModE its importance is already decreasing.
A closer analysis of the examples shows that some of the patterns, especially
those that can be characterized in terms of local anchoring, are limited to certain
texts. For instance, one of the texts, a travelogue by Richard Torkington, contains all
the ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞŶĐĞ examples in the E1 period (see example (77) above). There are
other types of clause-initial PPs which seem to be limited to one text. One of these
texts is a chronicle by Robert Fabyan, which has many examples of time adverbials as
clause-initial PPs, as in the following examples.
(92) In this yere ƚŚĞ ^ĞŶĞƐŚĂůů ŽĨ ,ĞŶĂƵĚĞ ĐĂŵĞ ŝŶƚŽ ƚŚŝƐ >ĂŶĚĞ ǁŝƚŚ Ă ŐŽŽĚůǇ
ŽŵƉĂŶǇĞŽĨ,ĞŶĂƵĚĞƌƐΘŽƚŚĞƌƐƚƌĂƵŶŐĞƌƐ
(fabyan-e1-h,173R.C1.172)
(93) Vpon the .iiii. daye ĐĂŵĞ ŝŶƚŽ ƚŚĞ ĨĞůĚĞ ĂŶ ƐƋƵǇƌĞ ,ĞŶĂƵĚĞƌ ĂŐĂǇŶ ǁŚŽŵ
ƌĂŶŶĞƚŚĞƐŽŶĞŽĨƐŝƌ/ŽŚŶŚĞǇŶǇ(fabyan-e1-h,173V.C1.179)
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These examples in fact represent the only type of clause-initial PPs that are found in
the Fabyan text (cf. earlier comments and Los (2013) on the use of V2 as episode
boundary marker).
In sum, these data have shown that the clause-initial PPs in E1 to a large extent
still show the same characteristics as the PPs in OE, but that the local anchoring
properties seem to have become less prominent, and that the informationstructurally marked categories, like contrast and frame-setting, have gained
importance. The clause-initial PPs remain mostly discourse-old and the linking that
takes place in initial position continues to be local: links are in the majority of cases
to the immediately preceding sentence. The majority of clause-initial PPs are still
information-structurally unmarked. However, what is most important in these data is
that already at this early stage after the loss of V2—these data are, after all, based
on early sixteenth-century texts—the character of the initial position is already
showing signs of change.
5.3.2.3 Conclusion
The studies presented in this section have provided two very clear indications that
the information-structural character of clause-initial PPs has changed: PPs which can
be analysed as OLD or ACCESSIBLE on the basis of form decrease, while the percentage
of PPs that can be analysed as having a local anchoring function also becomes lower,
to the benefit of contrastive or frame-setting PPs. With respect to the timing of
these developments, the data on the anaphoric character of clause-initial PPs show
that the change takes place in the transition from the EModE to the MBE period, but
at the same time, the analysis of the information-structural properties of clauseinitial PPs in the E1 subperiod showed that signs of changes in use are already
present in the early sixteenth century.
5.3.3
The increasing restrictions on object fronting
Having considered the PPs, let us look briefly at the other important category of
clause-initial elements that was discussed in Chapter 4, fronted objects. The corpus
study in section 4.3 showed that object fronting in OE represents an alternative to
the information-rearranging function of the long passive: it allows an underlying
object to occur in clause-initial position, like the passive, and is regulated by the
same relative information-structural constraint as the long passive. In addition, the
main function of initial objects was local anchoring. While objects were a relatively
frequent element in clause-initial position in OE, the data in Section 5.3.1 already
showed that objects have become very infrequent in initial position in the corpora:
with respect to all main clauses, objects represent only 1.2% of all clauses in E1 and
this percentage decreases to 0.5% in B3. This means that the development of
objects in initial position is different from that of the clause-initial PPs: the questions
of loss of local anchoring and loss of inversion are less relevant because the initial
objects come to represent a marginal option in the language.
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The decline in object fronting and the loss of inversion after objects has been
investigated in quite some detail in the literature, for instance in Van Kemenade &
Westergaard (2012), but most comprehesensively by Speyer (2010). As discussed in
Chapter 4, Speyer distinguishes between three types of object fronting (object
topicalization) in PDE, which are all characterized by focus and/or contrast. For OE,
he adds a type of object fronting which has a comparable function to local anchoring
as defined in Chapter 4. Speyer then traces the decline in object fronting and also
attempts to trace the decline of the specific local anchoring type of object fronting.
For the general decline of object fronting, Speyer presents data from the historical
corpora of English, up to the EModE period (his study was carried out before the
PPCMBE was published), showing the number of topicalized direct objects against
the total number of clauses with a direct object.
Table 5.17 Rate of direct object topicalization (from Speyer 2010: 27, his Table 1)
OE
OE
ME
ME
ME
ME EmE
EmE
EmE
1--2
3--4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
sent. with DO
6184 10002 5329 3642 9608 5583 7719 10103 7057
Whereof
736
1080
570
228
558
257
376
428
247
topicalized
% topicalized
11.9
10.8
10.7
6.3
5.8
4.6
4.9
4.2
3.6
Speyer’s data show a continuous decline in direct object fronting from OE to EModE,
from 11.9% to 3.6%, with the sharpest decline taking place from the M1 to the M2
subperiod (10.7% to 6.3%). This shows that object fronting in general declines,
confirming the findings in Section 5.3.1, even though the numbers and percentages
are somewhat different. Speyer compares the number of examples against the
number of transitive clauses instead of all main clauses, which partly explains the
difference in percentages between these numbers and my Table 5.9. In addition, the
actual number of examples in EModE is higher in Speyer’s study than in Table 5.9,
which may be due to a difference in selection, for instance including subclauses and
objects which are not clause-initial but still precede the subject. Speyer does not
give his queries so a detailed comparison is not possible.
Speyer also presents data that can give us an insight into the loss of the local
anchoring function of clause-initial objects. His main characterization of the
additional type of object fronting specified for OE is that the fronted objects are
aboutness topics, representing “entit[ies]” and that they are anaphoric elements,
often pronouns, and non-contrastive (2010: 38), as illustrated in (94).
(94) ÞoneĂƐĞŶĚĞƐĞ^ƵŶƵ͕
this sent the Son
‘The son sent this one’
(coaelhom,ÆHom_9:114.1350; Speyer 2010: 38, his 17a)
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Speyer’s definition is slightly different from the notion of local anchoring as used in
this thesis, because it is based on the notion of aboutness topic, but it nevertheless
overlaps with this notion in some crucial aspects, most importantly the discourselink provided by the object and the information-structurally unmarked character of
this object. As an approximation of the decline in this type of object fronting, Speyer
gives the following table, showing fronting of personal pronoun objects, this time
against the total number of clauses with a pronominal object.
Table 5.18 Topicalization of personal pronoun objects (Speyer 2010: 39, his Table 3)
OE
OE
ME
ME
ME
MEE
EmEE EmEE EmEE
1--2
3--4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
All pr.obj.
200
603
285
213
454
316
107
155
96
Whereof
22
40
11
2
8
0
1
0
1
topicalized
% toplicazed 11.0
6.6
3.9
0.9
1.8
0
0.9
0
1.0
This table shows a loss of topicalization of personal pronoun objects, with very low
percentages from ME2 onwards. Speyer claims that the late examples with pronouns
are contrastive or archaic (2010: 40). An example of such a deliberate archaism is
given in (95).
(95) ͚dŝƐƐĂŝĚ͕ŚĞƌĞůŝǀĞƐĂǁŽŵĂŶ͕ĐůŽƐĞĨĂŵŝůŝĂƌƚŽƚŚĞĞŶĞŵǇŽĨŵĂŶŬŝŶĚ͘ Her/͛ůů
ĐŽŶƐƵůƚ͕ĂŶĚŬŶŽǁƚŚĞǁŽƌƐƚ͘
(Charles Jennens: Libretto to Handel’s oratorio ‘Saul’, 3rd act, 1739; Speyer
2010: 40, his 18)
Speyer’s data locate the loss of this type of topicalization in the ME period, meaning
that by ME, the types of topicalization that are found are the types that persist up to
PDE, crucially without the local anchoring type. In short, while the local anchoring
type is lost almost completely, topicalization in general shows a decline—already
from the OE period onwards—but arrives at a stable percentage in the late ME
period and remains to be used in later periods. Interestingly, Speyer proposes that
the loss of topicalization is a result of the loss of inversion, because inversion in the
relevant cases provided an option for reordering which obeyed a prosodic
requirement, which he calls the Clash Avoidance Principle (2010: 61) (although cf.
Van Kemenade & Westergaard 2012, who point out some problems with Speyer’s
scenario).
Let us investigate object fronting in the PPCEME and PPCMBE, in order to add
to Speyer’s data in the context of local anchoring, and to extend the data to include
MBE. Query 5.11 presents the selection criteria.
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YƵĞƌǇϱ͘ϭϭClause-initial objects
a. IP-MAT idoms NP-SBJ* ĂŶĚ IP-MAT idoms NP-OB*
b. NP-OB* precedes NP-SBJ*
On output of query b:
c. NP-OB* idomsonly PRO*
d. NP-OB* idomsonly D*
Line 5.11a selects all main clauses which have a subject and an object, while 5.11b
selects all examples in which the object precedes the subject. Lines 5.11c and 5.11d
provide a further selection on the type of object—containing only a pronoun or only
a demonstrative, respectively. Note that line 5.11b does not stipulate that the object
needs to be clause-initial, only that it should precede the subject. Table 5.19
presents the results of the first two queries, giving the number of fronted objects
against all main clauses with an object NP, and the number of fronted pronominal
objects against all main clauses with a pronominal object.
Table 5.19 Fronted NP and pronominal objects in PPCEME and PPCMBE main clauses
E1
E2
E3
B1
B2
B3
4.4%
3.6%
3.3%
2.3%
1.8%
1.6%
% fronted
NPs
% fronted
pronouns

(262/5945)

(297/8339)

(141/6848)

(80/3545)

(85/4855)

(64/4085)

0.7%

0.2%

0.3%

0.4%

0.2%

0.3%

(9/1250)

(4/1944)

(6/1780)

(3/760)

(2/964)

(2/677)

Table 5.19 shows that the percentage of fronted NPs is already low in E1, which is
only to be expected after the general decline of initial objects as shown in Table 5.9.
The percentages for EModE—from 4.4% to 1.6%—are comparable to Speyer’s
percentages (Table 5.17, from 4.9% to 3.6%), although Speyer’s number of examples
is higher. The MBE data show that this percentage continues to fall, until only 1.6%
of the objects is fronted in B3. The more dramatic loss of pronominal object fronting
is also visible from Table 5.19, with the percentage already at 0.7% in E1 and
declining to 0.3% in B3. Again, these percentages are comparable to Speyer’s
percentages (Table 5.18, between 0 and 1.0% in EModE), although this time the
number of examples in my database is higher (this may be due to the fact that I
included all pronouns and Speyer specifically states “personal pronouns”). Already in
E1, the examples, as in (96), seem highly contrastive or archaic—corresponding to
Speyer’s claim. This is even stronger for the remaining examples in the MBE, as in
(97)-(99).
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(96) &ŽƌŵĂŶǇŚĞŚĂĚ͕
 ďƵƚher ŚĞůŽƵĞĚ͕ǁŚŽƐĞĨĂƵŽƵƌƚŽƐĂǇƚŚĞƚƌŽƵƚŚĨŽƌƐŝŶŶĞŝƚǁĞƌƚŽďĞůŝĞǇсĞс
ĚĞƵŝů ƐŚĞ ŶĞƵĞƌ ĂďƵƐĞĚ ƚŽ ĂŶǇ ŵĂŶƐ ŚƵƌƚ͕ ďƵƚ ƚŽ ŵĂŶǇ Ă ŵĂŶƐ ĐŽŵĨŽƌƚ Θ
ƌĞůŝĞĨ͗
(moreric-e1-h,56.132-3)
(97) dŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ Ăƚ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŝŵĞ ǁŝƚŚ Śŝŵ ŽŶĞ ^ŝĐŝŶƵƐ͕ Ă WĞƌƐŝĂŶ WƌŝƐŽŶĞƌ͕ ŝŶ ŐƌĞĂƚ
&ĂǀŽƵƌǁŝƚŚdŚĞŵŝƐƚŽĐůĞƐ͕ŝŶƐŽŵƵĐŚƚŚĂƚŚĞƚĂƵŐŚƚŚŝƐŚŝůĚƌĞŶ͘
Him ŚĞ ƐĞŶƚ ƉƌŝǀĂƚĞůǇ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ <ŝŶŐ͕ ƚŽ ŐŝǀĞ Śŝŵ Ă ƚƌƵĞ /ŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ
ŝŶƚĞŶĚĞĚ&ůŝŐŚƚ͕ĂĚǀŝƐŝŶŐŚŝŵƚŽƐĞŶĚƉĂƌƚŽĨŚŝƐEĂǀǇĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞ/ƐůĂŶĚ͕ǁŚŝĐŚ
ĞŶĐŽŵƉĂƐƐŝŶŐƚŚĞ'ƌĞĐŝĂŶƐ͕ǁŽƵůĚƉƌĞǀĞŶƚƚŚĞŝƌƐĐĂƉĞ͕
(b1, hind-1707,321.259-60)
(98) ŽůĞŵĂŶďĞŝŶŐƐǁŽƌŶ͕ĂŶĚůŽŽŬŝŶŐĂƚƚŚĞŵ͕ĂŶĚƚŚĞŶƉŽŝŶƚŝŶŐĂƚƚĞĂŚ͘dŚĂƚ
'ĞŶƚůĞŵĂŶΖƐ EĂŵĞ ŝƐ ĂƚƚĞĂŚ͕ ĂŶĚ / ŚĂǀĞ ƐĞĞŶ Śŝŵ Ăƚ ĞƌďǇ͘ ŶĚ ƚΖŽƚŚĞƌ ŝƐ
ŚĂĚǁŝĐŬ͕
 ĂŶĚhim /ŚĂǀĞƐĞĞŶĂƚDĂŶĐŚĞƐƚĞƌ͕
(b1, townley-1746,46.568-71)
(99) ŽƌƐŝŶŝŚĂƐůŽƐƚƚŚĞŽŶůǇŽŶĞŚĞĐŽƵůĚŚĂǀĞǀĞŶƚƵƌĞĚƚŽŵĂŬĞƉŽƉĞ͕
 ĂŶĚhim ŚĞĚĞƐŝŐŶĞĚ͖
(b1, walpole-174X,5,11.240-1)
In all these examples, the pronoun is not just anaphoric but seems to bear focus or
emphasis, singling out one person among a range of options. In examples (96) and
(98) this is especially clear: in (96), ŚĞƌis contrasted with the ŵĂŶǇin the previous
line; in (98), there is a contrast between the two men that the witness points at, and
who he has seen at different places.
Interestingly, the other type of objects selected by Query 5.11, independently
used demonstratives, do not decline as dramatically and at the same speed as the
rates given in Table 5.19. Table 5.20 presents the percentage of fronted
demonstratives against the total number of clauses with an independently used
demonstrative.
Table 5.20 Fronted demonstrative objects in main clauses in the PPCEME and
PPCMBE
E1
E2
E3
B1
B2
B3
% frronted
54.5%
55.9%
44.7%
43.9%
27.9%
31.8%
demonstratives
(55/101) (85/152)
(63/141)
(25/57)
(17/61)
(14/44)
Table 5.20 shows that until the B1 period, almost half of these demonstratives are
fronted. Only in the last subperiods do the percentages show a decrease, with lower
percentages in B2 and B3 (27.9% and 31.8% respectively). Although these
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demonstratives are likely to be discourse-old information (exceptions are possible of
course, for instance in cataphoric references), like the fronted pronouns in the later
periods, they are mostly used contrastively or represent archaic examples. Examples
(100) and (101) present two examples from the E1 subperiod, which are clearly
archaic: they show inversion of finite verb and subject, and occur in a bible
translation.
(100) ThisƐĂǇĚĞŚĞ͕ŶŽƚƚŚĂƚŚĞĐĂƌĞĚĨŽƌƚŚĞƉŽŽĞƌ͗ďƵƚďĞĐĂƵƐĞŚĞǁĂƐĂƚŚĞĨĞ͕
ĂŶĚŬĞƉƚƚŚĞďĂŐŐĞ͕ĂŶĚďĂƌĞƚŚĂƚǁŚŝĐŚǁĂƐŐĞǀĞŶ͘
(tyndnew-e1-p1,12,1J.16)
(101) ThisƐĂǇĚĞ/ĞƐƵƐƐŝŐŶŝĨǇŝŶŐĞǁŚĂƚĚĞĞƚŚŚĞƐŚƵůĚĚǇĞ͘
(tyndnew-e1-p1,12,20J.68)
The following examples from MBE illustrate the contrastive use.
(102) ďƵƚ/ƚŚĂŶŬ'ŽĚƚŚĂƚŚĞƉƌĞƐĞƌǀĞĚŽƵƌƉƌĞĐŝŽƵƐůŝǆ͕ĨŽƌthatƐŚĞŝƐ͕
(victoria-186X,1,151.378-9)
(103) /ŚŽƉĞƚŚĂƚŵǇŽƉŝŶŝŽŶƐĂŶĚŵǇĂĐƚŝŽŶƐǁŝůůŶŽƚďĞƋƵŽƚĞĚŝŶŽƉƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶƚŽŵǇ
'ŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚ͕ĨŽƌthatďĞůŽǀĞĚWĂƉĂŶĞǀĞƌƉĞƌŵŝƚƚĞĚ͖
(victoria-186X,1,207.476-7)
In (102), the demonstrative is emphasized to stress the quality of ůŝǆ͘(103) presents
an interesting case because the PPCMBE annotation contains a comment that the
word ƚŚĂƚ is “emphasized in [the] original” text. However, even in MBE, examples
occur where the text contains little signs of contrastive use.
(104) Ɛ&ƌĂŶĐŝƐĐŽŚĂĚƉƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚ͕ƚŚĞĐŽůůĞĐƚŽƌĂƐŬĞĚŵĞǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ/ƉƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚŐŝŶŽƌ
ŚĂŵƉĂŐŶĞ ͕ ĂŶĚ͕ ŽŶ ƌĞĐĞŝǀŝŶŐ ŵǇ ĂŶƐǁĞƌ͕ ďƌŽƵŐŚƚ ŝŶ Ă ƉŝŶƚ ďŽƚƚůĞ ǁŝƚŚ Ă
ůĂƌŐĞůĂďĞůŽŶŝƚƐƐŝĚĞͲ&ŝŶĞƌĂďͲĂƉƉůĞŝĚĞƌ͘ThisŚĞŽƉĞŶĞĚ͕
(reade-1863,224.588-90)

While there is certainly a contrast between two drinks in this passage, the actual
demonstrative seems to simply provide an unmarked discourse-link between two
sentences, and is not clearly contrastive; at this point in the text, there is not a
contrast between two bottles. In terms of the syntactic structure, the sentences with
a fronted demonstrative seem to represent a fixed pattern, all occurring in short
sentences and followed by a pronominal subject and a verb. The fact that pronouns
and demonstrative elements are almost invariably specific referents often leads to a
contrastive or focused effect, even when they do not occur in initial position: it is
always a matter of a choice among alternatives, a crucial aspect in Krifka’s (2007)
definition of contrast. The initial position is a likely position for these short
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contrastive elements to occur, even more so once the unmarked use is lost and the
marked use dominates this position.
In conclusion, the number of objects in clause-initial position has decreased
and the trends that Speyer already noted for EModE continue in MBE. What is
decidedly different in the development of clause-initial objects from the
development of clause-initial PPs is that the change in use is more drastic (no local
anchoring at all) and that the timing is earlier: it is already in Middle English that
there are indications that the local anchoring use of the clause-initial object declines,
i.e. before V2 was well and truly lost.
5.3.4
Summary and conclusions
This section aimed to establish in what way the use of the clause-initial position
changed after the ME period. It followed up on two aspects identified in the
previous chapter for the clause-initial position: the function of local anchoring and
the frequency of non-subject elements in clause-initial position. The data presented
in this section show that local anchoring became a less important function of
presubject material in the EModE and MBE periods and that subjects became more
important as clause-initial element, locating the changes in the early MBE period.
Subjects become the most frequent element in first position, a development
which takes place consistently from the E1 period onwards. The clause-initial
elements that are most affected by this are adverbs and direct objects, while PPs
remain equally frequent in initial position throughout these periods. At the same
time, the importance of the PPs in first position increases because they become the
most frequent member among the remaining non-subjects in initial position. In
addition to these quantitative changes, there are qualitative changes in the function
of the elements in first position: objects are overwhelmingly contrastive, while PPs
can still be unmarked, but the category of frame setters and contrastive PPs has
become larger. As a consequence, the subject became even more important in
clause-initial position, because it still could be unmarked and discourse-linking, but
now as the only element. The developments described in this and the preceding
section put greater pressure on the subject, both in terms of information structuring
(subjects are the only unmarked theme) as in terms of syntax (most sentences start
with a subject).

Section 5.4

Conclusion

This chapter has investigated aspects of the loss of V2 in the EmodE and MBE
periods, after the date that has usually been taken as the loss of V2, 1500. The main
aims were to establish the rates of the loss of inversion, and to trace the
information-structural functions of V2 that were identified in the previous chapter.
The most important conclusions from this chapter are that the presubject position
lost its function of local anchoring while its contrastive and frame-setting uses
became more prominent, towards the end of the EmodE period and during the MBE
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period. At the same time, the language developed a default position for the subject,
before the finite verb, which left little room for manipulation of the order of
elements in the clause for information-structural purposes, with the exception of the
late subject position, which developed into the locative inversion pattern that is still
in use in PDE.
While V2 is already a minority pattern at the end of the ME period (around
1500 AD), inversion was by no means lost in all contexts. For PP-initial clauses in
particular, we see that the overall decrease from a majority pattern to a minority
pattern only takes place during the EModE period. At the same time, inversion is
from the first subperiod influenced by particular factors—PP and unaccusative
verbs—which leads to a specific pattern emerging while overall inversion is lost.
Although this is already prefigured in the earlier periods, with unaccusative verbs
already allowing for late subjects in OE and having this particular presentational
function, it is in this period that the locative inversion pattern as it is still used in PDE
rises in prominence as the other patterns of inversion are lost.
In addition to the loss of inversion, changes take place in the function and
information-structural character of the initial position, which are not directly related
to the syntactic loss of V2. Most importantly, the function of local anchoring which
was identified as the main function of the initial, presubject position in Chapter 4
loses its dominance, while the contrastive and frame-setting use of the presubject
position, which was only a minority pattern in OE, increases in importance. Already
in E1, this function makes up forty percent of the examples, a development which is
likely to continue in the following centuries, as the data on the loss of anaphoric
elements in clause-initial PPs already suggest. It is likely that this development starts
in E1 but only gathers full force in the MBE period.
In conclusion, inversion after clause-initial PPs is lost later than what has
generally taken to be the endpoint for the loss of V2, in the late EModE period, while
locative inversion, with a strong information-structural motivation, emerges as a
specific exception to the overall loss of inversion. During this same period, but most
convincingly in the MBE period, main clauses come to be predominantly subjectinitial. It is at this time that we also see the most convincing evidence of a change in
the information-structural use of clause-initial PPs: the function of local anchoring
decreases and the PPs become predominantly constrastive or are used as frame
setters. The fact that these changes are only after the loss of inversion suggest that
they are a consequence of rather than strictly speaking part of, the loss of V2.

6. Responses to the Loss of
Verb Second
Section 6.1

Introduction

This chapter shifts the attention from the actual loss of verb second (V2) to the
consequences of this loss and the syntactic and information-structural developments
that accompany it, as identified in the previous chapter. Specifically, it investigates
the relation between the development of the subject and the clause-initial position
on the one hand and the development of passives, middles and non-agentive
subjects on the other. Crucially, these constructions have all been described in the
literature either as information-rearrangers or subject-creators. The studies in this
chapter show that there is evidence for an increase in the use of all these
constructions over the course of the Early Modern (EModE) and especially the
Modern British (MBE) period. In addition, their functional relevance as subject
creators and information structuring devices provides support for the hypothesis
that this increase is a response to the loss of V2.
The previous chapter established dates for the loss of V2 in more detail for a
number of specific contexts, most importantly with unaccusative verbs and PPs in
first position. It also identified certain information-structural aspects of the loss of
V2, namely the increasingly subject-initial nature of the language in EModE and
MBE, as well as in an increased contrastive, and hence ŵĂƌŬĞĚ, use of the clauseinitial position. What still remains unclear is what the consequences are of such a
development in the language and specifically, whether the corpora can provide
sufficient evidence for previous claims that certain developments—such as an
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increase in the use of passives—can be shown to be a response to the restrictions on
the clause-initial position. The proposal that English developed certain constructions
such as passives and middles to compensate for the loss of word order freedom has
been made by for instance Kirkwood (1978), Hawkins (1986) and Halliday (2000), but
this has been mostly based on general observations and there is little data available
for the developments in the intervening periods.
Los (2009) and Seoane (2006) have connected several developments
specifically to the loss of V2, instead of only to the restrictions on word order in
Present-day English (PDE). They point to the ability of long passives to provide a
response to the restrictions on word order options because of their rearranging
function, as well as the ability of both long and short passives to move arguments to
subject position—relevant because of the increased importance of subjects. The
new passives that were introduced in the Middle English (ME) period represent a
special class among passives. Another strategy identified by Los (2009) as a response
to the loss of V2 is the use of non-agentive subjects (Rohdenburg 1974), and the use
of middles (see Hundt 2007) can be seen as a similar strategy. While these
developments have previously been identified as innovations by e.g. Hawkins (1986)
and Kirkwood (1978), Los (2009, 2012) and Los & Dreschler (2012) have connected
this to the loss of V2 and the need for subjects.
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the developments in passives, middles
and non-agentive subjects after the ME period and establish whether these can be
shown to be consequences of the loss of V2, or, more precisely, responses to the
consequences of the loss of V2 as described in the previous chapter: an increasingly
subject-initial language and a marked presubject position. Specifically, this chapter
aims to establish whether (i) there is an increase in use of either of these
constructions which takes place simultaneously to the developments described in
the previous chapter; (ii) new strategies are introduced in this period; (iii) these
constructions have or develop a function which relates to the need for more
subjects or information-rearrangers.
This chapter is structured as follows. The first sections trace the development
of the passive after the ME period: Section 6.2 investigates whether the use of the
passive in general increases, as well as the long passive, while Section 6.3 provides a
follow-up to the studies in Chapter 3 by examining the developments of the new
passives after their introduction in the ME period. Section 6.4 moves the focus to
middles and non-agentive subjects and investigates their structural properties as
well as their diachronic development. Section 6.5 concludes.

Section 6.2

The development of the passive after ME

This section focuses on the development of the passive after the loss of V2 and aims
to establish whether there is an increase in the use of passives in general and long
passives in particular, both compared to the OE data in Chapter 4 and Seoane’s
(1999, 2000) data for EModE. The second aim of this section is to investigate the
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information-structural function of passives. I present data which provide a further
refinement of the previously proposed increase in the use of passives with respect to
transitive actives, as well as an increase in use of long passives with respect to short
passives. In addition, I show that the information-rearranging function of the passive
becomes more important, while at the same time the language makes full use of the
ability of passives to create subjects which in turn fit into the natural unmarked
structure of sentences, beginning with a subject.
Two properties of the passive make it a potential candidate to act as a response
to the loss of V2: its information-rearranging function and its subject-creating
function. The information-rearranging function has been noted before by many
authors, such as Halliday (1968) and Chafe (1970), cf. Section 2.3.2. In addition,
Birner (1996) has provided corpus data to support the observation that the passive
restores given-before-new order of information in the sentence in PDE, and Seoane
(1999) has done the same for EModE. The data in Chapter 4 showed that this
function was already present to some extent in the OE period, but to a more limited
extent than in later periods. In addition, Los (2005, 2009) and Seoane (2006) have
focused on the fact that the passive can create a non-canonical (i.e. non-agentive)
subject by moving an argument to subject position. As pointed out by Los, this
function becomes especially important in the history of English because of the
increased need for subjects after the loss of V2, as described in the previous chapter.
If the passive indeed acts as a response to the loss of V2, there are two likely
areas in which this might become visible: an increase in use of the passive and
functional changes. In the literature such an increase has been described, for
instance by Siewierska (1984), Halliday (2000) and Seoane (2000), but the evidence
is not overwhelming. In particular, what is not available yet is a detailed overview of
how the frequency of the passives changes after the EModE period. This is where
the larger annotated corpora which are now available can play a role. It is not only
the frequency of the passive, however, that provides evidence for a change in its role
within the language, but there is evidence that its function changed too—the
information-reordering function, present since the OE period, seems to become
more pronounced. At the same time, the number of available constructions that can
express the same function decreases: while V2 OE speakers had multiple strategies
for information-rearranging, topicalization and impersonalization, some important
strategies were lost over the course of the ME period, such as object fronting
(topicalization and information-rearranging, see Speyer 2010) and ŵĂŶ
(impersonalization, Los 2002). As a result, the reliance on the passive for expressing
these functions is likely to have become greater.
This section is structured as follows. Section 6.2.1 aims to establish whether
passives in general became more frequent in Early Modern and MBE, by
investigating both long and short passives, using different means to measure their
frequency. Section 6.2.2 investigates the function of the passive after ME, examining
the increased importance of the passive as an information-rearranger as well as
investigating the topicalization function of the passive. Section 6.2.3 concludes.
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6.2.1
The frequency of short and long passives
The hypothesis that the passive acts as a response to the loss of V2 leads to two
expectations about its development after the ME period: (i) an increase in all
passives, following the loss of alternative strategies for its topicalization and
impersonalization functions and an increased need for subjects; (ii) an increase in
long passives, following the loss of other information-rearranging strategies. 79 It is
important to note that the development described here—an increase in the use of
passives—is not a grammatical change as such, which means that it is not expected
to develop in the same way as previously described syntactic changes (cf. Kroch’s
(1989) Constant Rate Hypothesis, which states that the rate of a change is similar in
all contexts). Most importantly, there are no clearly-defined contexts in which
passives are expected to replace actives, as in the case described by Kroch (1989),
the spread of periphrastic ĚŽ. In the case of the passive, the relevant construction is
already (reasonably frequently) used in the language and there is no clear expected
endpoint: it is not a matter of the passive being used in all possible contexts. Mostly,
what we are interested in is the balance between active and passive. I show in this
section that while there are some methodological challenges and there is
considerable variation in the frequency of passives between individual texts, there is
sufficient evidence to state that the passive becomes more frequent between the
early sixteenth century and the early twentieth century.
6.2.1.1 Frequency of the passive
This first study investigates the frequency of the passive construction in EModE and
MBE, in order to establish whether there is an increase in the use of the passive
after the ME period. The studies in this section include both long and short passives,
as well as all types of passives—direct, recipient, prepositional, ECM—because these
are all likely to be affected by the development towards the need for more subjects
and the importance of the passives as a topicalization and impersonalization
construction. I present data on the frequency of passives using two different
measures to compare the data from PPCEME and PPCMBE to available data for Early
English, based on the frequency of passives with respect to actives (Seoane 2000,
2006), and data for PDE, based on frequency of passives with respect to the number
of words (Evert 2006).
Method and selection
Passive clauses can be more easily selected in the syntactically annotated corpora for
EModE and MBE (PPCEME and PPCMBE, respectively) than in the YCOE (see Section
4.2.2.1) because of the use of a separate label for passive participles. As in the YCOE,
it is not possible to distinguish between verbal and adjectival passives, which means
79

This section elaborates on material that was previously presented in Dreschler (2014).
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that the selection is only based on form: all clauses with a passive participle and a
form of ƚŽ ďĞ as main clause constituents were selected. As well as being
straightforward, this has the benefit of being close in selection to Seoane (2000),
who also does not distinguish between verbal and adjectival use of the participle but
(manually) selects sentences with a form of ƚŽďĞand a participle. The basic query
for passives is given below.
YƵĞƌǇϲ͘ϭPassive clauses in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
a. IP* idoms *SBJ* ĂŶĚ IP* idoms *VAN*
b. ĞŝƚŚĞƌ:
IP* idoms *BED*|*BEP*
c. Žƌ:
IP* idoms *DOD*|*DOP*|*HVD*|*HVP*|*MD*|*VBD*|*VBP*|*BED*|
*BEP* ĂŶĚIP* idoms BE|BEN|BAG
Line 6.1a selects all main and subordinate clauses (IP*) with a subject (*SBJ*) and a
passive participle (*VAN*). Line 6.1b selects clauses that have a finite form of ƚŽďĞ,
while Line 6.1c selects clauses with a non-finite form of ƚŽďĞin addition to a finite
verb. 80 In contrast to studies in the previous chapter, empty (e.g. moved and
ellipted) subjects are also included, because the position of the subject is not
relevant for the present investigation. 81 The requirement for a finite verb in the
clause ensures the exclusion of fragments and reduced relative clauses, which do
not have an overt subject.
The selection of active transitive sentences was restricted to clauses with NP
objects (coded as either NP-OB1 or NP-OB2). While it can be argued that other types
of active clauses should also be taken into account in a comparison to the passive—
most notably the types of actives that can be transformed into a prepositional
passive and theme passives of ditransitives—there is unfortunately no
straightforward way to select these clauses in the corpora: prepositional adjuncts are
not distinguished from prepositional arguments, “for want of reliable criteria”
(Santorini 2010). This means that the current selection may exclude some examples
that are included by Seoane, who selected, by hand, all actives “for which a passive
counterpart would be available” (2000:28). Query 6.2 was used to select the active
clauses.
YƵĞƌǇϲ͘ϮActive transitive clauses in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
a. IP* idoms *SBJ*
b. ĂŶĚIP* idoms
*DOD*|*DOP*|*HVD*|*HVP*|*MD*|*VBD*|*VBP*|*BED*|*BEP*
c. ĂŶĚIP* idoms NP-OB*
d. ĂŶĚIP* idoms !*VAN*
80
81

Imperatives were excluded from the selection (for ďĞ͕this would be BEI)
In ŽƌƉƵƐ^ĞĂƌĐŚ͕this means that traces were not ignored.
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Line 6.2a-c select all clauses with a subject, a finite verb and a direct object. Line
6.2d stipulates that this clause should not also dominate a passive participle. This
extra condition was necessary to exclude clauses which have both a passive
participle and an object, specifically passives of ditransitives (such as /ƚǁĂƐƚŽůĚƚŚĞ
ŬŶŝŐŚƚ͕see Section 6.3.2).
Results and discussion
Let us first examine how the queries described above compare to Seoane’s method
of selection and to what extent they confirm her results of an increase in the EModE
period. The data presented below are based on Seoane’s selection of genres and are,
like her study, based only on the original Helsinki part of the PPCEME. Seoane
selected three formal genres—^ƚĂƚƵƚĞƐ͕ ^ĐŝĞŶĐĞ and ^ĞƌŵŽŶƐͶand three informal
genres—WƌŝǀĂƚĞ >ĞƚƚĞƌƐ͕ ƌĂŵĂand &ŝĐƚŝŽŶ͘ Table 6.1 first repeats part of Seoane’s
results and Table 6.2 shows the results based on Queries 6.1 and 6.2. The
frequencies are given as percentages of the total number of passive and active
clauses; the numbers in between brackets indicate the actual numbers.
Table 6.1 Relative frequency of passives with respect to active transitives, adapted
from Seoane (2000: 28, her Table 3)
E1
E2
E3
Total for these genres 21.4 (612,2236) 22.06 (722, 2550) 24.1 (922, 2893)
ʖ² (2) = 7.81, p < 0.05

Table 6.2 Relative frequency of passives with respect to active transitives in a
selection of genres in the PPCEME
E1
E2
E3
Statutes
Science
Sermons
Drama
Fiction
Private letters
Total

46.4
(127,147)
30.4
(119,273)
20.4
(105,409)
11.0
(74,599)
9.7
(64,595)
14.0
(84,518)
18.4
(5
573,2541)

For the last row only: ʖ² (2) = 8.40, p < .05

55.7
(187,149)
32.0
(175,372)
19.2
(138,579)
8.8
(66,684)
10.8
(81,667)
14.2
(86,519)
19.8
(7
733,2970)

64.6
(224,123)
29.8
(146,344)
18.3
(123,550)
10.6
(79,669)
13.2
(94,616)
16.3
(121,622)
21.2
(7
787,2924)
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Table 6.2 shows that for all genres combined (the bottom row), there is a small but
consistent increase over the entire selected period, from 18.4% in E1, to 19.8% in E2
and up to 21.2% in E3 (at roughly the same level of statistical significance as
Seoane’s data). The table, then, confirms Seoane’s results of an increase in EmodE,
although the percentages in Table 6.2 are lower overall, with the highest percentage
in Table 6.2 roughly equal to the lowest percentage in Seoane’s results. In addition,
the number of selected examples differs slightly per period—for instance, in E3, the
total number of passives in Table 6.2 is 787 while it is 922 in Seoane’s data; in E2, the
number of passives is roughly equal (722 from Seoane to 733 in Table 6.2) but the
number of actives is quite different (2924 against 2550).
While the data confirm Seoane’s findings, the results in Table 6.2 also raise a
number of questions with respect to the observation of an overall increase in these
genres—some of these observations are less obvious in Seoane’s (2000) results
because she does not give the breakdown of passives with respect to active
transitives per genre. First, while the difference in frequency between the formal
and informal genres is not unexpected—that was after all the reason for Seoane to
select exactly these genres—Table 6.2 makes clear how large these differences are:
in E2, for instance, the percentage of passives in ^ƚĂƚƵƚĞƐis 55.7%, while in ƌĂŵĂ it
is only 8.8%. Despite these differences, the percentages overall per period are
similar in all periods, at around twenty percent, which begs the question what this
percentage actually says about the frequency of ‘the passive’ in these periods: can
the genres be conflated at all to provide a meaningful percentage? Second, the
increase in the total percentage per period is by no means a reflection of an overall
development throughout all genres. Three genres do indeed show a consistent
development: ^ƚĂƚƵƚĞƐ(48.7%, 59.1% and 66.4%), &ŝĐƚŝŽŶ (7.9%, 10.8% and 11.9%)
and WƌŝǀĂƚĞ>ĞƚƚĞƌƐ (14.0%, 14.2% and 16.3%), but others show a decrease (such as
^ĞƌŵŽŶƐ). Finally, the increase in E3 must be due to the high percentage for
^ƚĂƚƵƚĞƐͶalready one of the two genres that have a much higher percentage of
passives, as the column for ‘Total’ in Table 6.2 shows: 52.2%—in combination with
the lack of an outlier below 10%, in contrast to E1 (&ŝĐƚŝŽŶ at 9.7%) and E2 (ƌĂŵĂ at
8.8%). Again, this raises the question whether the overall increase is a reflection of a
development in the language as a whole during those periods, or whether it is only a
development in these specific genres.
Despite these questions, the method of analysis seems to capture the
distribution of actives and passives accurately enough to extend the selection of
texts to the entire corpus—taking all genres and the additions to the PPCEME into
account, as well as the PPCMBE. Table 6.3 below shows the results of Queries 6.1
and 6.2 for the entire PPCEME and PPCMBE.
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Table 6.3 Relative frequency of passives
PPCEME and PPCMBE
E1
E2
Passive
6314
6572
Active transitive
22083
26480
Total
28397
33052
% Passive
22.2
19.9

with respect to active transitives in the
E3
5759
20799
26558
21.7

B1
3531
11644
15175
23.3

B2
4806
12950
17756
27.1

B3
3336
10441
13777
24.2

For the entire table: ʖ² (5) 381.67, p = 0. Between each two subperiods: p < .001

Surprisingly, the EModE subperiods in Table 6.3 no longer show the increase found
by Seoane and confirmed in Table 6.2; instead, there is a decrease from E1 to E2
(from 22.2% to 19.9%), which is followed by an increase up to 21.7% in E3, but this
percentage is still lower than the percentage for E1. Unlike in the previous table,
there is no consistent development throughout the periods: there is a decrease from
E1 to E2, followed by an increase over three subperiods up to 27.1% in B2, and
82
another drop in E3, down to 24.2%. We have already seen one possible
explanation for this in the variation between genres: certain genres may show a
considerably higher or lower percentage in a subperiod, influencing the overall
percentage. In other words, the variation can be due to the characteristics of the
corpus rather than representing a development in the language.
Let us turn to another approach, presented by Evert (2006), who measures
passives in two PDE corpora 83 against the total number of words in the corpora. He
uses the passive as an example in a discussion on the representativeness of corpora,
showing that the number of passives varies greatly between texts, which makes it
difficult to make a general statement about the frequency of the passive. In his two
selected corpora, the frequency of passives 84 is roughly 12 per 1,000 words. The
variation between texts becomes apparent when the overall frequency is compared
to the frequency in Scientific texts, which is 17.3 per 1,000 words (2006: 180), a
difference of 5.5 per 1,000 words. One very telling illustration of the variability in use
of the passive is the frequency in books by Charles Dickens: the lowest number is 7.5
per 1,000 words for ŚƌŝƐƚŵĂƐĂƌŽů, while dŚƌĞĞ'ŚŽƐƚ^ƚŽƌŝĞƐhas 11.0 passives
per 1,000 words. Evert’s discussion shows that the problems encountered for the
PPCEME and PPCMBE are not only due to the challenges presented by historical
corpora, but that the variability between genres and texts represents a problem for
all corpora. In a strict interpretation, this suggests that it is only possible to consider
82

I considered main clauses separately because of the interest in V2, a main clause phenomenon. The
development in main clauses is similar to the development in all clauses, but the percentages are 2 to 3
per cent lower.
83
The ƌŽǁŶ corpus (Francis and Kucera 1964) and the ƌŝƚŝƐŚEĂƚŝŽŶĂůŽƌƉƵƐ (BNC, Aston and Burnard
1998, written part only).
84
Passive is defined as a form of ƚŽďĞfollowed by a past participle (179, fn3). Evert also gives the number
of passives per number of verbal units but these are defined on the basis of his corpus so cannot be
reproduced for the PPCEME and PPCMBE.
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the frequency of passives for a single text, but we will consider a different approach
below. In any case, this type of variation underlines the relevance of knowing the
corpus and the fact that a corpus contains a balanced selection of genres may still
not be representative or balanced with respect to use of passives.
Evert’s data allow for a comparison of the frequency in the EModE and MBE
corpora with his data for PDE. Table 6.4 shows the results of the frequency of
passives in all clauses, main and subordinate, per 1,000 words.
Table 6.4 Frequency of passives per 1,000 words in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
E1
E2
E3
B1
B2
B3
Passives

6314

6572

5759

3531

4806

3336

No. of words

567795

628463

541595

298764

368804

281327

Passives per 1000
words

11.120

10.457

10.633

11.819

13.031

11.858

For the entire table: ʖ² (5) 173.21, p = 0. Between each two subperiods: p < .001, except E2 and E3: p =
.36

The numbers in Table 6.4 are comparable to Evert’s result of 12 passives per 1,000
words: they range from 10.500 to 12.000, with the exception of the much higher
number in B2 at 13.031. What is most important about this table, however, is that it
shows the same decrease during the EmodE period that we saw in Table 6.3 above
and which contradicts Seoane’s results and the results in Table 6.2. Interestingly, the
diachronic pattern throughout the subperiods is similar to the one found in Table
6.3: a decrease from E1 to E2, then an increase for each subperiod up to B2, and a
final decrease from B2 to B3. An important conclusion, then, is that the variation is
not due to one specific measure used, but that both selection measures capture this
same development in the corpora.
We now have data for a development across the subperiods that is confirmed
by both measures of frequency, but there is still the question of how this
development in the percentages per subperiod should be interpreted. One way to
investigate this is to single out specific genres—not to achieve a balanced overall
frequency across genres, but rather to consider developments for separate genres
over a number of periods. First, let us consider &ŝĐƚŝŽŶ in MBE. Although this is a
genre with low percentages of passives and considerable differences between
authors, it is also a genre which is consistently present in all subperiods and which
showed an increase in EModE (from 9.7% to 13.2%, see table 6.2). Table 6.5 presents
the data for this genre only, based on frequency of passives with respect to actives.
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Table 6.5 Relative frequency of passives with respect to active transitives in &ŝĐƚŝŽŶ
texts in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
B1
B2
B3
Passive
46
122
75
Active transitive
378
735
433
Total
424
857
508
% Passive
10.8
14.2
14.8
Entire table: ʖ² (2) 3.61, p = .16. Between B1 and B2: p = .09. Between B2 and B3: p = .79

Table 6.5 shows an increase of passives, from 10.8% in B1 to 14.8% in B3, but this
does not represent a consistent increase building on the EModE period: the
percentage for E3 in Table 6.2 was 13.2%. 85 However, because the number of texts is
small, these percentages alone do not provide sufficient proof for an increase; the
differences are not statistically significant. Another genre that lends itself particularly
well for a comparison over time is that of bible translations, because in addition to
being present in many (though not all) subperiods, the texts selected for each
subperiod in these corpora are based on the same sections of the Bible.
Table 6.6 Relative frequency of passives with respect to active transitives in ŝďůĞ
texts in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
E1
E2
B1
B2
Passive

216

256

54

75

Active transitive

2076

2103

559

704

Total

2292

2359

613

779

9.4

10.9

8.8

9.6

% Passive

ʖ² (3) 3.83 p = .28. Between E1 and E2: p = .11, Between E2 and B1: p = .14, Between B1 and B2: p = .60

These results do not show an increase over the course of these periods, but the
reliability of this is questioned by the fact that the differences between the highest
and lowest percentages are quite small (8.8% and 10.9%); as in the previous table,
the differences are not statistically significant. In conclusion, while selecting specific
genres to investigate a diachronic development means that certain problems are
avoided (such as differences between genres), it also means that the numbers are
lower and it is difficult to determine whether the variation that is found represents a
diachronic development or whether it is due to the characteristics of a single text (or
translation).
The second solution to the problem of the variation between texts and
genres is to make the selection as general as possible, which abstracts away from the
85

Interestingly, the main clauses in Table 6.5 show a different development, with roughly similar
percentages in B1 and B2 (13.1% and 13.3%, respectively) and a higher percentage in B2 (16.0%).
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individual differences between texts; this may tell us something about the general
development in the language. Table 6.7 shows the results of the queries for actives
and passives (cf. Table 6.3 above) for each corpus, and Table 6.8 shows the
frequencies for passives with respect to the number of words (cf. Table 6.4).
Table 6.7 Relative frequency of passives with respect to active transitives in the
entire PPCEME and PPCMBE
EModE
MBE
Passive
18645
11673
Active transitive
69362
35035
% Passive
21.2
25.0
ʖ² (1) 253.39, p = 0

Table 6.8 Frequency of passives per 1,000 words in the entire PPCEME and PPCMBE
EModE
MBE
Passives
18645
11673
No of words
1737853
948895
Per 1000 words
10.729
12.302
ʖ² (1) 133.01, p = 0

Both tables show a quite substantial, and statistically significant, increase from
EModE to MBE: from 21.2% to 25.0% in Table 6.7 and from 10.729 to 12.302 in Table
6.8. While this method of considering the diachronic development does not solve all
problems that have been discussed in this section, especially the influence of genre
and the representativeness of the (or any) corpora, the fact that there is such a
considerable difference in percentages between EmodE and MBE suggests that it is
likely that at least some increase takes place in the transition between the two
corpora. What we cannot say on the basis of the data presented in this section is
when exactly in the subperiods the major part of this change takes place. This is not
surprising because the change that we expect as the effect of the loss of V2 is not a
straightforward grammatical change but a change in frequency for which the starting
point and endpoint, as well as the rate of change, are not well-defined; it is unlikely
that the change takes place within the course of half a century.
In conclusion, there is evidence that the passive becomes more frequent after
the ME period, although the increase can only be shown on a general level and
cannot be shown to develop consistently throughout the centuries. The increase in
the EmodE period that was earlier reported by Seoane (2000) for a selection of texts
was confirmed, but could not be extended to the entire EModE and the MBE
corpora. Several reasons were discussed to explain this effect, such as the influence
of genre and variation between individual texts belonging to the same genre. The
data for the two entire corpora, abstracting away from details of individual texts,
show that overall there is an increase from EModE to MBE (i.e. around 1700), both
of passives with respect to actives and of passives per 1,000 words. This means that
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while it is not possible, on the basis of these data, to determine the dates for the
development in more detail throughout the subperiods, the overall change shows an
impact in the texts at least two centuries after the loss of V2, which coincides with
the development in the subject as described in the previous chapter.
6.2.1.2 Frequency of long passives
While the need for subject strategies is relevant for all passives, the loss of
alternative information-rearranging constructions such as object fronting and PP
preposing specifically applies to long passives. Recall from Chapter 2 that one of the
crucial functions of the passive, as shown in a corpus study by Birner (1998), is to
create a given-before-new order of information. Example (1) illustrates this principle.
(1) ĞĨŽƌĞ ƚŚĞ ƉƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶƐ ǁĞƌĞ ĨŝŶŝƐŚĞĚ ͕ ŽŶƐƚĂŶƚŝƵƐ ƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚ ƚŚĞ ŝŶƚĞůůŝŐĞŶĐĞ
ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƚǇƌĂŶƚΖƐ ĚĞĂƚŚ͕ ĂŶĚ ŝƚ ǁĂƐ ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚ ĂƐ Ă ƐƵƌĞ ƉƌĞƐĂŐĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ
ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚŝŶŐ ǀŝĐƚŽƌǇ͘ dŚĞ ƐĞƌǀĂŶƚƐ ŽĨ ĂƌĂƵƐŝƵƐ ŝŵŝƚĂƚĞĚ ƚŚĞ ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ ŽĨ
ƚƌĞĂƐŽŶ͕ǁŚŝĐŚŚĞŚĂĚŐŝǀĞŶ͘

He was murdered by his first minister Allectus
 ĂŶĚƚŚĞĂƐƐĂƐƐŝŶƐƵĐĐĞĞĚĞĚƚŽŚŝƐƉŽǁĞƌĂŶĚƚŽŚŝƐĚĂŶŐĞƌ͘ƵƚŚĞƉŽƐƐĞƐƐĞĚ
ŶŽƚĞƋƵĂůĂďŝůŝƚŝĞƐĞŝƚŚĞƌƚŽĞǆĞƌĐŝƐĞƚŚĞŽŶĞ͕ŽƌƚŽƌĞƉĞůƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌ͘
(b2, gibbon-1776,1,365.165-170)
In the passive sentence, the subject ,Ğrepresents OLD information, referring back to
the subject of the previous sentences. The ďǇ-phrase ďǇŚŝƐĨŝƌƐƚŵŝŶŝƐƚĞƌůůĞĐƚƵƐ, in
contrast, is ANCHORED: Allectus himself has not been mentioned before and is
therefore new to the discourse—although his presence is mediated by the
introduction ŚŝƐ ĨŝƌƐƚ ŵŝŶŝƐƚĞƌ, which includes a referential pronoun. Had this
sentence been an active, the unmarked order of information would have been
violated: the subject would have been ANCHORED and the object OLD. The corpus
study in Section 4.2 showed that in OE the passive was already used to rearrange
information, but that this function was less pronounced because the passive was not
yet completely fixed as a grammatical construction (for instance, the ďǇ-phrase had
not yet grammaticalized) and because there were alternatives to the rearranging
function, such as object fronting. On the assumption that creating given-before-new
order remains similarly relevant over time (cf. Lambrecht 1994: 29), we expect that
when these other means are lost after the ME period, the long passive becomes
more frequent.
The selection of long passives in the corpus, like the selection of passives
themselves, has become somewhat more straightforward in the PPCEME and
PPCMBE corpora because of the establishment of ďǇas the standard preposition for
the agent phrase (e.g. Peitsara 1992). Query 6.3 presents the queries that were used
to select passive main clauses with a prepositional phrase headed by ďǇ.
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YƵĞƌǇϲ͘ϯPassive clauses with ďǇ-PPs
a. IP* idoms *SBJ* ĂŶĚIP* idoms PP* ĂŶĚPP* idoms P* ĂŶĚP* idoms By|by
b. ĞŝƚŚĞƌ:
IP* idoms *BED*|*BEP* ĂŶĚIP* idoms *VAN*
c. Žƌ͗
IP* idoms *DOD*|*DOP*|*HVD*|*HVP*|*MD*|*VBD*|*VBP*|*BED*|
*BEP* ĂŶĚIP* idoms BE|BAG|BEN ĂŶĚIP* idoms *VAN*
Line 6.3a selects all clauses with a subject, and a PP with ďǇas the preposition. Lines
6.3b and 6.3c select clauses containing a passive participle and a form of ƚŽ ďĞ,
either finite (as in 6.3b) or non-finite, following a finite verb (line 6.3c). However, we
have seen in Chapter 2 that ďǇͲphrases do not always encode agency, but can
express different semantic roles (e.g. manner or means). Indeed, in addition to
agentive ďǇ-phrases as in (2), Query 6.3 also selects a range of other ďǇ-phrases, as
illustrated in (3)-(5).
(2) /was always treatedďǇŚŝŵǁŝƚŚƚŚĞƵƚŵŽƐƚĨĨĞĐƚŝŽŶĂŶĚdĞŶĚĞƌŶĞƐƐ͘
(b1, anon-1711,6.44)
(3) ǇǁŚĂƚǁĞƚŚŝŶŬƚƌŝĨůĞƐ͕ƚŚĞǁŽƌƐƚŚĂďŝƚƐare often produced͖ƐŽƚŚĂƚƚŚĞŵĞƌĞ
ŶĞŐůĞĐƚŽĨĞǆƚĞƌŶĂůĨŽƌŵƐ͕ŝƐƐŽŵĞƚŝŵĞƐƚŚĞĐĂƵƐĞŽĨŐƌĞĂƚĚŝƐŽƌĚĞƌ͘
(b1, barclay-1743,34.243)
(4) ĨŽƌďǇƚŚĞǁŽŽĚƐĂŶĚƌŽĐŬƐǁŚŝĐŚƐŽĨƚĞŶĞĚĂƚŚŝƐƐŽŶŐ͕ were meantƚŚĞĨŝƌƐƚ
ƌƵĚĞ ƐŽŶƐ ŽĨ ŵĞŶ͕ ǁŚŽŵ ŚŝƐ ƉĞƌƐƵĂƐŝǀĞ ĞůŽƋƵĞŶĐĞ ƌĞĨŝŶĞĚ ĂŶĚ ŵĞůƚĞĚ ŝŶƚŽ
ůŽǀĞ͘
(b1, barclay-1743,17.66)
(5) ůůƚŚĞDŽĚĞƌŶ>ĂŶŐƵĂŐĞƐ͕ĂƐŚĞƐĂǇƐ͕are learn'dƚŽĂŐƌĞĂƚWĞƌĨĞĐƚŝŽŶŽŶůǇďǇ
ŽŶǀĞƌƐĂƚŝŽŶ͖
(b1, anon-1711,7.67)
While in (2), the ďǇ-phrase ďǇŚŝŵ is clearly the agent for the verb ƚƌĞĂƚ, this is not
the case for the other examples: ǇǁŚĂƚǁĞƚŚŝŶŬƚƌŝĨůĞƐ in (3) can arguably still be
interpreted as an agent-like—even though a corresponding active would sound odd
(dƌŝĨůĞƐƉƌŽĚƵĐĞƚŚĞǁŽƌƐƚŚĂďŝƚƐͿ, possibly because the ďǇ-phrase is not animate. In
examples (4) and (5), however, the ďǇ-phrase encodes some sort of means (ďǇ
ŽŶǀĞƌƐĂƚŝŽŶ) or a general theme (ďǇ ƚŚĞ ǁŽŽĚƐ ĂŶĚ ƌŽĐŬƐ). While, technically
speaking, these examples may not represent true long passives, the point has
already been made before that in view of the information-structural aims, the exact
semantic role of the ďǇ-phrase is not as crucial as it would be for a different type of
analysis; the information ordering principles still apply.
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That being said, it might prove useful to consider a way to increase the
likelihood that a selected ďǇ-phrase is at least closely associated with the passive
participle in the sentence. One option is to only select those clauses in which the PP
immediately follows the passive participle. The proximity between participle and ďǇphrase in a clause, as in (2), can indicate a close thematic relation, although there is
no guarantee that this is indeed the case. The clauses were selected using the
additional query line in Query 6.4 below, which was combined with Query 6.3
(specifically, line 6.3a). The query in 6.4 requires that the passive participle
immediately precedes the prepositional phrase. Table 6.9 shows the results of both
Query 6.3 and the combination of Query 6.3 and 6.4.
YƵĞƌǇϲ͘ϰPassive clauses with ďǇ-PPs immediately following the passive participle
a. *VAN* iprecedes PP*
Table 6.9 PPs headed by ďǇin passive clauses in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
E1

E2

E3

Total

B1

B2

B3

Total

Passives

6265

6540

5714

18519

3526

4789

3333

11648

VAN(…)by-PP

708

802

879

2389

567

720

454

1741

% VAN(…)byPP

11.3

12.3

15.4

12.9

16.1

15.0

13.6

14.9

VAN-by-PP

331

345

410

1086

277

336

211

824

% VAN-by-PP

5.3

5.3

7.3

5.9

7.9

7.0

6.3

7.1

For the total per corpus only: VAN(…)ďǇ-PP ʖ² (1) 25.35, p < .001; VAN-ďǇͲPP ʖ² (1) 17.65 p < .001

The percentage of long passives as a proportion of all passives is quite low: ranging
from 11.3% to 16.1% for VAN(…)PP, and from 5.3% to 7.9% for VAN-PP. These
percentages are quite a bit lower than those summarized by Toyota (2008) for PDE,
who estimated this to be around 20 to 30 per cent. They are more comparable to
Seoane’s (2000: 28) percentage of 15.4% for the entire EModE. What these data
show is an increase in the proportion of long passives from the Early Modern corpus
to the Modern corpus, both in the VAN(…)PP and the VAN-PP clauses: from 12.8% to
14.9% and 5.8% to 7.1%, respectively. Like in the data for the overall frequency of
passives, however, this increase only becomes visible when comparing the two
entire corpora and does not represent a consistent increase throughout the
subperiods of these corpora: for both types of clauses, there is an increase up to the
B1 period, which is followed by a decrease over two periods. Unfortunately, then, it
is not possible to provide a more specific time for the change.
Finally, this is also the period in which the position of the ďǇ-phrase becomes
more stable. While in E1 roughly a quarter (25.6%) of all ďǇ-phrases occur before the
passive participle, this percentage declines steadily throughout the subperiods to
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4.4% in B3. 86 This is in line with the decrease in PPs occurring in initial position, as
described in Chapter 5; while ďǇ-phrases can be used for local anchoring in the case
that the ďǇ-phrase is more given than the subject (see also Chapter 4, Section
4.2.2.2), this option ceases to be available.
In conclusion, there is evidence that in addition to the overall increase in the
use of passives from EModE to MBE, there is also an increase in the use of long
passives, while the position of the ďǇͲphrase becomes more fixed, following the
passive participle. The increase is reminiscent of the changes in frequencies of
passives that we saw before, with an overall increase from EModE and MBE, but no
consistent increase throughout all subperiods. Like the increase in the use of all
passives, the change takes place quite some time after the loss of V2, which makes it
close to the developments towards a subject-initial language as described in the
previous chapter.
6.2.1.3 Conclusion
The two different ways of measuring the frequency of all passives in the language—
with respect to active transitive sentences and to the number of words—showed a
similar development: no consistent development throughout the subperiods, but an
increase in the use of passives from the EModE period to the MBE period. These two
seemingly contradictory findings are not surprising, and for two reasons: first, there
is considerable variation between genres and even between individual texts
belonging to the same genre, which makes it difficult to assess overall changes; and
second, these changes in frequency and use of a construction are expected to show
a different rate of change—slower and less constant—from situations in which one
grammatical option is replaced by another. The second study in this section focused
specifically on long passives, because they are expected to become more important
as one of the few remaining means for information-rearranging. The findings were
comparable to those for the overall frequency of the passive: a general increase over
all periods, but no consistent development from one subperiod to the next. In
conclusion, while the data do not show in detail what the turning point of the
changes in frequency of the passive—it does not seem to be a single consistent
development—there are clear indications for an overall increase over the course of
the centuries following the loss of V2.
6.2.2

The relevance of the passive as an information re-arranger after ME

The second aspect that is relevant for the question of an increased importance for
the passive in the centuries after the loss of V2 is a functional change during these
centuries. Birner (1996) and Seoane (2000) have shown on the basis of corpus
studies that the passive has an information-rearranging function in both PDE and
86

The following query line was added to Query 6.3: PP* precedes *VAN*
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EModE, and the data in Chapter 4 showed that this function was already present in
OE as well, although the extent to which the passive functioned as an informationrearranging device was more limited, both because of the functional competition
with object fronting and PP preposing, and because of the unstable syntactic status
of the passive (for instance, the lack of a standardized way of expressing the agent).
Considering that the rearranging function has already been established, this section
investigates two separate possible changes in the information-rearranging function
of the passive from OE to the end of the EModE period: section 6.2.2.1 investigates
the subject-creating function of the passive and section 6.2.2.2 proposes a separate
function for the newness of the agent, of topic introduction.
6.2.2.1 The subject-creating or discourse-linking function of the passive
The information-structural function of the passive is not only a matter of the relative
information status of the arguments, but Seoane’s (2006) and Los’s (2009) scenarios
for the connection between the loss of V2 and the passive also build on the notion
that passives provide a means for the language to create subjects. Incorporated in
this proposal is the possibility that subject-creation is not only a syntactic
mechanism, but also an information-structural device, because by placing the old(er)
patient in subject position, the passive creates a given, and therefore unmarked,
subject. This leads to the question whether, as the subject becomes more frequent
as the initial element and gains importance because of loss of alternatives—not only
rearranging alternatives such as object fronting, but also impersonalization strategies
such as ŵĂŶ(Los 2002)—this subject-creating function becomes visible in results for
discourse-linking properties of the passive subjects. The data in Section 4.2.2.3
showed that in OE there were no indications for a difference in behaviour between
passive and active subjects: their information status was comparable, although
passive clauses were less often subject-initial than active clauses. This section
provides a follow-up to those data and aims to establish whether the discourselinking properties of passive subjects—specifically information status and clauseinitial position—are different from active subjects and whether they have changed
over the course of the centuries.
Data on the first discourse-linking property, the information status, is available
from Seoane’s (2000) data on long passives in EModE. Table 6.10 repeats her results
(cf. Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2), but now only gives the information status of the
subject, without the comparison to the information status of the agent.
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Table 6.10 Information status of the subject in long passives in EModE (adapted from
Seoane 2000: 29, her Table 5) 87
Information status of subject
n
%
Given
238
68.2
New
111
31.8
Total
349
100.0
The table confirms the general tendency for passive subjects to be old, with 68.2%
given, but at the same time, the percentage of old subjects is lower than the
percentage reported in Chapter 4 for KƌŽƐŝƵƐ and >ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ, where we found
that 56 out of 63 (88.9%) of the passive subjects were OLD (Table 4.16). The high
percentage of new subjects (31.8%) compared to OE (11.1%) is particularly striking.
One possible explanation emerges when we consider separately the genres that
Seoane investigated: while the data for OE were based on two specific narrative
genres, Seoane included a wider range of genres in her investigation. Some of these
genres have a higher-than-average percentage of new subjects: ƐƚĂƚƵƚĞƐ (32.7%)͕
ƉƌŝǀĂƚĞ ůĞƚƚĞƌƐ (54.2%) and ƐĞƌŵŽŶƐ (34.2%) and these are genres that are not
straightforwardly narrative, which may explain their different behaviour to some
extent (2000: 29, her Table 6). At the same time, we need to take into account Birner
& Ward’s observation that there is no absolute condition on the subject to be given,
as well as the fact that passive sentences, like any sentence, can have an eventreporting character (Lambrecht 1994: 124), meaning that the entire event that is
related is new and so the subject itself may also be new.
Having considered the subjects of passives separately, let us now turn to a
comparison of active and passive subjects, following the reasoning that, given the
specific subject-creating function of the passive, passive subjects are placed in initial
position because of the need to place old unmarked arguments in subject position.
As in section 4.2.2.3, I attempted to find a way to approximate the information status
of subjects in the corpus on the basis of queries only; for given subjects, I selected
personal pronouns, and for new subjects I selected NPs with an indefinite article. Let
us first consider the proportion of pronominal subjects in active and passive clauses
in EModE and MBE. Active and passive clauses were selected with the same queries
as in Query 6.1 and 6.2, without the requirement for the active clauses to have an
object. Additional queries were used to select the different types of subjects, and no
88
selection was made on the position for the subject. Table 6.11 presents the results.

87

Seoane (2006: 378) presents an extension of here database, resulting in 72.5% given subjects (n=319)
and 27.5% new subjects (121).
88
IP* idoms NP-SBJ* and NP-SBJ* idomsonly PRO*
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Table 6.11 Percentage of pronominal subjects in active and passive clauses in the
PPCEME and PPCMBE
PPCEME
PPCMBE
Active
Pronominal subjects
29139
16417
Total active
59118
35456
% pronominal
49.3
46.3
Passsive

Pronominal subjects
Total passive
% pronominal

2192
5772
38.0

1512
4545
33.3

Active clauses, between PPCEME and PPCMBE: ʖ²(1) = 79.21, p = 0; Passive clauses: ʖ²(1) = 24.50, p < .001
Between active and passive clauses in PPCEME: ʖ²(1) = 269.53, p = 0; in PPCMBE: ʖ²(1) = 276.78, p = 0

This table presents two unexpected results. First, the percentages of pronominal
subjects in both active and passive clauses are considerably higher than in the OE
data: they range from 33.3% to 49.3%, against figures around 21% for KƌŽƐŝƵƐ and
>ŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ^ĂŝŶƚƐ, and 31% for the entire YCOE (see Section 4.2.2.3). It is not
immediately clear, on the basis of only these numbers and no analysis of individual
examples, why such a difference might exist, although it is clear that the discourse
organization, as well as the corpus annotation, may be different for OE than EModE
and MBE. Second, the percentages of pronominal subjects are higher for actives
(49.3% and 46.3%) than for passives (38.0% and 33.3%), which means there is no
indication that passive subjects are more often given than active subjects. The
percentages of pronominal subjects decrease in the transition from EModE to MBE,
both for active and passive clauses. Again, these data are not detailed enough to
provide an explanation as to why this development takes place; we also have to take
into account that pronominal subjects provide only an approximation of given
subjects.
Turning from old to new subjects, Table 6.12 presents the results of a query
selecting indefinite subjects, again based on Queries 6.1 and 6.2, but now with an
89
extra requirement that the subject should contain an indefinite article. The
percentages of indefinite subjects in Table 6.12 are low for both active and passive
clauses, but considerably higher for passive subjects (1.0% and 1.6% for active
subjects against 3.0% and 5.3% for passive subjects). Both active and passive clauses
show an increase from EModE to MBE. This points in the same direction as the
observation that the number of given subjects decreases, but it is clear that these
numbers only scratch the surface. Again, however, these data show the reverse of
what we would expect if passive subjects are placed in subject position especially,
and increasingly so, because of their old information status.

89

NP-SBJ* idoms D* and D* idoms a|an|A|An
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Table 6.12 Percentage of indefinite subjects in active and passive clauses in the
PPCEME and PPCMBE
PPCEME
PPCMBE
Active
Indefinite subjects
580
553
Total active
59118
35456
% pronominal
1.0
1.6
Passive

Indefinite subjects
Total active
% pronominal

171
5772
3.0

242
4545
5.3

Active clauses, between PPCEME and PPCMBE: ʖ²(1) = 70.07, p = 0; Passive clauses: ʖ²(1) = 36.91, p = 0.
Between active and passive clauses in PPCEME: ʖ²(1) = 180.49, p = 0; in PPCMBE: ʖ²(1) = 279.70, p = 0.

As a final approximation of the discourse-linking function of passive and active
subjects we can consider the position of the subjects, under the assumption that a
subject is more likely to play a discourse-linking role—especially repairing for loss of
local anchoring—when it is placed clause-initially. Query 6.5 below was used to
select subjects in clause-initial position in active and passive clauses, disregarding
conjunctions and some technical nodes (cf. Section 5.3.1).
YƵĞƌǇϲ͘ϱSubject-initial conjunct and non-conjunct clauses in the PPCEME and
PPCMBE
a. IP* idomsfirst NP-SBJ*
The following nodes were ignored: \**|QTP|META|LATIN|FW|CODE|LS|CONJ*
Table 6.13 Clause-initial subjects in active and passive clauses
E1
E2
E3
B1
Active clauses
39186
46762
38149
21494
Subject--initial
26648
31446
27335
15691
% Subject--initial
68.0
67.2
71.7
73.0
Passive clauses
4956
5217
4413
2816
Subject--initial
3325
3540
3296
2114
% Subject--initial
67.1
67.9
74.7
75.1

B2
24924
18458
74.1
3961
2998
75.7

B3
20842
16021
76.9
2808
2187
77.9

In the first two subperiods, the percentages of subject-initial clauses for actives and
passives are very similar, both between 67% and 68%, but from E3 onwards, the
percentages diverge. Both actives and passives show an increase, reflecting the
increase in subject-initial clauses that we saw in Section 5.3.1. What we can now
see, however, is that this increase is slightly more pronounced for passive subjects,
with somewhat higher percentages, although the differences are small.
In conclusion, the studies in this section have provided no evidence that
passive subjects behave differently from active subjects with respect to some central
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approximations for discourse-linking functions: old subjects, new subjects and the
clause-initial position. There are no changes from the OE data presented in Chapter
4 that we are able to interpret as diachronic developments. However, this does not
mean that the discourse-linking properties of passive subjects are not relevant; in
fact, it is exactly the fact that passive subjects behave in a similar way to active
subjects which makes them relevant as subject strategies: the fact that they behave
like active subjects shows that they fit into the discourse-linking pattern that is
characteristic for all subjects.
6.2.2.2 The passive as a topic introducer
The second change in the function of the passive after the OE period is that the
newness of the agent may have a separate function: it can accommodate a function
90
of introducing a new referent into the discourse. The increasingly fixed position for
the agent phrase after the past participle, towards the end of the clause, means that
the agent phrase provides an optimal position to introduce referents into the
discourse. It has been established for PDE that the majority of agents in the ďǇphrase are discourse-new (see e.g. Biber et al.1999: 942, who claim that “about
90%” of the agent phrases contain new information) and that they generally occur in
a postverbal position—the favoured position for new information in PDE. Indeed,
Siewierska (1984) describes the rearranging function of the passive not only as
“enabling a given patient to function as the unmarked topic or theme”, but she also
points out that it enables “a new agent [to function] as the information focus” (1984:
222). This section aims to establish whether the function of introducing a new
referent into the discourse in focus position was already present in EModE.
Introducing a new referent has previously been used to describe the function
of a range of constructions in PDE, two of which are given in (6).
(6) Once there was Ă ǁŝǌĂƌĚ͘ ,Ğ was very wise, rich, and was married to a
beautiful witch. They had two sons. The first was tall and brooding, he spent
his days in the forest hunting snails, and his mother was afraid of him. The
second was short and vivacious, a bit crazy but always game. Now ƚŚĞǁŝǌĂƌĚ͕
ŚĞlived in Africa.
(Lambrecht 1994: 177)
Lambrecht proposes that both the presentational construction KŶĐĞ ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ Ă
ǁŝǌĂƌĚand the left-dislocation EŽǁƚŚĞǁŝǌĂƌĚ͕ŚĞůŝǀĞĚŝŶĨƌŝĐĂhave the function of
(re-)introducing a referent into the discourse. Lambrecht defines this as ‘topic
promotion’: these constructions promote the referent from a low position on
Lambrecht’s Topic Acceptability Scale, roughly corresponding to new, to a high
position, roughly corresponding to given (1994: 165, 176). This allows the referent to
90

This is a shortened and adapted version of Dreschler (2010).
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become the topic of the next sentence: when a referent has been introduced, and is
active in the discourse, it has the most acceptable status to become the topic of the
next sentence. Lambrecht makes a distinction between the two constructions in
terms of the information status of the referent: presentational constructions prefer
brand-new arguments (178), while left-dislocation occurs mostly with referents that
have been mentioned somewhere before in the discourse or are in some way
accessible to the hearer, but still need promotion in order to occur as a topic (183).
In addition, Lambrecht specifically states (for the presentation construction) that
while the topic (re-)introduction constructions make the referent available, this
“often (but not always)” leads to predication in the subsequent discourse. This
suggests that predication in the subsequent discourse is not a necessary diagnostic
for topic introduction.
A different type of definition for topic introduction is given by Gregory and
Michaelis (2001), who focus on the referent’s presence in the discourse rather than
its information status. Gregory and Michaelis present a corpus study of the
Switchboard Telephone Corpus (Godfrey, Holliman & McDaniel 1992), in which they
aim to establish the difference in function between topicalization and leftdislocation. They define what they call “topic establishment” as a combination of no
presence in the preceding discourse in the sentence before the specific construction
(ƚͲϭ) and presence in the discourse after the construction is used (ƚнϭ). In addition,
the information status of the left-dislocated or topicalized element is measured, i.e.
whether the referent is in some way accessible to the hearer, based on Gundel et
al.’s (1993) categories. Their analysis of the 177 instances of left-dislocation in their
corpus shows that: (i) most of the referents are given or at least inferable; (ii) most of
the referents have not been mentioned before in the selected context; and (iii) most
of the referents persist as a topic in the subsequent discourse. Crucially, the topic
introduction function as described by Gregory & Michaelis is not based on the
information status, but only on discourse behaviour.
Returning to the hypothesis that the passive in EModE functions as a topic
introducer, this means that the ďǇ-phrase agents of the long passives in the corpus
are expected to show similar behaviour with regard to ‘givenness’, ‘anaphoricity’ and
‘persistence’ to the left-dislocation constructions in Gregory & Michaelis’ corpus.
Based on Lambrecht’s discussion, an important question is whether the passive
functions as a topic introducer of new elements or whether it makes referents that
are already accessible to the hearer more acceptable to become the topic of the
next sentence.
Method: corpus and selection
The corpus for both studies consisted of a selection of texts from the PPCME2 and
PPCEME (the Helsinki part). Note that I have used the text files and not the
annotated files. Only long passives with an animate agent in the ďǇ-phrase were
selected, in order to avoid confusion with other uses of ďǇ, e.g. for expressing
means. Table 6.14 presents an overview of the number of texts for each period that
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is distinguished in the WĞŶŶͲ,ĞůƐŝŶŬŝcorpora and the number of passives that were
selected.
Table 6.14 Texts used in the corpus studies
Period
No. of texts
No. of words

56

No. of long
passives per
1,000 words
0.215

191,737

75

0.391

191,074

138

0.722

171,885

138

0.803

M4

12

260,116

E1

27

E2

28

E3

26

Long passives

The long passives were analysed using three aspects of topic promotion: information
status, anaphoricity, and persistence. These aspects were analysed in roughly the
same way as in the other studies in this thesis (cf. Section 4.2.2.1), with two
important differences: the context used in this study was 60 words instead of 5 main
clauses; and for anaphoricity and persistence, I only used a binary distinction
between “prior/subsequent mention” or “no prior/subsequent mention”. Table 6.15
91
repeats, once again, the information status categories.
Table 6.15 (=Table 4.2) Annotation scheme for information status
Category
Categories from other models included in each
category
OLD
Prince’s (1981) dĞǆƚƵĂůůǇ ǀŽŬĞĚ, Komen et al.’s
(2014) /ĚĞŶƚŝƚǇ, Pintzuk & Taylor’s (2011, 2014)
WƌĞǀŝŽƵƐůǇŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚ͘
ACCESSIBLE
Prince’s hŶƵƐĞĚand ^ŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶĂůůǇǀŽŬĞĚ͕Komen et
al.’s ƐƐƵŵĞĚ͕ Taylor & Pintzuk’s ^ŚĂƌĞĚͬƵůƚƵƌĂů
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ͕^ŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶĂůůǇǀŽŬĞĚ͕Haug et al.’s (2014)
'ĞŶĞƌŝĐ͕Birner’s (2006) ůĂďŽƌĂƚŝŶŐŝŶĨĞƌĂďůĞƐ
ANCHORED
Birner’s ƌŝĚŐŝŶŐ ŝŶĨĞƌĂďůĞƐ͕ Prince’s ƌĂŶĚͲŶĞǁ
ŶĐŚŽƌĞĚ
NEW
Prince’s ƌĂŶĚͲEĞǁ hŶĂŶĐŚŽƌĞĚ͕ Taylor & Pintzuk’s
and Haug et al.’s ^ƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ͕ EŽŶͲƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ and ^ŚŽƌƚͲ
ƚĞƌŵƌĞĨĞƌĞŶƚƐ͕Komen et al.’s /ŶĞƌƚ

91

Binary
distinction
‘Given’

‘New’

Note that the categories used are different from the original data as presented in Dreschler (2010),
where, roughly speaking, the ACCESSIBLE and ANCHORED categories as shown in Table 6.16 were conflated
into a category called ‘mediated’.
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Results
Let us first investigate to what extent the long passives in the corpus conform to the
definition of topic introduction as possible promotion on the givenness hierarchy
(and with that on Lambrecht’s Topic Acceptability Scale); in other words, a
combination of the givenness and persistence measures. Table 6.16 shows the
results of combining these two factors for the passive in M4 and EModE.
Table 6.16 Information status and persistence scores of ďǇ-phrases in M4 and EModE
No persistence
Persistence
Total
n
%
n
%
n
%
OLD
71
17.5
52
12.8
123
30.3
ACCESSIBLE
55
13.6
21
5.2
76
18.7
ANCHORED
84
20.7
42
10.3
126
31.0
NEW
35
8.6
46
11.3
81
20.0
Total
245
60.3
161
39.7
406
100.0
The table shows that there is an even distribution among the information status
categories: OLD and ANCHORED have a percentage of roughly 30%, and ACCESSIBLE and
NEW have a percentage of roughly 20%. Compared to Gregory & Michaelis’s study,
the category of new referents is much higher: only 6% of their referents belong to
Gundel et al.’s (1993) two lowest givenness scales (ƚǇƉĞŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĂďůĞ and ƌĞĨĞƌĞŶƚŝĂů).
Yet this percentage is not as high as in Biber et al.’s (1999) percentages for PDE. The
category that corresponds to the introduction and continued predication of a
discourse-new referent is ŶĞǁнƉĞƌƐŝƐƚĞŶĐĞ͘ The table shows that only a small
number of examples fall into this category: 11.3% (46 out of 406) of all passives in
the corpus. One example is given in (7).
(7) ĨŽƌ/ may ŶĂƚ be delyverdeŽĨƚŚǇƐƐǁĞƌĚĞďƵƚďǇĂŬŶŝŐŚƚ͕ĂŶĚŚĞŵƵƐƚĞďĞĂ
ƉĂƐƐǇŶŐĞŐŽŽĚŵĂŶŽĨŚǇƐŚŽŶĚǇƐĂŶĚŽĨŚǇƐĚĞĚŝƐ͕ĂŶĚǁŝƚŚŽƵƚĞǀĞůŽŶǇŽƚŚĞƌ
ƚƌĞĐŚŽƌǇĂŶĚǁŝƚŚŽƵƚĞƚƌĞƐŽŶ͘
(cmmalory,45.1497-8)
In example (7), a ‘damsel’ talks about a sword (old information) and then introduces
a knight, who has not been mentioned before and is therefore new information. In
the following sentence this newly-introduced knight is picked up as the speaker adds
requirements for him. Because the number of examples is small, it seems that the
strictest definition of topic introduction does not directly apply to the passive. As we
have seen in both Gregory & Michaelis’s and Lambrecht’s discussions, however, the
condition on persistence is not absolute: a topic introduction device makes referents
available but it does not always need to be picked up; something which was
especially relevant in Gregory & Michaelis’s corpus, which consists of
conversations—less predictable than planned text. Table 6.16 shows that 20.0% of
the referents are new, which means that about one-fifth of the examples would still
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meet the criteria for topic introduction. This is perhaps still not a large proportion,
but in contrast to the rearranging function of the long passive, we do not expect the
majority of long passives to perform this function.
Let us now consider the second definition of topic introduction, where topic
introduction is understood as the introduction of a referent with any information
status to the discourse, i.e. a referent which is not mentioned in the selected
window. Topic introduction would then translate as a combination of no prior
mention and persistence. Table 6.17 shows the results for M4 and EModE.
Table 6.17 Anaphoricity and persistence scores of ďǇ-phrases in M4 and EModE
No persistence
Persistence
Total
n
%
n
%
n
%
Prior mention
36
8.9
35
8.6
71
17.5
No prior mention
209
51.5
126
31.0
335
82.5
Total
245
60.3
161
39.7
406
100.0
What we can now see is that the large majority of referents, 82.5%, are not
mentioned in the immediately preceding context, even though they may be hearerold. 92 This is an even higher percentage than in Gregory and Michaelis’s study: in
their left-dislocation examples, a majority of 62% of the items had not been
mentioned before. The category which now qualifies as topic introduction is
considerably larger than under the previous definition, with 31.0% of the agent
phrases having no prior mention combined with persistence, as illustrated in (8).

(8) Ăŝƌ ǁŝŶĚŽŝĚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ŶŽƌƚŚ ƐŝĚĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŵĂƌŬĞƚ  ƉůĂĐĞ͕ ũŽŝŶŝŶŐ ŚĂƌĚ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŶŽƌƚŚ
ǁĞƐƚ ƉĂƌƚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ďŝƐƐŚŽƉΖƐ  ƉĂůĂĐĞ͘ dŚŝƐ ĐƵŵůǇ ƉĞĂĐĞ ŽĨ ǁŽƌŬ was made ďǇ
ŝƐƐŚŽƉĞŬŝŶŐƚŽŶ͕ƚŚĂƚŵǇŶĚŝĚ͕ǇĨŚĞŚĂĚůǇǀŝĚůĞŶŐŐĞƌ͕ƚŽŚĂǀĞďƵŝůĚŝĚŽƚŚĞƌ
ǆŝũ͘ŽŶƚŚĞƐŽƵƚŚƐŝĚĞŽĨƚŚĞŵĂƌŬĞƚƐƚĞĞĚĞ͕ƚŚĞǁŚŝĐŚǁŽƌŬŝĨŚĞŚ
(cetrav1a.txt)
If we follow the same reasoning as before—that persistence is not a strict
condition—all referents that have no prior mention can be described as cases of
topic promotion, which amounts to 82.5% of all examples. What we have to take into
account, however, is that the context selected for this study was quite small, which
may affect the reliability of the anaphoricity results.
In conclusion, under both Lambrecht’s and Gregory & Michaelis’s definitions of
topic introduction, there are a number of examples which meet the criteria for topic
introduction, but more clearly so for topic promotion (31.0%) than for topic
92

Note that the largest category in this table, ŶŽƉƌŝŽƌŵĞŶƚŝŽŶнŶŽƉĞƌƐŝƐƚĞŶĐĞ, are likely to represent
typical cases of agent backgrounding: the referent occurs only once and is of little prominence to the
discourse.
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introduction (11.3%). This percentage becomes larger when actual subsequent
mention is not taken as a necessary condition for (an attempt at) topic introduction:
in that event, the percentage of new agents is 20.0% while the number of examples
without a prior mention is even higher, at 82.5%. While it has to be taken into
account that the window for anaphoricity and persistence is small, there seem to be
enough indications that the passive is indeed used as a topic introduction device, but
more so by way of promoting agents to become topics than by introducing new
(information status) referents. This function of topic promotion, then, is an
additional but complementary function to the subject-creating and informationrearranging functions of the long passive.
6.2.2.3 Conclusion
With Seoane (2000, 2006) already having established the information-rearranging
function of the passive in EModE, this section focused on two related functions of
the passive. The first was the subject-creating function of the language, in an
attempt to see if this function—which we expect to become more important
throughout the history of English—would become visible in the data. This did not
prove to be the case: there were no indications for a different behaviour of passive
subjects in this respect, both in comparison to active subjects and over time.
However, I argued that this does not mean that the subject-creating function is not
important but in fact, strengthens the idea that the passive makes use of the existing
properties of subjects. The second aspect considered in this section was a possible
separate function for the ďǇ-phrase in the long passive: when the passive became
more standardized and the position of the ďǇͲphrase became fixed in end position in
the clause, this means that the passive places a likely-to-be-new agent in focus
position—a characteristic which the passive then shares with other constructions
which have been described as topic introduction devices. An analysis of long
passives in the last subperiod of the ME period and in the EModE period showed
that there is indeed evidence that the passive was used as a topic introduction
device in EModE. In conclusion, the data in this section show that the changes in the
use of the passive are not only quantitative, but also functional.
6.2.3
Summary and conclusions
This section has investigated possible changes in the use of the passive after the ME
period, focusing on both the frequency in use of the passive and the informationstructural functions. The data in this section showed that despite some challenges in
determining the frequency of passives and the development throughout the periods,
there is enough evidence for an increase throughout the EModE and MBE periods.
With respect to the information-structural function of the passive, the study of
certain discourse-linking properties of the subjects of passives showed that there are
no indications for a difference in behaviour between active and passive subjects.
While this did not show evidence for a change in the function of passive subjects, I
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argued that it underlined the function of the passive of creating acceptable, i.e.
unmarked and given, subjects. The study of long passives in M4 and the EModE
corpus showed that a proportion of long passives behaved as topic introducing
devices. This topic introducing function of the passive only became relevant when
the long passive itself had become an established construction: a standardized way
of expressing the agent and a fixed position for the agent in the clause, namely
towards the end, so in focus position.
In conclusion, what these studies have shown is that the centuries after the ME
periods are crucial to the development of the passive, and that some of these
developments are closely related to the overall development of the language
towards more subject-initial clauses, as described in the previous chapter. While the
data discussed in this section only scratch the surface of what is taking place, they
provide an interesting outlook on the possible relation between the developments in
the passive and the developments in the initial position in the clause.

Section 6.3

Development of the new passives after ME

This second section on passives after the ME period turns the attention to the three
passives that were introduced in the fourteenth century: the prepositional passive,
the recipient passive and the ECM passive. The studies in Chapter 3 showed that
these passives were all in use by the end of the ME period, but their frequency was
still quite low and they still seemed to be somewhat limited in syntactic productivity.
The current section aims (i) to trace their development towards becoming a fixed
part of the language, as they are in PDE; and (ii) to compare their development to
the development of the passive as presented in the previous section, and to the loss
of V2 as described in Chapter 5.
By the end of the ME period, the three passives are attested in the corpus but
none of them seem as established a construction as they are in PDE. The use of
these passives in the early periods is still quite different from what it is in PDE; for
instance, both the theme passive and recipient passive are in use, while in PDE the
recipient passive is the default option (in most dialects). Interestingly, while the
introduction of these passives has been discussed in great detail in the literature,
their subsequent development has been documented in far less detail, with only a
few exceptions. For example, Visser (1963-73) discusses the development of the
recipient and prepositional passive, and describes the development as a consistent
increase from the introduction onwards. Similarly, Seoane (1999b) presents a corpus
study of the recipient and theme passives in the EModE period and claims that this is
the period in which they “consolidated”. For the ECM passive, Noël (2001, 2008)
proposes that the ECM passive has grammaticalized into a fixed template, although
this is based mostly on PDE material. Yet none of these studies presents a full
account of these passives in a large corpus over a number of centuries.
Having established in Chapter 3 that the loss of V2 did not lead to the actual
introduction of the new passives, the second part of the hypothesis that the
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developments in the passive and the loss of V2 are connected is that the loss of V2
contributed to the further establishment of these passives in the language.
Specifically, this would result in an increase in these new passives in the later
periods, when the consequences of the loss of V2 kick in and there is an increased
need for subject strategies and information-rearrangers. The previous section
showed that there is a general increase in use of passives and long passives
specifically in the Modern British period, and what this section aims to establish is
whether the new passives are part of this development, or develop independently.
This section is structured as follows. Section 6.3.1 investigates the development
of the prepositional passive, aiming to establish whether there is an increase in
frequency as well as in types of verb+preposition collocations. Section 6.3.2 looks at
the recipient passive, with the added question of how the competition between the
recipient passive and the theme passive develops. Section 6.3.3, finally, turns to the
ECM passive, and investigates the frequency of this passive, as well as the
distribution of active and passive ECM. Section 6.3.4 concludes.
6.3.1
Prepositional passive
As we saw in Chapter 3, the prepositional passive is the first of the new passives to
be introduced, and is also the passive which seems already most frequent and stable
by the end of the ME period. In the ME data, the use of the prepositional passive is
governed by several factors, such as recurring combinations of verbs and
collocations and occurrence in relative clauses. In PDE, on the other hand, a different
type of restriction seems to determine acceptability: the pragmatic constraints, as
described by for instance Bolinger (1975) and Takami (1992). This section aims to
trace the development of the prepositional passive between ME and PDE, both in
terms of frequency and of use.
There is consensus in the literature that the prepositional passive was an
established construction by the end of the fourteenth century (e.g. Denison 1993:
125, Mustanoja 1960: 440-441), but little data is available on the development of
the prepositional passive after the fourteenth century, with two notable exceptions.
Visser (1973: 2125, §1953) claims that the development of the prepositional passive
after 1500 is a continuous increase over the centuries (“with undiminished speed” in
the sixteenth century (1973: 2125)), with new verb+preposition combinations being
attested in each century. He presents a long list of examples from a large selection of
texts, but he does not show any frequencies per period. Seoane (1999b) also claims
a “rapid spread” (135), although her data do not quite warrant such a description:
based on a selection of texts from the Helsinki corpus (similar to the study of
passives in Seoane 2000, 2006), she finds an increase in prepositional passives with
respect to all passives from 0.9% in E1, through 3.3% in E2, to 2.3% in E3 (1999b:
134).
Seoane and Visser present different explanations for what they call the spread
of the prepositional passive. Seoane (1999b: 135) attributes the rise to the increase
in prepositional verbs in EModE, i.e. verbs taking prepositional complements, as well
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as reanalysis of verb and preposition as one unit, although she does not explain the
most important aspect of this reanalysis, namely why it should start to take place in
the EModE period. Visser (1973: 2125) describes some examples in the sixteenth
century already as having a “modern tinge” and calls them “forerunners” of the
modern typedŚĞďĞĚǁĂƐŶŽƚƐůĞƉƚŝŶ. He also notes that in the sixteenth century
most examples occur in colloquial texts. Finally, for the seventeenth-century data he
mentions the advice from grammarians against preposition stranding, which is likely
to affect the use of the prepositional passive as well—although his data do not
suggest that the increase in frequency stops.
The following sections present the results of a corpus study of the prepositional
passive in the PPCEME and PPCMBE, taking up the questions of frequency and
possible limitations in use, both syntactic and pragmatic. The studies aim to establish
whether (i) the prepositional passive continued to increase in frequency, as
suggested by Visser (1973) and Seoane (199b); (ii) the minimal alternation contexts
continued to make the prepositional passive possible; (iii) there are signs of the
pragmatic constraint influencing the use of the prepositional passive in these
periods.
Selection
Because of the similarities in coding, the same query that was used in Chapter 3 to
select prepositional passives in the PPCME2 can be used for the PPCEME and
PPCMBE.
YƵĞƌǇϲ͘ϲPrepositional passives in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
a. IP* idoms *SBJ*
b. IP* idoms PP* ĂŶĚPP* idoms P* ĂŶĚPP* idoms NP*ĂŶĚ NP* idoms \**
c. IP* idoms *BED*|*BEP*|BE|BAG|BEN
d. IP* idoms *VAN*
Lines 6.6a to 6.6d select clauses with a subject, a stranded preposition, a form of ƚŽ
ďĞ and a passive participle. The query selects all types of stranded prepositions,
making no distinction between the syntactic contexts for stranding, including
examples such as (9) and (10).
(9) /ƵŶĚŝƌƐƚŽŶĚďǇƚŚĞŚĂƵŶĐĞůĞƌƚŽƵĐŚǇŶŐĞƚŚĞƵŬĞŽĨ'ĞůĚĞƌƐƚŚĂƚŚĞŚĂƚŚ
ŶŽǁůĂƚĞǁƌŝƚƚĞŶĂ>ĞƚƚƌĞƚŽƚŚĞ<ŝŶŐĞĂƚŚŽůǇŬŽĨĨĂŵŽƌĞƐŽďƌĞƐƚǇůĞƚŚĞŶŚĞ
ǁĂƐǁŽŶƚƚŽƵƐĞ͕ďǇǁŚŝĐŚŝƚŵĂǇĂƉƉĞƌĞŚĞŵĂŬǇƚŚŽǀĞƌƚƵƌĞŽĨĨƚƌĞĂƚǇ
whiche I thynke shal be herkynyd unto͘
(tunstall-e1-p1,3.1,273.31)
(10) ŶĚŽĨƚŚǇƐƚŽǁŶĞǁĂƐ:ŽƐĞƉŚŽĨƌĂŵĂƚŚŝĂƚŚĂƚĂǁŐŚƚƚŚĞŶĞǁdƵŵďĞŽƌ
DŽŶǇŵĞŶƚthat our Savir Crist was buryed in͘(torkingt-e1-h,25.37)
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Only example (9) is a prepositional passive, i.e. only in that clause has the original
complement of the stranded preposition (ŽǀĞƌƚƵƌĞŽĨĨƚƌĞĂƚǇ) passivized to become
the subject of the verb (ƐŚĂů ďĞ ŚĞƌŬǇŶǇĚ ƵŶƚŽ), followed by relativization of this
subject. Example (10) may look like a prepositional passive, but the NP which is
passivized to become the subject of the clause is ŽƵƌ ^Ăǀŝƌ ƌŝƐƚ͕ the NP object of
ďƵƌǇ, not the complement of the preposition ŝŶ (cf. dŚĞǇ ďƵƌŝĞĚ Śŝŵ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ĐŚƵƌĐŚ
and dŚĞ ĐŚƵƌĐŚ ƚŚĞǇ ďƵƌŝĞĚ Śŝŵ ŝŶ). The reason for stranding in this sentence is
relativization, without passivization, of ƚŚĞ ŶĞǁ dƵŵďĞ Žƌ DŽŶǇŵĞŶƚ. Only those
clauses in which the subject of the passive clause represents the original
complement of the preposition were included in the results.
Results and discussion
In order to determine whether the prepositional passive becomes more frequent
after the ME period, its frequency is ideally considered against both the total
number of passives and the number of active sentences with a prepositional object.
Unfortunately, this second type of comparison is problematic because clauses with a
verb and a prepositional phrase eligible to be passivized cannot be selected on the
basis of form only (cf. also Section 6.2.1.1). Table 6.18 therefore presents the
number of prepositional passives against the total number of passives in each
subperiod, and against the total number of words in the corpus (cf. Evert 2006).
Table 6.18
Period
E1
E2
E3
B1
B2
B3

Frequency of prepositional passives in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
Prepositional
All
% PrepoNo. of
Per 1,000
passives
passives
sitional
words
words
38
6282
0.60
567795
0.067
99
6545
1.51
628463
0.158
106
5741
1.85
541595
0.196
58
3528
1.64
298764
0.194
75
4797
1.56
368804
0.203
75
3330
2.25
281327
0.267

Against all passives: E1-E2: p < .001; E2-E3: p = .16; E3-B1: p = .48; B1-B2: p = .78; B2-B3: p < .05
Per 1000 words: E1-E2: p < .001; E2-E3: p= .12; E3-B1: p = .96; B1-B2: p = .79; B2-B3: p = .10

Both ways of measuring the frequency show that the prepositional passive becomes
more frequent throughout the EModE and MBE subperiods. Against the total
number of words, there is a mostly continuousincrease from 0.067 in E1 to 0.267 in
B3, with the exception of a decrease of 0.002 from E3 to B1. The percentage of
prepositional passives with respect to the total number of passives shows a
somewhat different development: an increase from E1 to E2, from 0.60% to 1.51%,
after which the percentage is variable, although it continues to be somewhat higher
than 1.50%, until it reaches above 2 per cent, at 2.25%, in the final period. The
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prepositional passive, then, continues to become more frequent in these periods,
but the increase hardly makes it, in Visser’s words, “one of the commonest usages in
the language” (1973: 2125). This is not surprising when we consider the lexical
restrictions for prepositional passives, i.e. the dependence on the availability of
verbs taking prepositional complements.
There are some indications that the use of the prepositional passive is still
limited in these periods. Most importantly, a considerable number of prepositional
passives still occur in relative clauses, as in (11), suggesting that the acceptability of
stranding in relative clauses continues to contribute to the acceptability of stranding
in prepositional passives.

(11) ĞǁĂƌĞƚŚĞƌĨŽƌĞůĞƐƚƚŚĂƚĨĂůůŽŶǇŽƵ͕ǁŚŝĐŚŝƐ spoken ofŝŶƚŚĞWƌŽƉŚĞƚĞƐ͗Ğ
ŚŽůĚĞǇĞĚĞƐƉŝƐĞƌƐ
(tyndnew-e1-p2,13,40A.619)
In (11), ƚŚĂƚis the original complement of ŽĨ͕and it is both passivized and relativized.
Table 6.19 shows the number of examples of prepositional passives in relative
clauses or main clause ǁŚͲstranding environments with respect to the total number
of prepositional passives in that period.
Table 6.19 Frequency of prepositional passives in relative and ǁŚ-movement clauses
in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
E1

E2

E3

B1

B2

B3

Prepositional passives

38

99

106

58

75

75

Prepositional passives in
relative/wh-m
movement clauses

11

25

27

16

14

20

28.9

25.3

25.5

27.6

18.7

26.7

% Relative/wh-movement
ʖ²(5) 1.39, p = .93

Table 6.19 shows that just over a quarter (between 25.3% and 28.9%) of the
prepositional passives occur in a relative clause or main clause ǁŚ-stranding
environment, with the exception of the B2 period (18.7%). One way to interpret this
is to say that stranding in prepositional passives still depends on, or is mediated by,
the minimal alteration context of relative clauses where stranding is freer. However,
the reliance on these stranding contexts can no longer account for all or even most
93
of the prepositional passives.
93

Interestingly, the number of relative clauses in which passives occur but where stranding is due to
relativization only, so the option that was originally already possible but which may have been the way to
a minimal alternation context, does show a decline over these periods.
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While certain verb+preposition combinations occur more frequently than
others, the sheer range of combinations that occur in the corpora shows that the
prepositional passive is a fully productive pattern within the range of verbs taking
prepositional complements or adjuncts. There is some evidence that there are
limitations on productivity because of the dominance of some combinations that
occur frequently in all periods, such as ƐĞŶƚ ĨŽƌ in the EModE period: 3 of 38
examples in E1, 22 of 99 in E2 and 7 of 106 in E3. Moreover, some of these examples
suggest that they are not real passives but some sort of fixed expression, since they
are combined with other prepositions which do not logically combine with the
meaning of ĨŽƌ, as in (12) and (13).
(12) ďĂƌďĞƌǁĂƐsent forĨƌŽŵƚŚĞŵĂƌŬĞƚƚŽǁŶĞŚĂƌĚďǇ͕ǁŚŽƐĞĂƌĐŚƚŚŝƐŵŽƵƚŚ,
(armin-e2-h,13.154)
(13) ĨŽƌ / Ăŵ sent for ƐƉĞĞĚŝůǇ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŵƉĞƌŽƵƌ ŽĨ dƌĂƉĞǌŽŶĚ͕ ĂďŽƵƚ ĂĨĨĂŝƌĞƐ ŽĨ
ŐƌĞĂƚŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞƚŚĂƚŚŝŐŚůǇĐŽŶĐĞƌŶĞƐŚŝƐƌŽǇĂůůƉĞƌƐŽŶ͘
(jotaylor-e2-p1,3,85.C1.252)
Other combinations that occur multiple times in (nearly) all periods are ƐƉŽŬĞŶ ŽĨ͕
ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚĨŽƌ(only up to B1), ůŽŽŬĞĚŽŶand ĐĂůůĞĚŽŶ. In most periods, there are also
a number of verbs that occur much more frequently than all other verbs, such as
ƐĞŶƚĨŽƌ(22) and ƐƉŽŬĞŽĨ(10 examples) in E2, with the first verb after that occurring
only 6 times; or, in E3, ĚŝƐƉŽƐĞĚŽĨ (11 examples), ůŽŽŬĞĚŽŶ (9 times) and ƐĞŶƚĨŽƌ
(7), with the next verb only having 4 examples. However, in some cases what may
seem like a frequent occurrence of one specific combination is in fact due to many
uses in the same text in the same context: for instance, in the text ǁĞĂƚŚĞƌƐͲϭϵϭϯ, 4
of the 6 prepositional passives are ĚĞĂůƚ ǁŝƚŚ͕ which occur in a similar context͘
Moreover, the range of verb+preposition combinations that occur in the corpora
provides support for the productivity of the prepositional passive. The occurrences
in the entire corpus, 451, are divided among 249 verbs, meaning that any given
verb+preposition combination on average occurs only approximately 1.8 times in the
corpus (averages per subperiod range from 1.6 to 2.1). These numbers are higher in
EModE than in MBE, meaning that the prepositional passives make use of a slightly
wider range of verbs in MBE.
Another piece of evidence for the productivity of the prepositional passive are
the combinations in which the relation between verb and preposition is less close
than in fixed examples like ƐƉŽŬĞŶŽĨ and ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚĨŽƌ. Some examples are given in
(14)-(16).
(14) ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ DĂƚƚĞƌ ŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ sat upon Ăƚ tĞƐƚŵŝŶƐƚĞƌ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ WĂƌůŝĂŵĞŶƚͲ
ŚĂŵďĞƌ͘
(thoward2-e2-p1,1,89.216)
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(15) ǇŽƵΖĚďĞlaught atƐŽƵŶĚůǇ͕
(middle-e2-p1,36.453)
(16) ŽƌŝŶĂůĂƌŐĞWŽŶĚƚŽĚƌĂǁƚŚĞŵƚŽĂŶǇĐĞƌƚĂŝŶƉůĂĐĞ͕ƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇŵĂǇƚŚĞďĞƚƚĞƌ
ĂŶĚ ǁŝƚŚ ŵŽƌĞ ŚŽƉĞ ďĞ fished for͕ ǇŽƵ ĂƌĞ ƚŽ ƚŚƌŽǁ ŝŶƚŽ ŝƚ ŝŶ ƐŽŵĞ ĐĞƌƚĂŝŶ
ƉůĂĐĞ͕
(walton-e3-h,297.311)
Finally, there are some sentences with unexpected combinations for which it is clear
that it is the context of ‘affectedness’ that makes the sentence acceptable.
(17) ^ƚ͘ tŝŶĨƌĞĚƐ tĞůů ŝƐ built over ǁŝƚŚƐƚŽŶĞ ŽŶ ƉŝůůĂƌƐůŝŬĞĂ ƚƌǇƵŵƉŚĂůů ĂƌĐŚ Žƌ
ƚŽǁĞƌŽŶƚŚĞŐĂƚĞƐŽĨĂŚƵƌĐŚ͖
(fiennes-e3-p2,180.288)
(18) dŚĞŚŽƵƐĞƐŽĨƚŚĞƚŽǁŶĂƌĞǁĞůůďƵŝůƚ͕ďƵƚĞǆĞĐƌĂďůǇĨƵƌŶŝƐŚĞĚ͗ďĂƌĞ͕ŐŚĂƐƚůǇ
ƌŽŽŵƐ͕ǁŝƚŚĂŶŝƐŽůĂƚĞĚĐŚĂŝƌŽƌƐŽĨĂƐƉƌŝŶŬůĞĚŚĞƌĞĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞ͕ĂŶĚůŽŽŬŝŶŐĂƐ
ŝĨƚŚĞǇŶĞǀĞƌhad been sat upon͕ŶŽƌǁĞƌĞŵĞĂŶƚƚŽďĞ͘
(reade-1863,222.536)
Example (17) represents the only example with ďƵŝůƚŽǀĞƌ in the two corpora, while
ƐĂƚƵƉŽŶ occurs only twice. In both examples, there is a clear result described in the
sentence, the buildings that stand on the well in (18) and the effect on the ‘looker’
that the chairs have never been used. These types of combinations, then, show that
the pragmatics, frequently discussed for PDE, already widen the range of possible
prepositional passives in earlier periods (cf. also Visser’s (1973: 2125) remark on the
sixteenth-century examples having a “modern tinge”).
In conclusion, the prepositional passive becomes more frequent in the early
EModE period, and remains at a fairly stable frequency after that until an increase
towards the end of the MBE corpus (late nineteenth century). There are still some
indications that stranding possibilities in relative clauses promote the use of the
prepositional passive, while there are also some indications of lexical restrictions or
fixed patterns. At the same time, however, the number of verb+preposition
combinations shows that the prepositional passive is not limited to a specific range
of verbs and it seems that the range of verbs becomes slightly wider over time. The
increase in the prepositional passive is consistent throughout the subperiods and is
consistent with the overall increase in the use of passives from EmodE to MBE.
6.3.2
Recipient passive
The recipient passive is the least established of the new passives by the end of the
fourteenth century, with only a handful of examples attested in the corpus. What
also makes the recipient passive special is the fact that other passives exist for the
same type of active, and while the dative-fronted passive (‘,ĞƌǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶƚŚĞďŽŽŬ͛)
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was no longer in use by the end of the ME period, the theme passive (dŚĞďŽŽŬǁĂƐ
ŐŝǀĞŶŚĞƌ) continued to be available. At the same time, we have seen that in PDE, the
recipient passive is the standard option and the theme passive is very rare (see
Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 249). This section aims to establish whether the
recipient passive shows an increase in use, like the prepositional passive, and
investigates the balance between theme and recipient passives throughout the
centuries.
As with the prepositional passive, only a limited amount of data is available for
the recipient passive after its introduction. Visser (1973: 2144-2152, §§1968-1975)
describes the development of the recipient passive after 1500 as another story of
increase in frequency, of establishment, and of expansion to other verbs. This same
claim is presented by Seoane (1999b), who, following Kisbye (1972), describes the
recipient passive as “basically an EModE development” (136). This conclusion is, like
her study for the prepositional passive, based on an examination of a part of the
Helsinki corpus, and she finds that recipient passives come to make up a larger
proportion of the passives in the language: 0.6% in E1, 2.07% in E2 and 1.4% in E3.
However, both Visser and Seoane include clausal ditransitives in their studies, which
we have seen in Chapter 3 behave and develop differently. When these passives are
excluded from Seoane’s data, only four examples remain, all from E3, which can
hardly be said to represent an “established” construction.
For the recipient passive, there is also a stylistic issue which may have slowed
down the development (Visser 1973: 2149-2150, Denison 1993: 112). Visser cites
various grammarians from the beginning of the twentieth century who advise
against the use of the recipient passive. For instance, Sweet (1898) states that “we
still … try to evade such passive constructions as ƐŚĞǁĂƐŐŝǀĞŶĂǁĂƚĐŚ…because we
still feel ƐŚĞand ŚĞare in the dative, not the accusative relation” (Sweet 1898: 118).
Others simply state that it is wrong, calling it “loose Syntax” (Stokoe 1937: 78, dŚĞ
hŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐŽĨ^ǇŶƚĂǆ͕as quoted by Visser 1973: 2149). However, Visser also cites
grammarians who accept the use of the recipient passive, some of whom were
writing at an earlier date. Nevertheless, the existence of advice against the recipient
passive and the availability of other options to passivize ditransitive verbs (most
importantly with a prepositional recipient) are likely to have slowed down the
development.
The following sections present the results of a corpus study of the recipient and
theme passive in the PCEME and PPCMBE, which aims to determine (i) whether the
recipient passive increases in frequency; (ii) whether it becomes a fully productive
construction; and (iii) at what point the recipient passive replaces the theme passive
as the most frequent passive for ditransitives with two NP objects.
Selection
The following queries, similar to those in Chapter 3, were used to select recipient
and theme passives, based on the distinction made in the annotation of the PPCEME
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and PPCMBE between ‘first’ objects and ‘second’ objects, corresponding roughly to
direct objects and indirect objects.
YƵĞƌǇϲ͘ϳRecipient and theme passives in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
a. IP* idoms *SBJ* ĂŶĚIP* idoms *BED*|*BEP*|BE|BAG|BEN ĂŶĚIP* idoms
*VAN*
For recipient passives:
b. IP* idoms NP-OB1*
For theme passives:
c. IP* idoms NP-OB2*
The query for the theme passive is accurate in selecting theme passives (only 1
needed to be excluded), but the results for the query for recipient passives includes
a range of clauses which are not recipient passives. Examples (19) and (20) illustrate
two such cases.
(19) ƵƚǁŚĂŶƚŚĞŬǇŶŐĞǁŝƚŚŚŝƐƉŽǁĞƌǁĂƐentredǇсĞсŽƵŶƚƌĞŚĞǁŝƚŚŚŝƐ
&ĂǁƚŽƵƌƐĨůĞĚĚĞŝŶƚŽƚŚĞDŽƵŶƚĂǇŶĞƐ
(fabyan-e1-h,170V.C2.114)
(20) ǇĞĂ/ĂŵƐŽƌŝĞ͕ǁŝƚŚĂůůŵǇŚĂƌƚĞ͕ƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇďĞ giuen ŶŽŵŽƌĞƚŽƌŝĚŝŶŐ͕ƚŚĞŶ
ƚŚĞǇďĞ͗
(asch-e1-p1,10R.186)
Example (19) seems to be a perfect rather than a passive and in example (20), ŐŝǀĞ
does not seem to have its usual meaning of ‘transfer’. Phrasal prepositional passives,
as in (21) and (22), were also excluded, because the NP that is passivized may be
part of a prepositional phrase rather than an independent argument.
(21) ĂŶĚƐĞĞŵƐƚŽŚĂǀĞďĞĞŶŬŶŽǁŶďĞĨŽƌĞƵŐĂůĞŶƵƐŚĂĚĐŽŶĨŽƵŶĚĞĚŵŽƐƚŽƚŚĞƌ
ĚŝƐĞĂƐĞƐ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞ ƚƌƵĞ ƐĐƵƌǀǇ͖ ĂƐ ŝƚ is taken notice of ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ǇĞĂƌ ϭϲϮϰ ďǇ
^ĞŶŶĞƌƚƵƐ͕ ǁŚĞŶ ƵŐĂůĞŶƵƐ ΖƐ ǁƌŝƚŝŶŐƐ͕ ŝŶ Ăůů ƉƌŽďĂďŝůŝƚǇ͕ ŵŝŐŚƚ ŶŽƚ ŚĂǀĞ
ƌĞĂĐŚĞĚEŽƌǁĂǇ͘
(lind-1753,264.150)
(22) dŚĞ ŵĞĐŚĂŶŝĐĂů ƚƌƵƚŚƐ ďƌŽƵŐŚƚ ƚŽ ůŝŐŚƚ ďǇ ƌĐŚŝŵĞĚĞƐ͕ ǁĞƌĞ͕ ůŝŬĞ ŚŝƐ ƚŽŵď͕
ŽǀĞƌŐƌŽǁŶ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞ ƌĂŶŬ ĂŶĚ ƵŶƉƌŽĨŝƚĂďůĞ ǀĞŐĞƚĂƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ ůĂƚĞƌ ĚĂǇƐ͕ ƚŝůů ƚŚĞǇ
were lost sight of͖
(whewell-1837,23.219)
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Results and discussion
Table 6.20 presents the frequency of recipient passives in the subperiods in the
corpora. As before, the number of examples is given as a percentage of the total
number of passives in the corpus, as well as against the total number of words.
Table 6.20 Frequency of recipient passives in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
Period
Recipient
All passives % Recipient
No. of
Recipient
passives
passives
words
passives per
1,000 words
E1
5
6282
0.08
567795
0.009
E2
21
6545
0.32
628463
0.033
E3
24
5741
0.42
541595
0.044
B1
10
3528
0.28
298764
0.033
B2
10
4797
0.21
368804
0.027
B3
15
3330
0.45
281327
0.053
Against all passives: E1-E2: p < .005; E2-E3: p = .38; E3-B1: p = .30; B1-B2: p = .49; B2-B3: p = .05
Per 1000 words: E1-E2: p < .005; E2-E3: p= .34; E3-B1: p = .45; B1-B2: p = .64; B2-B3: p = .25

The table shows that the recipient passive continues to be a marginal construction
for most of the EModE and MBE periods: as a proportion of all passives found in the
corpora in these periods, it never reaches 0.5 per cent; per 1,000 words, it only
reaches higher than 0.050 in the last subperiod. The percentages and numbers vary
between the subperiods, making it difficult to determine whether there is an
increase over time, except for one aspect: all periods after E1 show a higher
percentage and number than E1, suggesting that at least it becomes more of an
established construction. The low frequencies are not surprising: the recipient
passive is even more restricted lexically than the prepositional passive and within the
range of ditransitive verbs there are some that for a long time only allow a theme
passive and no recipient passive. Moreover, the stylistic advice against the recipient
passive may have slowed down the development and this influence may have
continued to well in the twentieth century—the PPCMBE only has texts up to 1914.
As expected because of the limited number of ditransitive verbs, the range of
verbs that occur with a recipient passive is quite small and remains largely similar
over time. The total number of verbs found with recipient passives in the corpus is
27, distributed over 84 instances. Of these verbs, 13 only occur once while there are
5 verbs which occur in almost all subperiods: ĂůůŽǁĞĚ (13 instances in total), ŽĨĨĞƌĞĚ
(11 in total), ƉĂŝĚ (7 in total), ƚŽůĚ (7 in total), and ƐŚŽǁŶ (6 in total). Of these, ƉĂŝĚ
and ƐŚŽǁŶ are among the earliest examples (both from E1), illustrated in (23) and
(24).
(23) ĂŶĚŚĞwas shudĞǀĞƌĞƉůĂƐƐĞƚŚĞƌ͕
‘and he was shown every place there’ (machyn-e1-p2,79.331)
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(24) /ƚ ǁĂƐ ŽƌƐĞŵĞŶ ƚŚĂƚ Ăů ƚŚĞ ůŝŐŚƚ ŽƌƐĞŵĞŶ ŽĨ ŽůĞŝŶ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ŵĞŶ ŽĨ ĂƌŵĞƐ
shuld be paidƚŚĞŝƌǁĂŐĞƐ͕
(edward-e1-h,268.129)
While most verbs remain stable, this corpus contains one type of expansion of
recipient passives to a new verb: even though there was an example of a recipient
passive with ŐŝǀĞ in the ME corpus (see Section 3.2.2.2), the first occurrence after
that is in B3, followed by another 3 instances in the same subperiod.
While the recipient passive gradually becomes more established, the theme
passive shows an opposite development, with decreasing frequencies, a decreasing
range of verbs, and limited grammatical possibilities. The following table presents
the frequency of the theme passive in the corpora.
Table 6.2 Frequency of theme passives in the PPCEME and PPCMBE.
Period
Theme
All passives
% Theme
No. of
Theme
passives
passives
words
passives per
1,000 words
E1
30
6,282
0.48
567,795
0.053
E2
54
6,545
0.83
628,463
0.086
E3
35
5,741
0.61
541,595
0.065
B1
21
3,528
0.60
298,764
0.070
B2
18
4,797
0.38
368,804
0.049
B3
3
3,330
0.09
281,327
0.011
Against all passives: E1-E2: p < .05; E2-E3: p = .16; E3-B1: p = .93; B1-B2: p = .15; B2-B3: p < .05

The table shows that in the first four subperiods the theme passive is more frequent
than the recipient passive, with percentages around or above 0.5 per cent of all
passives and above 0.050 instances per 1,000 words. In B2, the percentage of theme
passives first drops well below 0.5%, but it is still more frequent in that period than
the recipient passive, which has only 0.21 percent. Only in the last subperiod does
the theme passive become really infrequent. Again, this shows that the status of the
recipient passive as the standard may only have have been reached quite recently, as
a result of which it is not yet visible in the MBE corpus.
While the number of examples is much higher than for the recipient passive
(161 vs 84), the range of verbs that occur with the theme passive is, not surprisingly,
roughly similar: 32 verbs. There are some differences, however. While ŐŝǀĞ hardly
occurred with recipient passives in the corpus, it is the most common verb in theme
passives with 38 examples, and in addition the only verb to occur in all subperiods.
Other common verbs are ƚŽůĚ (22 over 4 periods), ŽĨĨĞƌĞĚ (13 over 5 subperiods),
and ƐŚŽǁŶ (10 over 3). Interestingly, ƚŽůĚ͕ŽĨĨĞƌĞĚand ƐŚŽǁŶwere also among the
most frequent verbs with the recipient passive, showing that for these verbs, there is
real variation between the two alternative passives. With the exception of ŐŝǀĞand
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ŽĨĨĞƌĞĚ, these verbs start to show gaps in the later subperiods, with the last
occurrence of ƚŽůĚ and ƐŚŽǁ occurring in B1. The remaining verbs in B3 are ŐŝǀĞ
(twice) and ŽǁĞĚ(which does not occur in earlier periods)͘
Another limitation for theme passives is that they overwhelmingly occur with
pronominal recipients from the first period onwards, as previously discussed by Allen
(1995: 432-5), who refers to Oehrle (1979) for this observation. As discussed in
Section 3.2.1.1, pronominal ditransitives still show more possibilities for active and
passive formation in PDE. Of the total of 161 theme passives in the PPCEME and
PPCMBE, 148 examples (91.9%) contain a pronominal recipient, as illustrated in (25).
(25) ŝƚwas givenŵĞďǇƚŚĞƐŽůĚŝĞƌƐĂĨƚĞƌƚŚĞƌŝŵĞĂŶtĂƌ͖
(b3,nightingale-189X,437.396)
The last two occurrences of the total of 13 examples with nominal direct objects
occur in B1, given in (26) and (27).
(26) ĨŽƌĂŶĂƐƐƵƌĂŶĐĞŽĨďŽƚŚwas givenƚŚĞWƌŽƉŚĞƚĂƚƚŚĞƐĂŵĞƚŝŵĞ͘
(b1,burton-1762,1,8.53)
(27) /ƚǁĞƌĞƚŽďĞǁŝƐŚĞĚ͕ƚŚĂƚĞŝƚŚĞƌĂůŽŶŐĞƌĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĂŶĐĞ was allowedƐƵĐŚŵĞŶ
Ăƚ ƚŚĞ ŚŽƐƉŝƚĂů͕ Žƌ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞŝƌ ĐƵƌĞ ǁĂƐ ƌĞŶĚĞƌĞĚ ŵŽƌĞ ƉĞƌĨĞĐƚ ďǇ Ă ƐǁĞĂƚŝŶŐ
ĐŽƵƌƐĞ͘
(b1,lind-1753,243.32)
This fact could partly be explained by the general tendency for direct objects in
active sentences to be nominal and for indirect objects to be frequently pronominal
(since these are recipients, they are presumably often animate as well). Not taking
into account the nominal or pronominal character of the other object, direct objects
are only pronominal in 2.2% of the ditransitive clauses in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
(81 of 3732 active ditransitives with two nominal objects). In contrast, indirect
94
objects are pronominal in 85.2% of the ditransitive clauses (3181 of 3732).
Regardless of the explanation, the dominance of pronominal objects among theme
passives signals a grammatical limitation of the theme passive, which must be a
factor in the decreasing number of examples.
The discussion so far has already shown that the recipient passive remained
very infrequent throughout most of the subperiods, while the theme passive seems
to have been the more stable construction during this time. Figure 6.1 and Table
6.22 illustrate the balance between recipient and theme passives for each

94

This was based on Query 6.2 for active clauses, with the stipulation that the IP* should dominate both a
first object (direct object) and a second object (indirect object). A further query was then added to select
(i) pronominal first objects and (ii) pronominal second objects.
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subperiod. The lines in Figure 6.1 represent the percentage that one type of passive
contributes to the total number of passives of ditransitives found in the corpora.
Figure 6.1 Distribution of theme and recipient passives in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
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Table 6.22 Distribution of theme and recipient passives in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
E1
E2
E3
B1
B2
B3
Recipient
passives

Ŷ

5

21

23

10

10

15

%

14.3

28.0

39.7

32.3

35.7

83.3

Theme
passives

Ŷ

30

54

35

21

18

3

%

85.7

72.0

60.3

67.7

64.3

16.7

Total

Ŷ

35

75

58

31

28

18

%

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Although the number of examples is quite small, these data clearly show that the
theme passive remains the most frequent option of the two possibilities until the B2
period, after which it suddenly drops from 64.3% to only 16.7%. Two individual verbs
are especially telling in this respect: ŐŝǀĞŶ only occurs in B3 for the first time in a
recipient passive, and ƚŽůĚ occurs as a theme passive from E1 to B1, and from E2
onwards in every single period with recipient passives. The shift in balance, then,
only takes place in the final subperiod, further supporting the earlier findings that
the recipient passive only slowly became a stable construction, and that the loss of
the theme passive was also a gradual development.
In conclusion, the data in this section have not confirmed Visser’s (1973) and
Seoane’s (1999b) earlier claims that the recipient passive showed a similar increase
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over the EModE and Modern English as did the prepositional passive. While the
recipient passive does become slightly more frequent after E1, there is no consistent
increase and the percentages remain low. In contrast, the theme passive remains a
much more frequent option throughout these periods. It is only in the B3 period that
a change takes place: all verbs now seem to accept the recipient passive, and the
recipient passive becomes slightly more frequent overall. The development of the
recipient passive, then, does not reflect the general increase in use of passives over
the course of the EModE and MBE periods and its true rise towards becoming the
default option (in standard English) is likely to have taken place after the last
subperiod of the MBE, in the twentieth century.
6.3.3
ECM passive
The introduction of the ECM presents a different scenario from the introduction of
the prepositional and recipient passives because it is not just the passive that was
new, but the entire ECM construction was introduced into the language. In addition,
over the centuries the distribution of actives and passives has been described as
‘skewed’, with the passive being a more accepted and frequent ECM construction
than the active. It was specifically the ECM passive that Los (2005, 2009) first
proposed to be introduced as a consequence of the loss of V2, because of its ability
to create unmarked subjects (see Mair 1990). The data in Chapter 3 showed that
there were only a handful examples in the ME corpus and that there were passives
that were structurally close—object control passives and fixed adjectival passives—
which could have formed a model for the ECM passive, leading to acceptance
specifically of the passive version of the ECM. This section traces the establishment
of the ECM passive in the PPCEME and PPCMBE, investigating a proposed
grammaticalization of the ECM passive and the distribution of active and passive.
One type of explanation that has been given for the skewed distribution of
active and passive in PDE and earlier periods is Noël’s (2001) proposal for the
grammaticalized status of the ECM passive in PDE. The grammaticalized status of the
ECM passive—although described as a “weak kind of grammaticalization” by Noël
(2001: 290)—means that it is separated in its development from the active, and that
is has a specific function which may explain its dominance over the active version.
According to Noël, the ECM passive has become more “schematic” over the
centuries, allowing other verbs to be inserted in the pattern. Noël (2008) is also one
of the few studies tracing the development of the ECM passive between the
introduction and the present day. He provides data for the frequency of verbs used
in the ECM passive in the period from 1640 to 1920 (CLMET corpus, ŽƌƉƵƐŽĨ>ĂƚĞ
DŽĚĞƌŶ ŶŐůŝƐŚ dĞǆƚƐ͕ De Smet 2005), and from the ƌŝƚŝƐŚ EĂƚŝŽŶĂů ŽƌƉƵƐ (BNC).
He finds that there is a decrease in the CLMET corpus, from 171.89 instances per
million words in the first period, 1640-1710, to 107.73 in the period 1850-1920;
however, the BNC data show a much higher frequency, with 221.60. Noël’s
explanation for this is that the CLMET corpus contains mostly fictional texts (330,
referring to De Smet 2005: 72), while the BNC presents a wider selection of genres,
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including genres for which Noël in an earlier publication (2003) found that the ECM
occurred more frequently, namely journalistic and science text (2008: 331). In other
words, while the ECM may have become an established construction, it seems to be
limited both in terms of the verbs with which it occurs and the genres in which it
occurs.
The following sections present the results of a corpus study of the ECM active
and passive in the PPCEME and PPCMBE. While we saw in the ME period that the
related passives of object control structures and the fixed adjectival passives played
a role in the introduction of the ECM passive, this section only focuses on the ECM
constructions, because we already know that these passives continue to be used in
PDE and once the ECM passive is introduced, their influence on the ECM passive is
likely to be smaller.
Selection
At least a considerable portion of ECM passives should be selectable in the corpora
according to the following criteria: a finite main or sub clause containing a form of ƚŽ
ďĞ͕a passive participle, and an infinitival clause with an empty subject position, as in
(28).
(28) [IP-MAT [NP-SBJ-1 ŚĞ] ŝƐƐĂŝĚ [IP-INF [NP-SBJ *-1] ƚŽďĞǀĞƌǇĐůĞǀĞƌ͕ĂŶĚǀĞƌǇƐĞŶƐŝďůĞ.]
(b3,victoria-186X,1,130.351)
The subject of the finite clause and the empty subject position in the infinitive are
co-indexed, indicating that the subject of the infinitive has moved to the subject
position of the main clause in this passive clause. These clauses were selected using
the following query.
YƵĞƌǇϲ͘ϴECM passives in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
a. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *SBJ*
b. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *BED*|BEP*|BEN|BAG|BE
c. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *VAN*
d. *BED*|BEP*|BEN|BAG|BE precedes *VAN*
e. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms IP-INF*
f. *VAN* precedes IP-INF*
g. IP-INF* idoms NP-SBJ*
h. NP-SBJ* idoms \**
i. IP-INF* idoms TO
The condition that the infinitival clause contains an empty subject position is
necessary to separate ECM passives from object control (and other) structures, as
illustrated in (29).
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(29) ŶĚ ĨŝƌƐƚ͕ ƚŚĞǇ ďĞŐĂŶ ǁŝƚŚ Dƌ͘ hĚĂůů; [ǁŚŽ, [IP-SUB ĂĨƚĞƌ ŚĞ ǁĂƐ ĐĂůůĞĚ͕ ǁĂƐ
ĐŽŵŵĂŶĚĞĚ [IP-INF ƚŽƐƚĂŶĚĂƐŝĚĞƚŝůůĂŶŽŶ]].
(judall-e2-p2,1,177.375)
In (29), the infinitival clause does not contain a subject node. However, this
distinction is not fully implemented in the corpora, witness example (30), which is an
ECM passive, but without a subject node in the infinitival clause.
(30) [IP-MAT >ŽƌĚDĞůďŽƵƌŶĞŝƐƌĞƉŽƌƚĞĚ [IP-INF ƚŽŚĂǀĞƐĂŝĚƐŽŵĞǇĞĂƌƐĞĂƌůŝĞƌ͕ǁŚĞŶ
ĂƐŝŵŝůĂƌŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇŚĂĚĐŽŵĞƚŽŚŝŵ͕ƚŚĂƚŚĞŚĂĚŶŽŶĞĞĚƚŽďƌŝďĞŚŝŵƐĞůĨ]];
(b3, trollope-1882,174.301)
In addition, the results of Query 6.8 included object control structures, which meant
that all results needed to be analysed by hand. The relevant examples are discussed
below, supplemented with examples of ECM passives which I came across in the
corpus in different searches (for instance for the recipient passives).
Results and discussion
Table 6.23 presents the frequency of the ECM passive in the corpora, given as before
both against the number of passives in each period and against the number of
words.
Table 6.23 Frequency of ECM passives in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
Period
ECM
All passives
% ECM
No. of
passives
passives
words
E1
E2
E3
B1
B2
B3

38
91
120
35
99
50

6282
6545
5741
3528
4797
3330

0.60
1.39
2.09
0.99
2.06
1.50

567795
628463
541595
298764
368804
281327

ECM
passives per
1,000 words
0.067
0.145
0.222
0.117
0.268
0.178

Against all passives: E1-E2: p < .001; E2-E3: p < .005; E3-B1: p < .001; B1-B2: p < .001; B2-B3: p = .07

Judging from Table 6.23, the ECM passive becomes more established after the first
subperiod, reaching 1.39% of all passives and 0.145 per 1,000 words in E2, after
which it continues to show either similar or somewhat higher numbers, with the
exception of B1. The table shows no clear development over time, with quite
considerable variation between subperiods, ranging from 0.99% and 2.09% in terms
of percentages and from 0.117 and 0.268 in terms of occurrences per 1,000 words.
In both cases, there is a considerable decrease from E3 to B1, which may be caused
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by differences between the PPCEME and the PPCMBE corpora: the PPCEME is a
larger corpus and may present a slightly different selection of genres; the ECM in
particular may be sensitive to this. Overall, the ECM passive does not seem to be a
widespread construction, with examples in E1 found in only 13 of the 71 texts in the
corpus. There is also still evidence of influence from Latin, with 13 examples of the
38 in E1 originating from a translation of ŽĞƚŚŝƵƐ. The restricted use of the ECM
passive is also visible in the over-representation of certain texts in the corpus: for
instance, in E3, two texts (ŽĞƚŚŝƵƐ and tĂůƚŽŶ) account for more than a quarter of
all examples (33, 27.5%) and in B1, one text (WƌŝĞƐƚůǇ) accounts for more than one
third of all examples (12, 34.3%).
In addition to the somewhat small number of texts that contain ECM passives,
the ECM passive is used with only a limited range of verbs. The number of times
each verb occurs per subperiod varies considerably, ranging from 2.2 to 4.8, but it is
more than 4 in three periods. This is considerably higher than for instance the
prepositional passive, where this number ranged from 1.6 to 2.1, and can be seen as
evidence for it being a fixed pattern or template, occurring only with a limited range
of verbs. There are a number of verbs that occur in all six subperiodsand account for
many of the examples: ƚŚŝŶŬ͕ƐĂǇ͕ĨŝŶĚandŬŶŽǁ. Their frequency differs across the
periods, but ƐĂǇalways occurs as one of the three most frequent verbs—in E2 and
E3 as the single most frequent verbs, with a considerable difference with the runnerup: 28 instances of ƐĂǇ in E2, with only 12 for ŬŶŽǁ in second place, and in E3, 24
instances of ƐĂǇ͕ with ƚŚŝŶŬ in second place with 13 instances. Interestingly, the
prototypical ECM passive verb, ďĞůŝĞǀĞ, only occurs infrequently in this corpus, with 1
example in E3 and 1 in B3.
Most of the examples in the first periods seem to be what Noël defines as
regular passives; in other words, these cannot be classed as belonging to the group
with an evidential reading that develop into a fixed pattern (Noël 2008: 317-318, see
Section 3.4.2.3). The most important characteristic for the regular passive is that it
refers to an actual speech act, and that the person responsible for this act should be
identifiable. In contrast, an evidential reading of ‘hear-say’ or of “shed[ding]
responsibility for the truthfulness” (Noël 2008: 318). Consider the following
examples.
(31) ƚƚŽƌŶĞǇ͘/ŶƚŚŝƐŝůůƚŚĞƵŬĞis proved toďĞϰϬ͕
(thoward2-e2-p2,105.412)
(32) dƌƵĞůǇ͕ĂůůƚŚĞƐĞƚŚŝŶŐĞƐŚĂƵĞben shewedďĞĨŽƌĞ͕toďĞĂůůŽŶĞƚŚŝŶŐĞ͘
(boethco-e1-h,76.356)
(33) ŽƌŝĨĂŶǇƉĞƌƐŽŶĞwere perceiued toďĞĂďƐĞŶƚ͕ŽƌǁĞƌĞƐĞŶĞƚŽůĂƵŐŚĞĂƚƚŚĞ
ĨŽůǇĞŽĨƚŚĞĞŵƉĞƌŽƵƌ͕ŚĞǁĂƐĨŽƌƚŚĞǁŝƚŚĂĐĐƵƐĞĚ͕ĂƐŝƚǁĞƌĞ͕ŽĨ
ŵŝƐƐƉƌŝƐŝŽŶ͗ǁŚĞƌďǇƚŚĞĞŵƉĞƌŽƌĨŽƵŶĚĞŽĐĐĂƐŝŽŶƚŽĐŽŵŵŝƚƚĞĞŚŝŵƚŽƉƌŝƐŽŶ
ŽƌƚŽƉƵƚŚǇŵƚŽƚŽƌƚƵƌĞƐ͘(elyot-e1-h,27.56)
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In example (31), the ‘speech act’ is given in the sentence itself, ƚŚŝƐ ŝůů, while in
example (32), the only possible interpretation is that there has actually been
someone who has shown that ƚŚĞƐĞƚŚŝŶŐĞƐare ŽŶĞƚŚŝŶŐĞ, even though this person
is not mentioned. In example (33), finally, there is the possibility of an evidential
reading if only the first sentence is considered (ƐĞŶĞƚŽůĂƵŐŚĞ), but in the following
sentence it becomes clear that the author refers to a situation where there are
actual people seeing these persons laugh: there is a consequence for these persons,
so they must have been seen; it is not a hypothetical situation that is described, or a
situation of hear-say.
The evidential reading that is characteristic for the ECM passive in PDE does not
dominate the use of the ECM passive in the first subperiods, but increases in
frequency in later subperiods. In the E1 period, there are no clear examples of
evidential ECM passives. The first examples of a passive with an evidential reading
are found in E2, given in (34) and (35).
(34) dŚĞ ƌĞƉƵƚĞĚ ƵƚŚŽƌ ƚŚĞƌŽĨ is said to ďĞĞ Ă ĨĂŵŽƵƐ ƉƌĂĐƚŝǌĞƌ ŝŶ ŚŝƌƵƌŐĞƌǇ͕
ĚǁĞůůŝŶŐĂƚDŽƵŶƚƉĞůŝĞƌŝŶ&ƌĂŶĐĞ
(clowes-e2-h,31.282)
(35) ŚĞĞis thought toďĞĞǁŽŽƌƚŚƚǁĞŶƚǇŶŐůŝƐŚŵŝůůŝŽŶƐ͗
(coverte-e2-h,37.156)
In these two examples the author himself does not describe a specific ‘speech act’
or take responsibility for these observations. Rather, he puts the responsibility for
the opinions with some unmentioned person. In later periods, there are more
examples of evidential readings, as for instance the following examples.
(36) /ĨĂĚŽŶŝƐĐƌƵƐƚǇĂŶĚƐŝůĞŶƚŚĞis held toďĞĂƌƌŽŐĂŶƚ͖
(b3, benson-190X,113.261)
(37) dŚŽƵŐŚƚƐŽĨǇĞůůŽǁĨĞǀĞƌĂŶĚƚŚĞůĂŶĚͲĐƌĂďƐ͕ǁŚŝĐŚwere said toĞĂƚƚŚĞďŽĚŝĞƐ
ŽĨƉĞŽƉůĞǁŚŽǁĞƌĞďƵƌŝĞĚƚŚĞƌĞ͕ŽĐĐƵƌƌĞĚƚŽŵĞ͖
(b3, fayrer-1900,9.223)
In the MBE period, the evidential reading accounts for more of the examples,
although regular passives can also still be found—as indeed Noël (2001) has already
shown in his definition of these types of ECM passives based on PDE data.
Interestingly, the increase in examples with a clear evidential reading coincides with
the later stages in the grammaticalization of the modals, from full verbs in OE to
auxiliaries with limited syntax and morphology in EModE and MBE, and a designated
function of marking modality (cf. Lightfoot 1979, Warner 1993).
Another observation with respect to the type of verbs that occur in the ECM
passive is that the passive examples contain some verbs that are unexpected from a
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PDE perspective. These were included because the selection was not based on
specific verbs but on the structure of ƚŽ ďĞ-past participle-infinitival ƚŽ; the only
examples that were excluded were clear object control structures. The fact that
there are other verbs that occur in this pattern suggests that the ECM passive was
not yet limited to the verbs of thinking and declaring. Consider the following
examples.
(38) ĨŽƌĐĞƌƚĂŝŶůǇ͕ĂďŽĚǇƚŚĂƚŚĂƐƐŽŵĂŶǇƉŽƌĞƐŝŶŝƚĂƐƚŚŝƐ is discover'd to have͕
ĨƌŽŵĞĂĐŚŽĨǁŚŝĐŚŶŽůŝŐŚƚŝƐƌĞĨůĞĐƚĞĚ͕ŵƵƐƚŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌŝůǇůŽŽŬďůĂĐŬ͕͙
(hooke-e3-p1,101.27)
(39) ^͘KƐǁĂůĚĞƐis countid to beĂƵŶĐŝĞŶƚ͘
(leland-e1-h,73.101)
(40) dŚĞDƵƐŬůĞƐŽĨƚŚĞŶĞĐŬ͕ĂĨƚĞƌ'ĂůĞŶ͕are numbred to be͘ǆǆ͘ŵŽƵŝŶŐƚŚĞŚĞĂĚ
ĂŶĚƚŚĞŶĞĐŬĞ͘
(vicary-e1-p2,46.75)
The verbs in these sentences do not appear to have meanings of thinking and
declaring (cf. the list from Postal (1974) and Los (2005) in (44) and (45) below) and
are unlikely to occur with a ƚŽ-infinitive in PDE. These examples, which represent
regular passives in Noël’s terms, show that the evidential use was not yet in place;
the evidential reading mostly relies on the semantics of verbs of thinking and
declaring.
Finally, let us consider the active ECM constructions in the two corpora.
Technically speaking, there should be a difference in annotation between an ECM
construction and an object control structure, as follows.
(41) [IP-MAT dŚĞ ƵƚŚŽƌ ŽĨ ƚŚŝƐ ŽŽŬ, [VBP ƐŚĞǁƐ] [IP-INF [NP-SBJ ƚŚŝƐ DĞƚŚŽĚ ŽĨ
ĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ] ƚŽďĞŶƚŝĞŶƚĂŶĚ/ŶĨĂůůŝďůĞ]],
(b1,anon-1711,7.65)
(42) Ƶƚ ůĞƚ ƵƐ ŶŽǁ ĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞ Ă ůŝƚƚůĞ ƵƉŽŶ ƚŚĞ ĨĞǁ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ǁŚŝĐŚ /WͲ^h EWͲ^: ŽƵƌ
ĨĞĞďůĞƌĞĂƐŽŶ] [VBP ƉĞƌŵŝƚƐ] [NP-OB1 ƵƐ] [IP-INF ƚŽŬŶŽǁŽĨƚŚĞƉƌŽĨŽƵŶĚĂďǇƐƐŽĨ
ƚŚĞŝǀŝŶŝƚǇ.]]
(b2,boethri-1785,173.417)
In (41), the subject of the infinitive is annotated as being part of the infinitival clause,
while in (42), the subject of the infinitive is coded as being outside the infinitival
clause, as an object of the finite clause. However, it seems that some ECM examples
are also coded in this second way, witness example (43).
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(43) &ŽƌŝĨƚŚĞŝƌDĂƐƚĞƌƐƉĞƌĨĞĐƚůǇƵŶĚĞƌƐƚŽŽĚƚŚĞ>ĂƚŝŶdŽŶŐƵĞ͕ĂƐ/WͲ^hEWͲ^:/sW
ƐƵƉƉŽƐĞ] [NP-OB1 ƚŚĞŵ] [IP-INF ƚŽĚŽ]] ĂŶĚĂůǁĂǇƐƚĂůŬΖĚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŵŝŶƉƵƌĞ>ĂƚŝŶ͕
ƚŚĞǇĐŽƵΖĚŶŽƚĨĂŝůŽĨƚĂůŬŝŶŐŝƚůĞŐĂŶƚůǇůŝŬĞǁŝƐĞ.
(b1,anon-1711,8.72)
For this reason, I used queries to select both types of sentences and added a
requirement on the type of verb, selecting specific ECM verbs. Two groups of verbs
were used. The first group of verbs is based on Los’s list of verbs of thinking and
declaring, which in turn is based on Postal (1974), repeated in (44). The second
group is based on the verbs that were found with passive ECM, given in (45).
(44) ĐŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ͕ ĂĚŵŝƚ͕ ĂĨĨŝƌŵ͕ ĂůůĞŐĞ͕ ĂƐƐƵŵĞ͕ ďĞůŝĞǀĞ͕ ĐĞƌƚŝĨǇ͕ ĐŽŶĐĞĚĞ͕
ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌ͕ ĚĞĐůĂƌĞ͕ ĚĞĐƌĞĞ͕ ĚĞĚƵĐĞ͕ ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞ͕ ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞ͕ ĚŝƐĐĞƌŶ͕ ĚŝƐĐůŽƐĞ͕
ĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚ͕ ĞƐƚŝŵĂƚĞ͕ ĨĞĞů͕ ĨŝŐƵƌĞ͕ ĨŝŶĚ͕ ŐĂƚŚĞƌ͕ ŐƌĂŶƚ͕ ŐƵĂƌĂŶƚĞĞ͕ ŐƵĞƐƐ͕ ŚŽůĚ͕
ŝŵĂŐŝŶĞ͕ ŝŶƚƵŝƚ͕ ũƵĚŐĞ͕ ŬŶŽǁ͕ ŶŽƚĞ͕ ƉŽƐŝƚ͕ ƉƌĞƐƵŵĞ͕ ƉƌŽĐůĂŝŵ͕ ƉƌŽǀĞ͕ ƌĞĐŬŽŶ͕
ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞ͕ ƌĞŵĞŵďĞƌ͕ ƌĞƉŽƌƚ͕ ƌĞǀĞĂů͕ ƌƵŵŽƵƌ͕ ƐĂǇ͕ ƐŚŽǁ͕ ƐƉĞĐŝĨǇ͕ ƐƚĂƚĞ͕
ƐƚŝƉƵůĂƚĞ͕ƐƵƉƉŽƐĞ͕ƐƵƌŵŝƐĞ͕ƚĂŬĞ͕ƚŚŝŶŬ͕ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ͕ǀĞƌŝĨǇ
(45) WĞƌĐĞŝǀĞ͕ƐĞĞ͕ĐŽƵŶƚ͕ĚĞĞŵ͕ĐŽŶĐĞŝǀĞ͕ĂĚũƵĚŐĞĚ͕ĂĐĐŽƵŶƚĞĚ͕ĂŶŶĂů͕ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĞĚ͕
ĚĞŶŝĞĚ͕ĚŝƐĐŽǀĞƌĞĚ͕ĞƐƚĞĞŵĞĚ͕ĨĂďůĞĚ͕ŚĂǀĞ͕ŚĞĂƌĚ͕ŵĞĂŶ͕ŵĞŶƚŝŽŶ͕ŶƵŵďĞƌ͕
ŽďƐĞƌǀĞ͕ŽǁŶ͕ƌĞĐŽƌĚ͕ƌĞƉƵƚĞ͕ƐƵƐƉĞĐƚ
Queries 6.9 and 6.10 below were used in combination with this list of verbs.
YƵĞƌǇϲ͘ϵ Active ECM in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
a. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *SBJ*
b. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *VBD*|*VBP*|VB
c. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms IP-INF*
d. IP-INF idoms NP-SBJ*
e. IP-INF* idoms TO
YƵĞƌǇϲ͘ϭϬ Active object control in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
a. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *SBJ*
b. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms *VBD*|*VBP*|VB
c. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms IP-INF*
d. IP-MAT*|IP-SUB* idoms NP-OB*
e. *VBD*|*VBP*|VB precedes NP-OB*
f. NP-OB* precedes IP-INF*
g. IP-INF* idoms TO
The difference between the two queries is that the ECM query selects clauses with a
subject in the infinitival clause, while the object control query selects clauses with an
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object in the finite clause. The results were analysed by hand, but I made no
distinction between different uses of verbs, for instance ĨŝŶĚ (actual finding versus
opinion). Table 6.24 presents the frequency of the relevant examples.
Table 6.24 The frequency of passive and active ECM in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
Sub
Passive
Active
% Passive
No. of
Passive
Active
period
ECM
ECM
ECM
words
ECM per
ECM per
1,000
1,000
words
words
E1
38
43
46.9
567795
0.067
0.076
E2
91
149
37.9
628463
0.145
0.237
E3
120
146
45.1
541595
0.222
0.270
B1
35
54
39.3
298764
0.117
0.181
B2
99
62
61.5
368804
0.268
0.168
B3
50
36
58.1
281327
0.178
0.128
For the balance active/passive across the subperiods: ʖ²(5) 28.29, p < .001

Interestingly, this table shows that the passive and active are in equal distribution in
the first four subperiods, with the passive representing between just over 40 and
just over 50 per cent of the occurrences of these verbs. This distribution changes in
the B2 and B3 period, where the passive makes up over 60 per cent of the instances.
The last column shows how the active, after an increase in E2 up to 0.237, gradually
becomes less frequently attested in the corpora, consistently decreasing to 0.128 in
B3. These results present a refinement of earlier findings of an even more skewed
distribution of active and passive, but the ECM nevertheless presents a markedly
different distribution of active and passive than the overall corpora, with the average
being roughly 20% passives. Moreover, individual verbs may behave differently:
among the most common verbs in active and passive, some are used virtually only in
the passive (for example, ƐĂǇ: 1 active and 96 passive examples in the two corpora),
while others occur more often in the active than in the passive (for example, ŬŶŽǁ:
73 active and 30 passive).
In conclusion, the ECM passive gradually becomes a more stable construction,
with some indications of initial restrictions of genre and Latin influence. The
evidential use that is often found in PDE also seems to have developed over time,
because it is not attested in the first subperiod. Interestingly, the data show that,
contrary to expectations from a PDE perspective, there is still quite a high number of
active ECM examples in the corpus, although the distribution of active and passive in
the ECM passive is decidedly different from regular active/passive distribution in the
corpora. Finally, the development towards an even greater dominance of the passive
in the ECM construction, based on use with the verbs of thinking and declaring, only
seems to take place in the Modern British period.
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6.3.4
Summary and conclusions
This section has examined how the new passives—prepositional, recipient and
ECM—became a fixed part of the language, and has considered the development of
these passives against the general development of the passive as described in the
previous section. The three passives all become more stable constructions, in the
sense that they all show an increase in the early EModE period, and continue to be
used at roughly the same rate from then on, with some showing an increase in the
last period. All three passives are lexically restricted by the availability of a specific
type of argument structure in the active, which means that there is a limit to the
number of verbs with which they occur and to how frequent they can become.
After their contemporaneous joint introduction in the fourteenth century, the
new passives mostly show individual stories of development. In the case of the
prepositional passive, the increase in frequency is consistent over the periods, and is
similar to the overall development of the passives. While there are some signs that
the prepositional passive is grammatically restricted, there are more signs that it is a
fully productive pattern which actually increases in possibilities over time. The
recipient passive, in turn, only shows a minor development towards establishment in
the first subperiods, and it remains a marginal construction until there are some
signs of an increase in the final part of Modern British period. In that same period, it
also, for the first time, is the most frequent passive of a ditransitive with two
nominal complements, as the theme passive decreases in frequency. The ECM
passive, finally, also shows an initial increase, although there is no consistent
increase over the following centuries and percentages continue to vary considerably
between subperiods (and texts). Interestingly, the active ECM remains quite frequent
in the corpus, despite the general frequency of the passive version. In conclusion,
the real changes in the use of these new passives seem to take place only in the last
periods, which is slightly later than the general development of the passive.
Nevertheless, it still falls into the expected periods for the responses to the
developments in the clause-initial position and the need for subjects.

Section 6.4

Middles and non-agentive subjects

This section broadens the perspective and investigates two strategies—middles and
non-agentive subjects—which, like the passive, function as subject creators, and can
be seen as another response to the reliance on subjects for encoding unmarked
themes after the loss of V2 and hence to a need for subject strategies. These
strategies make English stand out both with respect to its sister languages, and from
a cross-linguistic perspective. Previous researchers have ascribed the occurrence of
(some of) these strategies to the rigid SVO order in English (Kirkwood 1978), to the
loss of case (Hawkins 1986), and more recently to the loss of V2 (Los 2009, Los &
Dreschler 2012). An important question for the current study is not just whether
these strategies function as subject creators in PDE, but also whether these
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strategies are innovations in the history of English. In this section, I present evidence
from the literature and the annotated corpora for the claim that they are indeed
post-V2 innovations.
The most frequent type of middle (see Keyser & Roeper 1984, Hundt 2007), as
illustrated with some recent examples in (46)-(47), uses an active intransitive verb in
combination with an adverb, resulting in a passive meaning.
(46) A: It seems to be impressing our American friend.
B: Americans impress easily
(Inspector Lewis, Series 2, Episode ŶĚƚŚĞDŽŽŶďĞĂŵƐ<ŝƐƐƚŚĞ^ĞĂ)
(47) I think [Kate Middleton] photographs better than she knits.
(Graham Norton Show, Series 9, Episode 1, 15 April 2011)
The meaning of these sentences is passive: Americans ĂƌĞ ĞĂƐŝůǇ ŝŵƉƌĞƐƐĞĚ; she ŝƐ
ƉŚŽƚŽŐƌĂƉŚĞĚďĞƚƚĞƌ than ƐŚĞŝƐŬŶŝƚƚĞĚ, i.e. she looks better on a photograph than
as a knitted figure. What makes the middles relevant for the present investigation is
that they create non-agentive, and hence non-canonical, subjects and as such
represent an additional strategy in English to create subjects. In addition to the
middles, it has been observed that PDE subjects are more generally less restricted to
the semantic role of agent. Rohdenburg (1974) presents an extensive collection of
English examples which contain a non-agentive and inanimate subject, as in (48) and
(49), which are impossible in German.
(48) This hotel forbids dogs.
(49) This tent sleeps four.
(Rohdenburg 1974, as quoted by Hawkins 1986: 58, his 4.10 and 4.17)
Several authors, including Rohdenburg (1974), Hawkins (1986) and Toyota (2008),
have claimed that both middles and the use of these non-agentive subjects are
innovations in the history of English, although the evidence for this claim is limited.
Previously, authors have explained the existence of these constructions with
reference to the strict SVO order in English, but more recently Los (2009) and Los &
Dreschler (2012) have connected the development to the loss of V2. Kirkwood
(1978: 239), for instance, claims that the non-agentive subjects, like passives, are a
response to the strict SVO word order in English, as a means to reorder information
in the sentence to achieve given-before-new (what he calls theme-rheme). Hawkins
(1986) also takes up this idea, adding that the loss of case is ultimately the cause,
because it led to the strict SVO order. However, these authors overlook the position
of Dutch—a closely-related language, but one which has lost the major case
markings, like English, and unlike English, has not acquired a strict SVO word order.
Los (2009) and Los & Dreschler (2012) include non-agentive subjects in the range of
consequences of the loss of V2, building on the need for subject strategies.
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The section is structured as follows. Section 6.4.1 aims to define the
prototypical middle and some related constructions, and attempts to draw a
diachronic picture for the occurrence of middles. Section 6.4.2 discusses in more
detail the non-agentive subjects and again aims to find evidence for the claim they
are innovations in the history of English. Section 6.4.3 concludes.
6.4.1
Middles
This section provides a definition for a range of middle constructions and presents a
syntactic analysis that relates them structurally to passives and unaccusatives. I then
attempt to substantiate the proposal put forward in the literature (e.g. Visser 1973,
Kirkwood 1978 and Hawkins 1986) that these middles are ME or EModE innovations,
in order to establish to what extent the date of their introduction and development
provides evidence for the hypothesis that they are another response to the need for
subjects after the loss of V2.
6.4.1.1 Defining middles
The key characteristic of middles is that they have active morphology but a passive
interpretation, as illustrated in (50) with a what I will call ‘prototypical’ middle, which
has an intransitively used verb in combination with an adverb.
(50) Bureaucrats bribe easily.
(Keyser & Roeper 1984:383)
In addition to the type of middle in (50), there are other types, for instance without
an obligatory adverb, and consequently there is some debate on the defining
characteristics of middles (see Ahn & Sailor to appear and Hundt 2007 for an
overview). There nevertheless seems to be consensus in the literature on at least
two aspects of middles: the non-agentive nature of the subject and the relation to
verb transitivity alternations.
Ahn & Sailor present the non-agentive nature of the subject as one of the
“exceptionless” properties of middles, based on the literature on middles since
Keyser & Roeper’s (1984) early publication. This property relates middles to passives,
as illustrated in the following examples.
(51) a. Mobsters bribe bureaucrats easily.
b. Bureaucratsŝbribe Ğ.Đ.ŝeasily.
c. Bureaucratsŝare bribed Ğ.Đ.ŝeasily.

(Active)
(Middle)
(Passive)
(Ahn & Sailor to appear: 5, their 17)

The internal argument in the active, ďƵƌĞĂƵĐƌĂƚƐ͕occurs as the grammatical subject
both in the middle in (51)b and in the passive in (51)c, leaving a trace in its original
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position—shown by Ahn & Sailor’s “e.c.” for empty category. This also means that
middles cannot be used with agent-oriented adverbs, as illustrated in (52).
(52) a. Students always translate Greek begrudgingly.
(Active)
b. Greek is always translated begrudgingly.
(Passive)
c. *Greek always translates begrudgingly.
(Middle)
(Ahn & Sailor to appear: 6, their 22)

The second property of middles is their similarity to transitivity alternations:
like the standard intransitive/transitive distinction—as illustrated in (53)—middles
take a verb which is traditionally a transitive verb, and use it intransitively.
(53) a. The sun melted the ice.
b. The ice melted.
(Keyser & Roeper 1984: 381, their 2)
For Keyser & Roeper, following Burzio (1981), ergatives such as (b) are lexically
intransitive (similar to intransitives like ƐůĞĞƉ), i.e. they do not have an internal
argument when they are base-generated. Keyser & Roeper propose that middles, in
contrast, are lexically transitive: they are generated initially with an internal
argument, but this internal argument is deleted in the syntactic derivation. Hundt
(2007) presents additional examples where the middle takes an typical transitive
verb like ƐŚŽĐŬin (54)a, but uses it intransitively, as in (54)b.
(54) a. It did not shock me.
b. After almost four years in the Senate, Barbara Boxer doesn’t shock easily.
(EĞǁƐǁĞĞŬ͕8 September 1997, p. 38)
(Hundt 2007: 8, her 3c)
In short, the middle allows verbs to occur intransitively which would not normally
occur in an intransitive version.
In addition to these properties of non-agentive subjects and transitivity
alternations, several other properties have been discussed, some of which also
relate to the types of verbs used in middles. For instance, Ahn & Sailor translate the
condition on the verbs by saying that the verbs used in middles must be causative, as
shown in (55), and non-stative, as shown in (56).
(55) a. Causative:
b. Middle:

You can easily {raise/*rise} this flag if you use a pulley.
This flag {raises/*rises} easily if you use a pulley.

(56) a. Active:
b. Middle:

You can easily {store/keep} all the tools in the shed.
All the tools {store/*keep} easily in the shed.
(Ahn & Sailor to appear: 6, their 24a-b and 25a-b)
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The middle in (55)b is only grammatical with the causative version of the verb, ƌĂŝƐĞ͕
while in (56)b, it is only possible with the non-stative ƐƚŽƌĞ. This may not be as strong
a condition as presented by Ahn & Sailor, and may be problematic as a generalization
beyond specific examples; other elements in this sentence may force a middle
reading, such as the presence of ĞĂƐŝůǇ in (55)b. Second, Hundt (2007) points to
another construction to which middles are possibly related, namely reflexive
constructions, as witnessed by the following examples. The middle of (57)a has an
alternative expression in the reflexive (57)b.
(57) a. Heat-sensitive material molds to your body shape.
b. Uses body heat to mold itself to fit your shape exactly (^ŬǇDĂůůĂƚĂůŽŐ͕
Spring 1998, p.37)
(Hundt 2007: 11, her 11a and 11b)
What makes the definition of middles difficult is that there are
counterexamples to most formal properties. Hundt (2007) illustrates the versatility
of middles—which turns out to be much greater than the discussions by Keyser &
Roeper and Ahn & Sailor suggest—with examples that show that middle is not
restricted to one particular range of verbs or grammatical contexts, as those in (58)(61).
(58) […] medium-bodied with a long bracing, acidic finish. […] Should ĐĞůůĂƌ well
for another three years (‘Wine commentary, ŚƌŝƐƚĐŚƵƌĐŚ ^ƚĂƌ͕ 1/5/1996;
attested example from Yoshimura 1998: 155).
(59) […] sleepwear that ŵĂĐŚŝŶĞǁĂƐŚĞƐ (Sears & Roebuck, 1986: 272)
(60) […] the routes are designed to ďŝĐǇĐůĞin a few hours (Frown, F41, 5f.)
(61) These 85s ĂƌĞ ĚƌŝŶŬŝŶŐ well. (This Life, Episode The Plumber Always Rings
Twice, BBC TV, 1997)
(Hundt 2007: 1-2, her 1e, 2d, 3a and 4a)
Example (58) shows that the middle is used with a range of verbs, also unlikely ones
like ĐĞůůĂƌ that cannot normally be used intransitively and are rare as verbs in all
contexts. Example (59) shows that it can be used with compound verbs, while (60)
shows that it can also be applied to verbs that are already intransitive. Finally, (61)
shows that the middle can occur in the progressive, although Hundt notes that these
are especially rare. These examples show both the productivity of the pattern and its
versatility.
The properties of middles pose two questions for the syntactic analysis of these
sentences: merge or non-merge of the external argument and presence or absence
of a VoiceP (for a more complete overview, see Hundt 2007). First, as for the passive,
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there is the question whether the external argument is originally merged or not.
Keyser & Roeper (1984) argue that an external argument is originally generated, but
that a clitic “absorbs” case and the agent ɽ-role, somewhat similar to Baker et al.’s
(1989) analysis for the passive. Ackema & Schoorlemmer (1995) in fact propose that
the grammatical subject is the external argument, so no deletion of arguments or
movement of the argument takes place. As Ahn & Sailor point out, many of these
accounts (also Stroik 1992, Fujita 1994 and Hoekstra & Roberts 1993) rely on lexical
rules to explain the deletion of the external argument, and that way violate
minimality conditions: if the external argument is merged, on top of the VP, following
general principles, then the internal argument, merged inside the VP, needs to move
past the external argument in order to move to the surface subject position
(although Fujita 1994 provides a solution for this problem). As an alternative, Ahn &
Sailor propose that the external argument is not originally merged in middles, and
the internal argument moves to the subject position. This analysis is very similar to
the analysis proposed for the passive and unaccusatives in Section 2.3.3 and I will
extend this idea to the analysis of the middles.
A second discussion, also reminiscent of the discussion of the passive, is the
proposal that a VoiceP is involved in the derivation of middles. Ahn & Sailor’s analysis
makes use of a VoiceP on top of the ǀP, following Collins (2005) and Kratzer (1996);
in Collins (2005), Spec,VoiceP is the base-generated position for all external
arguments. Ahn & Sailor’s VoiceP is present in all clauses, but has three different
possible ‘settings’: active, middle or passive. In an active sentence, what is merged in
Spec,VoiceP is the external argument. In a middle construction, the entire vP moves
to Spec,VoiceP, in the absence of an external argument. Recall from Chapter 2 that
for the current work, a VoiceP was dismissed, in favour of a flavours-of-ǀ approach.
I will take the basic analysis of middles to be similar to that of unaccusatives: an
internal argument is moved to Spec,TP because the subject position needs to be
filled; in the absence of an external argument, the internal argument is the closest
available argument. This still leaves the question of what the difference is between
the ergative in (62) and the middle in (63).
(62) The ice melted.
(63) Bureaucrats bribe easily.
The main difference in interpretation seems to be the passive reading (for lack of a
better term) of the middle. I would like to argue that this difference is not syntactic.
The syntactic difference lies solely with the obligatory presence of the adverb in
specifically this prototypical middle. In both the active and the middle, the subject
corresponds to the direct object of a transitive verb, ŵĞůƚŝŶŐand ďƌŝďŝŶŐ͘One source
of difference between the two sentences can then lie with the semantic roles, of
both the internal and external argument. Where the ďƵƌĞĂƵĐƌĂƚƐ can arguably be
said to be the PATIENT, the semantic role of ƚŚĞŝĐĞcan perhaps better be described
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as THEME. This requires a full inventory of roles beyond the number of examples
discussed here.
6.4.1.2 New middles?
In addition to the prototypical middle, several other types of clauses have been
described as middles. First, Ahn & Sailor propose that the following two
constructions—which they call the ĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶ(64) and the ŵĂŬĞconstruction
(65)—should also be analysed as middles.
(64) a. My car seats four people.
b. This bed sleeps five people.

(65) a. Clowns make good fathers.
b. This photo makes a fun dartboard.




(Ahn & Sailor: 1, their 2a-b)

Note that these constructions contain verbs that can also be used transitively, like
many of the prototypical middles. Ahn & Sailor’s claim that these constructions are
middles is based on the fact that they meet the requirements which they consider to
be the “exceptionless” properties of middles, illustrated in the following examples.
(66) a. *Two people are slept by queen size beds.
b. *A lovely drag queen is made by him.
(Ahn & Sailor: 3, their 10a and 13a)
(67) a. These extra-long beds sleep tall guests (*by hoteliers).
b. Thomas will make a great janitor (*by his OCD).
(Ahn & Sailor: 7, their 28b and 29b)
Examples (66)a-b show that the constructions do not allow passive formation;
examples (67)a-b show that an external argument cannot be expressed. However,
while the ungrammaticality of these examples is clear, note that the impossibility of
passivization does not seem to hold for all the verbs mentioned by Ahn & Sailor,
witness example (68).
(68) How many people can be seated in the 2012 London Olympic Stadium?
(http://wiki.answers.com/)
^ůĞĞƉin (66) above does not allow a passive because it only occurs (normally) as an
intransitive (ergative). One of their other claims is also problematic, namely that “the
surface subjects [in the ŵĂŬĞ and ĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶ constructions] bear theta-roles
ŝŶĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚ ǁŝƚŚ ĞǆƚĞƌŶĂů ĂƌŐƵŵĞŶƚƐ” (7, italics mine). They claim that external
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arguments, i.e. subjects in transitive clauses, are normally agent, causer or
experiencer, while these subjects are themes or locatives. It is true that the subjects
in the ŵĂŬĞ and ĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶ constructions do not bear prototypical subject
theta-roles, but the existence of a whole range of non-agentive subjects in PDE, such
as for instance dŚŝƐ ŚŽƚĞů ĨŽƌďŝĚƐ ĚŽŐƐ, shows that “inconsistent” is too strong a
claim.
I would like to propose that both constructions do not in fact represent
middles, but fall within the range of non-agentive subjects allowed in PDE. The ŵĂŬĞ
construction should be analysed as a type of copula construction with a nonagentive subject, while the ĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶconstruction is a regular transitive clause
but also with a non-agentive subject. If they are analysed in this way, the other
properties follow from that, in particular the claim that they cannot express another
external/agent argument—because they already have an external argument—and
the impossibility of passivization.
A second type of sentence that has been analysed as another additional type of
middle is presented by Toyota (2008) for the “necessative passive”, as illustrated in
(69).
(69) The TV needs fixing.
(Toyota 2008: 207)
Toyota describes this construction in terms of modality, which he claims to have “an
important role in its development and existence in PDE” (2008: 211). Toyota does
not use any tests to determine the syntax of the construction. One condition
described in this section that applies straightforwardly is the impossibility of adding
an agent-oriented adverb.
(70) *The TV needs fixing begrudgingly.
What is less obvious is the impossibility of adding an agent ďǇͲphrase. Although (71)
below is clearly problematic, it is possible to find examples with a ďǇ-phrase, witness
(72).
(71) ?The TV needs fixing by John.
(72) Politics is a job that needs doing—by anyone who is interested enough to
train for it and work at it. It’s like housekeeping; someone has to do it.
Whether the job is done by men or women is not important—only whether
the job is done well or badly.
(US Representative Helen Gahagan Douglas, quoted in Wasniewski 2006: 234)
There is a break after “needs doing” in example (72), setting it apart from the rest of
the sentence, but the ďǇ-phrase clearly represents an agent belonging to the verbs
ŶĞĞĚƐ ĚŽŝŶŐ͘ And while the whole construction, or the main clause, cannot be
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passivized, witness (73), it is possible to replace the ĨŝǆŝŶŐwith a passive infinitive,
see (74).
(73) *Fixing is needed by the TV.
(74) The TV needs to be fixed.
The test that the surface subject is an underlying internal argument is problematic
because there are two clauses involved in dŚĞ ds ŶĞĞĚƐ ĨŝǆŝŶŐ͕ as the passive
alternative dŚĞdsŶĞĞĚƐƚŽďĞĨŝǆĞĚshows. The subject is the internal argument of
the lower clause ͚ĨŝǆŝŶŐͬƚŽ ďĞ ĨŝǆĞĚ͕͛ but it is not the internal argument of ŶĞĞĚ͘
Interestingly, another type of construction exists where the lower clause is not a
gerund but a participle as complement, as in (75)-(77), examples from the OED.
(75) dŚŝƐůŽĐŬŶĞĞĚƐƐŽƌƚŝƚ͘dŚĞŚĂŝůŚŽƵƐĞŶĞĞĚƐŐƵƚƚŝƚ͘(1923)

(76) ŽĞƐŵǇŚĂŝƌŶĞĞĚĐŽŵďĞĚ͍(1954)

(77) ,ĞŚŽƉĞĚƚŽŐŽŽĚŶĞƐƐƚŚĂƚDŽƚŚĞƌĂŶĚtĂůƚĞƌŐŽƚďĂĐŬŚŽŵĞďĞĨŽƌĞĞŶŶǇ
ǁŽŬĞƵƉĨƌŽŵŚŝƐŶĂƉĂŶĚŶĞĞĚĞĚĨĞĚ͘(1992)
I would like to propose that these ŶĞĞĚƐĨŝǆŝŶŐexamples canonly marginally be
considered as middles. The middle properties do not straightforwardly apply, and it
seems to be that the middle properties are located in the subclause rather than the
main clause: it is the subclause that lacks an external argument. The only available
argument for the subject position of the main clause is the internal argument of the
subclause, ƚŚĞ ds͘ The different constructions, i.e. the alternation with the passive
infinitive in the lower clause, are accounted for by differences in the morphology of
the lower construction: the form of the non-finite verb, passive morphology or
leaving out the auxiliary.
In conclusion, I have argued against analysing the ŵĂŬĞ and ĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶ
constructions as middles, as proposed by Ahn & Sailor. While there are some
questions about the status of the ŶĞĞĚƐĨŝǆŝŶŐsentences as middles, as proposed by
Toyota (2008), I will include those in the corpus study because they at least contain
some properties of middles and, in addition, represent a construction that can be
easily selected.
6.4.1.3 Middles diachronically
Previous authors have claimed that the middle is an innovation, with many basing
their claim on Visser’s (1963-1973) data (such as Lightfoot 1979, Toyota 2008, Hundt
2007), but the actual data that are available to support this claim are limited. One of
the reasons for the lack of data seems to be the fact that the middle has few unique
syntactic features, which means that finding middles in a corpus is not
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straightforward. However, work on related constructions (Van Gelderen 2011) as
well as work based on different corpora (Hundt 2007 for Modern English, De Smet
2013a for Early and Late Modern English) shows that there is enough suggestive
evidence to support the claim that the middle, if not an actual innovation, in any
case increased in productivity from roughly the seventeenth century onwards,
during the transition from the EModE to the MBE period, and continued to grow into
the twentieth century. This section discusses the data studies presented in the
literature for the prototypical middle and the ŶĞĞĚƐ ĨŝǆŝŶŐ construction,
supplemented where possible with data from the PPCEME and PPCMBE.
The canonical middle: The book sells well
The canonical middle, of the type ƚŚĞ ďŽŽŬ ƐĞůůƐ ǁĞůů͕ is described in several early
grammars, such as Sweet (1900: 90, §249), who calls them ‘passivals’, and Jespersen
(1909-1949: §16.8), who presents a list of examples from a range of texts and
periods, although not ordered diachronically. Visser (1963-1973) presents a more
extensive list of examples. He describes the actions in these middles as “quasiautomatic”, as if there is no agent present (1963-1973: §163). The earliest example
in his list is the following fifteenth-century sentence.
(78) 'ƌĞƚĞƉůĞǇŶƚĞ͙ŽĨtǇŶĞƐŵĂĚĞŶǇŐŚƚŚĞƐĞŝĚĞWŽƌƚǌĐŽŵĞŝŶƚŽƚŚŝƐůŽŶĚĞ͙
ĂƚĞ ƚŚĂƚ ƚǇŵĞ ͙ ƚŚĞ ƚŽŶŶĞ ŽĨ ƐƵĐŚ tǇŶĞƐ solde better chepe by a gretter
quantiteƚŚĂŶŝƚŝƐŶŽǁ͛[MMED]. 1437, Rule Parlt. 5, 113b
This first verb to occur in the list, ƐĞůů, is also the most frequent in the list, with
examples from the seventeenth, eighteenth, and twentieth century. Other early, i.e.
pre-1700, verbs include ƐŽŝů (1530), ƉƵůů (1641) ƐƚĞĞƌ (1669), ƚĞůů (1584), ƉĞĞů ŽĨĨ
(1634) and ǀĞŶĚ(1622). The examples become more frequent from the eighteenth
century onwards, although the total number of examples given by Visser is only 42.
Interestingly, Visser includes ŽƉĞŶ, one of the typical alternation verbs, which means
that it can be used as an intransitive in sentences which are not middles (dŚĞĚŽŽƌ
ŽƉĞŶĞĚ). Yet the example from Visser, given in (79), clearly has a middle reading,
rather than an simple unergative reading, probably because of the adverb.

(79) /ƚƐĐ͘ƚŚĞďŽŽŬopened very easilyĂƚĂĐĞƌƚĂŝŶƉĂŐĞ͘
A. Christie, Evil under Sun (Pock. Bks) 163.
The OED gives additional types of examples with ƐĞůů ϵϱ, but only from the
seventeenth century onwards, as shown in (80)-(83). Note, incidentally, that ƐĞůů is
one of the few verbs for which this use is given separately in the OED.

95

Visser also used the OED but did not include these examples.
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(80) 1656 There is no Merchandize in this Ware-House which sels better, then
certain Fans.
(81) 1833 They sell at about a shilling a dozen.
(82) 1851 I found a bookseller to publish my treatise. It sold well.
(83) 1896 This, madame, is selling very well.
Not all sentences above have the format of the prototypical middle with an adverb,
but instead have different complementation patterns, such as ƐĞůů Ăƚ Ă ĂďŽƵƚ Ă
ƐŚŝůůŝŶŐĂĚŽǌĞŶin (81).
These examples suggest that middles are already used during the periods
covered by the PPCEME and PPCMBE. However, attempts to find these middles in
the corpora proved unsuccessful. It is possible to select clauses which have a finite
verb and an adverb, without an object, complement ƚŚĂƚͲclause and passive
participle, but this results in around 3,000 clauses in the PPCMBE which include
many irrelevant examples. If only lexical verbs (and not auxiliaries and modals) are
selected, and the adverb should immediately follow the lexical verb and should not
be a temporal adverb (which are labelled separately), the result is around 200 to 250
examples for each subperiod, but again, these are mostly irrelevant examples, such
as (84)-(85).
(84) dŚĞDĂƐƚĞƌtalked suavely, interestingly, continuously͘
(b3, benson-190X,107.75)
(85) ƚŚĞǁŽŵĞŶsqueaked feebly͕
(b3, benson-190X,111.173)
The verbs in these examples are inherently intransitive and the adverb only modifies
the active action described by the verb, without changing the sentence into a
middle. The final strategy that I employed was to combine a general search for
sentences with a finite verb and adverb (and without an object or ƚŚĂƚ-clause) with
the verbs that Visser (§168) found as occurring with middles.96 This query resulted in
a small number of examples which may qualify as middles. Consider (86) and (87),
among about 100 examples per subperiod which did not represent middles.

96

The verbs areƐŽŝů͕ƉĞĞů͕ƚĞůů͕ƉƵůů͕ƐƚĞĞƌ͕ǀĞŶĚ͕ƉŽůŝƐŚ͕ƌĞĂĚ͕ƐƉŽŝů͕ƚĞĂƌ͕ƚŚƌĞƐŚ͕ǁĞĂƌ͕ĐŽŵƉŽƐĞ͕ĨƵƐĞ͕ůĞƚ͕
ůŽĂĚ͕ ŵĂŬĞ͕ ŵŝůŬ͕ ƉĂŝŶƚ͕ ƉŚŽƚŽŐƌĂƉŚ͕ ƉůŽƵŐŚ͕ ƐŝŶŐ͕ ƐŵŽŬĞ͕ ƐƵďƐĐƌŝďĞ͕ ƚƌĂŶƐĐƌŝďĞ͕ ƚƌĂŶƐƉůĂŶƚ͕ ǁƌĂƉ͕ ǁƌŝƚĞ͕
ŽƉĞŶ͕ƐĐĂƌĞ͕ƐŚŽĐŬ͕ƚŝƌĞ͘I changed some of the forms to make sure all finite forms and past forms were
included.
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(86) tŚĞŶŽůĚ͕ƚŚĞǇƐĞůůƚŽǀĞƌǇŐŽŽĚĐĐŽƵŶƚĨŽƌĂŶ/ŶůĂŶĚDĂƌŬĞƚ͘ 
(b1, drummond-1718,37.415)
(87) ^ƵĐŚĐŽŽŬƐĂƐĞǆĐĞůůĞĚŝŶƚŚĞĂƌƚŽĨƉƌĞƉĂƌŝŶŐĚŝƐŚĞƐƐŽůĚĨŽƌĨŽƵƌƚĂůĞŶƚƐ͖ 
(b3, long-1866,2,96.494)
In conclusion, while there is evidence from Jespersen (1909-1949), Visser
(1963-1973) and the OED that middles already occur as early as the fifteenth and
sixteenth century, there is little to no evidence of middles in the MBE corpus. Of
course, the lack of examples in the PPCMBE does not mean that middles are not
used during this time; it only means that they do not occur in the corpus, or that the
method of selection was not sufficient. As a result, it is, at this point, not possible to
provide more substantial evidence for the claim that the middles were EModE
innovations or to build a picture of the development of these middles throughout
the centuries.
Hundt (2007): increase in early twentieth century
One solution for the problems with selecting middles automatically in a corpus is to
manually analyse samples of text, which is what Hundt (2007) has done. Her data
are based on twentieth-century material and they provide an interesting insight into
the behaviour of the middle, or mediopassive. Most importantly, she finds an
increase in the use of the middle over the course of the twentieth century.
Hundt’s study consists of a manual analysis of mail-order catalogues from the
American company ^ĞĂƌƐΘZŽĞďƵĐŬfrom four different years: 1897, 1927, 1957 and
1986, following earlier observations that middles are especially frequent in
advertising language. Table 6.25 shows the frequency of the middles in the corpus,
presented together with a range of constructions which Hundt shows to be
connected to the middle or relevant for its development. The selection for the
related constructions is based on the verbs that are used in mediopassive
constructions.
Table 6.25 Mediopassive and alternative constructions in the ^ĞĂƌƐ Θ ZŽĞďƵĐŬ
catalogues (based on the verbs that are used in a mediopassive
construction), (Hundt 2007: 160, her Table 6.3).
Year
Active
Passive
Medio-Pass.inf.
Reflexive
Total
passive
1897
578
584
431
150
8
1751
1927
248
655
499
167
7
1576
1957
2448
730
2670
690
15
6553
1986
1307
290
1119
67
6
2789
Total
4581
2259
4719
1074
36
12669
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A comparison of the numbers for each construction in this table shows that the
mediopassive is a frequently used construction, with 4,719 occurrences in total—
somewhat higher than the active (4,581) and considerably higher than the passive
(2,259). Hundt adds that she found 425 different verbs which make up the 4,719
mediopassive examples, which she takes as evidence for the productivity of the
construction. Hundt provides an overview of the differences in the verbs that are
used in the construction over time, with some going out of use (such as ŵĂŬĞƵƉ͕
see (88), 2007: 161), while others only start to appear in the later catalogues. One
example of this is the new verb ǌŝƉ͕illustrated in (89).

(88) Fabric that “makes up pretty in tailor-made skirts” (^ĞĂƌƐ Θ ZŽĞďƵĐŬ͕ 1897:
305)
(89) Curduroy Slacks .. zip to fit each side of waist (^ĞĂƌƐΘZŽĞďƵĐŬ, 1957: 87)
(Hundt 2007: 162, her 37)
Calculated against the total number of examples with these verbs, Hundt finds that
the mediopassive increases in the twentieth century, from 24.6% to around 40%,
while the passive uses of these verbs decrease (2007: 162-3). She provides
additional percentages based on the exclusion of four verbs, ƐĞůů͕ ƌĞƚĂŝů͕ ĐůĞĂŶ ĂŶĚ
ǁĂƐŚ, which, she observes, have a skewed distribution. This second set of
percentages shows an even more convincing increase of the mediopassive, from
26.1% to 56.6%. Although the mediopassive outnumbers the occurrences in active
transitive sentences in these periods, the selected verbs continue to be used
frequently in active transitive sentences. This means that the middle is not based on
a specific and limited range of verbs but that the middles are really part of an
alternation system which allows for both active, passive and middle use of particular
verbs.
In conclusion, Hundt’s data show that—at least in her selected genre—there is
an increase in the use of the mediopassive construction in the twentieth century.
While her study does not provide information about the development in the
preceding centuries or the first occurrences of the middle, this increase does provide
us with evidence of an increase in what seems to be the most relevant period in all
studies presented in this chapter so far, the late Modern period to the PDE period.
Hundt’s data, then, add to the general impression in the literature that the middle
becomes a more frequent pattern.
The necessative passive: it needs doing
Let us now turn to the other type of middle identified in section 6.4.1.2, the type ŝƚ
ŶĞĞĚƐĚŽŝŶŐ͘Toyota (2008) bases his overview of the diachrony of the construction
on Visser’s data (1963-73: §1788). He identifies three groups of verbs in Visser’s
data: (i) a group of verbs that are no longer used after the seventeenth and
eighteenth century, such as ĂďŝĚĞ͕ĂǀŽŝĚ͕ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞ͕ĞƐĐĂƉĞ͕ůĂĐŬandƐƵĨĨĞƌ; (ii) verbs
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that are only in the nineteenth and twentieth century, such as ĂǁĂŝƚ͕ŵŝƐƐ͕ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚ͕
ƌĞƉĂǇ͕ ƐƚĂŶĚ͖ and (iii) verbs that occur in the construction consistently from 1400
onwards, such as ďĞĂƌ͕ ĚĞƐĞƌǀĞ͕ ŵĞƌŝƚ͕ ŶĞĞĚ͕ ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ͕ ǁĂŶƚ (2007: 207-209). In his
own study—based on parts of the Helsinki corpus, the ARCHER corpus, the LondonLund corpus and the LOB—he finds only 14 examples, all occurring in PDE.
De Smet (2013a) also discusses the ŝƚŶĞĞĚƐĚŽŝŶŐconstruction, which he does
not describe as a middle, but as ‘passival gerund construction’. He relates it to
another construction with a passive interpretation of the gerund, which he calls the
‘passival participle construction’, illustrated in (90). The difference with ƚŚĞdsŶĞĞĚƐ
ĨŝǆŝŶŐis that this construction has an additional direct object.
(90) She needs everything rearranging. (BNC)
(De Smet 2013a: 84, his 10d)
De Smet searches for these two constructions in several historical corpora: the KůĚ
ĂŝůĞǇŽƌƉƵƐ(OBC), the ŽƌƉƵƐŽĨ>ĂƚĞDŽĚĞƌŶŶŐůŝƐŚdĞǆƚƐ(CLMETEV), the ŽƌƉƵƐ
ŽĨ DŽĚ ƚĞǆƚƐ (CEMET), the KǆĨŽƌĚ ŶŐůŝƐŚ ŝĐƚŝŽŶĂƌǇ (OED) and the collected
citations in Visser (1963-73). He finds that the passival gerund construction occurs
with ŶĞĞĚ from the late fourteenth century and with ǁĂŶƚ from the late sixteenth
century onwards, with the first examples given in (91) and (92).
(91) (a1398) ǀĞƌŝĐŚĞƌĞƊĞƐƉƌĂŝĞŽĨĂǀŝŶĞŶĞĚĞƊŬƵƚƚŝŶŐĞĂŶĚƉĂƌŝŶŐĞ͘
(92) (1574) /ƚǁĂƐďƵƚƌŽƵŐŚŚĞǁĞŶďǇŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞƉƌĞŶƚŝƐĞƐ͕ĂŶĚǁĂŶƚĞĚƐƵŵ
ƉŽůŝƐŚŝŶŐďǇƚŚĞĨŽƌŵĂŶ͘
(De Smet 2013a: 85, his 17a-b)
De Smet (2013a) shows that the ŶĞĞĚƐ ĚŽŝŶŐ examples were more productive in
Early and Late Modern English than they are in PDE, showing a more elaborate range
of verbs: ĚĞĐůŝŶĞ, ĞƐĐĂƉĞ, ĨĞĂƌand ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚ(referring to De Smet 2013b: 146-147), in
addition to Visser’s range of verbs. Part of his explanation for the earlier frequency
of the passival gerund is that the gerund could still more easily lead to a passive as
well as an active interpretation, while he ascribes the decline in later periods to an
increase in of active, clausal gerunds (2013a: 86).
Let us turn to the PPCEME and PPCMBE, corpora not included in De Smet’s
data and only partly in Toyota’s study. The ŶĞĞĚƐ ĚŽŝŶŐ construction has a more
distinctive syntactic character than the canonical middle and can for that reason be
straightforwardly selected in the annotated corpora. The following query was used.
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YƵĞƌǇϲ͘ϭϭ‘It needs doing’ in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
a. IP* idoms *VBP*|*VBD*
b. IP* idoms *OB*
c. *VBP*|*VBD* precedes *OB*
d. *OB* idoms N
e. N doms *ing
Lines a and b select clauses with a finite verb and an object, while line c stipulates
that the finite verb should precede the object. The gerunds are coded as nominal
objects, so many of the results consisted of regular nouns ending in –ing (like ŬŝŶŐor
ƚŚŝŶŐ), which meant that the results needed sorting by hand.
Table 6.26 presents the number of examples per period.
Table 6.26 ‘It needs doing’-examples in the PPCEME and PPCMBE
Period
E1
E2
E3
B1
B2
No. of hits
7
3
2
2
3

B3
6

Total
23

The table shows that the construction is not very frequent, with only a handful of
occurrences in each subperiod, but, as expected, it is consistently present in all
periods. There is a clear difference in the types of verb that occur in the EModE
period and the MBE, with an increasing dominance of ǁĂŶƚ and ŶĞĞĚ in the later
periods. In the EModE period, ǁĂŶƚdoes not occur and ŶĞĞĚonly occurs 3 times, of
the total of 12 examples. In total, there are 7 different verbs, with ůĂĐŬ͕as illustrated
in (93), occurring most often, 4 times.
(93) &ŽƌĂƐƚŚĞƐĂǇŝŶŐŝƐ͕ŝƚlacketh wethering
(latimer-e1-h,24P.96)
(94) zŽƵƌůĞƚƚĞƌescaped opening͕
(phenry-e3-p2,343.42)
In the MBE corpus, in contrast, ǁĂŶƚand ŶĞĞĚmake up 9 of the 11 examples (7 and
2, respectively), with ďĞĂƌand ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞaccounting for the two remaining examples.
In conclusion, the data from the PPCEME and PPCMBE confirm the earlier
findings from Visser (1963-1973) and De Smet (2013a) that the ŝƚ ŶĞĞĚƐ ĚŽŝŶŐ
pattern already occurs from the early sixteenth century onwards and continues to
occur throughout all periods. It also confirms that the pattern seems to have allowed
more verbs in earlier periods but has moved towards a restriction in the MBE period,
in that it now mostly occurs with ŶĞĞĚ and ǁĂŶƚ͘ In contrast to the prototypical
middle, then, it is possible to provide a more specific timing for the introduction of
the ŝƚŶĞĞĚƐĚŽŝŶŐpattern: they seem to be a late ME or EModE innovation, with the
first examples occurring around 1400, the same time that the new passives were
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introduced. In contrast to these new passives, however, it becomes a more restricted
pattern over time, rather than growing in possibilities.
A note on valency in the history of English
The final piece of evidence for the proposal that middles are an innovation comes
from Van Gelderen (2011), who investigates basic valency in West Germanic
languages and takes the history of English as a case study. She does not discuss
middles specifically, but investigates the related point of transitivity alternations. Van
Gelderen shows that in the history of English there is an increase in what she calls,
following authors such as Haspelmath (1993) and Comrie (2006), labile verbs: verbs
that can be used both transitively and intransitively. Van Gelderen concludes that OE
already had quite a considerable number of labile verbs compared to its sister
languages, but that the number of exclusively intransitive verbs decreases: 223 OE
intransitive verbs from Visser (1963: 100) become 30 or 40 in Modern English (Van
Gelderen 2011: 119). Example (95) and (96) illustrate two intransitive verbs in OE,
the first unergative and the second unaccusative.
(95) ĐĝŽŶŶĞǁĞƐůĂƉĂĝĨčƐƚĞĝŽŶŶĞǁĞ …
but then we sleep fast then we
‘But then we are fast asleep…’ (WĂƐƚŽƌĂůĂƌĞ͕Hatton 195.5; Visser 1963: 97)
(96) ĝĂƵŶƌŽƚŶĞƐƐĞĝĞĝčƌčĨƚĞƌĐƵŵĂĝ
the sadness which thereafter comes
‘the sadness which comes thereafter’(WĂƐƚŽƌĂůĂƌĞ͕Hatton 187.15)
(2011: 113, her 10 and 12)
In contrast, the number of labile verbs increases: Van Gelderen (2011: 122) shows
that 80 OE labile verbs (based on Visser 1963: 98 and Hermodsson 1952: 196-207)
become about 800 labile in Modern English, based on McMillion (2006: 223-232).
Examples (97) and (98) illustrate an intransitive and transitive use of the OE verb
ďĂĝŝĂŶ.
(97) KŶĚƐĞůĚŽŵŝŶŚĂƚƵŵďĂĝƵŵŚĞŽbaðian ǁŽůĚĞ
and seldom in hot bath she bathe would
‘and she would seldom bathe in hot water’
(Bede 4.19; Visser 1963:99, Miller’s edition 1891:318.15-16)
(98) ĂŶĚǁŽůĚĞƐĞůĚͲŚǁčŶŶĞŚŝƌĞůŝĐĞbaðian ďƵƚĂŶƚŽŚĞĂŚƚŝĚƵŵ
and would seldom her body bathe except at high-holidays
‘and would seldom bathe her body except at high-holidays’
(Aelfric, >ŝǀĞƐ; from Visser 1963:99, as in Skeat 1881:434.44-45)
(Van Gelderen 2011: 120, her 20a-b)
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Van Gelderen’s study does not address the periods between OE and PDE, and
due to the nature of the question (large-scale) and the method (assembled
observations from the literature), there is no possibility to pinpoint the change in a
particular period. What is needed for such detail is a study of the development of
individual verbs as well as a survey of verbs in ME and EModE. However, it is unlikely
that this type of change—i.e. involving a high number of verbs in this way—takes
place within the span of a couple of generations, making it unlikely that it was
already in full swing in ME. Most importantly, what Van Gelderen’s overview shows is
that there is a general tendency of an increase in labile verbs throughout the history
of English, and it might very well be this development that the middles fit in—
making use of this tendency and further increasing the tendency by opening a whole
new range of alternations. Both verb alternations and middles create (previously)
non-canonical subjects and in that way act as a response to the need for subjects in
the periods after the loss of V2.
6.4.1.4 Conclusion
This section has defined the properties of middles and subsequently aimed to find
evidence for the claim presented in the literature that the middles are an innovation
in EModE. This claim could be supported for the ŝƚ ŶĞĞĚƐ ĚŽŝŶŐ construction, with
the data from the PPCEME and PPCMBE confirming earlier findings by Visser (19631973) and De Smet (2013a). For the prototypical middle, however, it was a more
complicated quest because of the lack of unique syntactic features of the middle,
which made it difficult to select middle on the basis of a query. I found no additional
data for earlier studies by Jespersen (1909-1949) and Visser (1963-1973), who gave
fifteenth and sixteenth-century examples. At the same time, evidence was presented
from other studies: Hundt (2007) finds an increase in use of middles in the twentieth
century and Van Gelderen (2011) reports an increase in use of labile verbs
throughout the history of English. In conclusion, there is suggestive evidence that
the canonical middle and the ŝƚ ŶĞĞĚƐ ĚŽŝŶŐ construction were innovations in the
period after the loss of V2 and generally they fit into the broader development
towards more subject strategies and more non-canonical subjects.
6.4.2
Non-agentive subjects
The final development likely to be connected to the development of post-V2 English
towards a subject-initial language is the use of non-agentive subjects, or
“permissive” subjects, as Los & Dreschler (2012) call them. Originally these
observations were based on contrastive studies of German and English (Rohdenburg
1974), which show that English allows for a much wider range of non-agentive
subjects in comparison to German. In light of the current study it is especially
relevant that these observations are based on German, a modern V2 language, but
Callies (2006: 117) points out that these subjects are cross-linguistically marked as
well (referring to Comrie 1989: 75,79 and Blake 1987: 315, 319f.). This section first
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discusses Rohdenburg’s (1974) early observations, then moves on to a more recent
study, from Callies (2006), which attempts to capture these differences between
English and German. Finally, I address the question whether these non-agentive
subjects are innovations in the history of English.
Rohdenburg (1974), as summarized in detail by Hawkins (1986), presents a
large collection of examples from German and English, based on translations and
original texts in both languages. Rohdenburg’s main finding is that English has a
wider range of non-agentive subjects than German, and Hawkins calls it the “greater
semantic diversity of English basic grammatical relations” (1986: 62), stating that this
diversity not only holds for subjects but also for objects. The following examples
show grammatical sentences in English, their ungrammatical translated German
counterparts, and the option that would be the “most natural[…]” translation
(Hawkins 1986: 60).
(99) dŚŝƐŚŽƚĞůforbids dogs.
 /ŶĚŝĞƐĞŵ,ŽƚĞůsind HUNDE verboten.
DOGS are forbidden in this hotel.
(100) dŚĞůĂƚĞƐƚĞĚŝƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞďŽŽŬhas added a chapter.
 /ŶĚĞƌůĞƚǌƚĞŶƵƐŐĂďĞĚĞƐƵĐŚĞƐist EIN KAPITEL hinzugefügt.
In the latest edition of the book A CHAPTER has been added.
(101) dŚŝƐĂĚǀĞƌƚŝƐĞŵĞŶƚwill sell us a lot.
 DŝƚĚŝĞƐĞƌŶǌĞŝŐĞverkaufen WIR viel.
With this advertisement WE will sell a lot.
(Rohdenburg 1974, as quoted by Hawkins 1986: 60-61)
None of the subjects in the English examples are agentive. For instance, the subject
in (99) is locative, in (100) it is a theme, and in (101) it is instrumental. Even in the
cases that the non-agentive subject is marginally acceptable in German, (e.g. ͍ŝĞƐĞ
ƵƚĂƚĞŶďĂĐŬĞŶϰ<ƵĐŚĞŶfor dŚĞƐĞŝŶŐƌĞĚŝĞŶƚƐǁŝůůďĂŬĞϰĐĂŬĞƐ), Hawkins stresses
the fact that English has a clear preference over German for the non-agentive
version. This means that the difference between the two languages is partly
explained in terms of frequency rather than only grammaticality options; Hawkins
calls it a “quantitative claim” (62). The observation that the PPs are the most natural
translation is especially relevant in light of the development of English from local
anchoring using presubject PPs and objects towards a subject-initial language as
described in the previous chapters. The fact that German is a V2 language and may
use the first position for local anchoring just like OE already points to the likelihood
that these types of subjects are an innovation in English.
More recent observations about the differences between English and German
are presented by Callies (2006), who carried out an experiment of translation and
acceptability tests of these types of subjects with German learners of English.
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Examples (102)-(104) illustrate some of the test sentences that were used in the
experiment.
(102) a. Next month sees Garbage and Lenny Kravitz in town.
b. Garbage and Lenny Kravitz will be in town next month.
(103) a. 69 million dollars bought Michael Bloomberg the election as Mayor of New
York.
b. Michael Bloomberg has bought the election as Mayor of New York with 69
million dollars.
(104) a. A major anthrax threat in Washington has closed a second postal facility.
b. A second postal facility in Washington was closed due to a major anthrax
threat.
The participants were first asked whether they thought the sentences were
acceptable. In 50% of the test items, the version with an adjunct scored better than
the version with a non-agentive subject (2006: 120). The reasons given by the
learners for the unacceptability varies from wrong word order to strange meaning,
but the most common reason given is that of “unusual subject” (122). The second
task was a translation task, during which the students had to translate English
sentences with non-agentive subjects into idiomatic German translations. Callies
poimts out that the results of the translation test were not entirely reliable because
some learners gave literal and “highly unidiomatic German translations” (123).
Nevertheless, in half of the sentences the majority of participants changed the nonagentive subject in the English sentence into a PP in the German translation.
Although the number of items and participants is small, meaning that the results
need to be considered with care, Callies’s data further confirm the differences
between German and English, as well as the relation to the local anchoring
presubject position in V2 languages.
In light of the hypothesis that this development is related to the loss of V2, an
important question is whether these non-agentive subjects represent innovations in
the history of English. Several authors in fact present the claim that this is the case,
and date the innovation during the ME or EModE period, but the amount of data
that is available to support this claim is even more circumstantial than for the
middles. Rohdenburg (1974: 12) proposes that the non-agentive subjects (his
“secondary subjectivations”) are innovations in English, but only gives one example:
the relevant use of ůŽƐĞ͕whichis first used in Shakespeare’s time (so around 1600),
according to the NED. At the same time he also notes that most of the non-agentive
uses of verbs are not included in a dictionary. Hawkins (1986: 69) suggests that
secondary subjectivations are a further development from the middle (as intransitive
use of transitive verbs), and links their development to the introduction of the
prototypical middle as described by Visser (1963-73). While the middles are a clear
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indication of a change in semantic roles for the subject, with a non-agentive
argument in a transitive clause becoming the subject of an intransitive clause, and
are as such related to the non-agentive subjects, not all non-agentive subjects are
part of transitivity alternations and the development of non-agentive subjects
should be considered separately from the development of the middles.
The reason for the lack of diachronic data might well be the fact that these
non-agentive subjects are even more difficult to find in a systematic way in a corpus.
Their syntactic structure is similar to the syntactic structure of regular active
sentences with an agentive subject and there is no specific coding on the subject.
Moreover, the range of verbs that allows this construction is quite wide, as
Rohdenburg’s examples show, and there are only a few specific noun+verb
combinations that often occur. Among the examples from Rohdenburg there is one
verb for which the OED gives the non-agentive subject reading,ƐĞĂƚ (which is in fact
one of Ahn & Sailor’s accommodation verbs), as illustrated in examples (104)-(106).
(104) 1828–32 Webster ŵĞƌ͘ ŝĐƚ͘ ŶŐ͘ >ĂŶŐ͘, Seat,..to place in a church; to
assign seats to. In New England..it is customary to seat families for a year or
longer time; that is, assign and appropriate seats to their use.
(105) 1856 C. Merivale ,ŝƐƚ͘ ZŽŵĂŶƐ ƵŶĚĞƌ ŵƉŝƌĞ IV. xli. 535 The first
object..was to seat the greatest number of the people possible.
(106) 1887 WĂůů DĂůů 'Ăǌ͘ 9 Sept. 2/2 Each theatre should be registered and
advertised as capable of seating a specified number.
Note that not all of these examples are entirely the same sort of examples as ƚŚŝƐ
ƚŚĞĂƚƌĞ ƐĞĂƚƐ, but the last example comes close to the intended meaning. Online
searches show that these sentences frequently occur with different subjects as well.
(107) I got me a Chrysler, it seats about 20
(“Love shack”, B-52)
(108) The Gibson Amphitheatre (formerly Universal Amphitheatre) is an indoor
amphitheatre located in Los Angeles, California within Universal City. It seats
up to 6,189 for concerts, including 6,089 chairback seats (3,900 in the main
level and 2,189 in the mezzanine).
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gibson_Amphitheatre)
(109) It tows, it fishes, it seats everyone.
(Advertisement for Triumph boats).
Turning to the PPCMBE, ƐĞĂƚonly occurs once, as “they seat themselves”, but never
with a non-agentive subject. As is the case for some of the earlier studies in this
chapter, it seems that the PPCMBE is too small for lexical searches or for finding
these somewhat marginal constructions.
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Nevertheless, there are some suggestive findings. First of all, occasional early
typical examples of non-agentive subjects can be found in texts not included in the
PPCMBE and PPCEME, for instance in Jane Austen’s ^ĞŶƐĞĂŶĚ^ĞŶƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ, from 1811.
(110) The next morning brought Elinor a letter by the twopenny post, from Lucy
herself.
(^ĞŶƐĞΘ^ĞŶƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ͕chapter 38).
(111) The second day brought them into the cherished, or the prohibited, county of
Somerset,
(^ĞŶƐĞΘ^ĞŶƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ͕chapter 42)
(112) Poor Marianne, languid and low from the nature of her malady, and feeling
herself universally ill, could no longer hope that to-morrow would find her
recovered;
(^ĞŶƐĞΘ^ĞŶƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ͕chapter 43)
In all these examples, the subject is a day (ƚŚĞ ŶĞǆƚ ŵŽƌŶŝŶŐ͕ ƚŚĞ ƐĞĐŽŶĚ ĚĂǇ͕ ƚŽͲ
ŵŽƌƌŽǁ), much like example (102), and these subjects are combined with transitive
verbs which normally take an agentive subject.
In addition, there is some circumstantial evidence that the tendency for nonagentive subjects is a property that English developed over time. This evidence is
based on studies on animacy in English in different stages, a notion which is closely
related to agentivity, illustrated by the fact that all non-agentive subjects presented
in this section are also inanimate. The first piece of evidence comes from Kilpiö’s
(1989) study of the passive in ƵƌĂWĂƐƚŽƌĂůŝƐand ĞĚĞ, comparing these OE texts to
their Latin sources. Kilpiö presents a study of passives in ĞĚĞ and ƵƌĂ WĂƐƚŽƌĂůŝƐ
and describes a number of changes from passive to active and the other way
around, and investigates factors contributing to it. He finds that one of the factors
influencing the choice of a passive or active sentence in OE is the preference in OE
for animate subjects, leading to translations of passives in Latin to actives in OE
(1989: 203-228; 238-240). What this shows is that OE had a preference for animate
subjects, which is clearly still much stronger than it is in PDE. Sometime in the
intervening periods, this must have changed.
The second piece of evidence comes from Komen et al. (2014), who compare
the animacy of subjects in one text from OE to two late Modern English texts and
find an increase in inanimate subjects. Their study is based on a semi-automatic
annotation of animacy in the texts, with the automatic part based on the syntactic
and morphological information that is already available in the annotated PennHelsinki corpora, such as number or person. Rather than looking at subjects
individually, they identify all referents in the text, determine their animacy and
subsequently consider whether they function as subjects at some point in the text.
What they find is that the percentage of inanimate referents functioning at least
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once as subject increases from 43.7% in the OE text to 54.7% in the Late Modern
English text. While Komen et al.’s data are only based on 3 texts, they provide an
interesting first indication that animacy of subjects may have changed in the history
of English, again pointing towards a wider range of semantic roles for the subject.
In conclusion, the synchronic data show quite clearly a tolerance in PDE for
non-agentive and inanimate subjects, and there is some circumstantial historical
evidence that this is a property of subjects that English has developed over the
course of the centuries. It is clear that more detailed studies are necessary to
confirm this development in more detail and provide a time frame for this
development, specifically with respect to the loss of V2 and its consequences.
6.4.3
Summary and Conclusions
This section has investigated the development of middles and non-agentive subjects
in the history of English. The loss of V2 as described in Chapter 5 provides an
explanation as to why the subject was under pressure to extend its semantic
possibilities through middles and non-agentive subjects: with the subject as the
most important element in clause-initial position, there is a greater pressure on the
subject, in terms of the functions it has to perform. As a result, strategies to move
NPs to subject position become more important, and middles and non-agentive
subject constructions provide such a strategy.
The middle, a construction with an active form but a passive interpretation,
seems to be an EModE innovation, or its use has increased since the EModE period.
One type of middle, ŝƚŶĞĞĚƐĚŽŝŶŐ, was traceable in the corpora and indeed seemed
to be an EModE innovation. The canonical middle, ďƵƌĞĂƵĐƌĂƚƐ ďƌŝďĞ ĞĂƐŝůǇ, was
more difficult to trace, with no examples in the PPCEME and PPCMBE. However,
there is some evidence in the literature that these middles are also innovations:
Hundt (2007) describes an increase in the twentieth century, and Van Gelderen
(2011) reports an overall increase in the use labile (so alternating) verbs in the
history of English. The non-agentive subjects that were discussed have fewer
characteristics that make them stand out syntactically, which makes them more
difficult to trace in the corpora. Indeed, the main observation on these non-agentive
subjects comes from contrastive studies of English with German, and clearly shows
the greater tolerance in PDE for non-agentive and inanimate subjects. The historical
evidence consisted only of circumstantial evidence concerning a possible increase in
this tolerance between OE and late Modern or PDE. As with the middles, a more
thorough study is needed to confirm these suggestive findings and describe the
development in detail.

Section 6.5

Conclusion

After a study of the loss of V2 and the related (information-structural) developments
in the previous chapter, this chapter focused on the consequences of the loss of V2
itself, as well as the syntactic and information-structural developments described in
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the previous chapter. In particular, this chapter investigated subject-creating
constructions—passives, middles and non-agentive subjects—in the period after the
loss of V2, starting from the assumption that these strategies provided a response to
the greater need for subjects which followed the loss of local anchoring and the
increase in subject-initial clauses. In addition, these constructions function as
information-rearrangers, another function which is relevant in English after the loss
of alternative information-rearranging constructions, as described in the previous
chapter. In this chapter, I showed that, although the data vary in their robustness,
there is evidence for an increase in the use of all these constructions after the loss of
V2.
Section 6.2 first addressed the question of a possible increase in the use of
passives after the ME period. The data showed an increase both in use of all passives
with respect to active transitive clauses as well as in the use of long passives, most
clearly in the Modern British period, which is slightly later than previously proposed
in the literature. This section also showed that passive subjects informationstructurally fit into the mould of active subjects, showing similar behaviour in terms
of information status and discourse-linking properties. Finally, the long passive by
now had become a fixed syntactic construction, with a standardized way of
expressing the agent and a standard word order, which in turn allowed for a new
function of the long passive, namely that of topic introduction.
Section 6.3 investigated the development of the new passives after their
introduction in the fourteenth century. Where in the ME period there was a clear
connection between the three passives in that they were introduced in roughly the
same period, the developments diverge after the ME period. What the three
passives have in common is that the first subperiod in the EModE sees an increase,
i.e. a further establishment in all three passives. After that, the prepositional passive
slowly continues to become more frequent, while the recipient passive only seems
to become really established towards the end of the MBE period. The study of the
ECM passive, interestingly, showed that the active version of the ECM was still quite
frequent in most of the Early Modern period and only became less frequent in the
later periods, while the passive version remained stable throughout these periods
and slowly acquired the evidential reading it is mostly associated with today. No
longer do the developments of these passives suggest a single change in the
language which can be related to the loss of V2; the link to the need for subject
strategies seems to exist mostly in the general subject-creating and informationrearranging functions that are relevant for all passives.
Section 6.4, finally, focused on two final subject-creating strategies: middles
and non-agentive subjects. Like the passive, these strategies create non-canonical
subjects, but in contrast to the passive, they are less fixed syntactic constructions.
Middles use transitive verbs intransitively, but crucially with a passive-like
interpretation, while non-agentive subjects occur in regular transitive subjects, but
with an unexpected pairing of verb and subject. Most observations on these
constructions come from PDE studies and the diachronic data is limited. Even so, I
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discussed and presented some diachronic evidence that hints at these constructions
being an innovation in EModE and reflecting an overall development from OE to
PDE.
In conclusion, the various studies have illustrated some possible responses to
the need for subjects and information-rearranging strategies after the loss of V2.
Passives, middles and non-agentive subjects all create subjects which are noncanonical, in the sense that they do not use subjects which have a prototypical
thematic role of agent. While some of the studies in this chapter clearly showed the
limits of the corpora, taken together they present an interesting glimpse of what
may have followed the loss of V2: not just a change in the position of the subject,
but a response in terms of a changing use of particular constructions which make
use of the available syntactic possibilities in such a way that an informationstructural need—e.g. for an unmarked discourse-old subject—can also be expressed.
These studies, then, further confirm earlier observations in the literature that
speakers make use of the syntactic means that are available to express the
information-structural needs which are likely to be constant throughout all stages of
the language.

7. Conclusion
This thesis has investigated the interaction between syntax and information
structure through a study of the loss of verb second (V2) and developments in the
passive in the history of English. The starting point for this investigation is provided
by observations from the literature about the loss of V2, which represents a major
syntactic change in the history of the language, and a series of developments which
suggest that there is something like a ‘rise’ of the passive in English, most
importantly manifested in the introduction of three new types of passives towards
the end of the Middle English (ME) period. Individually, both developments call for
investigation because they represent rare types of changes cross-linguistically. Many
V2 languages, like present-day German and Dutch, are stable and do not change
their basic word order, which raises the question why English would have undergone
this change. In comparison, the new passives are cross-linguistically rare, which
makes the fact that they were introduced in English even more unusual. What makes
these developments stand out even more, however, is that they take place roughly
simultaneously, and that the passive and V2 seem to share an information-structural
function: the syntax of both the passive and the OE V2-system allows for a
rearranging of arguments in the clause, which in turn can be used for informationstructural purposes, such as creating a given-before-new order of information and
placing given information in initial position. The shared information-structural
function, combined with the syntactic changes taking place at roughly the same
time, make the passive and the loss of V2 particularly suitable for investigating the
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interaction between syntax and information structure. The studies in this thesis
provide evidence for a complex interplay of syntactic and information-structural
factors: a range of word order options interact with several information-structural
functions. Syntax has a great impact on information structure because it determines
the word order options available in the language. Information structure, in turn,
does not influence syntax to the same extent, in the sense that it does not influence
what options are available, but it has a major influence on syntactic choice.
In order to provide an answer to the main questions posed in this thesis,
Section 7.1 summarizes the conclusions per chapter. Section 7.2 provides answers to
the main questions, outlining the main contributions of this thesis to the discussions
in the existing literature. Section 7.3, finally, addresses certain limitations of the
current study and provides suggestions for further research.

Section 7.1

Summary of findings per chapter

Let us start by summarizing the findings of the individual chapters. Chapter 2
explored in more detail the background of the proposal that the loss of V2 and the
rise of the passive are connected, based on the idea that V2 and the passive share
an information-structural function. Two types of V2 existed in OE: one in which the
finite verb is always in second position, in C, following operators and ƊĂͬƊŽŶŶĞ in
Spec,CP; and a second type in which the verb only moves to F, following nonoperators in Spec,CP (Haeberli 2000, Fischer et al. 2000). In these clauses, the
subject occurs either after the finite verb, as in (1), or after it, as in (2).
(1) DŝĚƊƵƐĞŶĚƐĞĂƌŽĐƌčĨƚƵŵ woldeƐĞƐǁŝĐŽůĂĚĞŽĨŽůƊŽŶĞŚĂůŐĂŶǁĞƌŽŶƐƵŵĞ
ǁŝƐĂŶďĞƐǁŝĐĂŶ͕
‘With a thousand wily arts did the treacherous devil strive in some way to
deceive the holy man,’
(coaelive,ÆLS_[Martin]:710.6427)

(2) KEƐƵŵĞƌĞƚŝĚĞDĂƌƚŝŶƵƐstahƚŽĂŶƌĞƵƉĨůŽƌĂ͕
‘On one occasion Martin was mounting to an upper floor,’
(coaelive,ÆLS_ [Martin]:601.6358)
In information-structural terms, there are two important aspects of this second type
of V2. First, the presubject position can be used for unmarked, discourse-old
information, and it is used by elements of various syntactic categories—objects, PPs,
adverbs (see Los 2005, 2009, 2012). Second, the position of the subject is largely
determined by its information status: old subjects are likely to occur before the finite
verb, while new subjects are likely to follow it (see Bech 2001, Van Kemenade &
Westergaard 2012). Both properties have the effect that there is variation in word
order, which can be used by speakers for information-structural purposes, both to
rearrange arguments to create an unmarked given-before-new order of information,
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and to place given information in initial position, the preferred position for given
information. In turn, the two crucial properties of the passive that make it relevant
for information-structural purposes are its rearranging of the active subject and
object, and the fact that it places a non-agent in subject position; it promotes an
element to subject status. Again, these options can be used for informationstructural purposes: rearranging elements according to a given-before-new principle,
and placing given information in initial position in the clause.
Building on proposals from Los (2005, 2009, 2012) and Seoane (2006), the
shared information-structural potential between the passive and V2 provides the
starting point for an exploration of the interaction between syntax and information
structure. Los (2009, 2012) proposes that when the V2 system was lost in the ME
period, this was not just a syntactic change, but the presubject position became a
marked theme with the result that the subject became more important as the only
remaining unmarked theme. This in turn led to a greater need for strategies to
create subjects, such as the new passives. Seoane (2006) proposes that the passive
provides an answer to changing needs in the language, both as a subject creator and
as an information rearranger. These two proposals present two different scenarios:
in the first scenario, the loss of V2 led to the introduction of new constructions,
specifically the ECM, prepositional and recipient passive; in the second scenario, the
loss of V2 influenced the use of the passive a less direct way, leading to an increase
in the use of passives, including the three new passives, and possible other
strategies to place arguments in subject position.
The final part of Chapter 2 reviewed how information-structural functions have
previously been defined for a range of constructions, either as absolute constraints
on the information status of a particular element, as relative constraints, or with
information status as one factor working together with factors such as weight. I also
addressed the question of how to understand and annotate givenness and
concluded that cognitive accessibility and discourse behaviour should be considered
separately because they are sometimes independent factors determining the use of
a construction.
Chapter 3 investigated the introduction of the three new passives in the
fourteenth century and aimed to establish the time and reason for their
introduction, in order to determine whether the loss of V2 led directly to the
introduction of the passives. I showed that their introduction is even closer in time
than previously proposed in the literature and that, crucially, they are all in use,
although marginally, before the loss of V2. In Section 3.2 I argued that the
introduction of the prepositional passive, which authors previously proposed to have
taken place in the thirteenth century, actually takes place slightly later, with the first
unambiguous example dating from the 1330s. I provided additional evidence for the
process of reanalysis of verb and preposition as the key to the introduction of the
prepositional passive. I explained the introduction in terms of minimal alternations,
where the new passives are first introduced in a context where they are least
noticeable—in relative clauses, where stranding was already possible.
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The studies of the recipient passive in Section 3.3 provided no earlier examples
than previously found by Allen (1995), from the late fourteenth century. I argued
that as long as the dative-fronted passive is still in use (up to roughly 1400), the fact
that the recipients could be placed in initial position as datives blocked nominative
recipients. Once fronting in general declines, including fronting of datives, the
recipient passive becomes possible.
Finally, the study of the ECM construction in Section 3.4 added examples to the
existing collection in the literature, but the corpus contained no earlier examples,
and crucially did not contain more active ECMs than previously described in the
literature, in turn confirming the dominance of the passive version of this
construction. I argued that this dominance is due to the closely-related passive
options that were already available in the language, making the passive unmarked,
while the active stands out syntactically because of its unusual structural
configuration. Crucially, what these three studies is show is that the introduction of
each new passive is caused by specific small-scale changes: the reanalysis of verb
and preposition in the case of the for prepositional passives; the loss of the dativefronted passive in the case of the recipient passive; and influence of Latin and the
existence of related passives in the case of the ECM passive. There is no clear
evidence of information-structural factors playing a role in their introduction.
Chapter 4 investigated the information-structural aspects of the V2 system in
OE and aimed to establish the way syntactic and information-structural factors
interacted in OE. I showed that various constructions are in OE available for similar
purposes of achieving a given-before-new order of information: the passive, object
fronting, and PP preposing. In addition, the subject of the passive, the fronted object
and the initial PP all performed a function of local anchoring by allowing a given,
discourse-old element to occur in initial position in the clause.
Section 4.2 showed how the passive is syntactically not completely
standardized in OE: both the auxiliaries and agent phrase preposition are not yet
fixed. What is in place, however, is the function of the long passive in terms of
rearranging information, which becomes clear from the results that almost ninety
percent of the long passives obey a given-before-new constraint. I found that late
subjects (cf. PDE /ŶƚŽƚŚĞƌŽŽŵĐĂŵĞĂŶĞůĞƉŚĂŶƚ), for which passive clauses are one
of the possible verb types, provide an option for speakers to present new subjects in
end position in the clause, i.e. in focus position.
Section 4.3 showed that object fronting in OE obeys a similar type of givenbefore-new constraint—the object needs to be more given than the subject—but
the percentage is slightly lower than that for passives, around 75%. What also makes
object fronting different from the passive is that most of the exceptions to the givenbefore-new constraint are instances of contrastive or focused clause-initial objects.
This was further confirmed by a study of clause-initial objects, which showed both
contrastive or focused objects in that position, but the majority of objects in clauseinitial position (quite different from PDE) contain old information and are
information-structurally unmarked.
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In Section 4.4, it was shown that, like the clause-initial objects, clause-initial PPs
in OE mostly contain discourse-old information and function as unmarked discourselinks, i.e. local anchors. Like objects in initial position, clause-initial PPs can also be
marked or contrastive. For all three constructions, then, the studies provided
evidence for word order variation being used for the information-structural purpose
of placing given information before new information. This overlap is most clearly
seen in the case of object fronting and passive, as the constructions can perform the
same function and target the same arguments and can thus be truly said to be in
competition.
Chapter 5 investigated the remnants of the V2-system in the EModE and MBE
periods and aimed to achieve more insight into the loss of inversion in PP-initial
clauses and into the discourse behaviour of these initial PPs. It showed that what is
relevant in the change described as the loss of V2 is not only the change in the
position of the finite verb and subject, but also a development in the use and
function of the subject and the element in initial position. Section 5.2 showed that
the position of the subject changed: during the EModE period, inversion is lost
almost completely, with the exception of clauses with unaccusative verbs. The
remnants that remain from the beginning of the MBE period already resemble the
remnants in PDE in the locative inversion pattern. Moreover, Section 5.3 showed that
during EModE, but even more convincingly during the MBE period, English develops
into a predominantly subject-initial language. This has the consequence that the
presubject position becomes less frequently used, and the distribution of the types
of elements in initial position shifts. Crucially, the information-structural character of
the elements in initial position also changes: PPs become more often frame setters
and contrastive elements, and object fronting is almost completely restricted to
contrastive objects. In short, this chapter identified in more detail the changes that
are related to, or are consequences of, the syntactic development that is the loss of
V2, most importantly manifested in the increasingly marked nature of the presubject
position, and the emergence of the subject as the only remaining unmarked theme.
Chapter 6 returned to the topic of the passive and other subject-creating
strategies, and traced the developments in these constructions in the periods after
ME, up to the beginning of the twentieth century, with respect to the changes in the
language during and after the loss of V2. I showed that these strategies can be seen
as another response to the need for subject strategies after the loss of V2 because of
their subject-creating and information-rearranging properties. In Section 6.2, I
provided further evidence for the previously described increase in the use of
passives with respect to actives; although there are many differences between
contexts and between subperiods, a convincing overall increase takes place from
EModE to MBE. A similar increase takes place specifically for long passives, which are
relevant not only for their subject-creating properties but also for their informationrearranging function. In Section 6.3, I traced the development of the three new
passives towards becoming a more established part of the English language: they all
become gradually more frequent in the language and develop into productive
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patterns, although they are all limited somewhat by lexical restrictions. Finally, in
Section 6.4, I explored middles and non-agentive subjects and provided suggestive
evidence from a range of sources that these are innovative strategies in the period
after the loss of V2 and that their use increased in these periods. All these
constructions represent strategies which fulfil the need for subject strategies in that
they provide non-canonical ways of placing an argument in subject position in the
clause.

Section 7.2

Answers to the main questions

The main aim of this thesis is to investigate the interaction between syntax and
information structure, and specifically (i) whether there is evidence of a two-way
interaction at any stage of the language; and (ii) whether the interaction between
syntactic and information-structural changes throughout the centuries, when we see
the syntactic changes of the loss of V2 and introduction of new passives. Most
importantly, did syntactic changes limit the information-structural means to such an
extent that new syntactic constructions were introduced to express the informationstructural functions?
7.2.1
The interaction between syntactic and information-structural factors in Old
English
The first question to be answered is what role information-structural factors play in
the word order variation in OE (450-1150) and to what extent these factors can be
seen as the main motivation for the use of particular constructions. The answer to
this, based on the corpus studies from Chapter 4, is that information structure plays
an important role in OE V2, as can be seen in the fact that information-structural
factors determine to a large extent variation in subject placement, as well as the
choice for particular constructions. First, the presubject position is used for the
specific information-structural function of local anchoring, as we have seen in
object-initial and PP-initial clauses: these types of clauses allow for a discourse-old
referent to occur in the information-structurally unmarked initial position. Second,
passives, object fronting, and to a lesser extent PP preposing, are all available for the
same information-structural function of reordering elements in the clause according
to a given-before-new order. This overlap in function is clearest for passives and
object fronting because they target the same arguments in the clause for
rearranging (the underlying object and subject of an active). Third, the three subject
positions that are available in non-operator-initial clauses, where V-to-F movement
takes place, are differentiated in terms of the information status of the subjects
occurring in those position: the studies in Chapter 4 show that there is a general
tendency for old subjects to occur before the finite verb and for new subjects to
follow the finite verb, confirming earlier proposals in the literature (e.g. Bech 2001,
Van Kemenade & Miliđev 2012 and Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2010). The studies in this
thesis update these findings by differentiating between V2 contexts, which is not
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always consistently done in the literature (V-to-F vs V-to-C, pronominal vs nominal
subject), and by using finer-grained information status distinctions. The studies show
that while the general tendency is clear, it is not a strict rule, witnessed by the many
counterexamples. In a similar way, the late subject position provides another option
for placing new information late in the clause, already prefiguring the specific
introducing function of locative inversion in later periods.
However, while information-structural factors clearly influence the use of
particular constructions, they do not regulate the system to such an extent that
particular positions or constructions can be said to be strictly driven by the need to
express an information-structural function. Crucially, the different subject positions
do not correlate with specific information statuses. This means that theoretical
accounts should provide room for some variability, something which not all of the
current proposals on OE syntax and information structure allow for (e.g. Hinterhölzl
& Petrova 2010 and Biberauer & Van Kemenade 2011). Although optionality in
syntax may not be an ideal conclusion, it does provide the most elegant account of
the interaction between syntactic and information-structural principles, while also
leaving room to consider related factors, such as weight.
7.2.2
Changes in the interaction between syntax and information structure after
the loss of V2
The second question with respect to the interaction between syntax and information
structure is how the role of information-structural factors changes when V2 as a
syntactic system is lost. The Middle English period (1150-1500) sees the beginning of
the loss of V2, in the decline of subject-verb inversion in non-operator contexts,
from 1400 onwards. The change takes place at such a speed that V2 is lost for the
greater part by 1500, although it is clear that the loss of V2 does not represent a
uniform development: in some contexts—most notably after PPs and with
unaccusative verbs—inversion is still relatively common by the end of the ME period.
The loss of V2 seems to be as much an information-structural development as a
syntactic change (cf. Los 2009, 2012). The developments in the subject and
presubject position during the transition from a V2 language to an SVO language, as
described in Chapter 5, show a combination of syntactic changes, changes in the
information-structural character of positions, and changes in frequency in the use of
particular positions. In the first place, the position of the subject with respect to the
finite verb changes, as seen in the study of inversion in PP-initial clauses in Chapter
5, which added to the existing body of literature on the loss of V2 that has previously
focused on clause-initial adverbs and objects (e.g. Haeberli 2002, Van Kemenade &
Westergaard 2012, Van Kemenade 2012). Inversion of the old V2-type occurs for a
longer time in PP-initial clauses, until the E1 period, while late subjects still remain
possible in PDE, although limited by the type of PP, type of verb and information
status of PP and subject. Inversion after PPs, which is still relatively common at the
beginning of the Early Modern English period—including both old V2-type inversion
examples and locative inversion—shows a sharp decline by the end of the sixteenth
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century. The loss of one of the subject positions means that there was less room for
the given-before-new principle to order subjects according to their information
status or anaphoric behaviour. 
Second, during the same period that the position of the subject becomes more
fixed before the finite verb, the use of the clause-initial position changes. The
growing need for subject strategies in the language becomes clear through the
dominance of subjects in initial position in the EModE and MBE periods. This
dominance of the subject has an influence on the use of the initial position: object
fronting is lost, in two ways: objects become infrequent in initial position, and they
lose their local anchoring function, which also means a loss of a rearranging
construction for given-before-new order. PP preposing is not lost but changes in
character: PPs become increasingly marked, although some local anchoring remains;
crucially, however, local anchoring is no longer the most important function of
clause-initial PPs. The EModE and MBE periods show that what is relevant in the
change described as the loss of V2 is not only the change in the position of the finite
verb and subject, but also a development in the use and function of the subject and
the element in initial position, confirming Los’s (2012: 21) statement that V2 was
“much more than a gradual falling off of the frequency of verb movement” (see also
Van Kemenade 2012). With the loss of V2, English becomes an overwhelmingly
subject-initial language, leading to a situation in which other elements in first
position become marked; even more so because of their increasingly marked
information-structural properties of frame setting and providing contrast. In sum,
what we see is that changes in the syntax limit the options that are available for
speakers to express particular information-structural functions.
7.2.3
Responses to the loss of V2
The third question is whether the developments in the passive and other subjectcreating strategies can be ascribed to the changes in interaction between syntax and
information structure and more specifically, to the limitations exerted by syntax on
information-structural freedom. I have explored three possible consequences of the
greater importance of the subject: (i) the introduction of new passives in the
fourteenth century; (ii) an increase in use of the passive; and (iii) a rise of alternative
subject-creating strategies.
As for the introduction of new passives, I have shown in chapter 3 that the loss
of V2 in terms of information structure or more precisely, the changes in the use of
the presubject and subject position, did not lead to the introduction of the three
new passives: the passives were in use before the loss of V2 and their introduction
can be explained with reference to specific syntactic developments or contexts. The
passives were introduced by the end of the ME period, with the dates of first
attested examples lying close together: the prepositional passive in around 1350, the
recipient passive around 1375, and the ECM passive around 1390. Despite the
suggestive timing of the three introductions, the passives are neither structurally
linked to one another, nor more generally to the effects of the loss of V2. In the
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period that the consequences of the loss of V2 kick in, and the need for subject
strategies becomes greater because of the increased importance of the subject as
the initial element in the sentence, the new passives become more established
constructions, as shown in an increase in frequency and productivity. Their function
as subject creators and information rearrangers makes them particularly suited
constructions as a subject strategy and a response to the increasing restrictions on
word order freedom.
In this respect, the new passives follow the general development of all passives,
which show an increase in frequency throughout the EModE and MBE periods. By
this time, the passive is a fixed syntactic construction, with one way of expressing the
agent, through the ďǇ-phrase, and an increasingly fixed position for this ďǇ-phrase
after the passive participle, in postverbal (i.e. focus) position in the clause. First, the
passives are relevant as responses because of their subject-creating properties. The
studies in Chapter 6 provide evidence for an increase of passives with respect to
actives in EModE, confirming Seoane’s (1999, 2000, 2006) data. The increase is most
pronounced, however, if the EModE and MBE corpora are considered in their
entirety to each other, while it is less clear in which of the subperiods this
development exactly takes place. Second, passives become more strongly
information-rearranging constructions after the ME period—as their syntax becomes
fixed and they remain as one of the few means available to do this type of
rearranging. This in turn is likely to be one of the reasons for the increase in long
passives, which provide this option of rearranging arguments most clearly.
A third consequence of the loss of V2 was found in other unusual subject
strategies—middles and non-agentive subjects—which are minor innovations in
English and serve the same function as the passive, positioning a non-agentive
argument in grammatical subject position. While the introduction of these patterns
proved somewhat difficult to trace, these strategies are productive patterns in
Modern English and there is evidence that they have become more frequent over
the last two centuries (e.g. Visser 1963-1973, Hundt 2007, De Smet 2013). This is the
period that the information-structural consequences of V2 have truly taken their
effect, i.e. when English has become a predominantly subject-initial language and
subjects remain the only possibility to express unmarked themes. The development
of middles and non-agentive subjects fits into the overall story of the need for
subject strategies and increased use of non-canonical subject creators and
information-rearrangers.
7.2.4
Conclusion: a complex interplay of syntactic and information-structural
factors
The overall conclusion regarding the relation between the loss of V2 and the ‘rise’ of
the passive is that the loss of V2 and the information-structural consequences of this
loss did not lead to syntactic changes in the form of new constructions, but did boost
the use of certain existing constructions from the sixteenth and seventeenth century
onwards, when the information-structural aspects of the loss of V2 had been
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established and the subject had become the only unmarked theme. This means that
information structure can, on the basis of this study, not be shown to influence the
syntactic options that are available and, in turn, that the current study does not
provide evidence for an equal two-way interaction between syntax and information
structure. Instead, the studies provide evidence for the view that information
structure makes use of the options that the syntactic system makes available (cf. Van
Kemenade & Westergaard 2012: 105). When the syntax changes, the distribution in
terms of frequency of the remaining options to express a particular function shifts,
because the same information-structural needs still must be met. This is most clearly
seen in the subject positions: as long as there are multiple positions, information
structure plays an important role in determining the variation but as soon as these
positions are lost, speakers look for other existing means to express some of these
functions, for example introducing new topics through locative inversion and
passives. The same interaction is also seen in the changes in the number of
constructions that can achieve given-before-new order: from a range of
constructions in OE to only the passive in PDE; the increase in the use of the passive
following this development is more than suggestive.
At the same time, the studies have also shown that information structure has a
considerable influence on the language and the changes that we have seen in the
Left Periphery—mostly information-structural—in fact determine the shape of the
language to a large extent: while all syntactic positions remain available, the
character of the presubject position changes dramatically, accompanied by changes
in the frequencies of elements occurring in this position. None of these changes are
syntactic, but they do have a far-reaching effect on the use of the initial position. It is
important to recognize that these information-structural functions can be of a
different type: in some cases conditions on information status seem absolute, in
other cases it is a matter of relative constraints. The studies provide evidence that
information-structural needs are more stable than the syntax in a language: the
principles of given-before-new order of information and marked/unmarked sentence
beginnings are important in all periods, while the syntactic means change (cf.
Lambrecht 1994: 29). Finally, although there is no evidence of syntactic changes as
the result of the loss V2, the changes in the use of particular constructions—a
continuing decrease in frequencies leading to limited productivity—may lead to
syntactic changes in the long run. If we return to the Minimalist principles, it is clear
that information structure is part of the language use, and the current study has not
provided evidence for information structure as part of the syntactic system of the
language (cf. Chomsky 1995). As Minimalists, then, we should not want to
incorporate information structure in the syntactic derivation, but work with a model
which allows for a level of optionality and where the choice between options is
determined by the speakers on the basis of information-structural needs. An insight
into these syntactic possibilities, in combination with separate studies on these
information-structural needs, provides a valuable perspective on the changes that
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have taken place in English, but the value of describing such an interaction is not
limited to this particular case study.

Section 7.3

Suggestions for further research

This final section outlines some unresolved issues and provides suggestions for
further research. While the corpus studies have provided an interesting insight into
the interaction between syntactic and information-structural factors in the particular
case of passives and the loss of V2, some questions remain unresolved. One obvious
limitation is that the current study has only considered English, while the interaction
between syntax and information structure can only be fully understood when all
languages are taken into account. An example of a question that has not been
sufficiently answered is what the influence of genre is on the use of the passive. In
addition I have focused on comparing the passive with V2-type constructions only,
but there are more constructions that share a function with the passive, including
impersonalization strategies. In this section, I highlight three of these issues, which in
turn provide suggestions for further research: (i) the annotation of information
status; (ii) the challenges of corpus studies; and (iii) future developments in English.
One of the principal decisions on the basis of the literature on annotation of
information structure in both PDE and OE was to use a four-way distinction of
information statuses in combination with separate ways of measuring anaphoricity.
The corpus studies have underlined the relevance of separating anaphoricity from
cognitive accessibility in describing the function of a particular construction. For
instance, the study of topic introduction as a function of the long passive illustrated
how it is not information status but anaphoricity which seems to be the deciding
factor in the use of the construction. The choice of four information status
categories—more detailed than most studies on related topics, which mostly use
binary distinctions—yielded more mixed results. In some cases, the finer-grained
distinctions provide a better understanding of the relevant constrast, for instance in
those cases where the four statuses behave in terms of a hierarchy. In other cases, it
was not at all clear that these four categories really constitute a hierarchy and that
the categories of ACCESSIBLE and ANCHORED really added something to a binary
distinction. Crucially, it is not evident whether it really makes a difference in what
way a referent becomes accessible, as long as it is indeed accessible to the hearer. In
that sense, while the different categories and anaphoricity provide further insight
into the concept of givenness, this may not always translate into a functional
difference in the use of a construction. In addition, using finer-grained distinctions
also means that the choices may be more difficult to make; as documented,
sometimes the status of elements in a binary given/new system is not even clear. For
example, should generics and world knowledge be grouped with accessible or
discourse-old referents? And is the link to the discourse or the hearer in the case of
different types of inferables strong enough to make the referent behave like a given
referent? Research on behaviour of all subcategories in different information-
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structural contexts (for an example, see Taylor & Pintzuk 2014) is needed to fully
answer the question which subcategories behave in similar ways and what type of
higher-level classification is feasible.
Throughout this thesis I have combined large quantitative studies with smallscale qualitative studies, and I believe this has provided an interesting insight into
the changes that take place, although both types of approaches have their
limitations. First, adding qualitative studies to quantitative studies decreases the
possibility that the overall numbers do not represent the changes that we are
interested in, since large studies have the problem that there may be issues with the
annotation of the corpus; a query for the entire corpus necessarily relies on the
annotation that is available in the corpus. Second, adding quantitative studies to
qualitative studies solves the problem of generalizability of qualitative studies. By
singling out relevant distinctions from the quantitative studies and using these for a
larger-scale study, it is possible to provide a more general picture of what has been
established as a qualitative development (such as for the presence of anaphoric
elements in clause-initial PPs). Despite this, there are certain gaps in the data that I
have not been able to address. The most important issues in this respect are
possible changes in animacy and discourse-linking properties of clause-initial
subjects, possible differences between discourse-linking properties of subjects in
active versus passive sentences, and the development of middles and the nonagentive subjects. For most of these developments, it has not been possible to trace
the development throughout the subperiods. More detailed corpus work on a
variety of corpora in combination with more extensive manual analyses (cf. Hundt
2007) is needed to fully understand these developments and to provide a time
frame for them.
A final area of interest in relation to the topics discussed in this thesis that I
would like to address here is the question of further changes in the language after
the periods that were investigated, and indeed, after the present day. The
developments and changes studied in this thesis do not, for the majority, represent
single syntactic changes, but are more subtle developments that take place on a
level of language use, rather than a syntactic level—with the exception of the
introduction of the new passives. The corpora that have been used only include texts
up to 1914, while the study of the middles has shown that important changes still
take place in the twentieth century. Not only does this mean that the developments
described in this thesis are likely to continue, but it also opens the possibility for a
change of direction in these developments under the influence of new influences in
the language. Of particular interest in this respect is the fact that the community of
speakers of English has changed dramatically in this last century, with English being
increasingly used as a global language or lingua franca (see Crystal 2003). This raises
two important questions. First, with respect to the use of the clause-initial position,
the question is whether learners of English use the presubject and subject position
differently under influence of their first language (L1), and whether English itself, or
certain varieties of English, change under the influence of these languages. It is of
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course especially interesting to see the effect on English of an L1 language which has
V2 (cf. Los, Verheijen & De Haan 2013). Second, with respect to the particular
constructions discussed in this thesis—the three passives, locative inversion,
middles—the question is how easily these constructions are acquired by L2 speakers
of English. Indeed, they may represent features that are lost in English as a Lingua
Franca, or their use may change in new varieties of English as speakers use it in a
different way. An insight into these developments could provide further support for
the idea that information-structural principles are universal and shed more light on
the interaction between syntax and information structure.
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Samenvatting (Summary in
Dutch)
In dit proefschrift onderzoek ik de relatie tussen twee onderdelen van het
taalsysteem, syntaxis en informatiestructuur, door het bestuderen van twee
opvallende veranderingen in de geschiedenis van het Engels. De eerste verandering
is het verval van de zogenoemde verb-secondregel (V2) in de veertiende en
vijftiende eeuw, en de tweede verandering is de introductie van nieuwe typen
lijdende of passieve vormen in dezelfde periode. Hierbij wordt syntaxis gezien als
het onderdeel dat bepaalt welke zinsconstructies mogelijk zijn in een taal en
informatiestructuur als het onderdeel dat de optimale volgorde van informatie in
een zin bepaalt. Bij het verval van V2 en de introductie van nieuwe types passieve
vormen spelen zowel de syntaxis als de informatiestructuur een belangrijke rol. De
vraag die ik probeer te beantwoorden is of deze twee onderdelen van het
taalsysteem elkaar beïnvloeden of onafhankelijk van elkaar opereren. De studies in
dit proefschrift laten zien dat de syntaxis de informatiestructuur beïnvloedt, want
het is de syntaxis die bepaalt welke grammaticale opties beschikbaar zijn in de taal.
Voor een omgekeerde invloed is weinig bewijs—het is niet zo dat de
informatiestructuur de oorzaak is van het ontstaan van nieuwe constructies—maar
de informatiestructuur is wel heel bepalend voor hoe de beschikbare constructies
gebruikt worden. Dit geldt zowel voor de frequentie van verschillende zinstypen als
voor de precieze manier waarop deze zinstypen worden gebruikt.
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Twee grote veranderingen in de veertiende en vijftiende eeuw
In de veertiende en vijftiende eeuw maakte het Engels twee opmerkelijke
veranderingen door: het verval van de zogenoemde V2-regel en de introductie van
nieuwe passieve vormen. De eerste van deze twee veranderingen, het verval van de
V2-regel, gaat om de woordvolgorde in hoofdzinnen. De V2-regel bepaalt dat de
persoonsvorm altijd op de tweede positie staat in de hoofdzin, zoals dat in het
hedendaags Nederlands en Duits ook is.
(1) Ik ging gisteren naar Londen.
(2) Gisteren ging ik naar Londen.
In voorbeeld (1) begint de zin met een onderwerp, dat gevolgd wordt door de
persoonsvorm (het vervoegde werkwoord). In voorbeeld (2) begint de zin met een
tijdsbepaling, maar de persoonsvorm is nog steeds het tweede element in de zin,
terwijl het onderwerp de persoonsvorm hier volgt. Deze omgekeerde volgorde van
onderwerp en persoonsvorm wordt inversie genoemd. Het verschil met het
hedendaags Engels is dat als er in het hedendaags Engels een ander element dan
het onderwerp op de eerste positie in de Engelse zin staat, de volgorde van
onderwerp en persoonsvorm niet verandert, zoals voorbeeld (3) laat zien.
(3) Last week I went to Manchester.
Vorige week ik ging naar Manchester
‘Vorige week ging ik naar Manchester’
In (3) staat het onderwerp op de tweede positie, voor de persoonsvorm. Maar
hoewel in het modern Engels het onderwerp praktisch altijd vóór de persoonsvorm
staat, was er in het Oudengels (450-1150) een variant van de V2-regel in gebruik
(eerst aangetoond door Van Kemenade 1987). Een belangrijk verschil met het
Nederlands en Duits is dat het Oudengels een niet volledig regelmatig systeem
heeft, maar dat er—afhankelijk van het element in eerste positie—variatie is. Na de
bijwoorden ƊĂ en ƊŽŶŶĞ is de volgorde bijvoorbeeld altijd ƉĞƌƐŽŽŶƐǀŽƌŵͲŽŶĚĞƌǁĞƌƉ,
maar na andere tijdsbepalingen en lijdend voorwerpen komen zowel ƉĞƌƐŽŽŶƐǀŽƌŵͲ
ŽŶĚĞƌǁĞƌƉ als ŽŶĚĞƌǁĞƌƉͲƉĞƌƐŽŽŶƐǀŽƌŵ voor. Uit eerder onderzoek naar V2 is
gebleken dat deze woordvolgorde vanaf ongeveer 1400 begint af te nemen, en bijna
geheel verdwenen is rond 1500. Uit deze studies blijkt overigens ook dat er niet
alleen veel variatie is in het systeem zoals dat in het Oudengels gebruikt wordt, maar
ook in het verval van V2: in verschillende contexten neemt inversie in verschillende
snelheden af.
Ook in het gebruik en de historische ontwikkeling van de passieve vorm is het
Engels bijzonder in vergelijking met nauwverwante talen zoals Nederlands en Duits.
Verschillende taalkundigen hebben beweerd dat in het hedendaags Engels de
passieve vorm vaker wordt gebruikt dan in deze verwante talen. Daarnaast laat een
studie van Seoane (1999a) zien dat dit een gevolg lijkt te zijn van een toename in
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gebruik van passieve vormen in de vijftiende en zestiende eeuw. Een nog meer
opvallende ontwikkeling is dat het Engels meer passieve vormen toelaat dan deze
verwante talen. Het Engels heeft, net als het Nederlands en Duits, een standaard
passieve vorm waarbij het lijdend voorwerp van een actieve (of bedrijvende) zin het
onderwerp wordt van de passieve zin, met de passieve markering op het
werkwoord.
(4) a. The man bites the dog.
b. De man bijt de hond.
(5) a. The dog is bitten by the man.
b. De hond wordt gebeten door de man.
Maar naast deze standaardvorm heeft het Engels ook de volgende vormen.

(6) a. Someone sat on this bench.
‘Iemand zat op dit bankje’
b. This bench was sat on.
dit bankje was gezeten op
‘Er is op dit bankje gezeten’
(7) a. John gave her the book
John gaf haar het boek
b. She was given the book
zij werd gegeven het boek
‘Aan haar werd het boek gegeven’
(8) a. They believed him to be a liar.
zij geloofden hem te zijn een leugenaar
‘Zij dachten dat hij een leugenaar was’
b. He was believed to be a liar.
hij werd geloofd te zijn een leugenaar
‘Er werd van hem gedacht dat hij een leugenaar was’
In de zogenoemde ƉƌĞƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶĂů ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ (͚prepositionele passieve vorm’) in (6)b
wordt om het zelfstandig naamwoord dat volgt op een voorzetsel (ŽŶƚŚŝƐďĞŶĐŚ) het
onderwerp van de passieve zin. Voorbeeld (7)b laat een zogenaamde ƌĞĐŝƉŝĞŶƚ
ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ (‘ontvanger passieve vorm’) zien, waarin het meewerkend voorwerp (vaak
een ‘ontvanger’) het onderwerp is geworden van de passieve zin. Deze twee
passieve vormen vallen op omdat in de meeste talen met passieve vormen het
lijdend voorwerp het onderwerp van de passieve zin wordt. Het laatste voorbeeld
(8) laat een zinstype zien dat ook heel beperkt in het Nederlands wordt gebruikt
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(bijvoorbeeld met ŐĞĂĐŚƚƚĞǌŝũŶ). In deze zin is het onderwerp van de passieve zin
weliswaar het lijdend voorwerp in de hoofdzin, maar het functioneert ook als
onderwerp (‘uitvoerder’) van het werkwoord ƚŽ ďĞ. Omdat de actieve zin in de
literatuur een ECM constructie 97 wordt genoemd, heet deze passieve vorm de D
ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ. Uit eerder onderzoek is gebleken dat deze nieuwe passieve vormen voor
het eerst aan het einde van de Middelengelse periode (1150-1500) voorkomen in de
manuscripten, verrassend genoeg ongeveer rond dezelfde tijd. De ƉƌĞƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶĂů
ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ wordt vanaf de dertiende eeuw gebruikt, de ƌĞĐŝƉŝĞŶƚ ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ en de D
ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ vanaf halverwege de veertiende eeuw.
De relatie tussen het verval van deV2-regel en de veranderingen in de passieve vorm
Beide veranderingen—het verval van de V2-regel en de introductie van nieuwe
passieve vormen—zijn van een type dat niet veel voorkomt en zijn dus op zichzelf al
het bestuderen waard. Maar er is een belangrijke reden waarom het aannemelijk is
dat deze twee ontwikkelingen aan elkaar gerelateerd zijn, namelijk de interactie
tussen twee onderdelen van het taalsysteem: de syntaxis, of grammatica, en de
informatiestructuur. Deze twee onderdelen spelen een rol voor een spreker als deze
een efficiënte boodschap wil overbrengen: de zin moet grammaticaal correct zijn
maar moet ook op een optimale manier de informatie overbrengen.
Er is al veel onderzoek gedaan naar de relatie tussen informatiestructuur en
syntaxis. Uit deze onderzoeken is een aantal belangrijke functies of principes naar
voren gekomen. Allereerst is er het ŐŝǀĞŶͲďĞĨŽƌĞͲŶĞǁ principe, die bepaalt dat een
zin, of boodschap, begint met de kennis die als gegeven (‘given’) wordt geacht, en
dat daarna pas de nieuwe (‘new’) informatie wordt toegevoegd. Bij dit principe gaat
het zowel om de relatieve volgorde van de informatie (‘given’ voor ‘new’) als om de
absolute informatie in de eerste positie van de zin. Deze positie wordt in de
literatuur (beginnend bij Halliday 1967, 1994) wel de ‘theme’ genoemd, het
startpunt van de boodschap. Hoewel deze positie gebruikt kan worden voor nieuwe
informatie of voor een tegenstelling, is een belangrijke functie van deze positie het
weergeven van zogenaamde ƵŶŵĂƌŬĞĚ ƚŚĞŵĞƐ. Dit zijn elementen die niet
contrastief zijn en ‘given’ informatie bevatten, en zo aansluiten op de vorige zin.
Hierdoor ontstaat een samenhang in de tekst.
De positie vóór de persoonsvorm in het Oudengelse V2-systeem kan gebruikt
worden door verschillende syntactische elementen, zoals het lijdend voorwerp, een
bijwoord, of een voorzetselgroep (een voorzetsel met een zelfstandig naamwoord,
bijvoorbeeld ŽƉĚŝƚďĂŶŬũĞ). Deze elementen kunnen verschillende types informatie
bevatten, zowel bekende of ‘gegeven’ informatie als nieuwe informatie. Er is door
onderzoekers ook aangetoond dat een deel van de variatie in de positie van het
onderwerp bepaald wordt door de informatiestatus (of ‘waarde’) van dit onderwerp.
97 ECM staat voor ǆĐĞƉƚŝŽŶĂůĂƐĞDĂƌŬŝŶŐ, een term van Chomsky (1981). Het lijdend voorwerp van de
hoofdzin is tegelijkertijd het onderwerp van de bijzin en de naamval op dit lijdend voorwerp volgt niet de
standaardregels.
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Dit betekent dat het Oudengelse V2-ysteem sprekers de mogelijkheid geeft om
informatie te ordenen volgens het ŐŝǀĞŶͲďĞĨŽƌĞͲŶĞǁ principe en om gegeven
informatie in de eerste positie in de zin te plaatsen. Deze eerste positie is belangrijk
omdat dit de voorkeurspositie is voor ‘given’ informatie.
De lijdende vorm kan ook voor deze twee functies gebruikt worden. De
passieve vorm verandert de volgorde van het onderwerp en de lijdende vorm zoals
deze in de actieve zin staan (DĂŶďŝũƚŚŽŶĚwordt ,ŽŶĚǁŽƌĚƚŐĞďĞƚĞŶĚŽŽƌŵĂŶ).
Daarnaast zorgt een passieve vorm ervoor dat een argument dat niet oorspronkelijk
een onderwerp is (het lijdend voorwerp) toch als onderwerp gebruikt kan worden.
Deze twee constructies—V2 en de passieve vorm—delen dus twee functies als
het gaat om de informatiestructuur en daarom is het aannemelijk om te stellen dat
als een van de constructies verdwijnt, dit gevolgen heeft voor de andere constructie.
Dit is precies wat de tot nu toe bekende gegevens al suggereerden: V2 vervalt en de
passief neemt toe, zowel in de frequentie waarin het wordt gebruikt als in de
vormen die worden gebruikt. Deze relatie tussen passieve zinnen en het V2-systeem
is eerder gelegd door Los (2005, 2009) en Seoane (2000, 2006). Los beargumenteert
dat het verval van V2 niet alleen gaat om grammaticale veranderingen, maar
eigenlijk een veel grotere verandering inhoudt voor de taal. Ze schrijft de introductie
van de nieuwe passieve vormen toe aan het verval van V2: het verval van V2 zorgde
voor minder flexibiliteit in de eerste positie (minder verschillende types elementen
in eerste positie) en een toename van zinnen die beginnen met een onderwerp.
Daarbij is dus vooral van belang dat de passieve vorm van een lijdend voorwerp een
onderwerp kan maken. Seoane schrijft juist de toename in het gebruik van passieve
vormen toe aan het verval van V2, niet alleen omdat het van lijdend voorwerpen
een onderwerp maakt, maar ook omdat het de informatie in de zin kan herschikken
volgens een ŐŝǀĞŶͲďĞĨŽƌĞͲŶĞǁ patroon. De vraag is dus of het verval van V2
inderdaad leidt tot nieuwe passieve vormen of dat op een wat indirectere manier de
syntactische beperkingen die het verval van V2 inhoudt leiden tot een ander gebruik
van overgebleven strategieën om toch in de informatiestructuurbehoeften van
sprekers te kunnen voorzien.
Introductie van nieuwe passieve vormen
Nadat ik in Hoofdstuk 1 en 2 de achtergrond bij dit onderwerp en de
onderzoeksvragen heb uitgelegd, zoals hierboven beschreven, onderzoek ik in
Hoofdstuk 3 de introductie van de drie nieuwe passieve vormen. Het doel van dit
hoofdstuk is om vast te stellen wanneer deze passieve vormen precies zijn
geïntroduceerd en ook wat de reden is voor deze introductie. Het is hierbij vooral
van belang om vast te stellen of dit voor of na het verval van V2 is, en of er een
grammaticale relatie is tot het V2-systeem. Ik laat in dit hoofdstuk zien dat de
introductie van de drie speciale passieve vormen—de ƉƌĞƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶĂů ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ, de
ƌĞĐŝƉŝĞŶƚ ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ en de D ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞͶnog dichter bij elkaar ligt dan eerder
aangenomen in de literatuur, namelijk in de tweede helft van de veertiende eeuw.
Dit betekent dus dat alle drie de vormen al in gebruik waren voordat het verval van
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V2 begint, hoewel ze nog niet véél gebruikt worden en het gebruik nog niet
helemaal regelmatig is. De prepositionele vorm is de eerste nieuwe passieve vorm
die wordt gevonden in de manuscripten, maar ik beargumenteer dat de hele vroege
voorbeelden die eerder in de wetenschappelijke literatuur zijn aangedragen niet
onomstotelijk bewijzen dat de prepositionele passief al een geaccepteerde
constructie is in de taal. Het corpus dat ik gebruik bevat geen eerdere voorbeelden
van de ƌĞĐŝƉŝĞŶƚ ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ en D ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ en de introductie blijft dus staan in de
veertiende eeuw.
Een andere belangrijke conclusie die ik trek in hoofdstuk 3 is dat de nieuwe
passieve vormen allemaal geïntroduceerd worden vanwege andere kleine
veranderingen in de taal en dus niet vanwege een algemene ontwikkeling van
passieve vormen in de taal. De reden voor de introductie van de ƉƌĞƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶĂů
ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ is, beweer ik, het feit dat de prepositionele passief eerst op een
onopvallende manier – voornamelijk in betrekkelijke bijzinnen waar het
zogenaamde ‘achterlaten’ van het voorzetsel aan het einde van de zin al mogelijk
was. De introductie van de ƌĞĐŝƉŝĞŶƚƉĂƐƐŝǀĞis toe te schrijven aan het verdwijnen
van de vooropplaatsing van lijdende en meewerkende voorwerpen. Deze
vooropplaatsing bereikt hetzelfde effect als de passieve vorm en zolang deze
vooropplaatsing mogelijk is, is er geen reden om een ƌĞĐŝƉŝĞŶƚƉĂƐƐŝǀĞte gebruiken.
De D ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ wordt geïntroduceerd samen met de actieve versie, vaak
toegeschreven aan invloed van het Latijn. Ik beargumenteer dat de passieve versie
veel lijkt op vormen die al aanwezig zijn in het Engels en dus niet heel erg opvalt als
nieuwe constructie. Dit is een groot verschil met de actieve versie, die opvalt als
nieuwe constructie en waarschijnlijk daarom ook relatief weinig gebruikt wordt.
Interactie tussen syntaxis en informatiestructuur in het Oudengels
In Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoek ik de interactie tussen syntaxis en informatiestructuur in
het Oudengels, specifiek in het V2-systeem zoals dat in het Oudengels in gebruik
was. Ik richt me hierbij op drie soorten zinnen: passieve zinnen, zinnen die beginnen
met een voorop geplaatst lijdend voorwerp, en zinnen die beginnen met een
voorzetselgroep (vaak bepalingen van tijd of plaats). De studies in dit hoofdstuk
laten zien dat deze verschillende zinstypes allemaal beschikbaar zijn om de over het
algemeen gewenste ŐŝǀĞŶͲďĞĨŽƌĞͲŶĞǁ volgorde van informatie te bereiken.
Daarnaast wordt de eerste positie in de zin gebruikt door elementen van
verschillende syntactische status—onderwerp, lijdend voorwerp, voorzetselgroep—
en deze bevatten in de meerderheid oude informatie. De niet-onderwerpen in
eerste positie bestaan voornamelijk uit informatie die eerder genoemd is, of te
herleiden uit de context, en daarmee zijn ze dus ƵŶŵĂƌŬĞĚ ƚŚĞŵĞ. Ze vervullen
daarmee een belangrijke functie in het verbinden van twee zinnen, door op de
informatie uit de vorige zin door te gaan.
Ik laat zien dat in het Oudengels de lijdende vorm ook al wordt gebruikt om
een ŐŝǀĞŶͲďĞĨŽƌĞͲŶĞǁ volgorde van informatie te creëren in de zin. De lijdende vorm
in het Oudengels is nog wel minder gestandaardiseerd. Vooropplaatsing van lijdend
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voorwerpen wordt in het Oudengels—in tegenstelling tot het hedendaags Engels—
ook gebruikt voor ŐŝǀĞŶͲďĞĨŽƌĞͲŶĞǁ, maar het percentage is lager dan dat voor de
passieve zinnen. Daarnaast valt op dat de uitzonderingen vooral contrastieve
objecten bevat (tegenstellingen). Tot slot laat ik in hoofdstuk 4 zien dat
voorzetselgroepen in eerste positie in de zin ook vooral oude informatie bevatten en
gebruikt worden om een verbinding aan te brengen met de vorige zin. Maar ze
kunnen ook weer contrastief zijn. Dit is anders dan de passieve zinnen, maar
vergelijkbaar met de voorop geplaatste lijdend voorwerpen.
Samenvattend worden deze drie constructies allemaal gebruikt door sprekers
om bepaalde informatie zo optimaal mogelijk te ordenen. Dat betekent dat (tot op
zekere hoogte) deze drie syntactische mogelijkheden gelijkwaardige keuzes zijn voor
de spreker voor het optimaal ordenen van de informatie. Dat de opties gelijkwaardig
zijn is het duidelijkst voor zinnen met een voorop geplaatst lijdend en passieve
zinnen omdat daarbij dezelfde elementen worden omgedraaid, het onderwerp en
het lijdend voorwerp (vergelijk ,ĞŵǌĂŐŝŬen ,ŝũǁĞƌĚŐĞǌŝĞŶĚŽŽƌŵŝũ).
Veranderingen in de interactie tussen syntaxis en informatiestructuur bij het verval
van V2
In Hoofdstuk 5 onderzoek ik het verval van V2 in de periode na 1500, in het
bijzonder het verloop van de ontwikkelingen die beschreven zijn in hoofdstuk 4. De
studies in het hoofdstuk laten zien dat het verval van V2 niet alleen bestaat uit een
verandering in de positie van het onderwerp en de persoonsvorm ten opzichte van
elkaar, maar dat vooral de functie en het gebruik van de eerste positie verandert
door de eeuwen heen.
Het verval van V2 is al door veel taalkundigen onderzocht en de algemene
ontwikkeling is inmiddels duidelijk. In het eerste deel van hoofdstuk 5 pluis ik een
aantal aspecten van het verval van V2 verder uit. Ik kijk in dit deel van het hoofdstuk
specifiek naar zinnen die beginnen met voorzetselgroepen omdat dit een voorbeeld
is van een zin die variatie laat zien in de volgorde van onderwerp en persoonsvorm.
Deze categorie van zinnen is nog minder beschreven in de literatuur. De studies
laten zien dat gedurende de vroegmoderne periode (1500-1710) inversie bijna
helemaal verdwijnt, met uitzondering van passieve zinnen en zinnen met een
zogenaamd ƵŶĂĐĐƵƐĂƚŝǀĞwerkwoord. Dit zijn werkwoorden waarbij het onderwerp
niet echt de ‘uitvoerder’ is van het werkwoord, maar eigenlijk zelf de actie
98
ondergaat, bijvoorbeeld in de zin Ğ ŵƵƐƐĞŶ ǀŝĞůĞŶ ǀĂŶ ŚĞƚ ĚĂŬ. Vanaf ongeveer
1700, het begin van de Modern Engelse periode, komt inversie alleen nog voor zoals
het ook nog in het hedendaags Engels in gebruik is—in hele specifieke contexten,
vooral na plaatsbepalingen (/ŶƚŽ ƚŚĞ ƌŽŽŵ ĐĂŵĞ ĂŶ ĞůĞƉŚĂŶƚ). Daarnaast laten de
studies zien dat het Engels zich langzaam ontwikkelt tot een taal waarin hoofdzinnen
98

In het Nederlands vormen deze werkwoorden in de regel een voltooid verleden tijd metǌŝũŶ͕en niet
met ŚĞďďĞŶ, zoals andere werkwoorden. Vergelijk bijvoorbeeld ĞŵƵƐƐĞŶǌŝũŶŐĞǀĂůůĞŶmet ĞŵƵƐƐĞŶ
ŚĞďďĞŶŐĞǀůŽŐĞŶ͘
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in de meeste gevallen (ongeveer 75%) beginnen met een onderwerp. Dit betekent
dat de eerste positie in de hoofdzin veel minder gebruikt wordt door andere
elementen (zoals een lijdend voorwerp of bepalingen van tijd en plaats). Het effect
hiervan is dat als deze positie wel gebruikt wordt, dit redelijk bijzonder is en dit dan
gebeurt vanwege een speciale reden, zoals het aangeven van een tegenstelling of
nadruk. Vooral voor het voorop plaatsen van lijdend voorwerpen is dit nadrukkelijk
het geval. Het onderwerp blijft dus tijdens de moderne periode over als de enige
manier om de zin te beginnen met een ƵŶŵĂƌŬĞĚ ƚŚĞŵĞ dat bestaat uit oude
informatie die niet contrastief is of waar geen nadruk op ligt. Dit is geen echte
syntactische verandering, maar wel een verandering die heel bepalend is voor het
Engels als taal, ook weer in vergelijking met de nauwverwante talen.
Gevolgen van het verval van V2
In Hoofdstuk 6 kijk ik tot slot naar de gevolgen van de veranderingen in het gebruik
van de eerste posities in de zin. Ik onderzoek een aantal zinstypes waarvan ik
beargumenteer dat de toename in hun gebruik toe te schrijven is aan het
toegenomen belang van het onderwerp als ƵŶŵĂƌŬĞĚƚŚĞŵĞ, omdat deze zinstypes
er allemaal voor zorgen dat een element dat oorspronkelijk niet het onderwerp van
de zin is, dit toch wordt. Als eerste gaat het dan om de passieve zinnen. Ik laat zien
dat, zoals Seoanes (1999a) kleinere studie al suggereerde, het gebruik van passieve
zinnen toeneemt in de vroegmoderne en moderne periodes. De drie nieuwe
passieve vormen die waren geïntroduceerd in de veertiende eeuw worden
langzaamaan regelmatiger in hun gebruik en worden vaker gebruikt, net als alle
passieve vormen. Tot slot kijk ik naar een aantal recentere ontwikkelingen, die er op
neerkomen dat het onderwerp in het Engels vaker bestaat uit een element dat niet
de traditionele rol van agens heeft (‘uitvoerder’), zoals in de volgende zinnen.
(9) The book sells well.
‘Het boek verkoopt goed’
(10) This tent sleeps four.
Deze tent slaapt vier [mensen]
‘Er kunnen vier mensen in deze tent slapen’
In (9) is ƚŚĞďŽŽŬniet de agens van ƐĞůů͖het wordt zelf verkocht, maar verkoopt niet
iets. In (10) is dŚŝƐƚĞŶƚ niet de agens vanƐůĞĞƉ; het is niet de tent die slaapt. Hoewel
deze constructies niet makkelijk te vinden zijn in de beschikbare corpora is er
genoeg bewijs om aan te nemen dat hun gebruik toeneemt vanaf ongeveer de
zestiende eeuw. Het is dus aannemelijk dat de ontwikkelingen na het verval van V2
hebben geleid tot een toename in het gebruik van dit soort constructies.
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Conclusie
De studies in Hoofdstuk 3 tot 6 laten een aantal dingen zien met betrekking tot de
vraag of syntaxis en informatiestructuur los van elkaar opereren of elkaar
beïnvloeden. In het geval van het verval van V2 en de passieve vorm in de
geschiedenis van het Engels lijkt het niet zo te zijn dat de behoefte van sprekers om
aan bepaalde principes van informatiestructuur te voldoen daadwerkelijk leidt tot
de introductie van nieuwe constructies in de taal. De constructies die ik onderzoek—
de nieuwe passieve vormen, de non-agens onderwerpen, de passieve vorm ĂŶ
ƐŝĐŚ—zijn allemaal al aanwezig in de taal voordat het verval van V2 wordt ingezet, of
worden om afzonderlijke redenen geïntroduceerd. Tegelijkertijd is het wel zo dat de
principes van informatiestructuur bepalend zijn voor welke constructies veel worden
gebruikt. Ten eerste wordt in het Oudengels de positie van het onderwerp
grotendeels bepaald door de informatiewaarde van dit onderwerp. Ten tweede zijn
er in het Oudengels verschillende zinstypes die een ŐŝǀĞŶͲďĞĨŽƌĞͲŶĞǁvolgorde van
informatie kunnen creëren door de argumenten in de zin te herordenen. Wanneer
enkele van deze opties uit gebruik raken (bijvoorbeeld vooropplaatsing van lijdend
voorwerpen), neemt het gebruik van de overgebleven opties, voornamelijk de
passieve vorm, toe. Dit proefschrift laat vooral zien dat in deze twee ontwikkelingen
in de geschiedenis van het Engels zowel de syntactische veranderingen als de
ontwikkelingen in het uitdrukken van informatiestructuurprincipes belangrijk zijn
voor het begrijpen van wat er gebeurt in de taal. Samengenomen bieden de
syntactische ontwikkelingen en informatiestructuurprincipes ons een inzicht in hoe
het Engels zich heeft ontwikkeld, specifiek in de veranderingen die het Engels
onafhankelijk heeft doorgemaakt ten opzichte van nauwverwante talen als
Nederlands en Duits.
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